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FOREWORD

The Air Force Avicnics Laborarory (APSC) and the Society uZ Automotive Engineers
Jv{ntly sponsored the "1972 Lightning and Static Electricity Conference" on 12 - 15
Pecember 1972 in Las VeR~iq, Nevada. This report presents the proceedings of the
conference.
Mr. C. R. Austin, Air Force Avionics Laboratory teab the Conference
Organizer.
Research describod hereln represents the efforts of numerous persons in many
organizations.
The Air Force Avionics Laboratory and the Society of Automotive
Engineers desires to express gratitude and appreciation to the following for their
contributions in the conduct of this Conference and preparation of th?,. proceedings:
Menbers of the General Committee, Lhe Program Planning Committee, and AE-4
Electromagnetic Compatibility Committee of SAE and the conference co-chairmen,
Messrs. C. Seth and J. Moe,
Messrs. J. M. Kelly, Tom Wolff, C. R. Austin, and
Mrs. Pam Hutmier who spent many hours assisting in organizing the Conference
and preparing material.
Publication of this proceeding does not constitute Air Force or Society of
Automotiv•, Engineers 1pproval of the findings or conclusions.
The proceedings
aze published only for the exchange and stimulation o, ideas, and to highlight
the state-of-the-art.
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CHAIRMEN'S MESSAGZ

i

Prior to 1968, a need existed for an international forum concerning the natTeohnica3 communication and
ural phenomena of Lightning and Static Electricity.
exchange of information was restricted to minimal coverage in conjunctioon with
Accordingly, a Conference on Lightning and Static Electricity
other symposia.
was held to establish technical communication within the area and highlight the
The Conference was co-sponsored by the Air Force and the
state-of-the-art.
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) Committee AE-4 or Elect,.omagnetic CowpatiAgain in 1970, the need for continuing communication became apparent,
bility,
ani another Conference was held which was also co-sponsored by the Air Force and
SAE Committee AE-4.
This year, the Air Force and ShE Committee AE-4 have again teamed to present
It is the
this third biennial Conference on Lightning Pnd Static Electricity.
hope of the Chaizmen that the Conference will highlight the state-of-the-art
This type of communication
while providing a forum for technical interchange.
among the experts in the field will create a general ".Awareness" of atmospheric
The Proceedings include extensive technical information
electricity ý'oblems.
and will serve as a valuable reference for many years.
The current
Preliminary plans are underway for another conference in 1974.
chairmen will act as a focal point until the conference officers are designated.
One objective of the next conference will be to obtain additional particiati43
from other nations so that the International aspects :>f th:.se corrimon probjems
are highlighted.
Your, Chairmen wish co acknowledge the extensive efforts and contributions
Particularly, we extend our th-nks
made by so many on behalf o.' the Conference.
to the Conference Session Organizers, Messrs, M. P. Amason, Dr. J. G. Breland,
R. W. Ellison, J. B. Godwin, Dr. J. E. Nanevicz, R. A. Peterson, J. A. Flumer,
Also, we acknowledge the special
J. D. Robb, H. S. Schwartz and G. L. Weinstock.
efforts of Miss Janice Howe and Mr. H. J. Hunter in the preparation of the
Special thanks are extended to the Chairman of SAE
Conference Proceedings.
Committee AE-4, Mr. W. D. McKerchar and the Chairman of EIA Committee G-46, Mr.
Also, we extend a special vote o'
E. S. Hughes, for their help and assistance.
thanks to our consultants, Messrs, C. R. Austin. H. M. Bartman, S. Caine
W. L. Evans, J. J. Fisher, Dr. D. R. Fitzgerald and S. Skolriik for their
valuable advice and guidance.

C. E. SETH
FOR GOVERNMENT

J. L. MOE
FOR INDUSTRY

iii

S
This document contains the text of unclescified papers presented at the
1972 Conference on Lightning and Static Electricity, held 12-15 December 1972.
The papers document the discussion Pof the theoretical aspects of both lightning
In addition, the practical control of adverse
and atmospheric electrification.
effects is addressed relative to aerospace vehicles and installations.
Sessions
include fundamental aspects, missiles and spacecraft, aircraft, advanced
composites, fuels, and lightning simulation.
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SESSION I
"FUNiDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF LIGHTNING
M.P. ANASON,

CHAIRMAN & ORGANIZER

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION

FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS. OF LIGHTNING
Chairman and Organwzer - M. P. Ammson
Dou&IL Aircraft Company
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
I ong Beach. Californis

Tihe Fundamental Aspects of Lightning
Session is organized with the objective of
presenting discussions of the basic elements
of natural lightning strike phenomena with
special emphasis placed on the conditions that
are of importance to the design of lightning
protection for ,erospace vehicles,
A motion picture* of the thunderstorm with
its' associated electrical and lightning
phenomena and the related research activities
will first be presented by Professor B.
Vonnegut of the State University of New York
at Albany. The lightning prestrike activities,
such as the cloud electrification phenomena and
the propagation of lightning stepped leaders,
will be discussed. This will provide a general
over-all view of the operational environment
and the aerospace vehicle's involvement with
the lightnr4 g strike,
The electrical current and field characteristics of lightning strikes are of major concern to the aerospace designers. It is generally accepted that most of the lightning damage
to the aerospace vc',icles are related to the
electrical aspects of lightning strikes, such
as the peak current flow, the rate of rise of
the current and the charge transfer. A better
understanding of these characteristics will
enable the designers to establish more realistic design criteria for lightning protection.
The instrumentation and measurements associated
with defining electrical current and field
characteristics of varlous types of lightning
strikes will be discussed by Professors
M. Brook and C. Moore of the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology."
*

**

Most of the lightning protection research
and development work in the aerospace industry
has been carried out using laboratory spark
simulation techniques.
In the past, there has
been concern with certain simulation methods
in view of the differences found between test
results and in-service data. The understanding of the characteristics of natural and
simulated lightning strikes and the differ..
ences between them will assist in the interpretation of lata collected in the laboratory.
The laboratory spark simulation of natural
lightning strikes will be analyzed by Professor
M. A. Uman of the University of Florida.
An impressive amount of information related
to natural lightning strike characteristics
has been obtained during the past few years.
This information has been used as a guide line
for the current lightning protection research
and development work. Many factors are still
unknown, especially those associated with the
prestrike and the cloud-to-cloud and intracloud ligh'ning stroke phenomena, which may
affect certain lightning protection design
features. Research efforts should continue
until all phases of the natural lightning
strike to aircraft phenomena can be understood.
If required, improved laboratory simulation
techniques should be devised and better lightning protection techniques for aerospace
vehicles developed.

Movie film "Atmospheric Electricity," by
the American Meteorological Society, Fi'm
No. 1841, Modern Learning Aids, 1212 Avenue
of the Americas, New York, N.Y., 10036.
Copies of this paper will be distributed at
the Conference.
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?.tmospheric Electricity
Bernard Vonnegut
State University of New York at Albany
i
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A
general picture of thunderstorm
and associated electrical phenomena
is provided by a motion picture entitled, "Atmospheric Electricity".
This film, prepared by the Educational
Development Center under the direction
of the American Meteorological Society and the sponsorship of the
National Science Foundation, provides
a rather elementary and nontechnical
introduction to the electrical processes taking place in the atmosphere.
To introduce the concept of electricity in the atmosphere several
familiar charge separation mechanisms
are illustrated--the electrification
experienced when walking across a rug
and the contact electrification of
the belt passi. over a pulley of a
Van de Graaff high voltage generator.
The important concept that electrical forces are produced between
separated electric charges is illustrated by the electrical attraction
exhibited between two high voltage
electrodes and the coalescence of
water drops suspended in an electric
field in a nonconducting oil.
The fact that significant electrification is present in the atmosphere
even during fine weather in the complete absence of clouds is illustrated
by duplication of early experiments in
which charge is shown to flow when a
wire attached to an arrow is projected
into the air or when a wire is supported by a kite or balloon. The results of studies of atmospheric
electricity during fair weather, which
indicate that the solid earth carries
a charge of about a million coulombs
of negative charge while the lower atmosphere carries an equal positive
charge, are illustrated. The consequent potential difference of several
hundred kilovolts that exists between
the earth and the upper atmosphere and
the global conduction current of
several kiloamperes flowing continufrom the atmosphere to the earth
is also illustrated.
Some of the many sources of atmospheric electrification are shown, such
as the production of charge by bursting
bubbles, the blowing of snow and dust,
as well as waterfalls and erupting
volcanoes.
Although these processes
undoubtedly contribute in important
ways
to
atmospheric
electrification,
itnant
is source
generally
agreed
that charge
the domiof atmospheric
is

provided by thunderstorms, perhaps a
thousand in number, continuously
occurring somewhere over the surface
of the earth. Studies being carried
out by scientists to determine the
nature of thunderstorm electrification
and its origin are illustrated with
scenes taken in New Mexico showing
various research activities. An animated sequence, prepared with the help
of Professor Marx Brook, illustrates
how a lightning discharge develops
under the influence of the electrical
stresses produced by the thunderstorm
cloud.
The still
unsolved and critical
problem of how clouds generate strong
electric fields is illustrated by
descilptions of two varieties of
electrification mechanisms, the first
caused by the falling of electrified
precipitation, and the second caused
by the transport of charged particles
in updrafts and downdrafts.
The phenomenon of point discharge,
in which elevated points, such as
trees and buildings beneath thunderstorms, produce ionization and emit
electrical charge is illustrated by a
duplication of Schonland's experiment,
in which a current is shown to flow
from an electrically isolated tree.
Some of the apparatus and techniques
used to study thunderstorms are illustrated with scenes showing Professor Moore and his colleagues carrying out studies of thunderstorms from
the summit of a mountain in New Mexico.
Data obtained with electrical
measuring apparatus, photography and
radar show that electrificaticn appears early in the life of the thunderstorm and that increases in electrification coincide with rapid growth in
the height of the cloud. Radar data
indicating that lightning is sometimes
followed by the formation of a heavy
gush of rain s,•ggest that electrical
processes may be playing a role in
accelerating droplet coalescence.
Laboratory experiments are shown
which indicate that electricity may
play a role in speeding the formation
of rain and also perhaps in supplying
energy to tornadoes.
Despite many recent advances in out
knowledge of atmospheric electrificatiorn, it still
is too fragmentary and
inadequate
to providemany
a sound scientific
basis
for
answering
cal questions that arise of
in the
our practimodern

I

I

technology.
At the present time, most
studies of ,hunderstorm electricity
have been confined to measurements
made of garden variety thunderstorms
occurring over lane masses in the
temperate zone.
It is conceivable,
in fact probable, that the electrical
characteristics of stoimts occurring
over the water and in other geographiin
important
cal
locations
may differ
respects
from those
that
have been
storms
studied.
For the
most part,
the
that
have been studied
are
of an
size
extending to
altiintermediate
tudes of approximately 10 kilometers.
Very little
data
has been obtained
cn the
very intense
giant
electrical
s:orms that
extend to
altitudes
of
20 kilometers
and that
produce light-

ning at rates an order of magnitude
usual
oreasurements
more largerhave
thanbeen
madestorms.
of the Few
4ometimes strong electrification known
to occur in large-scale winter storms
and the intense "lake effect storms"
thit
occur in the fall over the
warmer waters of the Great Lakes.
We do not yet have the key pieces
of information in strongly electrified storms of any kind necessary
to a satisfactory utiderstanding of
the electrical charge generating
p- iss. We don't know the nature
origin of the charged particles
A.responsible for electrification, nor
do we understand .he convective circulation of the storm that determines
the movement and accumulation of
these charge carriers.
Although it
has not been possible to obtain this
information thus far and although the
job will certainly not be easy, it
now appears that the job can be done.
With our modern technology of aircraft,
electrical instruments, radar and
computers, we are at last capable of
securing this information and nutting
our understanding of cloud electrification on a sound basis.
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Spark Simulation of Natural Lightning
Martin A. Uman
Dopartment of Electrical Engineering

University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32601
ABSTRACT
Laboratory sparks are often considered
to be miniature lightning and, cs such, are
sometimes a3ed to simulate the effects of
natural lightning on aerospace vehicles.
This
testing is generally concerned with the vulnerability of electrical systems, mechanical
parts, and f.el aystems to lightning as well
as a determination of the likely lightning
points-of-strike,
Very little
is known about the characteristics of the intracloud, intercloud, and
cloud-to-air discharge which aerospace vehicles
generally encounter.
Cloud-to-ground discharges, which are occasionally encountered and
about which considerably more is known, appear
to be more severe. Most lightning-simulation
studies attempt to reproduce the properties
of cloud-to-ground lightning.
The characteristics of natural lightning
which are of most interest relative to
aerospace vehicle protection are (1) the
initial bre-kdown processes, (2) the current
and energy trz-sferred from the lightning
channel to the vehicle, (3) the electric and
magnetic fields gerpratAd ty a direct or close
strike, and (4) the shock wave produced by the
expanding lightning channel.
Sparks cannot be
used to simulate (1) adequately although they
can give some idea of likely points-of-strike.
Sparks or voltage and current generators can
be used to simulate (2) to a reasonable degree.
Sparks cannot be used to simulate (3), and it
is unlikely that a large enough voltage and
current generator io practical to simulate (4).

The validity of lightning testing using long
sparks is sometimes questionable since as we
shall see, lightning and long sparks differ in
many of their characteristics.
The physical
properties of the long laboratory sparks
created by impulse breakdown by the Westinghouse 6.4 MV impulse generator located at
Trafford, Pa., have been the subject of a
number of studies [21-[6].
Most sparks studied were 4-m in length, although 2.5-m and 5-m
sparks have received some study.
Since the
properties of long laboratory sparks are, to a
considerable extent, dependent upon the
generator and associated electrical circuits
which produce the sparks, we will, in this
paper, confine our discussion primarily to
those laboratory sparke created by the
Westinghouse Trafford generator.
In the pCesent comparison of lightning
with laboratory sparks we consider only those
lightning discharges which take place between
cloud and ground; that is, we choone not to
discuss intracloud,
rntercloud, or
air discharges. We do this for thr2Q rcasons!
(1) Much more ts knrown about cioud-te-around
lightning than about any other type of lightning because the cloud-to-ground discharge is
usually visible and hence is amenable to
optical measurements (e.g., photography,
spectroscopy); (2) Cloud-to-ground lightning
is thought to exhibit higher values of current
than cluud dischargcs and hence in that sense
is more sevece; and (3) Most lightning simuulation studies attempt to reproduce the
properties of cloud-to-ground lightning.
We will compare the following properties
of lightning and long laboratory sparks:
(1) the initial breakdown; (2) electrical
properties including current and energy;
(3) the electric and magnetic fields generated; and (4) the shock wave.

LIGHTNING IS A TRANSIENT high-current electric
discharge whose path length is generally
measured in kilometers [il.* Lightning occurs
when some region of the atmosphere, usually
part of a thundercloud, attains an electric
charge sufficiently large that the electric
field associated with the charge causes
electrical breakdown of the atr. The region
of the thundercloid charge which feeds the
typical cloud-to-ground lightning discharge is
of the order of kilometers in diameter and,
before lightning occurs, consists primarily of
charged and uncharged ice and water particles
with a total net negative charge of tens to
hundred of coulombs.
Long laboratory sparks are often considered to be miniature lightning and are used to
to simulate lightning.
Lng sparks are used in
model tests to dctermine lightning's probable
point of strike. Long sparks are used to test
the vulnerability of fuel systems and electronic equipment of connnercial and military
aircraft and aerospace vehicles to lightning,

THE INITIAL BREAKDOWN
A drawing of a streak camera photograph
of the luminous features of a could-to-ground
lightning discharge is shown In Fig. 1. A
streak camera photograph is obtained with a
camera composed basically ot a stationary lens
and a strip of photographic film that is moved
horizontally at constant velocity across the
image plane.
Each cloud-to-ground lightning
discharge is made up of one or more intermittent partial discharges.
A total lightning
discharge (whose time duration is of the order
*Numbers in bracketo dsasignate references
at end of paper.
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of a half second) is called a flash; each
component discharge (whose luminous phase is
measured in hundreds of microseconds) is called
a stroke. There are usually three or four
strokes per flash, the strokes typically being
separated by about 40 me. Each lightning
stroke begins with a weakly luminous predischarge, the leader process, which propagates
from cloud to' ground and which is followed
immediately by a very luminous return stroke.
The return stroke propagates from ground to
cloud.
The cloud-to-ground predischarge precedinS
the first return etroke in a flash is called
The stepped leader appuars
the stepLed leader.
to move downward in luminous steps of typically
50-m length with a pause time between steps of
about 50 ps. During the pause time the
stepped-leader channel is not luminous, or,
more properly, is not luminous enough to be

ground in a time of the order of 70 us. The
region between the return-stroke wavefront and
The net
ground is traversed by large currents.
negative charge deposited on the leader channel
is effectively lowEred to earth through the
highly conducting channel beneath the
return-stroke wavefront.
After the stroke current has ceased to
On
flow, the lightning flash may be ended.
the other hand, if additional charge is made
available to the top of the channel, the
(The
flash may contain additional strokes.
flash is then termed a multiple-stroke flash.)
If additional charge is made available to the
decaying return-stroke channel in a time less
than about 100 me, a continuous or dart leader
will traverse that return-stroke channel,
increasing its degree of ionization, depositng
charge along the channel, and carrying the
The
cloud potential earthward once more.

recorded on photographic film using standard
Each leader step
streak-camera techniques.
becomes bright and observable in a time less
In Fig. 1 the 50-m steps
than a microsecond.
appear as darkened tips on the faintly luminous
channel which extends upward into the cloud,
The typlcal average velocity of the stepped
led'eL u6urng its trip to the ground is
From electric field masurements
1.5 x 105 m/s.
made during the etepped leader process, it has
been determined thut a typical stepped leader

dart leader thus sets the stage for the second
(or any subsequent) return stroke. The dart
leader appears to be a luminous section of
channel about 50 m in length which travels
smoothly earthward at about 2 x 106 m/s, an
order of magnitude faster than the average
velocity of the stepped leader. Schematic
drawings of streak-camera photographs of dart
If the current
leaders are shown in Fig. 1.
in the previous return stroke has ceased to
flow for several hundreds of milliseconds,

has of the order of 5 C of negative charge
distributed over its length when it is near
ground.
The average currents which must flow
in the stepped leader to deposit this amount of
charge intens of milliseconds of travel tine
to ground are of the order of 102 A. Peak
currents in leader steps are of the order of
103 A 7)],
Undoubtedly, there are electrical
and luminous phenomena occurring in the stepped leader on a time and distance scale much
asmaller than have been observed,
when the stepped leader has lowered a
charged column of high negative potential to
near the ground, the resulting high electric
field at the ground is sufficient to cause
upward-moving discharges to be launched from
the ground or from objects on the ground toward the leader tip. When one of these
discharges contacts the leader, the bottom of
the leader is effectively connected to ground
potential while the remainder of the leader
is at negative potential and is negatively
The situation is aomewhat similar
charged.
to a transmission lire charged to a constant
potential with a short circuit applied at its

any subsequent stroke will be preceded by a
stepped leader whose path is different from
that of the decayed channel.
As we have seen, cloud-to-ground lightning is initiated by a stepped leader.
Exactly how the stepped leader forms and how
it manages to funnel negative charge previously stored in a relatively large volume
of cloud into a relatively narrow leader
There has been
channel is not understood.
a great deal of speculation about how the
stepped leader gets started and how it
propagates (with most attention being given to
Unfortunately,
the reasons for the steps).
however, no quantitative theory of the stepped
le~der is available nor is there any
consensus agreement that any one of the
Thus our
qualitative theories is adequate.
knowledge of the lightning breakdown process
Unfortunately,
is primarily observational.
much the same state of affairs exists relative to our understanding of long laboratory
sparks. Worse yet, while lightning occurring
at different locations around the world
appears to have aLout the same characteristics,

The leader channel acts like a transend.
mission line (nonlinear) supporting a very
luminous return stroke. The return-atroke
wavefront, an ionizing wavefront of high
electric field intensity, carries gro-ind
potential up the path forged previously by
the stepped leader. The return-strokewavefront
propagates at a velocity of typically
one-third to one-tenth the speed of light,
making the round trip between cloud-wo-base and

sparks studied by different investigators
appear to have very different characteristics.
The luminous fec=ures of the breakdown
process lesding to the 4-m sparks produced by
the Westinghouse Trafford generator have been
studied using a TRW image converter camera at
a distance of about 20 m frum the spark
The voltage applied across the rod-plane gap
would have been a standard 1.5 x 40 wave (1.5
;,s to peak and 40 vs to half value) with a

r5].

crest value of approximately 3.3 x 106 V in
the absence of gap breakdown and corona load.
For a negative rod and grounded plane this
voltage Is about 20 percent above that required
for breakdown,
No luminous processes are recorded by the
image converter camera until about 3 or 4 us
after the application of the negative voltage
to the rod. At that time a secondary streamer
(the terminology advocated by Loeb [891 or
leader (in analogy to the lightning leader)
emerges rrom the rod and propagates continuously toward the plane at about 2 x 106 m/s.
As it propagates, it becomes brighter.
Before
the downward-moving leader has crossed half of
the gap, one or more upward-moving leaders are
initiated from the plane.
The downward-moving
leader end one of the upward-moving leaders
meet, usually just below mid-gap, and a bright
luminosity or return stroke (in analogy to
lightning) is propagated from the junction both
upward and downward toward the two electrodes
at about 3 x 107 m/s.
The return stroke is
initiated about 5 us after the application of
the voltage. The junction of the downward and
upward-moving leaders is frequently charactcrized by a region of multiple channels,
The image-converter photographs showed
no primary streamers (Loeb's terminology [8])
or impulse corona (the notation used in most
of the earlier literatvce [9,10] prior to the
lea.er's appearance as had been observed by
Saxe and Meek (9], Park and Cones (10],
Kritzinger [11], and others for gaps about 1 m
or smaller. The Image tube threshold was
probably not lrw enough to record the impulse
corona.
Evidence for the existence of impulse
corona was, however, found in electrical
current &nd photoelectric measurements.
From a general point of view, the
luminous breakdcwn modes of the long spark
between a negative rod and a grounded plane
and of lightning are similar,
Both discharges
are initiated by a downward-propagating negatively charged leader which can be relatively
easily photographed. The leader is met jy an
upward-going discharge, ar- this meeting is
followed by A return stroke.
Undoubtedly,
undetected luminous processes (primary
streamers, impulse corona) precede the observed lightning stepped leader as they do
the spark leader.
On the other hand, the
ligi•tning stepped leader and the spark leader
appear to be quite different. The spark
leader has a velocity about an order of
magnitude greater than the average velocity
of the lightning stepped leader.
The spark
leader moves continuously (at least within
the time and spatial resolution of the
measurements), while the lightning leader
moves discontinuously in steps uhose characceristic length is many tens of meters.
The
characteristic length of one leader step is
about the length of the longest laboratory
spark that at present can be created.
It
should be pointed out, however, that spark
leaders produced by 1.5 x 40-pe impulselýoltages

have a velocity which is dependent on the
impulse generator circuit impedances and,
further, that spark leaders may apparently be
made to step if the circuit impedances are
properly adjusted (9,12].
In addition, spark
leaders produced by applied gap voltages which
rise to peak it, a time of the order of 100 us
(so-called "switching surge" voltages) have
been reported to step although it is not known
whether this stepping is a characteristic of
the breakdown or of the circuit impedances [12.
It is not known whether the mechanism for the
stepping of laboratory spark leaders is related
to the mechanism for the stepping of the lightning leader.
The lightning or laboratory-spark strike
point is determined by which upward-going
discharge contacts the downward-moving leader.
The most significant upward-moving discharge
is generated in the region of highest electric
field. The electric field is determined by
/IN tha Phnrge on the electrodes and on the
leader and (2) the space charge in the
inter-electrode gap.
Adequate spark simulation of lightning strike-points depends on the
similarity of the lightning and spark situaton
just prior to the strike. Since conduuting
surfaces of small radius of curvature greatly
(enhance the ambient electric field, It vould be
erpected that both lightning and laboratory
sparks would strike these surfaces.
Thus spark
simulation of strike points is physically
reasonable.
Errors, however, could be made if
the space cbarge field is appreciable and
if there are significant differences in the
space cbarge configurations in the spark and
lightning cases. More space charge would be
expectee in the lightning case since the
discharge takes longer to develop and strong
ambient electric fields are usually present
before the discharge.
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
We begin this section by estimating the
electrical energy available to produce lightning. If we imagine the negative-charge region
of the thundercloud to be the upper electrode
of a capacitor and the ground to be the lower
electrode, the available energy is QV/2 where
Q is the charge initially stored in the cloud
and then brought to earth during the discharge
and V is the potential difference between the
charge region and ground.
The charge Q is of
the order of tens of coulombs.
A charge of
this magnitude contained in a sphere of radius
1 ktn, whose center was a few ki.lometers above
ground, would produce a potential difference
between the surface of the charge-containing
volume and ground of the order of 10 8 V. The
resultant electrical energy stored is of the
order of 10 9 j.
It follows that for a typical
multiple-stroke flash of a few kilometers
length, the energy available per stroke per
meter of channel is roughly 10 5j/m.
The return stroke current measured ht
ground consists of the current contribution

8

due to the upward-propagating discharge
followed by the current due to the return
stroke. Lightning current waveforms at ground
for first and subsequent strokes are shown in

The time from detection of

Fig. 2 [13,14].

measurable current to peak current for first
strokes is generally about 10 us and for
subsequent strokes is 1 vs or less. Current
rates-of-rise in excess of 80 kA/hs have been
Peak return-stroke currents are
measured.
generally 10 to 20 kA. but a few reliable
values in excess of 100 kA have been obtained,

The lightning current is usually less than 104A
after about 100 ps and generally has a total
durationon
durantioni ofuarewt"
mllseConds
nunless
apresent
"continuing current" flows. Continuing
currents .f the order of 10 2 A may flow for tens

flowing at and near the damage point. Simulation of these effects by current generators
is therefore reasoaable.

ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC FIELDS
The electric and magnetic fields from
close lightning can induce deleterioue voltages and currents in electronic circuits. An
example of these fields at 3 km height from a
straight, vertical return stroke of average
current a distance of 10 m (essentially a

direct hit) and 100 m away is tiven in Fig. 3.
Electric fields approaching 10 b Vim which vary
a microsecond time-scale are apparently
in the event of a direct hit. Relatively large voltages will inevitably be picked-up

or even hundreds of milliseconds. First return
strokes have larger peak currents than

in any unshield electronic circuitry. The
magnetic field at ten meters is such that a
loop of 1 m2 area will have about 500 V

subsequent strokes.
On the average, first
return strokes discharge to earth of the order
of 5 C of charge, subsequent strokes of the
order vf 1 C.

looeof1ed
area
illehave
abu 500eV
generated around it. alectrlc and magnetic
fields from more distant lightning should be
similar to tnd electric fields given in [15]

Return stroke currents flowing in lightning channels above ground have recently
been determined (15] from measurements of the
electric fields generated by lightning. In
•this study, both first and subsequent stroke

and (16].

A laboratory spark carrying a lightningIke current will not pioduce the waveforms
town in Fig. 3. The fields from the
ýboratory spark will be due to a complete
clirrent loop including the generator as well

currents reached peak in about I us. From A
S~strongly
small
sample of 98 strokes in 21 flashes there

dependent
the lightning
return stroke
at: the spark.
The on
close
fields are

were several peak currents in the 100 ki. range.

stogydpnetnthrtuntok

ris
. wvelocity,
e
,
There fastvestl ober
currents
rathe of
The fastest observed current rate of rise was
near 200 kA/ts.
Channel currents almost always
were found to have much sharperpeaks than
currents measured in grounded towcrs or tall
buildings
r
Marx circuit generators can be used to
produce )ightning-like current rise-rimes
and peak values.
Whether the same generator
can produce lightning-like current decay-times
and continuing currents is mainly a property
of the initial energy stored in the generator.
In general, laboratory generators cannot, and
additional current sources are used for charge
transfers exceeding about 1C. The typical
lightning input energy per unit length of
5
channel, 10 J/m, is over an order of magnitude
input
greater than the Westinghouse spark
3
energy per unit length, 5 x 10 j/m. That the
lightning energy input is much greater also
follows from the fact that thunder is composed
of lower frequencies than the noise from the
sparks as we shall discuss later. The
Westinghouse spark current and charge transfer
ciosely resemole the current and crvrge transfer
It try
of a weak lightning subsequent st-oke.
well be that the values of electric field and
peak power dissipation in the spark and lightning channels arc not very much different; that
the main contributor to the input energy dlfferences are the different magnitudes and time
scales of the currents and charges.
Lightning damage to derospace vehicles
du2 to ther-.al effects of mechanical stress
is generally related to the value of current

S.
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and the fact that the wavefront is
propagating.
In the laboratory spark the
return stroke phase has ended during the early
parts of the current waveform.
It is probably
possille to tailor a voltage source to be
applies b.-tween two large parallel planes (the
object to be tested would be placed between
the planes) so that it would produce electric
fields similar to those of Fig. 3.
The
magnetic field could be generated from an
independent current source.
THE SHOCK WAVE
When energy is pumped into the leader
channe. by the return stroke current and
electric field, the radially expanding return
stroke cbannel ants as a piston creating an
If the shock
outward propagating shock wave.
wave is generated by a given straight section
of channel, it should be a cylindrical shock
until it is further a•-,y from the channel
section than the len;th of that section.
Beyond that point, t•i shock wave might be
expected to make a trnsition to more of a
spherical shock wave ind eventually to a
Since the lightning channel is
sound wave.
very tortuous, it is reasonable to expect, to
a first approximation, that thunder from distant 'ightning is the siperposition of many
sound waves [17).
No reliable pressure meacurements have
been made within a few meters of a lightning
channel, but there is a ronsiderable body of
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theory available predicting the shock overpressures and waveshapes to be expect•.
for a
given energy input to the shock wave (18,24j.
Since the energy input to the shock wave
determines the shock waveshape, it also
determines the acoustic frequency spectrum.
Thus the thunder frequency spectrum is a
measure of the energy input to the shock wave.
It is customary to assume that the bulk of
the electrical energy input to a lightning
channel ,ends up in the shock ware.
(Only a
small fraction of the input energy to the
long spark escapes the discharge channel as
radiation or is stored in the channel as
heat (5,6], so that this assumption would

of (1) for distant thunder may well produce
an overestimate of the actual lightning energy
input, as would appear to be the case '-•the
high values of energy computed.
For the long spark there are sore,
titative discrepancies between the met -. 4d
shock overpressures and waveshapes close to
the channel and the theoretical values [6]. A
detailed discussion of the possible reasons for
these discrepancies has been given in (6] aud
in [23].
In any event, it is probable that both
lightning and long spark acoustic radiation
are primarily functions of the electrical
energy input to the lightning or spark channels

appear reasonable.)

and the shape of the channels.

With some assumptions

It follows that

about the form of the transition from cylindrical to spherical shock waves and the use
of available theory, Few [25] has derived
the following formula describing the relation
between the peak frequency ý of the thunder
acoustic sn-ctrum the eneray 4n= FeL unit
kergtn to the channel W in Joules ane the
ambient pressure P in Newtons/m 2
0.63 C(P) 1 / 2
(1)
W

both the spark and lightning acoustic parameters probably scale as the same function of
the energy input, and thus that spark generators canrot genereta lightning-like shock
"a,ý.. unless they can deliver about 105 J/m
to the spark channel.

where C is the speed of sound In mis. For a
frequency spectrum peak in the range 20 to 100
Hz [25], the energy input per unit length
computed from tl) is in the range 3 x 105 to
8 x 106 J/m, values somewhat larger than our
previous estimate of 105 J/m.
On the other hand, Plooster's [22-24]
calculations show an input energy to the
channel of about l0"J/m or less, at least
an order of magnitude lower than our estimate.
The expected overpreasure for an energy input
of 105 Jim is about 1 atnosphere a meter or
ao from the channel and 10 to 100 atmospheres
a few centimeters from the Lhannel.
The
overpressure scales linearly vith energy input
as long as the overpressure considerably
exceeds unity.
Shock waves observed close ro the
- estingh'ase spark are of the N-wave type
[6).
Farther away from the sp"-u than about
a channel length, multiple shock waves are
usually observed.
Apparently, different
sections of the tortuous spark channel produce
individual shock waves as has been hypothesized
to be the case for the tortuous lightning
channel.
Equation (1) has been tested cn the long
spark and works reasonably well for measurements made about 20 m from the channel, a
freq.ency spectrum peak of about 1400 Hz being
measured at about 20 m for an energy input of
The spark shock wave,
5 x 103 J/m [3,6].
however, lengthens as a t.nction of distance
Unfortunately, no
from the source [6].
measurements have been made beyond 20 m. The
effect of the lengthening of the shock wave is
to make the constant in (1) distance dependent
it must become smaller with increase in distance from the channel. The result is that use

(e.g. electromagnetic radiation, shock wave)
is very poor.
On the other hand, lightning
currents can be well simulated and strike-point
determiiations made with some degree of
confidence.
Lightning simulation using sparks
is necessary and valuable.
It is important,
however, to keep in mind the limitations of
this type of testing.

CONCLUSIONS
Lightning simulation using spark
generators is not exact and in some aspects
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FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF STATIC ELECTRICITY
(Introduction to Session)
Joseph E. Nanevicz
Stanford Research Institute
VARIOUS CONSIDERATIONS went into the planning
First, it was observed
of this session.
that this conference has a strong aerospace
orientation so that the topicr covered should
ultimately be relatable to problems or techniques
On the
of interest to the aerospace community.
other hand, it was observed that if we restrict
our consideration strictly
to work carried out
in our own community, we run the risk of
becoming parochial in our thinking, and of
overlooking important applicable work being
(In
carried out by scientists in other areas.
reviewing the proceedings from the previous
conferences in this series, one is struck by the
Accordingly,
the aerospace field.)
two papers in this session "Ice Crystal

Electrification" and "Processes of Frictional
Electrification" are being presented by univer-

the electrostatic benefiction of mineral ores
in mining.
Their two papers are concerned with
electrification processes

in general.

feature of this paper is its
exteasive bibliography which permits one tn secure additional
details regarding th.- incidents described.

using state-of-the-art - .trumentation and
Recently, in connection
analytical tools.

degree of understanding of static

with EMP studies,

electrification,

the problem of analyzing
transient pulse generation arJ coupling has
Sophisticated
received corsiderable attention.
ncasuremcnt systems have been developed, and
The
powerful analytical tools have evolved.
fourth paper, "Techniques for the Study of
Noise Generation and Coupling" describes some
of these new techniques and indicates how they
can be used (in somewhat more modest form,) to
noiqe generation and coupling.
The paper considers analytical methods in
considerable detail, and points out the trade-.
offs between time domain and frequency dorwin

familiar with the fundamental processes involved,
Of equal or perhaps greater importance is
acquiring the ability to recognize situations
where one must accept the elctrification
and

study static

adjust matters so that one can live with it.

analysis.

In particular, the pitfalls
of
approach
trying to tale shortcuts with eitlt'r
It is concluded that a proper
arc discussed.
analysis requires a certain amount of effort
and that operating in one or the other of the

familiar with many of
we are all
electrification
the manifestations of static
(most of them troublesome) such as the spark one
after walk.ng across a dry rug, they take a

the tptal
domains does not significantly alter
effort required.
The paper also dlscussc3
Lechniquces that
powerful experimental modclln,1
are now possible with the advent of sampling

wide variety of forms and occur with unexpected
frequency in systems.
Often the electrostatic
processes cr the possibility of such processes
are not recognized until one or more system
Since these malmalfunctions have occurred.
functions can have catastrophic consequences, it
is important to be aware of possible elecutroeffects so that steps can be taken for
st-tic

oscilloscopes and suLranoset.ond pulse generators.
These techi'lquea should have wide application
in the study of transi,ýnt signal coupling.
At first
glance it might seem th;,t the

their circumvention early in

fifth paper,

the system design
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ways in wh-ich electrification manifested itself,
and its
ubiquitous nature are of particular

They discuss the physical mechanisms involved in
the charge separation process, and indicate our

of electrostatic charging must be recognized
and analyzed, and either enhanced or eliminated,
To hope to achieve these goals, one must be

Sgets

to

characterize precipitation static
noise sources
and to measure the noise coupling to systems.
Most of this cork was done over 10 years ugo

A reasonable familiarity with electrification
processes and the state of our understanding of
them is essential to effective functioning in
One is constantel.;ctricity.
the area of static
ly faced with situations in which the presence

SAlthough

electricity

One of the ways in which static
elect•',fis in the generation
ication manifests itself
systems.
In the
and couplting of noise ini)
past, consaderable work has been done to

sity professors whose interests range from
atmospheric electricity and its generation t.*

static

normally associates static

unusual and surprising manifestations of electrification. The locales coniidered include the
earth, space, and even the moon.
The devious

Interest in that they indicate the care that
must be taken to consider all aspects of static
electrification in system design.
An important

fact that the authors were almost excluisively
active in
the first

The third paper,
ar.d development program.
"Effects of Static Electrification on Systems",
provides a wide ranging review of electroThe incidents
incidents and their causes.
static
discussed range from Qvents with which one

"Structure of Lightning Noise--

-to

Especially above HF" is out of place in this
session, and that it should be in a session
devoted to lightning. Actually its inclusion
here is in keeping with the convention followed
at the two previous conferences in this series.
The lightning sessions have concentrated largely
on the consequences of high stroke currents
flowing in a system, while the etatic electricity
sessions have concer,.ad themselves with the more
The paper reports an
subtle noise sources.
experimental work carried out by the authors and
others to study the frequency structure of the
noise radiated by lightning. This noise can
couple into systeLs in an analogous manner to
the EMP coupling. The work is also significant
here in that it suggests techniques for the
rapid, precise location of the VHF impulses from
lightning and therefore of the associated lightThe ability
ning channels - even within a cloud.
locate and identify these VHF pulses has
important possibilities in the study of lightning
itself and also in the development of lightweight lightning avoidance systems,
The sixth and final paper "Equations of Ion
Motion" considers the problem of getting charges
to move in air. It is important to recognize
that the charges always exist as ions, and that
their motion is controlled by collisions between
Since the r.otion of
the ions and air molecules.
ions under these conditions is very slow, they
form enormous space charge sheaths around discharge points, and limit the current that can be
discharged. Recognition of these facts of ion
motion is essential to the intelligent design of
discharging systems.
In reviewing the papers in this session,
one is struck by the fact that none deal with
useful applications of static electricity. This
was not done deliberately, but stems from the
fact that, until recently, very few systems used
The situation
static electricity deliberately.
is gradually changing (Xerox in the United States,
aad rotating static maLhines for generation of
high voltage in Europe), and at the next conference it might be desirable to deliberately seek
out at least one paper on useful applications of
static electricity to gct -L Lnxnking positively,
After fighting static electricity and its effects
all chis time we don't want to miss some positive
applications,
Also, in reviewing the papers in this
session and in the conference in general, it is
apparent thit rll the authors are from North
Ame;ica; whereas in the past we have included
papers from Europe. ThIs restriction of authors
is not deliberate, and undoubtedly stems from the
fact that there was so much lightning and static
electricity work going on here during the past
two years that the session organizers filled
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their sesaions immediately without considering
This is
less familiar activity in Europe.
unfortunate because we have benefitted in the
past from the exc'hange of information with
European engineers.
In summary, the following observations
appear appropriate regarding the area of
R. Ellison's paper shows
static electricity.
the wido variety of ways in which static electricity has affected systems in the past. We
should expect, therefore, that new effects will
manifest themselves in the future. These will
have to be tracked down and "fixes" for them
Accordingly, we should be prepared
developed.
for continuing activity involving systems
designers working with specialists in static
electricity. As new effects are unearthed, it
will also be necessary to develop new analytical
and experimental techniques to further our
understanding of the basic processes involwed.
At the same time, considerable effort will have
to be devoted to the development of new hardware
and fabrication techniques to cope with the new
effects.
A good example of a "new effect" is
the aircraft windshield charging problem
It has been
discussed in the next session.
known for years that windshields become charged
and that the development of a tough, transparent,
In the
conductive coating would be desirable.
past, howe.ter, it has been possible to live with
the problem. Now, with the advent of larger
windshields and for other reasons, the problem
Work is now undercan no longer be tolerated.
way to devise icceptable ways of discharging
the outer surfaces of windshields.
Not only is the impact of static electricity
on systems likely to continue, it may be
The increasing sophisdicexpected to increase.
ation and miniaturization of aerospace systems
has also rendered them increasingly susceptible
to static electricity. This Increased basic
susceptibility will probabl3 coatinue to grow.
For example, solid-state devices are now used
almost exclusively in newly developed electronic
Because these systems operate at
systems.
lower energy levels than vacuum tube counterThe active
parts, they art more prone to upset.
components in these systems can be damaged or
destroyed by muck, lower energy levels than
Field effect transistors are
vacuum tubes.
particularly susceptible in this regard.
Reducing susceptibility by discontinuing
the use of sensitive components in these systems
their elimination
is not a tenable approach:
would meann that the desired system could not be
The use of solid-state devices also
built.
allows much more complex systems within a given
This means that digital
weight and volume.
computers and control systems are feasible,

and, indeed, attractive. Unfortunately, a
single noise pulse coupled into a computer
logic system at a critical time can cause the
computer to malfu:nction.
The papers of Prof. Dawson and Prof. Inculet
indicate that our understanding of basic electrification p~ocoqses is far from complete.
In fact,
Prof. Inculet's observatiot. that, "We have now
progresseu to the point that, under rigidly
controlled conditions, we can predict the
polarity of the charging.", indicates that much
basic work remains to be done.
In this area,
it is important for our purposes that a reasonable balance be maintained between extremely
"clean" experiments which are satisfying to
the
physicist, but provide little
practical guidance
to the systems designer, and overly specialized
"dirty" experiments which apply only to a single
situation.
Finally, it appears that there are areas in
which the application of newly-developed concepts
and techniques should be pursued.
For example,
the Clanos-Oetzel-Pierce (C-O-P) lightning
locator could be operated on an aircraft in
conjunction with the weather radar system to
vompare the radar returna from storm cells
producing lightning -ith the returns from
passive cells. This would undoubtedly givc us
new insightg into the problem of lightning avoidance.
The C-O-P location system could be used in
a more basic experiment to identify the temporal
and spatial sequence of the VHF radiators around
and within a thundercloud, and thereby to delineate the development of lightning channels in a
manner which up to now has been entirely impossible.
We may observe in closing, therefore, that
there are a sufficien. number of challenging
avenues to explore that activity in the area of
static electricity can continue at its pr2sent
pace and assure us of new and interasting topics
for papers two years from now.
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Ice Crystal Electrification
G. A. Dawson
Institute of Atmospheric Physics
The University of Arizona

ABSTRACT

THE MOST TNTERESTING ASPECT of electrification
studies involving ice and water (e.g., those
concerned with cumulus cloud electrification)
is not that charge separation can readily
occur, but that charge can be separated in so
many different ways.
In this paper -e shall
review the major mechanisms whereby ice particles in the atmosphere can become electrified, restricting ourselves to those processes
tha't could in some way be involved in the
problem of aircraft electrification.
It
should, however, be stressed that it is very
difficult to assign with any real certainty
a relative importance to the various charging
mechanisms either in the cloud or aircraft
environment, even though results are available
for laboratory conditions.

(e.g., NaCl) increase mobilities by a factor of
about 2 (i.e., if warmer ice is doped with
NaC1, charge transfer is increased; if colder
ice is doped, charging is decreased'.
Several other factors can affect the
amount of charge transferred, e.g., contact
time and the presence of air bubbles in the
ice.
Both have to do with thermal conduction
across th- ice surfaces.
If contact time is
too long, temperature gradients are decreased
and charge transfer reduced. Optimum contact
time is calculated to be about 10 msec; it has
been observed, for low velocity collisions, to
be about 3 msec. This effect is partly offset
by the presence of air bubbles in the ice
(cloudy ice), which apparently act to reduce
the thermal conductivity.
The influence of
impact velocity is not clear.
At low velocities (up to about 45 mph), charging hav Deen
observed to increase with increasing speed. I
am not aware of work at much higher speeds.
The various thermoelectric crystal charging
mechanisms differ only in the specific way in
which the initial temperature difference is
produced.
Asymmetric Rubbing Contact - Whenever two
ice surfaces rub against each other in such a
way that the frictionally produced heat is not
deposited with equal density on the two sur-

THERMOELECTRIC EFFECTS

electrification results.
The most obvious
example in the laboratory is that of twc rods

The thermoelectric effec-t is a vevy
powerful charging mechanism, and may easily be
dominant in the atmosphere. whenever two surfaces of ice of similar impurity-content at
different temperatures come irto temporary contact, charge transfer occurs and a potential
difference is developed between the surfacas.
The process was originally explained in terms
of the different mobilities of H+ aid OH-; now
it is considered that lattice defecLs (OH3 )+,
(OH)- and Bjerrum L and D orientational
defects (vacant and doubly occupied hydrogen
bonds, respectively) are responsible.
The
MCbility of (OH3 )+ is greater than that of
(OH)', nnd the mobility of the L defect 13
greater than that of the D defect. Furthermore,
the number of each rapidly increases with temperature. Large numbers of defects are produced in the warmer ice and migrate towards
the colder ice, becoming annihilated on the
way. The positive defects move faster so the
warm ice is left negatively charged and the
colder ice positively charged, until the internalfield produces equilibrium. The actual

of ice where one is drawn across the other,
and heating is localized on one rod and
spread over the other.
In the air, the situation can become
much more complicated.
It is not always clear
which surface will receive the greater density
of heat, and therefore become negat'-ve.
For
example, in one experiment (1)*, ice crystals
were caused to collide with a shiny simulated
hailstone. The hailstone became positively
charg2d (low density of heat), i.e., the
crystals rubbed around part of the hailstone,
having a small area of contact on the crystal
and a large area on the stone.
When the hailstone was roughened by letting it first rime
(i.e., pick up and freeze) supercooled water
droplets, the sign of charging was reversed.
The hailstone now became negative, the magnitude of the charge was much larger than before
and increased with roughness,
The ice crystals could, in this case, be conceived as
rubbing only the high spots on the rimed
pellet. There must have been an intermediate
roughness for which the charging was zero. In
this study the form of ice crystal was not

A review is given of some of the more
important processes whereby ice crystals and
particles in the atmosphere can become charged.
It is pointed out that the relative importance
of these charging mechanisms is apparently
quite different for hydrometeors and aircraft,
but t)-- possible application of some of the
mechanisms to aircraft charging is discussed,

faces, one gets warmer than the other and

potential difference developed depends on a
number of factors, but a frequently quoted
value is about 2mV/iC.
Ionic impurities

* Numbers in parentheses designate References

at end of paper.
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given.
In a similar but more detailed erperiment (2), an ice sphere moving through a natural cloud or snowfall became highly charged
only when ice was present in the cloud.
When
the cloud was completely glaciated and the
temperaturer below -4'C, the ice sphere became
negatively charged.
At temperatures above
-4cC, the sign of the charge was the same as
that on the particles in the air. So in this
type of charging, the microscopic details of
the ice collis-on processes determine the sign
of th- resulting charge.
Thermal Lag - In rapid downdrafts or updrafts or regions of rapid temperature change,
ice crystals of different size (which can
collide) will in general h.,
lightly different temperatures because of :heir different
Similarly the . reakap of
heat capacities.
fragile crystal dendrites in blow. wg snow can
2roduce electrification whose sign depends on
whether the breakup occurs in a dcwndraft or
an updraft.
If a downdraft, the air and
splinters are warmzr than the body of the
crystal, so the ejected splinters are generally negatively charged.
in an updraft, tle
air and splinters -:e cooler 0.an the crystals,
and so positive splinters result.
Latent Heat - Probably the isost important
source of temperature dlfferente between icc
particles in a cloud is the latent heat of
freezing of supercooled cloud drops with which
the crystals collide.
If the ra' of acquisition of supercooled water and the rate of heat
transfer to the air are different for differently sized ice particles (as in qen=ral they
are), considerable temperature differmnces can.
result.
Subsequent collisions betwsen these
ice particles can lead to substantial- charging,
with the smaller particles in general becoming
positively charged and the larger particles
negatively charged.
The classic experiments on
this mechanism were performed by Reynolds,
Brook and Gourley (3) in 1957.
They rotated an
ice pellet in a'cold box containing a cloud of
either ice crystals: supercooled water, or a
mixture of both. Substantial charging was
(Note in this
found only in this latter case.
case, the rimihg causes both a temperature
difference and also appreciable surface roughness.)
The magnitude of the charging depends,
of course, on the relative number of ice c-rystals and supercooled drops in the cloud.

freezing rate and solution concentration, but
are typically = 30V for a 10-4M RaCi solution,
one or two hundred for a similar ammnonium solution. The mrimum occurs at a concentration
of about 10' M. Typical salt concentrations
in continent.l rainwater are 10-r - 104M, and
at the coast up to 10 1M. This seems to be a
very potent charging mechanism.

FREEZING Po'rErIAi

It is interesting that the conditions
that accompany the most vigorous clovd el-.
trification are &I.3rently not the same a.
those conducive to rapid aircraft electriiication. Aircraft charging, it seems, is
g*eatest in the presence of dry crystals of
ice and snow; for clouds, the greatest efficiency is associated with the presence of both
phases, ice and water.
However, some exPeriments (2) have found maximum hailstone charging in cnmp.12telv glaciatnd clouds colder than
-4 0 C.
With supe.cooled or partially glaciated

RIMING
There is a considerable amount of evidonce that surfaces undergoing riming with
large enough sopercocled drops become highly
charged by a mechanism which has never been
fully cxplained.
All experimriiiters except one
found the riming surface to become strongly
negatively charged.
A mechanism has been
offered ,hich depends on the freezing of the
impinging drops from the outside, building up
Vressuro inside the drop and resulting in
shattering and the produvtion of a large nunber of ice splinters.
The theory and the
expe-im•ent on which it was based have since
been strongly criticized, particularly as
regaics ;e number of splinters produced. The
experiments need to be repeateid under more
controlled conditions.
Nevertheless •t
appears that, splinters or no, riming always
produces charging of the rimed surface,
including aircxaft. Al] evidence on the
effects of impurities, e.g., salts dr C0 2 ,
indicate that this elecrrifi,;ation mechanism
is not the same as that discussed above under
"FRrREZING POTENTIALS."

EVAPORATING OR MELTING !CE
Some slight charging of evaporating ice
has been explained by (crudely speaking) the
evaporation of aggregates containing defects
from the surface. much mora important is the
charging accorr.anying ice melting (the DingerGunn effect) (S).
Bubbles frozen into the ice
due to the decrease of air Lolibility on
freezing are freed upon melting and burst at
the surface.
This iz a weil-known water
charging process.
' ?LICATION TO AIRCRAFT ELECTRIFICATION

•

Rain and cloud drops are dilute solutions
of salts, and when dilute solutions freeze,
they produce freezing potevtials, i.e., the
ice becomes charged (usually negatively) with
The mechanism is
respect to the water (4).
the preZerential incorporation of som6 of the
anions (neqative ions) of the salt into the
ice lattice. The only exception is the action
of ammonium salts (Nlla+) which makes the ice
strongly positive.
The potentials developed
across the ice/watfr interface depend on

Is'
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clouds, one might expect contributions to aircraft charging from all the processes described
above, plus charged particle sweep-up and fricThe work of Imyanitov,
tional electrification.
Nanevicz, Gunn, Couch, and others suggests that
the latter dominates,
With dry crystals, apart from frictional
elpctrification, only thermoelectric Pffects
due to asymmetric rubbing and thermal lag could
produce charging. For high-speed aircraft, the
Thermal Lag or Blowing Snow mechanism deserves
a little
attention.
The temperature rise of
the air at the leading edge of an airplane
approaching Mach 1 should be about 50*C (80*F)
at about 25,000 to 30,000 feet. This is a much
higher temperature difference - air to Ice
crystal - than has been used in experiments on
blowing snow electrification where appreciable
If the tenmerature rise
charging was produced.
of the air causes a heating of fragile splinters
of ice (with respect to the body of the crystal)
of, say, SIC before they are broken off by the
air accelerations, experiments indicate th.•t
charges of at least 10- 1 Coulomb per splinter
The rate of charging of an
could be produced.
aircraft under these conditions, however, may
not be much greater than a few tens of microamps.
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•rocesses

in Frictional Electrification

Ton I. Inculet
SFaculty of Engineering Science
The University of Western Ontario
ABSTRACT
in any experimental set-up attempting to
investigate the phenomenon.
Frictional electrification defined as
above involves two physical phenomena equally
(1) electrifiimportant to tie net result:
cation of the Lnrerface, and (2) charge backflow. For t'.. theoretical aspects of the
first phenomenon, as applied to clean surfaces,
the reader is directed to solid state physics.
However, the considerivie progress made by the
solid state sciencp and engineering, covering
the electrificati'. of clean solid interfaces,
It
s of hardly any practical
stops there.
interest to the solid state engineer to
investigate what happens or how to control the
amoumt of electric charge which may remain on
the contact surface if we were to break a
transistor or a diode in two along an interface. As to the second phenomenon, the charge
backflow which ultimately determines what is
left on the surfaces after the separation, the
knowledge is very scant. The hardly explored
field is waiting for applied electrostatics
investigators.
While the solid state vast body of k,.owledge is limited to certain classes of matr_ials and clean surfaces, the frictional
electrification and its applications generally
deals with complex materials and surfaces
influenced and/or contaminated by variot.i
ambients. Humidity, temperature, dust, gansc...s
pollutants, external electric fields, etc.
could have a considerable influence on both
as a
As litt!,
polarity and charge magnitude.
mono-molecular layer of adsorbed gas may
sufficiently change the work function of a
solid material to reverse the polarity oz The
electrification.

Frictional electrification, defined as the
electric charges which remain on the surface
after the separatic-n of solid-to-aolid contacts,
involves at least two physical phenomena which
are equally important in determining the
slectrification. The phenomena are the eleccronic charge transfer across the interface at
the point of contact of the two materials and
the electronic charge backflcw which takes
place as the two solids are separated. Under
rigidly controlled conditions, the present
status of knowledge of electron transfer
between materials of different work ýunctions
permits the prediction of the polarity of the
The magnituce of the
static electrification.
charge transfer which remains on the surface
far from being
after separation is still
predictatle.
Engineering applications involving electrification can only be based on
experimental results of a sufficiently large
number cf tests as well as on the proven
ability to maintain or reproduce the surface
and ambient conditions under which the original
experiments were carried out. According to the
application, the wanted or unwanted electrification due to solid-to-solid contact is
generated under various external ambients or
The combined effects of such influfields.
ences often have a very pronounced effect on
the final charges. The paper reviews some of
the recent fundamental work on humidity,
temperature and electric field influences on
solid-to-solid contact electrification and
under what practical applications the electric
field plays a predominant role.
FPICTIONAL ELZCTRIFYCATION
A standard terminology for static electrification phenomena, and not excluding the basic
word electrostatics, has betn long overdue.
Frictional electrifica~icn is described in
literature under at least two other terms, such
as tribo-electrification and contact el-ctrification. This paper presents some of the
practical and theoretical knowledge which may
be useful in controllin- the electrical charge
which remains on the contact surfaces after the
separation of two solids. The two solids may
be a combination of conductors, stmi-conductors
and insulators. Any rubbing or friction of the
two surfaces which is implied hy the term
"frictional" should be interpreted as merely
Additional
providing a larger area of contael.
effects of rubbing, such as altering or damaging of the surface, transient high temperature
spots, etc. are far from being understood in
the overall process and hence must be ninimized

ELECTRIFICATION OF CLEAN SURFACES IN
CONTIRCLLED AV~BIENTS
It was relatively recently, 1967, t:at the
solid state electron transfer theory app: ied to
static electrification found experimentp'
proof. Practically simultaneous experimints
in England (1)* and Canada (2) produced adequate correlations between the work func'ion
of the materials in contact and charge t ansfer. To achieve these correlations, th
surfaces of thM materials had to be cle . and
the ambients, generally vacuum, well controlled.
One investigator (2) introduced electric
sputtering as the last step in the cleaning
procedure for the metallic surface prior to the
*Numbers in parentheses designate Ref'-ences
at end of paper.
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frictional electrificetion experiment. The
experiment (2) studied the frictional electrification of a series of metals arranged in the
order of increasing work function values,
contacting borosilicate pyrex glass 7740. The
electric charges developed on the metals varied
from a maximum positive value for zirconium,
the experimental metal with the lowest work
function value, to a minimum negative charge
for the platinum, the experimental metal with
the highest work function valua.
Consequently,
there exists a theoretical work function value
which will give zero electrifization when
contacting the pyrex glass. This was interpreted as the "work function" value of the
pyrex glass itself,
In a more general way, if one plots as in
Figure 1 the frictional electrification (C) of
several materials of known work function (oV)
in contact with a specific material of unknown
work function, the intersection at zero electrification gives the work function value of
the material.
The relative magnitude of the
charges does not matter in this method, and
the Coulomb scale was omitted in Figure 1.
Perhaps it is just as well as the predictability of the amount of charge is still
very
uncertain.
Thus the work function theory
gives a good tool to analyze and predict the
polarity of the charge on clean wurfaces and
controlled ambients.
Based on the same theory,
experimenters (3) and (4) have determined
"frictional" work function values for materials
such as polyvinylchloride, polyimide, polycarbonate, polystyrene, nylon 66, polyethylene,
polypropylene, teflon, etc.
SURFACE STATES theory in addition to the
work function of a material is an emerging
theory for the understanding of the more complex frictional electrification phenomena,
The symmetry surroundinq an atom ir a crystal
lattice ends abrurtly at the surface.
In
addition, one cannot avoid the suzface from
contamination with foreign atoms and/or
adsorbed gases.
The result is that the energy
bands confi-urationz which exist in the interior oF the :at,!rial are no longer valid for the
surface where separate energy bands may appear.
The energy levele of these new bands may lie in
the forbidden qai. of the material; although the
crystal may be an insulator, the surface state
may allow some electrical conduction.
The
Selectrification
of polyme s (5) has been of
recent interest in the support of this theory.
SCHARGE
BACKFLOW, the second phenomenon in
electrification, is perhaps the most important
to control in any applxcation. The amount of
charge which flows back may be an order of
magnitude, or more, larger than tne charge
which remains. It is believed that the charge
backflow depends on several parameters, such as
the materials in contact, the surface preparation, the geometry of the contact, the speed
of separation, the temperature, the ambient
gas, etc. One rust .ealize that while the
contact appears to take place between two inert
solids, it is in fact a molecular or atomic

phenomenon.
Any surface changes due to the
impact or adsorbed molecules and impurities Ly
the surface of contact are likely to change
the amount of charge flowina back, and it is
practically impossible to qivt an accurate
description of the real surface., in contact
or what happens to the various atoms during
the separation.
ELECTRIFICATION IN AIR
The experiments with clean srfaces,
simple elements and controlled environments to
maintain the surfaces clean, such as vacuum,
have helped apply some of the solid state
theoretical explanations to the frictional
electrification phenomena.
When dealing with
complex materials in normal ambients, any
prediction as to the polarity or amount of
charge cannot !'.bnt guesa work.
However, if
the number cf experiments is sufficiently
large to be statistically valid and at the
same time the reproducibility of the materials
and of the Pr.Lient conditions can be maintained, practical applications may be designed on
the basis of such obtained valucs. A good
example of reliable data for frictional electrification in air is thtt obtained from
electrification in fluidized beds. The very
large number of collisions between the differant materials which are mixed in a fluidized
bed, ensures - statistically valid result.
The process is successfully used in mineral
ore separation.
For example, in the iron ore
beneficiation, where a mixture of Fe 2 0 3 and
silica particles axe present, the great
majority of the Fe 2 0 3 particles will charge
positively whercas the silica negatively.
Referýý,g to Ficure 2, one sees that in
the electrostatic benefi'ýiation of oxes in a
fluidized bed, the point of contact between
two particles may be traversed by the electric
field in various airections as seen at A, B
and C.
Of particular interest ate cases A and
C.
if the electxic field plays a predominant
role, such is in condazLie induction, the
frictional electrification of one polarity for
a specific com2onent can no linger be achieved.
The particles wiil t.hargs alteinately positively and negatively with a resultant cancellation
of most of the charge.
The fluidized bed electrification
requires a rigid control of tl.e humidity,
temperature and electric fields in the bea.
The same applies to the control of any electrificaticn process iu air. The 'brae parameters have been recently analyzed experimentally by two investigators working on differeat
projects.
One (4) doing fundamental work on
frictional electrification based on foll.,ng
contacts, and the other (6) on electrostatic
beneficiation ot iron ores in fluidized beds.
THE TEMPERATURE influence on the frictional
electiification under various electric fields
is exemplified in Figure 3.
As shown in the
figure, positive fields are assumed to be
those directed from the pyrex to the stainless
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steel, and negative fields those in the opposite direction. At normal ambient temperatures
the frictional electrification of the pyrex
stays fairly constant and is negative over the
range of fields measured.
As the temperature •
is increased to 100°C or 200°C the electric
charges whic' develop are considerably smaller
but continuL .o remain relatively constant over
the electric field range.
Finally, at the much
more elevated temperature, 500 0 C, the charge
versus field characteristic becomes a straight
line with a very pronounced slope.
For negative fields the electric charges on the pyrex
are positive, and for positive fields the
reverse takes place. The phenomenon is an
interesting transition from frictional electrification to what some investigators call conductive induction charging. At the higher
temperatures the pyrex qlass becomes more
conductive and the field dependent conductive
induction becomes the predominant phenomenon.
THE RELATIVE HUMIDITY of the air in which
frictional electrification takes place is also
of considerable importance and some of the
recent results (4) are shown in Figure 4.
Somewhat similar to the temperature effects,
low relative humidities give constant electrif.cation of the pyrex over the range of fields
studied. As the humidity increases one
observes a pronounced shift in the charge
versus electric field characteristic indicating
conductive induction electrification.
The
higher the humidity the greater the negative
slope of the curve.
Both the temperature and the humidity
affect the conductivity of the pyrex as
evidenced by the conductive induction electrification.
However the processes are entirely
different.
While the increase in temperature
decreasee the volume resistivity of the pyrex,
as Leen in Table 1, the increase in relative
humiulty very likely produces a surface
conductu.- through the various impurities
present.

Table 1
0'mperature

i

f
W

jResistivity

ohm-om

represents the greatest portion of the electric charge which one must control for an
engineering aprlication.
Experiments in air require a very rigid
control of temperature, humidity and external
electric fields, and any design data must be
based on a number of experiments which is
sufficiently large to be statistically valid.
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CONCLUSIONS
Frictional electrification comprises two
phenomena - interface charging and charge backflow after the cortact separation.
While the
electrification of the interface of simple
elements -ndcr controlled conditions may be
adequately explained and predicted by means of
the solid state theory of work function and
surface states density, the charge backflow is
still
far from being fully understood and often
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The Effects of Stitric Electrification
on Systems
Robert W. Ellison
Martin Marietta Aerospace
ABSTRACT
inelectrification has become
Static
its efecngrounded
t
Stasingly
importantficatiof
creasingly important because of its effects
Biological shock, fires, preon systems.
mature ignition of electroexplosive devices,
interference
and radio
mechanical effects,
thesysemsaf-be
werethekins
ofeffcts
were the kinds of effectsi the systems afordnance ýystem, the hydraulic system, and
In
the complete range of avionics systems,
recent years, static electricity has also
been found to interfere with computers,
telemetry, tracking and guidance systems,
the sensors employed to acquire scientific
data, ind thermal control syetems.
Historically, system effects have been
produced when the static electricity discharged. Most recently, it has been found
that the mere presence of static electricity--in the absence of discharges--can in,
terfere with scienca instruments and thermal
control systems, and can potentially affect
contamination control systems as well, By
considering some of the effects of voltage
potentials we can gain an overview of the
saticeletrifdeveopig offdicipine
developing discipline
swatic electrifio
cation and apply this knowledge to control
of static electrificazion on
the effectssvstems,*
aerospace

The Hindenberg fire is an example of
the catastrophe that can result from the
ignition of combustibles by static electri-ity.
cty.A similar discharge was responsible
Zor the ignition of a Z5248 rocket engine
assembled into an orbit&l observatory satelCentea.
A subsequent
Space that
lite
at Kennedyshowed
a triboelectric
investigation
charge created by the moveman. of a plastic
(dust-protecting) sheet lnicxated a squib
firing circuit and lit off a solid-propellent rocket.
In the early 1960s ordnance devices
associated with the payloads on balloons
were frequently initiated by discharges of
static electricity, and static electricity
was also responsible for the destruction of
two Surveyor spacecraft test articlas during
drop tests from aircraft in the 1960s. The
discharge of static electricity at separation of the test article initiated the orThe sinking of three tankers during
1969 by static electricity discharges that
ignited combustible vapors during cleaning
was reported at previous conferences, as
were cases involving the ignition of aircraft fuels during flight and during ground
fueling. The possibility that static electricity tight ignite combustibles aboard
Apollo spacecraft in an oxygn atmos-

BIOLOGICAL SHOCK
Biological shock was £irst noted with
kites flown in thunderstorms, and was later
experienced by crews filling and launcteng
balloons and releasing and docking dirigivthe

phere has also been investigated and will
be reported during this conference.
Controlling the lgnition of CombusLible___- The catastrophic explosion and fire
at a Royal Dutch Shell refinury at Pernis
in 1954 was the proximate cause of much of
the research on the physics and control of

bles. Substantial shocvq have also been
felt by personnel w%4 touched helicopters
operating on or near the ground, or who came
into contact with a cable from a hovering
craft during cargo and personnel transfer,
The shock hazard to Apollo astronauts was
*This work was sponsored by the Netional Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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The
provided with static dischargers.
charging problem with helicopters is so severe that active discharger systems are also
employed, at least on military helicopters
required to operate in bad weather or over
dusty terrain.
The guideline fcr assessing the hazard
for biological shock is the energy of the
available discharge, wbich is computed Crom
the capacity of the saurce and the measured
potential acquired,
An anergy below 0,0004
joule (4000 ergs) is generally considered
acceptable.
IGNITION OF COMBUSTIBLES

STATIC ELECTRIFICATION has been implicated
in all phases and ý-ies of flight, Biological shocks, fires, premature ignition of
squibs, and mechanical effects were all exoerianced in early flights with kites, balloons, and dirigibles. Today, these and
other effects are encountered with helicopters, aircraft, artillery shells, missiles, satellites, spacecraft, and lunar
surface equipment
h
H estorically, the system etatcts occurred when th. accumulated static electricity discharged. However, recent studies
have shown that the mere presence of static
electricity can also have serious coný
sequences.

S.

recently investigated when sparks were observed during simulated, ground-based operations such as donning suits and handling
equipment in the spacecraft.
Controlling Biological Shock - Controlling biological shock is now a general practice, and usually consists of minimizing
the hazard rather than protecting the man.
In lightning research using balloons, the
winches are remotely controlled and are well
and, when it is not necessary to
apply kilovolt potentials to the balloon paySImilarly
load, insulating cables are used.
aircraft regulations call for all planes to

liquid fuel ignition by static alectricity,
The aircraft industry is indebted to two
early researchers, Klingenberg and van der
Minne, for the development of anti-static
additives used in automotive and aircraft
fuels.
The sponsors of this conference have
pioneered in controlling the hazard through
specifications for the grounding of equipment and for controlling the potential propagation of incipient flames.
The possibility that static electricity
might initiate ordnance devices was recognized in the 1950s and 1960s. As a result,
specifications established a requirement for
"l-watt, 1-amp, no-fire devices" and furt-her
required shorting devices for flight circuitry and during transportation. In some
cases, a dielectric insulation was also re.
quired to eliminate pin~to~case modes of
initiation, In another case, where it was
found that R7 or static electricity could
cause the firing via a bridgewire.to-bridge,
wire mode, the second bridgewlre was eliminated.

of electrical discharges rely on reducing the
resistivity9 of the materials involved. A
value of 10 ohms or ohms per square or ohmcm is widely used as the maximum permissible
level. In the case of hoses, conductive
liners are provided whenever the resistivity
of the basic material cannot be reduced by
additives. All parts conductive and
grounded is a required standard practice.
RF INTERFERENCE
Radio frequency interference has been
encountered since the first flights of early
aircraft in bad weather, Precipitationstatic is well understood today and has become the subject of specifications that coný
crol both the charging of the source and the
susceptibility of iadio equipment. Nevertheless, P-static control remains an active
discipline as th6 evolution toward more complex, more sensitive avionics systems con,
tinues to uncover new modes of interference.
Phase-lock systems, FM systems, radio-guidance systems, and navigation aids are all
affected by static electrification discharges through different interference
modes. Much recent attention has been
directed toward quantifying the acceptable
interference 1ivel in terms more appropriate
for systems than the simple signal power/
noise power parameter. Expressions for the
bit rate error and the probability of a loss
of phase lock, and techniques to reject unreasonable data have been developed.

MECHANICAL EFFECTS
The Lunar Excursion Module was equipped
with a Teflon fabric belt and a motor-driven
winch to hoist rocks collected by the astro"
nauts. In simulated operations the belt was
found to charge to 5000 volts and to attract
powdered minerals, On the lunar surface,
lunar dust has been seen to jump from the
surface and to stick indefinitely to vertiý
cal surfaces covered with thermal control
paints. In another controlled experiment,
lunar dust was observed to collect on optical and paint samples according to the electrostatic field lines. These three examples
show how mechanical effects can be produced
by the mere presence of static electricity,
These effects, if they should occur on operational lunar surface sensors, would seri.ý.
ously degrade the performance of the thermal
control system or the optics of the sensor,
Liquids flowing in tubes are also known
to produce severe electrification, Certain
fuels, hydraulic fluids, and inert coolants
have been found to charge hoses or insulated
fittings to as high as 60 kv. When the
electric stress exceeds the dielectric
strength of the hose cr insulator, the hose
is punctured and leaks. Alternatively, the
energy may be discharged and affect avionics
systems, with or without concurrent punctur"s.
Finally, some investigators have suggested that electrostatically-induced mechanical forces may inhibit the proper deployment of parachutes made from the newer,

Logic errors caused by a single discharge of static electricity have been encountered when using computers for guidance,
navigation, and sequencing and in logicbased programs for telemetry and data acquisition systems. This type of interference is quite a different nratter than Rr
interference and P-static. Airborne and
ground computers, widely usad for radio-controlled guidance and commands, are extremely
susceptible to a ringie discharge of very
low-energy static electricity.
During early test ZI'.2-ts, two Minuteman missles were lost when a discharge affected the guidance computer more than once
before the last single bit error terminated
the flight.
Single discharges of static also occurred on two separate Titan III flights in
the late 1960s.
In the first flight, a com'
puter instruction was altered and the computer jumped into a backup flight mode,
There were tea other modes it could have entered, any of which would have terminated

highly insulating and/or highly triboelec-

the flight.

tric fabrics. And electrostatics has been
suspected in problems with rigidity of
reeled maguetic tapes.
Controlling mechanical effects - Most
attempts to minimize the mechanical effects

data were altered and the missile turned off
path; the guidance error introduced by the
electrical discharge was eventually corrected. During an extensive ground test
program that ensued, it was discovered that

LOGIC ERRORS
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On the next flight, steering

a spark energy as low as 565 ergs (0,0000565
joule) was sufficient to upset the computer.
For comparison, an operating room is considered ether-safe at 40,000 ergo, and safe
for the most sensitive anesthetics at 4000
ergo.
Other computers of quite different and
more advarci-,J design were tested during a
subsequent program. Despite the fact that
these designs included isolators and filters
on input-output lines, we still
found that
some circuits were susceptible to as little
as a few thousand ergs in a single spark.
In one case, there is a period of 187 microseconds during certain logic operations in
which the susceptibility is an order-ofmagnitude more severe than it is at other
times.
A similar situation. has been encountered with data multiplexing systems.
In
one particular case, one of the wires is
susceptible to a few hundred ergs in a discharge, and to an energy as low as 1 millivolt at a l00-kc rate. This wire is the
midpoint connection between a balanced bipolar power supply and the differential (operational) amplifiers uced to amplify all
samples of data.
Finally, a very simple operational amplifier, used in an ordnance circuit monito-

The deposition of dust and space debris
on critical suefaces of instruments, meteorological satellites, and military payloads
employing optical instruments has recently
Ever since Marfner 3, a
been encountered.
few dust specks have appeared and remained
In fact, the
on the TV vidicon face plate.
object of one experiment carried on Apollo
11 was to study the electrostatic behavior
ard attenuation of lunar dust on three difWhen the Lunar
ferent types of solar cells.
Module lifted off to rendezvous with the
Command Module, the output of the bare, exposed silicon cell was not affected, but
those of the second cell (thin quartz cover)
and third cell (thick quartz cover) were reduced by 71 and 18%, respectively.
Lunar
dust has been seen to stand almost vertically
against lunar gravity and even to jump to
vertical thermal control surfaces.
This is
beat explained as an electrostatic phanomenon.
Tests with liquids dumped into simulated
space environments show that a substantial
fraction of the resultant ice particles are
highly charged, cnd it is known that spacecraft carry a small charge that is driven
toward higher voltages by the dumping of

to ensure that there are no stray signals,
has been found to be susceptible to a single

liquids.
The seriousness of the electrostatic

static electricity discharge of 0.1 joule

retention and electrostatically controlled

applied in the positive sense, but susceptible to as little energy as 500 ergs applied
identically, except in the negative sense.
Controlling Logic Errors - Incorpora-

deposition of particles emitted by space"
craft is unknown. If further work should
coafirm that the electrostatic charges are
as large as preliminary studies indicate,

SCIENCE SYSTDE

ting filters and isolators in all input/out-

there could be important effects of static

put lines of logic-based avionics has not
proved feasible. The single, most effective
means of reducing logic errors is to incorporate protection in the software. There is

electrification
on spacecraft
control systems, astronaut
viewingthermal
windows,
solar power systems, and on the capability
of scientific instruments to acquire the

no excuse today for flying logic programs in
which picking up or dropping a single bit
will result in serious consaquences.
It has
proven feasible and practical to reprogram
even operational syctems in the strategic
inventory so that:

(1)

INTERFERENCE

primary data. However, the designs of fu..
ture spacecraft reduce, ind in some cases
eliminate, the contaminant sources, and despite a foteotial for problems with electrostatic aggravation, contamination effects
should not degrade spacecraft systems.

Any singla unreasonable input -

The outstanding example of static elec-

for elample, an acceleration signal of 100
m/sec - is rejected.
Reasonableness tests
arc available for angular, as well as transla,.ioual, guidance and steering signals.
(2)
Any single-bit error in a critical
instruction or address must be matched by
another word before the instruction is pas-

tri'ication on science subsystems has, of
cour.ai,
involved corona effects, but thim
is a Latter addressed primarily by designers
workinL, with systems definitions of the en..
vironme• and will be left to the coront and
corona .:ontrol experts.
In sumary, Table 1 depicts the six

sed or the addresses is connected,
(3) No single-bit error in indefinitaly enlarged by indefinite integration,
This means of protection against static

kinds of effects static electrification has
had on aerospace systems. Note that effects
have been encountered in all modes of flight,
and that all subsystems of current flight

electricity-induced errors is also fully
transient inter-.
against conducted
effective
ferance
(electromagnetic
Since
the capacities incompatibility),
of logiccbased

vehicles have experienced one or more of the
six effects on one or more occasions.-either
when
wereof peculiarly
wrong, was
so
that conditions
the magnitude
electrification

avionics and computers are limited and
costly to eypand, software protection will
ordinarily be combined with hardware protection, such as filters and isolators.

larger than usual, whvn the environment was
less protective than usual, or when the new
Subsystem was more sensitive than the preceding subsystem.
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Table 1
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Systems Affected by Static Electrificatior
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X
x
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X

j

X

X
X

Ix

I
x

X
X

O-

HITNHBLRG
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*

S

*
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X
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*
*

X

X
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TilJ

X
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X
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X
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•

Till
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PASSIVE

INTERFERENCE
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X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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X
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[
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I
X
X

X

?
X
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xO
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UNLOCK

X

X
X

X

TED

X
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J
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•SYSTEM
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X
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SAVIONICS
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T
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IGNITION/DUDDING

X
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IXSV

j

.

X
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Techniques for the Study of Noise Generation
and Coupling
I. F. Vance
Stanford Research Institute
ABSTRACT
Some limitations on transient and singlefrequency analysis of system transfer functions
are discussed.
Thcze include zeros caused by
rectangular excitation pulses and by truncation
of the transient responses.
In addition, the
limitations on obtaining transfer functions
from transient data due to the dynamic range of
the transient oscillograms is discussed.
The
use of scale models to obtain transient responses
of complicated systems is described by citing
several examples in which scale modeling has
been used.

techniques for generating fast-rising electromagnetic waves and gviding or radiating these
transient waves to produce a simulated EMP
environment.
Studies of system responses in
these simulated environments have been accompanied
by analytical efforts to determine the coupling
of the transient wa-es to typical structures,
such as antennas and transmission lines, that are
commonly found in many systems.
For very large
and complicated systems, hosever, it may be
extremely expensive or impossible to produce an
accurately simulated environment enveloping the
entire system to determine experimentally the
system response, but, on the other hand, the
system may be so complex that one would have a

many forms, depending on the viewing time and
the exponents.
Figures la through le are all
two exponential pulses with real exponents.
Note however, that Figures lb, 1c, and ld,
which at first
appear to be quite different
waveforms, can be visualized as the same pulse
plotted on different time scales.
Thus if the
waveform of Figure ld is plottod on a compressed
time scale, we obtain Figure lb, and if the
leading edge of Figure ld is plotted on an
expanded time scale, we obtain the waveform of
Figure lc.
When we scale the viewing time, we
inversely scale the froquency spectrum, so
that when Figure la is viewed in the compressed
time of 'igure lb, we are "seeing" only the
flat part of the frequency spectrum of Figure
ld.
Similarly, when Figure ld is "seen" as
Figure 1c, we are seeing only the portion of
the spectrum with slope f- 2 . From similar
ccasiderations the waveform of Figure le,
viewed in a compressed time scale becomes the
impulse of Figure lb, and viewed on an expanded
time scale becomes the step function cf Figure
la.
Such exercises in scaling time and
frequency are useful in diagnosing system
responses to pulses such as the one shown in
Figure ld.
A system stimulated by this pulse
"thinks" it sees a ramp (2
spectrum) early in
time, but later it "thinks" it sees a step
function (f-1 spectrum), and very late In time,

rather low confidence in a purely analytical
approach to determining its
transient response,

it "thinks" it has seen an impulse.
Since the
step and ramp responses are readily derivable

To help define the aimulation and coupling problem
in such cases, scale modeling techniques have
been developed that are very useful in determining

from the impulse response (by one or two
integrations, respectively), the approximate
response to a pulse such as that of Figure ld

which coupling characteristics are dominant and
what properties of the incident wave must be
accurately simulated.
This paper will briefly discuss some of tae
techniques that have been used to evaluate the
transient response of systems to fast rising
electromagnetic pulses.
In addition some practical
limitations of the often-used equivalence of
frequency domain and time domain analysis will be
discussed.
Many of the transients encountered in the
analysis of system responses can be approximated
by two-exponential pulses.
As is illustrated in

can be synthesized from an impulse response.
Conversely, the impulse response, in the
frequency domain, can be synthesized from the
frequency domain response of the system to the
pulse -.
f Figure ld, provlding there is sufficient
dynamic range in the frequency domain data.

Figure 1,

usittg single-frequency,

STUDIES OF TRANSIENT RESPONSES of systems under
the influence of the nuclear electromagnetic
pulse (EMP) have resulted in the development of

the two-exponential pulse can assume
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REQUIREMENTS OF THE MEASUREMENT
Since there is an apparent equivalence
of frequency and time through the Fourier
transform, it may be inferred that all transient
testing could be done in the frequency domain
continuous-wave
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measurements to determine the spectrum of the
impulse response. This approach has the
advantage that the transfer function so obtained
can be used to determine the system response to
any transient.
The use of Civ measurements and
the Fourier transform implicitly implies that
the system ia linear under the transient conditIf this presumption is valid,
ions of interest.
one must further consider the quantity of
frequoncy-domain data required to perform the
inverse Fourier transform and obtain the

1-

therefore,

f2
2
f1

d
r

measurements of nhe magnitude and phasc of the
For a pulse whose ria 15
transfer function.
10 nanoseconds and whose duration is

I micro-

second,
-6
10
N >> 10_-8 =

10

-Vat o-bti

"6(t)

-

E ;-a

It is not an uncommon requirement that

)

0

and the Fourier transform of a(t)

(

w,

we require
N >

transient response.
Lot us assume that the transient stimulus
is of the form shown in Figure ld in which the
And
exponential coefficients a and b are finite
Then
greater than zero, and that b >> a.

O~)

F(ni,,he
n=l

-

-

500 to 1000 frequencies are needed to obtain
a reliable inverse transform for a pulse
spectrum having a duration-to-rise-time ratio

is

of 100. Even with fairly sophisticated equipment, of the order of one second may be required

(b-a) E
ta + jw) (b + Jw)

To adequately define the spectrum of this pulse

With
to make a measurement at each frequency.
1000 measurements to be made, the complete

(and the 5poctrum of the system response to the
pulse) we must moasuro the system transfer

iransfer function will require of the order of
With less sophisticated
15 minutob to measure.

function cver a range o: frequencies that
break in the
extends from well below the first
pulse spectrum to well above the second break.
The first
break occurs at

instrumentation these measurements might take
several hours to make.
Somewhat fewer frequencies may be used if
the slower transform techniques which do not

f
1

require equal increments of frequency is used.
Some measurement time may then be qaved at the
expense of somewhat more conp••ir time for tho

2-(

transformation process.
The block diagram of an automatic CW

and the second break occurs at

measurement system that vas designed and built
at SRI for system transfer function measurement

b
2
or in
,

is shown in Figure 2.
This equipment was
designed to obtain, conveniently and rapidly,
transfer functions that dercribe the reironse

2-n

terms of the pulse rise time constant
1 /a,

of a system t7 an electromagnetic environment.

= lib and the decay time constant id

The principal elements of the system are:
1

f,

2;t

and

f

I

2

A transmitter, which provides
signals to drive an antenna array

2ai r

or the system under test

If we plea on using the fast Fourier transform
to obtain the inverse transform,

w'e are further
A microwave system which furnishes
a tracking reference signal to the
tracking detector receiver

constrained to equal increments of frequency so
that
Constant << f 1f

To perfona the numerical
>2f2 F

f(t)

1
<2rfa

A tracking detector receiver,

which

provides the transfer functicn between
the reference and test point signals

integration

A microwave system which furnishes a

wt

reference drive function for the

d

tracking detector receiver
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An analog paper chart recorder and
magnetic tape recording system,
digital

contended, are largely machine operations that
can be performed q,iickly and economically.

Transmitter frequencies from 10 kfz to 50
MHz and receiver tracking reference frequencies

Let us examine this proposition more
corefully.
Just as it takes 500 to 1000
frequency samples to adequately define the

from 100.01 MHz to 150 MHz are derived from a
Hewlett-Packard 5105A frequency synthesizer,
exterually controlled by an SRI-constructed

transfer function, it will take approximately
the same number of time samples to adequately
define the input and response waveforms for

digital
programmer and a punched paper tape
program reader.
The frequency stepping rate
and off-time period are variable parameters of

Fourier transformation.
Thus two or more
oscillograms, with accurate time-ties betweGn
successive oscillog.-rams, may be required to

the programmer; for most datu runs, a rate of
about cne stop per second is used with an off
time of approximately 300 me.

define each waveform.
A more severe limitation
on the process of obtaining transfer functions
from transient data, howe~or, is the dynamic

The receiving system consists of two units;
h: SRI-constructed RF and IF unit, and an
extei.qively modified Heowlett-Packard 676A track-

range that can be achieved irom oscillograms.
Since there is an upper limit of a few centimeters in the usable deflection tf an oscillo-

ing dete,'tor,

The system is

the equivalent of

scope trace, and a lower limit of a few

a dual-chan,,ol receiver that can be tuned to any
desired frequei.-v betwoen 10 Idiz and 50 h•z by

hundredths of a centimeter in trace width, there
is an inherent limit in the accuracy of the

injecting a trackx:'

oscillogram,

Sfrequency.

reference signal at a
frequency 100 MHz hig'-er than the desired receive
The receiver processes the input
signal an'd provides a dc voltage output for each

range or bandwidth (or both) in

Ssignal

channel preportional to the 1.g of the input
over an 80-dZ dynamic rar:es.
Additional

transformed data.
The dynamic range of the
transformed data is usually limited to about

S(A-13).

circuitry measures the phase differqnce between
Channels A and B and the amplitude difference
Since the (A--B) channel output iq

40 dB.
Because the transfer function ii the
ratio
of two such transf-rms (the excitation
and the response), the dynamic range of tht-

actualiy proportional v.,

transform function may be considerably

lo

A

c,

o

B

Sdriving
S•link3
i

no error exists in

the

the Fourier

less

than 40 dB (often less than 20 dB).
An example of a transfer function computed

A

from transient data is illustrated in Figure 3.
This transfer f-nction was obtained from very
well-behaved oscillograms, so that the more

B
it

even if

sensor and signal processing components.
This
accuracy limit leads to a limit in dynamic

can be ased to wesure a tranb..,r function

directly, if one channel is considereA to be a
function.
Dielectric waveguide isoi.ý6ion
in the x-bai\ system for supplying the

general problems of trace dim-out, time-tying,
etc., that may be encountered in transient data
were not present.
In addition, the transfer

tracking reference sIgnal and excitation fie'd
sensor signal to th* receiving system are used
to avoid compromising the tntegrity of the system

function was for a simple tubular shield that
could ba accurately analyzed to give

shield,
To avoid the lengthy measureme-t process that

ZT

Re
o

YT
tnhyT

seems necessary to adequately define the CW

-

transfer function with manual measuremont one may
c•onclude that this transfer function could be

S•

qbr~ained more simply frm
Thus,

where

for example, one would record the exciting
and the response wavefoim, Fourier
each, and divide the transformed

reelOnse by the transformed
the trfnsfer function.

(I + J) /7,--0

and ý, a, T, ai, ri are independent of
frequency.
Thus A• high frequencies the trans-

S•wavofox-.
•otransro.r•

Y=

the transient da~a.

fer function should behave as

excitation to obtain

Pecause the transients

require only a few microseconds to record,

IZ

it

27

appears that the transfer functinn which took

R T fi

e

'

nfpo T

o

minutos or hours to measurR with CW instrument-

Z

ation requires only microaeconds to measure with
transients recorded on an oscilloscope.
sure,

Sobtain

To be

the transient data must be processed to
the transfer function, but these, it may be
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LL3

OF A TRANSFER FUNCTION OBTAINED FROM

erratic when the magnitude has decreased 20 dB
from its maximum value,
An additional problem that may be encountored in acquiring and processing transient data
to obtain transfer functions is related to the
spectrum of rectangular pulses. Let us define
the rectangular pulse as
R(t,r) = R,
= 0,

0 1 t •

necessary to efficiently measure the magnitude
and phase of the transfer function over a
useable range of frcquencies. With the transient method of determining transfer functions,
fairly simple equipment can be used to obtain
the data rapidly, but dynamic range and useable
spectrum may be quite limited, and the data
acquisition, processing, and interpretation
are subject to many subtle pitfalls.

t > T

SCALE MODEL TECHNIQUES

The Fourier transform of this pulse is
sin w'r/2

RT/2

In discussing the waveforms of Figure 1
it was noted that tie impulse ahd step functions
might be represented by an exponential pulse
viewed on compressed or expanded time scales.

-JwT/2

•°
The spectrum of a reccangular pulse of area 1

Because the velocity of propagation of an
electromagnetic wave is finite (in free space
the wave travels one foot in one nanosecond),
the appearance of the pulse may also be
related to the -,cale of the system. Thus,
for example, a rectangular pulse 10 ns wide
will induce a step function response in a
dimension
maximum
conductors
system
is less ofthan
one inch,wlise
whereas
it will
induce

is shown in Figure 4 to illustrate these zeros.
This characteristic of the rectangular pulse is
impor~ant for two reasons.
First, if a rectanguar pulse is used as the excitation pulse, thetransint
transfer function obtained from processing tne

the impulse response in a system of conductors
whose minimum dimension is mora than 100 ft.
Such concepts lead to the lcea of using scale
responses of systems.
Thes, or study t
ifnt rspoes
ofs

Because of the (sin Wr/2)/()-r/2) term in this
transform, the magnitude of the pulse spectrum
goes to zero at
S
2

Stransient

S~pulse

trnin

n

(n = 0, 1, 2,

aawl
ecutrdwt
pksThus,
data will be cluttered wits spikes

for example, if a 1/10 scale mode. of
a s s e
s e c t d w t
r n i n
h s
a system characteristi~cs
is excited with are
a transient
10 times whose
as

which
occur at each point where the excitation
~temporal
pulse spectrum goes to zero (since the response
fast as the full scate transient, the system
spectrum is divided by the excitation spectrum.
These spikes often make the transfer function
response will be a transient whose temporal
uicharacteristics
are also 10 times as fast as
unintelligible.
Second, if the wave forms (fromlinear
any source) are truncated before the transient
reaches zero, thts is equivalent to changing the
dimensions are a factor of 10 smaller, however,
ptthe from e(t)
working space and transient power required
to e(t)R(t,T); the spectrum of
are greatly reduced.
Translent measurements
function e(t)R(t,') contains oli the zeros that
useful for
particularly
are
on scale models
the spectrum of R(t,i) contains, so that the
clutter problem eve
described
is encountered
petru
if•hesouceab,.ve
•a "vid-ree).(1)
even if the source spectruir wa~i "void-free"~).
If both the excitation e(t) aLx! the response
r(t) are truncated, the transfer iunction will
contain zeros from the tz'.ncated response and
poles (spikes) from dividing by the zeros in the
truncated excitation sper.trum.
The transfer
function so obtained may therefore be utterly

defining excitation

requirements

such as wave front planari ty,
unhforiwave front
rength,
ufoverait o, ie tre,
ara
of coverage, rise time, and duration,
all of which affect the cost of
simulaturs for illuminating large
systems.

useless.
(An analogous aliasing of the time
domain responses occurs when the frequency
spectra are improperly truncated or the sanpllng
ratesystem

magnetic wave to elements of the
to verify and guide analytical

To sum•marize the discussion of transfer
function measurements, it is noted that the CW
method can provide an accurate measurement of
transfer function over a large dynamic range,
but a very large number of measurements is
required and fairly sophisticated equipment i(

efforts, to assess directional
effects, and to investigate the
degree of coupling to major system
components,

distribution on major elements of
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MAGNITUDE OF THE SPECTRUM OF A RECTANGULAR PULSE

100

'the system so that full

scale excit-

megavolts.

The radiating dipole was expected

(e.g., currents that must be injected
on long appendages such as power lines,
communication cables, etc., to simulate

to be several hundred feet long, and composed
of a biconic section for launching the leading
edge followed by a cylindrical section for the
late-time part of the pulse.

the transients propagating into the
system on those conductors),

Numerous dipole configurations, including
tapered resistance loading of the elements and

stion requirements can be established

various termination configurations and
(4)

impedances,

design and construction of the full

models in

scale simulator.

studie3, the complete antenna was modeled,
while for others, it was convenient to model

the laboratcry.

For some of these

Some examples of scale model experiments
that have been performed at SRI will be described
briefly to illustrate
the type of applications for
which modeling Is particularly well suited.
The first
example, illustrated in Figure 5,

only half the antenna and use a ground plane
image to produce the effects of the other half.

The
is only partially scaled in dimensions.
purpose of this model was to evaluate methods of
.erminating a charged transmission line pulse

A repetitive pulser that uses a charged
capacitor or charged transmission line switched
onto th. load by a chatter-free mercury-wetted

source in order to add an exponential decay to
the rec'-ýneular pulse produced by the discharge
of the transmlh1n lines (to avoid zeros in the

relay was used as the pulse source for these
experiments.
Pulse rise tim6s of 0.3 ns were
obtained with 1his pulser.
The fields of the

pulse spectrum discussed earlier).

pulse antenna were measured with small slot

The full-scale

The latter
technique is illustrated in Figure
6 along with the trar.sient magnetic field
pulses measured in the vicinity of the model.

pulse source was to be operates at several
hundred kilovolts, so that trial-and-error techniques would be very expensive on the .ull
scale

and parallel plate antennas mounted along the
ground plane.
A sampling oscilloscope with an
X-Y recorder vss used to record the transients.

system, aL. would rigorous analysis of the system
response taking into account all
of the trans-

Many inexpensive sheet-metal models were
used in this experiment to study particular

mission line effects with conplex RLC terminations,
Using the low-voltage model illustrated
in
Figure 5a, however, it uas possible, in the course

features of the dipole.
To study the effect
of the biconic feed structure on the leading
edge, for example, models larger than 1/150th

of a few hours, to assess the effezt of a wide
variety of RLC terminations and select a realiz-

scale of the feed structure were used.
Smaller
models wero used to study the late-time behavior,

eble combination of R, L,
would achieve the desired
determining what the best
were, however,

since the late time behavior was found to be
independent of the pulse rise-time.
Other
models were ,sed to determine the effects of
making the cylindrical dipole elements from a

"parameters
"bad some of

Soften

were studied on 1/150th scale

evaluating simulator concepts prior to

C, and line lenth
that
goals.
In addition to
combinations of these
it was also learned how

the poorer combinations wore, so that
ss the full scale design progressed and tradeoffs
became necessary, the probable effect of compri-

grid of wires rather than sheet-metal.
Meny
other design questions, such as the behavior
of the radiated waveform when the ground-

mises in the design was better understood.
This
by-product of the use of scale models as an aid

reflected wavs returns to the antenna element
and the antenna behavior change from that of

in the design of complex and expensive systemis is
one of the major advantages of modeling that is
overlooked.
The model in this case was

a biconic radiator to that of a cylindrical
transmission line, were studied in detail.
As
a result of the mcd~l studies, thL final

constructed of low-voltage components of the type
that would be found in most electronics stockrooms, and assembly in a breadboard fashion was
adequate for these experiments.
Construction of
the model was, therefore, neither expemsive nor

design of the full-scale system was significantly improved, and the confidence in the predicted
operating characteristics was greatly enhanced.
A system-oriented example illustrating
a
model of a large, ground-based system with

technically difficult,
A second example is

many interconnec'ing conductors and several
very long utility
conductors is shown in

In

this case,

information to
dipole antenna
transient with
The full
scale

illustrated in

Figure 6.

the objective was to obtain

Figure 7.

aid in the design of a horizontal
for radiating a fast rise-time
an exponentially decaying tail.
dipole was to bu operated near the

The model study of this system had

two goals.
First, it was desired to determine
the requirements for an electromagnetic simulator to be used to illuminate the facility
with
a transient wave.
Secord, it was desired to

ground and fed with a transient source of several

determine the current magnitudes and waveforms
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RADIAL MAGNETIC FIELD FROMsi A CAPACITIVELY FED DIPOLE
AT 8.5-m FULL-SCALE HEIGHT
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Sit

at key points in the facility to assist in
determining the effects of coupling through the
power system, cablG shields, etc., to the
internal components of the system,
Using a 1/100th scale model of the facility
illuminated with a pulsed dipole radiator,
currents and fields at selected points in the
facility were measured for various degrees of
planarity and uniformity of the incident
transient fields obtained by varying the range
bntween the radiating dipole and the modeled
facility.
The directivity of the facility as
a uransiont receiver was also studied. The
information gained from this stud) nermitted
simulator requirements, such as pleaarity and
uniformity of the wavefront, area of illumination,
and portability of the simulator, which significantly affect the cost, to be evaluated quantitatively. The magnitude and waveforms of the
currents induced in the long conductors providing
electric power, gas, and sewage service to the
facility provide a basis fcr evaluating the
elfect of these appendages on the system shielding effectiveness.
In addition, the magnitude
and waveform of current that must be injected on
these conductors to cost the full scele system
has been established.
Because of the complex shape of the system
illustrated in Figure 7, one would have limited
confidence in a purely analytical attempt to
estimate the transient response of even the
major features of the system. On the other hand,
a measurement program to determine the system
response on the full-scale operational system
would be very expensive (because it is a field
operation), limited in scope (because many desirable test points are inaccessable), and would
probably require removing the fa, ility from
operational status (or at least compromising its
operational status). Using a scale model, made
of sheet-metal, wire, tubing, and other conventionai materials, accurate measurerments of the
magnitude and waveform of the transient response
at any point on the facility for any angle of
incidence or polarization of the transient wave
can be made very economicrIly.
A final example illutra.-.
the use of scale
models as an analytic tool. In the case illustrated in Figure 8, the c-upling of transients
to transmission lines was studied by illuminating
a section o1 scaled transmission line with the
transient field radiated by a pulsed dipole
antenna.
The current and voltage induced in a
transmission line were analyzed many years ago.
The soluticn for the current and wave for a
wire over finitely conducting ground are ver)
complicated, even in the frequency domain, and
is difficult to visualize the interaction
phenomena from these solutions. From a combin-

S~46

ation of analysis and experiments on scale
models, however, it has been possible to cast
the solutions in a form that permits obtaining
an approximate response in time domain by
inspkction, because many uncertainties about
the relative importance of radiation and ground
effects wore quickly eliminated by the experiments. With the model, it was also possible
to qnJc'ly study the cifects of angle of
incld&-nce of the transient wave, effects of
varying configuration parameters such as line
height or length, and the effect of adding
elements such as various loads at the terminals,
extraneou ground wires, etc.
An example of the estimated and measured
responses of the wire-over-ground with a
vertical ground lead at one end (as shown in
Figure 8) is shown in Figure 9. The incidert
waveform is a step function arriving from the
directior of the open end of the wire at an
elevation angle * of 30 degrees.
The response
consists of the superposition of the current
induced in the horizontal conductor by the
horizontal component of electric field rnd the
current induced in the riser by the vertical
component of electric field. The field itself
consists of two components--the direct ;ay and
the ground-ref'.ected ray.
Each of these induces
two componentL of current--a forward traveling
component and a backward traveling component.
In Figure 9, only the forward components
traveling toward the base of the riser are
observed, since the backward traveling components must propagate to the open end of the line
and back before they are observed at the base
of the riser. At the base of tl.1 riser, one
first sees the current in the riser building
up as it propagates in from further up the
riser. After hsin*/c = h/2c, all this current
has arrived at the base, and current induccd
in the horizontal wire begins to arrive. This
current opposes the riser current, end the
total current begins to decrease. After
2hsin•/c = 2h/c, the groun! reflected wave
forces the field along the horizontal conduc:tor
to zero, so that the current can no longer
build up. The current then remains consistant
until reflections (w'.ich occur much late-)
from the open end arrive. The experimental
data illustrates these characteristics of the
response, as well as some effects of the
finitely conducting ground, on the response of
the horizontal conductor.
Because of the
imperfect ground, the ground reflected wave
does not completely "turn-cff" th horizontni
field driving the wire, so the current continues to rise slowly after the refleccee wave
arrives.
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CONCLUS ION
Experience with the use of scale models to
study fast transient phenomena has demonstrated
that this technique is a very economical and
accurate method of studying parametric variations
on simple, as well as complicated, systems.
Viewed as an analog computer, it delivers the
results quickly and in the desired (trap.4ient)
Iform, whereas other processes must breau the
prob±im into small increments to perform the
processing and then add them together again to
obtain the desired solution. Although digital
computers are efficient at performing these
operations, the opportunitiies for error are
Furthermore,
plentiful and sometimes hidden.
analytical/digital computer techniques for
solving complicated problems in electromagnetic
transients are very expensive, both in prcfessional effort to develop and program suitable formulations of the solution and in machine time
necessary to calculate the results.
The interpretation of the computcd result, however, is
usually no 7 - difficult than the interpretation
of analog -,..ta from a model.
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Structure of Lightning Noise--Especially Above HF

N. Cianoe, C. F. Oetzel,
Stanford Research Institute

and E.

T.

Pierce

ABSTRACT
The following paper summarizes
teristics

of

the charac-

various stages with each stage havi..; character-

.he radiation fields due to light-

istic

currents.

Briefly,

for rest of the flash

ning.
The fields are shown to vary with time,
frequency, and distance from the discharge, and

duration leader-streamer processes are occurring.
These involve the advance of a charge-carrying

the variations in time and frequency are correlated with the different stages (leaderstreamers, return strokes, and recoil streamers)
of the lightning flash.
It is very important

channel by a series of comparatively minor
sparks that occur in rapid succession.
The most
intense of these minor sparks are the wellknown "steps;" these are often present during

to recognize that the radiation from lightning
does not consist of one impulse but generally
includes many.
At VHF, for example, a single
flash usually generates about 104 identifiable

the advance, from the base of the cloud to the
earth, of the leader-s~reamer which initiates
the flash to ground.
"'sually--and paiticularly
for streamer ?'Ocesses within a cloud--it is

pulses,

difficult

At VLF the radiated fields are largely
created by the return strokes and recoil stream-

associated with each small spark involved in
advancing the strea.:or; it is only the aggregate

ers,

electrostatic effect or the radiated electro-

while at HF and VHF they are associated

to dietinguish the ele,:trical sAgnal

with the various leader-streamer proceszes.
As
the frequency ihcreases into the microwave
spectrum (centimeter wavelengths) the fields

magnetic "noise" that can easily be recognized.
If an advancing charge-carrying leader
encounters a concentration of charge of opposite

once again appear to be associated with the
.:eturn stroke.
It is important to understand

sign, there is a rapid recoil surge of current
backward along the advancing channel.
She

the basic characteristics of the lightning
radio emissions since they can couple into

electrical and luminous effects produced by such
surges are readily identified.
in the case of

electrical and electronic equipment causing
noise and errors as well as producing damage to
some types of solid-state circuit components.
Yet lightning noise is not entirely disadvanta-

intracloud discharges, the phenomena accompanying the sudden surges are described as K changes.
Although these are pronounced, far more intense
effects accompany the return strokes of the

geous.

flash to ground.

As an example applying to the aviation

industry,

it

is

shown how the VHF li

6 htning

In

an earth discharge,

initial leader-.:,a.mvel

typically carriec

the
negative

emissions can be used to locate thunderstorms

charge downward from the cloud

and potentially to provide methods
aircraft around thunderstorms,

with the ground is made, a very intense upward
surge of luminosity toward the cloud occurs;

for vectoring

When contact

IT IS WELL KNOWN that lightning discharges pro-

There may be several
this is a return stroke.
return strokes contained within a flash to

duce electric and magnetic fields that vary with
time, frequency, und distances.
The characteristics
of these fields are of practical impor-

earth.
During the intervals between return
strokes it is believed that lehder streamers
carrying positive charge probe into the cloud

tance since they can affect the performance of

from the upper part of the channel energized by

electrical equipment.
For example, the radiated
fields can produce interruptions or errors in

the return stroke.
If such a positive leader
encounters a medium-sized concentration of nega-

computers, cause failures in electronic circuitry (particularly kith solid-state devices)
and create noise in communications equipment.
On the other hand, these fields can sometimes

tive charge within the cloud, there is a recoil
i
streamer giving P K change.
Occas onally the
recoil may be sufficiently intense to extend as
far as the ground; in these instances the recoil

be used to practical advantage--for example,

locate thunderstorms.
As previously described by the introductory
papers on the fundamental aspects of light-

streamer is known as a dart leader.
Ia its
passage, the dart leader recharges the original
channel neZatively, so that when the dart
reaches the earth the conditions are suitable

ning (1-3)

for another return stroke to surge unrrard.

to

a lightning flash consists of

It

is noteworthy that K che:nges ara present both
*Numbers In parentheses designate References

for intra-loud

at end of paper.

earth (between return strokes or after the final

discharges and for flashes to
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return stroke).

On the other hand,

true return

or reooll streamers

strokes occur only for the discharge to earth,
since it is solely in this case that one extremity of the spark is a large, homogeneous, good
electrical conductor,

(VHF);

The fields produced by lightning are dif-

As the fre-

is

the disturbance accompunying the flash

then quasi-continuous.

These pulses appear

ferent for each stage. and very complex in miny
respects.
A considerable awunt ol effozt has
gone into their understsndlng anl interpreta-

to be associated with the Initial
leader, includipg its stopsg, and also with the electricalbreakdown processes accompanying probing leaders

tion, since a largo portion of our knowledge of

moving within the cloud.

lightningz processes is bhagd ar, a vaAety of
electric and magnetic-field measurements.
In

can occur, for a flash to earth, between return
strokes or after the final stroke; for an intra-

_general,

sist

the fields produced by 1±gh4ntng conof the far fields or radiated components

These probing •eadera

cloud discharge their presence is possible at
almost any stage of the discharge.
We note the

And the near fields or static
and induction
components.
Analyttcally, these far- and near-

interesting teature that the signals at HF and
VHF associated with return strokes and K changes

field components can be approximately repreented by
1
Mt dt
Mt
1 dM1j

are not strong, and are indeed partly quenched
following the occurrence of return strokes and
K changes.
It is believed that this quenching

E

-=--+

T

Sand

0.-!hanges).

quency Increases, the number of pulses per flanh
also increases, with a maximum of about
0 per
discharge for frequencies between 30 *o 300 MHz

(

-

4€oD

2
SV.'F

2

is due to a temporary absence of probing leaders.
As frequency is further increased beyond the
range, there is a sharp decrease in the

d3

where Mt is the current moment, 21tlt--it
being
the current and tt being the length of the

nturber of pulses until st centuretric wavelengths
(- GHz, the pulses are again well separated and

current channel energized by it.
Of course,
retarded values of time (t - D/c) are implied
co is the permittivity of free space.
The

assozated with the macroscopic features of the
return strokes.
Peak pulse amplitudes are reached, for a

dfafirstterm of Et is
term is
is

the static

field,

the second

flash to earth,

the induction term, aud the third term

the radiation field.

It

at frequencies of about 5 kiz.

With increasing frequency up to about !04 MHZ

can be seen from

there is

a general decrease in

amplitude,

which

Eq. (1) that the relative contribution of those
components to the total field is dependent on
the frequency and distance from the source.
If

approximazely telIeia an Invrlse fr
lei
dependency.
However, over aubhntantil
.na
of the spectrum between 10 kHz and l04 tlz

Et were expressed in the frequency domain,
the tnree components would be equal when

there are probably appreciable deviations from
this simple law.
Figures 2 and 3* illustrate

D = c/(2nf).

Generally speaking,

then

for distances

the spectral characteristics of the radio

greater than 15 km and frequencies exceeding
3 kHz, the radiated fields are dominant.
Reviews of the radiated fields have been presented
by Horner (4) and by Oetzel and Pierce (5).
Extensive references to electrostatic-field

The results-emissions from close lightning.
which present informati•n:
from several source.-have been normalized to a distance of iU m.
Figure 2 represents the
,,plifuse
-nnctr-r, S'),.
of the re'.urn-stroke Swgn
-tile
h,
Figure 3 is

measurements can be found in the standard texts
(6-9).
The following, however, summarizes the

the peak amplitude, ep,
width I klz and for all

characteristics of
only.

emissions.
The relation between S(f) and ep is
complicated, as described by Homer (4), who
has derived a relation between S(f) and e for

the radiated

field components

for a receiver of handlightning-generated

p

RADIATION FIELDS

a narrow-bandwidth receiver.
For illustrative
purposes, though, Figures 2 and 3 can be appro-

The structure of the electromagnetic radla-

ximately interconnected

(18)

if

the ordinate

tion fros liahtrning variee -ith frequency ano
time n3 schematically illustrated in Figure 1.
For this anslysis, the fields only for close
(within
100 k-)
1
lightning are presented; pro-

Eca1e of Fig-re 2 in =u~tip1ied by 103, as shown
by the solid cuur
in Figure 3.
It should be
noted that for frequencies below 100 kliz where
the signals are discrete pulses, the field is

pagatlonal degradation
sidered. The electric
ground and cloud flash
the relative magnitudes

scaled linearly with bandwidth.
At 5 kliz the
spectrum of the return-stroke pulse (Figure 2)

is therefore not confields for a typical
are shcwn, illustrating
of the fields at varlouv

*The references

for Figure 3 are:

Takagi

(10),

.requencies.
At very low :requencies, VLF (3
to 30 kHz), the pulses are discrete and are

Homer (11), Iwata (12), Hallgren (13), Oetzel
(5), Atlas (14), Schafer (15), Cianos-Octzel

generated principally by the return stroke and/

(16),
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Kosarev (17),

and Horner

(4).
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10

exceeds the spectrum of a K-change pulse by more

close lightling may be summari±td by stating

than an order of magnitude.

two spectra are more comparable,
Analytic models describing the frequency
dependence of the radiated fields on the physical processes are not weal developed for the

that a multitude of subsidiary sparks of many
different typos are involved--e.g., step leaders
and return strokes.
In addition, the larger
the current peak in a given type of spark, the
longer the energized cnannel, the lower the

entire spectrum.
However, at frequencies less
than 100 kHz, several models describing the
radiation from the return stroke are available

frequency at which peak signal is radiated, and
the less frequent the occurrence of the particular kind of spark.
High-currenx channels tend

(18).

to be orientated vertically

But at 100 kHz the

Despite these shortcomings,

a model re-

lating the field strength over a wide range of
frequencies is often required.
An empirical
relation between the peak field strength, ep,
mnd the froe.ue:bcy, based on n form previously
derived (19), is

e
log

1

-

=

return stroke); however,

charges are much mor- randomly disposed.
It cannot be over emphasized that a lightning flash involves this multiplicity of sparks
and consequently a protracted and complicated

f

generation of radio signals.

log-f

fnr f 2 1 kHz

(2)

charge occurs as one single large spark,

X

radio emissions are produced
that therefore all
almost simultaneously as in the case of the

6
10

ýiV/m in

and

a 1-kHz bandwidth and

the frequency mode, fm, is 5 X 1P-3 MHz, the
frequency, f, being expressed in megahertz.
Then ep is the field strength in pV/m in a 1-kHz

nuclear electromagnetic pulse (EMP) (20).
In
reality the time histories of the lightning
emissions and of the EMP are quite different,

bandwidth and normalized to a distance of 10 km.
Equation (2) is shown in Figure 3.
It is a
reasonable fit
to the entire experiven;al data
from 10-3 o 104 MHz.
It should be noted that
the model for ep represents the average or typi-

and comparisons of equipment response to the
two types of signal should entail intelligent
recognition of this fact.
For example, at HF
the EMP would generate one very large pulse
while a typical lightning flash might create

cal field strength, but that ep also has a

ten thousand small pulses.

statistical
behavior generally obeying a lognormal distribution with a standard deviation

ment can be conceived that could survive the
single large pulse but would fail
under the

of about 6 dB rolative to the meah (4,5).
Equation 2 is only an analytical tool and does
not imply any physical justification.
The

repetition of the small pulses.
Although the radiated noise from lightning
often has its detrimental effe':ts such as

radiation fields are scaled linearly with distance for distances exceeding 10 km, as squareroot of the bandwidth for frequencies greater

interfering with radio communications, the
lightning radio emissions can be used as
mentioned in the introduction, to indicate

than 100 kHz, and linearly with bandwidth for
frequencies less than 100 kHz (4, 18).
A word of caution regarding the use of

thunderstorm positions.
An example of this
type of use is now discussed; the technique
described is especially applicable to close

Figures 2 and 3 is in order.
These figures
have been normalized to a distance of 10 km,

(< 100 km) lightning and to aircraft
operations.
VLF radio-location techniques are well

and it han been indicated

established for locating distant thunderstorms

Sversely
Stances

= 2

It is still a

common misconception that the lightning dis-

o
where e

(especially the

minor subsidiary dis-

with distance is

that a scaling inappropriate for greater

Designs of equip-

distances.
It is,
however, a very dangerous
procedure to apply an inverse scaling to disappreciably less than 10 km.
For example,

(> 200 km), but for various reasons these
methods are not very oell suited for accurately
locating close lightning (4).
Recently, a new
technique has been demonstrated for accurately

at VLF the lengths of the radiating channels
are an appreciable fraction of 10 km and there

emissions (16).

is consequently no orderly change in magnitude
with distance at the closer ranges (4).
Also
it ap.Lars t"hat the subsidiary sparks providing

technique, which is based on a time-of-arrival
approach, is that modern equipment enables a
short baceline to be used.
Consequently, con-

most of the radiation at HF and VHF are usually
located within the thundercloud; consequently,
they are seldow very close to ground equipment
but may be close to an airplane.

fusion caused by the multiplicity of VHF pulses
is avoided, and it is possible to establish
the azimuth of a flash fron, two sensors located
quite close together--for example, at the

SUMO4ARY

extremities of an aircraft.
Thus the technique could be profitably applied operationally

locating close lightning using its

when it

The behavior of th.e adio emissions from

Si

is

VHF noise

The essential feature of this

of practical interest for aircraft

to avoid flying into thunderstorms in order to
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minimize the chances of being struck by light-

9.

ning and to avoid the strong turbulence at:%ociAtod with thunderstorma.

It

city."

would be rxKst

J.

A.

Chalmers,

Perg•aion

10.

Press,

M. Takagi and T.

"Atmospheric ElectriNew York,

New York,

TakeutJ,

1967.

"Atmospherie

intorestir.g to sdd a Ciano--3etzel-Fierce iightnlg
locatcr (16) to iin airplane so a,; to
in thib way the
complement its weather radar.
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Electrificacion-Ope'-tional Problems
Introduction to Session

Captain John G. Breland, Jr.
Frank J. Seiler Research Laboratory

This session is designed to emphasize
operational electrification problems, both
actual and potential.
With the ever increasing complexity of aircraft over the past
twenty years, more and more emphasis has been
placed on total system performance over a
This has rewidely varied flight profile.
quired the art to be advanced significantly
with each new commercial and military aircraft
system produced.
As the basic coELs of systems increase,
largL: percentages of available monies are
This
required for design and development.
leaves smaller and smaller amounts for testing
and evaluation. This is especially unfortunate
since communication between structural and
electronic engineers is often very poor although material-atmospheric interaction
accounts for a majority of electrification
The current interest in returning
problems.
to lower frequency coimunication necessitates
that electronic and design/material engineers
re-establish clear and effective interchange
of knowledge.
The papers to be presented in this session
cover two topics. The first two will discuss
the results of p-static on certain conmunicaThe second group
tion and navigation systems.
will discuss the interaction of non-metallic
materials with the airstream.
Significant impro-vements in radome coatings
have been made in the past few years and these
new systems are now ready for use on aircraft.
Electrical properties of windshields have
received only superficial attention during the
The inclusion jf several
previous conferenccs.
papers on this topic is an attempt to partially
rectify this omission. These discussions along
with an Air Force Windshield Symposium in 1973
should prove highly beneficial to designer and
electrical engineer alike.
Operational problems resulting from triboelectric charging will continue to occur if
for no other reason than 95 bercent of Air
Force personnel don't rcalihe that static
electzification exists. Today, however, no
aircraft system designer can afford not to
realize it.
It is hoped that the current
discussions will prevent som.eone from having
an "operational problem" in the future.
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IV
Static Electricity Problems--XLF/LORAN Systems
John B.

Chown,

Joseph E.

Nanevicz

Stanford Research Institute
ABSTRACT
Currently under development are new aircraft navigational syrtems operating at LF and
VLF.
This portion of the radio frequency

of noise can be eliminated by ensuring that all
metal parts of the aircraft are properly

spectrum is

electrically bonded.

particularly susceptible to pro-

cipitation static
interference.
Results of
analysis and ground tests on a LORAN-D system

aircraft

are presented.
This work demonstrates that
proper attention to p-static elimination is

sufficiently high to cause breakdown of the air.
Since, for a given airplane voltage, 'he high-

essential to all-weather system cperation.

est fields occur at the extremities of the

WHEN AIRCRAFT FIRST began to be equ~ppea with

aircraft,
discharges occur first
from the extremities.
At aircraft
operating altitudes,

radio communication and navigation systems,
first

the discharge occurs in

navigation aids included the ADF system

and the LF range.

Scan

the

Corona discharges occur wherever on the
the electric field intensity is

the form of a series

of short current pulses containing noise com-

Both of these systems

ponents in the HF region.

This noise couples

operated at frequencies of hundreds of kHz,
and both were affected by precipitation static

into all
antennas on the aircraft, including
the LORAn-D canopy installation.
The corona

interference unless careful precautions were
taken.
More recently, aavigation aids, parti-

noise level can be reduced to negligible
magnitudes--50 to 60 dB by installing passive

cularly on small military aircraft,
operated at
VHF and above where the precipitation static

dischargers at those high-field locations on
the aircraft
where corona discharges would

problem is

normally occur.(3)

less severe,

Now, once again, navigation systems
operating in the hundred kHz range are being
developed and used in operational situations.
Thus although this portion of the spectrum is

Streamer discharges occur whenever frictional charging resulting from dust or precOpitation impact causes a plastic region on
the frontal surface of the aircraft to become

inherently more prone to vehicle-generated
interference, the features of systems operating

cjhrged with respect to the rest of the airframe. The bound charge on the plastic is

at these frequencies are so attractive
they outweigh the noise problems.
For
a modern LORAN-D with associated logic
solve extremely complbx navigation

relieved by a series of surface discharges
"streamers" to the airframe.
These streamers
are an energetic source of noise, particularly
when the coupling is high--as in the case of an

that
example,
system
problems

relieving the pilot of a large fraction of his
normal work load.
Unfortunately unless proper

antenna located immediately below the charged
plastic aurface,
Furthermore, the power spectrum

precautions are taken, all of this capability
can be nullified by precipitation static
as

of streamer noise is flat
quency, at which point it

soon as the aircraft enters a cloud,

with increasing frequency at 6 dB per octave.

The noise sources that must be considered
are:(l),(2)*
(1)
Sparks between unbonded metal

Thus, low-frequency systems--such as LORAN-D-are most affected by streamer discharge noise.
Streamer noise is most easily eliminated by

(2)
(3)

r

up to 500 kHz frebegins to fall
off

sections,
Corona discharges from points of high
electric field, and
Streamer discharges over the surface

coating the outside surface of the plastic with
conductive material to permit the charge to
flow away as rapidly as it arrives, thereby
eliminating the discharges that are the source

of a charged dielectric,

of noise.

Unfortunately,

there are no 3atis-

Sparks between unbonded conductors, which
generate severe noise with frequency components
extending to the VHF regions cau disable most

factory optically transparent conductive
materials, so that the conductive coating
scheme cannot be used in the case of antennas

receiving systems on the aircraft--including
the LORAN-D canopy installation.
This source

mounted inside plastic surfaces--.juch as
canopies and windshields, which must remain

S•

transparent to light.
Thus, when a canopy
antenna installation is being considered, great
care must be exercised to make certain that

Numbers in parentheses designate References
at end of paper
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The antenna noise
effective induction area.
field may be expressed in terms of the source
spectrum D(w), the coupling factor *(w), and the
effective induction area a by (4)

streamers on the windshield and frontal surfaces
of the canopy do not couple sufficient noise
into the antenna to cause the system to malfunction.
The frictional charging,

which results in

precipitation static
interference, occurs whenever an aircraft
is operated in precipitation
containing ice crystals.
It has been the
aunthoning
e
I
nce that. virtal
h
a
llbecloudsSince
autho rs' experience that v irtually all
clouds
above 20,000 ft

are composed of ice crystals

E

E

= k' (I

(Wa

(3)

.

n
Ref. 3, the coupling factor *(w) varies
the square root of the scale s of the ai-ast
sa
r
o) t
s
sh,

that the system is truly capable of all-weather
operation,it
must be immu,- to precipitation.I
static interference.

/s

1/s
S'nce everything about the general form of the

"CORONA INTERFERENCE

aircraft (including antenna size) is scaled,
the induction area a varies as the inverse

An idea of the magnitude of the corona
noise rroulem likely to be encountered in

square of the scale a, co that

the

case of a LORAN-D system installed on an F-1I1
3ircraft can be obtained through the proper
application of laboratory end flight test data
on KC-135 aircraft.
Ther nois
fe
ince
inti
noise field induced in the bellyth

2
a,

S~generated
SThe

(2)

the source spectrum D(w) is proportional
t the
h square
q a e root
r o off the
t e discharge
d s h r e current
c r e t I,I
to
Eq. (2) can be rewritten

Below
and produce vehicle electrification.
20,000 ft, some clouds are composed of liquid
charging.
Other
rater and produce very little
clouds below 20,000 ft contain ice crystals and
statstiallyprouce
thehigcwt haringFrom
statstiallyprouce
thehigcqt haringas
cu.'rents observed.
Therefore, to be certain

* (w)/a]

k [D(w)

= a/s

The noise field on the 1/s scale aircraft
s b wr te

can

thus be written

antenna on the KC-135 prototype aircraft
(4)
is shown in Figure 1.
The noise field above
1 MHz is influenced by the airframe resonances;
these
however, so that for a smaller aircraft,

E(

= k'

[/T

5/2
s5

s

((w)/a)
(4

resonance effects will occur at higher freor,

According to Figure 2 (reproduced
quencies.
from Reference 4), the noise current should

in

terms of the noise fie'd on the KC-135,

fall off as 1/w above 1 MHz at 20,000 ft
altitude.
For small electric dipole type

E
n(Il/s)-\

rrelatd
antennas,

tv

/ls
I

5,2
n

the equivalent noise field En is
the noise current
11
I

1

n by

(4)

where E

(1)

=E

we 0 a
where a is the induction area of the antenna,
9areafheatenna
Thu
wher and is the induction
-)X
(4) and €O= (1/36 •t) X 10`9 farad/meter.
Thus
2

The atmospheric noise field
1% Figure 4.
Those values
strength was obtained from Ref. 6.
were adjusted for a 1-kHz bandwidth and plotted
in Figure 4 along with the corona noise field
The corona
strength computed from Eq. (5).
noise field strength is seen to be 40 to 60 dB
greater than the daytime atmospheric noise
nge
c
10mozpfre
the 0.1to
hou
throu
throughout the 0.1 to 10 MHz frequency range.
The corona noise field strength is also 20 to
night-time
40 dB throughout
greater thanthethesame
range.
nowise
frequencyatmospheric

of aircraft
account must be twken of the effect
coupling,

the value givein by the adjusted

scale size is 2/3 in Figure 3 insread of 1/2).
The -osults of this calculation are presented
,Fire4
Th atoprcnosfed

above
off as 1/u
the noise field should fall
1 MHz until the resonance effects are encountered
Assuming that the
on the smaller aircraft.
the same on the
be
will
effects
resonance
small aircraft as on the larger aircraft, th
has
aircraft
noise field on a one-half-scale
This should represent
been plotted on Figure 1.
approximately the form of the noise field t,.
h
the F-otiA.
To obtain the magnitude of the noise field,

size on charging rate,

is

curve o? Figure I for a discharge current I of
250 pA. The valves of I1/s will be taken feom
Figure 3, which Is
reproduced from Ref. 5.
(These values -A'll be slightly high because the

1

The implications of noise on the operation
of a LORAN-D system are as follows:
The LORAN-D

and antenna
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system designer can buy improved performance
untli he nas reduced his system input noise
From
figure to the atmospheric noise level.

was either of the MIL-C-7439A (USAF) Class I
type (no resistive material added) or (.lass II
(with additive) that had been applied some time

this observation we can infer that such systems
are ncw, or ultimately will be, operating at
From Figure
the atmospheric notse level limit.
4, we see that corona noise will severely de-

ago and deteriorated.
Similar measurements made on an operational
indicated that here too, the surF-4 aircraft
face resistivity
of the dielectric frontal
surfaces was so high that it probably would be
Ineffective in draining away charge as it
(Unreported measurearrived on the surfaces.

In
grade the performance or sech a sysrcm.
partIcular, the analysis indicates that 40 d8
of corona noise reduction is required to reduce
the corona noise levels to the daytime atmospheric

ments made by authors.)
NOISE STUDIES - A portable spark noise

level,

source was used to investigate the coupling
between the antenna and possible zzreamtr
Tho
corona noise source6s on the airctaft.(S)
value of a measurement of this sort is that it

NOISE EXPERIMNTS ON LORAN-D EQUIPPED AIRCRAFT
GENERAL - Ground testa were conducted on

provides an indication of the probable sevezity
of the noise from various potential sources.
Often, such a measurement saves much time by

equipped with a LORAN-D
an F-.05 aircratt
systen, and with a canopy LORAN-D antenna in-

I

The antenna is made using 1/2talled. (7)
inch wide adhesive-backed copper tape attached
to the inside of the canopy as shown in

eliminating from consideration .. jise sources
whose coupling to the antenna is

Figure 5.

The tape was soldered at each junction.
The measured antenna capacity was 70 pF
and the estimated effective height, based on
similarly located antennas, was _ 0,35 m.

too low to

result in serious interference.
The portabli noise source was used in conjunction with the EMI receiver to survey the
aircraft
(150 kHz).
The results of the measurements Pre presented in Figure 6. The numbers

The LORAN-D* antenna coupler was mounted
in the aircraft.
The 3ables connecting the
coupler to the receiver were brought out aft of

at various locations on the airframe indicate
the dB reading observed on the receiver's

Provisions were also
the canopy to the ground.
made to tring out a lead directly from the
antenna; thia antenna lead was connected to an

signal strength meter when the noise source was
held at that location.
Witl;out the rolse
sorce
on, the "no s~gnal" meter reading was

EMI receiver (Empire Model 105).
This configuration was used during the survey of the
aircraft
for possible noise sources tlar
would
he coupled into the LORAN antenna system.
The

-6

receiver was operated

tip and elevator tip, the ground measurements

from the ground

dB.
It is

interesting at this time to compare

the ground test
data cf Figure 6 with the
predicted noise data of Figure 4.
For the wing

O-Pz

power system,

indicate

AIRCPRAFT
ONDING Ai" RESISTIVITY - The
initial
work consisted of an inspection of the

source was 20 and 22 dB respectively above the
ambient noise level.
From Ref. 5 we find that
the spark noise soirce is roughly equivalent
to a corona discharge equal to the spark source
Adjusting this to a discharge
current (15 4A),

LORAN-V antenna installation as well as the
aircraft
itself.
At this time resistance measurements were made to check the bonding
between airframe sections;

particular attention

that the noise,

coupled

from the noise

current of 1.5 mA (corresponding to the disat 500 mph in
charge current from the aircraft
Figure 4; the noise power goes up by 20 dB and

was given to the canopy frame sections and
adjacent structures.
The teats indicated that
proper bonding was provided and that no noise
shauld be expected from discharges between

we obtain a noisi level of 40 to 42 dB above
ambient,
This is in good agreement with Figure

sections of the airframe.
To loncte regions where possible surface

4 which indicates that 100 kHz corona noise
for charging conditions corresponding to a

streamers can be anticipated, surface resis-

speed of 500 mph is approximately 40 d13above

tivity
measuremerts ware made on the plastic
structures and antennr covera.
It was found
that, without exceptio,,
the resistivity
was

daytime atmospheric,
(rhe measurements were
made during daylight hours on a ramp removed
from factory buildings.)
Thus, the grnund test

ve y hig,*h
>> 2 X 108 ohms per square.
This
level is too high to Lu effective ii prohibiting

data confirm the nredicclon that corona discharges from the extremities can generate noise
fielas in the vicinity of the canopy several

Surface charge buildup.
The paint used on the
surfaces--qpparcntly a rain erosion coating--

AN/AR,

orders of magnitude above the ambient noise
level.

92 receiver
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ant noise in

The data of Figure 6 indicate that other

Ventral fin
(6) Ut1F-ADF antenna cover.
The noise level proauced by powder blown
(5)

and by
corona threshold of tht structure itself
covering plastic surfaces .1th lossy paint tv
prohibit charge buildup an.i suLsequent strcamer

on the windshields and canopy was, as one would
expect, much more se,.ere than at the other
The current measurements indicated
locations.
2
that charging rates on the order of 2 ýA/ft

ing.
With the exception of the ianopy itself
which must rcmain optically transpirent so that
the normal opaque resistive coatings cannot be
Accordingly, the canopy must receive
applied.
special attention,
To directly study the noise generated

were obtained during the tests.

easily be experienced on the F-105 aircraft
operating in ice-.crystal clouds (1-4).
The AN/ARN-92 LORAN-D receiver saturated
when lycopodium powder was blown on the frontal
surface of the windshield just below the canopy

the frictional charging caused by impinging
The notse
precipitation particles in flight.
generated in the LORAN receiver was monitored.
During the dust-charging experiment, measurements
4
were made of the current flowing from the plast c
The current density
surface to the airframe.

so thax there was a tangential flow of part- 2
icles over the canopy producing I- to 2- 1 ýA/ft
charging current.
Appropriate circuitry changes to the
LOPUIN receiver we're made to enable relative
ampliiiades of the generated noise and received

levels can then be ;iompared to the levels experlenced on frontal surfaces of aircraft in actual
Thus, some estimate of the severity of
flight.

!.ORAN signals to be monitored on an oscillcsThe strongest LORAN signal received was
cope;.
from the glave station located 170 miles from
:ts signal was used as a refthe teRt site.

The charging current is
the te.,t can be made.
measured by placing a conductor around the area
The
to be c.cp--sead to the blowing powder.
average current flow.ng from the soetlo, tf
the
dielectric surface under-going chargln"•

Auxiliary attenucrence for ',he noise tests,
ators sere used to prevent receiver overloan-lng.
Rest.its of the poi;deT charging tents art shown

Two such curient
fuselage is then monitored.
ýatches are visIble in the side and front ".%ind-'

In Table 1.
In sunmzary,

shield In Figure 7.
Lycopodlum powder caharging was carried out
on all the dielectric surfaces indicrted in
cap and
Figure 6 with the exception of the tail
the painted fibergla:, c,,ver aft of ?hu cockpit.

n charging current of

the ground tests showed that
no-za
1 to 2 -.A/ft- of
surface would cause the LORAN-D receiver to
Previous flight test maasurements
lose track.
hIve shown typical ý:harging levels of 10 to
The in30 ,_Aft' of ,ffect.,ve frontal arpa,
flight particLe impingement and the resulting

algofic-

The elastic surfaces that prc-duce-,

Table

yNOISE LEVEL 6GA'ERATlI'E

Previous flight

test data indicate that this current level could

by

charging of frontal plastic surfaces in the
vicinity ef the recei'ing antenna, a portable
sa-d blaster was used to blow lycopodium power
onto the plastic frontal surfaces to simulate

I
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the canopy antenna system ale

listed in the order of the severity of the
coupled noise:
(1) Canopy
Side windshield
(2)
(3)
i'ront windshield
Nose radome
(4)

regions of high coupling (where noise can be
generated) exist on the aircraft.
it should be noted that, with the exception
of the canopy region, the noise can in most cases
dischargers
be eliminated by the use of static
that keep the aircraft potential below the

-
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Spowder

charging current to the canopy cannot be
installation of passive dischargers on the airdetermined by ground test:
While the blowing
foil extremities.
simulates the charging mechanis•m andfoletmies
shIt
is understood that the operational F-105
charging levels encountered by frontal aree.s i
and other aircraft incorporating LORAN-D installflight through particulate matter, it does not
ations will be equipped with a pitot-static tubc
simulate the fluid mechanics of flight.
protruding forward from the radome.
Experience
on the SAAB Druken aircraft indicates that a
pitot-static
tube in this location reaches corona
discharge threshold at very low airplane potential.
Noise coupling to this point is high

CONCLUSIONS

-•

Ground tests of the F-lOe are in good
general agreement with the outcomes anticipated
geha(probably
on the basis of earlier aircraft flit and
ground tests and laboratory rtediem (1-3).

higher than the coupling to the radome
rim in Figure 6 would indicate--the ground test
aircraft used a wing-tip-mounxed pitot tube

Measurements en the F-1I05 verified that

instead of 'A radome-mounted unit,

"electrostatic charging

of the canopy results
in one of the most serious sources of LORAN-D
indischarges
noise.
Although other potential precipitation
static noise sourcus capable of producing

measurements could not be made)
from the pitot-static

S~threshold

fix is difficult
since generally no modificstion
of the pitot tube is permitted.
The ground tests demonstrate that jtreamer
discharges occurring on the radome and on the
portion of the ventral fin can cause

oelimiunated through
eudicious
the
tapication
of such well-tesed precapitation-static noisereduction
du
echniques as passive discharger s
andcondctive
nt
Thcplas4!.z
must remain optically transparent, is very
difficult
to treat.
It •autt be recalled,
however, that the ground tests demonstrated
only tl,at severe noise would be generated in

ýnterference in the LORAN-D system.
Surface
resistance measurements on these surfaces on the
ground test aircraft indicated that either a
erosion coating had been
nonconductir.g
to themrain
or that the cond-cting coating
had deteriorated sufficiently that it was no
twsn
ufcetyta
hddtroae
longer serviceable (i.e.,
the surface resistaice
was co high that streamers could occur under

the ORA-fl
re~ied
ntena
reciitaionapplied
charging as low ai; 2 ,A occurred on the canopy,
question of whether or not canopy charging

~~~~The

currents of this magnitude can be expected
flight remains to be answered.
dyna.lic problem of calculating
particle trajectories around

in

(The aeroprecipitation

the complex structure

consisting of a canopy mouited on an aircraft
fuselaga is so comp.ticated that flight testing
will bc necessary,)
Some insight into the problem
ani he gained frcm ,h.- results of previous flight
tests, which indlcal;e that canopy" eurrents of 2ý.A
or so are not uny -asonably high.
From Figure 7
it appears that the F-105 canopy is sufficiently
similar to the B-47 canopy that the canopy intercopting area calculations of Table VI, (2) can
be applied to the F-105, whiý.h indicates that the
projct~dfronal
rea off th
id
NJIafter
project A frontal
area
the sid,
ivirdshcLedE
r~d of ti main :anopy each •pproach I ft2
Ift'.
Flight test datta indicate thaL chsrging rates of
1O to 30 -A/ft are normal in ice-crystal 0-iidn
(3).
Thus, if even only 10 percent uf the projaLtad frontal nrea of the canotpy is effective IJ
intercepting plecipitation particleL-, curianta

"f 2

eA can be generated.
sou, ces of precipl•!nflon
other potential
-laily
sta
yticnther
potnti
%al
c
fre capcat
For
xLFsin
I
strnat dinterteLp
from thre lngd
Forl
L
xtailc,
aProject
cotronats will calls"
tromthe.1n W pi
a
airen
oi

extreaeties will cause

a•iP'.•
l.n'rterenco.
C)rona noise from these rtirces can. ol

be reduced to aP-c-ptable Ievels

L0 i',uh

so that corona
tube will

A further difficulgenerate severe int rference.
ty with pitot tube corona is that if the corona
is indeed low, devising an acceptsble

comparable antenna rLoise levels were located
can be
on the aircraft, the others generally

M

so that direct

typical precipitation charging conditions).
(n
the LORAN-D equipped aircraft therefore, it will
be necessary to make certain that the coating
on the ventral fin is actually conducting
(resistivity of the order of 1 to 10 megohms
per square).
In conclusion, it may he stated that,
concurrent with LORAN-D system installation,
anti-precipitation static techniques must be
applied to the aircraft in question.
In view
o t
suttety of some noise generation and
ing mecanis
he snlte flight thst
lnst..11atIon should include flight through
ice ciystal clouds to ascertain that all
of
the noise sources have Indeed been identified
and

adequately treated.
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ILS/VOR Navigation and Approach Errors From
Precipitation Static Interference
Part I - Basic Concepts
J. D. Robb
Lightning & Transients Research Institute
ABSTRACT
Reports of precipitation static effects on
VHF navigation receivers have resulted in some
laboratory and in-flight investigations of the
phenomena.
The following mechanism is suggested
for explaining the effect: the differences in
the audio transient responses of the FM and AM
channels in the VHF omni range audio navigation
signal circuitry result in random but coherent
output pulse pairs which are detected by the
phase comparator circuitry as a true VOR station,
The existence of the phenomena has been demonstrated and what is now required is data on the
frequency of occurrence and types of equipment
affected,
PRECIPITATION STATIC EFFECTS on VHF receivers
were found to be very infrequent in the joint
Army-Navy precipitation static research program, with which LTRI was associated in supplying special instrumentation and high voltage
equipment (i)*, as the effects lasted for only
a matter of minutes and generally only uneer
very severe snow charging or more often under
thunderstorm electrical crossfield conditions
(the presence of the aircraft in thunderstorm
electrification regions).
Because of the infrequent occurrence and short duration it was
not considered to be a serious problem, particularly because of the relatively sparce air
traffic in 1946 when the researches were
carried out. Although •iuch excellent work has
since been done on precipitation static effects,
particularly in the series of reports from
Stanford Research Insriture, such as (2), appar.ently little consideratiop has been given to
precipitation static effects on VHF navigation
receivers based apparently oc the lack of reports
of problems from the airlnlie industry,
A number of reports received by LTRI
several years ago again rai.el tie question as
to possible effects of precipttation static
radio interference on VHF navigation systems.
Upon inquiry, reports of temporary navigation
receiver errors apparently attribu:.able to
precipitation static effe!cts were received as
illustrated in attached Appendix A. Laboratory
tests made on general aviation VHF navigation
receivers indicated that under some atmospheric
electrical conditions, an erroneous semi-stable
bearing indication could be observed on the
Course Deviation Indicator (CDI) which gave no
evidence that it was erroneous.
It could be
Some
tracked and no error flag was evident.
variation in the VOR error was noted but the

72

variations were sufficiently slow that they
could not necessarily be observed by a pilot
under instrument conditions.
It was suggested that some new investigations of VHF precipitation static should probably be carried out in view of continuing approach accidents which, although attributable
to many other causes, should be considered in
view of the demonstrated laboratory effects.
The FAA reported that no evidence other than
reports from LTRI could be found regarding such
effects. Continued reports to LTRI still
Indicated a problem and discussions with Dayton
Aircraft Products (DAP) of Fort Lauderdale,
Florida resulted in DAP company funding a program.
Their company aircraft was instrumented
with electric field meters, and recording
microameters connected to several of the wick
dischargers.
It also included a DC power
supply of 50,000 volts maximum, capable of
charging the aircraft through a discharge probe
consisting of a wick discharger in an insulated
bushing. This is a standard research technique
for simulating precipitation static self charge
effects. With this installation iz was found
that the VOR localizer signals could be affected with definite course offsets which could be
flown as if they were a true course but showing no error flag. The errors were not repeatable on different flights indicating that the
mechanisms were not entirely understood.
It had been originally assumed that the
effects would be present only under severe
conditions of intense corona.
But in-flight
measurements on the DAP aircraft indicated
that effects could be present with lower
currents directly off the antenna, all of which
will be discussed in Part II by Mr. Robert
Truax. The system was shown to military R&D
personnel and discussed with FAA personnel and
was followed by the issuance of an FAA engineering report. (3)
Our present interest is to establish the
extent of the problem and the type of equipment affected. The purpose of this report is
to alert the aircraft indci•try as to a potential problem for consideration in the design
of their own aircraft and radio navigation
equipment.
VOR SYSTEM OPERATION
In the VOR (VHF omni range) navigation
system, two types of audio modulation signals
are superimposed on the VHF carrier; an FM
signal which is constant in all directions from
the station and an AM signal whose phase with
respect to the FM signal is varied with
direction. Phase resolvers in the VOR receiver
audio coni.erter circuitry determine the phase
difference between the two signals and thus
*Numbers in parentheses designate References
at end of paper.
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determine the bearing of the aircraft from the
ground base transmitter as illutstrated in
Figure 1.
PRECIPITATIOV STATIC WAVEFORMS
Nearly :11 papers publishrd on tne 'ubject
of precipitation static: interference are presented in terms of a regular pulse train of
Trichel negative corona pulses. Th. audio
character of the signals, however, varfrR
widely under actual precipitation static conditions.
The descriptions from the original
"Army-Navy Precipitation Static Project"
publication for pilots described sounds of
(1) frying eggs,
(2) violins,
(3) seltzer
bottles,
(4) the dumping of ashes,
etc. This variability in natural precipitation static interference is also found in
the variations observed in the laboratory
generated precipitacion static and points up
the problem of attempting t'oreproduce it in
FhysLcal parameters which
the laboratory.
may effect the characteristics of the interference and the effects on VOR/ILS receivers
probably include as a minimum electrode shape,
air density, humidity and air velocity.
LTRI is attempting to relate the corona
discharge phenomena of the various types Lo
the pulse response waveforms in the aircraft
receiver and to the autio pulses in VOR converter circuitry. The negative corona burst
consists of electron avalanches induced under
high electric field conditions from electrodes
such as an aircraft antenna or a sharp metal
wingtip. The individual pulse waveshapes may
be described mathematical," -s a double exponential with an exponential L.-nt rising in ics
than 10 nanoseconds and an exponential tail
decaying in approximately 100 nanosecond- as
shown in Figure 2.
The positive corona pulse,
which is equally probable under thunderstorm
conditions, has much slower ris, and decay
times but also must be considered in any study
rf VOR effects. The repetition rates will vary
Lhrough a complete range from single discrete
audio pulses in the receiver up to several
megahertz.
The Fourier output spectrum of the
negative pulses chows spectrum content up into
the UHF region of one-half gigahertz as shown
in Figure 3.
Corona waveshape variation with
electrode shape and wltn altitude is shown in
the oscillograms of Figure 4.
(4)
Effects on
Automatic Direction Finders (ADF's) are showm
in Figure 5.
(5)
This interference is capable of reproducing
nearly any known type of phase, amplitude or
pulse modulation response in aircraft navigation, cornaunl-ation and digital data systems
And 1ni ind-iq.

-guinhable

except

Relative
Amplitude

1.0

0

40

80

120

Time - nanoseconds
Waveshape of individual corona
pulse - negative polarity.

Figure 2.

Relative
AmpLitude
1.0

0.1

0.01

0.001
0.1

1.0

Frequency
Figure 3.

for lack ot

intelligence "rom true modulatet signals.
The individuL pulse discharges may not appear
to be simllar to Lhe various navigation signals
transmitted suh!i as 10R tiansmissions but the
receiver rospcnse can be.
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ERROR HECHANISMS

What actually occurs, however, is that the
corona pulses produce crest pilse voltages of
the order of one volt in receiver circuitry
tuned to microvolts and shock excite the
various tuned stages of the receiver into
saturation. As a result the receiver responds
with impulse responses corresponding to the
corona pulses.

The brief studies to date indicate an error
mechanism which is as follows: Under either
strong external thunderstorm cross fields
(exogenous conditions) or intense snow charging,
with aircraft self potentials, (autogenous
charging), the resultant electric field produces corona discharge avalanches off the
antennas.
These result in audio pulses out of
the receiver which, after passing through the
VOR converter, are shaped differcntly according
to the audio transient response of the FM and
AM chinnel circuitry.
Thus, repetitive audio
pulses into the VOR converter from a receiver
will result in a fixed phase difference indication on the Course Deviation Indicator (CDI)
on the Instrument panel determined purely by the
relative difference in transient response uf the
FM and AM channels.
As the error flag circuitry
is essen..'Asly also a phase comparator circuit
(and in cope cases detects only one channel),
it will also indicate an apparently valid signal from the pulse waveform signals received
and therefore show no error flag.

CONCLUSIONS
Laboratory and in-tlight investigations of
precipitation static effects on VOR receivers
have indicated that stable error signals can be
introduced which can result in serious course
errors during instrument approaches.
The
intensity of the effect does not depend upon
the quality of the receiver but rather upon the
chance selection of the VOR converter circuitry
components which determine their relative
transient response.
Further studies are
definitely needed for determining what types of
equipment are affected and with what frequency
of occurrence.
Suggested preliminary approaches
preventing this phenomenon or alerting the piljt
are presented in the companion paper Part II.

In flight, the resultant signal is a mi.ýture of the interference signal and the station
being received.
The sum of the two input signals
will vary with the aircraft bearing as a result
of the part of the signal from the ground station
which does vary with bearing, thus ptoducing a
trackable indicatioiu.
False station passages
are also indicated by erroneous "To-From" reversals. The receiver response is illustrated in
Figure 6 and shows how the corona pulses are
stretched out in the high Q IF stages to near
millisecond duration from their original submi:rosecond lengths. The millisecond audio
input pulses to the VOR converter result in
pulse pairs from the converter which though
random in spacing are coherent in time and phase
and thus produce an omni bearing indication,
EFFECTS OF MODERN NARROW BAND CIRCUITkY
It has teen suggested that because of the
almost continuously varying repetition rate
from corona interference under either thunderstorm or friction charging conditions that
narrow band audio filters uqed in the more
modern VOR converter circuitry •nld
-.
not be
susceptible to this type of interference. Preliminary tests in the laboratory have indicated
the opposite and this may be understood in
terms of corona pulse interference on basic
receiver circuitry of any type.
:or example,
major systems have been designed with extrcaely
narrow IF band widths in order to reduce precipitation static interference but tests have
indicated that they are much worse than standard receivers. This may be understood in
terms of the non-linear circuit effects.
If
the receivers were truly linear, then the
reduction of band width would iziprove receiver
response in the presence of corona interference.
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ILS/VOR 4avigatlon and Approaoh ErrorsPart 2 9xperimental Investigations

r

Robert L. Truax
The Truax Company

ABSTRACT
Loca2,zer and VOR course errors,
without apy3aranoe of a warning flag,
due to corona discharge interference
have been demonstrated iL both the laboratory and In flight. Glide slope
errors due to corona interference have
not been investigated. However, the
between glide slope and
sililiarity
signal processing gives
SLooalizer
cause
to suspect that glide slope errors due
to corona Interference are possible.
The Localizer and VOR course errors
were most stable and repeatable under
conditions of strong disired signal reception and relatively w*ak corona
current conditions.
Stable In-flight
VOR course errors ranging from a few
degrees to errors of up to 30 degrees
have been observed and demonstrated.
False To-From indicatione have been
demonstratod in th* laboratory.
One
Localizer Approach, with the aircraft
artificially ohargeL, was made by an
Air Force pilot, and. witnessed by an
Air Force Aeronautlial Systems Divies.on
engineer, which parallelled the actunl
approach course at a distance estimated
to be eight to twelve ailes--with the
course needle centered and no evidence
of a warning flag nor interfarence.
In-flight data was obtained by using
oonventioral, accepted artificial
charging techniques.
The errors were demonstrated using several general aviation navigation system types and the
military AN/ARN-58,

tions extremely difficult, if not Inpossible, to duplicate.
But the *enrgenoe of a wide area radar coverage in
the Air Traffic Control (ATC) system
does reveal that course "deviations"
in flight are not uncommon.
Professional pilots can recount
times they've been told, "Radar shows
you to be 'xt miles off the airway
oenterline." Yet, both VOR's agree
that the aircraft Is on the airway.
And, the professionals comply dt-h fAR
91.25, which requires a VOR accuracy
check and record every 10 flight hours
and 10 days. But, when the pilot
checks his equipment again at flig'ht
termination, "It's
still
within limits."
"What do you report? Who do you
report It to?"
Some reports and observations Indicated that concurrent "P-Static" was
evident.
VHF Is not immune to P-Static
interferenoel
Early reports, and subsequent
work, states that VHF interference due
to P-Static i less freqvent than at
lower frequencies (4).
An analysis of
the corona pulse waveforms indicates
that the Interference energy is down
about 40 db at VHF navigat•ion
requencles.
But to receivers sensitive to
signals of as little
as 0.1 miorovolte
at higher eleotrostatco charging rates
the interference oan disrupt reception. Arcing, or bonding, noise
pulses have spectrums essentially flat
in energy to 100 mlz.
V.-8 aircraft 61d indeed experiense VHF P-Static Interference in
their early utilization (5).

VH NAVIGATION COURSE ERRORS have
been reported from time-to-time by various pilots. Sows of these reports
have oomoe to the attention of LTRI and
myself.
Official recognition has been
given to at least three causes of such
errors.
These recogni-ad iauses are:
to aircraft flying over the ground
Loaliter antenna (1)*; 2. temporary
S
structural, or smiliear, interference
in the near-f eld of VHF ground station
antennas (2). undi 3.
VHF multipath
propagation (3),
These explmnations, however, did
not seem to fit, all reported Instances.
Inaluding observations of my own during
actual instrumut flight conditions
since the early 195c•s.
Unfortunately course errors under.

LITERATURE RESEARCH showed that
past investigations, and instrumentation, has been largely limited to roduotion of electrostatic noise and the
shock excitation of affected receiver
front ends.
With the exception of an
AD? investigation by LTRI (6), past
Investigations havo coemed to be concerned principally with voice or other
aural communications.
No information
seems to be available on the effectft
of electrostatic Interference on

aotuni Instrument flight conditions are

Numbers in parentheses designate
H

difficult to Identify and exact oondi-

Refazences at the ene of Paper.
79

to observe the meohanisms of the error
generationo
However, the limited investigation proved Lhot repeatable. etable
oourre errors ocould be sxeatod by
The
coromt dischargo interfoenoo,
VOR o,4arse noodle could be centered
during such Intezrz[tance by retuting
It
the Omni ferlng Seloctor (OBS).
was also found %hut stTo-Prom Indloator reversal, or false station pal• age,
The nxcpitude of the
could 'e causod.
errors could be varied by
ouie
changing the corona ourrent,
In the Leoalizer mode, varylig
the corona current made it possible to
move tht &itdicator needle to the right
or left. 4r, to oenter the necod
wi•h at o-cours* signal from zh*
Signal roneartot.
In pi'.oral it was noted that the
most stable, and a warning
errors w
likely, when a comparativeflag loat
ly atroml- desired signal was present
and a rxi1tivoly weak oorena auwrent
was umet,. Lower level desired aignals
and hgher level corona currents re
sulted i: ,orratio course Indications
and orrtio or pesitive warning flag
opeiaiv-a
oso.-tery tests were later
h,0v#'
n the Looalioer mode,
dupliea,--•
•/.3H,-58 at Wright-Pattersem
with .•
, lanttr tests were witnesosd
APB.
and oond•,oto& by several Air Force personnel at that Uiue.

Yet
modern data signaling teohniques.
the trend in aircraft oommunication a.ji
and navigation has already largely •emoved the operator end pilot from the
aural monitoring loop. This In evidenced by such comon systems as OmegA,
LORAN, AD?, HF tOletype, VOR, ILE,
And, reTACAN, DM3 and Transponders.
cently there is much talk of futuro
systems where ATC oommunioation will be
via data link, instead of voice,
Further, flight toot in Instrumented aircraft iL-two indipendant
programs showed that sloctrostatic
events wero such more common -uring
actual Instrument flight conditions
than previously indicatud (7) (8).
This ti probably due to the facts that:
1. most recent research has been
accomplished on Jet i 4 roraft which
routinely operate above the weather,
and; 2. civil and military operational
aircraft are not instrumented to Identify or record eleotroetatio eventa,
These factors led t9 laboratory,
then flight, investigations of the
possibility of electrostatic interferThe
oen* to VOR and Localizer sgnals,
flight invosc••ation ws possible only
because at that time Dayton Aircraft
Products, Inc. had an aircraft equipped
with an artificial charging system and
field mille that was b~ing used to
evaluate a raw tyipe of discharger.
THE RESULTS OP THE LABORATORY
RESEARCH werd briefly reported at the
1970 '•LightninW and Static Electricity
Conferenoc." but the work was acoomplichod too late to be incorporated in
the written peper,
The laboratory test configuration
Is shonn in block diagram In Figure I
of thie paper.
Table I summarizes the data taken
during th4 laboratory tests.
Thee* tests were necessarily limited, esxac the VOR/LCC Navigr.tion
Systeo and the Boonton H-i4 Signal Genorator were on loan. This also prohibited instrdaent~ng the VOR/LOC ayatem

THC ARBORN CIOUSE ERROR j.iSSTconducted in a
IGATION was p-inollicl
Cessna 320 alroraft. This airoraft wne
equipped with a G to 50 KV arriltl.ctal
charging system and field mills. The
aircraft also had dischargers and n1.
sulated antennas Installed. Eleotrostatic voltages as high as 500 KV in
cross field conditions and about i00 KV
In snou had previouily been measured on
the aircraft.
The first attempts to introduce
VOR/LAOC errors were made with the diszhargers and instulated antennas in-

Table I-Laboratory data summary
Crona Current

Signal Generator
IUVVOR
)M

010
0
O2,OO
10
10
20
20
40
n0
LInt*wlate rntttant

Course Error i Flag
LOC i
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no

100
100
2,000
too
2,000
100
2,000
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no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no

aye
no
no
mta
no
yes
no
yes
yes

-

!

BOONTON M-14
SIGNAL
GENERATOR

0-50 KV
POWER

RESISTIVELY ISOLATED
DC FIELD BOWL

SUPPLY
SNAVIGATION

ANTENNA 4RGt.-

NALGAtN
Y

-4, SYSTEN

GROUND PLANE
Fig. 1

LABORATORY TEST CONFICURATION

stalledo. "hey wore i.asuccessful, at
leart with the 50 KV artifIoi&l oharhIng limitation.
The dischargers were then removed,
0Ocoasional. course neudle movements
could be oollatea with switching the
&rtifioial
oharg±ng esyotem on and off
at 50 XV.
But thv erzors wver very
small, if any, anM the data not repeat-

Using the wire rod antenna and removing the dischargers, flight teots
showed th&t repeatable VOR course
errore, witthout warning flage, of up ro
30 degrees oould be aoheived.
Evidence
of these course errors were demonstrated in flight to Air Foroe engih•.ors.
On une occasion 12 VOR approaches
wese flown to the Palm Beach Inter3 were for
national airport. The first
calibration with the artifiolal oharaing system off. All three were to
Mininum
Descent Altitude (MDA) and
brought the aircraft over the runway,
within the runway width.
The final
approach was made under the same ond .tions, with Identical rasults,
The other 8 approaches were flown
with the artificial charging system 'et
at 35 to 40 KV ar.d indicadwr-ng about 20
ziorc..'uperex of current.
Thels approaoheq all to~k the aircraft directly
over the VOR ground station, but were
terminated at the MDA c atide the aMYrj
booures.m
final approach
path appeare
to be idetioal
in each
.nstance.
Figure 2 indiouteo the iraraeft's
flight path during the &ppromohes when
course errors were exporienced.
Note
on the approach plate oomprising Fig-

Sable.

A oommercially a'eailble wire rod
In still
air at
artenna was obtained.
vea leIvl and standard atmospheric cond..tions the corona threshold of thin
nna war measured at 18 AVM I=ha
ti tnnUa war Installed in s nonventiorw'L
-.->aý;kon, for small airoraf., ander t•ie
te4L, just forward of the plastio tail
oc,'w
WRth the diachargors removed, oorozf ourrents up to 20 xaoioamperex at
30 ZV were
iairldt
In flights. With
ditechazers Intta.lod no ourrtnt from
the anrema wad oktined within the 50
KV power atzpply litirsticonu,
Later
tests showed no ovidztoo of VORiLOC
errors with d,,eclafoh
x Inatalled -md
this potential litati,5n.
Unfortunately antenna coro•n 4urwu -t could noT
be measured with the i•Atoard voaneoted
to t..e receiver.
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ure 2 that the VOR Is situated only
2.8 nautical miles from the runway
threshold.
A very br'ef tlight teat was conducted under "Imiliar .Iruumstanoce
with the VOR 30 Hz výrable -hae
ohanne! monitor4d oiv an oii1.oso§lysz
-defino-er
¢ 6-hrt
cou2';
hv-d.
c•t-I
Ot
appsared to have - second htrmoa4c
ty7
distortion. Unfortunately the
oscilloscope rme not equipped to
obtain photographic reeork,.
The aircraft's ekprox).nate flight
path during the momt dram',tio Localizer ocurse srter )a portrayed in
Figure 3.
This flight wan especially intriguing because of the circumstances
under which it oocurre4l.
Major
Johnson, Wright-ratterdon AFB ?light
Safety Officer was flying the aircraft
and I occupied the copilot &at.
John

Robb, LTRI and Charlor Seth, RnCC,

Air Force occupied the cabin with the
artificial
charging system.
We had departed the Dayton VOR,
c10ared for an ILS approach to the
Dayton Municipal Airport.
The approach
was !ntended to be a calibration approach to demonstrate that the airborne
and ground equipment were operating
proparly,
Unbeknownst to the flight crew tha
artificial
charging system was turned
on by Robb to demonstrate its opration
The courst needle centered and
Major Johnson turned to his final
approauh heading and deseended to the
initial
approach altitu6e.
Further
descent was not sdoe since the outer
marker was never -eceived.
After the
time to reach tne field had elapsed,
Approach Control called and aeked our
intentions, advising us, "Radar shows
you to be 12 miles northeast of Dayton
Airport."
Visibility
was about 5 miles in
haze.
We'd flown past the airport on
the apparent IL8 centerline, without
even seeing the runwayl
We later estimite,' that we'd parllelled the actual
ILS covrse at a distance 1,-terally of
about 8 miles.
THE FAA WAS ADVISED immediately

when the course errors were demonstrat-

ed in the laboratory.
They were further advised of the results of the
flight tents,
But toforn further demonstratlons
could be made the local FAA General
Aviation District Office (GADO) advised
that the alroraft would have to be

li5ensed In the Experimental Category
or the equipment removed.
The alternattve wat a very expensive timecanauming Supplemental Type Certificate
(STC).
Inve~tigation revealed that any
lter
modification or ohange would require additional STC action.
The GADO
would not even permit the dixchargets
to be Installed without Experimental
or STC sotion.
This effectively enlba
the recrarch.
Proobals were made to the FAA by
LTRI and The Truax Ccvnpany to extend
the knowledge obtained in these tests.
The FAA dealined the proposals giving
as their reasons the lack of reported
errors due to this cause (not surprising, since aircraft are not equipped
to identify electrostatic occurances)
and the Literature Search attributed
to the FAA in the bibliography at the
end of this paper.
RELATED TO THE FREQUENCY OF

CHARGING OCCURANCES,

The Truax Corn-

pany Beechoraft Bonanza was instrumented to measure corona discharge
from a wire rod VHF communications
antenna.
The sensitivity of the antenna insul'tion failure detector was
set at 150 microampere-deoonds.
On
one 55 minute flight in typical Florida cumulus and scattered thunderstorm
conditions the corona ourrent from the
VHF antsnna exceeded that level 9
times.
(f esaeo'al Interest, 4 of the
occourancen were inside the outer
marker on an ILS approach to Fort
Lauderdale Inter.utIonal Airport.
Figure 4 ploturqs a simillar antenna
insulation failure detector.
IN CONCLUSION, errors t:, VOR and
Localizer equipments can resuý.t from
electrostatic interference.
This has
been demonstrated in the laboratory
and In flight.
The work thus begun should be extended in both laboratory and flight
conditions--including known conditions
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of natural charging events.

Once suff-

on Airborne Navigation Systems,"
Report No. FS-130-3.

icient knowledge is obtained, navlgation systems should be designed that
are immune to such interference o•r at
least warn airorews of its presselce.
Probably, in light of the research
reported in these present paperri, all
airborne data type communioatlaors and
navigation systems should be investigated for ausoeptability to errorm under electrostatic interference conditionw.
At least from VLF through Lband froquencies, where such interference has already been observed.
Flight test work in an appropriately Instrumented aircraft should be
continued.
This will require a mil!tary aircraft which is exempt from the
Or, a waiver
Federal Air Regtlations.
from the FAA of FAR 5,1.42 (a), (2) and
(d), (2) for a civil aircraft, so it
can be flown in actual instrument conditions and for compensation, as an
Experimental aircraft°
Lastly. standards are long overdue for qualifioation of dischargers

for use on IFR aircraft.
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Conductive Polymeric Coatings for Combined
Anti Static Properties and Erosion Resiadance

George F. Schmitt, Jr.
Air Force Materials Laboratory
ABSTRACT

"Ihe complexities involved in development
of conductive coatings having subsonic rain
erosiLn resistance, good dielectric transmission properties, and ease of applicability are
described. Carbon black-pigmented elastomeric polymeric coatings having surface resistivitý of G. 5 to 1 5 megohms per square,
dielectric constant of 3.5, loss tangent of
0.060, and one-way power transmission of
9Z. 8% at 9. 375 GHz at room temperature for
precipitation static discharge and static electricity protection have been developed.
The critical effects of pigment loading and
coating formulation on the conductive surface
characteristics of the applied coating are
discussed.

protectior while maintaining dielectric transmis!;ion and substantial erosion resistance.
Other necessary properties are good weatherability including retention of rain erosion resistance, transmission properties, and surface resistivity after prolonged outdoor exposure and appropriate application techniques
and cure properties. Repair o; the coatings
themselves as well as stripp-.bility, if the
coating must be removed, are also required
(2).
The incorporation of these requirements
and coatings developments to fulfill them are
discussed below.

DAMAGE TO reinforced composite materials
because of preci;pitation static discharge during flight has loig been a problem for aircraft
operations. This damage is in the form of
burn-through spots or holes on honeycomb
laminate skins which may be serious enough
to structurally wez ken the structure or provide a path for moisture to get into the core of
the honeycomb. The presence of moisture' in
the core disrupts tht- electrical transmission
properties and the radar does not per'orm as
designed.
Another problem associated with nonmetaltic structures is tl-at of static charge build-up
during flight with subsequent discharge when
contacted by personnel on the ground. A
serious hazard exists in this area as is well
known. In addition the gtneration of broadband radio frequent
noie by triboelectric
contact with precipitation, cross fields, and
engine produced ionization is a major problem.
Streamer currents, corona discharge and
arcing between structural members are phenorreena resulting from charging during flight (1).
Conductive coatings appl;ed to the surface

DIELECTRIC TRANSMISSION AND CONDUCTIVITY - Approximately fifteen vears
ago when the first antistatic coatings for nonmetallic structures were developed, coatings
of varying levels of conductivity, typically expressed as surface resistivity and measured
by a megohmeter, were formulated with different amounts of carbon black pigments and
these were flight tested in service (3).
Those
with a surface resistivity of 0.5 to 15 megohms provided the appropriate degree of ant;static protection for the radomes and this was
adopted in Specification MIL-C-7439B.
When the current MIL-Spec polyurethdnoer,.sion resistant coatings were being devwioped ir, 1967-1968 it was determined that the
same values of surface resistivity would etili
be appropriate to pro' ide sufficicntprotectin
against static charge buildup. To obtain a
proper level of surface resistivity, 0. 5-15
megohms, the MIL-C-83231 Type II polvurethane coating, were pigmented with 'ufficient
conductive carbon black to attain this resistivity. Greater or lesser amounts resulted
in too mtich or too little conductivity.

MATERIALS DEVELOPMENTS

of non-metallic structures piovide a means

The effect of pigmentation level on the

of reducing or eliminating the precipitation

conductivity (surface resistivity) and di-

static and static electricity pr-bleins.

electric transmission properties of the coat-

How-

ever, any exposed reinforced composite
structure absolutely requires rain erosion
protection. Elastomeric coatings which provide this erosion resistance must be formulated with conductive pigments for antistatic

ing is shown in Table I and Figure 1. The
conductivity (inverse of the resistivity) was
achieved with a pigment loading of 5-7%
(based on vehicle solids) which provided
acceptable transmission properties of
88

TABLE I
SURFACE RESISTIVITY AND TRANSMISSION AS A
FUNCTION OF PIGMENT LOADING
Percentage of Carbon
Black Pigment

Panel
No.

Surface Conductivity
1
(Megohms" )

92.3
93.0

0.04
0.167 - 0.25
1 0
33.3
1.0

5
6
7
10
7(10 mils thick)

A
B
C
D
E

Dielectric
Tranmmission (%)

91.9
88.0

Carbon black is Vulcan XC-72R
Panels A through D and 10 mils of clear polyurethane plus 2 mils of
pigmented carbon black topcoat
Panel E is 10 mils of 7% carbon black coating only
**
***

Reciprocal of surface resistivity measured with 500 volt r)C megohm bridge.
At 9. 375 GHz and room temperature as a percentage of transmission through a
bare control panel.

TABLIT

11

CONDUCTIVITY OF FLUOROCARBON FORMULATI)NS

*ELECTRICAL

Fhvorocarbon A
Carbon Black A
Magnesium Oxide A

100

I

AF-C-935

t5
ZCn
s15
Conductive

AF-C-935
Fluorocarbon A
Carbon Black B
Magnesium Ox'de A

100
10
5
Non-Cond.

100
20
5
Conductive
100

100
15
5
Non-Cond.

Fluorocarbon A
Carbon Black B
Magneeium Oxide B

20
10

_-_Non-Cond,

Fluorocarbon A
Carbon Black B
Zinc Oxide

__._
-_
Fliorocarbo"
Carbon Slack B

S~Erodes

_

*Measured

25
15
Non-Cond.

100
20
10
Non-Cond,
100
20

100
10
10
Non-Cond.
100
10

Fluorocarbon A
Carboh. Black B

100
20
15
Conductive
100

100
10

Blisters
.Conductive
100
20

Non-Cond,

Conductive

with Megohmeter - Model No. 5C--1000

The Winslow Company, and

spring- loaded probes spaced 6 inches apart.
Conductive - measurement of 0.1-15 megohms/square
Non-Conductive - measurement of infinite resistivity.
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92.3 - 92%. With proper disperrion techniques, 5% by weight loading of carbon black
gave acceptable resistivity; this was incorporated into a topcoat of the polyurethane base
resin, This topcoat is applied in a 2 mil thickness over 10 mile base coating which contains
1/8% carbon black for coloration only. This
approach maximized the erosion resistance of
the antistatic coating system since the use of
5% black polyur-,thane for the full 12 mil thickwould reslit in less erosion resistance
(because the presence of a high loading of pigment
or filler
reduces
the erosion
resistance)
andinvariably
would reduce
the transmission

stabilizer for the curing reactions reduces
the conduvtivity tc an unacceptable level as
shown in row 5 of Table II.
Attempts were made to formulate conductive coatings without the stabilizing filler
using two difrcrent fluorocarbon polymers
but the coatings were unacceptable fiom inadequate cure, blistering and erosion standpoints.
The optimum formulation for theantistatic
erosion coating is shown in the table as AFC-935. This fluorocarbon Is applied in a 2
fluorocarbon
rail
thickness
thi base
coating
which isover
10 mile
thick.

properties (because of the amount of conductive carbon in a 12 mil thick coating) to an
unacceptable level (6). For example formulation C in Table I when applied at 10 mils
transmission
total thickness gave only 88.05%
Tiis is an
at 9. 375 GHz, room temperature.
unacceptable degradation in the radar transmission properties,
Only Vulcan XC-72R conductive carbon
black from Cabot Corporation provided a conductive coating at 5% weight loading.
As can be seen in Figure 1 only a narrow
range of pigmentation levels existed which
would provide anti-static conductivity levels
and still maintain accoptable dielectric transmission properties.
A similar approach was employed in developing the high temperature fluorocarbon erosion resistant coating (AF-C-934) and antistatic topcoat (AF-C-935) (2)., which has a
resistivity of 0.5-15 megohms. The fluorocarbon coahings contain minimum levels of
carbon black and magnesium oxide (which
servfs as a stabilizer for the curing reactions)
fillers to maximize erosion performance,
With 'he fluorocarbon system a loading of 20%
weight carbon black based on vehicle solids
was necessary. The inf'uence and interaction
of consuctive pigment and fpllers on the coatoings surface electrical properties is illustrated in ra;le II. Note in the first column that
the formulation ;a not conductive with 10%
rd;ess of other type of filler
carbon black r
(magnesium oxide or zinc oxide). In the
second rowy across, the carbon black ioading
must be increased to 20% to provide a conducti'e coating but that once this level of pigmentation is utilized, the stabilizing Fiiler
can be increased to 15% and the coating remains conductive. However, if a magnesium
oxide which maskr the effect of the Larbon
black is used (See third row of Table I1), even
increasing the carbon black to 25% does not
result in a conductive coating. The substi"tution of zinc oxide for magnesium oxide as a

EROSION RESISTANCE - One of the keys
to developing elastomeric coatings which exhibit the greatest erosion resistance is the extensive use of rotating arm apparatus to characterize the dynamic response of these coatings to the rain en-ironment. One rotating
arm is located at the Air Force Materials
Laboratory (4).
In these experiments the
coated materials specimens are fastened on
the tips of a propeller-like blade, spun at
velocities of 500 MPH typically, through
artilfcial rain (at AFML, 1. 0 inch/hour simulated intensity of 1. 8 mm diameter drops)
which impinges on the surface. The specimess n.re exposed in this environment until
failure of the coating by penetralion to the
substrate, which is determined by observation of "he specimens while running through
use of a stroboscopic light and closed circuit
TV camera (See Figure 1). The performance
of coatings in the rotating arm apparatus has
been correlated to actual flight test results
both as to rankings of various materials and
the actual modes of failure of the materials
themselves.
The coating penetration phenomenon
caused by continued droplet impingement ,n
the surface varies for different types of
Fr
example, neoprene coatcoatings (5).
ings gradually wear away with a true erosion
phenomenon on the surface. Epoxy or polyester coatings possess no erosion resistance
at all and fail by brittle rupture of the coating. Polyurethanes do not erode on the surface but suffer localized failures at a weak
spot in the substrate under the coating or at
a defect in the coating surface after prolonged exposure. This has been noted for
polyurethane-coated glass-epoxy laminates
where under long exposure tithes (up to 180
minutes), the failure ic the result of eventual
cruehing and breakdown of tl-. laminate by
repeated water droplet impacts. The neoprene coating does not have even sufficient
91

Spingement

coats, and cure at room temperature are
desirable. If recoating becomes necessary
(.n many cases because of ground-caused
damage, not erosion or static burn-through)
a system for stripping the coating m,.et exist.
Such procedures have been developed lor all
erosion coatings.

strength to withstand the water impact
like the urethane and hence tears with subsequent droplets causing massive damage to the
laminate when the neoprene ir removed. The
fluorocarbon erodes in much the same manner as the neoprene but withstands rain imlong.!r.
'Ihe erosion performance cf these coatings
in compared as a function of thickness in
Figure 2. As may be seen, the polyurethanes
"offerat least five times the erosion resistance of the neoprene and 'eports from actual
service tests indicate up to a tenfold improvement in life of the coating during repeated
flight exposure. The failure times for a
0.012" polyuret',iane on glass-epoxy laminates
are 120-160 minutes at 500 MPI-i in I inch/
hour simulated rainfall (AFML rig) compared
to 40 minutes for the i oprene and 55 minutes for the fluorocarbon in the same conditions. The 12 mils thickness is a minimum
for attainment of any substantial erosion resistance: at thir'ner sections, elastomeric
coatings fail rapidly in the rain environment,
A summary of properties of the rain erosion resistant elastorieric radome coatings is
given in Table III. See Figure 3 for a photograph of a C-14! radome coated with antistatic
MIL-C-83231 Type II polyurethane showing
the aluminum lightning arrestor strips (6).

CONCLUSIONS

WEATHERING AND APPLICATION - The
ability of the elastomeric erosion coatings to

Coatings for precipit., .on static and static
electricity discharge protection of nonmetallic reinforced composites must combine conductivity, rain erosion resistance, radar
transmission properties, weatherability and
ease of application and repahi'.
Two layer coatings based upon neoprene,
polyurethare, and fluorocarbon elastomers
pigmented with carbon black have been devel.
oped to provide an optimum combination of
these properties.
Polyurethane (MIL-C-83231) and fluorocarbon (AF-C-934 and AF-C-935) erosion
coatings provide long term resistance to degradation by outdoor weathering while the
neoprene (MIL-C-7439B) degrades rapidly.
By properly selecting conductive carbon
blacks and stabilizing oxide fillers, conductive fluorocarbon coatings can be formulated which maint-in their erosion resistance
and other properties.
The amount of carbon black in conductive
erosion resistant topcoats governs the elec-

maintain their conductivity and erosion resistance after prolonged outdoor weathering is a

trical transmission of the erosion protective
coating system (basecoat plus topcoat).

key requirement. The most serious deficiency in the old MIL-C-7349B neoprene coatings
waa their embrittlement within a short time,
2-3 months with loss of erosion resistance and
loss of conductive properties. Although the
mechanism whereby this conductivity change
occurs, whether polymer degradation, pigment migration, or other chemical change, is
unknown, the weathered neoprene coatings

1. R. L. Truax, "Electrostatic Charging and N,.ise Quieting." 1970 Lightning and
Static Electricity Conference, 9-11 December
1970, pp 157-174.
2. G. F. Schmitt, Jr. "Synthesis of
Elevated Temperature Resistant, Erosion

would ac longer provide precipitation static
or static discharge protection,

Resistant Polymeric Coatings." Proceedings
of the Eleventh Symposium on Electromagne-
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the maintenance of their resliency is the key
to providing e.'osion protection.
For application of the coating, sprayability is essential. Furthermore, rapid
build-up of coating, minimum time between
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A Review of Air Force Experience %ith Static
Electricity Problems oniAircraft Windshields
Robert E. Wittman
Air Force Materials Laboratory
ABSTRACT
The Air Force is confronted continuously
with problems related to lightning,. One area
that is conspiclous by its relative insensitivity to direct strikes is that of windshields and canopies basically because the
transparent materials used in these components
art, in themselves very poor conductors as
compared to metals. Conversely they are good
insulators or dielectrics,

will isolate and hold a charge muth longer
than a conducting material.
Providing a
single discharge path through such arrangements as a grounding strap relieves only the
Design
area in the proximity of the strap.
requirements for specific windshields (shape,
materials, thickness, anti-icing needs, etc.)
combined with the operating environment can
produce a set of conditions that will allow a
build up and retenticn of a static-charge
that can 1roduce a perr4in-r
l safety hazard
ranging from minor electrical shocks to
severe buvns as well as damaging the windshield itsef.

The bulk of aircraft windshields utilize
tvr materials in construction, namely, acrylic
plasLics and glass.
Of the two 1 glass ha6 the
ohm).
The
lowest surface resistance (AilG12
somewhat open silica network in the structure
allows hydration which is not as evident in
the aey•yics (A-I1 6 chl).
Glass is about
10,000 times as good a conductor as acrylic
under comparable conditions,

Precipitation static build up and
retentioa on alrcreft windshields and windows
does not consitute a wide-,pread Air Force
problem.
Quite a bit of information on this
3ubject was generated just after World War 11
and was almost all comple.ely related to
coimmunications and the interference created by
the charging phenomena.

All aircraft are subjected to frictional
interactions with air and any particles
suspended in air, with the resultant acquisition of an electrostatic change to the aircraft.
Highly conductive materials allow
these charges to move freely and be removed
by one of several techniques or natural
reactions.
Non-conductors must rely
predcmirantly on interactions with charged
ions to lose their charge.

A brief sr.alynis of factors such as
transparent metallic coatings, materials
thickness, etc., which contribute toward
producing a precipitation static-problem
or. aircraft windshields will be given.
Specific windshield designs which enhance
static build-up will be discussed.
Observations and conclusi.ns on attempted solutions
to the problem will be reviewed.

Acrylics and glass, by their nonconductiv n2ture, restrict the lateral
movement of a surface charge and, consequently
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Windshield Static Electrification Problems
Convercial Aircraft Experience and Protection

sider the possibility of static electrification
puncture until it is specifically pointed out.
As aircraft have become larger and as
more emphasis is placed on good visibility, the

Parameters

windshields are becoming larger with increasing

M.M. Newman, J.D. Robb and J.R. Stahmann
Lightning & Transients Research Institute

static electrification problems because of the
increased potentials which can result. At any
specific altitude there is a limited horizontal

ABSTRACT

electrical gradient which can be sustained
across the windshield surface and consequently
the larger the windshield size the greater the
gradient which can be sustained and the greater

Static electrification effects on aircraft

electrical heated windshields have been know for

the total potential which can be accumulated.

many years, being reported in the first Symposium
on Lightning Protection for Aircraft in 1948 (l)*.
The associated effects include: (a) induced static

PROBLEMS

electrification pulses on windshield heater circuitry, (b)

Sis

There are four principal problems associat-

puncture of windshield outer panels,

ed with atmospheric electrical affects on air-

(c) interference with pilot's vision during instru-

craft windshields.

ment approaches, (d) thunderstorm crossfield
transients intinsification in heater circuitry
and (e) shock hazards to ground personnel. The
principal solution- to all of the above problems
include the use of external conductive coatings
and surge protection devices on the heater circuitry.
Erosion resistant conducting coatinga,
one of the major problem areas, have been developed for glass but remain to bc developed for
plastic windshields.
STATIC ELECTRIFICATION puncture of airciaft
windshields has been reported as early as 1948
in the first Symposium on Lightning Protection
for Aircraft.(l) Reports were received of a Pan
American Airways aircraft having its windshield
shattered durir.g a lightning strike incident

(a) direct precipitation charge accumulation and puncture of tne windshield outer glass
with possible electrical damage to the windahield's contr~l circuitry,
(b) electrification of the outer glass with
surface flashover resulting in high voltage induced transients and resultant damage to the
windshield electrical heating control circuitry,
(c)
induced voltages from the presence of
the aircraft in thunderstorm crossfield regions
rasulting in electromagnetic pulse coupling
into the controller circuitry,
(d)
visible windshield electrification interfering with pilot's visibil]ity during instrument approaches,
(e)
shock hazards to giound maintenance
personnel.

shortly after leaving Shannon, Ireland for the
U.S. The windshield was electrically heated

SOLUTIONS

but used fine wires in the heating element
rather than a metalliied continuous coating presently in use. Experiments were carried out on
windshield samples in a study with Pittsburg
Plate Glass Company, who manufactured the windshields and the investigations indicated that
the punctures were more likely due to the
effects of friction charging on the windshiell
or combinations of friction charging effects
and rapid thunderstorm crossfield transients
rather than due simply to electric field changes
from a lightning strike to the aircraft.
Conductive coatings were recommended as a preventive measure and were developed by Pittsburg
Plate Glass in the form of an external Nesa
coating for alleviating the problem.
Since
that time, occasional reports have been received of problems with windshields utilizing
electrically heated coatings below the outer
lamination and investigations of the problem
showed that one of the principal difficulties
was the failure of ground crews to properly
analyze the source of the problem.
Although
windshield problems can a.ise from a variety
of caases other than static electrification of
the outer surface, for example by faulty temperature controllers and mechanical stresses, it
very seldom that maintenance peroonnel con-

These are:

The solutions to the problem include the use
of volume or surface resistivity to limit the
potentials which can be accumulated on the windshield surface under the most severe charging
conditions.
Also a variety of electrical circuit
protection Jevices are now availanle for protection of the electrical heating circuitry.
The principal coating presently in use for
glass outer panels is stanous-oxide which can be
fused into the glass exterior surface to sufficient depth that erosion should not seriously
reduce the resistivity of the external surface
coating during the life of the windshleld.
Plastic external windshield surfaces required in
some arplications present a more difficult problem for which there has been to date no truly
successful solutionr developed.
However, multiple layered coatings are presently under development which offer some promise.
Calculations have been carried out on the
volume And surface resistivities required for
an incident friction charging rate of 40 microamperes per square foot. a naximum rate, and
for combinations of volume and surface rasistivity as presented in Table I.
These are applicable to both glass and plastics.
*Numers in parentheses designate Reference
at end of paper.
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TABLE I
Voltage on Windshield for Severe Snow Friction Charge Rate
of 40 Microamperes Per Square Foot
for Various Volume (
) and Surface (?,,) Resistivities*
in ohims per square)
(in
ohm meters,

Ohms per square
1012

1011

1010

109

108

?5075300

2507530

250753

25075

2508

1246500

981000

779592

207995

24580

--

SIO(fl-m) (,.f-cm)
10

1Z

14

1011

1013

124650

114826

96100

77959

20800

2458

1010

1012

12465

12331

11482

9810

7796

2080

0

1247

1245

1233

1148

109
10 8

U

10

1010

124.7

124.5

123. 3

981.0

779.6

114.8

98.1

Surface flashover to windshield mounting frame will limit voltage to about
300, 0CC volts maximum for the dimensions of the windshield, abcut 30 inches
edge to edge.

F
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One other associated problem is that of
thunderstorm crossfield coupling into the
electric heating circuitry in spite of the use
of external resistive coatings.
As shown in
Append.Iaan incident electric field of 5,000
volts per centimeter which has been actually
measured in flight Just prLvioua to lightning
strikes, w.ll produce on a large windshield
without a conductive coating a potential on the
metallized l eater element of about
4000 volts,
showm in the lable, the addition of resistive
coatings w~th the magnitudes used on commercial
aircraft windshields can red-ice the problem but
not eliminate it, thus some type of windshield
protection circuitry should be utilized in view
of the excellent coupling through the heating
element which can act as an antenna Into the

APPENDIX I
Attenuation of Thunderstorm Induced Surges on
Windshield Subsurfaci Heatiug Elements by
Resistive Surface Coatings
Thunderstorm crosafields can induce charge
separation in vehicles in flight. This charge
will also be induced in subsurface or surface
coatings of windshields as illustrated in
Figure 1. A release of the thunderstorm
charge by a remote lightning discharge will
irmediately release the charge separation on
the aircraft, however, the charge on the windshield will be released more slowly as it iust

aircraft interior electrical system,

leak off through the resistiie surface coating.

StnIXAIRY
External conducting coatings have provided
a satisfactory solution to the problem of friction electrification puncture and surge dauage to
heater circuitry when uaed in conjunction with
circuit protection devices.
The principal rematning problem is the develvpment of erosion
resistant conducting coatings for plastic windshields. There is also a need for the education
of design and maintenance personnel that they
may be aware of the effect in order to prevent it
in new designs or recognize it when it occurs in
the field in order that preventive measures can
be taken.
REFERENCE
1. "Proceedlngs of the 1948 Symposium on
I~ightning Protectioa for Aircraft," Lightning
& Transients Research Institute, Minneapolis,
Minnesota, Nov. 8-9, 1948, ATI 76514.
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The calculations for maximum incident
thunderstorm fields of 500,000 volts per
meter show voltages on the heater circuitry
of about 2000 volts with surface coatings
and about double that for uncoated windshields.
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Thus a remote lightning stroke will cause a
charge separation to occur on the aircraft between the skin and the surface or subsurface
coating resulting in an induced voltage on the
heater circuit wiring.
As the inter-resistive
layer capacity C is very large (about 10,000
2
pfs) the addition of a surface coating will
divide the voltage in proportion to the windshield outer coating capacity to the thunderstorm charge region C and the inner heating
1
layer capacity to the aircraft C . C and C
3
3
1
will be of the same order of magnitude, or a
fei hundred picofarads for a large windshield.
Measurement of these two capacities will permit
calcotlation of the reduction-ratio.
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WINDSHIELD RELATED PROBLEMS
MANUFACTURER' S VIEW

-

-

A

F. H. GILLERY, SENIOR SCIENTIST
PPG INDUSTRIES, INC.

ABSTRACT
A discussion of the well-documentad
case3 of windshield failure thought
to have been caused by electrost.Lic
build-up will be presented, and an
in light
th•e effecto
of design
interpretation
made.
will be
the w•na=shi•a-'d
of
Finally, several methods of preventing
or minimizing failure will be analyzed
and reconm,endations made for future
designs.
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Windshield Related Electrostatic Problems
Electrification Studies on the 747
Rowan 0. Brick
The Boeing Company
Co=mercial Airplane Group

Several 3tudy programs have been conducted by The Boeing Company to determine the
relationship between electrostatics and some
unexplained windshield failures that have occurred in flight.
T.. rornose of the nresentation will be
to discuss stu6; programs that were conducted
how electrostatic particle chargdezermine
Sto
ing and iightning strikes would affect the
windshield.
The following study programs will
be reviewed.
1. Investigation of windshield chargtng
in flight.
The effects of electrostatic pulses
2.
on the windshield heater controls.
The simulation of lightning puncture
3.
of the outer glass ply by dielectric strength
tests.
4.
The simulation of particle charging
to investigate the windshield surface flashover characteristics.
As a result of the study programs changes
were made on the production windshields. Windshield failures after the production changes
will be compared to earlier windshield failures to determine if the changes were helpful
in eliminating some of the suspec-zed electrostatic e.niblems.
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MIj.S -LES AND SFACECRAFT
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Introduction of tht Session

R. W. Ellison
Martin Marietta Aerospace
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THE MISSILE AND ROCKET session for this
conference addresses the In-fl'ght
aspects of
static
electricity.
The papers discuss flight
data on the magnitudes of the electrification,
the effects that have been encountered in
flight, ground tests that lead to corrective
measures prior to flight, and are concluded oy
a paper &ummarizing the important practical
aspects of the flight electrification phenomena.
One of the papers includes data implic,,ting
electrification
as a factor in contamir.ation
control.
The subject and the papers for this session
were chosen to increase awareness among aerospace engineers that static
electricity must be
considered during the design, testing, and system analysis phases of space projects.
Most
aerospace engineers, as well as a majority of
designers of satellite
i,.'ruments, have been
aware that static
el ctricity
occurs and
has significance in their work; only a few have
been adequately knowlcdgeable of this matter.
The authoLs of the papers in this session are,
in substantial measure, both pioneers and experts in the subject.
The USSR has also been active over the Jast
decade in studying the electrificrtion
of spacecraft.
Perhaps the earl±.est measurements of
Electric
fields oa orbital spacecraft were those
of Imyanitov and Gurevich.
The USSR literature
available suggests the R,'sians have encountered
substantial problems with static
electricity;
however, the known reports do not identify the
in-flight effects that were troublesome nor the
subsystem5 that were affected.
Certainly their
early instruments to measure particles and fields
in the upper atmosphere were involvea--as were
our own--but no specific details are available.
Recent reports suggest that a high level of
activity in the USSR continues to be concerned
with the effects of static
electrification.
Future progress in undetstanding the magnitudes of electric fields arising on spacecraft
is being hindered by the lack of direct measurement of E-fields.
Since the last conference,
mpasurements have been made on a Thor-Delta
flight, and direct measurements on a Titan III
booster will be reported in the next paper.
But
no direct measurements have been made on lunar

orbital, lunar surface,
planetary missions.

earth orbital, or inter-

Measu-ements

on such mis-

-ions will be mandatory to provide the firm
foui;dation required to make progress in

discipline.

this

Until now, we have been almost
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entirely de•cident on inferences deduced from
space scieace data.
I strongly urge this audience to initiate
and support proposals for
adding field mills or their equivalent to programs with which they are involved.
The instruments are available, some are qualified
for the environment of space, and their use on
future missions is strongly recommended.
For interplanetary missions, it has been
suggested that contaminants, as they sublimate,
may continue to lose mass in environments which
prohibit a loss of electrica] charge.
This
concept would lead to very high charge-co-mass
ratios for the ,articles
in the vicinity of
spacecraft that are known to have substantial
voltages.
It is anticipated that such questions may be investigated in the near futurL
and that some answers may be available in time
for the next conference.
In conclusion, two sreas of experimental
vork--field measurements and particulate electrification
in space--may merit our attention
in the near future as we begin to apply our
existing knowledge to the systems, subsystems,
and sensors that will be used in space missions for defense, civil,
and scientific
programs.
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Flight test anit ground test experiments
were conducted during the launch of two Titan
III C rockets to study Titan rocket vehicle
electrification. The results of the experiments
isdicato that many of Vico electrification procease~s observed on aircraft also occur on large
rockets. Pocket motor chat._ging currents of the
otder of 50 to 10D &~A.'aiso the potential
of the rocket to hundreds of Mtlovolts even
during a clear weatzver launch. Frontal precipitation charging rate2 measured on the Titan
are in good agreement with aircraft data.
discharges were shown to occur on plastic
frontal surfaces of the roclhet oxponed to
precipitation particle impact. The charge
per streamer is in goad agreement
with data obtained during aircraft flight tests,
-he h'.gh ro-cket exhaust temperature requit
in interesting differences between aLrcraft and
rocket potontial.
0: particular interest is the

that the anomalies observed on V...Iicles C-10
and C-14 %ere of electrostaticý origin.
Tho objectives of this program 7ero to
st-Ay the vehicle electrification uechanisms
ard charging-current magnitades on the Titan
Il-C rocktet vehicle In an effort to better
understand the processes by vhich electromagnetic impulses capable of affecting sys'tcz
The objectives
operation might be generated.
wore achieved by develo!ping and c~alibratinz
special flight-rtest instrurentatioii and installig and operating it on two Titan 111-C
rockets during scheduled firings, The instrumentation is designed to measure vehicle potential, charging current arriving on a metal
frontal surface, and streamers generated on a
small dielectric frontal surface (8).
Actual installation of the instrumectation
or. the Titan III1-C test vehicle was ar.complirehed
at the Eaztern Teitt Range by the Martin-

indication that the highly-conducting portion
of tho rocket exhaust extends to 650 ft aft of
the rocket,
RrCKETS AND SPACE vahicles can acquire eloctricvl
charge of various amounts from such processes as
triboelectric chargrirg from particulate matter;
plasma pý.,cessas in the ionosphere, radiatIon
bolts, and solar wind; photoelectric charging
from high-energy radip-tion; and engine charginE
f-om variouz procosbes occurring in the combustion
chambers of rocket engines. Of these charging
processes, trihoelectric charging and engine
charging appear to be the preeominvint sources
of detrimental vehicle charging irom the stand-

Yarietta. Corporation on a sepr~arte contract.
During the Titan III instrument development
and fabrication period, Apollo 12 was struck
by lightning during lat-n-h, and SRI scientists
participated in two series of ground experiments
(one an Apollo 13 and the siecond on Apollo 14)
to investigate the electriLal characteristics
These
of the Apollo rocket and its plume (9).
Apollo experiments were conductted with -to
electrostatic instrumenta~ion on the rocket,
shile the Titan I11-C ox;ýerinentb were to bo
conducted with no ground-based' ulectroutatic
instrumentation.
It =,is obseyoovd that both
programs would Do considerably strengthened
at a relatively little
expense if provision&

point of producing high vehicle potentials that
(1-7)*
lead to sparks, corona, and strearzers.
on the ritan III-C vehicle, anomalous

were mode to include ground-based measurements
on the ritaa program. Accordingly, a act cf
ground-baond field meters was fabricated and

Mlissile Guidance Computer (MGC) rosponsea have
been observed during the fli.ghtz of Vehicles
indicate
C-10 and C-14. Ground* tests of the VMOC
similair respcn-es can be produced liv aparks
to thbe Computer caaa or by eloctrical %xischarges
In addition, the
near the computer 9)otcm .
Titan hli-C payload fairing is coated with an
ablating ajtotrial on whizh charge may accumulete,
end tha* f airing .asrot positively bonded to the
missile frume. Thus, it was strongly suspected

emplaced cround tne Titan III-C launch complex
far each laurcii.

-.

NuLieX': An parentbeo5o
atend of paper

INSTRUMEN-rATION
FLIG1Tf - The instrunmantation system vass
developed (8) to measure the following parsmeters during the flight of the test --ehicle:
(1)
Instantaneous vehicle potential
(2) Chargjing rate
(3)
Impinging particle count
(4) Streauer discharge PRF
5)Stroaver dischargr' current

designate H~%Ir~ý
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intact and opirations.l until payload orbital
itjection seven hours after lanunch. This part
of the fairi;,g is covezed with a 5-nil--thick
layer of special, thormtel-control silicon paint
of sufficient electrical qualit) to ma intain an
electric charge on its surface for extended
'eriods of tine. This problem was oveicomo by
installing a 2l1.by-3O-inch sheet of Aizaic (anl
electropolished, anodized soft aluminum) on the
skin of the vehicle surround~ng: tha field meter.
This material has suitable optical chsaazt-tranterial
istics for use as a thermal--COntra]
on the surface of the Titan MI-C. *an laborstory tests demonstrated that it retains a
sufficiently smell charge on Its surface to
permit it to be used around the field meter.
Ctarging Rate and Particle Counter - The
charging rate and particle count are determi~ied
with one sensor and appropriate signal processing.
The particle counting is aun*s by processing
pulses produced by irn'-rtlual rpar~iclmý charge
deposited on the se'zc r plate. :"he charging

(6) Ambient electron density.
An elecrilc-field-cotor system is used Zo zewsure
vehicle potential. The ftold strength neasured
it a point on tho 3urface of the vehicle by the
field moter is directly proportional to the
vehicl~e potential; thus a rwasure of the field
Is tintemount to a &easure of vehicle
poten*.inl. The vehicle can bt charged by
frictional electrification by vockot-engine p.,eration.
A charging patch locat-od nu the nose of the
rtrckert is used to measure the citaiging produced
by impinging dust or pre--Ipittaton particles
The chargir~g-r&.te patch consists
only (10).
of an electric-ally isolated conductor on the
outside of tha tehicle subject onathe impingement
dust or Prec'rttation. The electronic cirC-titry eess-iated with this patch is deslgr46d to
measure the .ýirrent flowing to the patch and to
coubt tbzz nuuz'hr of particles impiqging.
In an effort to further stuA,; the broakdown
processes occur-Ineg on a rocket vehIcle, pro-

Ivisions

rate is obtained from the average current

were made to count the str-cemor pulses

flowing to the -iate as at result of thssmu
charge depoioaIs.
A photograph of the particle sensor is

generated by charging of a small, Insulating
region of the vehicle nose. The celetronic
circuitry used for the streamer atudles includes
provisions for measuring: the stroamer

Eation

shown in Figure 2.

;urrent.

The entire sassembly it,

and for courting the number of 3treanners generated.
The LUngmuir probes for studios durinCg
Ulilar to those dssigneA
orbit injection are_ s4-b3-30
ana fabricatei by SRI for use by AFVRL in their
The probe ctonsistr
Trailb-lazer experiments (11).
of an isoiated conductor biss.A negatively with
"espect to the skin so that It collects satu.ian current. The magnitude of the current
is related to the clectz'er density in thre
i~maelato vicinity of the probe (12)Fiqld Meter - The field meter developed for
this program is of the rotati'tj vane design.
The detec.,or head In mounted in a hole in the
skin in such a manner that the noter vanes are
exposed to the) exterior of the vehiclo as shown
In Figuvi 1. Uovement of the groundeýd rotor

made of tJ.090-inch-thick 4tainless steel pieces
comentoed to a fiberglass s,,'strate. The pArticle
cm rectangle
electrode is simply the
of strimless steel sh.own in t% lower part of
Ideelly, for best particlethe photograph.
pulse definition, the !Bef5or shculd be A
.zonducting strip witlh its longeo~t axis oriented
ihti
ah
at right angles to the.fih
Arrangement, particles remain close to the
skin as they cross t~ie sensor clectr-Ze and
gap and generace shrrt, hi~h-amplitudc pulses.
The ils..rameotAtion iox- studying frontal
charging is shown 1.n Ulock form in Figure 3.
r'articles impinging on the sensor induce current
pulses, the ac conponenta. of which are fed
turough the coupling rapacit or, C, to the input

shown In the figure causes the sta'.or to be
alternately oxposed to and shielded from tho
In this way an alternatinz
exterior envlironmont.
aignal is gencratod in the stator "s the rotor
cobos Zhe 9ambient electric field at the skin or
as It chops a convection curret-, t-o the skin.
The flight test syetem includzs provIsions for
fieparatipg t.he "electric field* sgunn from tni
'ccnvection current" signal (8).
To ensure its proper -aperation, the field
mi~tor -mait rot be located near plastic surfaces
vhich may ac,_umulate charge and distort the
In detorvleztric fie..d At the meter location.
mining a location for the field-meter sensor,
the tran-stage (13) (Stage 111) ef the vehicle
wrs attractive be-causo thir. section rezairs

ol the pulse =mp.i7tier l.catod ir-edizately
behind the sensor. The input resistor, Re is
chosen so that 14C, (whe-re C.~ is the stray
capacitince to ground of the Input circuit) is
snnall comnrarod to the tize between svccessive
pulses. The pe-lses swt of the amplifier are
fed to na .bs4Plute-vaLuo naplifier. The
untp,ýIar pulses from the output are used to
The
trigger a pnl.r of one-sLot m-ultivib:,Ators.
output from etch nmultivibrator is integrated
and uaed to drive A chiaznel of the telemetry
swystem. Since aill of the o"zte7it pulses proeucced by a prart lc.!ler multivIt~rAtor are of
Identical shape. the -eut,-ut frtva the Iht"MrtoIs linearly proportional to the PRF of tht
pulses at the input. Thus the output is linearly
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proportional to the particle impingement rati.
Wider dynamic range for the system is achieved
by setting the multivibrftor constants such
that the top one producas wider pulses than the
Thus, for a 2iven pulse rate, the
lower one.
top multivibrator produces a higher ic output
from its integrator than the lower one.
The de component of the current deposited
on the probe flows to ground through the lowpass RC filter, the input resistance of the
differential amplifier, and R2 . The voltage
developed by this current flowing through the
differential amplifier input is amplified and
Switch S
-,sed to drive a telemetry channel.
is open the entire time that frontal charging
measurements are biing made, so that the
power supply V is not connected to the differential amplifier during this tJmo. The
purpose of the power supply, the switch, and
the ion-probe lead is to permit the particle
current circuitry to be used as a Langmuir
In this paper,
ion probe in the ionosphere.
consideiation will be limited to the atmospheric
portion of the flights,
Strearer Counter and Dielectric Charging The streamer patch is designed to provide a
direct measure of frontal-dielectric-surface
charging and streamer-discharge occurence.
The streamer pulse rate nnd streamer current
to an isolated dielectric patch were measured
using signal-processing electronics similar to
that used with the particle-charging system
discussed in the previous section.
The form of the sensor evolved for streamer
studies is shown in the upper part of the photoA region of dielectric 3
graph of Figure 2.
The
by 30 cm is exposed to impinging particle-:
:v
streamer electrode is a 0.005-inch-thic;t
of stainless stepl insulated from the rr.' v,
the structure andprotruding 0.005 inch on... he
dielectric from the lowei edge of the rim ,tintnd
dielectric region. Charge deposi ted on the
dielectric surface is relieved by streamers to
the streamer electrode or to the surrounding
Thase streamer dicharges
metal structure.
generate pulses in the streamer-sensor electrode.
The dc current flowing to the st-camer electrode
is very nearly equal to one-half the charging
current arriving on the isolated dielectric
region (the other half of the current flows to
the grounded surrounding structure).
The electronic system used for the streamer
studies is of the same form as that indicated
in Figure 3. Since streamer pulses are much
more energetic than the pulses gonerated by
individual precipitation or dust particles, the
gain of the pulse amplifier in the system is
The dc-current-measuring system is
redkaced.
identical to that used in the partic)e-charging

studios, since the charging areas are very
nearly the same in the two cases, and the
currents should be the same.
Installation on Test Vehicle - The general
form of the Titan III-C test vehic~e ai,d the
physical placement of the electrostatir study
instrumentation on it is shown in Figure 4.
All of the electronics and sensora are lozated
either in the transtage or the pa)load fairing.
Both of these structures stay with the vehicle
The payload
throughout the early staging.
Zairing is jettisoned 280 seconds into the
flight at an altitude of 400,000 feet. The
transtage remains intact and operating until
the time og payload orbit injection,
A more detailed illustration of the
instrument locations is shown in Figure 5. The
particle/streamer sensor is installed on the
outside surface of a door in the nose of the
This location was chosen
payload fairing.
because it places the surface of the sensor at
This
roughly 450 to the axis of the rocket.
location is away from the stagnation region at
not so for back on the
the none, but still
rocket that the sensor is shielded from the
particles. A location on the vehicle at 900
from the target direction was chosen to minimize
changes in particle impingement resulting from
changing airflow patterns about the probe
The in-flight
during vehicle maneuvering.
maneuvering of the Titan III-C is such that the
pitch of the rocket (in the plane of the target
direction) is non-zeryo, and changes from time
No deliberate
to time during the flight.
changes are .aade, however, in the yaw direction,
and the yaw angle is maintained "ear zero
throughout the flight. Thus the airflow patterns
about the sensor should be constant during
flight.
To avoid particle impingement, the fieldmeter sensor was located on the side ox the
Since
rocket away from the target direcion.
the vehicle operateo in a pitch-up attitude
dring much of the launch trajectory, the
back side of the vehicle is shielded from partlcles.
GROUND - As was indicated earlier, the
purpose of the Titan ground experiments was tD
generate data to supplement that from the
flight vehicle, and to provide a com-)n set of
measurements to unify the Apollo and Titan
As Is indicated in
electrostatic experiments.
Ref. 9, the Apollo experiments were designed
to use launch rerturbatiens in ground elrctrostatic field structure to infer as much as
possible about the electrical appearance of the
launch vehicle (i.e., is the vehicle highly
charged, or is the conducting portion of the
The SRI
plume thousands of feet long?).
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instrumentation for the Apollo experiments
consisted largely ol field meters arrayed on
the grrund arouni the launch pad and on the
launch tower. A similnr ground installation
was used for the Titan :aunches.
A drawing of the Titar launch pad showing

FLIGHT TESTS

field meter locations is shown in Figure 6.
During the early part of the launch, the rocket
exhaust is directed eastward via the exhaust
duct. To minimize coupling to the exhaust
products (which generally are charged), a set

of solid rocket motor, SRM, ignition was
The second experiment was
0743:01.24 GMT.)
conducted on Titan III C-21 launched in Fall
197).
For C-21, SRM ignition occurred ut
0309:05.44 GMT. A general Titan III mission

of field m3ters A, B, and C was set out in a
line to the south of the pad at right angles
to the exhaust duct. Field meter D was positioned
slightly north of the exhaust duc* axis to
"couple strongly to the exhaust products,
Field meter E was located on the top of the
tower L c:"sole strongly to the rocket as it
moves by the tower in an •efrt tn measure the
potential of the vehicle as it moves by.
A photograph of a typical ground lieldAll
meter installation is shown in Figure 7.
of the electronics and the strip-chart recorder
were housed in a plywood box that protected
the system from the weather and provided a
convenient base for sandbagging to protect the
instrumentation from the launch blast. The
field-meter detector head is positioned upside
doan 131 inches above ground and a few feet

Both vehicles were
is described in Ref. 14.
launched at tho Air Force Easter Test Range
(AFETR) on a 93-degree flight azimuth.
AIRBORNE DATA - Titan III C-20 - A clear,
stable atmosphere vith no cloud formations
existed in the AFETR area at the time of C-20
All tent instruments worked both on
launch.
the ground and in flight to synchronous orbit
injection.
Onboard instrument data for the first
In
minute after launch are shown in Figure 9.
general, particle and streamer sensor activity
was very minimal.
This is to be expected in
view of the clear weathbr conditinns at the
In fact, the only
at the time of launch.
indications from these two sensors in this
flight regime consist of a few particle czunts
(k5 - 50 pulses/see measured starting at

toward the pad from the instrumentation box.
(Inverted field meter operation avoids problems
with uotor bearing and insulator design when
the sensor must be operated in rain.) El.ýctrostatic cage calibrations provided the true
ambient electrostatic field from the field that
was read at the detector face.
A photograph of the field meter instalition
on top of the umbilical tower is shown in
The field meter detecor head is
Figure 8.
positioned upside down 20 inches above top of
the tower. The field meter installed on the
umbilical tower is one of the heavy-duty units
doveloped for the Titan III onboard field
measurements, and was qualified to a 160 dB
acoustic environment, and to 1360 g peak
Electrrstatic cage calibrations
shock (8).
indicate that the ambient electrostatic field
at the field meter location on top of the
tower is 27 percent of the field readinb at
the meter face. Also the ambient field that
would exist at ground level is 12 percent of the
ambient field at the top of the tower at the
field mete., location. Thus, to obtain true
tower top fields, field meter E readings must
be multiplied by 0.27 while, to obtain the
true ground field, field meter E readings must
.032
be multiplied by .12 X .27

roughly 20 kft altitude.) There was no accompanying indication of particle or streamer
current and no change ,n vehicle potentirl
indicating charge accumulation on the rocket.
It is not clear, therefore, what interpretation
should be placed on the burst of partcle counter
activity.
The field meter record at the time of
In view of 'he
launch is far more interesting.
existing stable and clear meteorological
conditions st launch, rocket :harging is evidently
caused by processes in the ionized rocket
It is seen that the C-20 vehicle
exhaust.
begins charging netatively about 2 seconds
after SPW ignition. The rocket potential
remains at approximately -20 Kv until about 8
off (at 0-43:09.5) when
seconds after lift
the rocket altitude is 650 ft. The svbsequent
abrupt increase in negative potential can be
interpreted tu indicate that the highly conductive portion of the rocket cxhaust breaks
contact with the ground at 650 ft. This behavior
is consisLent with the Apollo work of Uman (15);
he has indicated that the visible rocket plume
(length approximately 625 ft at ground level)
is a uniformly good conductor, but that the
conductivity drops quite rapidly with further
increasing distance along the exhaust trail.
The C-20 vehicle reaches 200 kv negative
potential about 12 seconds after SRM ignition

GENERAL - Ins-rumentation was carried on
two ro,.kea. The first experiment was conducted
on Titan III C-20 launched in early Spring of
(For interpreting the records, the time
1971.
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Interestingly, this is the altitude regime at
which thv computer anomalies on Titans C-10

result of corona discharges from vehicle
Altogether,

P

A
particle current or streamer current.
is indicated at 0744:46.4.
single streamer pee

The potential is
at an altitude of 1.4 kft.
held nearly constant at 200 kV for nearly 5
(Limiting probably occurs as the
seconds.
extremities.)

T_1M

anO. C-14 occurred.

the rocket potential

(The altitudes of occurrence

remains abole 50 kV between 800 and 4000 ft.
At these
(9 to 20 seconds after ignition).
altitudes, the vehicle as viewed by camera

Evidences of particle
are shown in Figure 10.)
impact at this altitude were not expected
when the experiment was being planned since

is trailed by an exhaust plume removed from
local exhaust clouds generated in the launch

appreciable particulate matter does not
usually occur at this altitude. Nacreous clouds
do occur in the range 60-120 kft, however, and

area.

The vehicle returns

zero potential 34 seconds

to approximately

it is poesible that they were present the
-vay to
An effort is un
night Cf the launch.
evidence for the bxistencc
obtain independent
of nacreous clouds aver AFETR the night of C-20

after launch at an

altitude of .2 kft. At this altitude the ,o.%Oet
This
plume if not visible in the launch movies.
behavior agrees witb aircraft experience where
engine charging -urrent monotonically decreases

launch.

as the aircraft climbs.
It is interesting at this time to use the
rate of change of rocket potential to estimate
From Fig-ire 9
rocket engine charging current.
we observe that,

Evidence that the current and field meter
systems were functioning at the 100 kft
altitude regime and that the absence of current
indications is not due to instrumen, malfunction

during the period of rfpid

is given in Figure 11 which anrws the records

potential increase, AV/At = -105 volts/Jec,
From measurements made on a scale mode,' of the
Titan III C vehicle the self capacita'ce C cf

of these systems at the tiw• of solid rocket
A,. this time, two
riotor (SRIM) jettison.
rockets (exhausts dir.cted toward the Titan I

icthevehicle is
W'00 pf).
Sich is given by

stage) are activet'd to move the solid,

The chargnig cur•.n

strap
on rockets away from the main vehicle.
The
operation of 'he jettizon rockets bathes the
vehicle ($Pzluding the transtage) in exhaust

ich = (1 AV/At
-9
= 10

This exhaust striking the Langmuir
ion prolie sensors undoubtedl.y generates the

5products.

x 10

= -100 •A

chargIng currents which saturate both channels
both the particle current and streamer

'.

The same exhaust products
current systems.
imp. nging cn the field meter sensor produce
It must be concludert,
the iisy recoids shown.
therefore. that the particle counts of Figure

Both the polarity and magniti•'e of the charging
current are in good agreemenA with engine
charging currents observed ,n large American

10 were indeed; not accompanied by appreciable
charging current.
In this regard, it is interesting to
calculate the magnitude of particle p.obe
charging current that might be expected under

These .urrents were in thf
jet aircraft
(16).
take offs, and
range 100 - 200 pA for "'ry"
increased by a factor o"'3 to 5 during water
In a serie, of tests on 17 small
injection.
solid-fuel motors,

Boeing measured charging

Minuteman
currents in connect'on with its
program (17). The iotors were in the 200-to-500
The charging currents
pound thrust ranFe.
varied from lear than 0.1 microamperes for the
200-pound-thru,,t-motors, to slightly over 2

measurements
Flight test
these circumstanceg.
of particle impact charging madd on high speed
jet
aircraft indicate that, following impact,
atmospheric ice crystals acquire charges of
Let us assume that the
up to 50 ý&v Coul.

The
microamperes tor the 500-pound motors.
motors apparently charged to a negative polarity.
Although il is not clear heo one should scale
dats from 200-500 pound rocket to apply to a

particl'.
of Figure 10 acquired the same
Since we have 50 particles
char17, upon imoact.
pe" second striking the probe per second
.epositirg a charge of 5 X 10-11 coulombs per

Titan I1.,C with a thrust of 1.2 x 106 pounds,

impact,

at leas5
the srall

will be

the polarities are in agreement, and
rocket motor current is substentiavll

smaller.
The principal period of particle counter

the current arriving on the probe

i

activity during the 'bunch of Titan III C-20
Here occasional bursts
iis shown in Figure 10.
-jf counting - 50 pps oc..urred at random times.
There was no corresponding indication of 4ither

= 50 X 5 X 10-11 coul/sec.

= .0025 •A
Unfortunately, the full
the sensitive particle
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channels Is 0.1 pA so that a current of 0.0025
pA is right at the limit of detectability of
the current measuring system.
Accordingly, it

of -100 kV.

is not surprising that there is no indication
of charging current accompanying the evidences
of particle impact,

650 ft.
The rate of potential increase is
AV/6t = -5.5xo04 volt,ý/sec.
This corresponds
4
(10-9)
to a charging cur,'ent of ichg ' 5.5x10

Before leaving the question of tne encounter
with particles at 100 kft altitude, it is interesting to invore a further test.
Experiments

= 55 &A which is roughl3
half the rocket motor
charg~zig current observed during the launch of
C-20.
After reaching -100 kV, the rocket

involving the I

Ing of 5/32-in-diam.

This rapid potential change
again suggests that
the conductive plume breakp
contact with the ground when the rocket reaches

potential

steel

gradually decreasol and remained

balls through clouds of ice crystals and dusa
indicate that chiarging by impact with the ice

within the range ± 15 kV for the rest of the
flight through the atmosphere.

crystals was zero at velocities 3500 ft/sec and
above, while impact with dust particles produces
charging to velocities ol 4000 - 5000 ft/sec
The
depending upon the type of dust (19).

Both the particle and streamer current
channels indicate that negative charge is
arriving on the sensor immediately after SaM
ignition.
It is very likely that these sensor

velocity profile shown in
Fig-re 10 indicates that,
rocket velocity is
impac.1 charging is

in

currents do not represent actual charge arriving
on the vehiclo, but rather are electrochemical
currents flowirg An each probe system because

the lower portion of
at this time, the

the regime where particle

marginally possible.

(It

is

the probes 4re wet from the rain.

(The probes

not clear that the data obtained with 5/32-indiam. balls at sea level should be applied on .
one-to-one basis to a 10-ft-diam. rocket at

were uncovered pricr to launch.)
Although ihc
sensors were made ontiroey of stainless steel,
there Is often sufficient diffeicnce in the

high altitude.
Thus it is conceivable that
charging could persist to the velocities shown

metals that batt'ýv action can occur.
effect was often ob'ervte
nn aircraft

in Figure 10.)
It appears, therefore, that
the evidence of particle impact of Figure 10

through rain where it was found v..:÷ the
current would gradually go to zero after •

must be accepted as real.
Titan III C-21 - At the time ol C-21

aircraft
dried.

left

"'ris
flightb

the rain cloud and the probe

on the launch pad, and heavy cloud formations
existed at high altitudes (e.g., 10 tu 40 kft).

True charging by precipitation begins
unequivocally at 0309:36 at an altitude of 10
kft wheo the particle counter first
indicates

Again all
instrumentation worked both on the
ground and in flight to synchronous orbit

particle impacts.
Particle counting and
particle current persist until 0310:00 when

injection,
Date generrted by onboard instruments

the rocke' reaches 32 kft altitude. The data
indicate that negative charge is arriving on

during tne first
minute after C-21 launch are
shown in Figure 12.
This record obviously

the rocket.
This is in agreement with the
charging polarity observed during aircraft

shows far more activity %hanthe C-20 data in
Figure 9.
Inspecting the rocket potential record

flight in precipitation.
Further comparisons with aircraft

in Figure 12 we see that in the first
two sectnds
after ignition, the field meter indicdted a
field change corresdonding to a positive poten-

test
results will be interesting.
For example,
at 0309:45 when the particle current is maximum
ip = 0.8 aA, the particle count N is 6 x 103

tial
of 5C kV on the rocket.
It is not clear
what physical bxplanation should be offered for
this initial
positive potential excursion.
The
rocket has barely moved from the pad so that
the plume is certainly in go,-d contact with the

particles/sec and the rocket velocity v is
roughly 1000 ft/sec = 305 i/sec.
Since the
2
2
partinle probe area is A = 100 cm , 0.1 ft ,
this means that the frontal charging rate i/A
2
= 0.8/0.1 = 8 ,!A/ft . This value is in excel-

ground so that, based on the C-20 experience,
one would expect tae .- cket potential to be
low.
Seeking some transitory charging process

lent agreement with aircraft flight test
experience (18) which indicates peak frontal
charging of 5 to 10 4A/ft 2 in cirrus and 30

involving the rain does not seem promising
because the field meter was exposed to the rain
and its reading was steady until SRM ignition,
Following the initial
positive excursion,
the potential assumed a low nugative value and
remained there until 0309:14 when the rocket

,iA/ft

launch,

rain of varying intensity was falling

2

in

frontal snow.

The par!±e density p
be found from
N
P = Av
Av
6 x 103

A. this time the
reached 650 ft .ltitude.
potential rapidly increased to a maximum value

.01(305)
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=2 x 103 particles/m

coul.
Although many aspects of the Titan II C 21
electrostatic behavior have been similar to
there are
that observed on large jet aircraft
Figure 13 shows plots
important differences.
of the potential of the Titan III C-20 and
C-21 together with a typical record of the

experience (18) indicates
Aircraft flight test
that typical maximum particle concantrations
104 particles/
are, for cirrus type clouds, 2 x
4
3
36
x 0 particles/n
and for a thunderhead
Thus, the Titan particle density data are an
order of magnitude below the me'dmum values
measured in

the aircraft

flight test

potcential of a 707 aircraft during take off.
In the case of the 707, r•ngine
cherging causes
the potential to rise to 100 to 150 kV (depending

programs.

The charge qp acquired by each impinging
particle can be found sirply by dividing the
particle current by the particle count

on whether water injection or dry engine operation is being used) immediately when the wheels
leave the ground.
In the case of the Titan
III-C, the conductivity of the exhaust plume
in contact with the ground holds the potential
dewn until at an altitude of 650 ft contact
is broken.
Then the potential rises to hundreds

qp =p/IN
p p
= .8 x 10
6 x 10

= 1.3 x 10

of kV.
As the

3

= 130

in clear weather, its
monotonically to
aecreases
potential gradually
zero. If the 707 encounters precipitation, its

ýi coul.

potential rises to hundreds of kV (the pre.:ise
value
on the einsity and type cf cloud).
T e p depends
t n i l o
i a
I - , a s
e r a e
thezero
potetialofkTt
climbs aowdereases
to
as the rocket climbs.
However, the

Normally charges of the order of 10 L coul
are measured during aircraft
flight tests.
This
probably means that not all
of the particles
striking the probe were counted, so that the
actul
cncetraton
prtice
actual particle
concentration
inn th
the cludsTitan
clouds
404
p
l
was moat likely of the order of 10particles/m~
The streamer study instrumentation also
id
generated interesting data during the
It should be
of maximum precipitation charging.

potential is only slightly affected by
an encounter with precipitation.
For example,
in Figure 12 at time 0309:45 we showed that
2
A/ft. (At
the frontal charging current is 8
this charging rate, the 707 potential would
of rocket
This insensitivity
reach 150 kV).
toa charging
undontindl
stems
potential to charging undoubtedly stems from
the high conductivity of the high temperature

not start
counting does norotar
noted that streamer
nootntia
until 0309:45 almost 10 sec after the onset of
This is reason-ble because
particle counting.
the plastic surface takes time to becomc charged

Similar behavior is observed
rocket plume.
on fighter aircraft equipped with afterburners.

It is
can occur.
before streamer discharges
also interesting that the
streame- current is
bursts of current
not steady, but there .'e
corresponding to bursts of streamer occar.,ence.
The charge q. transferrod per stroamur discharge
can be estimated from the streamer cujr.ent is
candbeestimatedfrom
the streamer cuntNfm
retI awas
and the streame r coun t N . from th e re la ti inof

qs

s=
N

5

For example, in flight tests on an F-4 at
Eglin AFB , it was observed that operating the
afterburner on take off increased the engine
charging thereby increasing the aircraft
potential.
On the other hand, If the aircraft
at operational altitude, the activation
t
e
s
t
rb
n r served
e v d to
t o help
h l discharge
di c a g
of the afterburners
the aircraft and reduce its
potential.
Although there was additional activity
obeerved on certain of the electrostatic

'

study instruments up to altitudes of several
hundred kft, its
significance is not clear yet,

4

For the period of maximum streamer current at
0309:45, we find is = 2 x 10.8 amp and N = 20
030 tt
,
fGROUNr

and will not be duscussed here.
DATA - Titan III C-20 - Data
generated by the ground instrumentation array

so that
qs

-

707 climbs,

2 x 10-8
20

during the launch of Titan III C-20 a-e shown
in Figure 14.
The launch tower field meter
records (shown to the time the motors reached

10-9 coul.

the top of the tower) can be interpreted to
indicate that a negatively charged body passed
the top of the tower.
This is in agreement

This result is in perfect agreement with the
results of ground and flight test
studies of
streamer processeo, where it was found that the
charge transferred per streamer was 1-1.5 x 10-9

Report on these flight tests currently under
preparation at SRI.
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with the onboard instrumentation which Indicated
that the rocket Acquired negative charge at
liftoff,
The flame trench field moteor indicated
that negatively charged exhaust products reached
the vicinity of thz field meter immediately
after SRM ignition.
Some consideration is in
order of the fact that although he rocket
charged negatively indicating thpt the exhaust
gqes leaving the rocket were positively charged,
yet the flame trench effluoLt is negatively
charged. The most plausible explanation is that
although the exhaust as it leaves the rocket
may be slightly positively charged, it subsequently strikes the exhaust t-ench wnere it
erodes the concrete surface causing olectrification to occur.
The exhaust also can pick up
charge by ih.teracting with water from the deluge
in the exhaust trench.
This interaction with
material in the trench evidently produces
negative charging which completely overwhelmes
the initial positive charge in the rocket exhaust,
The time history of the records at the
remaining ground field meter locations indicates
that the fields in the vicinity of the launch pad
aro generated by the exhaust clouds rather than
by charge on the rocket. For example, the field
at site C does not reach its maximum until the
rcket potential shown at the bottom of Figure
14 for reference haL reached zero. Also,
calculations not presented here indicate that
the magnitude of the measured charge on the
rocket is incor,:stent with the observed Sround
fields.
Titan III C-21 - The ground data from
Titan III C-21 are shown in Figure 15.
Their
behaiior is similar to that observed for C-20.
Again the launch tower field meter record is
consistent with a negativwly-charged body
moving by. The behavior of the rest of the field
meters indicates that again the exhaust clouds
were negatively charged. The fields associated
with the launch of C-21 are roughly half those
observed on C-20. Again the time history of
the ground records agrees that they were not
generated by charge on the rocket vehicle since
the field at site B, for example, reaches its
peak considerably after the rocket potential
has peaked,
Apollo 14 (for comparison) - For comparison,
the results oi SRI ground fi-ld measurements
reproduced from Ref. 9 are shown in Figure 16.
The field meter arrangement was similar to that
employed for the Titan experiments and is presented in Ref. 9, but willnot be discussed here.
The launch tower field meter indicates a positive
field change accompanying lift
off indicating
that the engines charged the Apollo 14 vehicle
positively.
(It uill be recalled that both

127

Titans charged negatively.)
At the time the
engines reach the fiel~i meter, the measured
field magnitude indicates that the rocket
potential ie less than 6000 V. This result
is in good agreement with the Titan experiments
in which it was argued that the rocket potentis)
remained relatively low until the rocket plume
broke contact with the ground.
On the remaining ground field meters the
field changes were in the positive direction
indicating that predominantly positive exhaust
clouds were generated by the launch, whereas,
negatively charged clouds were observed in the
Titan experiments.
There is evidence in the
Apollo ground data for the existence of different charge polarities in different parts of
the cloud.
Thus it is not surprising that
differert gross effects were observed on the
two vehicles since both polarities of charging
undoubtedly occur on both launches, and the
gross fields are determined by which process
dominates.
CONCLUSIONS
The Titan III experiments generated a
variety of significant results. Of great
tntereat is the fact that the rocket appears
to be connected to earth until it reaches an
altitude of 650 feet. This means that the
rocket is trailed by a highly conducting plume
650 ft long. The presence of this plume is
significant in many situations (for example,
in making determinations of the likelihood of
lightning strikee to the rocket).
'he experiments indicate that, in the
early stages of the launch, the rocket motors
charge the vehicle to potentials of hundreds of
kilovolts. Accordingly, corona discharges can
be expected from prominent protrusions from
the vehicle.
At higher altitLdes, the rocket motors
serve to discharge the vehicle so that high
vehicle potentials and corona discharges do
not occur during flight through precipitation.
Pracipitation charging of the frontal
surfaces does occur as in the case of aircraft.
The charging rates measured on the Titan are
in gooJ agreement with aircraft data, Evidences
of frictional charging by particles were
present to altitudes oi 100 kft (where nacreous
clouds occur).
Streamer discharges on dielectric frontal
surfaces of the Titan were shown to occur.
The
characteristics of these discharges appear to
be in good agreement with aircraft experience.
(It shoula be noted that the frontal charging
and the resulting streamers occur in spite of
the fact that the vehicle as a whole is at low
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potential as the result of the rocket motor
discharging).

ence and Electronic Couponent Damage on Intern!-anetary Vehicles," paper presented at IEEE

Finally, the experiments indicate that the
electric fields in the vicinity of the launch

Spice Electronics Symposium,
Florida, 2-4 November 1965.

pad are so dominated by the charged clouds
associated with the launch that relying solely

3.
"Electrical
ated by Plasma Flow,"

on ground field measurements to infer the
rocket's behavior is not likely to bL fruitful.

pp.

The general conclusion from these experiiments is that static
electrification by large
rockets does indeed occur, but that it differs
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Static Electricity in the Apollo and Skylab
Spacecraft
Andrew E. Potter, Jr., and B. R. Baker
NASA Manned Spacecraft Center
Houston, Texas
ABSIR ACT
INTRODUCTION During the effort to remove all
flammable materials from the Apollo spacecraft, combustible fabrics were replaced,
whenever possible, with noncombustible glass
fiber cloth. Following the replacement, previously unnoted static electricity effects ocFor example, sparks were discharged
curred.
during removal of equipment from the spacecraft wall, donning of suits, and installation of a glass-fiber-cloth-covered umbilical
cable, which had previously been dragged
across the command module (CM) floor.
These incidents of static electricity
in the Apollo spacecraft prompted an investigation, since for several reasons, stati:
electricity sparks OXe con.sidered hrsZardots.
ieferences 1, 2, 3, and
The most obvious reason is the danger of a
spark igniting combustible material in the
Other hazardous effects of static
spacecraft.
electricity sparks are interference with communications or telemetered data and the involuntary reflex movements associated with dis:hu objeitive
charge af a spark from a body.
of this invc3•izgation was t- evaluate th_
static electricity ignition hazards resulting
This evaluation
from electrostatic charges.
was accomplished by comparing the amount of
electrical energy that was accumulated with
the amount of energy required to ignite fleamable materials in the spacecraft.
-Static electricity accumulation by the
space-suited man was tle major concern in the
investigation of static electricity in the
However, the entire spaceApollo spacecraft.
craft was surveyed to locate and evaluate
other sources of electric charges. ;tatic
electricity interferences with communications
and instrument readings were also studied.
3ufficient spark ignition data for evaluation
of the static electricity ignition hszard were
not available; therefore, measurements were
made of minimum spark ignition energy for
typical flammable materials in the spacecraft.

Reports of electric sparks produced by
static charges on the Apollo sr~ce suit
prompted an investigation of static electricity ignition hazards and co.rmunications interThe profIrences in the Apollo spacecraft.
duction of static electricity by contact of a
space-suited man with the spacecraft was studied by rubbing the spaie-suited man with various materials and by measuring the voltagc
Approxi'ately 2 milli-joules of
produced.
electric energy were accumulated by the spacesuited man; this amount is sufficie-t 1.oignite combustible gas vapors and mists. Static
electricity ignition tests conducted on solid
combustibles (logbook paper and ýnt.ton fabric)
in the spacecraft showed that ignition of
-4) of
these solid materials by 2 "nilljoules
electric energy was not possible.
Biomedical sensors attached to the man's
body and plugged into the spacecraf;, electronics provide an effective grounding path so tha
that no danger uf electrostatic charge buildup exists. However, static electricity drainage through the biomedical sensors temporari1y Intmrferes with cardiac measurements,
This interference is minimized by addirg a
resistor in parallel to the ground circuit.
Since no effective means of charg3 buildup
existed, and n- ignitable materials cxisted,
it was concluded that ignition hazards frow
static electricity were effectively zero in
the Apollo spacecraft.
In addition to the space suit, other
sources of static electricity were studied.
The static electricity accumulated by the
Teflon Velcro and the food bags did not present a problem. However, the Teflon-coated
glass fiber cloth items (the constant-wear
garment, tool bags, sleeping bags, and suitsto.wage bags) became electrically cha.'ged
Storage lockers on the command
while in use.
module floor arq subject ýo frequent contact
with insulating materials (such as sleeping
bags), and the lockers were jound to accumulate static electricity before they were
grounded to the spacecraft structure. The
lithium hydroxice . ani.stcrs in the command
module accumulaLed large static charges when
Grounding
removed from the storage lockers.
of the cani.ters eliminated this effort.
A survey of the Skylab spýcecraft to 1ocate sources of static electricity was performed. No hazardous conditions were located.
Some minor interference problems with electronic gear were found and corrected.

MIhIMUM4 IGNITION ENERGY
The minimum ignition energy (MIE) has been
extensively investigated for many combustibmixtures. For gaseous mixtures, the MIE is a
definite quantity which depends on the type
of fuel, on fuel concentration, and to a lesser extent, on the electrode configuration.
Representative values for gaseous mix! and 2): For
tures are as follows (refs.
hydrocarbon-air mixtures at 1 atmo-phere, MiE
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W-:--

spark generator was calibrated by discharging
sparks through a 00-megohm high-voltage resistor. Voltage across the resistor was measured as a function of time with an oscilloscope. The effective capacitance C of the circuit was calculated from the rate of decay of
voltage across the 100-megohm resistor, and the
actual voltage V available was considered to
be the initial peak voltage. The spark energy
F was calculated from the relation E = O.5CVF.

values are in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 milliIn a hydrocarbor.-pure
Joule of spark energy.
oxygen mixture at I atmosphere, MIE values
range from 0.002 to 0.00h milliJoule of spark
Lowering the pressure from 1 atmosenergy.
phere to one-third atmosphere increases the
MIE so that hydrocarbon-oxygen mixtures at
one-third atmosphere have MIE values ranging
from 0.02 to 0.04 millijoule of spark energy.
(The Apollo spacecraft cabin atmosphere is
Hydro.
pure oxygen at one-third atmosphere.)
gen ij the most easily ignited fuel, with MIE

pe~cer~t oxygen

10eetoye

values 10 times less than the MIE values for
hydrocarbons.
The energy required to ignite gas vapors
or mists is not well defined because the spark
energy must be divided in two parts; one part
is used to evaporate the liquid fuel, and the
other part is used to ignite the gaseous combustible mixture resulting from the evaporation. Generally, approximately 1 illijoule

Blowout
dis

of spark energy is required for th~eignition
Fue'' dropof fuel droplets in air (ref. i).
lets in oxygen are expected to require less
energy for ignition. The decrease is not expected to be a large one because much of the
spark energy is used for fuel evaporation.
Approximately the same amount of fuel must be
evaporated in both air and oxygen because sub-

_To .,k
generator

stitution of oxygen for air does not have a
Figure 1.- Schematic diagram of spark
ignition test chamber.

large effect on the lean fla-nmability limit.
The energy required to ignite dusts or
A confibrous materials is poorly defined.
siderable amount of energy is required in order to vaporize a solid before ignition;
therefore, 10 millijoules has been given (ref.
1) as an approximate energy requirement for
ignition. Substitution of oxygen for air is
effect on this value,
expected to have little
Because the MIE for solid materials is variable, measurement of the MIE for typical solid
flammable materials present in the Apollo
spacecraft was desirable.

__

MINIMUM IGNITION ENERGY FOR SOLID CONIBUSTIBLES IN THE APOLIO SPACECRAFT
The Apollo spacecraft was surveyed for the
presence of flammable materials on March !,
Logbook paper and cotton underwear were
1968.
identified as the only easily flammable materials that would exist in the flight-qualified
By passing capacitor sparks of
spacecraft.
known energy through the logbook paper and
cotton underwear, their ignition characteristics were measured.
The spark ignition apparatus used for ueasuring the ignition characteristics of the lo,;book paper and cotton underwear is shown
The cloth or paper
schematically in figure 1.
sample being tested was clamped loosely to a
.1-inch-diameter copper disk electrode, which
1
was electrically grounded to the metal chamA sharply pointed steel electrode
ber wall.
was placed approximately 0.5 centimeter from
The pointed steel alecthe disk electrode,
trode passed from the chamber through a winThe
dow, from which ignition was observed.
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Measurement of the ignition- characterlstics of logbook paper and cotton underwear
showed no defined ignition limit and the ignition appeared to be statistical. The following procedure was used to measure the ignition characteristics of the two materials.
The spark generator was adjusted to give a
The spark was respark of moderate energy.
peated until an ignition occurred or until 20
sparks had passed. If ignition occurred, the
sparks energy was decreased, and the procedure
If 20 sparks were passed withwas repeated.
out an ignition, the spark energy was inc,easPrior to
ed, and the procedure was repeated.
installation in the test chamber, the samples
of cloth and paper were rubbed with sandpaper
to generate as much lint as possible. Prior
to starting the spark tests, the test chamber
were evacuated to a pressure of less than 10
microns with the cloth or paper sample in
place to remove all traces of moisture from
During the spark tests, a modthe material.
crate flow of the tert atmosphere was mainFor most of
tained throughout the chamber.
the tests, the disk electrode and pointed
steel spark el2ctrode were maintained approxThe distance
imately 5 millimeters apart.
between the two ele,-trcdes was vo-ied in one
eries of tests with n. apparent effect on
the restilts,
The results of the spark tests on the logI, and the re'-ock paper are shown in ttle
sults of the test on the -- tton fnbric are
shown in table- II.

TABLE 11. - SPARK IGNITION OF COTTON CLOTI.

Spark energy, iaJ

Number of sparks

Results

16. 5 psia oxygen, Feb. 29, 1968
26
21
28
14
21
21
3

12
20
26
32
41
52
74

No ignition
1 ignition
No ignition
No ignition
No ignition
No ignition
1 ignitirn

16. 5 psia oxygen, Mar. 6, 1968
8
6
16

9
12
20

1 ignition
1 ignition
2 ignitions

STATIC ELFCTRIFICATION OF SPACE SUITS
The ignition of the logbook paper in a
16.5-psia, 100-percent-oxygen atmosphere was
difficult. No ignifions occurred until 120millijoule sparks were used. The sparks were
observed to puncture the paper at all energies. To prevent a spark from passing
through the hole made by the previous spark,
the pointed electrode was moved after each
spark.
The cotton fabric sample was ignited by
sparks with energies as low as 9 millijoules
in one test series, while 20 mllijo'lei of
in oe tst
wilesrie,0 mlli~rle oflatlve
spark energy were required in order to ignite
the fabric in another test series. Change of
the atmosphere from 16.5-psia pure oxygen to
a 16 .5-psia, 6 0-percent-oxygen, 4O-percentnitrogen mixture had little effect. Use of
only 9 millijoules of spark energy yielded
ignition in both atmospheres. However, a
change of pressure from 16.5 to 6.2 psia in
the pure-oxygen atmosphere had a pronounced
effect. At the lower prPasure, no ignition
occurred up to energies of 170 millijoules.
Higher energies were not available from the
spark generator.

The inner lining of the space suit contains several alternating layers of metallized plastic. The capacitance of these layers relative to one another is large, but the
capacitance of the layers relative t the
electrical ground appears to be negligible.
Contact with the metallized plastic layers
uas made by inserting a pin through the material on the back flap of the space suit.
The result was surprising, because the capacitance of the metallized plastic layers reto the electrical ground was expected
pect as d
ea trasalage
tl
to
to be at least as large as the body capacitance. A possible exp-anation is that the
various pieces of metallized plastic s'ewm togetber to make the inner lining are not in
electrical contact with one another.
VOLTAGE MYAr3REMENTS
The electrostatic voltages, generated by
contact of the space suit with various mattrials, were measured with an electrostatic
voltmeter. To achieve electrical isolation
for these tes.ts, the space-suited man stood
on an insulated plastic platform. Air hoses,
communications links, and biomedical sensors
were disconnected. The degree of electrical
isolation for this configuration was tested by
charging the space-suited man and measuring
the electrostatic voltage generated by his
suit as a function of time. khe electrostatie, voltage remained constant over periods
of approximately 5 minutes, uihich indicated
that the elcoýrical leakage resi.stance was
more that) 10-L ohirs.
Charging of the spacesuited man was performed by a s.econd man ,,ho
rubbed the space auit with sheets f-f vealrous
.aterials.

CAPACITANCE MEASUR-RAENTS
The objective of capacitance measurements is to determine ,here significan'
amc.unts of static elec',ricity might accitmulate on a space-sufted man.
ro accom•rliah
this objective, capacitance zelative to the
electri.lal ground was mea.ured at d'ifferen'ý
points. The results show (table iII) that
the most important po-nt for charge accumulatlon is the body of .he man inside the space
suit. The observed body capacitance vahlcs
of apprc'ximat33y 200 microidcirofarads are
similar to values "epcrte2 in refere.jce 1.
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TABLE I1. - SPARK IGNITION OF COTTON CIOYTH

Number of sparks

Spark energy, mJ

Results

16. 5 psia oxygen, Feb. 29, 1968
12
20
26
32
41
52
74

26
21
28
14
21
21
5

No ignition
1 ignition
No ignition
No ignition
No ignition
No ignition
1 ignition

16. 5 psia oxygen, Mar. 6, 1968
8
6
16[

12
20

1 ignition
1 ignition
2 ignitions

6. 2 psia. oxygen, Mar. 6, 1968
20
32
47
100
100
150
170-70
16. 5 psia total pressure:

20
20
20
20
20
21
22

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

ignition
ignition
ignition
ignition
ignition
ignition
ignition

10. 0 psia oxygen, 6. 5 psia nitrogen, Mar. 6, 1968

9
12
20
32
42
52
75
100

10
10
10
40
20
12
30
3

In the first test series, the electrostatic voltage was measured at different
points on the space-suited man after rubbing
hio suit with Beta 4190B glass fiber cloth,
The electrostatic voltages measured at 30
percent relative humidity were as follows:
space-suit arm, 4.3 kilovolts, a"_ ring, j. 14
k.'ovolts; neck ring, 2-^ &i1lovolts; and bare
hand, 2.2 kilovoits.
iepeated measurements
of the same locat o:as showed that the voltage
differences that appeared to exist between
various points on the space suit otre the result of the method of measurement. Aft,,r the
space-suited man -.
as charged by rubbing his
suit with the glass fibei cloth, voltage was
measured by touching a lead from the electrostatic voltmeter to the point of measuremen't.
rhe voltmeter lead was then removed
and the
voltmeter was discharged. Voltage .,as then
mesured at a different point. Invarjibly,

1 ignition

I ignition
2 ignitions
1 ignition
1 ignition
1 ignition
1 ignition
1 ignition

the voltage was less in each succeeding measarement, The decrease in voltage was partially caused by leakage of the charge and
partially by the l0-micromicrofLrad capacitance of the voltmeter, which was discharged
following each measurement.
To investigate the charge buildup on the
space-suited man, the voltmeter was attached
to his hand before the charge was generated
on the space suit. Voltage was observed as a
function of time after the space suit was
charged.
A qualitative representation of the
charge buildup is shown in figure 2. An
initial rapid decrease in voltage is followed
by a small increase, which, in turn, is followed by a slower decrease to a steady value.
Tn the steady condition, the suit surface and
the man's body are observed to be at the same
voltage. Possibly, the redistribution of
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TABLE III. - CAPACITANCE AT VARIOUS POINTS ON
STANDING MEN WEARING SPACE SUITS

Capacitance, ppF
Measuring point

SSuit

Suit 2

1

Hand (glove removed)

200

185

Neck ring (blue part)

I

1

36

26

Air exhaust fitting

2

1

Air inlet fitting

I

I

54

66

Neck ring (silver parti

Zipper
Wrist ring
Wrist ring gage clamp
Pin through back flap of

1

I

33

34

--

2

suit material

charges throughout

his test shown in table IV, demonstrate that the Beta l9OB glass fiber cloth
is the most favorable static electricity
generator tested, while other materials yielded only anproximately two-thirds as much voltage as the Beta h!9OB glass fiter cloth.

the man/spa.e-soit combi-

suits of

nation is observed in this experiment.

"2-

TABLE IV. - STATIC VOLTAGE
PRODUCED ON SPACE-SU'TED MAN
I

•

10

05

DIFFERENT MATERIALS

IBY

15

Time after charging, sec
Material

Figure 2.- Voltage on the body of spacesuited man as a function of time after
suit charging.

Static voltage,
kV

Glass fber

A s, ,nd *es. wa, r'un tc determine
the eff :t •f - inta , -ateriai cn the e,e4ostati, voltage produced by riabbing the s-ya-esui,
During these tess, vcltages w-r' 1"w,:r
-bti' the l-kiiovcl range' tban vc],ages
-h,- 2

rCloth:
Beta 4190B
Beta 4484

1.6
.8

1.0
.3

,he first

test serie-s 'in

Teilon-coated glass
fiber cloth:
Armalon
Beta cloth

4-kilovolt range).

Either the hie.

T-162-42 TEF

1.0

Other:
Blue nylon
Metallized mylar

1.0
0

ser•ved

in

humidity (in

the r0- to 060-per-ent range'

during the sE ond test series or t.e iOn:z d
air from the eleýtroni2 equipment ir. he, ","
.
room. (or both) could have icwered the <ivoit
range duriog this second test series. 7-e r•-
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A comparison of
quires 10 to 100 millijoules.
the spark energy available with the spark

energy required for ignition indicates that.
electrostatic energy sufficient to ignite gas
vapors and mists, but not sufficient to ignite
solids, can accumulate on the space suit.

TABLE V. - EFFECT OF RELATIVE
HUMIDITY ON
ELECTROTATIC VOLTAGE

ELIMINATION OF ELECTROSTATIC CHARGES FROM THE
SPACE SUIT
Although the accumulation of electrostatic
charge does nvt present a haza.d in the absence of combustible gas vapors and mists, ac-

Relative humidity,
percent

Maximum voltage,
kV

69

2.4

(-Aulation of charges is

50

3.0

24

3.9

charge accumulation negligible, the body of the
space-suited man must be electri ally grounded
to the spacecraft structure.
As explained in
a grounding test,
verified
the appendix
even
large resand
stances
to by
the electrical ground

indesirable.

To make

(as high as 10 ohms) are acceptable.
The grounding test was performed in the
One terminal of a lOO-megohm
following manner.
resistor was electrically attached to the body
of a space-suited man, vhile the other terThe space-suited man
minal was kept free.
After
was then charged by rubbing his suit.
the electrostatic voltage became constant,
the free terminal of the lOO-megohm resistor
The
was connected to the electrical ground.
voltage dropped to zero in less than I secIn a second grounding test, both terond.
miaals of the lOO-megohm resistor were connected simultaneously (one to the space-suited man, the other to the electrical ground),
and the suit was rubbed to generate static
No electrostatic voltage was
electricity.
measur'ed on the space-suited man.
Because the biomedical sensors are attached to the space-suited man's body, the
sensors could possibly provide a grounding
path. Earlier in the Apollo Program, a direct electrical connection from the astronaut's body to the spacecraft electrical
ground had been provided, but the connection
waz removed to prevent possible electrical
shocks.
The circuits of the remaining biomedical sensors were examined to see if a
A section of the
grounding path existed.
drawing of the electrocardiogram (ECG) asTwo ECG
sembly is illustrated in figure 3.
sensors are attached to the electrical ground

The relative humidity has a significant
effect on static electricity generation because of the effect of relative humidity on
surface resistance as discussed in the appenDuring a third test series, the effect
dix.
of relative humidity on static electricity
The space-suited man
generation was studied.
was placed inside a wood chamber in which the
Electrostatic charhumidity was controlled.
ge was generated on the space-suited man by
rubbing the suit with a Beta I4190B glass fiber
cloth. The electrostatic voltage produced by
the Beta 4I9OB glass fiber cloth was measured
The results in table V
at the man's hand.
show that the electrostatic voltage increased
However, at the
as the humidity decreased.
lowest relative b'imdity available (24 perA
cent), the voltage was only 3.9 kilovolts.
value of 4.3 kilovolts was observed in an
earlier test made at 30 percent relative
At the 24-percenit relative huhumidity.
midity level, the test subject developed 0.5
kilovolt of static electricity standing 3till
and 3.0 kilovolts of static electricity by
shuffling his feet.
EVALUATION OF IGNITION HAZARD FROM ELECTROSTATIC CHARGES ON A SPACE SUIT

The maximum capacitance in the man/spacesuit system was found to be equal to the capac-

circuit by two 22-megohm resistors wired in
parallel. Thus, the ECG leads provide an

itance of the man's body, which in approxiThe maximum
mately 200 micromicrofarads.
voltage observed under a wide range of condiTherefore, the maxitions was 4.3 kitlovolts.
mum electrical energy stored in the man's body
2
4
was 0.5 (200x1O01 ) ( .3xlO1) •, or approxiIg:nition of combustimately 2 millijoules.
bles in the spacecraft require the following
minimum amounts of energy: Ignition of gas
vapors requires approximately 0.02 millijoule
(at 0.33 atmosphere of pure oxygen); ignition
of gas mists requires approximately 1 millijoule; and ignition of combustible solids re-

ll-megohm grounding path for static electricity
from the space-suited man's body.
Grounding tests showed that a 100-megohm
grounding path was sufficient; therefore, no
significant buildup of static electricity in
the space-suited man should exist as long as
the FCG leads are connected as illustrated in
figure 3.
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The first eleetrostati.ý eff'.,t considerrd
to be hazardous was produced by the plastic

couch cover.

1001ohs115

ECG contact
2

22 inegolns

•
Ground p;n 3
3ducting
"n

22 ,negohnis

10

FCC Contact
06

-

Voltages up to 10,000 volts "iere

observed on th. couch cover after use of the
Furtherianre, the voltage
couch by the crewmen.
appeared to leak off
While there was
the couch cover very slowly.
no danger of sparks directly from the couch
cover (because of its insulating nature), a
real danger of induced voltages in conducting
objects suich as space-suited men and tools that
moved into the vicinity of the charged couch
cover existed.
Such induced voltages in conobjects could produce dangerous sparks.
The effects of these induced voltages were
noted by :rewmnen who observed their body hair
up when they lay on the couch.

O0h,1-s

•standing

rwo methods were studied to eliminate the
electrostatic charge generated by the couch
"'irst, commercial antistatic coatings
cover.
This
were applied Go the couch cover material.
method proved ineffective because the coatings
would not stick to the Teflon-coated material.
A second method was to shorten the electrical
path to the spacecraft electrical ground to
increase the rate of electrical discharge of
Elimination of the
the couch cover material.
electrostatic charge geneiated by the couch
cover was accomplished by installiog a grounded metal screen underneatb the couch cover.
This m( hod proved effective in reducing vcW>ages to less than 100 volts.
A second putentially' hazardous si.uation
becamc evident during SC 103 simulated altitude test runs. When lithium hydrcAide canisters were withdrawn from the storage lockers, electric sparks were seen and heard by
the crewmen. The sparks were observed to
jump from the canister to the storage locke.
Laboratory
at the instant of withdrawal.
tests were perfurmed to determine the amount
Storage lockers
of energy in the sparks.
from SC 103 and lithium hydroxide canisters
from both SC 101 (Apollo 6) and SC 103 were
used for these tests. The lithium hydroxide
:-anistcrs from the two spacecraft had similar outer dimensions and internal construction, but the outer canister wall of the SC
101 canisters was made of stainless steel and
the outer wall of the SC 103 canisters was
made of Teflon-coated aluminum. To hold the
lithium hydroxide anisters snugly in pi-:e,
the storage lockers were lined internally
with pads of Teflon aad silicone rubber.
When the canisters w-re pushed into the storage locker, the pads compressed to make tne
These pads provided
zanisters fit securely.
nearly complete electrical insulation between
the canister and the locker. Measurements
showee. the resistance between the lithinm
hydvoxide canister and the st rage locker to
be greeter than 10,000 megohm:-.
Voltages and capascitances for the lithium -anister relative to the storage locker
were measured for a sýandard test configuration. The canister was installed in the

Figure 3. - Schematic section of ECG
assembly electrical circuit In
bioharness.

Since the curý,ent ilo" from 'he
electrostatic charge drainage usually ranges
from 10-0 to 10-9 &rnperes and since
gruutid:,6 rc-istance is approx!-Tately 10 megohms, voltages of 10 to 100 millivclts will
appear on the ECG sensorb. This roltage is
similar in magnitude to the voltages normally
measured by the ECG sensors. Consequently,
interference with ECG readings of cardiac
This voltage interfervoltages was expected.
ence was verified during crew compartment fit
and function tests for SC 103 on July 17,1968.
Two space-suited men were fitted with ECG senWhen one
sort. in the flight configuration.
man rubbed his arm across the spaze suit of
the other man, large temporary disturbances in
the ECG readings were observed,
DISCOVERY AND REMOVAL OF STATIC ELECTRICITY
HAZARDS FROM SOURCES OTHER TH.AN THE SPACE-SUIT
Many sources of static electricity other
than the space suit exist in the spacecraft.
The relative importance of these sources can
be dk termined only in operational tests, in
which men occupy the spacecraft and simulate
the tasks to be performed in flight. During
the simulations, four effects of static electri-•ity were obsurvea by the crewmen; three uf
which were considered potentially hazardous.
The spacecraft was modified to eliminate each
hazard,
The first effect of static electricity
occurred when the surface of the space-suit
glove was charged by handling various )tjects.
When the charged glove touched the face of a
C), gage, the gage reading was a. tered by the
However, this electroelectrostatic charge.
static charge effect presented no hazard and
was disr'-garded.
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locker, momentcxily grounded, and then rapidly withdr-wn to a position where the canister
bottom wa. about one-half inch from the locker top. This configuration corresponded approximately to the configuration in which
sparking occurred. The spark Jumped from the
bottom of the canister to the top of the
locker as the canister came completely out of
the locker.

minor sources similar to those of Apollo were
located, such as sleeping bags, stowage of
metallic objects (i.e. LiOH cannisters) in
insulated lockers, etc. No major sources were
found except possibly the astronaut himself.
The maximum static electrification level
for a space-suited astronaut was established
as 5000 volts in the Apollo program.
In the
9kylab program, similar voltages are expected

The capacitance of the lithium hydroxide
canister relative to the storage locker was
approximately 30 picofarads in the test configuration, and the voltage was approximately
10,000 volts. These values were approximately the sass for all storage lockers tested;
the values corresponded to a theoretical
spark energy of approximately 1.5 millijoules. The theoretical spark energy is sufficient tu ignite gas vapors or mists, but
it is not sufficient to ignite solid combustibles.
Elimination of the canister/storage lockers spark source w"s considered necessary, and elimination was accomplished by
grounding the lithium hydroxide canisters
during insertion and withdrawal.
The canisters in the UI' and in the PLSS were also
tested. No static -lectricity c.,jrges were
found in these two articles because of the
absence of an insulating liner inside the
storage lockern.
During simulation nf lunar surface activities, a third potentially hazardous static
electricity effect was found. The lunar sample receiving containers are hoisted into the
LM by means of a Teflon fabric belt and metallic pulley combination.
It was found that
the hoisting operation electrically charged
the belt to approximately 5000 volts.
The
charged belt produced strong attractive forces in powdered minerals (hematite and basalt).
When the charged belt was placed 1 inch above
a tray of powdered mineral, a substantial
quantity of powder flew vertically upward and
stuck to the belt. This alerted investigators
that the belt might carry the lnnar dust
(which could be either toxic or tler'.mable) into the U4 along with the lunar samplc container. To prevent this, the belt was'N'>wn
in a zigzag pattern with metal tnread.
TheNconducting metal thread effectively reduced ".
the electrical charge to only a fev hundred
volts and completely eliminated dust pickup
due to electrostatic charge.

for full, suited astronauts.
The highly insulating nature of the surface of the suit
makes possible the accumulation of a charge
of this magnitude.
However, the Skylab astronauts do not
wear a suit for most of their operatLons, and
the voltage level established for the suited
man is not appropriate for estimating static
electric effects on these operations.
Consequently, tests were performed to determinc.
the maximum voltage to which a Skylab astronaut could become charged whilc wearing everyday garments.
A detailed description of the
test follows:
Two subjects were suited in the apparel.
to be worn during Skylab missions and placel
in an enclosure in which the relative huLmidity
was held below 40%. The subjects were in the
enclosure for 20 minutes before tests were
performed to allow the subjects and clothing
to stabilize at the lower humidity. The resistance between the subjects' skin and building ground was measured to be greater than
1 12 ohms.
Tests and their results were as
follows:
Subject 1, the fully suited subject,
removed his jacket.
Subject 1, was rubbed by
subject 2 across the back on his undergarment
with a cotton towel, Nomex, Beta cloth and
flight jacket: When rubbed with cotton towel3000 volts built up on the body and clothing.
When rubbed with Nomex-Zero volts on the body
and - 1000 volts on the undergarmen. (the spot
which was rubbed).
When rubbed with Beta
cloth - 1500 volts on the body and clothing.
vhen rubbed with a second jacket - 0 volts on
body, 200 volts on jacket.
It was concluded that the Skylab astronauts wearing their everyday garments will not
become charged to static voltages greater than
3000 volts during normal activities in the
spacecraft.
This represents an approximate
[pper limit reached under extreme conditions,
k
and will rarely if ever Lc experienced by the
astronauts.
7he amount of electrical energy
available is less than half that from the full-suited astronaut, and is insuff-cient to
ignite solid or fibious combustibles, and most
mi~ts. Gases could be ignited. The hazard is
considered to be negli.clbly small, because of
*,be extreme difficulty of generating this
amount of statis electricity on the subject
while wearing Skylab everyday garmer.ts.
While
a neglig•.ble ignition hazard is anticipated,
-tatic electricity could Produce undesirable
effects on sensitive cir.cuits.

STATIC FLECTRICITY !N 1lE SKYLAB PROGRAM
The experience gained in the Apollo program leads rae to expect that static 1ectric
effects wi.1 be obse.:ved Jn tae S1qnb progrt~m. Consequently, the Skyl'ib spacecraft was
sy-itema-.icalLy surveyed to ncetLe aoorces of
static ele,;tri'ity. C'.reful Inspections were
made of twe Orbital Workshop, Airlock Module,
and the Multipla Docking lo.,ter to i.dentify
any aevices, systems, or activities Ahiie hionm~dial

could pu-cdu~t stalic electri-ity durirný oporation of tVe spececraft. A large number if
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in.t.:-"entation for measurement of brai, waves and "axdiac activity is
sensitive to snall clectric charges. The

suitable, but it cannot be used because of an
electric shock nazard.)
Other static el]ctrtcity ignition hazards were discover.-d .Iurin.; operational tests
These hpzards included a
of the spacecraft.
highly charged plastic couch cover, spark dincharge from lithium hydroxide canisters, and
poorly grounded storage lockers. The couch
-over henard was eliminated by installing a
grounded metal screen underneath the couch
cover. The- lithium hydroxide canister hazard

energy rom common static electric discharges
is sufficient to produce noise in the circuits, and in extreme cases may se-iously
damage the circuits.
Two sets of instrumentation were identified as possible problem areas, the electro
encephalographic experiment (M133) and the
Discuselectrocardiogram experiment (MO93).
sions of static electric effects on these experiments and pruposed solutions to thesp effects awe as follows:
•ylab
Sk

V

eliminated
locker Ahazard
the stoiage
and proper
for
o1 Sky].ab
survey were
grounding.
by

Static elec-

elertricity re

vea

on

oyw ou

Ssensors

to the electroencephalographic
tric discharge
of experiment M133 when the subject,

by

standing problems.

Sthread

dons the cap containing these sensorss is
real possibility. These sensors are extremely
sensitive, and damage to the circuits could
easily be produced by such a discharge. A solution to the problem was implemented, in which
conductive thread was sewn into the cap in a
position
where
astronaut
touch
the The
when
he the
grasps
the cap must
to put
it on.
metallic thread is grounded by a high resistemce,
sufficient to both discharge static electricity
electro shock.
asld
protcet against
Static elec(M133).
xSkylab
Eperiment
troencephalographic sensors of experiment
•(M133) when the subject dons the cap containing these sensors is a real possibility.
These sensors are extremely sensitive, and
damage to the circuits could easily be produced by such a discharge. A solution to the
problem was implemented, in which conductive
thread was sewn into the cap in a position
where the astronaut must touch the thread when
he grasps the cap to put it on. The metallic

Gas Mixtures by Electric Sparks." Third
Sym•nposium on C'mistion ad Flame and Ex)losion Phenomena, Wi]liam. and Wilkins Co.,
1949, PP. 363-367.
3. Leonard B. Loeb, "Static Electrification. Springer-Verlag, 1958
14.W. F. Cooper, "The Practical Estimation of Electrostatic Hazards." J. Appl
Phys., vol. 4, supplement 2, 1953, pp. S71S77.

K

W

EbxTeriment_ (_•

fýL

hr'ead is grov1ed by a high resistance, suf-

ficient to both discharge static electricity
and protect against electro shock.
a series of
Skylab Experiment (MO93).
experiments on static electric effectz on the
electrocardiogram system of Experiment 14093
were performed. Results indicated no problems
existed other than generation of occasional
noise spikes.
CONCLUSIONS
The amount of static electricity that can be
accumulated by a space-suited man, who is
electrically isoloaed, is sufficicnt to ignite combustible gas vapors and mists but is
not sufficient to ignite combustible solids
found in the Apollo spacecraft. Connection
of uhe biomedical sensors to the space-suited
marn provides a grounding path sufficient to

prevent appreciable charge bui]dup. Consequently, no hazard exists when the biomedical
sensors are connected to the space-suited man.
Temporary interference with biomedical sensor readings occurs during static-charge
drainage. This interference can be minimized
by provid..,3 a 0.1- to 1.0- megohm path parallel to the ground circuit. (A complete
short .ircuit to the ground would be more
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The Pole of Electrostatic3
in Skylab Contaminant B~ehavior*
H. E. Beaver and R. W. Ellison
Martin Marietta Aerospace
ABSTRACT
Skylab is an experimental space station
that will be launched early in 1973 by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The station is a 100-ton complex of
highly versatile laboratories whose capabilities for multipurpose scientific investigation are unmatched by any institution on
Earth. Its three-man crews will carry out
over 50 major research programs in earth resources, oolar astronomy, ?aro-g maoufacturing, medicine, and a variety of other areas.
This work requires inatruments of the highest
sensitivity, and this inherently implies that
they will be susceptible to extremely minute

trel system is Octivated to mainta'.., the sunpointing attitude, and the OWS is pressurized
in prepaiation for docking of the CSM and
entry of the astronauts.

amounts of contaminants.
A comprehensive
program of contamination control has been ef-

One day after the first launch, a Saturn
IB vehicle launches the CSM and its three-man

fec J bpth analytically, experimentally, rnd
through major hardware controls.
The role of electrostatics in contaminant behavior is not established. This paper
discusses the possibilicy thaL contaminant
deposits and particulate clouds may be substantially influenced by static charges on
the spacecr&ft and the contaminants themselves, and reviews the evidence of such
charges.

crew from Pad B at '(SC Launch Complex 39. The
CSM is first inserted into an interim elliptical orbit 93 to 138 miles above the earth.
Using its service propulsion systom, the CSH
then climbs to rendezvous with Skylab and
docks to the axial port of the MD1W.thus ccnpleting the cluster. Crewmen enter and actiThe CSM is powvate Skylab for habitation
ered down so that only the essential elements
of the communication, instrumentation, and
thermal control systems remain in operation.
In the OWS, the astronauts conduct assigned
experiments which, on Flight 2, stress medical and solar research and evaluation of longterm habitability of the Skylab. In addition,
the crewmen activate and check out the earth
resources experiments and the ATM solar observatory. On the 27th day the crewmen prepare Skylab for storage in orbit; on the 28th
day they board the CSM, deorbit, and splash
down in the West Atlantic recovery area.
Sixty days later, a second CSM and another three-man crew are launched from KSC.
Orbital insertion, rendezvous, and docking
are the same as on Flight 2. This mission can
last up to 56 days and is similar to that of
Flight 2, but places more emphasis on solar
astronomy and earth resources experiments.
The third CSN and its crew are launched
approximately 1 month after the Flight 3 crew
returns to earth. This mission complet.cs the
objectives of the planned experiments and provides additional data on the crew's adaptability and performance during the planned 56-day
flight.
The data accumulated from the many Sky.
lab experiments will literally take years to
assess. For example, one experiment in the
earth resources experiment package will provide over 21,600 separate photographs in several different spectral bands, covering various areas of the earth.

P

Fig. 1

SKYLAB WILL BE THE first manned space effort
after the Apollo lunar exploration program.
During its 8 months in orbit the Skyiab
Cluster (fig. 1) will pass above all parts of
the Earth within 3450 miles of the equator,
its delicate sensors finding and recording
new information about the sun and the Milky
Way, the earth's atmospheric sheath, remote
end sparsely inhabited areas, the earth's
composition, and even about man himself. The
dta from these experiments will be of direct
benefit to man in agriculture, forestry,
oceanograph%, geography, geology, water and
land manageitaSt, communications, and ecology
and pollution control.
The Skylab mission begins with liftoff
of the unmanned Orbital Workshop from Kuunedy
Space Center. The Skylab workshop is launched by a two-stage Saturn V vehicle from Pad A
of Launch Complex 39--where lunar flights begin--and is inserted into a near-circular orbit at an altitude of 435 km and at an
inclination of 50 degrees from the equator.
During the first 7h hours of flight, commands
are issued to jettison the payload shroud,
maneuver the workshop into a sun-pointing
mode, rotate the ATM solar observatory 90 degrees to its operating position, and deploy
all solar-cell panels. The ATM pcinting con*Work supported by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
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Skylab Cluster

It was recognized early in the program
that accomplishing the planned ccientific )b-

Tabi: I - Electrostatic Behavior of Charged Particles
Charga-to-Mass Ratio. coulo.mb/k%

jectives would depend to a large extent on

the amount of surface contamination on the
exterior of the vehicle. For example, many
of ti'e science experiments rely on clean

Parameter
v0, m/saec

1-

16-4
6.3 % 10-2

1021
6.3 x 10-1

100

6.3 x 10-3

optics; thermal control coatings must stay

r 5o, I

6.67

6.67

6.67

6.67

t 50 , se1

1.6 x

1.6 x 10'

1.6 x 103

1.6 X 103

clean to control the temperature of the vehicle; and electrical power systems could be
degraded by contamit.ation on the solar cells.
A major interdisciplinary program vss
undertaken to identify possible sources of
contamination and all susceptible hardware

los

% - velocity for charged par'icls to escape spacecraft
at 2, .

r0 - radius for particles eittedv t T to turn around
- time for particles
.2itted
to turn around

and to develop a mathematical model to predict the Lifects of contamination. As a re-

sult of this ans!)sis the following a&ttons
have been implemented:
(1) The contaminant system has been
tested and shown to create no detrimental effects.
(2) The overboard vent has been eliminated.
(3) The disposal system has been rerouted to the waste tank, where effluent muse
pass through multiple filters before being
vented overboard,
(4) The questionable outgassing materials have been replaced or buked out.
(5) All measures known to control corona have been imposed on all hardware, and
tests to demonstrate corona-free ceration
have beLn required.
SBecause of the criticality of th.• Sky-.
lab experiments and the relatively long life
of the spacecraft, all mecha;aisms through
which the contaminants can be attracted onto

to-mass ratios on a signtficant fraction of
the particulates dispensed, and a substantial
increase must also occur in the spacecraft
potential sInce the charge imparted to the
spacecraft must be equal and opposite to the
charge imparted to the narticles.
It is well recognized that launch ignition will cause the Saturn booster to acquire
a charge of several hundred kilovolts. This
charge develops as burning ionized gases are
expelled from the engines, ccusing an accumulation of electrons on the engine bells and
structure. However, during this phase of
flight, Skylab is enclosed within the payload
shroud, and since electrostatic charges primarily appear on external surfaces, it is
protected. Furthermore, during the coast
phases that follow engine cutoff, the large

been rigorously scrutinized. These analyses
show that the electrostatic charge of the vehicle, though small, could attract particles,

bly areives in )rbit with a zero net charge.
SkAB ENVIR~dENT

"and
that thest particles could then
to the surfaces through contact

Beginning with tbh early Sputnik and
Vanguard satellites, considerable empirical

triboelectric charges.
Partiles charged by venting and dumping,
indefinitelyforor example,
collectedwill
by be
the retained
spacecraft
if

data have been accumulated on the conditions
of space at different altitudes. Skylab will
of spacwith aa dvelocity
i t of
a 7.5 .,t l05 Sya
orbit
cm/sec wila
at

charge is rupidly dissipated by the free
electrons ,nuicr ions at orbital altitudes.
Thus, from an analytical standpoint, we
can assume -hat the Skylab Orbiting Assas-

and bcome bound to vehi.cle surfaces have

be bound
potentials or

e

an altitude of 435 km.

At this altitude

the
number of electrons and ions are nearly equal,
and range between 5 x 104 and 3 x 105 per cm3
Table 2).
However, due to differences

their velocity of emission does not exceed
Sq2 v(
ve -(see

in mass and temperature,

Sed

6.3

where q/m is the charge-to-mass ratio o4 a
charged particle emitted by a spacecraft
having a potential of V . If the spacecraft
has a potential of 20 v athe
dhasas a a spote
o
and can
.epresentsphere withl
with
a radius
of bo5
S o,
then the

and because they

move randomly between coll.isions at a velocity of only 1 to 2 x 105 cm/sec, traveling at
a small f:action of rhe spacecraft's speed,
ions are swept out by the spacecraft,
leaving
The electrons,
on the field
other
hand, area wake.
constrained
by the magnetic
and are moving helically along the geomag-

escape velocities for severa) ty-,ical values
of q/m will be as shown in 7able 1.
tinetic
Equation (!) indicatpr chat highly charged
particles will be retained and even collected
unless they are vented and dumped at high yelocities. Tyoically, water droplets in turbulent flow can reach values of q/m as high
as 0.1 coulomb per kg. Coal dust has been
meauured at 3.veral thousandths of a coulomb
per kg. In general, high-velocity flow,
spraying, or atomization leads to high charge-

field lines at a velocity notably
greater than that of the spacecraft, interacting on all exposed surfaces of the vehicle.
The net result is that the electrons about
the spacecraft tend to bi uniformly distributed, but that the density of ions in the
wake is reduced below ambient values, while
thi ion density ahead of the vehicle is increased.
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- The lky1lO Environment at 435 ka
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CHARGE RESULTING FROM SPACE PLASMA
To prevent the following una"iysts from
becoming unduly complicated, we can reduce
equivalent geometthe Skylab v'hxcle to its
Neglecting the solar-parel
rical shape.
wings anu the Apol~o Telescope Mount, the

1

,.

I(A,-t)
.Cr,

-.

01MI
Plasma Charge Iffects on a
Spherical Spacecraft
By summing the icn and electron currents and
solving for the spacecraft charge 6 , we
a
obvin
obtain

Fig.

2 -

KT [9n

free ions and more than ten times slowar than
As a result,

n

a,C,

This c~linder
m long arj 6.6 = in diameter.
2
has an area of 898 m , which is Lquivalent
to the area of a sphere 8.4 m in dtameter.
Skylab will have an orbital velocity o:
x i0S cm/sec.
Thus, it will be travelling approximately five times faster ,han the
Sthe free electLrons.

•
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basic configuration is that of a cylinde- 40

S7.7

e

there will

(._

8XT

IM

"2e-

'

2

i
Cn

be a concentration of ions impacting the foriiard portfor~ of the vehicle, but elctrotus
directions.
will impact ;he vehicle from all
This will cause the ýlecIron curient to the
vehicls to be larger than the ion current.
In effect, the vehicle will take on a negabut that. number
tive potential such that all
of higher-energy electrons sufficient to bal-t are repelled.
ance the ion curr

ees4)
When the appropriate numerical values
are substituted in th:- enuation, the charge
on the spacecraft resuitin,ý from motion
through the plasma at an altitude of 400 km
is found to be about -½ v.

metal body, such as that shown in Figure 2,
the respecti-e electron and ion currents can
be described by:

spacecraft will cause ulectrons to be ewitted
Tnis electron current flowfrom ihe vehicle.
ing away from the spacecraft will tend to

CHARGE DUE TO PhOTOELECTRIC EFFECTS

Brundin( 2 ) has shcwn that on a spherical

e

-Ni

vs

2

R

Ci

Solar radiant energy falling on the

counteract
effects.

(2)

the charge accumulated from plasma

The resultant vehicle charge

and

½
- ee

"there

s
electron charge ,
coulomb

when

photoelecLric effects are included is
KR
I 8K
2 In

-(eOS/KT

(l,/

e -

(%.)

iC

1.6 x 10-19

e
1
i'
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whare
IPH-

orbit across the cylinder and another comConponent longitudinal to the cylinder.
slaering the cylindrical form. of Skylab, the
voltage generated on the vehicle will be

photoelectric current, coulombs.

that this equation is similar to
Eq (. _xcept that the second term has been
modified to include the photoelectric current.
Meaaured values ot IpH .R2 from Explorer
and other spacecraft shoe that currents of
less than 10" amp per sq m are to be expo.cted.
Inse~rting th2 appropriate numerical
values alters the spacecraft charge by less
than 0.1%; i.e., the photoelectric contribution is negligible.

E - B v (L cos 6 + D sin 6)
where

B - magnetic field intensity - 4 x 10-5
weber at 400 km
v - 7.7 x 103 m/sec
L - length of vehicle - 40 m
D - diameter of vehicle - 6.6 a
6 - angle between spacecraft and direction of magnetic field
When 6 - 0", a longitudinal voltage of
CHARGE FROM MOTION THROUGH THE MAGNETOSPHERE
12.6 v is generated along the length of the
vehicle. When the spacecraft is oriented so
For the usual unmanncd spacecraft, which
that e = 90, a voltage cf 2.06 v is generated
is of small dimensions (1 or 2 m in diameter)
across the vehicle.
and syr2metri,.al, the voltage createti by mo-Sklbilanhdtanncntonf
Skylab is launched at an inclination of
tion through the magetosphere is insignifiNeglecting geomagnetic
500 from the equator.
cant. However, when we consider a vehicle
anomalies, the angle 6 will be closer to 50°.
the size and shape of Skylab, then the elecAt this angle, the voltage generated on the
tromagnetic force becomes apprcciable.
vehicle will then be
Consider . cylindrical metal tube 40 m
long, 6.6 m in diametei, and moving through
E - (4 x 105) (7.7 x 103) (40 cos 6 + 6.6 sin 6)
earth's magnetic field at a velocity of 7.7
This voltage will appear as a d-c gradiIt is immediately Lpkm/sec (see Fig. 3).
ent along the length of the vehicle on which
parent tthat a sizeeble voltage is generated,
an a-c component of frequency equal to the
-7 7

B 4

10./-

orbit period is

"
-larger

2-

superimposed.

In any case,

the charge from this source will be much
than the electrostatic charge from motior. through the plasma.
As the spacecr.ft changes orientation
with respect to the magnotosphere, the magnitude of the charge changes and may, in some
orientations, reverse polarity. As thfi occurs, various areas of the spacecraft's surface become more or less attractiqe to ionized-particle contaminants and electrons.
CHARCZ EFFECTS FROM RCS ENGINE FIRINGS

L

Fig. 3

•
B-

-

considering electrostatic charges on

*In

(Lt~o$0 +Do)

the Skylab Cluster,

Charge on a Spacecraft Traveling in
tl:e Geomatric Field

We must also consider that

-'i

-

the firing of the reaction

engines on the Commane and £erice
-ontrol
Module has little effect. These engines will

Skyldb flies

be used to dock the Apollo CSM wih the MDA,

in two different attitudes.
Ita primary attitude is solar iner-ial, in which the solar
arrays or major axis of -he vehicle are
pinted sunward. The alternate attitude is
with *he Z-local vertical axis toward the
nadir; this is the attitude in which an airThese different atplane normally operates.
titades act to cause differing vehicle axes
to be normal to the geomagnetic field. Thus,
differing induced voltages are present as the
attitude changes.
Since Skylab's orbit is oriented 50* to
the equator, the vehicle moves alternately
northward and southward, and ncrmal to the
magnetic field at the excretrs. This motion
through the geomagnetic field generates an
alternating voltage component of 1 Hz per

and to make orbital adjustments during the
mission.
The voltage developed on the spacecraft
by RCS engine firings can be estimated from
Lne integrai of current with tlme measured in
P typical test firing.
bince the spacecraft
caracitance can be calculated very roughly
as about 930 pf,
the magnitude of the charge
1c given by

SiRCS
C

dt
-V

References 3 and 4 an-.lyze the effects
of charges from small rocket engines operating in a space environment.
These studies are
unanimous in their conclusion that small rock-
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ecs with non-ablative engine bells produce
very low-potential energized particles. A
potential of ±5 v appears to be the maximum
chaige to be expected, and then only with
engine firings of considerable duration,
Since the Skylab RCS engines will only
be operated at infrequent intervals, and then
for relatively short p4.riods, the small charge
they produce can be disregeeded.

All measurements were made between the nozzle
panel and the wall of the chamber.
At a pressure of 10 psia, the triboelectric charge ranged from 45 to 60 v, depending
on the particular nozzle, and the charge built
up from 2 to 50 sec. At 100 psia the voltages were between 70 and 180 v.
In an earliar setup in this chamber, the highest reading observed was 1800 v.
In the last test, a large, 45-ft-high by
25-ft-diameter thermal-vacuum chamber cooled
with LN2 was used.
Condensate was vented at
a rate of 1 gallon in 11 mLnutes, and the
nozzle chargiag :u;rent was measured using a
Keitl.ley 410 electiometer.
The current was
erratic, swinging alternately posicive and
negative for the first 7 minutes, and finally
settling out at a constant polarity between
10-6 and 10-7 amp for the remaining period.
A rough average of the readings is 3 x 10-7
amp.
Under these conditions, a spacecraft with
a capacitance of 930 pf would be charged at
a rate of 320 volts per second, and 4ould
ýeach an ultimate potential of 210 kv after
11 minuL.s if the Lurrent were continuous, of
one polarity, and if there 'ere no mechanism
fur discharge. However, such voltages cannot be achieved, even in the ionosphere, because the rapidly increasing potential would
attract and return the appropriately charged
effluents befoze such high potentials were generated.
In the Ionosphere, the tendency to
charge will be negated by the drawing in of
ions or electron-, and an upper limit of 200
v seems likely.
Photographs of liquids vented into a
very high vacuum show that a small fraction
of the particles cross the tracks of the remaining particles.
In our own tests and in
tests at JPL, these anowaluis tracks remain
unexplained. Eiectostatics has been involved
and may, perhaps, be ultimately established
as the causative agent. Astronaut reports
and Apollo photographs also confirm the existence of anomalous trajectories (see rig. 4
and 5).

CHARGES FROM LIQUID DUMPING
In the late nineteenth century, it was
discovertd that a waterfall has an electric
field of several hundred volts per meter.
This fiel
's apparently caused by the mechanical disruption of the stream from impingement on the rocks below.
This same
effect has been observed under many other
circumstances and is a aource of concern in
cleaning supertankers and in transferring
fuel between iircraft in flight.
Skylab,
, its earlier configuration,
vented certain liquids overboard.
The cloud
of ice part.cles created by this venting
raised concern ebout surface deposits and the
iifetime of the cloud.
It was believed that
venting might charge the vehicle while charging the droplets, and that electrostatic effects would aggravate the potential -roblem
by making the clcoud take longer to clei.r, increasing the amount of surface contarinat.on,
and ir.troducting highly charged particles into high-voltage regions of sensors.
From the
start, Skylab was -onfigured so tiat no
straight line of sight exiuted be(ween sources
ot contaminants and critical surfaces.
Two
series of tests were performed to datermine
whether this line-of-sight protection could
oe negated by electrostatic forces plling
particlýs to critical suriaces, '.Lr .le resu~ts were generally inconclusive.
Even
though the data did rot show that electrostatic forces dominated the transportation of
contaminbnts, the vent I' . were rerouzed
through the waste tank, an,, the effluent was
filtared to ensure that no escaping particle
would be largec than a few microns.
As a part of the contamination test program for Skylab, Martin Marietta conducted
several series of tests to simulate the
dumping of water from the environmental con"densate system to space.
In the first group of tests, a stream of
distilled water was pumped through three
different types of nozzles in a thermal vacuum chamber.
The nozzle panel was insulated
from the chamber walls using material with
a resistance of 2 x 101 oms.
At the s:art of each test, the vacuum
chamber was pumped down to a preasure altitude of 175,000 ft.
During the tests, thequivalent altitude decreased to 150,000 ft
due to the volume of wa,er introduced in the
chamber.
The triboulectric charge was measured
with a sensitive resear-h electrostatic voltmeter, which had a range of 200 v full-scale.

Fig. 4
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Water Jet into Air Streaming into
Vacuum (Courtesy of C. Miller, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory)
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Water Injected Directly into Low"Temperature, High-Vacuum Chamber

other and is at 90 to 125 v dc. Since the
voltage of the panels is 50 v, the
solar-cell arrays are considered as being et
a mean voltage of +50 v from the body of the
vehicle.
Of course, they are insulated from
the body of the vehicle and are also environmentally protected with coverz of fused
quartz, which has a resisat'Vity of 1018 ohmL

iAssuming
the solar panels are at this
+50 v average level, it is apparent that an
ion sheath will be formed over t'lie
panels,
whereas the body of the vehicle will be at a
small negative potential and the plasma sheath
"about the vehicle will be highly non-uniform.
As a result, there can be substantial voltage
across the paints, the solar cells, the quartz
covers, and the insulation blankets.
The
problem is not tractable.
OTHER TRIBOELECTRIC EFFECTS

HECHANISMS OF VEIIIC T E DISCHARGE

In addition to the triboelectric effects
that result from dumping
the triboelectric effect of contactliquids,
potentials is also
important in analyzing possible contamination
:-chanisms for Skylab.
Table 3 lists the
relevant physical properties for Sklab material,.
In the lote.# tart of the nineteenth
century, Alfr.u Coehi. of Germany determined
that the amount of electrostatic charge generated between two materials in contact is
determined by the difference in their dielectric constants.
The matetial with the largest
dielectric constant will have the positive
polarity.(5, 6 ) This relationship is expres-

It was shown earlier that collisions with
charged pa-ticles in the space environment
cause the -harge on Skylab to build up to an
equilibrium potenttal of small magnitude. At
this point a sheath is established about the
vehicle that effectively shields it from
further contact with the plasma particles.
The thickness of the plasma sheath is
about 0.44 cm, equal to the Debye lengt..
The
concentration of charged particles, ions, or
electrons in the sheath depends on the ragnitude and polarity of the charge, which for
an idealized Skylab has been shown to be about

v.The sheath of electrons is also the

oh'

sed i

oh'

qa~ra

-•V.
mechanism
whereby the vehicle is discharged
when charge mechanisms oLher than plasmacharged particles drive the vehicle from its
equilibrium potential. The conductivity of
the sheath and the capacitance of the vehicle
(920 pfl combine to determine the time constant that is effective in discharging the

where

spacecraft. The complex geometiy and surface
properties of Skylob combine with these sheath
properties to render computations cf discharge
currents and rates intracLacle,

of the two materials in contact
k - Coehn's constant
H. R. Ri,:hards, worriA'g on c fellowship
at Princeton Jnivecsity, ap2nt vonsiderable

Skylab
&covered to a large extet.t with
dielectric thermal control paints.
The white
paint has a resistivity of 1.3 x l105 ohm-cm:
the black paint, 1021 cnm-cm.
These values
can be higher after exposure to vacuum.
7hus.
the dischaxge can be extended by many orders
of magnitude, and may require seconds.
The charge pattern of the v-hicle wili
also be distorted by the solar panels of the
OWS and AHi.
These solar panels are constructed of numerous strings tf solar batteries,
in ser~es.
Fcr instance, one Ai2 subpanel is
constructed of 360 solar batteries, with the
positive and negative interconnections interspersed over the surface of the panel.
Ono
end of each series string is grounded; the

average value of Coehn'a constant as k - 4.4.
Using Cozhn's Law, we csn analyze soyoral probable situations that may arit4 durIng Skylab operations.
For example, the condensate dumpcd from the Airiock Module is
water mixed with human sweat and breath. As
such, it closely approximates a salt colution
and would have a similar dielectric Lcnstant
of 6.4.
if a droplet of this condensate
ghould contact the magnesium fluoride (MgFk)
coating of the S190 experiment windcw, A Contact potential will be generated. MgFE has a
dielectric constant of 1.9, so the charge
will be

Q.i_
KI, K

PER/URATIONS TO -V-ALYSIS

I

sdi

-

qaina k (KI
Q1-2

)

resultant charge differential,
esu
- respectve dielectric coostan's

time empirically Verifying Coehn's constant.
He LeSted many materials and determined the
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Table 3 - Skylab - Trlboolectric Seri**
1

_

or Vehill

OIleactric

dc 1siatf-

C,4etant,

HMtarial

Location*

Constant

vlty, oa-0

sat

Nitrogen

1.2,3.4

1.000347

Oxygen

1,2,. 4

1.000494

Clean Water

3

-78t

Meoproan

5

-6.4 at 25%C

Polyurethane

5

-6.7 at25
2

Zinc Sulphide

8

-5.3

Clean Ice

3

4.8

8.

Cla&a-Boro Silicote-

6

4.05

8 x 10'

3-

Glss ?used •illic

7a
7b

3.85
2.23

1 x 10l
1 ax 10:

3.85 . t10:

1.10

Puced Quartz-Mirror
Infrasll-Fused Quartz

8

3.77

1 x 108s

3.77 x 10 0

4.1o

6.1

8

Cloan

MaCU
Ii

RE,
Refaerance

2.8
2.8

2r C
22

I t.24 . 101

,CW
1

1

6 . U•2

3.9 . ,01)

1

. 101'

6.7 x IQ01

1

011

3.5 x 10"
- ..3ii

SyLon
Nyl4r.5

5

3.5
3.

6 . 10
a 'Gi

Paper

5

3.29

5 x

Teflon

5

2.04

5 x 10IQ

1.02 . 106

1

Marno.iua Fluoride

9

1.95

1.39 1 100

2.7 x 100

6:7

Liquid Urine

9

4.8

5.7 . 101

1.02 . 102

536

Liquid Oxygen
Liquid Nitrogen

1.2,3.4
1,2.3.4

".' ;a 10"K
1.454 at -203"C

6 x in 12
8 x 1010

7.5 . 1014
.1.3 x 1012

a
8

Liquid Hydrogen

1,2,3,4

1o228 at 20"K

I a 1013

9.16 x 10Q

8

16.6

9 x 100

14.9 x .01

9

13

8.5 . 10-'

1.1

CaraoiAm

2.1 x .
1.4 .

I.

I0"

x 1oil

1011

I

O:

Silicon

5

Carbon

5

1.4 . 10-

Stainless Steel
Titanium

11
5

90 x 10.6
47.8 . 10-5

iton

5

9.7 a 10-6

2

Cobalt

3

9.7 x 10-6

2

Nickel

5

6.9 x 10-

2

Zinc

5

6 x ,0-6

2

Henganese

5

5 x 10"6

2

Aluamnrm

_%

2.62 x 10-6

2

Chr-olu

5

Cold

5s

2.6 x 10-1
6
2.4-4
n0

2
2

ropIr
UIEA (flaakln
Hetucn.1)

5
Lite,• only
for tef

.49
l•0
2 x 1012

2

7.1

L:1:2,:4

2.3

1.32 , 101S

11

Fae;~
lPf
moisture

10

55-852
bulk (Kol:,-ure
aeterial)

Waste Foods

jo

•hlicl.
Va
• ••,6r,•-•;"

S~~Leakqe

SourceTima

X,9
12
2

PointsI
.2.Wz
-G

--llck-Cetoloc-463-3-8

1,2.3,4

6.27

9.5 x 1011

5

1

tLeaaage Source. or Vehicle Locations.
1 - CSK
2 - 04
3 - AM
4 - MDA
S - Vantline Experiment H479, 8512
6 - S190 Boron Silicate - Crown Window

5

7a
7b
8
9
10
11
12

-

5191 Fused Silica Window
Quartz Overcoat on S191 Mirrors
$192 Infra;Il Windoo or Gertanium Window
Ma;ne ium Fluoride Coatlinq on b and 7&
Leakage froe OVS, taste Tank
Steel Pipes froe Wait Tank and Vahitla
Structure
- Etcrior Thercal Contnl Coating.

R~efera--n~cal

I-

A. 1. Vao HIiple, 'Viols-trlc Materiel* and Appl-Aitlons." MIT Technolocy Pr.*. and

23
4-

'internetiona.. Critlcnv Tob -n.' ttcraw-Hill, 1932
Cornind Gl... - "yu.6d Silica 7940 Date Sheet MFS-6," 'torrh 1q66
After.lOpLIca. lnc'- "TI Infrasil I - Data Sheet"
U..1..- u.s--..
And Concentr.lvte Propert!.. of 1u•a,...
D. S. Pu-tan,. *-olnoaition
-u$1aa Astronautice Co-DAC-61125-F-1
(.no'z
and Odfehav. "P.nd•ook of Physic.." McGraw-H.4l, 058
s-Oa."ciao
l' n Handb-.ok," :IL-RDY-IAlI
'•on.ok
of ,z -testr
•nd
= Phvsic." 41.1 Edition, C'mical Rubber Publishing Company
W. ". 'o.IQ. '"Hank tok of M.litaer, Infrared Technology," Office of Naval losearch,
%#Ioto, C..,45
Vendor I.format.-,
L#0orator-i Teat tt Mrietta
Xsi•:

Wiley & Sone,

5-

6
7
8
9

-

1011 -

1958
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Q 4.4

(6.1 -1.9)2
75.6 esu.
Since the dielecrric constant of rhe droplet
is largpi, its charge will have a positive
polarity.
From electrostatics, we know that the
force resulting from an electrostatic charge
is equal. to
F

mobile windshields. It also explains how an
airplane flying through an .tmosphere containing dust can get dirty even while flying
600 mph. The electronic theory of o'dhesion
Was 3lSO Ltiteied to a great extent by 9. V.
Der~jaguin and V. P. Srnilger (9 )
Using the dielectric constants and the
bulk or surface resistivities fromt Table 3,
it is feasible to develop an approximate
time constant that is Indicative of the time

0?
.

The resiftivity of MgFZ is l.,, x 108

where
F -the attrat.tive force, dynes
Q -the criarge, esu
r - the soz:aration distance between materias,
cmIs
For
w,ýwil
impici
asum tha r
this seoaratic.n
1 1--6c=10 ,Using
di~ne h
trciefrebtenthe
drcplet and t,,ewindcv surlace is
2
(75. )
F -612
-1 1
j1 A io 6 )

The proouct ý)fthese two factorb; is z.7 x 1083,
-.
hich is an approximate time cor.btant in secp'nds. Thu~r it is seen that after a particlet
isttracted to a surface, ic may be expected
reainthere for a considerable time, even
throug~: the duration of tha Skylcb mission.
Alt:hough rho prýecise dielectric constant
is not generally known for metallic maiterials,
the roadtait is very large. From econsideraions in phisical optics, it can be sho,.ak that
the "dee:~cconstant"
closely appr3ximates
the square oiý the index of refraction.
For
reflect've mettals, n becomes very large and
the die'ectric Lonstant approaches infinity.
However, the magaxitude of the dielectric constant is largely offset by rhe very low resistij4i'v of metals. Steel exchibits an averag~e
resistivity of 90 z 10-6 ohm-cm; and the res'stivity of gold is only 2.44 x 10-6 ohm-c%..
Consequently, even t:.ýugh a large instantafleous charge may occur ipnen a particulate material is In contact wzth metal surfaces, the
charge dissipates in microseconds flue to the
low resistivity of the mttal.
Table 3 is a triboel'ctric table of
Skylab materials.
This tao'le can be used to
eqtimate the contact potential bet.4epn vehicle
iurfaces and contaminants.

x l(05 dynes, or 5.7 x 1010
Viewtolls.
A similar situation may result from operatioo of Experi~uant M479 (Manufacturing
Technoiogy). Oite of the residues vented to
space from th.is experiment will be Teflon
particles. Tne dielectric constant of Teflon
is 2.04.
it is possiblio, due to tbeir re!Intive proximity, that a reflon particle might
ccntact the quartz tSi0,,) coating of tha pri"-ary mirror of Zxp~riment S191 (infrared specIf this occurs, the resultant
tromete:).
charge will be
-5.7

Q -4.4

(3.77

-

2.04)? = 13.4 vsu

and the attractive force between the particle
and the wlit-tow will rien be
dynes.
.5xl1
(34)ý
13

ADDITIONAL DATA FROM SPACE
Some recent results from ti'a Apollo lu-

x 1 0 -EJ;nar
Those examples show that contact D.)tenZials can res,.lt in a very large attractivje
force to bind the contaminant particles on the
windows,
Although these for.,es appear to be extremely large, they have been corroborated
fo
)tl,,tr fiells of endeavor.
0. K. Donald
investigated particle adhesion on various substrates used in the graphics Industr9.
By
usirg bjads of substrate, covering them with
other powdet7od materials, and spinning the
c, )irations in a centrifuge, he detetimined
the adhesive for..es Of LJdt.Tht potenttal for
n~merous compounds.
in his experiments he
found that some combht.ations (_f -materials -. n
withstand a-.:el~ratiops up to 30,00:j g before
teeprc.surface)

progran, chow clear e'ridencc of electroIn
static fcrces controlling contamnbat~on.
some cases lunar liusr has beun secn to "Jump"
to Jielaclric sutfaces and remain there
against l'inar gravity in a geometrical ,,attern
associated with an electrostatic fietd (see
Fig. 6 and 7)1. Other indications pertain to
density measurements of ocutral and charged
molecules. Surprisingly, the sunlit strface
of the m.:-on
appears to have densities o neutral mnleculea and ions that are not so far
different from thR values in the upper F'
iono'sphere where Skylab orbits,
The striking eviden4ce that electrostatics
controls the tranhportation and deposition -f
lunar dust combines With the other evidence
(of r~ear-fonusrpheriL j)Lupertiec. at the lunar
to nece3sisate continued attenticin

ihes'. rpsnalt:

to the question-

seem Lo indicAte why dirt

and mud qpotb adhere so strongly zo our auto-

How large is

the rule of~

electrostatics In spacecraft contaminatlbn,?

1.48

-A~,,-ý,-

-

--a-t
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Electrostatic Potentials Developed by ATS-5

TOTAL SPACECRAFT CHARGING

Sherman E. DeForest
University of California, San Diego

ECLIPSES - The plasma environment seen at
synchronous altitude is quite different from
that seen at lower altitudes (2,3,4). Particularly in the midnight region, great variability of plasma density and temperature is
found. In addition, a synchronous spacecraft
goes into eclipse for periods of about 1/2
hour ever night for a period of 3 to 4 weeks
Therefore, the
on either side of en equinox.
satellite's response to any given plasma in
both darkness and sunlight must be known.
This is demonstrated by the data shown in

ABSTIACT

"Investigation of the properties of lowenergy particles measured on board ATS-5 show
that the synchronous spacecraft can charge to
-12,000 vol.ts in eclipse, and several hundrtd
Differential charging can
volts in sun.light.
produce local fields of several thousands of
volts per meter in the near vicinity of the

Figure 3. It contains 24 hours of data
The format is a
taken on October 16,
plot of energy versus time for both electrons
and protons. Note that the energy scale for
protons is reversed so that zero energy electrons and protons have the same origin. The
gray scale is modulated by the counting rate
with low rates being dark. The scale is
allowed to overflow and recycle. The highest
proton counting rates in the figure are black.
For more details on this method of presentation, see reference (3).
These data (which are taken only fron
detectors looking perpendicular to the spin
axis) show a sudden change in character at
about 0620 UT and return to what would appear
to be a normal development at 0720 UT. It is
not surprising that this type of event was
first thought to be a crossing of a particle
trapping boundary from closed to open and
back. One of the first papcrs presented on
these data even ,uggested this explanation
(5). He,;ever, the orbit calculation showed
ttat cn this night, and every other night
w"ýn such events occur, the spacecraft enters
and leaves eclipse at exactly the times of
the evenL. For this reason, we had to assume
that the apparent :hanges in spectra are due
to some effect local to the spacecraft.
The most obvious explanation is that ATS
is ck~rging to s negative potential of about
4200 vw'ts In eclipre. This is shown to be
tie cas2 by considering the detailed spectra.
Fignre 4 shows a cut taken through the
previous figure iust prior to the -- 'nt.
rDsta from both sets no d.Lectors are showy in
the figure ý,ith the perpcndicular at tbh top.
Data from the 'wo directions have ber.ý Leparated by a factor of 100 for con'enience.
From the integrals calculaied Pt the top of
this figurý . it is seen thal e plasma has
a density of about 1/cr,3 . The electrons have
electron volts,
a tempertture of' about C•JO
Pad the protons have a temperature of abcut
10,000 electron volts. Both species are
roughly Maxwellcn 'n shape.
Figure 5 iL in the same format, but is
taken fro•, tnc middle of the event. Note the
sharp ,iict-off in pro'ion below a certein
energy. In both of these, figures, energy
flux, which is nearl.y proportional to
countii.g ratc, has teen plotted,

spacecraft surface. Time constantr for
charging can be less than a second to tens of
minutes.
ATS-5 WAS LAUNCHED INTO SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT on
August 12, 1969. Shortly thereafter, it was
stationed at 105 W longitude (local midnight
at 0700 UT) with orbital inclination of 2.300.
Before launch, research groups at both the
University of California, San Diego and
Lockheed, Palo Alto had insisted that ccnducting collars be placed around the apertures of
low-encrgy particleŽ detectors. This was
mealnt to te A partial sý'.,.eV against local
electric fields whicn coua _ffect particle
countiS rates. In addition, sc•ze concern
was exprns-ed about the fact that the viewing
cones of two instruvents looked out throug. a
cyli-4-ýr of sclar cell:. The genera. geumetry is shown in Figu,'e I. In flight, ATS
rpixs at about 100 rpan about the longitudinal
1xis. The zpin axis is oriented parallel to
the earth's axis.
Withir weeks it was obvious that these
rrecautir.,s had not been sufficient to prevenst differential cbargJ;g from taking place
The big
in the vicinity of the end detectoi.
surprl8., however, was that certain puzzling
particle events ciaid be shown to be due to
the whole spacecreft charging to thousands of
volts. No onm else had reported seeing these
kinds of potentials developed on spacecraft,
6lthough several predictions of a few volts
potential had been wade. Therefore, a paper
(I) was written wnich discussed this charging
with emphasis on a model that had bec-n develThis papel will review
op~d to predict it.
that work, t'ien djscurs some more recent work
on the differentlal charging, and finally
present some evidence of effects which nave
not been sati,.fantorily exp!ained yet.
-STRUTATICS
The tCSD plasma detector is snown sche,ratically in FiS-rt 2. Four such detectors
Ae~ provided. on ATS-5. They are arringed in
elu!ctron-proton pei-s looking parallel anu
perden,'iculrr to the spin axis. The energy
range ifrow 50 ev to 50 keV is covered in 62
logarithmica2lv placed steps. A complete
scan take. about 20 sec,-nds.
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UCSD PLASMA
VIEWING CONE
MAGNETOMETER

SOLAR PRES'SURE
BALANCE RINGv -

_-

SOLAR PANELS
THERMALCONTROL
EXPERIMENT---J
EQUIPMENT
BAY

SOLAR

flDRT411'Tý
II
LENGTH
DIAMETER

Fig.

72.5 INCHES
57.6 INCHES

1.- Schematic representation of'ATS-5.
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When the same data are replotted as phase
space density against energy as in Figure 6,
the charging hypothesis is confirmed.
In this
representation, the data are seen to be almost
identical except for an offset of 4.2 keV, and
not only are the electron and proton spectra
offset in opposite directions, as they should
be, but also the shift in both cases is the
same amount that would have been predicted
from the loe.ation of the proton cutoff. This
is emphasized by the parallel sol'• lines
drawn through the electron data at a constant

corrections were made for -agnetic or wake
effects.
The spectra of outgoing electrons as
produced by incoming particles was then calculated for several representative charging
events.
Keeping the outgoing spectral
shapes constant, the normalization was varied
to obtain an indicated zero net flux to the
spacecraft. An excellent fit was found when
the surface was emitting only about 1/4 as
many electrons of pure aluminum would.
The best value lor the photo-electron

separation of 4.2 keV. The largest deviation
from this simple explanation is in the 30- to
50 keV electrons, but from Figure 3, we know
that the electron spectrum is changing fast
enough in this time period to account for this
discrepancy.
Other examples would show much the same
story. This particular case was chosen for
publication only because it has a relatively
simple injection with fairly stable spectra.
ATS-5 does not charge to high potentials
during every eclipse. An injection of hot
plasma must precede the eclipse by not more
than approximately 3 hours for significait
charging to take place. On the average,
slightly more than half of the eclipses result
in cnerging. On several days, injection has
taken place while the spacecraft was in the
shedow. The spacecraft went from almost zero
potential to a very large potential within a
single scan.

flux produced. by ATS-5 was obtained by considering the sunlighiocharging events. We
calculated 8.2 x 10amp.cm as compared
with 3 x 10-9 amp/cm2 for pure aluminum
measured on a rocket flight (7).
A side effect of this calculation was to
predict that the spacecraft normally is about
one volt positive potential in the night
region. This prediction has also been made
in a recent paper by Grard (9).
Figure 7 shows the predicted net flux to
ATS-5 as a function of potential using this
model and the pre-eclipse data from Figure 4
with the assumption tnat the photoelectron
flux has been turned off. The proper
potential is predicted to within the resolution of the instrument.
DIFFERENTIAL CHARGING
IN SUNLIGHT - The total charging events
are spectacular oddities which have been
useful in developing the theory of charging,
but several types of differential charging
are more important to particle experimenters
in that they can happen al) the time.
It will be remembered that the one set
of detectors look parallel to the spin axis
of the spacecraft, yet in Figure 8 a large
modulation is seen in the protons looking
along the spin axis. This modulation is at
the spin frequency. Simultaneously, there is
a cut-off in the electron, spectrum. Ti.o modulation of the protons increases to higher
energies as the cut-off in the electron
spectrum increases. Perpendicular detectors
see neither effect, but the parallel detectors see similar events on every active
day from the autumnal equinox to the vernal
equinox.
As was .een in Figure 1, the parallel
detectors are at least partially shielded
from the external plasma by a ring of solar
"cells with several antennae and a boom on it.
Initially, we thought that sunlight was being
reflected down into the cavit.' by one of
these booms. Something (most likely the
thermal control unit) would thon change up in
the way that would be expected in the dark.
Then the periodic illumination of the cavity
temporarily decreases the potential. The
net effect would be to produce an electric
field that is dependent on the spii, angle.
A better explanation can he deduced from
the special -vent shown in Figure 9, which

SUNLIGHT - ATS-5 can also charge to
several hundred volts in the sunlight. All
such events are confined to the midnight to
dawn time sector. This might have been expected by the nature of injections at midnight,
but another feature of sunlight charging is
that it only happens during the winter months.
This has been true from launch until the most
recently analyzed data of spring 1972.
A typical charging event would be to
about -150 volts for a period of 5 minutes to
an hour.
The seasonal effect imust be due to the
seasonal variation in the magnetosphere which
causes ATS to uut thyough higher lines of
force during the sunmer. Therefore, occurrence of this !ffect is probably a function of
the location at which the spacecraft i',parked.
Detailed magnetospheric mappings would have to
made before a prediction of sunlight charging could be made for other longitudes,
THEORY OF CHARGING - A thecry
to explain these total charging events has been
developed and presented in detail elsewhere
(1). The technique will be only, summarized
here.
As a first step, it was assumed that the
spacecraft was made of aluminum, and then
standard laboratory values .ere used to predict
backscattered electrons (6), secondar, electrons due to both incoming protons ana electrons (7), and photo-electrons (8). No
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particles are seen below the cutoff energy,
However, in Figure 11 we see the perpendicular
data taken at the same time, and there is a
definite peak in counting rate below the
cutoff. Figure 12 shows four scans taken
The presence of these
during the event.
particles is particularly difficult to explain
since they do not occur on every charging
Thoy have too high a flux to
(cf. Figure 5).
have been created by ionizing neutrals in the
Elastic scattervicinity of the spacecraft.
ing of ions near the spacecraft is also much
The most likely candidate
too weak a source.
at this time seems to be particles sputtered
from surfaces of the spacecraft which are not
Data
at the same pctential as the main body.
on sputtering (10) would indicate that the
incomixig fluxes are strong enough to produce
However, the exact nature of
these particles.
these particles cannot yet be determined, and
have no adequate explanation of why
we still
they occur sometimes and not others.

contain data from the parallel detector for
the same eclipsing event as previously shown.
A slight differential charging had taken place
starting at about 0600 UT, coincident with the
During Ine eclipse, this
main 'injection.
feature slowly disappear-n ov-r about 20 minutes. AMter le.aving th: eclipse, the differential feutu.re does not retuirn immediately,
but rather builds up with a similar time
The same general typ.ý of behavior
constant.
is seen on all eclipsing events when there
has been differential charging before entering
the shadow,
The capacitance of the 5pacecraft to the
outside plasma is of the order of picofarads,
but the capacitance formed by an oxidized
layer of aluminum on top of metal can be several thousands of picofarads per square centiThe events shown in Figure 9 can then
meter.
be explained by saying that in the dark part
of the solar cell cavity something charges up
in the same manner as eclipse charging. When
shadow, it
the spacecraft enters thee'.rth's
charges up tarovigh ar. effective capacitor of
The previously charged
about 1 picofarad.
several thousands of
surface then finds itself
volts above its equilibrium potential, and
proceeds to discharge, but it is working
through a much larger capacitance back to the
Similarly, this large
main spacecraft body.
capacitor takes several minutes to charge up
after leaving the shadow.
The vroton modulation as seen in Figure 8
is then thought to be the result of a changing
E X B force acting on inccming particles,
During typicel differential charging events,
the angle between the spin axis and the local
magnetic field is about 300.
This phenomenon occurs until the •nnual
precession of the plane of the orbit tips the
spacecraft far enough to illuminate the cavity
continuously.
While the perpendicular detector never
sees such striking events, a non-spin modulated notch is frequently seen in the lowest
A possible explanaenergy Qlectron channels.
tion of this could be a slight charging of
the solar cell covers in sunlight with a discharge time long compared to a spin period
(about .5 see). ATS-5 is a particularly
simple spacecraft in exterior configuration,
and that probably simplifies differential
charging problems for the perpendicular detector, but differential charging might be expected on any spacecraft operating in the
outer magnetosphere, depending on its configThis is
uration and orientation to the sun.
particularly important when measuring plasma
flows by looking at modulations in a spinning
detector.
The magnitudes of electric fields produced in the vicinity of the parallel detectors can be estimated to be of the order of
thousands of volts per meter.

SUMMARY
Many types of surface charging phenomena
Some have not yet
have been seen on ATS-5.
At this timn, it
been adequately explained.
is known that the spacecraft can charge to
well over 10,000 volts in eclipse, and to
Difseveral hundreds of volts in sunlight.
fkrential charging which produces fields of
at several thousands of volts per meter have
Time constants for charging
also been seen.
can range from a fraction of seconds to tens
of minutes depending on the surface being
charged.
All of These effects are serious hazards
to the study of low-energy natural plasmas.
Particle optics and accessibility can become
hopelessly snarled in these fields.
The possibility of subsystem failure due
to discharge of these potentials exists, and
may already have been observed (11).
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charge directly, by knocking electrons out of
At
the surface material when they impact.
higher altitudes where atmosphert.c particle
densities are extremely low, this phenomenon
of photoemission can be the dominant mechanism
in determining the spacecraft charge.
The temperature of the atmosphere at
these altitudes is on the order of 1000'K. It
is convenient to use the electron-volt (eV) as
On this scale, the atmosan energy unit.
pheric particles have energies of about 0.1 eV
and are frequently called thermal particles.
In contrast, there are energetic particles
present in the Van Allen belts and in the magnetosphere with energies of thousands (keV)
and millions (MeV) of electron-volts.
Although the fluxes of particles with these
large energies are usually small compared to
the fluxes of thermal particles, there are
times, especially at higher altitudes in the
magnetosphere, when these energetic particle
fluxes can affect spacecraft charges.
Finally, the motion of the charged particles in the spacecraft environment is dominated by the earth's magnetic field, which must
therefore be taken into account in calculating
The term
the charge acquired by a spacecraft.
ionosphere is used for that part, of the atmosphere where the charged particle density is
controlled by collisions between the particles as well as by the magnetic field. Above
a few thousand kilometers altitude, collisions are so infrequent (the mean-free-path
is on the order of or larger than the dimensions cf the earth) that the charged particle
densities and fluxes are determined by the
interaction
earth's magnetic field and its
with the solar lasma streaming from the sun
_noHence the term m
(the soltu' winds.
sphere is used for this outer portion of the
earth's atmosphere.

Electrostatic Charges Acquired by Spacecraft
and Their Possible Effects on Instruments
Elden C. Whipple, Jr.
National Oceanic and' Atmospheric Administration
ABSTRACT
The important charging mechanisms for a
spacecraft in the ionosphere are the collection of ions and electrons from the ionoE.pected and measured spaceopheric plasma.
craft potentials (measured with respect to the
ambient plasma) are on the order of the equivalent electron temperature, namely, a few
At higher altitenths of a volt negative.
tudes where the plasma density is lover, photoemission of elnctrons caused by sunlight
Other
drives spacecraft potentials positive.
mechanisms that can at times affect spacecraft
charges are secondary emission of electrons,
the induced electric field caused by space.,
craft motion in the earth's magnetic field,
and electric fields on exposed spacecraft
Large negative potentials have been
surfaces.
observed during magnetic storms in the earth's
shadow and have been attributed to the effect
Spaceof large fluxes of energetic electrons.
craft potentials must be taken into account in
the design and interpretation of charged particle experiments in the upper atmosrhere.
THE SPACECRAF

ENVIRONT

THE ELECTROSTATIC CHARa acquired by a
spacecraft is determined primarily by the
The lowest altitude
spacecraft environment.
at which a satellite can 'oe- maintained is
about 250 km (about 150 miles), and at this
altitude the environment is characterized by
an e6tremely low atmospheric pressure, about
Yet in spite of the rareatmospheres.
10l"
compared to the
environment
the
of
nature
fied
atmosphere at the surface of the earth, it is
primarily the interaction of the spacecraft
with that fraction of the tnvironment•.l
particles that are charged that determines
the electrostatic charge acquired b:, the
spacecraft.
In addition to the low atmospheric
density, the spacecraft environment is characterized by sunlight, except of course for that
part of the satellite orbit wdhich is in the
The flux of solar photons
earth's shadow.
includes ultraviolet and x-ray wavelengths
which are absent at the earth's surface
because of the absorbing effect of the denser
These
portions of the earth's atmosphere.
are
shorter wavelengths of the solar spectrum
responsible for producing the charged partithe
cles, ions and electrons, which constitute
ionosphere at satellite altitudes. The number
about
degsitX of ions or electrons ranges from
km)
10 /cm) at thl pesa of the ionosphere (300
to about 1/cmS in the earth's magnetosphere.
In addition to their ionizing action, these
energetic photons can affect the spacecraft

CHARGING MECHANISMS
When rin ion or an elec;ron strikes a
spacecraft surface, the particle charge is in
In the
general acquired by the spacecraft.
surmetal
a
upon
incident
electron
case of an
face, the electron is absorbed into the conThere is a small
duction layer of the metal.
probability at thermal energies, about 5%,
that the electron will be reflected before
At higher energies t'.e electron
absorption.
may be absorbed and then re-emitted with
other electrons that bave been excited being
The ratio of the number of
emittei also.
is
emitted electrons to the number incident
called the "secondary electron yiel?.". A
typical yield curve versus energy of the
incident electrons is shown in rigure 1.
When an ion approaches a metal surface
it is neutralized at lad incident energies by
pulling an electron out of the metal before
The neutral atom
the surface is reached.
then strikes the surface and rebounds, so
that the net effect on the metal is the
acquisition of one positive charge. Occasion-
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0

fairly realistic equilibrium potentials can be
obtained with some simplifying assumptions for
factors such as the spacecraft geometry and
material and for the collected currents.

ally, more than one electron is pulled out of
the metal. The ratio of the average number of
additional emitted electrons to the number of
incident ions is called the "secondary yield
for ion impact."

It

is

only weakly dependent

on the ion energy below a few keV. At higher
energies the ion actually impacts t'he metal
and a larger number of electrons can be emitted
as a result. Some typical yields for protons
incident on aluminum and tungsten are shown in
Figure 2.
0
The behavior of charged particles incident
upon insulating surfaces is less well understood. Electrons may be caught and bound in
the surface layer of the material at the point
of impact until they are released by some
The binding
mechanism such as an incident ion
forces and mobility of the charged particles on
the surface are strongly dependent on the natare of the material,
The rate at which charged particles are
incident upon a spacecraft depends both upon
the number of charged particles in the vicinity
of the spacecraft and upon the particle trajectories. The particle trajectories are determined by the thermal velocities of the particles and by the forces exerted on them by magnetic and electric fields. Since the electric
field around the spacecraft depends not only
on the charge on the spacecraft but also on
the space charge distribution in the vicinity
of the spacecraft, it is apparent that the
calculation of the total ion or electron current is an extremely complicated problem.
The fate of electrons that are e:qitted
from spacecraft due to ion or electron impact
or to photoemission is also dependen't upon the
local electric and magnetic fields as well as
upon their initial velocity. If the spacecraft is charged positively, the emitted electrons may return to the spacecraft without
escaping and hence not contribute to the current balance. Photoemission current densities
due to 2 sunlight are on the order of 3 x lN
amp/cm (1) . The photoelectrons are probably
emitted isotropically with a distribution of
velocities corresponding to an energy of 2 to
3 eV.
The equilibrium charge Tesiding on a
spacecraft is determined by the condition that
there be no net current to the spacecraft--if
it car be assumed that the cpac-ýcraft is a conIf the
ducting body at a uniform potential.
spacecraft is not a conducting body, then each
point of the surface will reach its own local
equili.brium potential determined by the condition of zero current denity at each point,
The problem, then, of determining spacecraft
charge involves calculating all the possible
currents to the spacecraft as a function of
total charge on the spacecraft, and determining
-hat charge is required to produce zero net
It is obvious that a realistic calcurrent.
culation will be extremely complicated; however,

OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING SrACECRAFT CHARGE
There are a number of other factors that
must be taken into account in considering
One of the most
the charging mechanisms.
important of these is the spacecraft motion,
A typical satellite velocity in near-earth
orbit is about 8 km/sec. Typical thermal velocities in the ionosphere are from I to 6 km/sec
for ions, the lower velocity corresponding to
oxygen ions (0+) which dominate at the lower
altitudes and the higher velocity corresponding
to prctons (H+) which dominate at higher altitudes. In contrast, the thermal velocity for
electrons is much hMgher, about 200 km/sec.
Consequently, a oatellite is supersonic with
respect to the ions but subsonic with respect
to the electrons. One result of the satellite
motion, tnerefore, is an ion wake. The region
immediately behind the satellitV is depleted
of ions, but not depleted of electrons. The
wake region !.s a tail-like conical region of
negative space charge and consequently negaextent and other charactive potential. T.Iie
teristics of the wake depend primarily upon the
ion composition, but also upon the magnetic
field. Wakes have been detected behind spacecraft (2), and some •heoretical work has been
attempted with the aim of calculating wake
It is apparent that the
characteristics (3).
wakt. can affect the collection of ions and
electrons to the rear of a spacecraft.
Another effect of spacecraft motion is an
induced electric field caused by the motion
of a conducting body across the esrth's magnetic field lines. The induced field will
cause polarization such that the field due to
the polarization charge exactly cancels the
induction fi'.ld in the interior of the body.
The polarization charge, in turn, is the
source of a real field external to and carried
along with the body which depends on the geoIts
metry and the environmental plasma.
effect on particle collection may be described
by saying that the potential of the surface
of the spacecraftvaries lineraly with distance in the V X B direction. This effect
cen be particularly important if the spacecraft carries long antonnas. One end of the
antenna will tend to be "pinned" to a potential near the placma potential, while the
other end may reach a high negative val.te
given by (17 X 9).Z, where L Js t4e length of
the acatenra. The quantity (V X B) can be as
high as 0.2 volts/meter, so that long antennas
of several hundred meters such as have been
used on the topside sounding satellites and
on the radio astronomy satellite can cause
large potential excursions
As mentioned above, the magnetic field of
earth also affects particle collection

_____the

because of the spiral nature of the charged

• Numbers in parenthesis designate References
at end of paper.
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particle trajectories ebout the field lines.
The gyrroradiuan for electrons is a few centimeters; for ions; a few meters.
The influence of surface material prLperties onlseconidary emission and photoemission
has already been distussed. If a spacecraft
has a sigrifficant magnetic moment or de or rf
.aectric fields on exposed surfaces, these
can also affect particle collection and hence
tne spacecraft charge.

city and A is the cross-sectional area of the
satellite in the direction of motion.
The effect of a, at-tractive potential is
to increuAse the effective crcss-section of the
spacecraft. The effectiveness of the potential in "r,.iching eout" and pul'ing in additionel ions is beat describcd through the cencaept of the "Debye Length" which is a measaire
of the distance over which a ý:barge is shielded
in a pleszma. The lar'ger the Mlbye len~gth, the
mov'p effective is the potential, with imn
infinite Debye length corresponding to an
unshielded Coulomb field. As the electron den sity decreases, the 1)ebye length increases
according to the relation

TYPICAL SPACECRAFTf FOYZ?11IALS
Because of the fa-.:t that. electrona have
higher thermal velocities than ions. there is
a larger f)kx of~ electrons than ions from the2J
ionospheric ý)laswa to a body such as a spacecraft. Hence a negacive ..harge is acc'uilated
until enough electrons art. repelled that. the
electron and ion currents are equal. To a
good approyimation, except in Lhe wake region,
thie Pe~~ctron -urrent densi .y to a negatively
charged body at a potentiaý V is giver, by
I
Jne(:%T/211a)' nn,ý(Vc/kT)
(1)

L - (eoyr/ne)

wheme c i,,the free space permittivity. In
the uppgr atmosphere the Debye length ranges
from a fe-w mm in 4he ionosphere to several
meters in the magnetosphere. An aectarate cal-clation for the ion current to Rn attractive
body in a plasma has only been done f~or kspheres
and cylinders at rest by Lafraxnboiee (4~).
A
convenient approximation that has been ised
assumes a spherically symmetric Deby- pc/entie]. d_1stribution,

Vaer t r is the local electroýn density and 'ý
the tauperature (e ia the un~tt charge, k is
BoltzmF~an 'a constant and m rhte electron ar3.ss).
The coefficient of the exporential. function is
call-ed the random current de'ns ty and would be
the current density of electr.-ns to an
uncharged surface. At the pea1.%_gf the insphere 2it Ir on the crdcr of 10
to 10
amp/cm2 . Bec-ause of the heavier ion mass and
consequent lower thzrial velocity, the ion
random curter~t density is about an order of
magr~itude amaller, but is still quite a bttx
largvr' than the ~hotoemi~sion current der sil.y
of tbouit 3 x 10- Qmp/cm . F!~nce lphotoemiss ion
ý,
'vts cart ba disregarded throughout a lar~e
prt ':
the . -)nosphere.
The s-.ple exponential dependence of the
elect~ron current density on potential a.due
to two things: first. the large therm--,] veboci'*y of the electrons compared to the datellite veloc~.ty means that the satellite can
essentially be regarded as beinF at rert; the
electron velocities are isotropic in:the sate].litu reference frame.- Second, the calculation
of currents In a repulsive force field is much
more stAýkightforward than for attractive forcefields be~cause space charge effects can in
general be d¶.sregarded. Neitner of these factors is true for the ions which means that the
ion current calculation is much more complicated and in general must be done numericall-Y
An approximate expression that is valid for
small poteaitials and large Mach numbers is the
so-called rem current expression that descr~bek;
the current that would be collected by a body
swee-ping tipal3 thi ions in its path if tbte
ions were st.ationary:
I+=n e v sA
In Vtai

expression, v

(3)

V(r) = Va (R/r) expf(~
N_/L

(4)

and then employs the resulti cof ion trajectory
calcul-ation~s to obtain ion curre-nt densities.
Some typical ion current -voltage curves for
various ratioc of the Deby? length to the
body radius 9re shown In Figure 3.
If the tota:'. elnctLron and ion cu;rrents
from expressions such as (')and (2) are
,quated, it can be seen that the equAtlibrium
potential is negcative and is given very nearly
toy the equivalent electron temperature multiplied by a logaxrithtaic function thaT is near
unity and rnly weakLy dependent on other
factors. Since 'one electron temperature Is
abouta 0.1 eV, spac''raft potentials should
also be typically a few tenths of a volt
negative. This is indeed the magnitude uf'
potentials tliat have generall., been mesasure-I
on spacecraft near the earth. Table 1 lists
some measurements of spacecraft poter~tial,
Most of the satel.lites in this table which
show. larger or positive peotentials w.zre either
in orbits that tc-ok them well into the magnetosphe-re or solar wind, or else had long
attennas or surfaces -,her.(. electric fields
were exposed to the plasma. In t~he oucer
Ionosphere or In the magnet~ospheze where the
thermal plasma density is T.c~w.
photcendls~ior
becomes the predominant posit~ve Turrent and
spacecraLft pc,.a2ntial3 tend to bec.~me positive.
All of the positive potentials in Table 1 were.
obtained on satelli+,s with o-obits that took
them well into the magnetosphere or ir-te
interpl~anetary space.
Cha~rgin~g currents duc to fluxes of energeI~i-: particles a-ze generally smaller than
c'~rsincret
n
c~ ntafc

(2)

is the satell1te- VCLO-
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SOME MEASUREMENTS OF SATELLITE POTENTIAL
Satellite

Launch Date

Experiment

Satellite Potential &Comments

Sputnih 3

5115158

Ion Traps

Negative to -o volts

Explorer 8

1113160

len &Electron Traps

Normal

Discserer 52
Cosmos 2

10113/61
4/6162

Ion Trap
Langmuir Probe
&Ion Traps

hrma-I
Ný:datie potential increased Dypositive
potentials on outer gr;ds of traps.

Air Force Satellite

4117162.

Ion Trap

Negative to -20 volts

Ariel I

4/26i62

Langmuir Probes

Normal, up to-]. 0 volt

Explorer 17

413163

Langmuir Probe

Nn, me up to -1.0 volt at night

Tiros 7

&119!63

Langmuir Probe

Normal% Negative soWar cells.

Electron Trap
Langmuir Probe

1-2 volts positive, Positive solar cells
Negative to -8 volts. Positive solar cells

No solar cels, some effect from

r.fI. probe

IMP A(E,,pl. 18)

H1/27163

Explorer 2b

8125/64

OGO 1

9/5164

I&E Traps
Mass Spectr.

Negative to -15 volts, Powlive solar cells

IMP BlExpl. 21)

1014/64

Electron Trap

1-2 volts positive, Positive solar cells

Explorer 22

10110164

Langmuir Probe

Explorer 27

4129165

Langmuir Probe

Negativ ex,.eeding -4 volts at times.
Some positive solar cells
Negative to -8 volts. Some solar cell
terminals coated

IMP C(Expl. 28)

5/29165

OGO 2

10114/65

Electron Trap

I-2 volts positive. Positive solar cells.

I

Ion. Electron Trap

Negative to -3 volts, solar cell terminals

_

Mass Spectr.

coated.

*"Normal" means a few tenths of a volt negative near the earth.

spacecraft potentials appreciably if the spacecraft were in sunlight. However. magnetic
storms can increase the fluxer of energetic
pqrticles and affect satellite potentials.
There have been cases of satellites in the magnetosphere triat experien-cd very large negative
potentials when they entered the earth's shadow.
Deforest (5) measureO a potertial as large as
10 volts negative on ATS-5 during simultaneous
magnetic storm and eclipse conditions. Frank
(6) has reported fluctuations of several himdred volts in particle energies meaqured with
an instrument on I14P-5 which he attributes to
spacecraft potential fluctuations. Scarf (7)
has st.ggested that there iL evidence from some
satellites in the magnetosphere that differential charging has occured on different ýnsulated portions of the spacecraft such that
electric fields as lanae as kilovolts/meter
occur between different portions of the sp'.cecraft.

EFFECTS OF SPACECRAFT C1•ARGE ON IEASUF11MtU'S
One of the most obvious effects of spacecraft charge on measureients is shoi.n in Figurcs 4 and 5 where the ion current collected
by an ion trap on the OGO-I satellite is
plotted against the reta.ding potential applied to one of the grids of the trap, The
ion trap is essentially similar to a conventional vacuum tube with the ionospheric plasma
acting as a cathode in providiag ions and
electrons. One or more grids are applied with
a potential which selects the ions or deletrons that can reach the collector according
to their energy, so that the current-voltage
curve yields information about the energy and
number density of the particles in the plasma.
In Figure 4 the spacecraft is in the earth's
shadow, and the ion current falls rapidly to
a background value when the retarding potential reaches about 2 volts. Five minutes
later, as shown in Figure 5, the spacecraft
is in sunlight, and now the ion current does
not cut off until the retarding potential
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Ion

Mode in Eclipse, 1910 UT 26 Mar 1965
Time (sec)

12 13 14 15 1617 18 19 2021 22 23 25 26 27 28 29
Spin Angle from Sun (degrees)

0

168

-60 0 30

120 -180 -120

60

90

150

"Positive

E

,-, Ne g c tive

2 -I9

Dist.= 2.3 Re

*

108

44-C

2*

4)

10 4

-11
4-

-19.0 -150 -11.0 -7.0 -3.0

1.0 5.0 90 13.0 1 .0210 25.0 29.0 33.0
Stepping Voltage

Fig. 4 - Ion current to the ion trap on OGO 1 in tb,•

earth'-, shadow.
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Ion Mode

in Sunlight, 1915 UT 26 Mar. 1965
Time (sec)

58 59 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 il 12 13 14
-60

168-• -I

U)
4

Spin Angle from Sun (degrees)
,

0I

108

.

a

*

"4

o Negative

8

15 16

I

60;'

,,

150, , -150,

-90,

,"

,

-30' 0, 30,

,

90

Positive

Dist.= 2.3 Re.

,

_

4
2

10

8

9_40o°

4

2
-19.0 -15.0 -11.0

7.0 -3.0

10 5.0 9.0 13.0 17.0 21.0 25.0 29.0 33.0
Stepping Voltage

Fig. 5 - Ion current to the ion trap on 0(0 2 in sunlight.
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to the vicinity of tze planet JupJter where
there are probably large electron fluxes with
energies of several IAIV. On the dark side of
the planet in its outer atmosphere where the
density of the thermal plasma is low, it is
possible thst spacecraft potentials would be
oi the order of millions of volts.

r-ach-s about 14 volts. The peak in current
a, ý5 volts is due to photoemission from the
grids and collector. The spacecraft potential
hý,ochanged by about 12 volts in a negative
direction as the satellite moved from darkness
into sunlight, and the curzint-voltage curve
has been shifted along the voltage axis by a
corresponding amount. s.ny kind of ion or electron collector will see an apparent shift of
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the energy of the particles by an amount correspondirg to the spacecraft potential shift,
and this effect is what has been used to infer
the spacecraft potentials in Table 1. In this
particular example, the potential shift is not
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Session introduction - Aircraft I
G.L Weinstock, McDonnell Aircraft Company

f

This session comprises the significant phases of lightning interaction N ith the total afi vehicle. Various types of
air vehicles, -uch as commermial, general aviation, military aicraft and helicopters are addressed. Yhe session
includes the fundamental aspects of the light.inz/airc'raft relationship in the papers on lightning mechanisms and
lightning triggering. The session d.-o covers attach point studies, design and application of lightning protective
systems, testing programs and statistical surveys of lightning strike incidents.
A few years ago there was an aura of ni:,stery surrounding aircraft lightning protection. Now analytic methods are
being developed leading to a beter understanding of the various lightnin,r and stat~c electricity parameters. As a result
of this, certain testing methods can be shown to be more accurate than others. As an example, the use of ungrounded
models for attach point testing may be ,n'xre valid than the ts'! o€ grounded models. Thus analytic methods provide an
important complementary tool to lightning simulation testing. Using -.n analytic approach will not eliminate full-scale
testing or even model tests However it will providt- a systematic means to reduce the amount of experimentation
required in a parametric study, and to restrict and concentrate the testing to these areas expected to be most beneficial.
It wil: also provide for hetter internretation of tCe test data. A cxmpilatior of data describing natural lightning is now
available and should be valuable in imaproving laboratory lightning simtulatiop, and complete strike histories are being
Mtaulated whi.,h can b' reated ba.ýk to analysis, design ano test methods. Thus significant progress in the solution of
airtraft/hghtning situations has been made since the last conference, and some of these accomphinhmants are presented

1
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Triggered Lightning and Its Application
to Rockets and Aircraft

Edward T. Pierce
Stanford Research Institute
ABSTRACT
Man car. mcJify the natural environment in
many ways that can initiate
lightning; among

TRIGGERED LIGHTNING--OBJECTS
WItH GROUND

these are discharges triggered by high-rise
buildings, by rockets, by aircraft, and so on.
It !s shown that almost all
incidents of trig-

Figure 1 illustrates
some realized (and
one possible) occurrences
Fi shes initiated
by high-rise buildings (Figure la) toke place
frequently, while instances of wire-tarrying
rocket (Figure 1c) and depth.-charge (Figure id)

"gered lightning

occur when the ambient field
1.ssome 10 kV/m or mcre, and the poteatial discontinuity between the conductor inftlating the
lightning and the adjacent atmosphers approaches
a million volts.

Some instances wi,.0

IN CONTACT

triggering have occurred;

aircraft,

types of initiation

examples of all

three

are shown in Figure 2a,

however, diverge from the second criterion; the
importance of self-charge Is considered in this
respect.
An assessment is made of the chances

b,
and c.
The cargo-helicopter example (Figure lb)
has never actually been reported as occurring.
llcwever, as Solak (3) has indicated, it could

of triggered lightning occurring during operations involving aircraft
and rockets,

quite possibly take place when a helicopter
operating in a thundery environment is approach-

NATURAL LIGHTNING is

ing the grouni.
Equipotentials are shown on
Figure 1; the. region of field intensification,

believed to demand two

conditions for its occurrence.
Firstly, there
must be a generally strong electrification

where initial
breakdown is most likely to occur,
is of course at the extremity of the object

within a clcod,

with electric fields exceeding
10 l:V/m being typical.
Secondly, this electrification must be rubstantially intensified
locally by various plosical processes, thus

where the equipotentials approach each other
most closely.
It has already been suggested that two
conditions--a high general ambient field and a

producing electric fiblds sufficiently large
for streamer--and therefore lightning--initiatlon (1)*.
Both conditions appear to be necessary for lightning occurrence; the local "hot-

local intensificatioi of that field--are necessary for lightning occurrence.
Estimates of
the ambient field, Ea, are readily made for
many Inetances of triggered lightning; these

spot" is essential for initial
breakdown, while
the resulting streamer can propegate and develop
into a lull-scale discharge only if the general
ambient electric field is high.

are based on measurements made either at the
time of the tncideai.s or inder comparable conditions.
A quantitatite measure of the effective degree of lield intensification is more

Triggered lightning seems tv obey the same
criteria
as ordinary lightning (2).
In almost
al1 instances of triggered lightning, natural
electrification processes provide the high

difficult
to define, since the morphology of
the field distribution around a pointed conductor depends on the Reometry of the conducting surface.
However, a convenient indicator

ambient fields,

but the necessary field concentration for initiation
or triggering is caused
by man.
Typically, the extremity of some man-

of the intensification is the voltage difference, VD, between tne ground and the unperturbed atmosphere at the height, 11, of the ob-

made conducting object is the point at which
the field concentration occurs,
It is convenient to differentiate between
triggered ligttning, occurring when the object

ject triggering the lightning; V1, effectively
represents the volhtge discontinuity between
the tip nf the object and the adjacent atmosphere.
If the electric field is ,'rtically

is

electrically connected te the groend (e.g..
a high-rise building), and that taking place
when the object is in free flight, isolated
from the narth (e.g., aircraft and rockets).

directed and given by Eli at height,
the ground, then
H
V (11)F
eh

NmrIt
Numbers in parentheses designate References
at end of paper,

Is generally believed that under thundery
conditions Eh will iacrease with height, although evidence on the amount of the increase
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(d)

ROCKET FROM SHIP

DEPTH CHARGE
LA-4454-23

FIGURE 1

EXAMPLES (diagrammatic) OF TRIGGERED LIGHTNING
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TALL BUILDING

DEPTH CHARGE

FIGURE 2
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(d)

NUCLEAR

INSTANCES OF TRIGGERED LICHTNING
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ROCKET

L/.-4454-24

K

is uncertain.
The well-instrumented experiments of Newand his collaborators (4,5) on lightning
triggering by rocket-bcrne wires, yield accurate estimates for
aand V .
For the depthcharge event (6) the height of the water-column
at the time of triggering (in other words, H)
is known, and, by analogy with the rocket-borne
In
wire incidents, Ea and V0 can be deduced.
the case of discharges initiated iron tall ob-

It is
on the appropriate median equipotential.
unlikely that this equilibrium sl~uation will
ever be attained or even ;pproached.
Sman The natural conductivity of ths atmosphere is not great,
so that if a conducting body is suddenly introduced it takes a vbsantial time before electrical equilibrium is achieved.
Furthermore, the
equilibrium situation varies with position and
especially altitude; thus an ascending rocket
or aircraft will be perpetually attempting an

jects, values of E and V. can be derived for
specific structures such as the Empire State
Buliding (7) and tne towers on Monte San

adjustment that is never realized.
Most important of all, aircraft and rockets experience
substantial and variable charging currents due

Salvwtore (9): in the latter case the effective
height of the towers is much increased by the
configuration of the mountain (2).
The statistics of discharges involving
tall towers and high-i se buildings can be
manipulated to give valuus of E. and VD.
Figure 3 based on the available data (3),
shows that triggered flashes initiated by upw.ird leaders from tall -tructures do not occur
for structures with heights lss
than about
150 m. Since tne ground-level field below a
thundercloud rarely exceeds 10 kV/m, it follows
that the critical values of 10 kV/m and 150 m
can be associated, giving V0 = 150X 10 kV
1.5 MV (casuming no tncrease of field with
height).
It is possible to anplyze the rtatist•lcl data on field-.magnitude distributions,
and on lightning strikes to high structures, in
much greater depth; such analysis enables, for
m
example, the strike probability--whether by
triggered or natural lightning--.o be assessed
at ay time for a structure of given height
located anywhere in the world (9, and unpublished work).
Figure 2d shows a very unusual incident;
it is of lightning initiated from instrumentation towers following the first thermonuclear
This type of triggered
e: plosion in 1952.
lightning differs from all others in that not
only the local field intensification but also
he general electrification is mar-made, bertg
caused by gamma rays generated tn the explosion
(10;,

to engine action and encounters wi n atmospheric
particles; thu resulting changing self-charge
almost guarantees that th.ý_e can never be exact
electrical harmony witV .*e surrounding atmosphere.
Estimates of A-aml ambient ficId, Ea,
are available
.,f--'the triggered
lightning 1.I.
..
'Iing aircraft and
rockets.
The
•f Figure 4 are--admitted,
ly--prob.aly incorret.t, but there is no obvious
simple way in which ,hese mode's can be made
truly more realistic as regards typical conditions.
If we adopt the diagrams of Figure 4,
then the voltage d'scontinuity VD is approximately 1/2(Eat) where L is the length of the
If the ambient field is
conductor involved.
horizontally directed (Figure 40)we have
VD w 1/2(Ealh) whore th is the horizontal dimension; in the case of a vertical amtient field
(Figure 4a and 4b) we have, correspondingly,
VD
I1/2(Etv). Note that in the case of a
rocket the length is effectively extended by the
conducting plume.
The best known triggered lightning incidents involving rockets are the strikes shortly
after the launch of the Apollu 12 space vehicle.
This lhunch was made into clouds that, although
not qctive thunderclouds, were undoubtedly
Surface fields of a few
str igly electrified.
!."i.
were being experienced (5), and allowing
foe some field iiwretoe with height it is probable that Ba within the clouds was at least
10 kV/m. The actual length--ll0 m--of the
vehicle is augmented electrically by pcrnaps
some '00 m of conducting exhaust plume (2, 11,
thus giving an effective electrical length of
abiut 400 m; hence, VD can be estim,tted.
Although reports of aircraft being struck
by lightning arq common, it cannot uwually be
determined whether or not the flash was triggered by the aircrift. However, there are at
least two occasions of lightning (12, 13) when
well-instrumented a.rcraft on research fligh,,c
were penetrating dissipating thunderclouds that
wore no longer producing lightning. The only
flashes that occurred during these penetrations
were to the aircaft, and there seems no doubt

STRIGGERED

LIGHTNING--OBJECTS

IH FLIGHT

Figure 4 illustrates, in a manner similar
to that of Figure 1, how lightning can be
initiated by aircraft and rockets. However,
the representations are probably far loss realistic thsn those of Figure 1. Specifically
t-e diagrams of Figure 4 assume that the objects
are in electrical equilibrium with their surroundings so that there is no potential differonce betweea the mid-plane* of the aircraft (and
of the rocket-eNhaust conbiaation) and the adjacent atmosphere; in other words, the object lies
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Table 1 - Tr.ggered Lightning Incidents
Ambient Field,
Type of Incident

Depth-charge incident
Empire State Building
Monte San Salvatore Tower

*

Statistics
to tall

Objects

Voltage Discontinuity,

-- Height or Length (m)

(MV = 106 V)

18

100 to 300

1.8 to 5.4

70
380
- 270*

Z 10

- 150

2 1.5

- 10

- 0.3

- 400"*

k 2.0

of flashes

V

0.7 to 1.4
1.9
2 0.8

10 to 20 (?)
5
2 3

structures

Thermonuclear explosions

*

Conductor Dimension

(kV/m)

Objects Connected to Ground
* Rocket trailing wire
*
*
0

E

-

30

•

10

Jn Flight

*

Apollo 12 Rocket

*

F-100

6 (vertical)

20 (verti-;al)

15 (norizont.l)

B (horizontal)

0.09
0.045
(Pds contribution due to
Pelf-charge on aircraft-indicated as - 1.9 MV)

0

9 (vertical)
36 (horizontal)

16 (vertical)
2 (horizontrl)

DC-6

0.072
0.036
(Plus contribution due to
self-chargo on a~rcraft)

Effectively exteadeO

by shape of mountain.

With allowance for conducting exhaust.
therefore

that the aircraft triggered

worthy that the strikes triggered by the DC-6

the

flashes.
Both horizontal and vertical componer~s of the ambient electric field were being
measured at the time of the strikes, so that,
are known,
since the dimensions ox the aircraft

occurred when the aircraft was encountering a
mixture of rain and graupel (13); precipitationimpact currents are notoriously large under
such circumstances.
For the F-100 incidents,

VD can be estimated,

sufficient experimental data are available for
the charge on the aircrrft--and therefore the

DISCUSSION

supplemental potential difference--to be calcu-

Table I summarizes the information on the
variox.5 instances of triggered lightning disthe incicussed •iove.
We note that for all

lated (5, 12).
Rough estimates indicate supplemental potentials approaching a million volts,
and also the ve-y significant feature of a
rapid increase in aircraft charge immediately

dents the values of ambient field are well withThe estiin an order of magnitude of 10 kV/m.
mates of voltage discontinuity Pre approximately I MV with the exception of the aircralt

,rvor to the triggered strike.
general
If we adopt the two criteria--a
ambient field of some 10 %!!m, and a local
potential dJscontinuity oO about a megavolt

incidents for which VD is aprprently only about
However, it should be re50 kV (0.05 MV).

(106 V)--as being necessary and sufficient conditions for triggered lightning, we can estimate

called that the representations of Figure 4 and

the chances of its

the analysis yielding VD (VD = 1/2(EaL))
any effects due to charge on the aircralt.

Table 2 iidicates the fields existcumstances.
de
ing for certain meteorological conditions.

ignore
It

occurrence under various cir-

are flying
is well known that when aircraft
under full engine power or colliding with pre-

note that general fields exceedtng 10 kV/m are
usually experienced only in thunderstorms and

cipitation particles in the atmosphere, the
reoulting charging currents soon raise the air-

heavy showers.
However, high fizlds can be
encountered within stratiform clouds, auch as

craft potential to a value of sevepal hundred
kilovolts with respect to the neighboring

nimbostratus, on rare occasions, and there are
Russian reports of lightning triggered by air-

atmosphere

(14).

craft sometimes occurring within these clouds (15.

This potential difference is

As regards the second conditton--a voltage
discontinuity of about a negavolt--the dircon-

presumably available to supplement the voltage
discontinuity VD calculated from the ambient
field alone, And thus it will facilitate
of leader breakdown.
It is
initiation

tinuity due to the ambient field, Ea, is approxiThis increases with 9a and the
mately I/2(VaL).

the
note-
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Table 2

-

Electric Fields Associated with Various Meteorological Situations

Meteorological Situation

r

Fair Weather
Non-Precipitating Clouds
* Fog
Stratus/Stratocumulus
a Small Convective Cumuli
Precipitating Clouds
* Steady Rain--Quiet
Atmosohera--Nimbontratus
0 Steady Rain--Unstable
Atmosphere
* Heavy Showery Rain
* Steady Light Snow
4 Heavy Snow and Snow
Showers
0 Thunderstorms

Typical Field
within Cloud
(kV/m)

Extreme Field
within Cloud
(kV/m)

Chance of Aircraft
Triggering Lightring

0.2
0.6
0.6
1.0

2
10

0.5

20

Very Slight

2.0
10 to 20
0.5

40
100
?

Slight
Appreciable
Very Slight ?

5.0
10 to 100

?
> 30C

Appreciable ?
Substantial

Ncgligible
Extremely Slight

dimension L. Thus the larger the aircraft or
rocket the more likely it is to trigger lightning. Note also that for rockets the length is
effectively extended by *he conductiiag exhaust
trail. The conductivity of the trail depends,
among other factors, on the rocket fuel and the
length of time the trail hao been in existence;
the .atter factor s:iggesta that the faster tne
rocket, the more probable is the occurrence of
triggered lightning. However, we have noted
that in the case of strikes to aircraft the
necessary voltage discont'nuity is probably
due more to charge on the aircraft than to the
ambient field and the aircraft dimension.
Since aircraft--arnd presumeloly rockets--charge
strongly when under fu!l engine power or en-

PEFEREC•E

countering precipitation particles, it follows
that the critical voltage discontinuity is often
approached in flights through all types of
clcuds, and that the more important criterion
is therefore the magnitude of the general ambient
field.
A corollary to this argument is that
techniques such as active dischargeri (16) that
minimize the eharge carried by aircraft also reduce the likelihood of triggered I'Shtnrng.
Qualitative ausex.sments, baied on the above
discussion, of the chances for triggerid lightning are included in the last column of Table 2.
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Engineering Aspectn of Lightning Environments

N. Cianos and E. T. Pierce
Stanford Research Institute
ABSTRACT
The following discussion Pur..narizes a
recent report on lightning environments as

especially sensitive sites
such as explosives
fectories and missile installations may require

aptr.ed to engineering problems,

particular consideration.
A substantial part of the report deals with
the characteristics of lightning flashes to

Is

rHE

.'iRST SESSION of this conference,

the

fu,damental nature of ligntning and instrumentation methods for measuring its characteristics
have been presented

and the nature of

problems for the eng-neer; medias and extreme

natural lightning and simulated lightning has
been compared (3).
Of course, lightning simulation has become an important part of testing
and evaluating equipment exposed to lightning

values are specified as illustrated in Table 1.
With the exception of the statistics
on the
number of return strokes per flash, the statistics for all
the parameters listed in Table 1

strikes.

are modeled as log-normal distributions.

testing,

But in adaition to the simulated
statistical

and analytical methods for

Information

The

presented is based on a critical

evaluating the hazards to equipment .ue to
lighLaning are also needed.
However, a consis-

survey of data available in the literature, and
in some instances this critital process has led

xent set of analytical and statistical
models
of lightning environments for engineering usagi
is greatly lacking even though a great amount

to a partial rejection of some previously
accepted values.
The degree of interconnection
of the parameters is discussed; this can be a

of basic information

very important point in

ture and in

Scontents

(1,2)*,

ground.
Statistical
listributions are giver
for many of the partmeters likely Iz create

is

available in

the usual referencec

the litera-

(4,5).

A re--

the assessment of

lightning hazards.

cent report (6) reviews and colligates information on the physical chiaracteristics of
lightning and shows how this information can be

Several models for lightning are derived
and expressed in convenient analytical forms.
It is emphasized that caution in the Xsrivation

used for englneering Ppp.-.p
tionr, in estimating
rhe
the lightning senstcivl'y of equipment.

process is necessary so as to obtain models
that are both physically plausible sand internal-

purpose of this discussion is
of that report.

Two types of models are
ly self-consistent.
identified--basic models developed solely from

to summarize the

The major emphasis of the report (6) is on
the ground lightning environment and includes
the cimatological as well as the physical
parameters of lightning,
The climatological data, available in the

the physical properties of lightning, and
applied models modified appropriately "or
with equipment, the lightning sensitivity
which is partially defined.
Eanic models
presented for typical and severe flashes;

form of thunderstorm-day statistics
is important, since this information can be uscd to
d-cormine the lightning-flash incidence in a

the latter
case the criterion of the severity
for a lightning paramete
is taken as approximately the two-percent point on the statistical

g.v n area at any time of day and month of the

distribution.

year at any location.
Expressions arp derived
relating the thunderstoru. day statistics
to the

is also given.
Basic models for the typical
types of lightning flashes are schematically

flash incidence.
Also, the degree to which
lightning incidence is modified by the pr'esence
of high structures is indicated.
Of course,

shown in Figure 1 of the report, where Figure
1(a) Illustrates the caEe in which the flash
does not contain a continuing current, and

lightning incideoce is a vital
factor in determining the economics o? avoiding lightning

Figure l(b) illlustrates the case in
continuing current is i-cluded.

hazards.
Elaborate protective measures are
obviously far more justifiable
for high-light-

As mentioned, the sain emphasis of the
riport (6) is on the direct effects of flashes
However, discussicaas ard also given
to ground.
of the physical characteristics of intracloud

ning-exposure areas such as Florida than they
are for flat
deserts where thunderstormn rarely
occor.

Even in

*Numbers in

low-exposure regions,

use
of
are
in

An example of an applied model

which a

discharges, and of the ovatic and electromagnetic
fields generated by lightning.
In summary, this report (8) provides an

howsver,

parentheses designate References

at end of paper,

extensive survey of lightning environments as
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Properties of Statistical
Percentage

Distributions

for _iiV2•,12__ Pcrameteore

of

S2arametecr

2%

10%

50 %

00

98

10 to 11

5 to6

2 to 3

..

Duration of flzsh (me)

850

480

I00

68

Time between strokes (ms)

320

170

60

2G

11

140

65

20

0,2

3.1

Charge transfer per flash (C)
Time to peak c=rrent (go)

200
12

75
5.8

15
1.8

2.7
0.66

0.25

HIates of current Lise (kA/gs)

100

58

22

9.5

35"

Current half value time (go)

170

100

45

17

Dur"tion of continuing current (ms)

400

260

160

84

58

Continuing current (A)
Charge in continuing current (C)

520
110

310
6tq

140

60
12

33
7

Number af return strokes

Return strokef

(kA)

Note that not all of the p&.rameters are independent.
In using the values for consistency.
'Values

for first

stroke.
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Aircraft Initiation of Lightning
J.F. Shacffer

McDonnel Aircraft Company
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
St. Louis, Missouri
ABSTRACT

Amnlytical results and lightning simulation testing
-how that an aircraft can trigger lightning when flying
in a highly charged atmospheric environment. For such
an environment, the electric field intensification of the
aircraft is high eno apn to initiate lightning which ith~rwise may not have occurred natur.,lly. It is shown titat
an external source of charge is required to stpport an
aircraft initiated dis~harge.
The electric field, surrounding an F-4 and B-52 aircraft were determined from the electrostatic integral
field equations using an algorithm which included: actua'
aircraft geometry; an external cloud electric field, and
a net charge on the aircraft. Capacitance of the aircraft
has been determined 'vind consequently the charged
vehicle potential and electrostatic field energy obtained,
The algoiithm has also been used to obtain the maximum
net charge an F-4 and 13-52 aircraft can hold before self
discharge corona begin;. The effect on these parametei.
caused by varying aircraft size is discussed,
The jet engine exhaust has been analyzed to de:ermine
fiit is sufficiently conductive to extend the eletrical
lengtlh of the aircraft. k statist:zal study of lightning
strikes ko 1-4 aircraft is presented shwing f.he effects
of geographical distribution and a nose mountcd
pitot mast.

voltage bred down has been initiated by a water drop
falling into a high electric field region near the high
voltage electrode.
In each of these experiments, it is the elech ic field
disturbance surrounding the vehicle which is thought
to initiate or trigget the breakdown. The electric fields
surrounding a metallic object are altered since the eOectrode must be a constant potential surface with no
tangential component of field at the electrode surface.
'Ihe fields idjccent to the electrode are changed from
the magnitud- of the field far from the electre ie.
Intensification of the Aectric field is of interc(.t since
the higher field can initiate a discharge which might not
otherwise have occurred natur lly.
Pierce(5) has surveyed instances of lightning initiated
by man's activities and has concluded that for lightning
incidents, the usual values of ambient electric fields are
on the order of 10 kV/m and the voltage discontinuity
between the object initiating lightning and adjacent
atmosphere is about 106 V. Basic elettrostatic theory
indicates that the amount of energy that an electiic
charge (and hence a streamer) can acquire in moving
from one ;ocation to another is proportional to the
p(,,cential ,tifference between two points. If these points
are some distance away from a field disturbing object
where the potential remains unchanged, then a streamer
or lightning stroke which passes through the electrode
does not gain additional energy because of the presence
of the object. Thus, the presence of an aircraft can at
most only divert the lightning path ayd does no! add
significantly to the path length.
On a physical basis, the following questions concerning
possible aircraft initiation of lightning need to be
answered: i) Are the electric fields surrounding the
vehicle high enough to initiate breakdown?, 2) Can the
vehicle sustain a streamer once initiated?; 3) What is the
effect of a net charge on the electric fields in the neighborhood of the vthicle?, and 4) What is the effect of
possible ionization in the jet engine exhaust?
An answer to these question.r is presented in this
paper. The following topics will be discussed: 0) a
statistical survey of lightning strkes to F-4 aircraft;
2) breakdown criteria for streamer formation, 3) electrostatic field analysi5 including effects of net charge
on vehicle; 4) jet engine -xhaust study, and 5) laboratory high voltage experiments.

INTRODUCTION
The question "Can aircraft trigger lightning?" has
long been asked. There nas b,.en much debate on
whether or not ar, aircraft (y its presence can cause a
lightning strike which other .,ise would not have
occurred. The implication of this question is: If iihdeed
an aircraft can trigger lightning, then what are the
mechanisms invelved and what can be 'lone to reduce
the effect.
There are several positive indications that a conducting
body in an electrified environment can initiate lightning.
Fitz •ald(Il in the Rough Rider Program has presented
evidence that the presence of an aircraft can tritger a
lightning strike which otherwise would not have
occurred. Kasmir( 2 ) and Newman( 3 ) have tried with
various degrees of success to initiate lightning by firing
rockets into charged clouds. However, some of these
rocket experiment3( 3 ) had a grounded trailing wire
behind the rocket. Since charge could then flow from
Fround to the vehicle, the basic electrostatic field
phenomenon is different from that of an aircraft which
is isolated from ground. Thus, some carefu' distinctione need to be made in applying the results of a
particular e;npenment to that of an aircraft. In addition,
there have been laboratory exreriments( 4 ) where high

STATISTICAL SUMMARY
To provide a background from which to study aircraft
initiation ot lghtning, a statistical analysis of lightning
strikes to F-1 Phantom aircraft is presented. Since th:e

Suppor:ed by Air Force Avionics Labcratories Cor.:ract F33615-'7I-C-158 1.
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models have a nose pitot mast while otliers do not, a

by the fact (shown later) that the electric field intensifcation factors aroi greater for the nose pitot mast than
for any othcr extremities of~ the aircraft.

statistical summary provides iz1evant comiparisonis.
The study ;nvolved RF-4C and F-41 (bottn with nose
pitot mast) anld F-4C e~nd F-41) (without pitot m.ast)

2

models cf the Phantom aircraft. A five year timle period
from April i 967 to April 1972 was investigated for
which thiere w.ere 56 strikes from whiich to form a data
base. The strike data were taken from official Air ForceEroeAiUS

_________________

Rate No. lightning strikes per 105 lgt or
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heipercent of lightning strikes as a function of the
time of year is nresentc-d in Fig. 1. Since most of the
strike .Iata were for the Northern Hemisphere, the data
i..Aicate that the freaucricy of strikes correlates with4
spring usnd summper thunder storm activity.
_
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Figure 3.- Ratei, of lightning striLLs to F-4's
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BREAKDOWN CRITERIA

~The physical miechanism for the initiation and propagaticn of ligritning sho~dd be cliscussed so that possible
aircraft initia ~ion of lightning car. be explored. Breakdown at atmospheric pressurt s over distances greater
than
cm takes place by way of steeamer develop-
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The streamers form weakly ionized char~nels
whith tra~vý,is a path between two sources of charge
pe.1th hor 3 bright discharge or retutn strok2.
Streamers which da 5not cross the discharge gap do not
cause breakdown an' are generally then called corona.
Streamers develop or are "initiated" from a Townsnrd ava~incho process which relates to the build-up of'

-4 2rctft s ament.
Figue I- Lgliningstrkesto
sa
yaire
fucioftrimes toftimeof earforring!
Tepercentage of strikes ýs a function of altitude is
prs.itdii Fig. 2Th a show that 3ircraft flyin~g
atlwrattdsare or susceptible to lightning str'kes.
4or
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lanche enhances its development. The conditions under
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wesaich,-gedeaitypasses a critical level, so that the
hre5l approaches that of the external field,
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asbovex

Crag0O07

4,9

9.000 14,999 19,999 249929930,000
2,D
bv
Altitue - fto
Altiude ftTownsend
Figure 2 - Lightning strikes tc F-4 aircraft as a
function ef altitude
The rate of lightning strikes (number of strikes per one
hu~i~red thousand flight hours) for the various models of
P.4's as a function of geography is presented in Fig. 3.
Trhe data indicate that Europe has a much higher rate of
st: ikes, which may be attributable to a greater number
of lays of Linclement weather and!or to geographical
restrictions in ilight corridors. The aircraft witl, nose
mounted pitot masts, the RF-4C ,nd F-4E, show much

the a6i2tce. X., over which an avalaniche is converted
a streamter The ratio E/P is related to the first
ionization coefficient, a, by weans of Fig. 4.
The conditions for transition to a streamer are ()

J

a(j)
/E\
ajdT

2.
'20

0

Since Xc is generally limited to several centimeter3,
the initiation condition requires the ionizat:rn coefficient, at, to have an appreciable value (approximately 5
to 10) over the distance Xc. It is notoid from Fig. 4 that
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small relative change in the electric field E results in a

and electric field are solved for actual aircraft geometry

using the "r-ethod of moments"( 1 0) with point
matching. The surface charge distribution of the aircraft,
approximated by a set of pint charges, is obtained.
The potential and electric field at any point in space
caused by a charge distribution
p (r) is given by:
VV
I-; 1j) 1 d 3 i+Vext;
(2)

largi variation on a. For a to have a value in the range of
5 to 10, field strengths of 27 to 30 kV/cm are required.
Once a streamer has formed, the electric field required
for continued propagation is much smaller.
10,

4
= -re!

-

-Wr)

E(r")

___

t-J
j
d3'r' + Eext;
I•'r-r'l

"•

where the principle of superposition has been used to
incorporate the external appliea electric field, Eext, ano
its associated electric potential, Vcxt.
The unknown is the charge distribution. p(r), on
electrodes. The method of moments approximates
p(r) by a set of N discrete point chur', rasulting in the
fAllowing expressions:

-the

=-

_

Iqi
i:r)

=

_E(r

• 41reoz_

/

lrr

qi

IT.-V

+ Vext

+ Eext"

(4)

(5)

i=l1
This set of equations forms the basis from which the
and electric field are determined once the discrete charges, qi, are known. The determination of qi
and the potential oi the electrodes which are described
by a net charge results is a set of simultaneous equations
which are solved on a computer. Up to 200 charges
have been used to represent the aircraft (resulting in
200 simultan.-ous equatioits).
The McDonnell electrostatic analysis algodithm has the
following general features: electric field and potential
determined anywhere in space caused by any number of
arbitrari•) shaped electrodes; each electrode (object)
can be lescrib-d by either its potential or net charge,
the solution then obtaining the other unknowa parameter; external electric field of any orientation may be
inputted; charge distribution on electr..de obtained; and
capacitance relationships obtained.
An electrostatic analysis lbas been performed for F-4
and B-52 aircraft. A comparison of the results from these
two aircraft will also allow a determination of the effect
cf vehicle size. The electric field ET (scalar magnitude)
is rresented in unit: of the external applied field Foe,. This
parameter, ET/Eo., is defined as the field intensification
factor.
The intensification factors are a maximum at the aircraft suiface and then fall-off with distance from the
vehicle. Several representative values at the surface of
an F-4 (for the appropriate orientation of the external
field) are illustrated in Fig. 5. The nose pitot mast has
the highest intensification, and the fuselage back has a
low value. The magnitudes of these field intensificatlon
factors correlate v.:y well with the usua! lght~ing attachment points.

______potential
-

0.01,
is

(2)

20
25
Elec.;c field- kV/cm

30

Figure 4 - Fkst Townsend coefficient for electron
multiplication vs electric fiz!d strength
(P = 760 Tort)
Phelps( 4 ) has shown in Laboratory experiments that
an ambient field of 7 kV/cm is enough for continued
strzamer propagation. Streamers require energy to
propagate( 8 ) which may be gained from the ambient
field. However, streemers can propagate in zero field
regions if they gained sufficient initial energy( 8 ).
ELECTRIC FIELD ANALYSIS
The introduction of a metallic object into an ext.-rnal
electric field, such as is found in an electrified cloud
environment, disturbs and intensifies the field.( 9 ) A'oe,
net charge on an aircraft rsults in an electric field
surrounding the vehicle. It is the purpose of the electrostatic field analysis to determine these fields so that thoy
can be related to streamer initiation. The analysis will
also determine the aircraft capacitance so that for a
given vehicle charge, the resulting potential and
electrostatic field energy can bt found,
The electrostatic integral field equations for potential
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potential to several million volts. The net electrostatic
energy for a 1-52 with a net charge of 3000 ptC, is
3400 J which isthe energy consumed by a 100 W light
bulb in 34 sec.

Ajicraft Capacitance-L
Maximum Net Charge-L 2 (surface area)
Potential (at Max Charge)-L
Energy (at Max Charge)-,L 3 (Volume)
Capacitance proportional to vehicle length can be seen
from Table I where the ratio of B-52 to F4 capacitance
ih approximately hie same ratio as their respective
!engihs, 3: 1. This compares analytically to the capacitance of a spherical object which is proportional to its
characteristic length, the radius. The maximum net
charge is proportional to vehicle surface area since the
factor controllinig the charge loss mecihanism is the
vehicle surface electric fields, and these are proportional
to surface cha.rge density tassurning compa. able local
geometry).
The maximum vehicle potential and electrostaaic
energy, proport~pnal, respectively, to characteristic
length L and L',follows from bzsic electrostatics.

Figure It, F-4 electrical size
(F-4 electric field intensification contour for
ET/Eoo 1.1, vertial field, QT = 0

V

Q/C-L

2

/L = L; E =

-

QV-L

2

t. = L3 .

2
It should bý emphasized that these rel.tionships are
for gross comparisons only. More accurate results should
be obtained from -n exact analysis.
AIRCPAFT
l
ELECTROSTATIC FIELD ANALYSIS
SUMMARY

-__•/
_____________

•The

_"_-"-.

field intensification factors, while high at the

surface :f the aircraft extremities (75 at the pitot mast,
refer to the insert on Fig. 5) fail off rapidly as a function
of distance from the vehicle. Large and small aircraft
have relatively the same maximum values of tield
nintensification

since this is determined mostly by local

geometry. The rate of fall-off, however, is inversely
proportional to vehicle siz-, so that the region of electrical influence is proportional to vehicle size.
The effect of a net charge )n a vehicle is to increase
the electric fields surroundi:ng the vehicle. The region of
electrical influence is also extended. The electrostatic
field energy is fr,roportional to the net charge squared.
Qi-2. The electric fields around an aircraft at mximunm
b',rge,Provide
at 'ghtile
enough
initiate
streamers
- wh:cl" in
tit:.
:hargetoloss
mechanisn,
to prevent

Figure II - B-S2 electrical size
(Ve'rtical field, QT = 0)
b
Table I
Aircraft electrical parameters
A2
1310pF

Capacitance
-

--

£Estimted Maximum Net Charqe
Vehicle Potential
L.•
Electrostatic Energy

Sships

-.

4

300ec
2.3 X106 V
SEng

10

3"t4001J

F-.4
420pF

infinite buildup of charge.
The electric 'ieli inte-sification factor&. -re high

2u0AC

enough and exttvrd far enough to initiate .treamers
when the aircratt is flying in an external electric fiele
of the magnitudes that have been measured. For

10 V

j

example, the field at !he Pttot mast when the aircraft

4
4__Jis

in an external field of 500 V/cm is /5 x 37.5 kV/cm -

more than enoiugh field strength to initiate breakdown
at atmospheric pressure.
The net energy in the electrostatic field attributable
The asac-unt of charge the aircraft can supply an
to a charge on the vehicle is proportional to QT 2 . This
initiated strearnr. however, is extremiely limited, 200
follows from the basic energy relationship E = 1/2 QV,
;AC for the F-4 and 3000 pC for the B-)2. This is the
along with th" capacitance relationship Q = CV, so that
maximum amount that a Oharged aircraft or even an
uncharged aircraft can contribute to a developing
I Q2
2- -streamer. For an uncharged aircraft causing a streamer,
Vs
cd
the vehicle will become charged, the polarity such as to
Ianasi
zeLcan
't e charat imeby
latna
reduce the electric field at the extremity initiating the
shn
¢mension L, then Ihe following approximate relation-stemrTechrewihanbtrsfrd
dstreamer. Thec charge which can be transferred is then
hold:
just the maximum charge the vehicle can hold. Thus
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larger aircraft can s, pport more "streamering", however
slight, Ouri. : smialier aircraft since the maximum charge
is proportional to surface area.
Therefore, the fields at the aircraft extremitiies aee
high enough ti.. initiate streamers and an aircraft c~an
ir,.t.itca lightning when flying in highly charged
a~mospheric conditions where there is an external
source of charge.

chemical contributions fron. the jet fuel, air, and the
consbuftion products.
The equilibriun composition was calcu~la ted according
to the minimum free energy method(' 3). This method
seek-t the solution to a set of siniultan.,ous equations in
which temperature and pressure are th#, indepcndent
variables znd the concentration ot each spe~ie is the
dependent variable.
A typical result for major ion and electron concentrations is shown in Fig. 13. Table 2 summarizes the
electron concentra'tion in the ximbustion chamber calcuWied for various thermod~ynamic situations.

JET EINGINE EXHAUST
The ions and electrons found in ajet engine exhaust
have a possibility of provieing a conductive path extendiing behind the aircraft. Ions and electrons in the
exhaust are formed in the combustion chamber as a
result of chemical ,eactions taking place between the
compressed intake air and jet fuel - see Fig. 12. The
regions for various thermodynamic assumptions
equilibrium and partial nonequilibrium thermochemnistry
it) the combustion chamber, and equilibrium and
frozen expansion flow - are also ill astrated in Fig. I?.
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Figure 13 -Equilibr-ium composition for combustion
chme14.5S atm

jet engine exhaust
Typical engine operating conditions (non-afterburning)
for modern hirit performance aircraft were chosen for
the anlss 2). The combustion temperature was
determined by using the minimum heating value of JP-4
fuel, nelcigthe heat loss to the wall, and taking
into account a boundary layer temperature profile. The
rsligthermodynamic conditions in the combust~jn
chabC7mee: resur -4.5 atitm peaue-80t
20Kaifulrto31.25 to 125, and JP-4 fuel with a
Thet
minmmpor atant valtie of 42,900 J/g.
Teipratchemica. elements of JP-4 fuel are the
hydrocarbons (paraffins, aeromatics, and olef ins', and
the impuritie-s of sulfur and alkaline metals. A model of
38 selected species wzs used to calculate the chemical
conoiinin the combustion chamýýer atelevated312
temperatures. The!se seisrpsntdthe picplPMK16

Table 2 - Electron nalysir from combustion
chamber to jet exhraust
(Electron concentration (Ne) in combustion chamber)
-

___1PMK_

Air Fuel Comnbustion Alkalis,;
RaIaTmrauempiis

125

1054K

31.25

2000K

1

N,

Tmodynamic
Codii

10 PPM 1<4.5 x V1C

4. x q I0
0PM 4.xI
PPM K 1.0 10 _____
10 and 1 3 X 109
Partial

.0 PPM
____

125

1054K

20K

Equilibrium

K

_____PPM

10ad15Coitn
0
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The region of interest, however, is the exhaust plume
downstream from the combustion chamber. The hot
gases undergo expansion in the expansion nozzle and
plume. The thermodynamics of the expansion flow
vary between complete equilibrium and frc-en flo•,.
For equilibrium, the chemical composition readjusts
itself completely to flow temperature and pressire,
while for frozen flow composition, no chemical
reactions take place. These two expansions represent
the two e: treme cases for the rewulting values of
copcentrations.
The electron concentration in the exhaust plusre
for various alkaline metal impurity levels and flow
assumptions is shown in Table 3. The results bracket
well the measured values of ion density and inferred
electron densities(1 4 ).

Even though there is a small amount of free charge
(ions and electrons) in the jet exhaus!, there are no high
fields associated with this region of the aircraft. The
charge in the exnaust plume, since it is diffusc in
distribution and has no sharp geometrical Fhapes, does
not intensify external electric fields. The high fields
required for streamer initiation are not present.
S:nce the exhaust plume is not very conduc:tive, and
is not a region of high fields, it is not a significant factor
for lightning initiation.
LABORATORY LIGHTNING MECHANISMS I EST
Laboratory high voltage tests were performed in the
McDor.neli Lightning Simulation Laboratory to investigate
various breakdown mechanisms. An object was placed
in the high voltage discharge gap and the change in the
"just fire" breakdown voltage noted. The results were
normalized to the unperturbed breakdown potential and
given asVo_
a peicent reduction:
%
x 100
(6)
V
.
.
-:n"•- jus fr.c" breakdown voltags
with and without an object present in the gap

Table 3 - Electron concentration in jet exhaust

Concentratlons F/cm 3
Remarks
Comti'ttion IExhustI
I,
_-•0 I
__ _
a |
s• •.L.
FicylI
iiel~ -OoJ;I"aiUM
42 A 1v 18.fi -o
rozin
I
. 1i. .
"1
.0lirur
i
1.05 X10 I 2X
1081 Frozen
Flo% 1
2Fthat
5x 1- 3 quilibriumFloh
.____
. x I0B Frozen Flo
1

I

ru x oli

Alkul•ne
Impurities
.
...
0 PPM- K
oIw
1P
K

1PP

nd 1 PPM K

respectively.
With
a sphere
as thebreakown
test object,could
several
possible and
fac.ors
might
influence
be isolated
examined

on an individual basis.
ozenFlowThe following
parameters whichs cou'd influence or

quisibriumFiow 10 a
I
1.65 x 10 15 3.3x i0t
113.2100a14Fo~en Flox

initiate breakdown were tested: type of breakdown
streamer (polarity of high voltage electrode); position

PPM

of object in gap; relative size of object; net charge on
point);
(sharpstrip);
intensification
local field
increased
object;
local
adjacent
ionization
(polonium
radioactive

engine
foowng sumae
r izhesth results of the jet
engine exhaust aerothermochemical study. The electron
number densiy is much smeller than the ion density
u(pg 13). The electron density is critically dependent
upon alkaline impurity levels in the fuel, combustion
temperature, ann the assumed thermodynamic conitions.
A comparison of electron concentrations for various
situations is presented in 1 able 4. The electron concentration in the jet exhaust is small compared with that in
z lightning streamer head, a rocket exhaust and a metal.

and uniform/nonuniform electric field distribution (diskto-disk and point-to-disk electroocs).
Figure 14 is a picture of the disk-to-disk electrode
test set up. The disks were 24 in. diam with a 13 in.
vertical spacing, the lower grounded disk being 31 in.
above the floor (ground image plane).

Table 4 - A comparison of electron concentration values

Fret Atmowh;,

-3

O
101

t. ic

j

10-3"109 lor/cmCa3cuh,.edValues inThisI
J. Exhaust at. 1 Nozzle
Invattiptioe
Diameter Down the Nozzle
103 _o0. pICM3 Inferred from Ion Density
Exit Pt.m
Moswre.-nont
12
3
Lightnfr.q Strearner
Head -a;
p/cm
Reif.6________
3

Rocket Exhaust

1012 P/Cm

Typical Metal

1022 p/tn

3

Thus, the jet exhat-t plume is not very conbictive and
does not represent .i significant electrical ez-tension of
the aircraft.

Figure 14 - Experimental test setup
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The electric field distribution on the axis betwein
the disk electrodes was calculated with the McDonnell
electrostatic analysis algorithm described previously
end the results are shown in Fig. IS. With no sphere
in the gap, the field at the high voltage electrode is
higher than that at the grounded electrode because of
ground plane image effects. With a sphere the electric
field adjacent to it is much higher titan at the electrodes,
Thus the spher-. has produced a very significant disturbance in thi field distribution.

£

2624

the "just fire" breakdown voltage occurs only when
the intensified fields about the sphere interact with an
external source of charge on the electrode.
When the sphere is in the center of the gap there is
no reduction in the "just fire' breakdown voltage. The
voltage required for breakdown is the same with or
without the presence of the sphere. From Fig. i5, the
electric fields at the sphere are at least twice what they
are at the electrodes, yet no br.-akdown enhancement
cecurred. This indicates that high fields alone will not
lower the breakdown voltage 31;. that the amount of
charge the isolated sphere can contibute to the breakprocess is extremely limited, it. conformance
with the previous analysis. With the sphere in the center
of the gap where it does not influence the fields at the
electrodes, the voltage required for breakdown is unaltered in accordance with basic electrostatic theory. For
a streamer initiated at the disk electrode, the energy
gained in moving a charge from one point to another is
proportional only to the voltage difference of these two
points and not to the electric field distribution.
This test shows that breakdown is enhanced only
high field occurs in the presence of a charge
when a The
high field initiates a streamer and the
charge source "feeds" the streamer development process
•o that it will propagate across the gap and cause
breakdown.
The effects on breakdown attributable to tWe various
paramet -s listed previously were slight when compared
with the location of the sphere in the gap. A summary
for disk-to-disk electrodes is presented in Table 5.

Spdown

22-

HV
Electrode
411kV

20
E
kV/cm
16
14

No Sgre

12
S....source.
10Posion

inGap

Figure 15 - Disk electrodes :enterline electe;jhfield

SThe percent reduction in the "just fre" voltage
attrilbutable to a 4 in dii sphere at various locations
S~between the disk electrodes was measured. The results
are shown in Fig. 16 fo. positive and negative high
votg
uptpolarities Two very significant effects
voltag[ablepu
a

25-

Table 5
Lnboratory test results 'effect in reducing
breakdown potential for disk-to-disk electrodes)

vSt

,amer

Varied
Positve Net Charge

Positive
No Effect

Negative
Aids

Negative Net Charge

No Effect

Aids

4ios

No Fffect

1
!•
:

Percent
'
Pedctn0

Reduction

5 -Positv

\

'•

Eetoe!
HighElctrode-"
Voltage

SPoint
0

Up (Toward H.V.)

Position inGap

Sp
ined
sArc

Figuce 16 - Percent reduc.tion of "just fire" voltage
due lo 4 in. sphere in 13 in. gap
When the sphere is in the vicinity of eithe-r th'e high
volt.,ge or ground electrode, an appreciable reduction
in the voltage required for breakdown occurs. i his
reduction takes place only when the iatensified fields
about the sphere augment the electric fields at the
electrodes. Since breakdown occurs fo" a given field
strength independent of the presence of the sphere, the
disk electrode field augmented by the !phere results
in breakduwn at a lower voltage. The reduction in

(High Voltage Voalry)

Point Down (Ground)
onization Up (Toward H.V.)

Aids

Aids

No Effect

Aids

Ionization Down (Ground)

Aids

Slight Aid

Position inGap

Great Effect

Groat Effect

Several comments are in order. The effect of a different
diameter sphere was in direct proportion to its physical
size indicating that the electricil size is proportional to
physical size. The difference between a uniform field
(disk-to-disk) aid a highly nonuniform field (point-todisk) were slight, indicating almost no dependence uporn
field distribution Local ionization adjacent to the s,-nere
199
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.

in the direction of the field caused some aid inbreakdown; however, when the ionization was or:?nited at
right angles to the field, there was no effect. T[his indicates that (he local ionization will give a slight aid when
in aihigh field region. Further discussion of these results
can be found in Ref. 15.

8

9. B Vonnegut. "Electrical Behariorof an Airplane
in et Thunderstorm ". 7"AA Tech. Report No.
FAA-A DS-36, F~ebruary 1965.

LIGHNINGMECHN~JMSUMMRY/0
As a result of this program. the following conclusions
can be reached.
1; Aircraft can trigger lightning when flying in a
11
source charge such a-, a charged cloud.
2) Lightning not triggered by an airtraft will at most
only be diverted; the totall path of the lightning travel
i:, not influenced by an aircraft.
3) Nose mounted pilot masts increase lightning hazard.
12
4) Jet exhauist is nit a significant factor in lightning
!nitiation.
5) Static charges on aiircraft increase the lightning
hazard, thuis static discharges reduce lthe 1Phining hazard.
13
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General Aviation Lightning Effects end
Protection

J.A. Plumer
General Electric Company
Corporate Research and Development
ABSTRACT
Increasing operation of general aviation
aircraft unmder IFR conditions may increase
their susceptibility to lightning strikes.
Most aircraft are afforded good protection

newer materials and component.s, their degree
of vulnerability, if any, to lightning strikes
must be established.
For this reason, the
Federal Aviation Administration instituteg a

against adverse lightning effects by virtue of
their al;-metallic construction. Tne increasing use of fiberglass and other nonnmtals in
new aircraft construction raises the question
of their possible vulnerability to lightning.

program with General Electric Company (1)
to
evaluate typical dasign features of light aircraft to determine their possible vulnerability to lightning and develop design guides for
protective measures.

A program was sponsored at General Electric
by FAA to evaluate lightning effects on some

As an example of the processes involved,
this peper describes the vulnerability assess-

of these materials and components, and derelop protection design guidelines if warranted. This paper describes the work performed on a typical fiberglass wing tip fuel
tank. Simulated lightning tests showed that
ligbtilng strikes can ignita fuel-air mixtures
inside the tank. A protective diverter systew
was applied and found to be effective wider

ment, development and verification of a protective diverter system for e typical light
aircraft fuel tank of nonmetallic construction.
Similar tests and studies were also made on
examples if electrical and structural systems
under the FAA program, and the results of
these will be given in the program final re
port.

both stationary and swept-stroke simulated
lightning test conditions,

For the fuel tank evaluation, a typical
light aircraft, wing tip fuel tank made of fiberglass was furnishied by FAA. A drawing of
the tark is slown in Figure 1,
It is constructed of resin-impreg-nated fiberglass cloth
covered on tne outside vith a itonconductive
white paint, with a wall thickness 0.065 inches. A 7-inch diameter cutout was made in
the tai~k to allow for internal inspection and
to serve as a "blow-o'ut" panel during fuel
ignition tests.

INCREASING NUMBERS of single and multi-engine
gener/1 aviation aircraft, coupled with the
greater availability and use of sophisticated
avionics, makes operation of these aircraft
under IFR conditions more common.
As a ,esult,
their
.eptility
tc lighning strikes may
increase.
Coupled with this is another trend
towa'd greater application of nonmetallic
mate:,ials in aircraft structural and fuel systems, and greater use of solid state componento in avionics. This combination results
in greater potential vulnerability to lightning strikes, und may require that specific
lightning protective measures be developed 9-nd
applied if operational reliability and flight
safety are to be maintained. Protective mwasures sul cable for all-metallic aircraft, for
examp]r, nay not be adequate for aircraft with
some fiberglass or plastic sections. The allmetallic airframe ib in many ways quite compatible with basic lightning protection requirements, and often only minor design ni'difications have been needed to provide adequatc

PRELIMINA.f TANK VULNERABILITY STUDY
At the beginning of the program, a study
of the tank structure was made to ide.atify
characteristics which oould contribute to
i!,ition hazards whe-i subjected to a direct
lightning stroke or static electric fields
such as exist when the aircraft is within an
atmospheric electric field or being electricall3 charged by precipitation.
A number of netall.a components inside the
tank were identified wvhich could create high
electrical stress and resultant corona under
such conditions.
These are listed below by

lightning protection.
Lightning effects on aircraft can be
categorized basically as follows:
(3)
Effects
rials and systems.
(2)
Effects
(3)
Effects
avionics systems.
(4)
Effects

numbers which identify their location on
Figure 2.
(1)
The plain -d on the vent pipe outlet
has snarr edges vb a could produce ccrona.
(.)
Several srarp edges exist on the fuei
level sending device which could produce corona.
(3)
The fuei line strainer has a pointeu
configuration which could produce corona.

on aircraft structural mate.
on aircraft fuel systems,
on aircraft electrical and
on persornel,

Before lightning protection can be designed and applied to aircraft with these

*Numbers in parentheses designate References
at end of paper.
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(4) The sharp end of the wire supporting
the fuel float could produce corona.
(5)
The filler cap receptacle has a i"
deep tube wall projecting into the tank which
could prod-.4e corona.
There
several external
tanklightning
components
which are
may also
be susceptible
to direct
strike attachment. Tyese are:
nrylon

experimental program of measurements of explosion pressures for a veariety of fuel-air mix-

(6) The tank drain plug protrudes outside
and is not bonded to the airframe. This could
produce an attachment point for li&ht.ding, but
no subsequent conductive patb for the current.
(7) The vent outlet protrudes about 1"
and may be susceptible to direct lightning
strokes,
(8) Although not an integral part of the
fuel tank proper, the position lamp is susceptible to a direct stroke (see Figure 1).
(9) The filler cap is not of the "lightning protected" type and nay produce sparking
if struck,

stagnant for sevcral minutes and the test performed. A E~lar covering taped over the blowout hole was burned away and replaced after
each ignition.
To simnula-.e an ambient electrostatic field
the tank was placed in a q'rasi-uniform DC
field created as shown in Figure 3. The anode
war a 50" O.D. rubber inner tube with an aluminum foil insert. The cathode waq a single
sheet of aluminum approximately five feet
square. The spacing between electrodes was
32 1/2 inches and the test piece was placed
midway between the electrodes. The electrodes
were energized bý the 1,000,000 volt, I dmpere
by a 0.5 4f capacitor bank
generator
DC
at
GEEHg
Highloaded
Voltage Laboratory.
h
a the
Voltage
was otg
increasedaoaoy
rapidly to the in-

tures performed by Fenwal,

Soz.e of the bonding and grounding provisions
found in the tank were not adequate to safely
carry lightning currents.

Inc.,

under

'"•-

contract to General Electric. For ea
er.
tion test, the gasoline was injected ýt
tip
tank,
evaporated
at
room
temparatu.
J
mixed with air for 5 minutes by a 5" diameter
fan within the tank. After the fan was
turned off, the mixture was allofed to become

These are:

(_')
The fuel line is not firmly grounded
to the aluminum wing stub, creating possible
electrostatic sparks between the line and other
hardware,
(11) The filler cap receptacle is grounded
to the vent pipe and sender unit by a ground
braid whos- arrangement may be conducive to
inductive sparks and of insufficient size to
carry full scale lightning currents,
(12) The embedded ground braid could
cause severa blast damage to the fiberglas_
tank skin if it were to carry high amplitude
lightning currents and explode,
In addition to the above characteris ics,
there is the cverriding possibility that oncoming lightnirg flashes may punc+ure the fiberglass skin eaz4
attach directly to any of the
internal metallic components pictured in
Figure 2.
In ordsr- to deter.ine tne extent to which
each of the above factors actually contributes
to tank vulnerability, Aaboratory tests ware
perforrmed wherein the tank was subjected to
simulated static electric fields and lightning
strokes.

caption level of audible corona (approximately
300 W). At this point voltage was increased
in 50 kV steps to 400 kV, then in 20 kV steps
to 460 kV. Beyond 460 kV all increases in
voltage were made in 10 kV steps until anodeto-cathode flashover occurred. Throughout the
application of ;oltage, each level was held
for one minute before progressing To the next
level.
At no tino during these tests did igrition
of the fuel/air mixture occur as a result of
corona off of metal components within the fuel
tank. During these tests a maximum averace
field gradient of 590 ky/meter was applied,
exceeding that in a thunderstorm region (2).
To determine whether or not an induced
corona discharge emanating from an object
within the tank would ignite the luel/air
mixture, a nail was inserted within the fuel
tank through the mylar blowout cover and volt.age applied to it.
Ignition did occur just
above the inception level of visual corona,
at 70 kV.
With each "l'un"a voltage level was obýairned where breakdown of the air gap occurred (ranging from, 435 kV to 490 kV). In
each case the discharge path passed through
the wing tanx stru~c'ure. In several cases
ignition of the fuel/air mixture result.d
from the diecharge.
This test series showed tb'at even when
the wing t.p tank assembly is within an ambient electric field sudfici~nt to produce
visible and audible corona at external appendages on the tank, corona generated insidp
the tank, if any, ib insufficient to cause
ignition, even at voltages approaching the
flashover potential of the quasi-uniform ambient field in air. Thus, the tank failed to
permit ignition under conditions of ambient
electric field stress approximating those

.)TATIC ELECTRICITY VULNERABILITY TESTS
Static electricity tests were performed to
determine if ignition of a flammable fuel-air
inixtur' within the tank could occur from corona
generated on arn) external or internal tank
components by virtue of the tank's presence in
ambient static electric fields of external origin or self-generated fields created by precipitation-statin chargi.' of the airframe. For
each test, a flammable mixture of 5.97 cc of
commercially available 100 octane gasoline per
cubic foot of air was placed in the tank. This
mixture was determined to be the optimum explosive mixture of aviation gascline in air by an
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ctlirti-z in thunderstorm regions at stresses

r-ot available, the tests were made at close-in

tip ta that at which a lightning flash would
form.
A flashover through the tip tank, however,
often ca:aod an ignition.
In some oases the
specif ic ca se, such as are attachment to the
unprotected filler
cap, wai evident; however,
at other times the cause was obscure.
Next it was necessary to investigate the
effects of corona which is self-generated, by
virtue of the airframe being at a high voltage,
San from F-c-tatic.
In this caos voltage was
applied dxr~ctl,' to the tip tank above a
ground plane as vhovn it Figurme 4. The tank
ras charged witi. fu,,Ojair in the e-m mainer
as before,
At an electrn.e spacing, h, of 24 inches,
audible and faintly visible corona was evident at applied voltages exceeding 100 A, but
in ±gnr.ions ,courred. The air gap between
tin tat,4 wA grv ud plane flashed over at
2
kV
,
again rs.yLetng in no ignition.
h gap was in.,•,ed to 76 inches and
vw1tege increased iii 5C. kV steps to 750 RV,
hclding eech level for a minimum of ozne minute.
At 750 k11 the ertemnil tank glowed with excessive corena, but .Y) ig•ition occurred.
nitable, a nail was ogain extended into the

electrode positions averaging 7.5 cm normal tc
the tank surface with an applicd voltage waveshape of 150 x 3000 ps, and repeated at a
shorter, faster rising waveqhape of 1.7 x 37 ps.
Another series was made at a much greater gap
spacing averaging 50 cm with front-of-wave
flashovers applied at an even faster rate-ofrise of 1360 ky/ps.
These waveforms are shown
on Figure 5. Tests were made under this wide
envelope of test conditions in the hope of
encompassing those most representative of
natural lightning.
When the electrode was placed above the
aluminum wing stub or near any other external
metallic object, most arcs ^lashed directly to
the wetal.
When the electrode war above a
fiberglass area, most arcs flashed to the fiberglass skin and either flashed along the
outside surface to exposed metal, o:' punctured
to a metal object beneath. The metallic obJects contacted when arcs punctured the tank
are listed in Table 1:

tank and again ignition occurred. These tests
were repezted roverrL ti•re with the same re-

vent pipe beneath skin
(all along its length)

1

To" amlient and selr-penerated electrostati- field tests just described showed that
flamn.able fuel-air mixtuve. within this tip
tank will not ignite when !ields surrounding
the tank, of either exteznal or self-generated
origin, are increased in intenwity up to the
flashoyer stress level ý& U.-he a=ient air.

embedded ground braid
(all along its length)

12

sender float wire
(w.th rloat in full or
empty pos"tions)

2

LIGHTNING STRIKE SUSCEPTIBILIff TS-STS

by the surface flashovers are listed in

Table I - Metallic Objects Contacted Inside
iank
Object

Location on Figure 2

sultn.R

The external metallic objects contacted

"The tip

Table 2;

taink was next subJe'.e4 to simu-

lated lightning strike tes:,s tz determine
points of possible stroke atta chn-t and to

Table 2 - Ex',ernal Metallic Objects Contacted

answer the question of whether a 7iin.ntai..g
flash will creep over the outside Af t113 fiberglass or puncture the fiberglass tu te~rwuate

ObLe, ,ocation

on a metallic componevt within. For these
tests the tan! was supported horizonmally by
an insulating cylinder and subjected to simulated lightning strikes from an electrodi sm
pended above & variety of locations on the
tank surface.
Both top and bottom o2 the tz)k
were tested in this Lanner.
The same fuelair mixtures as used for the static electrIcittests were inserted in the tank for each tet.
Ligntriing strike reports (References J and
4) show that stroke attachments are pre •ty
well scattered over wing tip surfaces, to a
point several feet inboard of the edges and
tips. Thus, tne gap between the electrode and
the tank surface was kept small enough so that
the stroke was purposely directed to different
spots on the tank surface. Since temporal and
geometric descriptions of the electric field
just prior to flashover of the gap between the
aircraft and the oncom•g lightning leader are

on Figure 2

filler cap

5

vent outlet

7

drain valve

6

The wing stub, navigation light housing and
tank "astening screws (to wing stub) were also
contacted. Whenever the fiberglass was punctured, ignition of zhe fuel-air mixture oncurred. The only time surface flashovers resulted in ignition was when the filler cap was
contacted, resu',ting in sparking between the
filler cap ard its receptacle. The feeter
rising voltage waveshapes produced flashovers
at rhorter times and higher voltages, enabling
more direct flashovers to occur via puncturer
in the fiberglass. Thus, the slowly rising
150 x 3000 ps waveform resulted in the least
percentage of puncturesa
whereas the faster
rising voltages of the 1.7 x 37 ps and
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LONG WAVE
(150 x 3000 ps)

CREST 430 kV

CREST 185 kV
-•

CREST=430 kV
50ps/CYCLE
SHORT WAVE
I 7 x 37 s)

IO jis/CYCLE

CREST= 185 kV
0.5 .s/,m.
FRONT OF WAVE

5ps/CYCLE

CREST= 956 kV

,us/cm.

1(1380 kV/ps

0.5 Is/cm.
CREST= 690 kV
(I75"AIR GAP)

WAVESHAPES APPLIED FOR LIGHTNING
VOLTAGE
LIGHTNING AND
FIGURE 5, SIMULATED
STRIKE ATTACHMENT
BREAKDOWN
TESTS. (NOTE: VOLTAGE
AMPLITUDES SHOWN ARE NOT NEC.ESSARILY THE ONLY AMPLITUDES APPLIED.)
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need for the divewter around the outboard and
leading edges is questioned. Because the tank
skin is thin with respect to the surface flashover diatmice required for strikes hitting the
leading edge, its contribution to overall
breakdown strength between the skin attachment point and the nearest metal diminishes
for points inc'vasingly forward on the skin.
While most 9"cs will remain outilde of the
tank, the protection afforded by the skin itself is not deemed sufficient enough and the
diverter was applied. The trailing edge diverter was also applied, to prevent physical
damage to the skin in the event of lightning
strixts in this region.

front-of-wave tests resulted " most punctures,
as shown in Table 3. Aside from demonstrating
that the tank is vulnerable to lightning, the
test results show that the degree of this vulnerability is dependent not only on the tank
design but on test voltage waveshape and electrode position.
It should be noted that these high voltage
tests are performed at very low arc current
levels as compared with natural lightning. The
maximum currents of 1000 ampei-es or less, therefojre, did not damage the fiberglass or other
tank components as natural lightning would.
This enabled a large number of tests to be performed on the single tank .,:ailable. An epoxy
sealer was successful in Itlling some of the
punctures to prevent subseqtent flashovers
from passing through.

LIGHTNING CURPENT TESTS

Based on the high voltage test results,
a protective diverter system made of aluminum
straps 0.," x 0.064" was desig.d, mocked-up
and applied to the tank as shown in Figure 6.
The diverter was clamped beneath the navigation
light housing, fastened to the aluminum stub
wing by sheet metal screws and wired and soldered to the vent outlet and drain valve on
the bottom of the tank. The basic arrangeent
is deasigred to receive A-l lightning strJRes
and preclude punctures. Therefore, it was]
positioned to shield intiwrnal metallic compon•ent, including the brain and vent lines run-

Once an effective arrangemenz for the
diverter system was determixad, its ability
to safely conduct lightning currents was evaluated by test. With the diverter c-plied aid a
fuel-air mixture in the tank as before, simulated lightning currents were delivered to a&;
sections of the diverter, with the aluminum
wing stub connected to the return side of the
current generators so that teat currents
flowed from the diverter straps to the wing
stub as they normally would in flight, where
the other lightning attachment point is elsewhere on the aircraft. Composite current
waveforms, including a high amplitude simulated stroke followed by a low amplitude,
long duration continuing current were applied.

ning beneath the skin betv.en filler cap teceptacle and tank. separation wall. The filler
cap is among the objects most frequently struck,
so its receptacle was attached to the diverter
system via a piece of strap as shown in
Figure 6. This strap was also positioned to
shield the metal vent line and internal grounding braid running beneath the skin (see Fig. 2,
loc. 12), at this location.
Because the high voltage tests at the
1380 kV/ps rate-of-rise and 50 cm gap resulted
in the highest deg.ree of vulnerability, this
test was repeated with the diverter applied to
the tank. There *ere no punctures this time
and no ignitions, except when the filler cap
was struck, which again resulted in sparking
to its receptacle. When the cap-to-receptacle
bond was improved with aluminum foil jammed
in between, sparking and resultant ignitions
were prevented,
The only time the diverter proved ineffective was when the float wire was near the top
or bottom tank walls as when the tank is either
full of fuel or empty. In these cases the wire
was too close to the tank wall to allow the diverter to be effective, and flashes striking
the tar.k skin in this region punctured it and
terminated on the float wire. Use of a nonmetallic float s-pport or positioning of the
float and sender unit within a region effectively shielded by the diverter would eliminate
this problem,
Since there are no metallic components
inside the tank forward of the filler cap, the

Other tests were made in which only the stroke
currents were applied. U:ildirectional
8 x 17 ps simulated strokes with peak amplitudes from 50 kA to 120 kA, combined with coiitinuing currenis of between 0 and 336 coulombs
were applied. Examples of these waveshapes
are shown on Figure 7. A total of 37 test
currents were delivered to all parts of the
diverter and also the exposed vent outlet,
drain valve and fuel filler cap. The diverter
afforded adequate protection in all cases.
Only strokes to the unprotected filler cap
caused ignitions.
Stroke currents alone do not damage the
0.5" x .060" aluminum .trap, as the (i2t)
value of the 100 kA stroke alone (_ 1 x 105
amp 2 -sec.) are insufficient to raise the ternperature of the diverter straps, with a crosssectional area of 20 nun2, more than a few
degrees centigrade. The more damaging component of lightning was found to be the continuing currents, as shown in Table 4.
A repeat of the last condition given in
Table 4, showed that the diverter was still
effective in preventing fuel ignition, although considerable paint ?as scurched from
the fiberglass surface near the broken diterter.
Diverter strap of smaller cross-sectional
arcas also provide cntiefsctory protection, if
the lightning flash remains attnched to it
after a strap is burned in two and several
inches or more burned away. Protective effectiveness may diminish if significant

PROTECTIVE DIVERTER
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Table 3

Applie

-

Voltage vs. Tank Puncture
dv/dt
(kY/ps)

Waveform (Ps)

150 x 3000

Average Test
Voltage (I)

Average Air
Gaps (Normal to
Tank Skin - em)

Percent of Flashovers
Resulting in Puncturen

120

7.5

20

M

7.5

30

3

1.7 x 37

30

131

Front-of -wav

1380

63

50

700

Taole 4 - Continuing Current E1'fects on 0.5' x .060,

Aluminum Diverter Straps (Main)

tntilaulng Current
AAverage Amplitude
(amps)

Tim DPuration
(secl

Charge Transfer
(coulombs)

(100 kA Stroke Current Only)

L

''fects on
Diywrter Strap

--

Surface pitting only

176

0.44

77

Eroded 15% through

167

0.96

160

Eroded 50%through

168

1.1

185

Eroded in two

168

2.0

336

Eroded in t?7o and 2"1
from one end

.eroded
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amounts of the strap are eroded away by a previous strike. Since aircrafL are sometimes
subjected to more than one strike, a strap of
safficient cross-section to maintain its effectiveness after receiving at least one flash
is advisable for protection of a flight-critical component, such as a fuel tank. Cianos
and Pierce (5) have constructed a 2% extreme
lightning model based on the 2% extreme of many
statistical summaries of the critical parasrters of lightning flashes to earth. This model
is a 10 stroke multiple-stroxe flash with
3troke currents of up to 140 kA and a total
charge transferred to earth of 200 coulombs, of
whicn 77% is carried by the continL~ng currents.
(The "average" flash probably car.ies only 10%
of this).
Cloud-to-cloud flashes occurring at
altitudes above 5,000 feet perhaps, are u•.o%:ght
to be less severe, but since geiieral aviation
aircraft are commonly operated at altitudes of
less than 5,003 feet, the ground-flash statistics are probably app]icable.
Whi e not exactly the same as this model, the currents applied in this test serie& ý.re of the same order
of magnitude and therefore represent a relatively severe flash.

craft surface, while maintaining all important electrical parameters involved, is a
formidable task which has yet to be accompliahed. The method utilized in this case is
described in Reference 7 and is an attempt to
simulate multiple stroke and high voltage
characteristics thought important with respect
to nonmetallic aircraft surfaces.
In this
case, the tank and aluminum wi-g stub were
si.pported by a wooden cradle atop a truck and
driven at 35 -iles per hour through a one
million volt, 60 hertz field. The tank was
Lilled with an ignitable fuel-air mixture as
before, and high-speed motion pic'tures were
.aken ci the resulting flashovers end arc
attachments to the tank. With 60 hertz high
voltage, ronsustuined flashovers were made
to occur one or more times on each positive
half cycle, providing fiashover separations
of from 1 to 16 milliseconds, which are similar to those of natural lightning. Sustained,
continuous arcs were also genexated, to more
closely represent a continuing current.
A
total of 30 runs were made, each providing
between 1 and 100 flashovers to the tank.
Most of these tests were made with the diverter on, and it was 100% successful in preventing ignition or uamage to the tank. Punctures and subsequent ignitions occurred on
other runs with the diverter removed.
The
high-speed motion pictures showed that the
nonsustaineO multiple stroke flashovers followed the same path to the vicinity of the
tank but flashed directly or crept over the
surface to the nearest diierter strap in each
case.
The continuous arcs were capable of
stretching across the widest distance between
any two straps in the line of flight before
reattachment occurred.
The swept-stroke tests thus proviaed an
additional degree of confidence in the diverter's ability to intercept oncoming lightning flashes and protect the tank. WI.en properly installed and bonded to the metallic
components discussed heretofore, this diverter
and a lightning protected filler cap assembly
should greatly minimize the risks of damage
to the tank as a result of lightning. Care
must be taken to design any permanent diverter
installation so that the high temperature gaseous pisYeucts at the point of arc attachment
will be readily vented outward and not be
contained and damage the fiberglass skin enclosing the fuel.
In general, the full skin
thickness of fiberglass should be between thL
diverter and the fuel.
if much different
from the completely external irwtallation used
in this evaluation, a prototype should be made
first
and tested with simulatec lightning.

SWEPT STROKE TESTS
TM foregoing discussion assumes that all
of the current delivered by a lightning flash
enters the diverter at one spot.
In terms of
Adiverter damage, this condition is likely to be
.he most severe. As an aircraft flies through
the relatively stationary lightning arc, however, the arc apparently stretches -omewhat
along the line of flight as the original attachment spot moveq fccward with the aircraft,
Sometime later the arc reattaches itself to the
airframe at a point further aft.
If the flash
persists longer, the process may be repeated a
numYer of times.
The factors governing the
tenacity, or dwell time, of the arc at its initial attachment points and the formation of new
attachment points are not yet well understood.
Brick, et al, (6), have suggested that new attschment points form on metallic surfaces when
the stretched arc voltage drop exceeds the
breakdown potential of the air (and any dielectrio coati-gs) between the stretched arc and
the surface.
•lumer (7) has suggested that
subsequent attachment points are also dependent
on discontinuities in the lightn.ig waveform
and the presence of multiple strokes-expecially
in relation to nonmetallic surfaces.
In any
event, strike evidence (3) and (4), shows that
such attachment points usually follow each
other in a line parallel to the direction of
flight. Since the protective diverter straps
applied to this tank are not all parallel to
the flight direction, it was decided to test
the protected tank in a "swept stroke" environment to determine if successive strokes or
dwell points will become reattached to other
locations on the diverter system or if they may
punctuvre or damage the fibexglass in betwetn.
Simulation of the dynamic relationship between
a lightning stroke channel and a moving air-

CONCLUSIONS
Static electricity and lightning simulation
tests were performed on a typical light aircraft wing tip fuel tank made tf fiberglass.
The following conclusions can be drawn from
the data.
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(1) This tank wns nat vulnerable to fuelair ignition as a result of DC fields of ambient or airframe origin, at field stress levels up to those sufficient to cause visible
corona on external tank fittings or flashover
of the surrounding air. These levels equal or
exceed those expected in a thunderstorm region.
(2)
The tank is susceptible and vulnerable to lightning strikes.
At least 20% of oncoming high voltage test waveforms punctured

3.
B.L. Perry, "Lightning Strixe Hazards
and Requirements", AFAL-TR-68-290, Part II,
pp. 81-103, May, 1969.

the fiberglass and ignited the fuel-air mix-

ning Model for Flashes to Earth", Stanford

ture withia.
(3)
The applied voltage waveform utilized
for the tests is significant in determining
Front-of-wave flashthe results obtained.
overs at 1380 kV/Ws resulted in 3 times as
many tank punctures as slower rising 150 x
Electrode positioning is
3000 usec waveforms.
also significant.
(4)
A protective diverter system made of
0.5" x 0.064" aluzminum straps ard applied as
shown in Figure 6 was 100% successful in preventing ta-LK punctures 3nd ignition therefrom
under sh) most severe of the high voltnge test
conditions applied.
(5) The diverter system remains effective
after a simulated lightning flash of at least
120 kA (8 x 17 vs) and 336 coulombs of charge

Research Institute memo/note June 1, 1972.

have been delivered to it,

4.
J.A. Pluxber, "Data From the Airlines
Lightning Strike Reporting Project", Summary
Report No. 71-1, 31 Dac. 1971. Gernral Electric Corporate R&D report No. GPR-72-O08.
5.

6. R.O. Brick, L.L. Oh, and S.D. Schneider,
",The ;ffects of LightniLg Attachment Phenomena
o- Aircraft Design", Paper No. 700925, 1970
. ,ghtning and Static Electricity Conference
eroceedings, December, 1970.
7.
J.A. Plumer and A.F. Rohlfs, "A Laboratory Test Technique for Evaluating Swept Stroke
Effects on Aircraft", Paper No. 20, Proceedings
of the 10th National Conference on Environmental Effects on Aircraft and Propulsion Systems,
Naval Air Propulsion Test Center, Trenton, N.J.
May, 1971.

although strap burn-

through occurs at 18ý coulombs.
(6) The diverter system on the tank was
100% effective in "catching' swept continuoub
and multiple stroke flashes formed by
1,000,000 volt 60 hertz sustained and non-

asutained breakdowns when driven through them
at a rate of 35 mph.
(7)
With the protective diverter system
applied, the only remaining tank vulnerability
to lightning was via the fuel filler cap,
wtich was of the nonprotected type and caused
internal aparking.
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fabrication, and testing techniques for specific aircrift
components are given.

ABSTRACT
Lightning protec tion design cons~derations for presnt
and ne-t generation aircraft are prestnted. The zon..
lightning protection design concept is described and basic
design cnteria for Zone I, Zone 2, and Zone 3 lightning
protection regions are established. Special deiagn considerations for the following critical aircraft
nomponents are
d'si ussed nose radomne, fuel system, antenna system,
p-static dischaiger installation, light housing, nose pitot
boom, canopy, structure, and electrical circuit. Also. general
design considcrations for aircraft constructed of boron and
graphite epoxy composite ard glass fiber reinforced plastic
materials are presented.

ThIs paper describes the factors considLred in the design

of aircraft lightning protection systems. M3ny of the
specific design details &rc contained in the reference
material. M.cn of the information presented ma, be
famili ,r tc those working intimatý ly in this field. Howei.
it is particularly for those designers who are less familiar
with the subject that this paper is directed.
AIRCRAFT LJGHTNING
STRIKE PHENOMENA
LIGHTNING STRIKE PHENOMENA - Measured data
indicate that the cloud-.o-ground lightning stnke phenceicnd generally conta~n threc phaies. the prestnkc phase, the
high peak current phase, and tlvý heavy %.oulombphase. The
cloud-to-cloud and other types of lightning stnke phenomena are not well u.iderstood due to the difficulty in
collecting and measuring data. However, it is generally
believed that they are sinilr to the cloud-to-ground strike
rhenumena but contair less energy (I).* Therefore, the
cloud-to-ground lightning stnke characteristics are c.onsidered conservative when used as the !;;sign critcria for
aircraft lightning protection.
Prestrike Phase
As a lightning stepped leader
approaches an extremity of the aircraft, :iugh stress
streamers are initiated. 1lhe airtraft be,.onies a part of thie
stepped leader channel when one of these streamer s is
selected and contacted by dhe stepped leader, Figure I.
Propagation of the stepped leader will continue from other
air,.raft extremities until ene of the branches of the stepped
leader reaches thit ground. Thit average velocity of propagation of stepped leader is 0.5 foot per microsecond and the
avcrge charge in the whole stepped leader channel is 5
couloiibs (2).
High Peak Current Phse - Thie re.turn stroke starts
immedately following the completion of the stepred leadei
channel tetween cloud and ground. It contains a high peak
currcnt with an average value of 10 to 20 kiloamperes and a
maximum value of up to 200 kiloamperes. flus high peak
current has a fast rate of rise, an ,ve:age rate of 10

THE PURPOSE of this paper is to disc.uss the various phases
of the aircraft lightning stnke phenomena aid thik prattircs
that should be cmployed to ensurc a trouble-free design.
It is the intent to assess the lightning parameters that are of
concern and relate them to the design of aircraft .oniponents.
Lightning strikes :avolving aircraft are a toimnion
oc. curren,.e. The majonty of thecse lightning strikes o.,ur at
low altitudes, in and below the cloud level, and during the
takeoff and !anding phases of aircraft operation. The greater
number of short hop conmmerciai flights has increased the
exposure rate of aircraft to the lightning environment,
Military air.raft sometimes fly missions whm.ih require them
to reinmrn at low altitudes in a lightning environment for
long penrods of tine. The improvement of modern flight
im..rrientation has made it possible for aircraft to fly
between thunder clouds rather than avoiding the entire
,.;-,rin area. Also, the large number of aircraft flying today
has rtoulted in numerov, .i
lightning sirike events,
General design considerations for aircraft lightning
protec" on are the prevention of stru,.tural failure, flight
control system damage, fuel explosion, and elec.tncal or
avionics systems malfunction, raused by
lghtning
encounter. Special considerations must be provided for the
protection of advanced composite struc'ures and modern
solid state computers. Lightning protection may also be
required to reduce the maintenance effort on a cost
effective basis.
The zonal lightning protection concept is described and
used to establish lightping protect~on design requirements
for aircraft components located in the vanous regions of the
aircraft. Examples of lightn-,. protection system design,

"Numbers in parentheses designate References at end of
paper.
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kiloamperes per microsecond and a maximum rate of 100
kiloampeies per microsecond. The average time to half of
the peak current value is 40 microseconds. The initial return
stroke is usually followed by 3 to 4 high peak current
restrikes at somewhat lower amplitude and at millisecond
intervals (2, 3, 4, and 5).
Heavy Coulomb Phase - A low continuing current flow
normally follows the initial return stroke, having a
magnitude of 100 to 200 amperes. The average duration of
the continuing current flow is 174 milliseconds with a
maximum duration of up !o I sesond. The average total
charge transfer is 3i coulombs, but a n aximum charge
transfer can be up to 200 coulombs (6).
Figure 2 shows the composite current waveform of the
high neak current phase and the heavy coulomb phase of
natural lightning stroke which is used as the design criteria
for aircraft lightning protection.
SWEPT-STROKE PHENOMENA - The lightning
channel is somewhat stationary in space while it is tranhfemng charges. When an aircraft is involved, it becomes part

twist, rip, distort, and tear structures away from rivets,
screws, and other fasteners.
Fuel Explosion - High stress stream,.ers are initiated
from the aircraft extremities during the prestrike phase.
Certain types of fuel vents located at thlise extremities are
susceptible to streamer conditions. .1'streamers are initiated
from the fuel vent opening wnile the fuel vapor condition is
critical, local explosion may occur. If this explosion is not
properly controlled, flames can propagate into the fuel tank
aiea and cause a major fuel explosion.
The flow of lightning current through aircraft structures
during the high peak current phase can cause sparking at
poorly designed structural joints. If the sparking occurs
inside thc fuel tank or critical fuel vapor area, ard the fuel
vapor/air condition is critical, an explesion niay occur.
The burning and eroding damage caused by the heavy
couiomb phase of lightning current is critical when it occurs
to the skin of fuel tanks rr fuel vapor areas. The restlting
burn-throuigh penetration and in certain cases, hot spots on
the interv'al surface of the skin can ignite fuel vapor and

of the channel. However, due to the speed of the aircraft
and the length of time that lightning channel exists, the
aircraft can move relative to the lightning channel. When a
forward extremity such as the aircraft nose and wing
mounted engines or fuel pod- are involved, the aircraf:
surface moves through the lightning channel. Thus, the
lightning channel appears to sweep back over the aircraft
surface as illustrated in Figure 3. This is the swept-stioke
phenomena. As the sweeping action occurs, local surface
features of the aircraft can cause the lightning channel to
contact and remain at vinous locations for different periods
of time. Therefore, a portion or the entire heavy coulomb
phase and the restrikes of lightning current maý be involved
in the swept-stroke action,
DAMAGE PHENOMENA - The types of damage
caused to aircraft components by lightning are related to
the three phases of lightning current transfer discussed
above.
Thermal Vaporization - The high peak current phase of
the lightning stroke cansists of the transfer of a large
amount of .hprge in a short period of time, a few
microseconds. "Ihis charge transfer can result in fdst thermal
vaporization of "natenal. If this occurs in a confined area, a
high vaponzatioiA pressure can be created. This rressure can
bi of sufficient magnitude to cause extensive structural
damage. Figure 4 shows extensive structu.al damage caused
by a lightning Atroke ti an unprotected radome. The
vaporization of metallic and other type materials and the
heating of the aii inside the radome ;I .sing created the
high internal press ire that caused this structural failure. In
some instances, large parts have been blown from •he
aircraft,
Burning and Eroding- The heavv coulomb phase of a
lightning stroke can cause severe burning and e'oding
damage to aircraft structures. The most severe damage
occurs when the lightn'ng channel dwells or hangs on one
point of the aircraft for the entire period of lightnir3
current transfer. rhis can result in holes up to a few inches
in diameter on the aircraft -kin.
Magnetic Force - The current flow during the high peak
current phase of lightning through sharp bends or corners of
aircraft structure, can cause intensive magnetic flux interaction. In certain cases, the resulting magnetic for ,. can

cause fuiel explosions.
Electri,.al Current Conduction - The flow of lightning
current, even a small portion of it through electrical
components, can cause damage. lit most cases, a varying
degree of dam.,gc will result to both the component and the
associated small gauge wiring.
Electro!mgletic Coupling - The fast rate of rise of
current during the high peak current phase can cause the
electromagnetic coupling effect to the nearby electrical
wiring systems and electronic components. This coupling
dfect can be severe enough to result in the following
hazards:
* Eiectrical shock to the pilot by the conduction tilough
wiring circuits
* Failure of the electrical systems by the false trigger of
relays
o Malfunction of the avionic and control systemi
hi;
affecting solid-state devices.
ZONAL LIGItTNlNG PROTECTION
DESIGN CONCEPT
DEFINITION - The air..raft surfaces can b,- divided
into three zones (7), with each zone having differert
lightning attachment and/or transfer characteristics. They
are defined as followsZone I. Surfaces of the aircraft for which there is a high
probability of direct lightning stroke attacnment.
Zone 2: Surfa.'es of the aircraft for which there is a high
probability of a lightning stroke being swept
rearward from a Zone I point of direct stroke
at tachment.
Zone 3: The aircraft areas other than those covered by
Zone I and Zone 2 regions.
Figure 5 shows lightning strike zones of a typical aircraft.
ATTACH POINT STUDY - Lightning attach points
include the extremities of the aircraft surface. In addition to
these obvious attach points, lightning cL.a attach to the
leading edge with a high degree of Fy eep back wings, certain
high-lift leadirg edge devices, control surfaces Juring certain
operational phases, .anopies, and minor protrusions located
near high field gradient points on the aircraft. All attach
points including the nonobvious ones should be identified in
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the early stages of aircraft design so that lightning protec!ion zones and thus protection design requirements can be
established,
The lightning strike zones of an aircraft can be
determihed through the laboratory attach point study (8).
iircraft model should be of adequate size to allow for
the proper modeling of candidate nonobvious attach points.
Cne such model is shown in Figure 6, during an attach point
test shot. The longest dimension of this model is approximately 5 feet. It should be noted that the control surfaces
of the wing are at the most critical positions for lightning
strike attachment. A high voltage generator capable )f
producing an arc of two to three times the longe ,t
dimension of the aircraft model should be used.
The modiel aircraft may be mounted on a three., xis
rotatable firture so that it can be located at any posti,
relative to the arc channel. Lightning tests should *
conducted from various striking positions and enough data
collected to determine all direct lightning stroke attach
points and thus Zone I regions of the aircraft.
Zone 2 regions of the aircraft :an then be dete.mined
by identifying all surfaces which extend 18 inches laterally
:o each side of airflow lines passing through the Zone I
forward protrusion attach points. Other areas of the aircraft
are defined as the Zone 3 region (Figure 5).
DESIGN CRITERIA - Lightning protectior, design
criteria should be established on the basis of the Zone 1,2,
ard 3 regions.
Zone I Region - The high peak crrent phase of
lightning stroke is involved at all points of direct attachmen'. Thus, the design of aircraft components located in
the Zone I regions must consider the trinsfer of lightning
curtent describe. abovz for this phass,. (n addition, if the
lightning channel dwells or hangs on, 3uch as in the trailing
edge attach point case, the design must consider the :ieivy
coulomb phase of the lightning current transfer. In the case
of certain leading edge attach points, the lightning channel
may not dwell or ihang on iong eno:gh for the transfer of
the heavy coulomb phase of lightning current; therefore,
only the peak current phase may apply. In the fuel vent
area, the protection against the prestnke strearnering and
stepped leader condition should also be considered.
Zone 2 Region - In Zone 2 regions the swept-str'•ke
and restrike criteria are considered. The design of aircraft
components located where lightning a~tachmnent can dwell
or hang on, such as trailing edge areas, must consider the
protection against both the restrike and the heavy coulomb
phasc of lightning current transfer. Components located at
the other areas should consider the protection against the
swept-stroke and restrike only,
Zone 3 Region - In Zone 3 regions the lightning current
transfer criteria of both the high peak current phasv and the
heavy coulomb phase are considered. Efficient transfer of
lightning current from one region to another on the surface
of the aircraft is the principal requirement.

vulnerability, function, and location. Lightning protection
design should also consider all inflight environmental effects
as well as the serviceability and maintainability of proposed
protection systems. Special design considerations for certain
se!ected components are discussed relative to their locations
in the Zone 1, 2, and 3 regions.
ZONE I REGION Nose Radome - The nose of an aircraft, even though
highly vulnerable to lightning strikes, is an ideal lczation for
radar, ECM, and glideslope antennas. T'u'se antennas when
housed within the weinforced plastic nose radome can Ub,
main source of ionized streamers created at the nose of ihe
aircraft during the prestrike plvise. These streamers son.etimes pass throegh an unprotected radome creating a
potential path for the main lightning stroke.
The systems used for protecting radomes from lightning
damage have been described previously by Douglas (9).
These systems all provide an elect;ostatic shi-ld over the
radome. This shield usually consists of conductive strips
instawied on the outer surface of the radome as shown in
Figure 7. If properly designed the str.ip installation can
reduc= the streamers fro,n the antenna inside the radome
while providing a new source of streamers outside the
radome. Lightning can then attachl, to these streamers and
travel down the strips to the fuselage without damaging the
radme or antennas.
Devices availabie for protecting radomes from lightning
damage include metal foil stryips, permanent metal bars, and
segmented metal/resistance strip.. "llustrated in Figure 8.
Special design considerations are as follows:
* Selection of the t3 pe of lightning protection strip for a
particular radome design takes into consideration the
radome outer skin thickness, aerodynamic drag requirements, and the operational frequencies of nearby antennas.
* The thin metal foil sb.ips* have been used ýhmen the
aerodynamic drag requirements preent the thicker bars
from being installed on the external surface of the radome.
The thin foil strips provide only one stroke protection since
they vaporize when struck by lightning. The o'jter skin of
the radome must be thicl, enough to prevent damage to the
radome when the foil strip explodes during vaporization.
Thick foil strips may also be used, but they release more
energy diring vaporization than the thinner foil strips and,
therefore, require a thicker radome outer skin. The
magnitude of the vaporization explosion is also affectd by
the type of metal used in the foil strips.
A radio frequency noise source may be created if the metal
ioil strips are improperly grourded, or if fatigue cracks
occur in the strips. Fatigue cracks are caused, generally, by
improperly adhesive bonding the strips to the radome
surfaL-. Satisfactory installations of 0.004-inch-thick foil
strips can 1e achieved, when proper grounding and bonding
methods are used. Extreme care should be taken when
designing grounding and bonding mechanisms for the strips.
* Permanent metal bars can be used in place of the metal
fnil strips to provide lightning protection. The metal bars
should be of sufficient cross section to prevent vaporization
or distortion of the strip near the point of stroke contact.
Metal bars can withstaad repeated lightnir.g strokes from

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The first step after the establishment of the lightning
strike zones should be to evaluate the various aircraft
components and identify the critical components requiring
lightning protectioig. Design considerations for these critical
component. should be determined according to their

*Douglas U.S. Patent No. RE 25,417, 1963.
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the same directien. Generally, they elinminate th,bproblems
associhted with thin foil strips. The attachment and
grounding mechanisms for the stips should be carefully
'designed to withstand the most severe lightning strokes.
Special considerationF should be made in the design of the
connection joint between the bars and radome metal frames
so that the magneti, iorces generated by the I'ghtning
current transier through the join: will not damage it.
The expansion of gases around a lightning channel can
damage the radome outer skin at the point of lightning
impact. The radome can also be damaged if the expansion
of gases is restricted by thick coatings over thu. metai bars.
This is particularly true for thin metal foil strips. The outer
skin of ti: rcdonie should be designed to preent this type
damago.
e Thu Douglas segmented lightning protection strips**
may be used for those cases where the degree of distortion
caused by the continuous metallic strips is not aL optab!e.
anienna field and cause varying degrees of antenna pattern
distortion. This psttern degradation is unacceptable for
many types )f antenna installations. These segmented
lig;,tning strips not only have insignificant effects on
antenna radiation patterns, but also can withstand repeated
lightning strikes and have good aerodynamic characteristics,
This system consists of metal segments connected by
appropriate resistance material. The size of the metal
segments should normally be less than 1/8 wavelength at the
highest operating frequency of the antennas housed with;n
or adjacent to the ralome. Larger scaments are acceptabil
for many applications, however. An example of a simulated
high-voltage lightning strike to a nose radome protected by
the segmented strips is shown in Figure 9.
Ftuel System - Fuel system components located in
Zone I regions include wing tip tanks, pod tanks, and fuel
vents. These components should be designed to withstand
direct lightning current discharges without the initiatior. of
fuel explosion ( 10 and II).
Special design considerations are as follows:
* ii,t fuel tank wall should have adequate skin thickness
to prevent burn-through penetration or hot spots whigh can
cause fuel ignition (12). Penetration can also be prevented
at a forward point of attachment by the reduction of the
lightning channel dwell time. This can be accomplished by
providing a conductive surface aft of the attach point, over
which the lightning channel can easily sweep back.
* Fuel tank elements, such as tubing, fuel connections,
access doors, filler caps, probes, valves, and structural joints,
should be designed to avoid the initiation of sparks inside
the fuel tanks or critical fuel vapor area during the trarsfer
of lightr.ing current. This can be accomplished by good
electrical bonding practices and the appropriate design of
s:ructural joints to ensure that sparking, if any, occurs
exierrally and not with'n critical areas (13).
9 Fuel vents should be kept away from Zone I regions.
However, if this is not possible, protective means should be
provided to prevent fuel explosion during the prc;trike
phase of lightning stroke (14). Flush )r subme-ged vents can
be used to prevent the initiation of strcmers during the
prestrike phase. For certain installations, diverter rods can

"*Douglas U.S. Patent No. 3,416,027,

be used to advantage by directing lightning atta-hmlent
away from the fuel vent. Also, when required, flame
arresters can be installed in the vent system to prtevcnt flamin
propagation into the fuel vent area.
Lightning tests arz generally required to demonstrate
the satisfactor7 suppression of internal sparking in the fuel
tank area. Fuel tank elements used shouid be the actual
production parts and the -,,,CKup of the adjacent areas
should be made with the actual fabrication and installation
methods.
Antenna System - Antenna systems commonly located
in Zone 1 regions include HF, Loran, VHF flush tail tip,
glideslope, and radar an.ennas. Lightning strikes to poorly
designed -ystems mp'. damage the antenna, associated
wiring, and communication or navigation systems connected
to it. Even though the physical damage to the antenna may
be acceptable, lightning protection should be provided to
prevent lightning current from transferring through the
wiring circuit and damaging other associated systems (15).
In certain cases, dual antenna system installations may be
i-quired.
Special design considerations are as follows:
* Lightning arrester installations may be used to protei.
certain ungrounded antenna systems, such as the isolated
section type HF antenna. Figure 10 shows a typical installation. It inciudes a special spark gap between the antenna
and aircraft metal structure, a dc blocking capacitor, and a
static electricity leak resistor, all encased in a metal/giass
enclosure. This installation can be located wiithin the
antenna assembly and carefully grounded to the aircraft
metal structure.
* Lightning diverter rods can be used to control the
lightning strike attach point on antenna systems. Figure I
shows a simulated lPghtning test on a diverter rod installation of an antenna system. Lightning arresters may also be
installed in the antenna wiring circuit for the secondary
protection where personal or aircraft safety is involved.
e The glideslope ,nd radar antenna systems are normally
located inside the nose radome housing. Lightning protectior. for these antenna systems is not required if the nose
radome is well protected. Huwever, if this is not the case,
lightning arresters should be installed in the wiring circuit of
these antenna systems to prevent the associated systems
b4eing damaged by lightning.
P-Static Discharger Installation - P-static discharger
installations, Figure 12, are normally located at the extremities of the aircraft wing and tail assemblies, and are
frequently struck by lightning. The lightiing current transfer characteristics of the aircraft p-static discharger installation have been prev-.ously invesfigatea by Douglas (16). It
was concluded thst, if properly designed, the trailing-edge
type p-static discharger installation can provide local lightrung pr)tection for the asociated aircraft trailing-edge
structure.
Special design considerations are as follows:
o The discharger installation should have a metal shank
section with approximately 2 inches extending beyond the
aircraft trailing edge to absorb lightning current burning and
eoding damae. Figure 13, View A shows an example of
severe burning and eroding damage caused by a naturit!
lightning stroke to a well-designed discharger metal shank
section. No damage occurred to the airczaft structtre during
this lightning stroke incident Figure 13, View 3 shows the
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type of damage that would have occurred to the aircraft
structure, had a discharger with a poorly designed (short)
metal shank section been installed at the same location.
e Riveted discharger retainer installations using noncorroi," PR !42 adhesive, as a faying surface seal, can
transfer lightn; ig current satisfactorily. The previous
requirement for the use of silver adhesive in the discharger
retainer installation for lightning protection is not justified.
Light Housing - Certain aircraft have navigation lights
installed at the extremities of the aircraft wing and tail
assemblies. These housings are frequently struck by lightning with resulting damage to th2 housing structure and
light bulbs. Figure 14 shows typical lightnin, damage of a
light housing. View A shows the :azed glass housing and
the eroded metal base caused by direct lightning stroke
attachment. View B shows the eroded edge of tlhe metal
base caused by the transfer of lightning cuirent through a
poorly bonded joint between the ight housing and the
airfra.,e.
Special design considerations are as follows:
* The surface conductivity and dielectic strength of the
glass housing should be evaluated to assure that lightning
current will flash over the glass surface to tbe metal base
rather than fracturing or penetrating the glasg, housing and
attaching to the light bulb and associated wiring circuit. If
this is not possible, lightning conductive surge protectors
should be used for the wiring circuit near lightning attach
points,
, The metal base of the light housing should be properly
designed and electccally bonded to the airframe to prevept
damage caused by the transfer of lightning current.
o When necessary, a iightning diverter or diverterdischarger (a regular trailing-edge type dischaiger mounted
on an extended metal base) can be used to prevent lightning
from striking the light l'ousirg (16). Figure 15 shows the
development lightning protection tests of the diverterdischarger installation for an aft wing tip navigation light
housing. View A shows a long diverter-discharger installation on top of the light assembly that failed to protect the
outboard corner of the light housing. View B shows an
installation at the outboard wing tip, which was too short to
protect the inboard comer. View C shows an installation
which successfully intercepted a lightning stroke. View D is
the final design.
Nose Pitot Doom - Certain aircraft have a pitot boom
installation en the nose radome as shown in Figure i This
installation normally consists of a long metallic pitot tube
with an anti-icing electric heater system inside the tube, air
tubes connecting the instrumentation in the cockpit, and
heater wires connected to the electrical system. The air
tubes are normally made of plastic materials to avoid the
distortion of ihe radar antenna radiation pattern. Lightning
protection techniques for this installation have been investigated and reported by McDonnell Aircraft Company (17).
Special design considerations are as follows:
• Sufficient metal cross soction areas should be provided
at the forward tip of the pitot tube so that the tube will not
be deformed and the airflow into the tube will not be
affected by the direct attachment of ligntning strokes.

*

strip protection systems to transfer li&'.:.iing current from
the pitot tube to aircraft metallic structure.
* The elechtc voltage induced in the heater wires during
the transfer of lightning current should be reduced to a safe
level. This may be accomplished by twisting the wires
and/or enclosing the wires in a metallic tube. Where
necessary, a voltage surge protector cmn be incorporated in
the heater wire circuit near the aft edgc of the radome.
C...opy Aircraft capopies may be vulnerable to direct
lighi"ng stroke attachment (18). McDonnell Douglas Aircraft Company has investigated and published data (19)
relative to the tneoretical and experimental evaluation of
the canopy lightning strike phenomena, and lightning
protection methods.
Special design considerations are as follows* The primary hazard of lightning strike to an aircr.oft
canopy is the lightning current penetr3tion of the canopy
and contact to the pilot. The construction and material of
the canopy should be analyzed and tested for the lightning
current surface flashover versus penetration charateristics.
z ",he lightning streamering condition inside the canopy
during the prestrike phase should be .valuated. Medical
study may be required to study the shock or streamering
effect, if any, associated with the personal safety of the
pilot.
0 Lightning tests should be conducted to demonstrate
that the canopy structure can withstand the transfer of
lightning current without damage sufficient to create unsafe
inflight conditions.
* If study indicates that special lightning protection
systems are required, lightning strip protection methods
discussed previously for nose radomes may be used.
ZONE 2 REGION Fuel System - Integral fuel tanks and pod tanks in the
wing area fall in this region. Swept-stroke and restrike
lightning current may attach to the fuel tank skin surface
aft of forward attach points such as engines, pylons, and
pod tanks. Fuel tank elements requiring lightning protection
considerations include access doors, probes, filler caps and
fuel vents. The special design considerations are similar to
those discussed previously for the fuel system in Zone I
regions, except that the swept-stroke and restnke lightning
criteria are applied. BoeinF Company and Lightning and
Transients Research Institute have investigated and
published data (20, 21) relative to the skin thickness
requirem-nt using aluminum and titanium matenals and
surface coating effects for fuel tanks in this regiun. Where
the lightning channel can dwell or hang on, such as the
trailing edge of pot! tanks, the skin thickness should be
designed to withstand the transfer cf heavy coulomb phase
of lightning current, without causing penetration or hot
spots which may r-sult in fuel explosion.
Antenna System - Antenna systems located in this
region include VHF blade. ADF, and Loran antennas.
Lightning protection design, if required, should be provided
to prevent lightning current from transferring through the
wiring circuit and danmaging associated systems.
Special design considerations arc as follows:

e

The flow of lightning current throu&h electric heater

Lghtning arresters should be used if, antenna wiring

circuit to protect ungrounded antenna systt ms, as required.
* Proper electrical bonding should be prov~ded for
gicunded antenna systems so that L1ghtnirg current can

witcs which can vaporize the wires and damage the radorne
housing should be avoided. This can be accomplished by
providing a metallic tube or by using one of the lightning
231.
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Fig. 14 - Light housing lightning damage
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tran, er from the antenna to aircraft metal structure
without causing burning damage in the joint interface,

* Voltage surge protectors and band-pass filters may be
installed to reduce transient voltage effects.
* Rerouting, shielding, and twisting of wiring may be
considered for the reduction of transient voltage effects to
an acceptable level.
* The use of aircraft structures for ground return pains
should be avoided for critical systems.

ZONE 3 REGION
Structure - Conventional metal structures are usually
riveted or bolted together. These types of structural joints
can transfer lightnipg current satisfactori!y. The advanced
structural fabrication techniques quite often use adhesive
bond methods to assemble structures. The adhesive mat,rials used are normally nonconductive. Thus, ideal conductive paths for the trans~er of lightning current do not exist.
Therefore, special meins must be incorporated to structures
to provide adequate lightning current paths to avoid
Sextensive damage (13).
Special design considerations are as follows:
Th use of other metal structures and o.ductive
structural joints for lightning current transfer.
b The use of a few metal fasteners through the adhesive
bonded interfaces to provide a conductive lighti.ing current
path.
i The use of the peripheral transfer desit t Incept (16):
the transfer of lightning current peripher"IT across the
unsealed edges of the structural joint witl
mumn burn
damage at the edges.
* The use of conductive adhesives for th ,tructural joints
should be prevented due to the undesirable corrcsion
characteristics of these adhesives,
Fuel System - The ma-n consideration here is the
transfer of lightning current across this region without the
initiation of sparks inside the tuel tank and critical fuel
vapor area. Normally, good structural bonding techniques
such as rivets and bolts, will provide adequate conductive
path for the transfer of lightning current.
Antenna System -- Anten.ia systems located in this
region do not require special lightning protection design
considerations. No.mal installation and bonding techniques
are sufficient to shield lightning current from transferring
through the wiring circuit of these systems.
Electrical Circuit - Lightning current transfers from one
extremity of the aircraft to another across numerous
conductive structural elements. Electrical circuais located
close to these structural elements or using the structure as a
ground return path, are susceptible to lightning impulse
coupling. The vulnerability of the electrical, navigational,
communication,
instrumentation, or control systems
involved, depends primarily on the specific characterisitcs of
the system. Thus, careful analysis and measurements must
be made before ea,.h system malfunction mode can be
identified. It should be noted, however, that the increasing
use of solid state circuits, with low threshold-of-failure
voltages, requires that a judicious search be made to identify
possible problem areas. Measurements and analysis of
lightning induced voltages in aircraft electrical circuits have
been made by various organizations. One such program
sponsored by the NASA and conducted by General Electric
High Voltage Laboratory has been reported (22). Douglas
has also made investigations in this area.
Special design considerations ae as follows:
* The measured and analytical data for certain simulated
conditions should be carefully used in a system analysis to
define each system malfunction mode and thus establihh
appropriate protection requirements.

ADVANCED COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT
GRAPHITE/BORON
EPOXY COMPOSITE AIRCRAF T
e anbRON EPOXY compositestru
CRAFT - Graphite and boron epoxy composite structures
are much less conductive both electrically and thermally
than conventional metal structures; therefore, new lightning
protection design concepts are required. The general design
concept here is to prevent any lightni.mg current from
attaching to or transferring through tbese composite structures. if this is not possible, appiovriate lightning current
transfer paths should be established. id properly designed
'o prevent damage to composite structures and associated
structural joints resulting from the transfer of lightning
current. Also, the aircraft as a whole should have external
conductive paths to transler lightning c'irrent from one
eldremity of the aircraft to the others across Zones I, 2,
and 3.
Zone I Rejlion - Laboratory simulated lightning test
results have indicated that boron and graphite epoxy
composit, structures can be severely damaged when struck
by lightning (23, 24). Certain protection systems, such as
flame sprayel aluminum or silver coatings, aluminum wire
mesh, and thin foil aluminum strips, have been developed
by the industry (25, 26). However, while most of these
systems may sustain considerable damage during lightning
current transfer, they require expensive repair. Thus, from a
maintenance point of view, these systems are not desirable.
Also, these protection systems can only reduce damage to
composite structures, they cannot completely eliminate it.
The resulting hidden damage in the structures and the
progressive damage by repeated contacts may become a
problem.
Douglas lightning protection design experience indicates
that it is highly desirable to retain the conv.entional metal
structural components in the Zone I regions for direct
lightning strike attachment protection. However, for certain
designs, the weight reduction requirement may indicate the
necessity of using composite structural components in these
areas. In this case it may be possible to protect the
composite structure usirg one of the metallic lightning strip
protection systems described for the nose radome in the
extremity area of he structure as a compromised design. To
preveat damag2 to the conductive composite structures, a
nonconductiv-- type adhesive should be used to isolate the
0ightping strips from the structire. Lightning tests should be
conducted to demonstrate that lightning current will indeed
?ttach to the metal strips and transfer through the designed
;',iiing current path avoiding the composite structure
path.
Zone 2 Region - The dielectric shielding technique
provides a promising approach for lightning protection of
borun and graphite epoxy composite aircraft structures
located in the Zone 2 region of an aircraft. The principle is
to apply dielectric materials over the composite skin panel
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and use their dielectric shielding strengths to prevent the
reattachment of swept-stroke and restrike lightning current
to the composite skin panel. The metal bar protection
system shown in Figure 17 can be used in conjunction with
the dielectric shielding system for the protection of a !onger
spen of composite skin surface. This approach is based on
the assumption tnat sufficient metal structure would bL
used in the associated Z3ne I region for direct lightning
stroke attachment (27).
In the past 2 years, Douglas has conducted swept-stroke
and restrike lightning tests o4er large size (4 by 8 feet)
boron and graphite epoxy composite skin panels. Test
results indicated that this dielectric shielding approach is
feasible. Additional development work is currently being
warried out by Douglas to faclitate the use of this technique
on actual aircraft flight installations,
The aluminum mesh surface protection technique (28)
is another approach. This technique utilizes thin alaminum
wire fabric to cover the composite skin panel so that most
of the swept-stroke and restrike lightning current will attach
to and travel through the aluminum wire fabric. When using
this protection system design precautions should be undertaken to avoid the following hazards:
* Sparking at bolts and joints in the fuel tank or critical
fuel vapor area during 'he transfer ef lightning current.
9 Structural strength degradation of the co-,,)site skin
panel at the point of lightning attachment and associated
joints that provide the current path to aircraft,
o Progressive unuetected structural degradation caused by
repeated strikes during the life of the aircraft,
Zone 3 Region - The basic design concept here is to
prevent lightning current from transferring through composite structures located in these regions by providing adequate conductive paths across these regions. Metal strips or
bars may be used to transfer lightning current across this
region. However, they should be properly designed to avoid
sharp bends or corners, which may be damaged by the
magnotic forces during the transfer of lightning current.
If this is not possible, composite laminates and associated structural joints should be designed in such a manner
so as to prevent damage resulting from the transfer of
lighting current. Techniques of increasing the lightning
current carrying capabilities for boron and graphite epoxy
composite laminates are being investigated by General
Electric High Voltage Laboratory and the Philco-Ford
Corporation (29, 30). Douglas is currently studying the
lightning current transfer characteristics tarough composite-to-composite and metal-to-composite structural joints
with the objective of establishing design requirements for
the safe transfer of various types of lightning current.
"Ihe electromagnetic shielding properties of composite
skin panels are much poorer than conventional metal skin
panels (31). Thus, electrical wiring systems located withir
structures containing composite skin panels are mc,.vulnerable to lightning current impulse coupling. The
following deijgn guides can be undertaken to reduce the
coupling voltage to a safe level,
w The use of appropriate ground return paths for electrical
wiring systems.
e The shieidingof exposed critical wiring by enclosing in a
grounded metal conduit.
* The twisting of wire pairs of critical circuits.

e .The proper orientation and location of wires within the
strut ture.
GLASS FIBER REINFORCED COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT - The glass or noncond,!ctive fiber reinforced
plastic aircraft is not immune to l.ghtAmig strikes. In fact, ..
composite aircraft whether fabricated using conductive or
no.iconductive reinforcement fibers is more difficult to
protect from lightning thart an aircraft with a mi-tal skiii.
This is because the conventional metal skin can ,atisfactorily shield metal control cables, fuel tanks, engines, and
other rritical components and the pilot and passengers from
lightning. Special features must be added to a plastic aircraft
to provide the necessary lightning protection.
An aircraft extremity, even though fabricated of a
material normally considered to be noncinductive, call
provide a high gradient point to which lightning may attach.
A lightning stroke can enter the reinforced plastic strutture
causing severe damage if the structure is moisture contaminated or houses conductive Lomponents. The zones for a
plastic aircraft may be somewhat different than for the
conventional metal aircraft. Metal cables, wires, tubes, etc.,
may terminate halfway to the tip of the wing presentng a
potential direct attach point at the center of the wing rather
than at the wing tip. This would create different Zone I, 2,
and 3 regions than norrially considered for metal aircraft.
Local attach point studies for plastic aireralt should be
made on full-scale aircraft or full-scale sections, such as the
nose radome, rather than scale models. This is because the
thickness of the dielectric wal.s affects the streamering
characteristics of the metal components within the structure. These tests would aid in establishing accurate Zone 1,
2, and 3 areas for a specific aircrait design.
Zone I Region - Zone 1 regions on a plastic aircraft, can
be protected by using metal skins, lightning divcrter rods, or
electrostatic shielding of the type discussed for the nose
radome. 'Where possible, the use of metal componen!s
within plastic aircraft, which may bccome a direct attach
point, should be avoided. Metal control cables should also
be shielded as required.
Electrical wiring circuits located within plastic fuel
tanks on whig tips may present a particular hazard for
plastic aircraft. The wires can p-ovide an attaci point and
conductive paths for lightning current in a highly vulnerable
area. The wires would vaporize when struck by lightning
creating an explosive force which can cause severe structural
damage and possible fuel ;gnition. Thus, the installation of
wiring or other metal components in the tip tanks should be
avoided. If necessary, tha plastic tip tanks can be protected
in a manner similar to other plastic sections of the aircraft.
Care should be taken to assure that both Zone I and Zone 2
protection of the tip tanks is considered.
Zorte 2 Regioa - Metal components such as wiring and
cables in Zone 2 regions can be protected from swept
strokes using metal bars or frames whish provide exteinal
conductive paths normal to the airstream as shown in
Figure 17. The lightning channel may then "hang on" and
transfer from one bar to the next shielding metal component on the aircraft. Spacing betweern the metal bars is a
function of the dielectric strength of th- wall and the shape
and distance from the wall of conductive objects housed
within the structure. Metal bars installed pp 'lel to the
airstrcam will not provide swept-stroke pro. _.,tion unless
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they extend to the leading edge of the vulnerable area as
shown in Figure 18. Where the parallel metal bars arc
installed aft of a metal section, the lightning chaaintl m.ay
sweep between two birs puncturing the wall as it sweeps
back attaching to mctal components beneath the plastit,
structure as shown in Figure 19.
Zone 3 Region - Hazards of electricai wires used in
conjunction with f'sel tanks have been discussed. Except foi
fuel ignition, the ame hazards exist for any unprotected
wiring in the aircraft including the wiring to lights which are
normally located at the aircraft extremities. Further. the
transfer of lightning current through an electrical wire in a
plastic aircraft can cause failure of the power generating
system and a direct hazard to the pilot. Lightning arresters
or surge protectors may be used in these wiring circuits as
required.
A pilot is usually wall shielded from lightning in a metal
aircraft even though special protection features may be
required for canopies. In a plastic aircraft the pilot can bprotected using the same systems discussed above. The
canopy can be proticted using one ot the systems discussed
under cancpies in this paper. The. canopy protection system
would probably include an external metal ring around the
base of the canop:y.
External metal strips or bars should be irnstalled in this
region, as required, to tran•'er lightning current from one
extremity of the aircraft to another. These installations
should be designed to avoid sharp bends or corners which
may be damaged by the magnetic forces during the transfer
of lightning current.

with the vrte.tike ar' the cloud to-cloud lightning stroke
phen,.aiena, which nri have an effect oil certain lightning
protection design features. Research efforts should be
tontinued until -11phases of the natural lightning strike to
aircraft phenomena can be understood, and improved design
criteria of aircraft lightning protection can be established.
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Lightning ar,d electrification protection
programs are now recognized by the military,
XASA, and the FAA as being essential for most
aerospace vehicles. Safety of flight, the cost
pcr vehicle, and the bportance of completing
the assigned mtission are some of the- factors
that weigh in favor of such programs. In particular, tile ha..ard to aircraft increases with
size,

speed, and low-level flying, and with

greater use. of nom.knntallic materials, sensitive
boiid-state devices, and computerized flight
control. Therefore, it was determnined nxarly in
the design stages that lightning and electrification protection would be incorporated into the
FXMI;,LIAR!7ZiTON' with, the B-1 aircraft will be
gaincd by obscrring Figures 1, 2, and 3.

~

~

Fig. 2.
S

X___

RIK

*are

The third ,air vehicle will be equipped with
offensive avionics to verify its strike capab~lities, i.e., radar pe-net-ra-tion aind weapons
The B-i has a wing span of 136 feet whcn
the wings arc forward and 78 fe~et when the wings
swept aft. its length is 148~ feet, its
height 34 feet, ar-d its g-ioss weight from

Fig, 1.
Three stuch aircraft Gre presently under
(Onstr"titoii to provide the Air Force -,,Ith the
necessdiry infcrmat ioii, througph research,
*dov-_lopP-ent,
teost, and engineering (RDT&E), with
.qhi'2!i to base a product ion decision. The first
two will ',, vquipn~eI with hasiLL, flight equiprnent
to provide prcwof that the aircraft iriJl1Fulfill
the, aerodynu;ýmic and structural requirements.

I~g
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3.

3S0,000 to 400,000 pounds.

It has four General

DESIGN REVIEWS

Electric jet engines, eich of the 30.000-noun.ds

thrust class. Its speed is almost mach 1 for
low-level•_smnztration and above mach 2 at high

Preliminary design reviews were conducted
with the various in-house engineering design

altitude- Air .ahicie No. I is scheduled for
rollo-Ut in February 1974 and its first flight i_

groups and with a representative of LTRI early
in the program. Protection recommendations,

scheduled in May of tnat year.
I-he B-i is an all-weather aircraft, capable
of c'ý4leting the most severe of mi itary
jissions despite the "ver-present atmospheric

within the scopj of the contractual specifications, were made on the spot as each engineer
presented the structural design for which he
was responsible. This provided timely direc-

hazards due to the elffct' of lightning strikes
and precipitation static (P-static).

tion which, for the most part, could be implemented into the program with little or no
difficulty. Equally important, basic protection
was designed into the aircra-ft- hrough continuous bonding as contrasted to the less desirable
add-on protection.
Test results and design recomme..dations
received from LTRI are directed to the corresponding engineering design groups via the protection engineering supervisor for incorporation
bito the RX&E aircraft.
irt
_
TESTS

LIGmNING AND P-STATIC CONTRACT RE(XJIRE4NTS

*
*

The requirements for the system, which consists of the B-1 Air Vehicle, the Ground Support
Equipment, and the Training Equipment, are outlined in the B-1 syster specification. It requires conmpliance with MIL-E-b'S1D, which covers
bonding, lightning, and static Llecrricity.
The Prime Item DeveloprVint Specificatien
covers the B-1 vehicle only. inadi ._.n,i"DFDL
io
requires compliance with MIL-F-38363 for fuel
system bonding and lightning hazards, with FAA
AC20-S3 for lightning protection of the fuel
system, and with MIL-C-38373 for lightni..g p-r.otection of the fuel tank.filhr cap. It is
intended that the B-I will oe -"desizned to" anm
"tested for" compliance with these specifications. For the three R[Yr&E air vehicles, the
lightning test reqslrenmnts were amended to add,
"Lightning strike tests will be conducted only
where it cannot be shown by analysis or similarity of previous design that a lightning strike
does not constitute a safety-of-flight haza-d,"
In other words, it must he determined if the
ROT&E B-1 can fly safely without the section or
ccvponent under consideration. If it an, LTnl,
which is providing engineering assistance, will
detenmine the required protection without tests.
if it cannot, LTRI must determine the required
protuction design and verify by tests.

Model studies uere conducted to determine
tVe Lrobability of strikes to the various parts
of the aircraft (Figu-e 4). The strike point
data also points up unusual strike patterns
-.hich miht nob-b antizipaied from analysis of
simil&r alir:aft, such as strik'es to both
conmmnmications antennas observed by LTRI in
earlier aircraft test program'.
It is worth noting in this partial sequence
of tests (Figure 5) that lightning strikes are
attracted to the horizontal and vertical tail
tips, h..--vL a-- •ro'ct......tn tHe tail
cone. Also, c tcp forward bladan
...
=nna and
t.e n- u..ot
:
lm
ro•v' p't--ction against
dir-ct ....... to the windshields and nose
radone.
Ninety percent of the strike points invoived the nose pitot boom, the wingtips, and
the vertical and horizontal stabilizer tips
(Taý'e I).
Other strike points are presented ill
the table, as well as rthe percentage of strike
points for another swing-wing aircraft which may
be used for comparison.

FROXPRA1 TASKS
A program plan was developed to insure that

the B1-I is designed und developed t ci.-m.y with
the lightning and electrification (P-sta-i
require,,ents. It outlined the tasks of the various in-house design gr(,1o.s and LTRI, and specified those required to budgýt the funds necessary to c'arry out the piogram. A imrk schedule
was also included,
A test plan was developed for describing
the tests necesfary to determine the areas on
the aircraft most likely to be struck by lightning, and the number of svatic dischargers
required and their locations,

,Eloctrolytic tank plots of the model
(Figure 6) -.xere conducted to provide the basis

for the determination of antenna and airframe
threshold potentials, and the static discharger
configuration.
These tank plots were drawn in the vertical
and horizontal planes with the wings swept in
various positions. From this data, the discharger locations were determined. The major
factors utilized in optimizing discharger
locations are the trailing edge electric field
and the discharger spacing. As a rule, the
243

by other trailLng edge cowponents such as fuel
jetison tubes and aileron edges. Also, the
plots permitted the quantitative P-static performance in terms of corona threshold
peapotentials.
In Figure 8, the threjhold potentials are

-•

shown on the aircraft without dischargers. The
difference between the aircraft potentials shown
and the discharger threshold potential illustrates that the discharger increases the corona
threshold potential of the basic airframe. The
major functions of the discharger are to reduce
the aircraft potential and to quietly dissipate
the accumulated charge due to atmospheric
precipitation and engine exhaust, thereby permitting operation of the HF communications -n
strength areas. it ..,s initially
detemineitantb_ A4 dischargers ,'ere needed for

S~low-signal

eachdueB-1toaircraft.
T-hisofnumber
sasdump
reduced
to
41
the location
the flue.
at each
wingtip, and provisions for the future installation of an antenna within the vertical tail tip.
The primary emphasis in the precipitation
static program •or the B-1 hms been a balanced
approach to include, in addition to an adequate
discharger installation, the use of resistance
paints on forward dielectric skin areas and
careful attention to bonding of electrically
floating external skin sections.

__

Fig. 4

-B-1

model lightning strike tese.

discharger threshold and its discharge capability is improved with the increasing electric
field nroduced. ass 1 i
,cot
of the aircraft geon~try. This increascmg leztric field is shown
by the narrower spacing of the equipotential

lines 'n the twv-dimransional plot 3hown in
Figure 77.Thiese equipontials were measured in a
threc-dihension-l" electrolytic tvik. The plot
thus indicates that a concentration of dischargers should be placed near the trailing edge
tips, Conversely, wind tunnel studies by LTRi
have shown that locating dischargers too closely
together reducas their discharge capacity due to
their ipherent shielding quality; for example,
two dischargers w~th no spacing Oetween them
would have little better performance than a
single discharge,. Combinhig the trailing edge
electric field effects with the discharger
shielding function will yield an optinizee zcnfiguration. This must be modified by the space
charge effect3 faoied by the particle charging
of forward areas and the interference produm-ed

Fig. 5 - Partial sequence of 1.5-miliion-volt
strikes to mode! about pitch axis.
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Table I
PERCtNT DISTRIBUTION OF STRIKE POINTS

'

B-I MDEL STUDIES
Configuration

Swng

(1 (2) (3)1 14)
Pitot

I

_1_

,

Wing
1'Swing -

IV

Aircraft

25.0

26.0

28.0

24.0

41.0 4C.0

39.0

40.0

38.0

25.0

(

Other (1)

Cofgrt

-__

A

°

,

5"

-,

boom
Wingtips
Vertical
Stabilizer

9
"

10.0

10.0

10.0

13.0

•4Horizontal
stabilizer

10

14.0

15.0

14.0

1S.0

4.2

2.3

2.3

1.4

0.5

0.9

0

0
0.9'op
1.4

1.4

1.4

0

0

Engine
Mode
control fin

, _•1.

7.0

antennas
Sradome

Forward

base

Aft
radome
btasoe
(o
tbase (or
,tail cone)

Windshield
Fuselage,
bottom
forward
Extern•1
stores

0

0

28
2e

3.
3.7

0.5
0.5
0.5eyebrow

32and/or
3.2
2.3
0.5

0

0.9

0

0

0

2.0

Fig. 6 - B-1 model in eiectrolytic tan:, over
ground
plane.

0

tests are:
Safety of Flight Items
'Forward upper and lower wing glove
pnl

1.0

0.5 Slinsied
2.0
.Energy

panels

transfer system
Ilorizontal tail spindle bearings
Rador'es
Windshield/window
Fuel system components

0
2.8

External lights
Pitot boom assembly
Test and Evaluation Items
Wingt ip
"in tip
blade antenna
Special test panels
Fuselage splices

0

""I

__-Engineering

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

No external stores
With external bombs
With external missiles
With external fuel tanks

Wing splices
Noinmetallic surfaces
Door seals
After Production Decision Items
Wing slat, wing flap, and mode
control bearings
Aft upper wing glove panel
Wing pivot structure
'he tests began in June of this year and are
being conducted at LTRI. Except for five
items which will be tested after production
decision, the tests are scheduled to be comp)leted in August 1974.

SECrIONS AND (DM,%ONENTS TESTS
As the model test progressed, a design
review was impleaented with the many engineering
diesign groups, and specific aircraft scctions
and components were recommended to be evaluat.-i
.iad/or tested,
The B-1 sections and components which are
tu undergo lightning and P-static evaluation
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with various cormbinations in between. Tle results are expected to guide us in the preparation and iating of metal surfaces throughout
the construction of the aircraft. (See
Figure 9.)
Lightning currents are of sufficient mag"nitude to penetrate, to some degree, through
the J oint bonding no matter what configuration
is used. However, it will be of interest to
determine their destructive effects with respect to the corrosion preveation materials.
(2) There is need for a white, antistatic paint which will withstand high temperatures, have antierosion qualities, and
measure 10 to 50 megohms per square. If a

Sa
lot
toot
-

....

-

Fig. 7 - Equipotential lines in horizontal
plane with wings forward.
GENERAL DESIGN Q)NSIDERATIONS

(1) One of the first considerations con-

paint with these characteristics were applied

fronting NR involved the bonding requirements
of MIL-B-5087B versus the corrosion prevention
requirements of MIL-F-7179D and the Prime Item
Development Specificaticn. The requiren-ents
outlined in these specifications ave almost in
direct conflict with each other; one r-quires
the metallic bonds to have high electrical

to all nonmetallic surfaces, it would fulfill
a particular set of requirements imposed on
the B-1. After an extensive search, a material claimed to be capable of fulfilling
M
1"

S"

conductivity, while the others allow no electrical conductivity where the mating surfaces
are exposed to the atmosphere. One might
think that internal base metal bonds with
"sealants around the outside periphery would

suffice.

W•

t I

However, this design is very diffi-

cult to maintain becaztse of the continual
flexing of each Joint while the aircraft is
"flying. Thus, the sealant may crack and let
moisture penetrate the joint.
Therefore, a test plan outnining a series
of tests was pre:,ared. It specifies testing a
number of samples configured from the ideal
electrical bond (bare metal to bare metal), to
the ideal bond for preventing corrosion (two
coats of primer dried over anodized surfaces),

Fig. 9
used.

-•189 KV
230 KV

1
KV
>6(4)

E.xploded view of B-1 showing materials

these requirements was found. This material
will be tested to determdne its acceptance for
use in the B-i program.
"(3) The lightning protection designs for
nonmetallic skin surfaces currently being
te-zted include the anplization of flam-esprayed aluminum, the application of alumdnum
foil, and the application of a fine mesh alu-iunum screen. Methods of establishing adequate electrical bonds to the metallic fr-jres
are also being investigated. Econonics, and
the ease of installation and replacement, will
play a major role in the selection of the
design to be used.
Static dischargers will be installed

157 KV

1071 KV 1513 KV

-

450 KV

ion the B-1. The plan is to provide two parallol apprcaches regarding the design of the
dischargers themselves. "he first is to use
and flight test off-the-shelf F-li hardware,
which ha. flown in an environment similar to
the B-1 (high-mach, swing-wing), with minor

106 KV

Fig. 8 - Potentials required to bring the
aircraft extremities to corona 'Jireshold.
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modifications to provide assurance that RDT&E

schedule dates will be met.

SPECIFIC DESIGQN MNSIDEPATICNS

The second ap-

proach is to develop B-1 tailored designs and

S(5)

(1)

strength in the nose pitot boom is approxi-

available dischargers do not prove completely
satisfactory. In addition to providing noise
quieting, we are looking for a discharger that
can withstan. high temperatures for long
periods of time, is lightweight and causes
little or no drag, has antierosion qualities,
p-ovides local lightning protection for the
aircraft (does not easily cause skin burning),
and has good reliability and long service life.
A controlled circuit grounding
scheme has been implemented throughout the B-1
system. The aicraft electrical power system
is basically a single-point grounded neutral
wire return with few exceptions. The electronic circuits are, for the most part,
isolated from power by transformers, and
grounded to structure only where it is deemed
necessary. Each circuit ground is being analyzed in detail by the electromagnetic conpatibility engineers. Since lightning may
enter the aircraft and damage electrical/
electronic circuits and the equipment they are
to, it was found desirable to pre-

mately 700 volts. The pitot heater wiring will
be carried back to the forward bulkhead through
copper tubing to reduce the coupled potentials
from the lightning currents' high inductive
voltages. This voltage across the heater
wiring inside the tubing is approximately
equal to the product of the tubing resistance
and the lightning current or about 500 volts
plus the end joint bonding resistance. There
will be several parallel paths between the
boom and the forward bulkhead through which
the energy, from a lightning strike to the
boom, must travel. If our "best effort" bonds
measure 2.5 milliohms dc resistance per bond,
it is estimated that a current flow of 200,000
amperes tnrough these bonds would create
between 970 and 1,350 volts potential at the
nose boom depending on the nunber of joints in
the final design. This exceeds the dielectric
strength (700 volts) of the usual heater wire
construction and is considered a potentialhazard.
The present protection design includes a

vent those circuits classified as "mission
essential," "safety-of-flight," and those
appearing at the external surface of the airfrom being nmultipoint grounded. This is

dielectric strength of 1,000 volts which has
been assured by several vendors without increasing the diameter
theinserted
boori, aninto
isolation
tihe
beer.
transformer which Iras of

thought to deter lightning currents from entering at one ground point, traveling along
the wire through wire bundles and equipment,
and leaving by way of the other ground
point(s). This scheme is desirable from an
electromagnetic compatibility viewpoint, also.
In addition, the circuits exposed to the external surface through electromagnetic windows,
as the nose pitot boom heater wires, the

circuit to increase the heater wire dielectric
strength to structure, and spark-gap protectors
which have been placed across each line to
structure between the transformer and the boom,
to drain abnormal currents.
(2) The nose radome is about 12-feet
long, pointed, and made of polyimide quartz.
For obvious
the radar
equipment
on the engiany metal
not to have
neers
prefer reasons,

window and windshield-heater circuits, antenna
circuits, and all external lights, have secondary protective spark-gap devices as well.
The electrical/electronic wiring is enclosed ir conduit runs between shielded equip-

radonm.
However, from a ligtnwing and P-btatic
protection viewqoint, metal strips or buttons
should be placed on its surface in addition LO
an antistatic coating. This type of protection, together with the nose pitot boom acting

ment bays for protection from the nuclear

as a lightning rod, should provide ample pro-

electromagnetic pulse. In a few isolated
cases, where the circuits are terminated out-

tection for the radome. Since it is not known
at this time %natdeg-adation effects this

beyond the conduit is covered with a braided
shield. The shields and conduit are grounded

operation of the internal radar equipment, the
radome will be tested with and without this

Sconnected
,--,craft

Ssuch

side an equipment bay, the wire that extends
WE
a-=

-

Normally, the heater wire dielectric

have these designs ready in the event that the

protection design produces with respect to the

to structure so that any stray electrical

protection and a trade-off study will be made.

en•oV that is impressed or induced on the
shields or conduit may be dissipated directly
to structure. These drainage pathts, together
with spark-gap drainage devices and sufficient
conductivity th-ough skin joints, are expected
to provide the protection necessary to keep
,ist of the lightning and P-static energies on
the external surface of the aircraft.

(3) It was recognized at the beginning
of the B-1 program that a permanent antistatic
coating was needed for the windshields and
windows. Glass was thought to be an ideal
material, for an applied tin-oxide antistatic
coating could be tested at supersonic speeds.
However, glass did not fulfill all the requirements imposed, as a 4-pound bird having a
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velocity of 650 nrph, directed at a 25-degree
angle to the windshield, resulted in extensive
fracturing and reduced visibility. Also. the
glass would have to be approximately 1.4 inches
thick to prevent bird penetration.
Comparing an all-glass with an allplastic 17-square-foot windshield, the glass
was found to be the same thickness, 2.2 times
heavier, three times ,fore expensiv,-_, and to
have more optical distortion due to its curvature. Also, glass fractures extensheiy due to
bird impact. Thefore, it was determined that

windshield cuter ply. Also, radio interference is generated 'iythe almost contir.uous
streamering acros, the windshield exterior during penetration through dry particle clouds.
Thus, conductive coatings of sose type are
necessary on the windshield exterior to limit
the external potentials which can be accurmulated and thus eliminate the deranges which can
be produced.
An approach is being tried which has been
successfully used on ,iontransparent radomo
coatings in which a conducting ribber is

the windshields and windows would be made of

covered by a thin la/er of 5 to 10 mils of an

plastic.

insulating rubber surface.

This design is shown in Figure 10.

Because of the

large surface area and thin dielectric coatELEC ROCONDUCTIVE COATING

ing, the external charge can drift through the
low resistance of the thlin layers to the subsurface conductive coating to limit the pre-

.16 INTERLAYER
OF SILICONE

cipitation static potentials. This approach
is being proposed by Goodyear Aerospace Corpo-

.09 ACRYLIC OUTSIDE
T

--

ration for the B-1 windshield in which the

plastic outer windshield ply is being covered
with two transparent coatings - one conducting
to bleed the charge off and an external hard
coating to withstand the severe in-flight
erosion environment.

__"_____-

(4) All fuel system components will be
evaluated. M,'ny will be testeL for lifhtnirg
and/or P-static protection in accordance with
the irnovations program. These are included
in the foregoing list of sections and components to be tested.
The fuel tank skin thicknesses have been

1715 POLYCARBONATE
.5INSIDE
.05 INTERLAYER OF SILICONE

.87 POLYCARBONATE
Fig. 10

-

designed to fulfill the lightning protection
requirenents of the FAA Advisory Circular
20-53. This circular specifies 0.080-inch
aluminun or the equivalent to prevent penetration of a dwell stroke in the zone "
area. Zone 1 is defined as the area within
18 inches of the leading edge of the wings
(they sweep back mere than 45 degrees) and
wingtips, the trailing edge of the horizontal
tail and horizontal tail tips, and the
vertical tail tip. Also included are the
nose pitot boom, nose and aft radomes,
antennas, external stores, a.,'- inlet ducts,
and engine nacelles. The present B-I design
provides an alurinum thickness slightly Icss
than 0.080 inch over a portion of the zone 2
fuselage fuel tanks. The design also provide,
a nitrogen inerting system in the fuel trnks
for protection against fire and explosions
resulting from incendiary projectiles. The
inerting system is designed to supply nitrogen for *he entire mission. However, this may
be cycled for the purpose of supplying the
nitrogen only when it is needed. When the
fuel tanks are inerted, protect;on against
lightning is provided.
(5) Bonding across the movable wing

B-I windshield design.

The basic problem with large aircraft
windshields is that particle friction charging
of the external dielectric surface can store
large energies in the parallel plate capacitor
formed by the external charge and interior
electrical heating coatings. This charge,
when acurumulated to a sufficient potential,
can spark-over to the exterior mounting frame
of the windshield, thus inducing large potentials into the heater circuitry potentials
corresponding t.o the discharge of a 60,000picofarad capacitor charged to 60,000 to
100,000 volts. Because of the obscure nature
of this effect, of which most ground inaintenance personnel are not aware, such failures
are generally attributed to other causes sur,.h
as electrical component failure in the heaýer
control circuitry, bad relays, etc. Alsv, if
the windshields are sufficiently large -.nd the
outer dielectric layer between the ext,'rnal
charge and the heating layer is sufficiently
thin, puncture may occur to the interior
heating layer resulting in shattering of the
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antennas. At this aft end, it is desirable
to place a statiz discharger for the reduction of RF noise. However, any Fetal appearing in the view of the antennas, other than a
discharger needle, would be detrimental to
the operation of the internal equipment.
Therefore, our lightning and P-static protection design for the vertical stabilizer
tip includes a discharger rod that extends
beyond the aft tip, a metal shank approximately
2 inches long for lightning protection, a metal
base metallicly fastened to a wire iesh imbeded
in the top of the radome forw:ard of the antenna
view, and adequate bonding of the mesh to the
aircraft structure. The entire vertical tail
tip will be tested at LTRI for verification of
this design.

poses a problem as the wing is designed to
slide over plastic runners for a considerable
distance. The only practical location for
bonding the wing to the wing carry-through
structure is at the wing pivot. The bonding
conductor should be of highly conducting metal,
such as copper, and shaped in the form of a
flexible tube. This configuration presents a
minimun impedance through which the current is
cxpected to flow. However, there will b6 many
metallic "tubes" across the wing pivot which
are needed to transport hydraulic fluids and
fuel and to house electrical circuit wires,
The conductivity is considered ample, an4 an
additional bond is probably not required.
However, an adequate bond path is 'leing provided in addition to these tubes and conduit,
and the entire configurazion is to be tested
for lightning protection, afte:" production
decision.
(6, The surface of the winglip is fiberglass honeycomb construction. The tip has a
large aluninum cast bow around its periphery,
except for an 8-inzh wingtip light, which provides a direct electrical path to the wing
structure. This tip has the capability of
adap*ing to a wire mesh placed over its surface at a later date without great difficulty
should the results from lightning tests
dictate its inclusion,
(7) The wingtip light sits in a pieshaped, quarter-segment, metal frame. Its
1/4-inch-thick glass has no metal around its
outside edge which is approximately 8 inches
in length. The lamp sits in the apex of the
metal frame in excess of 2 inches from the
outside edge of the glass. It is believed
that a lightning strike will attach itself to
the metal frame rather than shatter the glass
to reach the lamp inside. However, backup
spark-gap protectors will be placed between
the auto transformer and the lamp to limit the
energy coupled from a lightning strike to tne
lamp's circuit. The wingtip with its light
will undergo lightning and P-static tests in
order to determine further design refinements,
(8) The mode contiol bearing (the bearing for the forward small canard-type wing
surface), th, wing slat bearing, and the wing
flap bearing will be tested after production
go-ahead, as none have been determined to
involve safety-of flight. However, the
horizontal tail spindle bearings will be
tnsted during the RDT&E program and adequate
protection will be applied,
(9) The third RDT&E aircraft may have a
radome at the aft end of the vertical stabilizer tip to accommodate several internal

INSTALLATION REQUIRP

NTS AND VERIFICATION

Installation requirements and specific
instructions will appear on installation
drawings. Verification oy inspections and
tests will be formally presented in an inhouse process specification.
Bording requirements for structure and
skin joints will be determined from laboratory
tests. Direct current and low-frequency meameasurements will be made with the hardware
installed on a randor sampling basis, as well
as selected items that will be specified for
each aircraft. Direct correlation between
the test samples and -,h, assembly line hardware is expected with these two types of
measurements.
FLIGHT rTEST VERIFICATION
A flight test will be conducted with all
the electronics operating to verify the effectivenr-ss of the static dischargers. The
minin testing requirements for the effects
of airframe electrification, propulsion system
charging, corona discharge, etc, will be accomplished by flying under conditions maximizing
these effects while operating equipments and
testing for degradation of operation.
SUJ*ARY
There are many design areas which require
R1IT&E effort in order to fulfill the B-1 requirements. These include (1) radoies,
(2) windshields and windows, (3) other plastic
material surfaces, (4) metdllic bonding v--rsus
corrosion prevention, (5) a white antistatic
paint, (6) static dischargers for the swing
wing, and (7) protection foi the vertical tail
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tip.
NR has developed and is implementing a program which will fulfill
the B-1
lightning and electrification protection
requirements.
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Experimental Investigation of Problems
Associated with Discharging Hovering
Helicopters
J. E. Nanevicz and D. G. Douglas
Stanford Research Institute
S. Blair Poteate
U.S. Army Material Research and
Development Laboratory
B. J. Solak
I•osing Company, Vertol Division
ABSTRACT
Laboratory and flight tests were performed
to investigate various a,.-ve discharger systems,
and sensing problems as they relate to the
Boeing 301 "LH !elicopter. Excellent agreement
between laboratory studies arfd flight tests
were obtained.
The experiments show that while high not
current (> 600 p) discharger designs were
probably feasable for the HLH helicopter, the
accurate sensing of the helicopter potential
(with respect to ground) would be very difficult
when the helicopter was operated in an external
space charge environment,

I

Tri[EN
CONSIDERING the problem of maintaining the
potential to ground of a hovering h6licopter
near zero, it becomes apparent that the most
crucial problnms are: a) Devising a scheme for
accurately measuring the helicopter-tc-ground
potential in the presence of charged particles,
discharged ions, and external electric fields;
and, b) Designing and poa3tioning a dispcharging
element on the helicopter capable of removing
from the aircraft the requisite discharge current,
There are many other problems associated with
the development of a functioning active discharging system such as designing a high voltage
supply capable of operating in the helicopter
environment, designing a stable servo system,
etc., but unless the problams of sensing and
discharging have been solved, all other problems
ere academic,
A review of the general problem quickly
indicated that any approach to this investigation
must lean heavily on experiment.
The geometry
of the bellcopter is sufficiently complicated
that a purely analytical approach to a stuay of
the electrostatic fields in its vicinity is
difficult. The problem is further complicated
by the fact that a hovering helicopter may not
be located in a field-free, charge-free region,
but can be surrounded by charged precipitation
particles, discharged ions, etc., severely
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complicating the sensing problem. Thp primary
limit on current discharged from an element is
established by the ion cloud formed about the
element by the discharge products, and the
complicated airflows which cannot be simulated
adequately.
Proper description of all of these
parameters in sufficient detail to permit an
accurate analytic solution appeared impossibly
difficult, and an experimental approach was
followed instead.
Si.ace flight tests can be very expensivo
and marginally productive unless they are
carefully planned to eleminate as much random
testing as possible, it dictated that the
flight tests be preceeded by thorough laboratory
and ground tests to serve as a guide to determining the ultimate course of the flight tests.
With the above arguments in mind, it was
decided that the program would be conducted in
three phases.
In the first, laboratory simulations of various designs of dischargers were
carried out at SRI to investigate likely
approaches, and to weed out those which proved
to be undesirable.
In the second phase, ground
testr were carried out on a CH-47 helicopter at
Boeing Vertol to verify the laboratory results,
and to investigate the workability of proposed
flight test systems in an actual helicopter
environment.
In the third phase, flight tests
were conducted at the Yuma Proving Grounds,
Yuma, Arizona, using an instrumented CH-47
helicopter.
LABORATORY INVESTIGATION OF DISCHARGER DESIGNS
Experience in designing fixed-wing aircraft
dtscharging systems indicates that it is
essential that the discharge products be injected into a high velocity airstream to carry them
away and minimize the limitation of the discharge by the presence of the di3charge ion
cloud.
3n addition, it is important that the
discharge products be directed away from any

field sensing devices being used to measure
aircreft potential.
In casting about ior likely
locations for discliarging elements on a heli-

B1fore testing started in the facility,
a
variety of pissible discharging-element designs
were conceived and assembled.
Some of these

copter, one is immediately led to the tips of
•he roto•" blades since these are regions of
clearly-defined, high-velocity airflow.
Unfort-

designs wore mechanically awkward, while others
appeared to be electrically less desirable than
others.
These "ugly duckling ' were dcliberateiy

unately, active discharging elements located on
the blades greatly complicates rotor de.ign.
A
second (smaller and slower) region of directed

included in the laboratory testing to meke
certain that no satisfactory design was accidently
discarded as the result of unjustified, precon-

airflow away from the helicopter exists in the
engine exhausts.
The feasibility of locating

ceived bias.
Several recirculation patches were instal'ew

discharging elements here was Irvestigated

on the mock up so that recirculation currents to

on

the present program.

A third region of directed
airflov, away from the Lelicopter is located amidships in the region where the two rotors intersect.
The functioning of a diecharging element

the airframe could be measured as well as the
recirculation current to the "engine",
and the
power supply voltage and current fed to the

in this location was also investigated.

measurement of the current blown dowrnstream in

In designing a discharging system,
must select a discharger configuration,

one
a

dischar7,er.

These measurements,

together witnt

a

the exhaust allowed an accurate estimate of the
effectiveness of the candidate discharger to be

discharger location, and an operating potential.
Many combinations of these parameters are
possible, and to test all
of the combinations in

made.
Although detailed data were taken for each
discharger configuration, it is instructive to

flight would be prohibitively expensive,

look first only at the data for top wind speed

decided,

therefore,

It was

that a helicopter mock up

and highest supply voltage to see how discharge

would be used in

a laboratory program to investigate a wide variety or discharger arrangements,
and to select the most promising for rurther
investigation during the ground and flight tests.
To expedite the investigation of the various
design parametera, an operating full-scale model

current veries with discharger configuration.
Data for the single discharge point are presented in this abbreviated form in Figure 2.
In
Column 1 it is observed that as the discharge
point is moved farther doanwind from the "engine"
exhaust plane, tha power supply current nýcreaaes

of the discharging system, aft fuselage, and left
engine was assembled in the laboratory.
This was
accomplished by modifying an existing weter-wave

and the net discharge current increases.
These
results indicate that the net discharge current
achievable is limited by recirculation to the

wind-tunnel facility
in the Electromagnetic
Sciences Laboratory at SRI.
By modifying it
slightly it was possible to use this air
source
to food a 22-inch-diameter cylindrical tube

airframe in the immediate vicinity of the discharging element.
For dihs reason, dischareinjg
elements positioned far back from the fuselage
result in a higher net discharge current even

simulating the helicopter engine exhaust, and
achieve a range of exhaust velocities from zero

though they are located in a region of soi.ewhat reduced flow velocity.

up to 125 fps.

The "engine'

and full-scale mock

In Column 2,

the effect of mcving the

up of the aft part of the Chiiook helicopter is
shown in Figure 1.
Velocity profile measurements indicated that

discharge point away from the center line of the
engine is illustrated.
The vertical position
V along the centerline resulted in maximum net

at a position one tall-pipe diameter downrtream
of the exit plane the flow was still
very clearly
defined and had not grown appreciably in diameter.
Farther downstream, the boundary of the
flow slowly became less clearly defined, and the
flow became turbulent.
These rnsults were
interesting, in that they indicate there was
littlo
flow actually impinging on the body of the

discharge current.

"heticopter to

cause recirculation.
Although the
maximum flow velocity in the simulator "engine"
was lower than the 300 fps engine exhaust velocity
on the CH-47 it waE felt
that it was sufficiently
high to permit realistic
investigation of the
effects of changes in discharging-element design
parameters,
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Although moving the point
away from the skin to Positions A or B reduced
the power supply current, it also reduced th.
net discharge current.
As might be expected,
moving the point toward the skin to C increases
the power supply current (as ýhe result of
increased reciozulation) but also reduces the
net discharge cuirent.
Arparently lischarge
zurront is

maximized wten the ion density

uniformly distributed
Colutn 3 illustrates

is

throughout the exhaust.
the effect of using

an auxiliary electrode in an effort to achieve
the desired discharge current at lower power
supply voltage.
Although the power supply
current i- drastical~y increased, most of this
current flows to the auxiliary ring, and the
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net current is lower than it
without the ring.
Results of exper

would have been

nents with

In Figure 4, results were presented of a
typical set of measurements exploring in detqi.

various combtn-

the way in

which discharger currents are

ations of ring-shaped discharging elements are
presented in Figure 3.
Column 1 indicates .hot
the net discharging current 13 relativuly independent of the diameter of a single ring used

related to power supply voltage.
At low power
supply voltages, the electr.T field generated

as the discharge element.
noted that this current is

charge on the ion beam itself
arc both low,
resulting in low recirculating current s8 that

by the supply voltage on the discherging element
and the coulomb
)rce generated by the sulf

It should also be
almost Identical with

that obtained with a single point in Column 1

!net almost equals I ps.

of Figure 2 (positive polarity),
Column 2 of Figure 3 illustrates

is increased, it increases the rmagnitude of
both the field generated by the discharging

tr' results
of experiments with discharging elements composed of a discharging ring and an auxiliary ring
of the same diameter.
Again the performance of
the system is evidently not very sensitive
vo
ring diameter.
The spacing between the rings
does affect system performance, since the spacing

As power supnly volktgeg

element, and the coulomb forces generated by
the increased charge density in the ion beam.

determines the maximum power supply voltage that
can be used without flashover.
In the case of

The net result Is that the recirculation current
increases with increas
- power supply voltage.
The increasing recirc
rn current mantljsts
itself
as a divergence between the net discharge
current and the power supply current.
For the
discharger geometry of Figure 4, thf system is

a 2-inch spacing, this is 40 kV.
With a 6-inch
spacing it vis possible to use P0 to 07 kV without flashover.
These results indicate that

quite efficient even .ith
a power cupply voltage of 110 kV (86% of the power supply current
is discharged), and the power supply voltage

spacings as small as 2 Inches are impractical in
that the: do not permit significant power supply

could probably be doubled without requires
tnacceptably high power supply currentb.

current before flashovor.
Even a spacing of
6 inches is inadequate to avoid flashover at 110
kV.
Finally, it is apparent that at the 125

Figure 5 illustrates
the way in which
various currents are affected by changes in
exhaust velocity.

fps exhaust velocity, substantia, recirculatlon
to the ground ring occurs, so that the net dis-

Obviously, as velocity is
increased, the net discharge current increases;
first,
as a lower than first
power of velocity,

charge current achieved is
sirlle
ring in Column 1.

then apprnaching a linear depandence.
The
T
recirculation of current body is maximum at

lover than with a

The results of a series of experiments with
rings of unequal size are summarized in Column 3.
Although there ie some variation in details

zero velucity when the applied field and
coulomb field have unlimited time to act en "e
discharged ions to cause them to be rucirculated.

between these data and

As the exhaust velocity is

appears

to be rj

those ir. Column 2,

there

reason to choose one over the

other.
Column 4 illustrates

the reduction in

increased,

the ions

are carried away faster and the recirculLtion
current is diminished.
The reduced recirculation rurrent at high windspoeds causes the

net

discharge current that occurs as the discharging

power supply current to approach the net dis-

assembly Is moved closer to the engine.
This is
in agreement with the results obtained with a
single dischorge point in Column i of Figure 2.
The last experiment with ring discharger

charge current.
Andrews tnd Forrest (1) , in a report
received sAbsequent to these tests, report data
which confirm the results described above.

configurations is illustrated in Column 5.
It
consisted of a pin-filled, 8-inch-diameter ring

HELICOPTER GOOUND TESTS OF DISCHARGER DESIGNS

concentrically mounted inside a 15-inch diameter
auxiliary electrode.
For the windspeeds avail-

In planning the CH-47 ground tests
at
Vertol, it was argued that they should be
designed to ve-ify laboratory results, to
expose interesting discharging element designs

able, the recirculation with this arrangement is
very high and the net dtscharge current is low.
In addition to the single point and ring
discharges

configurations discussed above,
srveral other designs were built and evaluated

to a more nearly true in-flight environment
(Involving acoustic noise, hign temperature,

in the mock up.

soot, etc.),

These designs included small

diameter aires placed in various orientations
with respect to the exhaust velocity vector, long
me•tAl bars similarly placed, etc., but the structural form of these designi was poor and will
not be d~scussed here.

•"

t--g-______

Numbers in
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and to look for unexpected devel-

opments.
It was felt, furthermore, that the
grouze tests should be of clearly circumscribed
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scope, 3ince they are considerably more expensive than the laboratory tests, but are not
representative in all
respects of the In-flight
situation. Accordingly, it was decided that
the discharging elements to be investigated
would be confined to a single-point discharger
and a 12-inch diameter ring discharger, each
of which would be used alone or in conjunction

points.
In view of the results of the laboratory tests shown in Figure 6, provisions were
made on the flight test aircraft to position
the discharging element up to 5 engine exhaust
The
diameters aft of the engine exit plane.
structt\ye for accomplishing this is visible in
Figure S.
In discussing the various charging and

with a 12-inch diameter auxiliary discharge

dischazizig phenomena it

electrode for a total of four different configurationso
At the conclusion of the ground tests, a
review of the data available indicated that
both the laboratory and the ground test data
were in good agreement, and that substantial
increases in net discharge current accrued from
increasing discharger spacing behind the engine
exit plane, at least up to the maximum distance

importance to agree upon a convention when
discussing the signs of various charged particles.
The sign convention used in this paper is shown
in Figure 9.
In reviewing the results of the flight
tests, it is interesting to determine the degree
to which they agree with the laboratory and
In Figure 10 the net discharge
ground tests.
current for a single point discharger is

d - 3D Investigated (The results of these ground

plotted for comparison with the current dis-

It
tests will not be discussed in detail here).
was decided that the laboratory investigation
should be exteded to greater spacings to
determine when the current ceases to increase,
The results of the work are shown in Figure 6.
It Is evident that considerable improvement
accrued for each configuration tested by increasThe discharger
ing the spacing up to d - .D.
efficiency curves also plotted in Figure 6 indicate that the increased discharger current is
achieved largely by virtue of increased
efficiency (i.e. reduzed recirculation to the
Efficiency f is defined by
skin).

charged from a single ring at th6 same location
The
(d = 5D) in the helicopter engine exhaust.
two sets of data obviously lie along the lines
This result substantiates the
of best fit.
laboratory and ground test data which indicated
that a single point and a single ring constitute
equally satisfactory discharging elements.
Shown for comparison in Figure 10 is a laboratory
experimental curve of discharge current measured
at the same spacing behind the engine exit
The
plane, and with a wind velocity of 100 fps.
eaboratory data predict a somewhat higher discharge current than was measured in flight.
This disparity probably stems from the difference
"engine"
in temperature between the laboratory
exhaust and that of the actual aircraft engine.
The higher temperature of the real engine exhaust

=

100

Net Discharge Current
Power Supply Current

is of considerable

DByond a spicing of 5D, the Improvement achieved
by decreased rocirculation obtained by increasing
distance to the skin is counterbalanced by
degraded performance stemming from increased
difficulty in Asloite
getting discharge
products
resul remov-d
thedisharin

recirculati¢n current which results in a lower
net discharge current.
With the effect•vely low directed wind
velocities associated
with the
the CH-47
CH-47nturbino
asshete

element in a region of low-speed,
considerably turbulent flow,

ing element far from the fuselagu to reduco
current recirculation to a tolerable level.

as the result of immsersing the discharging
diffuse,

and

iifiijtes highoir ion mobility permittirg

exhaust,

it

higher

is necessary to movo the discharg-

This means that high power supply voltages must
FLIGHT TESTS OF DISCHARGING ELEENTS

be used to generate

the corona discharge currenxt

required.
Thus the engine exhaust discharger
may be considered to be a high-impedance system.

For the Yuma, Arizona flight test investigation of discharging elements, the instrumentation
was arranged as shown in Figure 7.
Tests were

(From Figure 10 for V
200kV1 i = 100 gA
therefore R = 2000 W.).
In the case of the

made of three basic discharging

A

active discharger developed

in

(2),

single point

elements:

or a ring located in

one (and

some cases both) of the enjine exhausts;

"outrigger" discharger shown in Figure 8.

aircraft
temperature

permitted the discharging element to be placed

and an

The

in

outrigger discharger system consisted of a
four-foot-long, 1-inch diameter aluminum tube

close proximity to the airframo without any

dircu
potentials
In

mounted Amidshipa on each side of the helicopter
A sharpened
six feet outboard from the skin.
each bar to
of
end
each
at
installed
was
wire
provide four widely-spaced,

for jet

the high windspeed and low air

rrent

oe 1 maf

powe

the laboratory work during the flight

low-threshold corona
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0

Dissipation testing was also carried out
a dusty environment generated by hovering
Results oi such tests
freshly-disked sand.

an investigation was made of the effect on discharge currents of varyirg the position of the
The
discharging element in the exhaust plume.
experiment are
of such a flight test
Here, in agreement with
shown in Figure 11.

in

Sresults

the laboratory results, we see that increased
net discharge current can be achieved by increasIn addition,
ing the spacing from 2-3/4 D to 5D,
it was found that, with the ring at d = 2-3/4 D,
is sufficiently close to the fuselage that
flashover occurred f=om the ring to the fuselage
at voltages in excess of 120 to 160 kV depending
Increasing the
on the power supply polarity.
spacing to d = 5D increased the net discharge
current at the lower voltages and, at the same
it

using the outrigger system are shown in Figure 15.
The ground current flowing when the power
supply voltage in sst to zero represents the
frictional charging current to the helicopter.
(This is the current rie would like to be able
It
to null with the active discharge system.)
can be seen from this figure that by adjusting
the power supply voltage, it is possible to
increase the ground current, set it to zero, or
polarity, and that the
even to reverse its
curves are almost identical to the clean environment data of Figure 14, displaced to account
for the triboclectric charginL current.

powei supply voltage
time, permitted the full
of 220 kV to be applied to the discharger.
1

Figure 12 illustrates
the resul t of an
investigation of the degree to which dischargers

SENSOR FIDELITY FLIGha TESTS

located in one engine tnteract v'th and limit
the current that can be discharged from an
The
identical system in The other engine.
results of these experiments Indicase that, on
the CH-47, the engines are iufficiently far apart
that, at the lower power supply voltages, discherging in both exhaustsi doubles the discharge
current.
At the higher discharge ,mirrent le"els,
there is some interaction, and the current
discharged from two engines is not quite twice
the current discharged from a single engine.
with .he outrigger disThe results of tests
are shown
charger system in a clean envirrsent
Comparing Figure 13 with Figure 11,
in Figure 13.
we find that at a given power supply voltage the
outrigger system discharged roughly twice the
current discharged by the single ring at d = 5D.
"he discharging system
For some of the tests,
was arranged in the "maximum dissipation" configuration in which the outrigger system aed the
ring located at d = 5D in tIe engine exhaust were
The results
both connected to the power supply.
are shown in Figure 14.
of such a series of tests
Comparing these data with those of Figures 13 and
11 we find that the "maximum dissipation" current
is very nearly equal to the sum of the current
discharged by the outriggers alone and the ring
alone.
Referring again to Figure 14, we observe

Ideally, the sensing element should function
A field
without any connection to the ground.
meter or "field mill" immediately suggests
as the sensing device.
itself
In considering the woikability of a
simple field meter sensing scheme, we argue
that; if a charged b&dy is suspended in chargefree, field free space, there is a unique relationship between the electric field intensity
at a particular point on the body, and the
In particular, the
potential of that body.
fields are zero when the potential is z.ro.
In this case, a field meter is an ideal device
At
fir measuring the potential of the body.
the other extreme, if we allow any arbitrary
distribution of charges and applied fields
around the body in question, there is no
unique relationship between electric field
and i~s potential to
So that no measurement we can make
ground.
on the body can tell
us its
potential.

is 'tot so pronounced for either of the dischargers
u,.ed singly.
Perhap- it has to do with the fact
that when larger absolute values of current are

In planning this program, it was felt
that the actual operatio.ial situation would
lie
somewhere between the two extremes dis-

discharged, the problem of space charge current
limitation by the ion cloud assumes increased
importance.
In this case any process which gets

It was obseitved further that
cussed above.
it would be frcttless
to Ly to settle
the
question of sensing either by purely analytic

rid of the spa-e charge or minimizes its

mothods or by laboratory experiments

structure about the body,

considerable difference between

effects

since the

problem involves the interaction between poorly
understood frictional charging processes,

assumes added importance,
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Lt

environments might include dust, dry snow,
electrified rain, and the ion cloud generated
by discharge froi the dissipator element.

the data for each of the hover altitudes,
Why tnis should be is not clear since the effect

that ther;- is

Uk

problems associOne of the must difficult
ated with the development of a satisfactory
active discharging system is that of devising
a sensing scheme capable of providing an indication of the helicopter-to-ground potential
Typical
under all operational conditions.
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complex airflows,

Figure 16 presents the results of measure-

and tortuous recombination

processes.
Accordingly no effort wa-. made to
investigatv the sensing problem in the laboratcry

ments on the cargo hook field mc~or.
First
we otserve that a positive field meter Indic-

or during the Vertol CII-47 ground tests.
For thi
flight test investigation of sensor

ation is obtained upon the applicvtton 3f a
This is in
positive power supply voltage.

fidelity, the hr-licopter was equipped with a
total of four electric field meters (field mills).
Two of the field mills are visible i. the photo-

kteping with the sign convention ;o,- field
,.aters illustrated in Figure 9 where a positive
charge above the field meter is inte:-pretcd as

graph of Figure 8.

The overall

the field meters is
Figure 16.

shown in

arrangement of

a positive field indication (this

is

the con-

vention e.ployed by atmospherlc electricians).
Next, we oserve that, for a given voltage and

the sketch of

Provisions were made to suspend field meter
#1 from the helicopter by means of a nylon rope

hover altitude, the field meter reading depends
critically
upon the field meter sensor altitude.

passed

As h is

through the cargo hatch.

This

tirrangement

simulates the mounting of a field meter on the
helicopter cargo hook.
It was argued ýhat this
arrangement minimi7ed the amount of charged
material between the sensor and earth,

and would

the protrusion of field

further fnhsncos the fivld.
Returning to an inspection of Figure 16,

therefore have considerable promise of sensing

we find that E1 varies linearly with Ups

the true helicopter-to-ground potential.
Field meter q2 was located on the underside
of the helicopter near the nose in the region

-ntil

corona threshold evidenced by non zero power
supply current is reached, ani some carona

the past for field meter instal.1-

often used in

decrersed,

meter #1 increases so that it produces a greatFor
01 concentration of field abeot itself.
very small h, the proximity of the ground

c-irrent is

discharged.

At this time the slope

ations.
This field meter serves to tie
together
data from this experiment with earlier work.

Physically this
of the curve decreases.
The
behavior can be explained as follows:

Field meter #4

aircraft is

was installed on the side of the

charged negatively with respect

to

fuselage roughly centered in both lhe vertical
Fibld meter a3 was
and fore-and-aft diroctions.
mounted on the top of the fuselage roughly centered fore-and-aft, and slightly to the left of the

the earth so that, to the field meters, the
outside world looks positive and they give a
positive indication.
%hen corona threshold is
reached, negative charge begins to leave the

fuselage centerline.
The purpose for field meters
3 and 4 was to investigate the possibility of

tips of tho rotor blades ancd is driven toward
the ground by the rotor downwash.
This neg.itive

using multiple field meter installatt.ons to sort
out the effects of charged dust and ion cluuds In
the vicinity of the hovering helicopter and to

chare in the vicinity of the helicopter makes
the outside world look less positive so that
(This
the field meter reading is reduced.

infer from these readings the true helicopter-togroundZ potential.

same effect of corcna sgace charge was reported
in Reference (3) in cunrection with hovering
tests coix2ucted on CII-3/C and UWI-lA helicopters.)

The sensor fidelity instrumentation system

apparent only on the data for

included a set of 5 ground-based field meters

The effect is

which, for all but onf of the tests,
were arrryed
ander the ho-,ering helicopter.
This field meter

h = Ifbecause at h = 5 and If = 15, the ficld
meter output saturates before corona threshold

system permitted study of the way in which discharge ion ri%1 charged dust clouds are distributed
and how they affect the electrostatic field
Two
structure in the vicinity of the helicopter.

is

basic ground

field meter arrangements were used

reached.
Calibration data for the three fuselagc
mounted fiel,
meters art. shown in Figure 17.
Theii ochavior and sensitivities
are similar
is

t3 that of field meter 41 when it

at

The configduring the sensor fidelity tests.
uration employed during any particular test is

fuselage level. (i.e.,
for h = 11).
In another set of experiments,

shown with the data from that test.
The most fundamental sensor fidelity flight

copter w s 'rounded and hovered over an .:rray
of grounc. fiela metrs as -hown in Figure 18.

test experiment

These tests

(illustrated in

Figures 16 and

were carried

out in

a

the heli-

'clean" area,

For this f-xperiment,
the aircraft potential.
the ground wire was connected to the power supply

an area in which there was no dust
that is,
Current
stirred up by the hovering helicopter.
was din•charged from the coutrigger discharger
and readings were made oi electric field inten-

high voltage terminal.

sities

17) consisted of determining the relationships
between the various field meter readings and

In

this way,

the hali-

both oih the aircraft and on the ground

With thiO arrangement the helicopter
times so that
held at ground potentiel at all
field
there is no contribution to the -lectric

copter potential with respect to ground is

array.

simply the power supply voltage,

is
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structure from net charge on the helicopter.
Thus, in the absence of perturbing influences,
the airborne field meters should read zero.
The only iources of electric field around the
helicopter are the potential applied to the
discharging elementp and the space charge genorated by the discharge ion cloud. A laboratory
model experiment demonstrated that the power
supply potential produced negligible fields at
all of the field meter locations. ThLs the
large electric fields measured on the airborne
field meters in Figure 18 are predominantly due
to the ion cloud generated by the discharger
wh~eh is blown around the various field mills
by :he rotor-wash. Further examination of
Figure 18 shows that the ion cloud produced by
the oirrigger discharger is b'own down into
the grouind array giving large values of the
electric !•eid.
In an efWort to better -'•'•.stand the
cif the die ha r.;'•odUCed ion cloud,
idd.tcnal experiment, were carried a-ut usirg
varit.,.s discharger locations. Figure 1P shows
the results of one such experiment when the
discharger in the left engine exhau.it was used
It can be seen from this
to supply thG ions.
figure that the ion z'oud's perturbation of
reading has a somewhat
Air'vrne field aeter #Is
smaller effect than the outrigger dir-chargerThe ring
produced cloud shown in Figure 18.
discharger ion cloud has a markedly smaller
effect on airborFe field meter #2 than does the
outrigger-produced cloud. This difference is
attributable to the fact that the ion cloud
produced at th6 outrigger location is blown
about in relatively cloge proximity to the #1
and #2 airborne field meler whereas the discharger located far bas.t produces an iou cloud
which, due to the engine exhaust and rotor-down
flow pattern, is unable to stro:ngly Influence the #2 airborne field meter and to a lesser
extent, the #1 airborne field meter.
The extent of the ion clouds nigrrtlon can

Se~t-

Swash

be obsczved in the ground field vwters.
ring again to Figure 19,

Smeter

it

is

Tho sensor fidelity tests were extended
to doterilne the Gffects of an actual oper'ating
environment upon the performance ot the field
meters.
The helicopter wap operated in un
area of plowed desert sand at the Yuma Proving
Ground to reflect a severe natural charging
environment.
Before an understanding of the various
observed phenomena was possible, it was
necessary to deterwino the efrects of blowing
dust in the absence of the helicopter. This
was accomplished during a series of "fly-by"
neesuremeuts: The ground array oe field mills
was laid out in a cross array configurzt•.on
and the helicopter was used as a wind source
to blow the dust over the sensors. The helicopter was flown past the ground array, at an
eltitude of 50 ft on the upwind side, at a
speed of 5 knots which was slow enouGh to allow
a good sized dust cloud tc develop, and yet
fast enough so that the dust cloud did not
rise to conta.it any part of the helicopter.
The results of these fly-bys were consistent and the ground field mills indicated that
as the dust cloud blew across the surface of
The
the earth, it became positively charged.
airborne instrumentation was not used during
these tests.
The initial natural charging sensor fidelIty tests were made at various hover altitudes
and sensor #1 altitudes with the helicopter
During these tests, the electric
grounded.
fields on the airborne and ground systems were
recorded as a function of time. Results typical
of the observed electric fields are shown iii
Figure 20 for a hover altitude of 50 ft and the
#1 sensor altitude of 25 ft. It should be
repeated here that the hovering helicopter wai
kept at ground potential through the ground
line, and as such any measured electric field
other than zero represents an error in the
measurement of the helicopter-earth electric
Figure 20 shows the charging current,
field.

Igg the airborne field meter data and the

Refer-

around field meter data recorded over a 35

seen that the #2

T = 0 denotes roughly whore

ground fielt' meter gives a Ligher field reading

jecond period.

than does the #1 ground field m.tei (the #2
ground field meter was beneath and somewhat
behind the ring discharger; the #1 ground field
was directly beneath the CH-47 cargo hatch).
The rAsulzr of these tests indicate that In order
to cosTectly infer the he'icopter potential, it
is essential that the field motor location be
chosen such that there is minimal effec' fror the
discharger ion cloud since the field motor cannot
differentiate between the "desired" component of
electric field due to aircraft-to-ground potential and an electric field produced by an ion
produced space charge.

take-off .occurred and the hover altitude of
50 ft over the bround array was established at
It is observed from
approximately 15 seconds.
this figure that I., the charging current,
rapidly increases to about 300 LP and then at
about t = 15 seconds slowly begins to decay.
This decay is due to the rotor wash blowing the
It is
dust away from the measurement site.
izlso observed from this figure that except for
sporadic instances all of the ground field metees
and airborne field meters #1, #3, and #.
measured positive electric fields. This ir in
agroement with the fly-by tests discussed
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S~that

earlier, and it indicates that the field meters
were looking into a region of positive (relativo
to the helicopter, charge, according to our sign
convention - see Figure 9). The negative elsetric field measured by airborne #2 is somewhat
open to conjecture due to the lack of supportive
date, but it is felt that this behavior could be
due to the frictional charging of the plastic
cockpit canopy and the proximity of field mill #2
to that canopy. The variation of the mer.sured
field as a function of time (from the #1 airborne
mill) was subjected to statistical analysis and
it was found that during hover operations in dust,
with the helicopter ,rounded, the dischrgera
inactive, the #1 mill measured electric fields in
excess of 20 kv/m about 75% of the time, and
fields in excess of 50 kv/m about 65% of the time.
The helicopter potentials inferred from thsse
readings would then be >30 kv 75% of the time,
and >80 kv 65% of the time (refer to Figure 16).
A similar although less detailed, analvsis was
performed on airborne field meters #2 #3, and
#4.
The preliminary results of this analysis
indicate that although the measured electric
fields wera less than those obtained on the cargo
hook sensor, the inferred potentials from meters
2,3, and 4 (see Figure 17) had approximately the
same magnitudes and distribution as described
above. These large errors are due to the cloud
of charged dust particles swirling about the
aircraft, and influencing the field meter readings
in the same way as was done by the ion cloud
created by the outrigger discharger discussed
earlier,
In an additionnl attempt to understand the
relation between helicopter potential and the
measured electric fields, natural charging with
the helicopter grounded was observed as discussed
above and then the ground line was disconnected,
allowing the helicopter to squire a charge,
Figure 21 shows data typical of these tests.
in the previous figure, t = 0 denotes roughly
the time of take-off to hover and hover was
established over the ground arrays at approximately t = 15 seconds.
It is observed from Figure 21
the behavior of the airborne •nd

ground

field mills is similar in behavior to those of
Figure 20 before the ground line was disconnected.
When the grounded line was disconnected at t = 68
seconds it is observed that the airborne field

CONCLUSIONS

meters indicate a negative charge.

ground tests, and flight tests.

Sparticles.

j

c~cud then appears negative to the airborne
field motors, btcausq the motors measure
field with respect to the helicopter. The
ground array of field meters, howovor, are
still
looking into a positive olectric field
due to the positively charged dust, and the
(now) aquired positive charge on the helicopter.
Addttionul ground disccnnect experiments
were carried otut in the "clean" area to verify
the dust measurewents made in Phillips Drop
Zone.
The eseults of these clean tests are
shown iD Figare 22 for a 25 ft hover with a
5 ft #1 sensor altitude. A low, negative
polarity, power supply voltage was used during
these tests to try to obtain about the same
average "artificial" charging as was obtained
while hovering in the dust. It can be seen
frown this figure that, prior to thi ground
dife'onnect, the airb, ne field meters are,
s.rexpected, looking into a small negative ion
region due to the down-washed negative ion
cloud produced by the ring discharger mounted
five exhaust nozzle diameters behind the left
engine. The ground array, it is observed, is
also measuring a very small negative field.
At t = 22 seconds the grounding wire was
snapped and it is seen that the airborne field
meters indicate an immediate increase in the
observed field. This is consistent with
previous experieobnts and it shows that the
helizopter is becoming more positively charged
than the environment around it.
It is also
seen that the ground field miter indicates an
increasing positive charge which indicates that
the electric field frc, the helicopter becomes
much stronger and over powers the field dut to
the ion space charge. At about t a 40 joco,.'
it is observed from the figure that the measured
fields begin to decrease in magnitude even
though the voltage supply ions to the discharger
remains constant.
It is felt that this is
attributable to the fact that the helicopter
squires enough charge to put it into corona,
and the corona tends to lower the observed
fields.

This is con-

sistent with the idea that, afteý the ground line
is snapped, the helicopter begins to squire a
positive charge from the previously charged dust
and from it's
owz, triboelectric process during
the rotor blades coilisicnz with the dust
After contacting the helicopter the
dust particles blow down and away with a reduced
positive (or zero, or negative) charge.
This
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The experiment discuss-d above has shove
excellent agreement between laboratory tests,

It han

demonstrated that laboratory work is a useful
and economical tool for investigating concepts
related to discharger operation and design.
Laboratory tests and flight tests have
confirmed that diochargor designs capable of
discharging the design goaus of at least 600
IiAnet current are probably achievable for
application to the Boeing 301 HLH helicopter.
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to be in a revLion of low temperature, ..
Wi
hence, lower ion mobility which aids the
discharging process.
The flight tests

conducted at the Yuma

Proving C.rounds indicate 'hat

accurate sensing

of the heliccpter-earlh electric field by a
simple field meter, or arý array of metere is
very difficult
to achieve when the helicopter
is operating in an environment containing
chargLd ions, and other solutions to the problem
might be easier to achieve.
Electric field
measuremens made with sensors located on the
nose, side, t-p and hanging from the cargo hook
have shown that the field meters can provide
inaccurate measurements of field when the charged
ions are aharged dust partic~es, or eve' the
lon cloud generated by the discharger whxch is
attempting to reduce the helicopter potential.
An array of field meters loca7ed beneath the
hovering helicopter indicates that although the
electric field eianating from it can oe accurately determined when there is no nrturally
occurrijg charging taking place, the ground
sensing problem becomes just as much a problem
as the airborne eensing when the helicopter is
in the presence of dust.
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Data from the Airlines Lightning Strike
Reporting Project
J.A. Plumer
General Electric Company
Corporate Research -,A Development
ABSTRACT
A cooperative lightning strike reporting
project has begun in which five U.S. commercial
airlines report lightning strike incidents to
General Electric for analysis and correlation.
The objective of this program is to obtain
more data on the effects of lightning on advai.ced aircraft and flight s8ytems, and rol t4
these effects t3 the known characteristics of'
tbe lightning strike event, sduh as flash attachment points and intensity. Periodic summaries of data and analy3es are made and dissem:,iated to interested aircraf", companies,
airlines and government agenc.ies. rorty-six
striki incidents were inc)uded in the first
semzary covering 1971 data which Is tbý basis
of thi5 paper. The summarj includes data on
Boeing 707, 727, 737 747 and McDonnellDouglas DC-8 and PC-9 aircraft. Th? 46 incidents ;rncludad 16 with no reported carnage to
the aircreft. Among the effects reported were
12 incidents with radome damage, 15 involving
interference or damagz to avionics and 3 involving lightning arrester failure on HF antenna systems. Of gre .test concern wre two
ostanelusieofA gener
n
natortrip-on
, re theionly
most elusive of an explanation were two mncidents
reported
"balls
of that
f'ire-,most
within
the
ce in. of The
data also
shows
aircraft
oe'n sTruk dataalitudeso shows betw
10 and 22which
wtho struck
fet b
tutashigh astw37,0 0feet. 22.
thousarA feet but as high as 37,000 feet. Cooperation by most airline pilots has been excellent, and continued interest and support is
needeu if the data base is to grow and provide
this needed input to most effectively guide
thu course of future research on aircraft
lightnir" Pffsets and protection aevo z-meit.

and is an outgrowth of one designed earlier
for possible Air Force use, under a program
sponsored by the Air Force Avionics Laboratory.
The participating airlines are:

THE IRINF9
LGHTINGSTRKE
REPCRTING PROJECT
"•EORT'JGPROECT
STRIKE
THE AIRLIES LIGWNI1
)as the objective of obtaining a greater understanding of the conditions under which aircraft
are struck by lightning and the resultant effects therefrom on aircraft structural, electrical and avionics systems and personnel. Of
particular interest are the effects of lightning on iiew and advanced avionics systems and
airfren structural materials, for which operational experience and lightning strike data
are relatively limited. Towari tb-q end, five
U.S. commercial airlines oegan forwarding data
on lightning strike incidents, in June of 1971,
to the G.E. High Voltage Laboratory, in a cooperative program wherein the airlines were
provided with questionnaire-type reiort forms
for flight and ground crews to recovi pertinent aspects of each incident. Thim form, a
wopy of which is shown on Figure 1, was designed with the aid of participating airlines

As the project
report.
first summar*
ceeds,
additional
correlations
will be prodeveloeed., additina corratos
willrbede
oped. Th folcowing
e
paragraphs summar1ze the
lightning strike conitions and renulting effects reported for 1971.

AMERICAN AIRLINES
BRANIFF INTERNATIONAL
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES
EASTERN A! LINES
UNITED AIR LINES
This data is to be periodically compiled
and reported, with appropriate correlations,
to interested organizations and research laboratories concerned with various aspects of
the phenomenology of lightning effect6 or, aircraf'.
It is hoped to continue the project
for several mere yeers and expand the data
base by the addition of more airline participants and other operators of airfleets, including genera] aviation aircraft for which little
lightning strike data has been x.•-orded sri
sumnarized.
Overi00 completed report forms have been
received from participating airlines, however,
the data from the 46 strikes of 1971 has
been reduced and summarized as of this writing (August 1972).

Therefore it

is this data

is reported herein. Each incident report remains on file and, in general, statistical summaries presented in each data summary report will be based on the cumulative
total of all incidents reported in the project
to date.
Recognizing that 46 strikes is a very
small data base on which to show meaningful
correlations, few havw been presented in this

CONDITIONS WHEN STRUCK
Figure 2 is a bar graph showing frequency
of lightning strikes versus altitude. In interpreting this graph, it should be remembered
thrt the altitude it which a strike occurs
depends not only on the electrical situation
of the atmosphere at a certain altitude, b.,t
also upon the frequency of operational use o:
a certrin altitude by the aircraft. The
graph shows that most strikes have been received at altitudes of between 10,000 and
22,000 feet, but it is interesting to note
that about 5%were received at alti'-des
atxre 30,000 feet. One strike, not shown on

22

WI W

LIGI'NIN3 STRIKE INrIDENT REPOWT
IN:YrRUCTINS
The purpose of ttia report ic to gather data relating lightning strike in~cidents to aircraft tivpe and flying cuoditi'no. This data will be used in support of reaearc% efforts leadirg to the development of lightning protection aystemS.
Please complete and file thIs report immediately following your flightj providing as much as the requeLted data
no you can.
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FIGURE I- LIGHTNING STRIKE INCIDENT REPORT FORM
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V------------

----------------------------

HVLFORI LSRP.S

PARr II

(TO BE COMPLETED
BYGROUP.D
CREW):

Please sark stroke attachment points (burn marks) on generalized aIrcrm't nketch below.
ponelitf, If necessary, to show attachment potnto.
Indicate whether top or bottom, starboard )r
Iport, etc.

Add eagines or other com-

Sketch here an enlargement of the aren struck (i.e., wing
tip, flop, etc.). Show details, such as successive pitttuq (swept stroke) markings, -tc. Please attach photographs if possible.

If any 'ioles were burnec through the skin, indicatemlccntion and diameter (key to locations inclicated by numbers
on diagram above).
Location

Hiole
Dism. (in.)

I_______-

2
3
0 I..crihe

__________

any damage to aircraft structure or external couponents believed to be the result of the lightning

strike________

________

_____________________________

Stoorcribe any damage to avionics or electrical components believcl to have occurre~d as a result or the

lightning strike_____________

PART I I

________

Completed by______
Fold In Thirds with this Address Side Visible, Staple and Mail
rPlace
Potage Here-

TO:

GEN1ERAL ELFMCIiiI' OHPANY
VIGH VOLTAGE
LABORATORY
BLDG. C0, ROOM1202

100 WooDLAWN
AVENUE
P1I1'SFIEL0, MASS. 01201
AMT.

LIGHTNING STRIKE REPORKU1G
PROJECT

FIGURE 11-(CONTINUED)
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e In 2 incidents "balls of fire" were
seen by flight attendants to enter the cabin
through a window or pass down the aisle.
* Lightning arresters in HF antenna systens were blown out in 3 or 4 incidenis and
apparently failed to protect HF system compoin several other incidents.
e No hles were burned through metallic
aircraft skin in any incident reported, al-

the graph, was also receivod by an aircraft
on the ground,
Weather conditions in the vicinity of the
a~ror-aft *hen struck include the following,
based on a total of 46 incidents reported:
30 of the incidents the aircraft
*wasInknown
3obewithinacidents thraents
Swas known to be within a Olul.
* In 27 cases the aircraft was experiencing turbulence.
* In 27 incidents precipitation in the
S~torn
form of rain, freezing rain, sleet or snow was
reported.
In 23 cap':s electrical activity (earphone static and/or St. Elmo's fire) was evident before the st. Ike.

k

_

skin panels were
stabilizer
though
in one incident.
offseveral
of a 747
9 In no case of an incidenr. of a strike
in the air were any personnel Injured.
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
The preceding data provide some interesting opportunities to compare basic lightning
current flow paths with resulting effects on
various components or systems. In most cases,
information about the affected sysabeor the sacftc
w iberequire
adtens will
be required before the spicific
terns
of each effect can be defined. Since

EFFECTS ON THE AIRCRAFT
SWhen an aircraft is struck by lightning
s st
by lhtn
Whea an airrat
neryawy

mspr

f h

ahteadditional

taking to
is because
flash
has little
itself destination,
aircraftultimate
the another
This i&
Ttscalise
capacity to store electrical charge, as comu• of
f ch•-g
Spard wth
he imLz.
(coulombs')
cha;-'ge (culobs•port
with the
pared
which we know actually flows in a lightning
flash. Thus, in each incident there will normally be two points wherc the lightning aotoet thep tairc
h
: antually attaches itself toasistance
due
Sometimes,
"entry" and an "exit" point.
to
tbranhonegetry or eit la,
tso
than one entry or exit p
oint
f
SThe most obvious effects of lightning on
the aircraft are therefore those such as pittirg or puncture, which oacur at the attachment pointe.
Of the 46 incideuts reported:

companies
(iy:3everal
summaryandre-o%..,r
first data
on of theairframe
publics,

organizations have volunteered additional
supporting information or made suggestions for
imprcvexents in presentation of data. This
is 'atefully appreciated and will
aproeedl
asptheprogr
be take advantef
be taken advantage of as the program proceeds,
that the data can be made as useful as
possible. A larger data base would be possible if additional airlines would cooperate in
the project, and it is hoped that oTher airlines will join the project in the near future.

16 reported no effects of any kind except
minor pitting or burned marks on the aircraft.
12 reported radome damage of some degree,
including puncture.
10 reported stadic discharger wicks
burned off.
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Attachment Points and Effects

B8-707
M.tacaaitit fAqts
Nope (pitot tube)

a_

_________________turJe

Static air temp probe
WRaome (1/2" hole and
burn marks)

Effects
* No. 1-HF tuner would not

W antenna

_

?

0

Static air temp probe burned
out

Mnv

?

a

No.

a

No. I and No. 2 compass systems out
ADF coupler in tV.l inoperatire

I radar outage

B-7,27
Swept stroke along lower
right side of fuselage from
nose gear door to leading
edge of ring root

and

Co-pilct'6 forward windshield

and

Verticp.i st!.blllzer (?)

0
s

Approx. 15 cracks from vpper center corner to right
side of ao-pilot's forward

windshield (no pressure
fluetuation.)
Swept stroke leAing 6 shiny
spots /8' to 1/4" in size,
in line 5" apart bcginning
Just aft of radome on right,
lower s.Ae ýt" funelAge in
front of nose geex door

and
-.

Oscillating tail light

o

o
*

__________________________cabin
Right wing tip

and

Left wing tip (7)

*

i'lew off oscillating tail
leti~e and burned out
t I.
Bit
out two tail lightning
arrec'ter.i
Stewardess said "ball of
fire" m-vad down isle of
900 error it. ,oth compass
___tem-

INose (?)

and

Right ring tip trailing edge
lamp

Compass syotsr "acted ul?'
"hpd to koep
efter strike
resetting"'
"0"Felt one Jolt on controls"
* Crew flash blirdness-was
outside with heads slose to
windshields.
*

6

Lense and bulb broken on
trailing edge light, a',
collar rivets burned and
top side of collar pialed
"
away from wij41g

Chip of paint removed from
radome
* Outboard static wick knocked
off at skin attachment •ain_

Radom&

and

Right wing tip outboard static discharger

0

Radome '11/81 hole)

and

Swept stroke along :uselage
leavin; 12 to 15 burned
aenmarks running fro main
trounce door aft to No. 1
engine

*
*

1/8" hole in radome
12 to 15 burned marks in
skin

and

?

*

Interference on No.

I & 2

ILs-GIoS

"cDifferential

fault on No. 3

_I--Igererator

Nose (?)

and

Left wing tip static discharger
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•

One trailing edge static
discharger blown off

-r

Table 1

(Continued)

B-727
Effects

Attachment Points
and

Swept stroke along fuselage
from lower nose aft to left
gea door

*
*

2 pin-holes in radore
Intqrference-weather radar
and No. 2 V'di

ft outboc-tJ wingtip
static discharger

and

?

e
e

"Flesh and thump"
Interference in radio

left outboard elevator

and

?

4

No. 3 gcnerator tripped

adome (2 pin-holes)
S-nrose

L..altimeter

* Discharge wick burne!
and

H Antenaa

rtiike leaving 5 marks
amn be.',, 'f fuselage

Zder

*
*

Both HF's inoperative
Damaged lightning arrester
nnd No. 1 HF coupler

9

20x37" portion of upper
skin penel missing on right
stabilizer outboara of elevators
19x29" portion of right
stabilizer lower skin panel
missing
Right tail light miss.ig
and eleat-rcal wirin•
damagea
Slight damage to right outboard elevator
Damage to right stabilizer
trailing edge rib
Streaks on outer srface of
nine passenger windows
first
on right side of fuselage

B-747
Radome (small burned spot)

and

Right horizontal and vertical
stabilizers

*

*

*
*
a

Radome
hail)

(Destroyed by

Radome (3 pin-holes)

and

All static dischargers on
wing aud empennage tips

a

All static discharge wicks
missing or burned down to
short stubs

and

Ground power umbilical
cables

•

All ADF's inoperative
All altimeters off 400'
Flt-recorder light stays on
Aircraft would not accept
AC power after strike
Worker loading aircraft
knockad uncoraclous

9

*
*
(Plane struck while on ground at airport)
Radome (2 1/4" holes)

and

a

Both wing tip static
wicks (burned)

and

Right stabTlz4;r leadirg
edge 12" out from fuselage

and
4

Several rivets burred on
right stabilizer lead!.ng

edge from top of frort spar
to bottom Epprox. 4' from
....

tip
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Table 1

I

-

(Continued)

Attachment Points

Effects

jSwept stroke czeatJng 5 burned
marka along ," path on fuselage
below left wing

and

VHF and UHF antennas

Swept stroke creating 5 pit
marks between nose and forward

and

Flash entered passenger
door ,nd went out w:Uidow

Radome (destroyed by hail)
W,

and

No. 2 VHF antennd

4
0

Iloading door

in galley door

9

VHF and UHF antennas required repla3emant
100 spread in ccmpass
system
One flight attendant was
struck in the bands bv-t

rot in-urt:d
a Outage both compasses
*Momentary
crew disorientation

-|Auxil iary pltot nead
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Introduction to the Session on Advanced
Composites, Materials, and Structures
H. S. Schwartz
Air Force Materials Laboratory
ABSTRACT

to the airframe without significant damage

The use of external aircraft components

Srural

Shave

Sis

&

made of nonelectrically conducting materials
(e.g. glass fiber reinforced plastics for
radomes and transporent plastics for canopies)
and poorly electrically conducting materials

occurring.
For radomes, windshields, and canopies,
nonelectrically conductive materials are used
of necessity. There are no suitable high

(e.g. boron and graphite fiber reinforced

electrical conductivity materials for these

plastics for structures) require special deto aasure resistance to strucsign attention
damage when struck by lightning. Light-

uses. However, in the structural materials
to the dearea, there are options available
signer. During the last few yeare structural

ning protection techniques for radomes and
canopies have been known and used for a numMore recently, lightning prober of years.
tection techniques and coatings have been developed for boron at,d graphite fiber reinforced plastics. An additional design consideration is the protection of electrical
circuits housed within these materials from
electromagnetic fields which may induce extraneous voltage, thereby causing malfunctions. Some research has been dove in this
area but additional research and information
is needed for electrical design purposes.

fiber reinforced plastics have been developed
which give lighter weight, more fatigue resistant aircraft structures than metals.
Specifically these are boron fiber reinforced
plastics and graphite fiber reinforced plastics. These materials are so attractive from
a structural performance standpoint that they
will very likely be used in a broad range of
structural applications in aircrafc in the
comtnq years, even though neither material is
a good electrical conductor.
Boron fiber reinforced plastics are
macroscopically a dielectric material analogous to glass fiber reinforced plastics.
Microscopically, however, they consist of an
array of conductive elements in an electrfBoron
cally insulating two phase matrix.
fibers are made by chemical vapor deposition
of boron on a heated tungsten wire. During
the fiber formation process, moat of the
tungsten "core" id converted to tungsten boThe conduccing elements in the comrides.
posite are the tungsten or tungsten boride
"cores" of the boron filaments.
One phase
of the insulating matrix is the boron
"sheath" which surrounds the core; the other
phase of insulating matrix is the plastic
(e.g. epoxy) which surrounds the boron fibers.
When an unprotected boron fiber plastic composite is exposed to sufficiently high voltages and current, (representing moderately
severe lightning strikes) dielectric breakCurdown of the insularing phases occurs.
rent flows in the core raising its temperature, and causing it to expand against the
restraint by the boron sheath. When the
strain caused by the core expansion exceeds
the maximum strain capability of the boron
sheath, the boron cracks, both lougitudinally
and radially causing the loss of structural
integrity of the composite.
Graphite fiber reinforced plsstics are
quite different, electrically, from boron
fiber reinforced plastics. Graphite fibers
are homogeneous from an engineering standpoint, and have moderate electrical conductivicy. When graphite fibers are combined
with a plastic laminating resin to form a
composite, the composite has measurable electrical conductivity under low voltage

FOR AN AIRCRAFT or other aerospace vehicle to
maximum resistance to the damaging effect
of lightning, at a high confidence level, it
recommended by most authorities that the
lightning current be confined to the outer
surface or skin of the vehicle. An ideal
situation would be for the aircraft surface
to be a continuous aluminum skin, without any
Obviously,
area of electrical discontinuity.
this situation does not exist for roal aircraft, since certain functions and mission
performance aspects necessitate the use of
nonelectrically conductive materials on the
outer surface.
For example, windshields and
or
canopies are either transparent plstic
glass, and radome materials are glass fiber
reinforced plastic.
These materials are good
dielectrics and generally have a high dielectric strength (good resistance to puncture
when a high voltage is imposed across the
When lightning
thickness of the material).
strikes or sweeps across the surface of these
materia!s, their high dielectric strength
resists puncture over a certain distance called the "surface flashover distance". This
surface flashover capability of good dielectric materials permits the use of the "spaced
cond'tctive element" approach for lightning
protection. In this approach, aluminum or
other conductive metal strips connected at
one end to thA metal airframe are placed on
the surface, at a distance from each other
slightly less than the surface flashover disWhen l'ghtning strikes such a protance.
tected surface, it (should) flash ovet to the
conductive metal strip and thence be conducted
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(no dielectric breakdown) co,'iitions.
Ween
an unprotected graphite fibet plactic composite is enposed to suffictently high voltage
and current, current enters the graphite
fi'ers by both direct conduction and dielectr..c breakdown of the plastic laminating resin.
The graphite fibers are hedted to a
tecmperature sufficiently high, to cause pyrolysla (decomposition, vaporization) of the plastic laminating resin in contact with the
graphite fibers, causing loss oz sttuctural
integrity of composite,
In order to assure that boron and
graphite fiber reinforced plastic composites
would maintain structural integrity after
being struck by lightning, various protective
materials and techniques have been evaluated
and developed during the past few years. The
approach which has been demonstrated to be
most effective is the use of an eiectrically
conductive coating or overlay over the sur-

evaluation of detail design is analogous
to what has been required in other areas of
lightning protection, such as protectiot for
fuel oystems, helicopter rotor blades, etc,
so we are really following a philosophy that
ha3 alteady been established.
The prototype development work and production applications of boron and graphite
fiber reinforced plastics in aircraft structuras have also focused attention on the
"electromagnetic corapatibility" aspects of
these composite materials.
The term "electromagnetic compatibility" as used here
refers to the influence of the composite
materials on the functioning of on-board
elctrical and electronic circuity in the
presence of both external electromagnetic
fields and fields generated b) on-board
circuitry. The electromagnetic shielding
properties of bare boron and gxaphite fiber
reinforccd plastics are several orders of

face. Aluminum foil, flame sprayed aluminum
and aluminum wire fabrics have been shown to
be effective in protecting boron and graphite
fiber reinforced plastics from structural

magnitude less than t.at of aluminum of
equivalent thickness. Some shielding will
bo provided by a conducti,,e lightning prLýtrctive coating on the enternal surface of

damage at peak currents as high as 200KA.

the composite.

In the interest of objectivity no asbessment

special design attention will have to be

will be made here of which coating system is
best using various criteria such as performance, weight, cost, fabricability, durability,
etc. The information presented at the 1968,
1970 and 1972 Lightning and Static Electricity Conferences should be adequate for the
reader to draw his own conclusions as to
i6hich coatinb has the best balance of properties.
(l),(2)*. The important point is that
from a structural standpoint, boron and graphite fiber zeinforced plastics cnn be protected
from lightning damage with coatings weighing
no more than that ýf about two coats of paint,
Information to substantiate this statement
has been presented at the 1970 Lightning and
Static Electricity Conference and additional
corroborating information will be presented
at this conference in this session. In addition, one of the papers to be presented at
this sessior will present informatioU on development and evaluation of a lightning protection system for a flight scale boron Ziber
reinforced plastic airct ,ft structure,
Although the principles of protecting
boron and graphite fiber reinforced plastics
from structural damage by lightning have been
established, there are. still
certain engineering details that will probably have to be
worked out or evalurted for specific applications. For example, suppose a boron cr graphite composite skin covered with a lightning
protective coating is fusteneO with metal
rivets or bolts to a metal spar or rib. Will
the lightning current be confineC to the coating, go through tbh fastener to the aubstructure, spread out In the composite, or do a
combination of these things? This sort of

givca to this area to assure th-a desired
electrical performance.
Designing for electromagnetic compatibility will require the availability of
analytical design procedres, information on
electrical properties of materiels, and data
on the performance of electrical and electronic circuitry housed within representative composite material components to validare the anklysis and design procedure.
Some
work to provide some of the required information has already been done and is being reported at this conference.
However, a great
deal of additional work is needed to provide
the remaining required info,.mation and to
provide a high confidence level in the ability to design for and provide assur..nce for
adeqoate electrical performance.
We ala-z
n~ed to mutntain the dialogue among the
enginec~s and scientists representing the various disciplines that are relevant to this area.
Conferences such as this are one way in which
this can be accomplished or at least catslyzed. After the conference is over we will
hopefully maintain communication au.ong organizatiens and individualF which is so tiral
to advancing the technology.

*Numbers in parentheses designate Referencen
at end of paper.
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Unclassified
Current Flow Phenomena in Boron and
Graphite Fiber Reinforced Composites
Exposed to Simulated Lightning
John L. Perry
Philco-Ford Corporation
Kenneth J. Lloyd
General Electric Company
ABSTRACT
Darrnage due to the flow of high energy
electrical current in boron and graphite reinlorced plastic matrix composites was
studied on both a filament and composite level,
Degradation levels were established for these
composites at various simulated lightning
waveform shapes and current ampliudes.
Electric current flow and its effect was measured in current restricted paths of unidirectional oriented composites ar.d also in current
dispersion paths of multioriented coraposites.
It was found that the total electric energy input and the heat dissipation were the most
importdnt factors in the degrdation mechanism. Com'posite specirnens of boron re.nforced 1iamenms fail at a filament level, whereas
fthoae of graphite reinforced filaments fail a,
the matrix level,

might occur as the result of a lightning strike
to the surface of an aircraft. Following this
overall approach, the program was oriented
to study the processes involved in electricflow through filaments and composites and in
the determination of the mechanis.ns of any
damage resulting from the current flow. Introductory to this, however, was the materials selections and characterizations that
were made preparatory to the current flow
and damage mechanisms research.
The approach which was used in this
program was to exrpose the filaments and cr,•
ýosites to th- .
-[ -r.cai
current by
Injecting the current into the specimen and
causing the current to flow thro.ugh the filai.ient or the composite. The program did not
include studies of the t.ighly severe type damages that might result at the point of lightning
stroke attachment. Instead, the program
studied the effects of and current flow processes involved wheu the electri, current
from such a strike disperses throughout
sur:ounding structures of advanced boron or
graphite fila.nent reinforced plastic composites such aa are planned for use in advanced
military aircraft

A JOINT exploratory research program
between the Aeronutronic D- ision cf Philcorord and General Electri - Company's High
Voltage La',,,ratory has been concerned with
electric current induced darage in boron and
graphite reinforced plastic matrix composites (I)*. This program wae, initiated and
sponsored by the Naval Air Systems Command
in response to data presentation which demonstrated that boron filament epoxy composites
were extensively degraded as the result cf
high intensity electric current flow f2). The
significance of the data depends upon the
probability that extensive usage of these light
weight, strong and st~ff composites will be
imade in future generation aircraft; coupled
with the distinct possibility that such electrical current damage could occur to these cornposites as the result of a lightning strike to
the aircraft.
The overall objective of this program was
to perform research into the effects of high
intensity - 1ectric currents on advanced filament reinforced plastic composites. SVeC.fically, the work was to be directed toward
those current high strength and modulus filamenc types that have been developed fo- use in
structural composites for advanced aircraft.
Also, the electric currents to be used in the
study were to be representative of those that

MATERIALS AND TEST SPECIMENS
In the program both filament" and epoxy rebin
composites of boron and graphite filaments
were evaluated. The boroa filaments inzluded
both the standord filament manufactured with
a tungsten subatrate c ore and also included
those in which the boron is chemically vapor
deposited onto a .ubstrate carbon core filanment. Two varieties of graphite filament
were investigated, a graphite tow produced
from a polyacrylonitrile precursor and a
graphiLe yarn rnanufacturcd frcin a rayon precursor. The specific filamentary rpinforcements were:
I.
Hitco's - )MG 50 graphite yarn.
Z. C-,u~tauid's - HMS graphite tow.
3. United Aircraft Corp. - Boron filaments with tungsten core.
4.
Suphlied by the Air Force Material
Labocatory - Boron filaments with carbon
core.

*

5.
yarn,
6.

Numbere in parentheses designate References at end of paper.
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Union Carbide

-

Thornel 75S graphite

WhittAker - Modrner it graphite tow.

cracks was higher in more severely degraded
composlteA. These observations contributed
to the suspicion that there is considerable
variation in the conductivity of boron filaments
within the composites, with the higher conductivity filamepts carrying current and being
dtmaged. This would be tiue on~y if the
cracks in filaments are not local. in other
words, is a filament that is observed to be
cracked at one poit.t in the composite also
cracked at other points along its length, or
are all filaments cracked locally at different
points along their length? Attempts to Irace
single filaments micrographically along their
lengths in a composite were not successful.
Also, such observations were not possible in
singla boron, filament electrical exposures.
At a point where any cracking occurred in the
absence of a confining plastic matrix the filaments would fall apart into a multitude of fine
pieces. Therefore, in order to prevent this
filament disarray, it was decided to encapsulate individual boron filaments within a
resinous sheath. The embedment of the filament in a resin casting was to prevent any
displacement of individual pieces caused by
electrical degradation and to allow photomicrographs to be made along the length in
order to determine if the damage is of a continuous or a local nature. Boron filaments
were encased within a plastic casting by
centering each filament within a thermoplastic soda straw. After closing one end,
the straw was filled with a mixture oi e-toxy
and polyamide resins (50-50 mixture of Epon
828 and Versarmid 140), cured at room ternperature and removed from the straw. The
embedded filament specimen co:dIiguralion
was 7 inches in length, 0. 20 inch diametcr
with a free end of the filament 3/4 inch in
length protruding from each end of the casting. The q pecimeas 'xere axpceed to 5. 9,
and 10 x 10ramps/cm (3 x 24 microsecond
waveform) based on the cross ..sectional area.
Specimens from each series were mounted.
polished, and photomicrograph;d at three
positions along the le;,gth of the fiber /l/4
inch., 2 inchcs, and 4 inches from one etd)
in order to ascertain the severity and !ocation
of the degraded area in the filament. Popresentative photomicrographs irom each
group are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. The
specimen in Figure.3 which vas exposed to
5.0 x j04 amps/cm" of filament crosssectional arecr had axial crackin; present at
the 2 inch and 4 inch position but not at the
1/4 inch position. The specime.i in Figurxe 4
which was exposed to 8. 0 x 104 amps/cra of
filament cross -sectional area was cracked at
all three locadons (1/4 inch, 2 inch, and 4
inch) and the 4egradation (axial cracks) were
more sever. than was seen in the specim~en in
Figure 3 which was exposed to a lower cu.rr-

7. Minnesota Mining's SP-27Z boron
epoxy prepreg.
The epoxy resin matrices in the composites
were Dow Chemical's DEN 438/MNA,
Whittaker's 1004, and 3M's PR 279 resin
which is the resin system in their SP-272 prepreg. Test specimens included: 11) 15-inch
pieces of filament, (2) unidirectional 7" x 0. 5"
x 0. 025" tensile specimens, (3) unidirectional
6" x 0. 5" x 0. P" flexural specimens, and (4)
multioriented ply composite panels possessing four electrical injection attachment sites.
The electrical current exposure levels were
obtained by the use of a single curront pulse
with a wave ahape front time aenerally in the
range of 3-4 mic,'osecond and a tail time of
22-24 microseconds.
EVALUATION OF BORON/TUNGSTEN CORE
rDfLAMED172 AND BORON/CARBON CORE
FILAMENT
It has been pretiously reported that boron/
tungsten core filaments begin to degrade when
exposed to electrical aurrent injection levels
at 3. 7 x 104 amps/cmr
of ;ilament crosssectional area. Above this amperage level
tensile strength reduction is rapid with total
filament disintegrati.on occurring at levels of
8. 0
104 amps/cm2 (1). Figure 1 is a typical
photograph of a boron/tungsten filament which
x.as been exposed to a high dtegradation level of
cur-ent. At damage thresholde th, energy
that is dispersed within the core is dissipated
as heat and r..sulta io a thermal expansion to
a degree that cracks the outer boron sheath.
As illustrated by the specimen in Figure 1,
this temperature can be of such magnitude ,s
tc melt the tungsten core, and as confirmed by
scanning electron microprobe determination ,
the molten tungsten core wilt actually flow into
the cracks in the boron sheath. Figure 2
ohown the same type of failure (axial cracking)
of the boron/carbon core as was found with the
boron/tungsten core. It appears that regardless of whether manufactured using a tungsten
wire or a carbon monofilarnent substrate, the
electrical conduction of the boron filament is
still via the substrate core, due to tle cxtremely low conductivity of the boron so
deposited. It was determined that the degradation level of the boron-carbon core filaments compares to that of the boro 1-tungstan
'or• filamentss(3. 7 x 14 amps/cm°) and that
the mne.jority of the current is carried by the
core by.cause of the very low conductivity of
the boron sheath.
DAMAGE INSPFCTION OF ELFCTRiCALLY
EXPOSED BOROI1 FILAMENTS
It hap býon observed that boron filamrent
epcgy composites that have been degraded by
-.1cctrical cuyrrnt contain some filaments that
are cracked and some that ere xot. Phata,
micrographic studies showed that the proportion of the number oi filaments with radial

ent test. The specimen in Figure 5 which
was exposed to 10 0 x 104 amps/cm2 of filament cross-sectional area was cracked at all
three locations and was che most severeIy
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Fig. I

VIEW OF DA14AGED BORON TUNGSTEN
CORE FILAMENT IN COMPOSITE
SPECIMEN (80OX)

0t

Fig. 2

BORON CARBON CORE FILATIENT
EXPOSED TO 3.7 x 10 amnps/
cm2 CURRENT iNJECTION.
(A2O0X) LONGITUDI14AT VIEW
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C. (BOOX)

Fig.

3

SPECIMEý No. 22, BORON FILAMEN4T AFTER EXPOSURE TO 5.0 x 104
amps/cm ELECTRIC CURRENT INTENSYTY.
(A aCROSS-SECTIONAL
VIEW 1/4 INCH FROM FILAMENT END; B
CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW
OF 2 INCHES FROM FILAMENT END; C - CROSS SECTIONAL VIEW 4
INCHES FROM FILAMENT END.)
-9

277-

"-'
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r

A.(800X)

B.

(BOOX)

. ...

Rik-.
C.

Fig. 4

(800X)

104
AFTER EXPOSURE TO 6.0 x
NO. 23, BORON FILAM~ENT
(A !- CROSS-SECTIONAL
amps/cml ELECTRIC CURRENT INTENSITY
CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW
B
END;
VIEW 1/4 INCH FROM FILAMENT C - CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW 4
2 INCHES FROM FILAMENT END;
INCHES FROM FILAMENT END)

-SPECIb1Eý
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cIf-

B.

A.800X)

C.

Fig. 5

(8OOX)

FILAMENT AFTER EXPOSURE TO 10.0 x 1O4 amps/cm 2
ELECTRIC CURRENT INTENSITIES. (A - CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW 1/4
INCH FROM FILAMENT END; B - CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW 2 INCHES
FROM FILAMENT END; C -CROSS-SECTIONAT VIEW 4 INCHES FROM
FILAMENT END)
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degraded of all cikrro specimens. The photomicrographs clearly indicate the following:
1. The degradation is directly related to
the injection current level.
2.
The boron filament (degraded by the
passage of electrical current) is characterized
by circumferential and axial cracking of the
tungsten core and the boron shell.
3.
The degradation appears to be of a
local nature (Figure 3) at lower levels of
damaging current flow and may aDpear at weak
locations of the specimens.
4.
The degradation appears to be continuou.s along the filament length (Fig,,res 4
and 5) for those specimens which have been
exposed to higher current injection ie.els.

ELECTRICAL CURFENT FLOW PATHS IN
MULTIORIENTED BORON AND GRAPHITE
FILAMENT COMPOSITES
Multi-oriented ply composite
el. 3f
boron and graphite filaments were
,ted
in which alternate plies of the rein.
rr.ent
were directionally oriented varying from 00
to 900. The fabrication of the panels utilized
3M SP-272 boron filament/PR-Z79 epoxy
composition and Modmor II filament/ Whittaker
1004 epoxy resin composition. The panels of
both the boron filament and graphite filament
composites were machined to the configurations shown in Figure 7. The reasons for
selection of these configurations was to place
cutouts so that the effect of the current flow
to different points could be measured as a
function of the number of non-interrupted
filamnt conduction paths. Each point of
electrical contact was nickel plated for that
purpose. After electrical exposure the panels
were dissected and flexural specimens were
taken from various locations in order to
determine z.reas of electric current damage.
To determine percent loss in strength due to
the electrical exposures an identical panel of
each material and configuration was dissected and £lexural specimens from identical
locations tested. The degradation at each
location then was expressed as a percentage
reduction in flexural strength from the three
point bending flexural test. Figures S and 9
present the data obtained during the electrical injection testing of boron and graphite
composite panels which were fabricated using
ply orientations of 00, +45c, -450 and 900.
In each figure, point No. I is the point of
current injection. Points No. 2, 3, a•nd4
were connected to ground ana the amriplitude
of current injected to point No. I and exitting points 2, 3, and 4 was measured.
The location of the flexural specimens
testnd afte- electrical injection are drawn on
the panel configurations and the percent degradation as measured for each specimen is
noted within the rectangle that denotes each
specimen. Two current injection levels were
selected for each panel. The first level was
of a low non-degrading magnitude to evaluate current flow paths, in the absence of
degradaticn, due to current flow. The
second was of a higher current level to insure
composite damage in order to study relative
locations of such damage.
The studies performed with the 3everal
combinations of filament orientations and
composite pan, I geometries shcw that: In
boron filan-.nt epoxy composites tbe electric
current will flow predominantly in the boron
filaments that intersect the point %&herethe
current is introduced into the r,anel.
Electric current flow in graphite filament
epoxy composites appears to be isotropic in
that equal flow is independent of filament orientation. The current x'ow proceeds to
several ground contact points independent of

INFLUENCE OF WAVEFORM SHAPE UPON
THE DEGREE OF DEGRADATION
Available data indicate that current flow
resulting from lightning strikes rises to a
maxi.mum amplitude in a short period of time
and decays over a much longer period of time.
The rise is referred to as front time (tf) and
the decay as tail time (tt). Typical peaks
h4,ve front times of 1-10 microseconds and
tail times of 10-50 microseconds. Prior
work has shown that degradation levels in
boron epoxy composites coald be correlated to
the resistive energy dissipation of electric
current flow in such composites (1). Hovever,
in the previous work a single current waveform was utilized and the exposure levels
were changed by varying the crest amplitude
of the curreit. As it was suspected that the
degree or degradation was not solely dependent
upon the crect amplitude, further testing was
accomplished with boron and graphite epoxy
composites in which front times and tail times
of the wave shapes were varied,
Unidirectional tensile specimens (0. 025
inch thickness x 0. 10 inch width x 7 inch
length) were fabricated of HMG-50 graphite
with DEN 438-MNA epoxy and of 3 M's SP-27Z
boron epoxy tapa. Each end of the individual
specimens was scarfed, vapor honed and
nickel plated for electrical contact. Specii,•ens were exposed to various current crest
level variables and waveform variables. Four
variations in waveform were investigated: tf
.,nd tt of 1 x 10, 3 x 10, 3 x 24, and 3 x 50
microseccuds. Variations in the current intensity injected, based on the total crosssectional area of the fi'I'ments in each
specimen,
in amps/cm were in the range of
5 to 607fj14 for boron compot.ites and 10 to
33 x 10 for the graphite compo,;ites.
The relation of 'he percent tensile
strength degradatiot, for three waveforms at
various current crest levels is graphically
presented in Figure 6 for both the boron-epoxy
and graphite-epoxy composites. It appears
that one relationship holds true for both the
boron and graphite composites, i.e. , damage
in both composites is directly related to the
total energy depos..ion.
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whether or not there are filaments in the
direction of the current flaw.
CONCLUSIONS

Y!

1. Investigations lave verified that the
substitution of a carbon monofilanient !or the
tungsten %ire commonly used as a substrate
for the manufacture of boron filamentf, does
not significantly affect the damage mechanisms
or threshold of damage resulting from high
intensity electric current flow.
2.
Electric current injection tests were
performed on single boron filamenti tiat were
encapsulated in plastic to study crack frequency as a function of the severity of the
current injection. At aamage threshold levels
of current injections the radial cracks in
boron filaments are localized, probably in
weaker areas of the filaments. At higher
levels the radial cracks become more severe
in number at any one location on the length of
filament and cracks are perpetuated throughout the length of filament so exposed.
3.
The controlling factor in the degree
of degradation for the boron and graphite composites is the tot,'l energy that is resistively
dissipated within the composites. In other
words, the same degree of degradation can b.:
produced by low current amplitude, long duration current waveform., ar was produced by
very high current amplitude, short duration
current waveforms.
4. Stuidies were performed with boron
and graphite composites fabricated using
"different ply filament orientation (00 to 900)
which v-ried the amount of fibers in the direct
citrrent flow path. For boron composites it
was determined that the electric current will
flow predominantly in those fibers that directly
connect to the area in which the current is
introduced into the panel. For graphite composites the flow was independent of filament
orientation Pnd the current flowed not only to
those areas which were directly linked by
conductive fibers but also to those areas in
which there was no direct fiber connection
with the electrical injection sites.
REFERENCES
1, A. P. Penton, J. L. Perry, and
K. J. Lloyd, "The Effects of High Intensity
Electrical Currents on Advanced Composite
Materials," Final Report, Contract N0001970-C-0073, dated 15 September 0970, Final
Report, Contiact N00019-71-C-0063 dated
21 March 1972.
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Electromagnetic Shielding Properties of

F.A. Fisher
General Electric Company

the newer composite rAterials have much lese.
electromagnetic saiibcng capability than the
hijtoricslly used alurintm.
Increasing use of
composite materials, coupled with increasing
susceptibility and vulnerability of avionic
equllpment
inhiies
the potential for severe haz-

Corporate Research and Developmcnt

ards in the future.

Composite M

ABSTRAT
and graphite-epoxySBoron-epoxy
composite
mapanels
materials .have electromagnetic shielding capebilities that are poorer than aluminum by several orders of magnitude.
Measured magneticfield attenuations provided by 0.120 inch thick
graphit.-epox' ranged from 6 dB at 1 MHz to
20 dB at 6 MHz.
Boron, naving higher resistivity than graphite, has correspondingly lowerF
shieldirg effect.ieness.
Conductive coatings
uaed for lightning protection may add aubstan.
.tally to thi shielding provided by a c.--••t!e
material. A coating of silver pnt
thick raised the shielding effectiveness of
0.040" thick graphite-epoxy from 17 dB to 25 dB
at 20 Wz while a coating of flame-sprayed
aunsof
0.083
auminum raised the effectiveness o0.3"it
boron-epoxy from about 6 dB at 5 MHz to 33 dB.
None of the painted or flame-sprayed coatings

During a series of tests, investigating
further the mechanism of damage to composite
materials in the event of a lightning flash, a
number of boeon-epoxy ard graphite-epoxy test
of various thick--sses and coatings were
available. A number of these were tested for
their electromc.:.stic ashielding capability,
der low level CW

onditions.

0.0016" thick provides nearly 50 dB of shield-

The origira'"
•
thi
.....
ng
gnetic fied t
points wa
The
reecroa
to measure elec romagnetic fields at poings or
the back side of the comosite sheets during
the high .urrent tests on the panels and tc relate these measurerents to thtý intrinsic shibIding effectiveness of the panels.
The idea proved
to be es attrastive
originnaly
seemed.notisasurements
of shieldas
ing factors obtained with contin.•us wOve (CW)
tes
tors
yieldedw
ore
us data. Nev
test techniques yielded more useful data. Nevertheless, some interesting datu was obtained
conditions.
pulse
current of
high
underThe
involved
measurement
principle

shielding effectiveness of the composite matecomposite materials replace
rials is that
aluminum, the eleetromaginetic shielding provided inadvertant'.y, and at no cost or weight
penalty, by structural designers will diminish.
The designers and users of electrical and avi-

measuring the magnetic field produced inside a
steel tank (29 inches diameter, 38 inches high)
by the flow of current across an opening in
the top of the tank.
The composite panel under test was placed
over the opening in the top of the tank and a

onic equipment in aircraft of the f.uture must
against
assume the responsibility
".he lecromanetc
efect ofofshielding
ig)ni~gandloop

magnetic field produced by t high ourthrough a one-turn
discharge
reot two
feet incirculated
diameter and one foot above

however approach the shielding effectiveness

ne electromagnetic effects of lighningthe

panel.

assume the burden of jusbif•.ing the resulting
costs and weights.

The magnetic field produced by tle flow of
current through the loop was measured by a
field sensor consisting eahvootw-inh
of three orthogonallydame
mounted loop atennas, each of two-inch diameter and wound with 10 tuxns. A changing magnetic field inside the tank would induce in
tnese loops signals proportional to the time
rate-of-change of the field, the output from
each coil being proportional to the vector
component of the field. The outputs of the

aircraft Involves not
LIGHTNING kRO•3TB'ION Sof
ofunedioopartnnt,
only protection against the direct burning and
blastir4 effects of lightning, but against the
electromagnetic intwerference asscy;iated with
lightning as well.
Electromagnetic
aoo
interference is perhaps
mild a term to use in cotenectioe with lightninga
milda
ue la
trm cnnecionwit
o
lihtnng,
Electromagnetic damage potential is perhaps a
more valid term. ,'ontrol of the elentromagnetic
daage potenlUal associated with lightning is
a may-edided problem. Some key questions are:
(a-dedrole.Somec
) What
threat. level
levetiosare:
(I_)
What electromag~tic threat
is
presented to an airplane by a lightning stroke?
(2)
What shielding is provided agsinst the
electromagnetic fields?
eletro agtkicd ofi
srge vocurrent
(3) What kind of surge voltages and currents are produced on aircraft electrical sys-

tems?
-(

4)

coils were coupled to three identical integrating amplifiers, the outputs of which were
thus proportional to the H-field inside tLe
t;st
enclosure. The coils were placed 1 foot
belwtepml
elow the panel.
The surge current was produced by the discharge of a 54 9f, 50 W capacitor bank. The
was oscillatory with a period of
2.75 pa, corresponding to a frequency of
o
3.4 ps, currentsnranged from

36.4 kHz.

WUat is the vulnerability of a, ionic

Currents ranged from 43 kA, (kilo-

amperes) to 130 kk, produc.ing ambient fields

inside the test enclosture (no xest panel in
insie th tes enclosure (ns
ren
inr
place) of 130 A.TA (ampere turns per meter) to
440 A.T/M.
The panels tested were graphite-epoxy,

equipment .o the fields, voltages and currents
associated with a lightning strike?
This paper deals with the second question
It is prompted by the observation that
above.
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circular in shape (13 inches diameter) and
either 0.040" (4 ply) or 0.120" (16 ply)
thick. The materials were Union Carbide
Thornel-50 graphite yarn end UJnion Carbide
Bakelite ERJA 2256 resin.
Panels were either
uncoatee or coat-ed with silver paint of about
0.003" thickness.
Test results are given in
Table 1.
The panels provided very little
shielding,

0.5-1.5 dB.

As a co~npariscn-, a -hin sheet of

aluminun foil of 0.0016" thickness provided
over 20 dB shielding.
CONTINU0S WAVE MEISUteM,,ES OF
FA'PORS

ji307

when the t.est panel is placed between the two
coils. This charge in Current, I, would change
the amcient voltage level and an error wou'd
result in meascurement eI subsequent attenuation calculation.
The amount of H-fie'd attenuation afforded by the shielding propirites of tl'e cornposite masterial was calculated by:

tý'TIDING

V1

Attenuation = 20 log Li
2

(1)

The best datt
'hielding effectiveness
of tý'e crcmposite mate: ia.,s was obtained with
CW
asurement-.
The . iasurement technique,
employed was (;ve describ d by Eckersley (1) .
The principle of .eas6reinmrk is shn
orn
Fitgure 1. A constant current waps .intained
in a tranimitiing loop while a receiving lcop
was connelted to a detector. The relative
readings of the detector with ai without a
test spec
amen betreen the loops Was related
to tile shielding effectiveness o! the specimen,
Fon, most netallic materials a ground on each
coil is s ifficient To prevert electrostatic
pickup anI exroneous measurements.
With these
nonmetallic moterials it wa& found that a single grouni on each coll was rot sufficient, ond
that each coil had to be completely screened
to prevent errors due to electric-field coupling thrcugh the material. This alone was a
measure cf the poor s~hielding effectiveness of
these materials, since ever the thinnest sheet
of metal provides almost uomplete shielding
against &high impedance electric field if It
is well &rounded The transmitting and r-ceiving cojis were identical, each consisting
of 25 turns woun' on an 0.75 inch diameter coil
form.
The -transmitting coil was excited with an
oscillator and wideband amplifier, creating aagnetic field (H-Field) between the transmitting anvi receiving coils, thereby producing
a voltage acrosb ýhe receiving coil. The receiving coil was connected b- coaxial cable tc
a Tektronix lAl plug-in mounted in e Tektronix
Type 547 oscilloscope, which served as a detector.
The procedure was to estaolishi at a specifr'o the
fre
an ambient voltage l "ovaquency r
on
oscilloscope,
with the coils coaxial and

where V1 is uhe ambient voltage reading and V2
is the voltage reading on ihe oazilloscope
witn the composite material placed between the
coils. The energy transfer between two closeiy spaced loops was primarily a condition of
magretic coupling, and thus the a!,tenuation
valut: meazuyud in this fashion are applicable
chi'fly when the shield material is to be used
againzt low impeduoe or predominately magnetie fields.
To avoid fringing effects the receiving
coil was placed in a metal enclosure and during tests the composite test panel was placed
over an opening in the top of the ;zstal enclosure.
An initial spries of measurements was
made on four materiale:
(1)
0.125" thic;k aluminum plate
(2) 0.0016" tnick aluminum foil
(3,
.0625" m8sh bronze screen
(4)
a 'boron-epoxy laminate
As might be expetted, the laminated material produced little
electromagnetic shielding.
The measurements on the o.her mater'ials show
some anomc'1 ies, the shielc'Ing effectiveness
not increasing uniformly with frequency.
It
was these anomalies that led to the conclusion
that the transmitting and receiving coils had
to be well-shielded. While the absolute accuracy of the data of Figure 2 is questiorable,
it does indicate the relative shielding effectiveness that may be cxpectcd from some repreLentative materials.
Once tk'e measurement technique was debugged, measurements were made on the following
types of composite materials:
(1) 13: diameter graphite panels with no
protective coating - 0.0409 and 0.120" thickness.
(2) 13;, dlamecer graphite panels with
silver-paint
coating - 0.040" and 0.120" thickness.

the test panel absent.
It, was important that
the distance between the coils, with and without the composite sample in place be the. same,
since the energy coupled between two coils at

(3)
6"1 x 12"1 rectangi~lar graphise panels
with black carbon coating - one thickness 0.083"1
(4)
6" x 12" rectangular graphite panels

close spacings varies inversely as the cube of
the diLtance between them.
The current in the transmitting coil was
kept constant durirn the tests, end was monitored using a Tektronix Type 131 current probe,
A change in current in the transmitting coil
could be caused by reflection of part of the
,reated H-field back to the transritting coil

with black carbon
(5)
6" x 12"
with black carbon
(6)
6" x 121e
with silver-paint

coating.
rectangular boron panele
coating.
rectangular graphite panels
coating.

oNunmers in parentheses designate References
at end of paper.
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Table 1

-

H-Field Shielding Factor Measurements Using a Damped-Oscillatory of 36.4 kHz

Coating

Current
Level
kA

Ambient
Field>'
A.T/M

Absolute
Fi,21d
A.T/M

Shielding
dB

.•040

none

43.4

130

120

0.7

.040
.040

none
none

84.4
130

241
360

227
348

0.5
0.3

84.4
84.4
84.4
84.4
130

241
241
241
241
360

227
226
221
227
336

0.5
0.5
0.)
0.5
0.6

Thickniess

.040
.040
.040
.040
.040

silver
silver
silver
silver
silver

paInt
paint
paint
paint
paint

.120
.120
.120 *

silver paint,
none
none

1OZ
102
102

440
440
440

384
373
388

1.2
1.4
1.1

.120 *
.120
.120

none
silver paint
silver paint

107
107
107

418
418
418

385
378
378

0.7
0.9
1.1

130
107

360
418

1.6 mril luainum foil
1.6 mil aluminum foil

S00-450-900

ply lay-up.

All other panpis were 00900 lay-up.
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16.5
32

26.8
22.8

I

N

A

(7) 6" : 12" rectangular boron panels with
silver-paint coating.
(8) 6" x 12", rectangular graphite panels
with flame-sprayed aluminum coating.
(9) 6" x 12" rectangular boron panels with
flame-sprayed aluminum coating.
The results of the rnea-urements are sh~own
on Figures 3 and 4. Strictly speaking, the
date is valid only for the coil spacing used in
these tests since the coil spacing effects the
impedance of the magnetic field and the shielding is deterrained in part by the impedance mismatch between the field and the shielding material. However, implications of the data are
quite clear.
il) The shielding effectiveness of both
graphite-epoxy and boron-epoxy materials is
much less than an equivalent thickness of aluminum.
Aiting
(2) A thin piece of aluminum foil has much
greater shiejding effectiveness than even a
0.120" panel of graphite-epoxy.
(3) Graphite-epoxy, by virtue of its higher conductivity, provides more effective shielding than does boron-epoxy.
(4) The conductive coatings likely to be
needed for control of the direct burning and
blasting effects of lightning will probably
have more effectiveness as electromagnetic
shields than do the composite materials they
protect.
(5) M.easuremente made at high field conditions at a frequency of 35 kliz are in agreement with the CW measurements made at low levels.
Some other observations on test results
that are. not readily apparent from the above
data are:
(1) In no case did panel orientation or
ply lay-up Seem to affect the test data.
(2) During the high field tests made with
the surge generator, there did not appear to
be any non-linearities due to differences in
field level. The measured attenuations were
quite small however, and any non-linearities
would have been hard to detect.
Apparently there is sufficient contact
between the fibers in the different plies that
effective contact is made between plies, in
spite of the fact that the individual fibers
are held together by nonconductive epoxy binder,
Our measurements of shielding effectiveness of panels covered with flame-sprayed aluminum indicated that most of the shielding came
from the altuninum. Values of 16 dB and 20dS
were measured at 0.5 Klz and 1.0 MEz for .083"
boron with a coating of flame-sprayed aluminum.
The thickness of the aluminum on the particular
panel under test wes not known, but on two
other panels the asuminum was between 0.010 and
0.020' thick. Eckersley (1) measured shielding
fartors of 30, 37 and 43 dB at 0.5 Niz for a
5, JO and 20 mil thiikness of aluminum. Apparently. the electrical contact between the particles of aluminum was not as gond as that used
by Eckersley.

CO:A#BISON WITH OTHER INVWFTIGA:IO9S
Similar measurements of shielding effectiveness of boron and graphite composite materials
have also been made by Schulz (2).
His data
As in general agreement with the data obtained
during this study. An excerpt of his data is
presented in Figure 5. His data covers the
range 10-500 101z and thus complements the previOus data, extending it to higher frequencies.
The agreermnt is quite good. He observed
shielding factors in the range of 16 dB for
.037"Y thicý graphite and 30 MHz whereas, we
cbserved 17 dB at 20 Mliz on 0.040" graphite.
He cDserved about 3 dB on 0.105" thick boron
at 30 Wz whereas, we observed about 16 dB on
0.083" boron with a black caibon coating at
20 W4%. lie also observed that panels with alply lay-ups gave significantly better shielding performance than a panel with
all fibers arranged in parallel; a configuration we did nWt study. This is an indication
that there is generally good contact between
the plies in the different layers.
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New Developments in Lightning Protective
Coat.ngs for Advanced Structural Composites
Dr. John Cuinlivati, The Boeing ComDany

Mr, -I. H. Weaver, Air Force Materials
Laboratory
ABSTRACT
Light weight coatings and coating systems
have Jeen developed with improved capabilities
comr ,red to the currei.tly available metal foil
and condu- tive paints for protecting boronfilament and graphite-fiber reinforceu plas-.
tic composites from structural damage by
simulated lightning strikes. These coatings
we're 200 x 200 meth aluminum wire fabric,
120 x 120 mesh aluminum wire fabric and a
coating containing aluminized glass filaments.
These coatings all use a continuous metal
member as the protective element. Each of
these was found capable of preventing any
mechanical damage LOthe composite at the
100-kA test ,evel, Very local and minor damage was frenuently, but not always, detected
after 200-kA testing. Where there is damage,
it ij restricted to a small area and can be
easilv repaired.

Selected coating systems were applied
to boron-filantent-a.id/or graphite-fit •.r-reinforced epoxy lairiinates. The coated panels
were exposed to the required adverse environments (if any) and subjected to artificial
lightning discliarges. The performance of
the coating system was determineu
"isual
-,
damage analysis, microscopy, and the realduai merhaoical properties of the composite.
Successful coating systems were subjected to
lightning restrikes to provide additional data
and greater conficence levels for the coating
systems.
COATING DEVELOPMENT

BORON-FILAMtENT- and graphite-fiber- reinforced plastics exhibit entirely different behavior from their aluminum counterparts
when struck by lightning. Techniques employed to protect conventional aluminum aircraft and their dielectric compornents are not
directly applicable to advanced composite
structures. The conductive, tungsten-rich
core of the boron filament and the inherent
conductivity of the graphite fiber render their
reinforced plastics dielectrically inhomnogeneous.
.s a result, these plastics require
some form of lightning protection.
The Air Force Materials Laboratory.
under contract to The Boeing Company.
init-

REINFORCZD PLASTIC SUBSTRATES The boron filarr.ents were manufactured by
the Hamilton Standard Division of United Aircraft Corporation. The filaments were impregnated with a high-temperature epoxy resin by the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.. and rnarketed under the designation
"Scotchply" Slý)'72. Two forms of impregnated tape were used- one employed a style
104 glass scrim carrier, the other did not.
The graphite fibers were manufactured
by the Union Carbide Corporation
The
Thornel ',OS graphite yarn was impregnated
with WRD 1004, an epoxy resin, by the
Research and Develclpment Division, Whittaker Corporation. Thornel 50 fibers were impregnated with 13P 907 epoxy resin (American
Cyanamid Corporation).
Test Panli - The boron-filament-and

iated a program to develop lightning discharge
protective coatings ior application tc external
surfaces of boron and graphite fiber reinforced
plastic aircraft structtiral components that
had superior performance and fabricability
to the aluminum foil and silver paint which
were then considered "state-of-the-art". The
goals of the progrtrn were to develop light
weight, easily applied, environmentally resistant coating systems which would protect
boron and graphite fiber reinforced plastics
from serious strluctural damnage when struck
by simulated lightning having peak currents
as high as 200,000 brmperes and charge transfers as high as 200 coulombs.

graphite-fiber.,reinforced laminates consitted of several plies in an alternating 00 90° orientation
The boron-filament-reinforced laminates were constructed symmetrically about the center ply, with the glass carrier fabric (if any) providing the outer surfaces. Generally, the laminates were five
plies thick. A few 14-ply laminates were
prepared for special testing. The test panels varied in size from 6- by I ,.-in. to 'by 12-in.
Unidirectional anid bidirectional taminates were specially fabricated !or control
tensile ttst data. The unidirectional laminates were seven plies and the bidirectional
315

laminates were five plies. The doublers
were prepared from four plies of Narmco
551-181 and were bonded to laminates using
an oven cure (90 min at 260 F) unde., vacuurrn
bag pressure. Surface preparation of the
laminate included scouring with Scotch-brite
followed by MEK wipe. The laminate plate
with the four bonded doubler strips was cut
into I/2 in. -wide specimens using a diamond
cutoff wtieel and surface grinding techniquet,
The boron-filament- reinforced and
Thornel 50-fibe-- reinforced composites wete
aufoclave cured in accordance with standard
techniques.
COATINGS - This paper describes the
development of woven wire fabric and aluni,
nized glass coatings for utilization as protective coatings for lightning strike protection of structural reinforced plastics.
Wire. Fabrics - Woven wire fabric. was
purchased from Pacific Wire Products Company. The pertinent fibric parameters are
as follows:
Fabric
Aluminum
Aluminuni
Aluminum

on commercial textile cones containing 20filament strands. Two typts of material
were obtained, In one, all 70 f'laments were
mretallized: in the other, only 7 (of 20) were
metallized. The filament consists of a metal
tmriead bonded to & glass thread, as shown in
'il,ure 2. Each thread is approximately 0. 5
inil diameter. The filament uses the aluminuin thread for electrical conductivity and the
glass thread for mechanical strength.
Unidirectional layers of aluminized
glass filaments were prepe red by two procedureq:
a. The filaments were wound into a single layer of BP 907-impregnated, style 104
glans cloth (224 strands per inch)
b. Thc fiiments were wet wound, impregnating them wlth BP 907 epoxy resin
(448 strands per inch).
Using the partially mro-allized strands,
the two layers contai"%ed 155. and 3100 conduL:ive filaments per inch, respectively.
The scrim-containing layer has a cured thickness of 3.6 mils per ply, of which approximately I mil is tht .crim cloth. A single ply
weihs 4. 5 lb/100 sq. ft. No fabrication difficulties were encountered with this material.
The fully metallized strands were pre-

Mesh Density Wire Diameter (in)
120 x 120
1200 x 200
200 x 200

0.004
0.0041
0.0021

pared by wet-winding techniques only.
lyescotid480r960onuivfia

These fabrics were integrally bonded to the
composite substrates during laminate manu,
fawere
e
aand
Itre,
w
It was
necessary to add resin to the larpinates o nse propc
in
w andom pshe

These
laym•s contained 4480 or 9060 conductive filaleti
2, 3 and
were pproxin aal
thick
mils
3.6
and
2.3
approximatly
weighed 2. 2 and 3.6 lb/100 sq ft/ply.
respectively. The different cure scheduies
for boron and graphite did not change these

either by impregnating the fabric with BP 9017
laminating dispersion or by adding sufficient
unsupported BP 907 adhesive film. AdditioPr
al resin was not necessary for proper part
manufacture with Thornel 50S/1004 when the
200 by 200 mesh fabric was used. Sufficient
resin flowed from the composite into the mtnh
to encapsulate the coating fully and provide a
smoothapplied
sThe etr
paneldsurefac inte, ral btreitment

properties.
Primer coating for environmental paint
coatings was P-148. a product manufactured
by Andrew Brown Company, and qualified to
MI-Ar-P-796213. The lacauer topcoat was
topcoatufas
To l a c
qulified
qualified to MIL-L-19537C and manufactured
bypthe same company, The materials were
per specification, except that the precoating MIL-C-8514 was not ap-

was to apply the resin-impregnated wire fabp
ric coating to the tool side of the part. The
required number of prepregs of the high mod)us material was laid against the wire fabric
coating. Standard layup techniques were used
in fabricating the reinforced composite test
panels for autoclavs curing.
The cuire cycle
(temperature-time) was adjusted according
to panel thickness and the heat-up rate char..
acteristics of the tool.
Aluminized Glass Filaments - Aluminized
glass filaments were obtained from the Lundy
Technical Center, Lundy Electronics and
Systems, Inc. The filamerts were furnishid

ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS - Coated and
uncoated boron-filament- and graphite-fiberreinforced laminates were exposed to the
following environments:
a. 140 Fand 100% relative humidity
b. Salt spray (3% NaCI)
c. Imr.mersion in hydraulic fluid
(Skydrol 500A)
dr Immersion
sion
u
d.
in jet fuel
(JP-4)
e. Weatier-O-Meter (FED-STD-141.
method 6152)
Upon completion of these exposures, the

Figure 1 shows a 200 x 200 woven wire faL'iC.

lation of the fab yic,

mnis was accomplished

rpris

wsThe layup procedure for integral bondi•

p~i4,d.

samples were removed and subjected t
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Fig. 1

200 x 200 mesh aluminum wire fabric (X37)
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simulated lightning discharges to detdrmine
if the environmental exposure altered the
lightning protective oualities of the coetings,
In general, the coatings were not visibly
altered by any of these environments, and all
tests except salt spray were discontinued
after 30 days' exposure,

diameter tungsten probe was used to direct
the discharge to the test p, .el and a 1/4 in.
gap vas maintained between the probe and
the panel.
HIGH-CURRENT GENERATOR - The
energy source used to generate a 100-kA
crest was provided by a 42 pF capacitor bank
with a posit've-grounded supply, i. e. . the
discharge probe injected discharging electrors
toward the test panel to simulate a more sevsevere damage situation than that of a positive probe, should the system have a negative&
grounded power supply. The capacitor hank
normally produced an underdamDcd oscillatory discharge. An improved switching technique was developed that gives reliable 200kA discharges and can be used as a unipolar
trigger for higL-coulor-ib discharges.
Oscihlograph dsplays obtained during the
testing of protective coatings for both 100
and 200-kA discharges are shown in Figure 4.
Some osc:llog.-aph traces obiAined xising the
ignitron switch are also displayed, for compariso•i,
Note that the coatings on the test
samples are low impedance and present the
most difficult condition for obtaining a unipolar discharge.
'IWO-COMPONENT GENERATOR - A
block diagram of a two-componcnt lightning
generator is shown in Figure 5. The highcurrent component gen-,rator first established
an arc between -he discharge probe and the
test item; the hiyh-coulomb component gen,
erator then followed on by discharging a dc
component through the established ionized
channel to the test panel, The charged highvoltage capacitor ,ank was isolated electrically from the batte,.y biank by switch S
these high-current and high-cou!omb cornponents w;ere isolated transiently from each
other by the isolation coil. The total discha,
was terminated by opening switch Sr.
Two t30-V battery carts were used for
the required high-coulormb component. Each
steel cart measured 73 by 49 in. and was 50
in. high, had 36 automotive batteries (IZV).
and a total weight of about 2200 lb. With a
series conneciion, thf system was capable of
discharging a dc level up to 700 A and maintaining an arc with a gap of up to a half inch.
The developmecnt of a series fuse switch
allowed high-coulomb discharges to be triggered with a unipolar high-current discharge.
This was possible because the associated circuit of the discharge generator with the serics fuse had no shunting components. Figure 6 shows the oscillograph displays of the
high-current trigger and the high-coulmb
discharge obtained in a test panel.

LIGHTNING TESTS
LIG14TNING TEST APPARATUS - Past
studies have shown that the damage ir.roduced
by a natural lightning stroke is composed
primarily of two parts: a high-current cornponent, which causes thermal and electrical
heating damage. The high-current discharge
is usually a crest current with a peak -rnplitude from 10 to 200 kA and a pulse duration
of up to approximately 50 ls. A high--oulomb compoient is usually a long-duration,
low-amplitude current component (a few
hundred milliseconds' to a few seconds' duration and from less than a I indred amperes
to a few thousand amperes),
All aspects or properties of natural
lightning cannot be simulated in the laboratory
due to li-n'ited space and energy available as
well as the lack of a complete understanding
of a lightning stroke: however, for the present study, a test discharge with the following
requ•site characteristics was usee:
a
A high-current component rising from
zero to a crest value of 200-kA in 10 ps and %

Scoatings

?ulse duration of 20 ps with *50% tolerance on
time
b. A MIL-A-9094C. type-C, high-coulomib, transfer discharge with lotal charge
trarnsfer equal to or exceeding 200 coulombs
in Z sec or lu3s.
For the initial screening of candidate
lightning rotective coatings, a high-current
component rising f '-im :,ero to a crzst value
of 100-IcA is 10 tis and a pulse duration of 20
ps with •%5o on time was used, Application
of this moderately severe stroke not only
screened coating candidates for further investigation and cest but also identify protective
which would be adeouatc for areas
requiring only seconda-y protection stuch as
the zone II or III areas of an airplane,
The laboratory te-t setup is shown in
Figure 3. Tke test panel wae clamped to an
18- by 18-in. phenolic panel that was bolted
to the Faraday cage and was electrically isolated 4rom the cage except fcr the ground
strap clamped to nne end of the panel. This
configuration ensured that the discharge current passed through the maximum available
coating surface of a test panel, A 1/4 inch
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LIGHTNING TEST RESULTS

fabric. the area den I- of 0.019 lb/sq it.
A 120 by 120 mesh fabric has an area density
of 0.042 lb/sq ft. These weights are increased to 0.036 and 0.072 lb/so ft, respectively, it one accounts for ihe resin required
for encapsulation of the iabric. Some weight
saving is possibie by employing calendered
wire cloth. This .,arvts
to reduce the thickness of the cloth by flattening the intersections of the wireb. Weight eavings occur because less resin is required to encapsulate
the flattened mesh. As a point of raf erence.
6-mil-thick aluminum foll had an area weight
of 0.084 lb/so ft. The weightO of environmentally protective topcoats i- adhesive required for bonding the foil (or fabric) must
be added to these figures.
The outstanding performance of wire
fabrics as lightning protective coattngs is
due to their use of the skin effect fror electrical conduction. The skin area of a 200 by 200
mesh wire fabric, using a 0.0021-in, -diameter wire. is over 200 times that of the
area actually coated by the fabric.
Consequently, tihe fabric is highly efficient in conducting electricity away from the arc contact
zone. This fabric has been found capable of
withstanding successive 100-kA discharges
at the same locatior, with little visible damage to the fabric and no reducticn in the mechanical strength of the coated laminate. At
the 200-kA level, the only significant damage
to the coated boron laminate is directly under
the arc contact zone and the residual tensile
strength of coupons taken direct!y under tile
arc contact zone is typiraliy 8-0% of *;c panel
average (Figure 7).
The residual tensile
strengths of graphite-fiber-reinforced coupons at the damage zone were 85%. 84%, 71%
and R9% of the undamaged values. Of tnese,
only the lowest was satistically significant.
Paint coatings can be expected to be used
cn a, rcraft structurea for variour reasons.
nuz:h .•s camouflage, en-ironmental protection and marking. Paint coatings
over the 200 x 200 mesh wire fabriL confined
the electrical energy (100-kA) to a smaller
surface area resulting in &n increase in the
amount of da nage to the coating i. e, , a
greater amount of wire is vaporized or
melted. However. composite residual tensile strengths are unchanged, indicating little
or no reduction in the effectiveness of the
lightning strike protective coating. At the
200-kA teat current level, with the painted
lightning strike protective system over graphite-fiber-reinforced composites, damage
at the arc contact zone is visible as exposed
resin-free graphite fibers. These are visible

HIGH-CURRENT TESTS - Unprotected
boron.-filament- and graphite-fiber--t-inforce!
plastics are severely damaged by high-current flow through the reinforcement.
In boron-filament-reinforced plastics, the current
causes the filaments to crack and break. This
can result in the total loss of use;uI mechanical strength, Peak currents as low as 40-kA
have totally destroyed the strength aril rigidity of 6- by 12-1n., five-ply larninatro.
Larger laminates may not be totally destroyed at
this current level but suffer significr.att reductions in strength. In graphite-fiber-reinforced plastics, Joule heating of the fiber
causes resin pyrolysis and, eventually, fiber
desti.uction by a mechanical whipping action.
The damage is less v'idespread than that of
comparable boron composites, however, In
both compronites, the damage is not limited
to the arc contact zone but travels toward
electrical ground,
Metal Wire Fabrics - Metal wire fabrics
have been found to provide excellent proe'ction to boron and graphite fiber plastics from
dimulated high-current lightning tests, based
on laboratory tests. The fabrics possess thhand and drape necessary for use as an overlay on complex conto-ured parts. Additionally, tie composite matrix fully encapsulates
the fabric and protects it from the environmeet. A wide range o: cests have found
aluminum wire fabrics very resistant to en.'iror-ment.l exposcures including prolonged
(90-day) salt spray; 30-day immersion in jet
fuel, hyd~aolic fluid, of boili:ng watc-:
Weather-O-Meter testing (FED-STD-141.
method 6152): or prolonged expos'Are to hot,
humid (140 F, 100% relative humnidity) conditions. Envirotmentally expoised laminates
were found to be unchanged wAhen compared
with unexposed controls ar.d performed eaually well when tubioct to hlgh-current discharge.
In this rugard. t-hc-e coatings outperform
others alnce most other coatings are susceptibl( to corrosion ag determined by salt spray
exp)sure. This is particularly true of unmetal foils which suffer txtreme
corrosion. Resin encnpzulh.•ed wire fabrics
are protected from the corrosive action of
this environment by the resin. Since bare
,netal is not exposed to the environment, (.orrosion is retarded,
In this program, aluminum wire fabrics
were found to provide the best combination of
lightning protection, light weight. enviro.imental resistance and ease of application,
For Z00 by 200 mesh woven aluminum wire
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in Figure 8. Three different tests of two
different laminates have found the damage
limited to the I/2-to 1-inch. -wide arc contact zone. With boron-filament-reinforced
laminates (paint over wire mesh coating),
the damage zone is limited to a 1-1/2- to 2in.. -ide area which is readily -epairable.
Heavier. 120 by 120 mesh aluminum
wire fabric also provides an excellent level
of lightning protection. Figure 9 depicts the
visual results )f a boron fiber reinforced
laminate coated with 120 by 120 meeh wire
fabric after exposure to 203-kA discharge.
Slight discoloration is noted with no vioual
damage to the substrate. When the 120 by 120
mesh wire fabric is painted and exposed to a
193-kA discharge, there is removal of the
paint with some aluminum wize vaporization
at the cgntact point. This is shown in Figure
10. Residual mechanical properties indicated
no loss of strenath due to the high-current
exposure,
Aluminized Glass Filaments - The concept of electrically conductive coatings using
fine wires as the current-carrying member
hias been extended through the use of aluniinized glass. Unidirectional layers consisting
of several thousand .onducting inembers per
linear inch can be fabricated using current
filament winding technology. Model studies
use" copper wires as the conductive filament. These studies found it necessary to
use at least two orthogonal layers to provide
i od lightning protection. The fact that the
wires were electrically insulated from one
another did not prevent the coatings from perfo.ming satisfactorily. These findings were
confirmed with aluminized glass coatings.
Optimum coatings of aluminized glass
used two layers of fibers. The fibers in each
layer were aligned in one direction only, and
it is necessary that the fibers in one layer be
orthogonal to those of the other layer. Excellknt results were obtained with coatings
containing 4500 aluminized filamen.s per
lineal inch 5er ply. Two-ply coatings satisfactorily protected boron-filarnent-reinforced
composites from current levels as high as 180to 190-kA. None of the coupons cut near the
arc contact zone had lost mechanical strength
or stiffness. Four plies of filaments were
required to protect graphite-fiber-reinforced
composites. However, they did not prevent
,some loss of tensile strength at the arc contact zone, For example, the contact zone h.bd
a tensile strength of 14 ksi in panel, w"hile
the
of the panei
rveraged
k•i,
Someremainder
typical results
with this
type of59coating

Aluminized glass filaments provide excellent high-current protection for boronfilament-reinforced plastics. Coating area
weights of 0.040 lb/so ft (including resin) are
easily prepared and handled. This coating is
less satisfactory for graphite-fiber- reinforced plastics since a heavier (0.080 lb/sQ
ft) coating weight appears to be required.
Corrosion may be a problem with this aluminum-carbon galvanic couple since panels
exposed to a 37o nalt spray for 30 days underwent severe corrosion especially about the
edges. Coatings applied to boron-fiber-reinforced laminates did not undergo corrosion
when exposed to similar conditions. These
differences are illustrated in Figure 12.
HIGH-COULOMB TESTS - High-coulomb
tests involve long-duration, high-temperature areas that can cause severe burning damage to both aluminum and composites, although this type of damage is frequently auite
localized. Nevertheless, no coating can withstand an extremely high coulomb test wher,
the arc is confined to a small surface area.
The coatings burn away almost immediately.
and the arc will attach itself to the conductive
panel. Damage then propagates toward electrical ground.
Metal Wire Fabric - High-coulcmb tests
of wire-fabric-coated laminates yielded two
types of results: those in whiich the arc attached at only one point on the surface and
those where it did not. In the latter instances,
little or no damage to the s'ibstrates was observed. The "wandering" of the arc was unpredictable but occurred most frequently with
coated boron-filament-reinforced plastics.
A coating of 200 bv 200 mesh aluminum wire
fabric with an underlayer of epoxy-resin-impregnated, style 120, glass fabric produced
arc wandering at a test level of 232 C. The
result for boron is shown in Figure 13. Residual tensile tests of this laminate found no
damage, nor was damage observed when the
substrate was graphite (coulomb transfer
165 C). The presence of the glass fabric insulating layer greatly improved the performance of this coat-ng system.
When the arc did not wander on the coating surface, burning damage to the coating
and the comnosite substrate occurred.
Furthermore, the damage to five-ply boron
laminates appears to be linear with the number of coulombs transfcrred. Figure 14
shows the relationabip between the size of the
hole and the test level in coulornbs for 200
by 200 mesh, aluminum w.%ire fabric coated,
boron-filament-reinforced laminates. The

are shown in Figure 1I.

area damaged incrcases linearly with an
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Damage Versus Coulombs Transferred for
200 by 200 Mesh, Aluminum- Wire-FabricCoated, Boron- Filament- Reinforced Laminates
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increase in the test level. Residual mechanical prcperties of the laminates ;ndicate the
damage was restricted to the visible burn
areas. Generally, the boundaries of the burn
zone were quite sharp.
That localized damage does occur with
high-coulomb tests was proven with flexural
strength tests of two 14-ply laminates coated
with 200 by 20%) mesh and 120 by 120 aluminum wire fabric. The data are given in Table
I. For these tests, the lamnates were cut
into five 1-in. wide stripe, labeled 1- to -5
such that -l and -5 were the edge strips. -3
was the center, etc. Each strip was then cut
into two parts with the parts nearest electrical ground labeled -6 through -10. Thus, -3
and -8 were cut from the center, -5 and -10
from the right edge, etc. The coupons were
tested per ASTM D790. with a 32-to-i spanto depth ratio
The test data show reduction of strength
in the graphite-fiber-reinforced laminate only
at the burn center. Even between the burn
center and electrical ground no damage was
detectable. The boron-filament-reinforced
laminate was undamaged as the arc wandered
across the surface, burning the coating of all
specimens except -6 and -7.
Aluminized Glass Filaments - Very similar behavior was observed with aluminized,
glass-fiber-coated laminates. It the arc
wandered, little or no damage occurred. If
the arc attached to the reinforcing filaments,
damage occurred. A 200-C transfcr test to a
two-ply coating (4960 conductive filaments per
inch) burned a I-in. -diameter hole through
the boron-filament-reinforced laminate and
caused mechanical damage in a Z-I/? in. -diameter area. Yet, a 180-C transfer test to a
similarly coated gr phite-fiber- reinforced

current component of an artificial lightning
stroke. These coatingb are: 200 by ZOO
mesh aluminum wire fabric, 120 by 120 mesh
aluminum wire fabric, ani a coating containing aluminized glass filamento.
2. These coating -an withstand restrikes at the 100-kA test level with no coating repair required. At the 200-kA test
level, very local and minor damage may occur to the coating and the coating can be
easily repaired.
3. The wire fabric coatings were resistant to normal aircraft environments including salt spray, relative humidity and fluid
resistance. In general, the coatings were
not altered by any of these environmtents and
stilt provided satisfactory lightning protection
to the composites after exposure.
4. The coatings were successful in preventing structural damage to boron and
g-aphite fiber reinforced plastics at currents
as high as 200-kA. In some of the tests at
200-kA there was very minor, localized
uamage at the point of stroke attachment.
Where su.;ch damage did occur, it was limited
to an area of the order of one inch ii. diameter, which would be about the same size
of damaged area, as aluminum sheet of tCe
same thickness exposed to the same crrent
level.

ered on the p&.ael surface. Figure 15 shows
the results for high coulomb test utilizing the
aluminized glass filaments. This series of
tests incidates that localized damage caused
by the high-coulomb component of the lightning stroke will occur unless the arc wanders
or sweeps across the test surface. Since the
arc would be expected to be swept to some extent across the surface of an aircraft in flight,
it is anticipated that the in-flight damage would
be less than the damage in laboratcry tests
where the arc remained attached at one pnint.
CONCLUSIONS
I. Several improved lightweight coatings
were developed to protect boron and graphitereinforced plastic composites from thp high334
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TABLE

1

Residual Fiexural Properties of Aluminum- F_ bric- Coated Laminates

Graphite reinforc ement
(206-C test level)

Boron reinforcement
(140-C test level)

Specimen
120 x 120 mesh

Flexural IFlexural
Strength
Modulus
(psi x 106)
(ksi)

323-1,
-Z*
-3,
-4;.4
-5
-6
-7*
-8*
-9
-10

88.2
97.8
87.9
97.1
93.1
87.5
Q3.0
82.6
91.1
87,9

11.3
12.7
11.6
11.6

Avg

90.6

11.8

Flexural

446-I

-2,
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9
-10

11.7
11.8
12.1
11.1
'2.1
11.8
Avg

F

Visible damage to coating

336

Flexural
Modulus
(psi x 106)

Strength
Specimen
(ksi)
200 x 200 mesh

63.,
64.3
43.3
69.7
64.8
60.5
64.7
59.8
62.2
68.8
62.2

I

13.7
13.8
il.5
14.1
13.5
13.6
14.1
14.0
14.2
14.4
13.7

DIELECTRIC SHIELDING LIGHTNING
PROTECTION FOR COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT
STRUCTURES
by
J. T. Kung
M. P. Amason
Douglas Aircraft Company
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Long Beach, California
ABSTRACT

In view of the above, Douglas has considered other
approaches for the development of lightning protection for
composite structures located in the swept-stroke and
restrike regions of an aircraft. This has resulted in the
development of a new approach utilizing the dielectricshielding concept. The design objective of this approach is
to prevent the swept-stroke and restrike lightning current
from attaching to, or transferring through, the composite
structures by shielding them with dielectric coatings and
films.

Boron and graphite epoxy composite aircraft structures
are vulnerable to lightning-strike damage. Douglas has taken
a new approach to develop appropriate lightning protection
techniques for these structures, based on the zonal lightning
protection design concept. An extensive research program
has been carried out to investigate lightning protection
techniques for composite structures located in the Zone 2,
swept-stroke, and restrike areas. A series of lightning tests
was conducted on 4- by 8-foot panels and test resultsindicated that the dielectric shielding technique can be
utilized to provide adequate lightning protection.

DESIGN CONCEPTS
ZONAL PROTECTION DESIGN CONCEPT - When
struck by lightning, an aircraft becomes involved in various
phases of the lightning current transfer. For the purpose of
defining lightning protection requirements, the aircraft
surfaces can be divided into three major zones (5):
Zone 1: Surfaces of the aircraft for which there is a high
probability of direct lightning stroke attachment.
Zone 2: Surfaces of the aircraft for which there is a high
probability of a lightning stroke being swept
rearward from a Zone I point of direct stroke
attachment.
Zone 3: The aircraft areas other than those covered by
Zone I and Zone 2 regions.
Figure I shows the lightning strike zones of a typical
aircraft. These zone regions were defined from the analysis
of laboratory lightning test results obtained using a scale
aircraft model. Since the lightning attachment and/or
transfer characteristics in each zone region are not the same,
lightning protection design considerations for aircraft structures in each zone region are different. Therefore, appropriate lightning protection designs for advanced composite
structures should be developed according to their specific
applications on an aircraft.
SWEPT-STROKE PHENOMENA - An aircraft becomes
a part of the lightning discharge channel when struck by
lightning. Figure 2 shows the probable current waveform of
the most severe lightn;ng stroke. The aircraft, due to its
speed, may move a distance of several hundred feet during
the entire lightning event. Since the lightning channel is
somewhat s~ationary in space, the aircraft will fly through
the established lightning channel when an attachment
occurs to a forward protrusion point on the aircraft. As a
result, the lightning channel may make intermittent contacts with the aircraft surface aft of the initial attach point.
Tnus, the lightning channel appears to sweep back over the
aircraft surface as illustrated in Figure 3. This is the
swept-stroke phenomena, When a lightning restrike occurs,
it usually follows the same fightning channei if it occurs

SIGNIFICANT WEIGHT SAVING can be realized by
substituting boron and graphite epoxy composite materials
for conventional metals in certain structural elements of
aircraft. However, these materials are mn: electrically or
thermally as conductive as conventional metals, and laboratory test results have indicat.ed that lightning strikes can
seriously degrade the structural integrity of parts made of
these composite materials.
In 1970, Douglas made an overview of all lightning and
static electricity related problems associated with the use of
boron and graphite epoxy composite structures in aircraft
(l)*. This study indicated that various types of lightning
protection methods should be developed for this type of
structure so that they can be efficiently used in the various
regions of aircraft. The lightning protection design requirements for this type of structure should be established based
on the region of the aircraft where it is used. Environmental
effects, as well as the serviceability and maintainability of
proposed protection systems, should also be considered.
A review of industry activities in this area (2 and 3)
indicates that most of the effort has been concentrated on
the development of conductive surface shielding methods to
provide protection against the direct lightning stroke condition. An assessment of the aircraft lightning strike
phenomena (4) indicates that most aircraft structural parts
are not located in regions requiring protection against such
severe conditions. While conductive surface shielding
methods can be used to provide more than adequate
protection for structures located in the less stringent
swept-stroke and restrike regions, their usage may not be
cost effec.tive. In addition, the u-'e of these protection
methods can reduce, but not completely eliminate, lightning
damage to composite structures (2).
ONumbers in parentheses designate References at end of
paper,
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within lOG milliseconds of the initial return stroke (6)

between the r..:.:::g rod and test panel, the wind blows

Hence, restrikes can be part of the swept-stroke phenomena.
DIELECTRIC SHIELDING DFSIGN CONCEPT"
A
complete lightning protection system includes two fundamental parts a conductive part which provides lightning
current paths and an isolation part which shields the
protection object front tile lightning current paths. The
isolation part of the protection system is as important as the
conductive part. In the past few yeari, most of the reCarch
effort for advanced composite structures in the industry has
been concentrated on the development of the conductive
part of the system. The isolation par', however, appears to
have been neglected.
Boeing and Lightning and Transients Research Institute
(LTRI) have investiganed the dwell time c, aracteristics of
swept-stroke attach points on metal skin surfaces in the fuel
tank area (7 and 8). lhese investigations indicated that
when coatings were used on the external metal surface
located in swcpp:-stroke regions, the lightning clannel would
dwell at specific points on the metal surface amid not sweep
smoothly as it would across the bare metal surface. The
stfface coatings provided a dielecoric shield over the metil
skin surface. This created a condit:oe. that made it diffict.lIt
for the liihtniag -hannel to contact . new point during the
sweeping event, tlus prolonging the dwell time at ealh
atvtch point.
An analysis made by Douglas indicates that certain
dielectic materials can be used to provide boron and
graphite compoJite structures with dielectric shielding protection against lightning attachment in Lone
regions.
Since the longer dwell time of tire lightning channel at a
point on the skin panel will resuit in a larger .eparation
distance tetweon attach points durnng the swept-stroke, this
call be used to advantage for composite skin panels. Tile
distance between lightning attach points can be extended by
increasing the dielectric strength of die surface coating.
Therefore, th2 ,attachment of lightning swept-stroke and
restrike current ; a certain span of composite ,kin panel
can be pnvent:d by the external surface application of
materials with su.'ficiert dielectric strength.
This design co-cept assumes that an attach point occurs
forward of tile composite skin panel on 'a metal surface,
Metallic leading edge structures may be used for this
purpose since they also provide ideal rain erosion protectian
for composite tir-ctt:res. If required, a metal surface
component should also be used aft of the compositL skin
panel for the dwelling or hanging on of the lightning
channel,

the channel across the test panel. Tile upper end of the
lightning channel also moves along the metal lightning rod
allowing the ar, channe! to follow tile windstream. The
lightning channel may be swept over a range of 30 to 55
inches from the initial attach point depending upon the
w:;,,a velocity provided
during the 20-millisecond
discharging period.
A Polaroid cameri is used to take the still photograph of
each lightning test liot. lit addition, a high-speed Fastex
movie camera is used to record the movement of lightning
channel at a spe!ed of approximately 2,000 frames per
second.
TEST SAMPLES - Boron and graphite epoxy composite panels with different types of dielectric surface
coatings were hghtning tested to demnonstrate the feasibility
of the dielectric-shielding concept. Common surface
coating-type materials were tested first since all external
composite skins would require them for environmental
protection and other purposes. A test panel is described in
Figure 7 ani Table I. Two such panels, with four composite
skins, were tested. The polyurethane coating was selec!ed
for test since it is the type of finish coating that would
normally be used over composite skins. On the No 2 •.Cin
surface, an additional coating of 10-mil epoxy was used to
provide extra dielectric shielding strength. The Astrocoat
coating. which provides good rain erosion protection, was
also tested.
The attachment characteristics of swept-stroke and
restrike lightning current on a graphite epoxy compcSite
skin bonded to alumin.um honeycomb core were also
investigated. See Figure 8 and Table 2.
'TEST RESULTS
Figure 9 shows a typical sweptstroke lightning test. Dunng this test, tile lightning chaniel
dwelled on the forward aluminum bar while being swept
over tile composite skin. In the latter part of the test, tile
lightning channel was reattach-d to the aft aluminum bar
and detached from the forward dwell point without
contacting the intervening composite skin. Test results
indicate that the dielectric surface coating apphiec to this
sample was sufficient to prevent lightning attachment to the
composite skin for the span ,involved Figure 10 shows a
failure cse andl gure II •hows the puncture damage that
resulted to tile composite skin.
Figure ! 2 shows a restrike test and the discharge current
w.aveform. The restrike was triggered at 16 mnllisec.onds
after the initiation of the swept-stroke. The composite skin
was not contacted by lightning current dunng this lightning

A
LABORATORY lNVh-STIGATION',.

test. Figure 13 shows tihe clips of the Fastex movie film in
which the entire swtcpt-stroke and restrike event was
recorded.
In the first frame ot thie film clips, a small spark was
recorded at the top of the thn wre and a larger one at tile
iottom. l'hese sparks are expected since thie thin wire was
loosely Attached by tapes to the overhead lightning rod and
,iluminum test panel. The trin wire was partially vapon7ed
both at tile top ..nd bottom in the second franme, by the
hieat generated during the flow of high current. rite third
framne shows the thin wire completely vaporized. The
movement of the lightning channel was clearly recorded
',tring froni tile fourth frame. The 27th frame shows that
lite restrike current flowed th.ough the existing lightning
channel, but it is difficult to see tile zattach point since the

"rESTh si-rUp - LTRI swent-stroke amd resinke light.
ning test facilities were utihtzed for laboratory invi'.gatmons. Figlire 4 shows the sc.hematic diagram o(f tile test
sedýk while Figure , shows the typical iwý!pt-,t,'-,,e current
waveform. Uhis waveform reflects a peak apiiphltde of 50t
amperes which decays exponentially to zero in aiout 20
millis-conds. Ihe resti ike high voltage generator prodiuces a
•urrent discharge of 15 kmloampere peak •'nphtutde va'
frequency of 150.000 Hz arid a etting (title of 30
microseconds, as chown in Figure b. 1he wind tunnel c~an
provide a wind velocity of from 130 to '50 mph during tile
righttning test. After the lightning chawnel is cstabhlihed
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Fig. 7 - Composite test panel

Table 1 - Composite test panel material description
SKIN

COMPOSITE AND SURFACE COATING MATERIAL

1

4 LAYERS GRAPHITE FILAMENT* (FERRO PREG C-1313 GLC 4TIE-350) AND 3 MIL
POLYURETHANE COATING (DPS 4.50-62)

2

4 LAYERS GRAPHITE FILAMENT* (FERRO PREG C-1313 GLC 4TIE-350), 10 MIL EPOXY
COATING (DPM 110 CLEAR), AND 3 M)L POLYURETHANE COATING (DPS 4.50-62)

3

A LAYERS

4

4 LAYERS GRAPHITE FILAMENT* (FERRO PREG C-1313 GLC 5T/E-350) AND 7.3 MIL
ASTROCOAT RAIN EROSION COATING

GRAPHITE FILAMENT* (FERRO PREG C-1313 GLC 5TIE-350), 2 LAYERS
BORON FI BER (NARMCO 5505), AND 3 MIL POLYURETHANE COATING (DPS 4. 50-62)

*FILAMENT LAYER ORIENTATION: +45, -45° -45° +45'.
"FIBER LAYER ORIENTATION: 0°, 0 (PARALLEL TO THE STRAIGHT ALUMINUM BAR)
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Fig. 8- Graphite opoxy composite flap

Table 2 - Graphite epoxy composite flap material description

[SKIN
1

[_____
2

COMPOSITE AND SURFACE COATING MATERIAL

-

4 LAYERS GRAPHITE FILAMENT* (NARMCO 50206) AND 3 MIL POLYURETHANE COATING

(DPS A.
50-69)
4LAYERS GRAPHITE FIIAMENT- (NARMCO 502906), 10 MIL EPOXY COATING
(DPM 110 CLEAR), AND 3 MIL POLYURE[HANE COATING (DPS 4.50-62)

*FILAMENT LAYER ORIENTATION:

+45,

-450 -450, +453.
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picture ha3hc

overexposed. However, the still photo of

the siame eveit, Figure 12, recorded t±clear restrike channel

KEskim

attaching back to the forward aluminum bar. The 3!st
frame shows the lightning channel disconnecteo from the
oplightaniri rod indicating the cease of lightnin6 current
flow. This is al-1o shown in the current waveform, F,~igre 12.
The lightning current magnitude reduces to zero two
millise-conds after the restrike discharge. The remainhiig part
of the film clipe stiow the decreisring illumination of the
plasma channel.
The exact 11Ilm speed of the Fase
iovie call be
calculated from F-wues 12 and 13, The restrike even~t at 16
milliseconds is shownr in the 2?th frame of th: film clips.
-hiis corresponds to a film, speed of 0.59 miliisecord per
frame.
Figure 14 shows anothter successful restuik~e test. During
this test, the i-estrike current did- not follow the existing
swept-stroke channel, bWt mistead attached to tlie aft
aluminum bar, as shown in the still photo. Thi-N demonstrates that sufficient shielding strength was provided for
the composite skin by the dielectri': surface coating.
The effect of using exposec metallic structural ribs for
the attachment of the lightning channel between dielectrically shielded composite skin panels has been investigated.
Thin metal foil strips were used ko simulate these ribs. I lie
strips w'ere applied both pzrpendicular and paraflel to the
windstreani. Figure IS show,. the test panel and Figure 1.6
shows o.-te of the swc~rt-strokc iests. Tes, results in~it ate
that strips positioned perpendicular to the windstreami can
be effectively used for the reattachment of lightning
current. Thu-,, this miethod can be used over dielectrically
shielded composite skin surYface for the protection of longer
spans. The strips positioned !Daral~el to Ilie windstream,
however, failed to provide any diversion function for the
swept-stroke channel,
The effect of electrically grouinding the g-raphit.e epoxy
composite skin on thc. attachment characteristics of sw~ptstroke lightning channel also hias been invest'gated.
Figure 17~ sho-';s the test results. .n this case, a 24-inlch air
gap was intentionally provided Pt of the tritiling, ed~gn of the
composite flap It ýhould be noted dhat for the ungroanded
skin case, the lightning channel dwelled on the forward
aluminum bar for 'lie entire period of lightning test.
However, -hen the skin surface was g~ounded the ligh tning
channel attached to the forwa.d alumii um bar and then
reattached to the trailing edge of the com.posite flap ;vhere
it dwelled until tr-. channel decayed.
Fifty swep-t-stroke test shots and 20 restrike test shots
were made on boron and graphite composite skin panels
sh-ielded with various types of dielectric coatings [he span
protections afforded for each configuration for lbot); sweptstroke and restrike !ests are suminarize'i in Table 3. Test
results h-.ve verified ;hat the restr-iki: condition is more
entic~d than the simple swept-strokc condition. Thc test
fesulls have h~cen analyzed and significant findings arc as
iollows:
m The boron cpoxy composite skin hAi -:: inherent degree
of dielectric shieldinig streng-th which makes this typc of
skin.
easier to prot-. t thante~a~ie

;E5

* The aluminum hor'eycoinb core -jinderneathi a compo~e',
skin does n~ot ha~ve app~ecia'uie effect oa thle shielding
charact-:ristics of dielectric surface coatings when cronside.ing swept-stroke and restrike condition,;.
a A 10-mi;l coating of epoxy plus a 3-mil polyurethane
coating svstcmn can provide over a 48-inch span protection
for swept-stroke and 31-inch span protection for restrike
when atppijed to che graphite etpoxy Composite W~in. More
investigations, using higher rest:ike peak uirrent, a~e net~ussary for further verification. This protection system applied
to the
.oo
skin has not been tested. However, a longer
span of r-otection is expected.
e *tetai roil strips or exiosed metallic structural ribs,
positioned perpendicular to the windstreami over the dieiectrically shiielded composite skin surface can be used for the
protection of :ong-cr spans, Metal sftips or ribs positioned
parallel to thec windstrean, nmay not provide ,idiversion
function to the Qvept-b~roke channel.
a Electrical grounding of the~ apilite epox.y composite
;kinl surface may affect the; swep!-stroke lightning channel
attachment characteristics by weYkentng the dielectric
-shielding p~rotection sv-,tew~. Týhertefore, it may be desirablAe
to isolate thle Composite skin surface fromi :ie adjacenit
mctal structures.
* Ani analysis of thte~e astilts indicates that higher
dielectriC strength mnateriails may h( beneficial for large ski.n
panel prutectioins and also ror w,;glt szaving considerations.
Doujlas i-cinvestigating certain -'electric filmns for the nrx!
pi. : e of this research program.
CONCLUSION
Various Ihghitning protection design techniques are
required for advanced composite aiircraft scructuire% These
techniques 4hioul-4 be developed lor en,. individual strutore according, to its specific appheation and location on an
aitcraft.
The dieic-ttcm~r.ace shielding method presented in this
paper has hove'n that adequate i-rotection has beenr
provided for certain span%. of comnpos -Pskin ý;ancls located
in the swept-stcoke and restrike region- of iii" aircraft
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Lightning ProteAtion for Aircraft Sandwich
Structures with Boron/Epoxy Composite Skins
George Lubin and Sam Dastin
Grumman Aerospace Corporatlon
ABSTRACT

t

R

Boron/epoxy compocites are relatively new
materials for aircraft structures and there was
very little data on the lightning resistance at the
time the first production part, the F-14A horizontal stabilizer was initiated. This part was designed
as a full-depth, aluminum honeycon,b sandwich
with tiron/epoxy skins of varying thickness.
Specimens reproducing this design were fabricated
and tested under laboratory conditions to simulate
exposure to lightning. Certain specimens were
unprotected control specimens others bhd varil"um
types of protective surfaces. Protectioa included
sprayed aluminum, aluminum and titanium foils of
various thickness, conductive coatings, aluminum
wire mesh and laminated metal foil, solid, perforated and in strips of various width,
Preliminary tests indicated that unprotected
boron/epoxy sandwich panels with aluminum core
were severely damaged by lightning strikes in
excess of 100, 000 amperes. Conductive paint gave
a limited improvement but not sufficient protection.
Sprayed alumtnum coatings and bonded metal foils
were very effective. Additional tests and fullscale stabilizer tests proved out the panel test
results and a final pattern of aluminum foi! strips
was de'.;loped or. the maximum effectiveness lowest weight basis
The PRIMARY PURPOeE of the boron/epoxy
lightning exposure study was to develop the
rnonimum weight-minimum cost protection system
required by the stabilizer for the F-14A aircraft to
resist 200, 000 ampere discharges. This stabilizer
consists of a full-depth, honeycomb base structure
with boron/epoxy skin. and aluminum core, and
aluminum leading edge, aluminum trailing edge and
an aluminum cap, (Figure 1). The boron/epoxy
skins have titanium edge sectiors and a titanium
plate at the pivot fitting. These titanium parts have
tapered steps chem-milled on both sides and are
bonded to the boron layer (co-cured) during the
autoclave Luring cycle,
The Inticl opinion of the aesigners was that
since aP the exposed edges of the part were
metpitc, little or no protection should be iequired.
However, a study if lightning strikes on various
types of aircraft, particulnrly, the Yiberglass
radomes indicated that either tne l!ghtning may
strike a non-metallic surface, or the passage of
lightning b,'t acrors a surface, vchicb occurs in
flight, may aioo seriously damage s non-couductivc
component. Shice the behavior of boron/epoxy

structures was not well known, a study to determine its resistance to lightning strikes was
initiated.
The vulnerability of boron/epo-.y structures to
high-amperage discharges had heen originally
determined by the early Air Force tests which
showed that many sample sandwich panels were
extremely sensitive to lightning and tended t.
explode when hit by discharges of 100,000 amperes
and higner. To determine the actual resistance of
production parts a comprehenfive program was
initiated at Grumman. The first part of this study
irnvolved the exposure of test panels with and without protection to various simulated lightning
exposures and the evaluation of the effects of such
exposures. The second part consisted oi full-scale
tests on an actual F-14A boron/epoxy stabilizer.
The final pattern of the protective system was
developed as the result of these full scale tests.
TEST PANEL STUDY
The initial panels used were two single-skhii
boron/epoxy panels, 0. 060 inch thick, one with a
sprayed aluminum coating and the other with a
conductive epory coati*og. The aluminum sprayed
panel was fabricated by first spraying 0. 008 inch
of aluminum on a metal plate and then molding a
bhron skin litegrally on the surface of the aluminum.
The res
c
of the tLsts on the spraycd panel aro
shown on F gure 2.
The surface was etched by the discharge but
the panel was not puactured even by a 200, 000
ampere strike but some surface damage was
apparent. Flxural tests of specimens from the
damaged area showed a 30% drop in mechanical
strength. The panel with 0. 003 Inch conductive
epoxy coating was penetrated by both 100, 000
ampere and 200,000 ampere lightning strikes and
was not tested turther.
The panel t',sts on sandwich panels consisted
Initially of seven panels listed in Table I. The
facing skins for these panels were fhbric• tsd from
Narmco 5505 boron/epoxy tape. The core was
aluminum honeycomb, 3/4 inch thick, 1/8 inch cell
site and 5 pounds per cu. feet density. For the
back skins, fiberglass panels, 0. 060 inch thick
wvre used. The skins were bonded to the huneycomb
using Metlbond 239 adhesi'.e. Grounding strips
vere bonded to panels with Hyso' 4239-3487 con359
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TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF BORON-EPOXY SKIN;'ALUZMINUM HONEYCOMB CORE SANDWICH TEST PANEL S

Boron-Ep-oxy Skin

r Thickness,

Panel
No.

Type
A

12 Crossed
Plies

-t

1

Inch

Panel Size,

Ieference
R

Inches

Type of Protection

No.

0. 0011-Ir.ch-thick alluminun

0029X9

foil

B

12 Crossed
Plies

0.062

9x9

0. 006-rnch-thiclk, one-Inchwide tilum,"num foil strips
spaced one Inch apart

!.'!.

C

12 Crossed
Plies

0. 062

9X9

0. 006-inch-thich alumninumn
foil with 1/2-inch-diameter

Fig. 4

o. ~

holes on one-inch centers

F

12 Crossed
Plies

00299None

G

12 Crossed
Plies

0. 062

9X9

15 Unidirectional Plies

0.032

15 Crossed

0. 086

II
1

3

(originally had 0. 006inch-thick, one-kach-wide
aluminum foil strip spaced
two inches apart)
0. 006-inch-thick, one-inch wide
aiuminum foil strips spaccd
2 3/4 inches -part

Fig. 5

12x!.2

0, 012-inch-thIck titanium foil

Non e

l2xl2

0. 008-inch-thlek titanium foll

N ine

-Plies_____________.

ductive epoxy adhesive. Prote tive aluminum
foil and titanium foil were bonded to the boron!
epoxy skins with non-conductive Metibond 329
adheeive,
T'he use of bonded meta' foil on the surface
of boron/epoxy rather t9an --f sprayea aluminum
%as necessitated by the method of molding actual
production skins for F-14A stab'.lizer. The mold
surface was the faying surft'ce of the skin (the
surface w!,'ui was to be bon led to the honeycen-b)
and the air-pposige surface wus the hag 3.trflace.
For the al iminurn sprayed layer to be cffkctive, It
-rust be. fi-,st sprayed on the mold ant! br- hondea
to the skin during the actual cure operation.
Aluminum~ aprayed ( a '.op of 3 cured boron/epoxy
surface dc a not odhere sufficient-ly to withstanid
the air pre isures under flight conditions.

voltage, high-current. and high-energy (high
coulomb) strikes. Past studies of actual lightning
strikes and air,-:aft structures *aaveshown that a
high-current stri'ce at 200, 000 amperes and
48, 000 volti should be the stanzdard test to
evaluate the lightning resis~tance of proposed
structures. This Eest is called ukit by Paragraph
3. 3 4. 5 of Military Specification 135t,87B.
Artificial Lightning (:scharge tests ot. Panels
A, 13, C, F, G, 11, and I were perfni mcd by the
Lightnine and Transients Research In'stitute of
Minneapoibs, Minnesota. These tests were
sponsored by 'the Air Force Material Laboratory
rWright- Patterson Air Force Base) and wcre
conducted under the supervision of Mr. L. K~elly
of that laboratory and Dr. C. Robb of the
Institute. M~ Te,-t conditions uced are listed in
Table 11.

TEST PROCEDUR~E
(1ý Lightning a"id Transient Research Institute
Report on Contract No. F330615-68-C-1534
of September 1,2. 1969

Since it 's prohibitively expensive to simnulae
actual lightrLng strikes under laborhte.,'y conditions, thi~ee types of laboratory tests have been,
developed as a compr.omise. These are high362
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Some laminate damage was observed due to

OF TESTS

this discharge, although it appeared to be less
than had been observed for similar tests of earlier
composite panels without the foil strip protection.
The protection strips apparently not only reduced
the probability of strikes to the exposed boron
panel but also reduced the damage to the boron
prohably because part of the current was conducted
over the external surface by an arc to the protection strip rather than through the material itself.
The above discharge to the exposed boron section
rather than to the adjacent aluminum protection
strips indicated that streamers can emanate from
the boron material b.etween the strips to guide in a
natural lightning discharge even thnugh the iew
streamering photographs which were taken did not
indicate major streamering except from panel and
strip edges.
Next, high-cuw'ent artificial lightning discharges were fired to various panels with ad
without the protection strips. The panels were
mounted or an insulated backing plate and the
protection foils and honeycomb core were returned
to ground via a high- -urrent measuremen ",u.Lt
used for current recording. A discharge gap of
approximately 1/2 inch was used for the tests.
A 200-kiloampere diocharge to Panel F ý.Ith
the protection strips removed produced major
damage in the boron epoxy skin and honeycomb
core as illustrated in the photograph of Figure 8.
However, this damage appeared to be substantially
less than observed in earlier similar tests of
other honeycomb core composite material, one
possible explanation being that in the earlier tests
either the skin or the aluminum core was of
thinner material.
High-current discharges to the panels w4 th
continuous aluminum and titanium foils and perforated aluminum foil generally produced local
holes in the foil but no visible aminate damage as
illustrated in Figures 9, 10, 11 and 12. For Panel
A with a 6-mil aluminum foil, a 100-kiloampere
discharge burned approximately a one-inchdiameter hole in the foil and a 200-kiloampere
discharge burned approximately a 1-1/2-inchdiameter hole In the foil but no boron laminate
damage was noted. A 200-kiloampere discharge
to the heavier 8-mil, O'uminum-coated Panel I
produced a similar but smaller hole in the foil
and again no laminate damage was observed.
Both the 6-mil perforaced aluminum foil of
panel C and the 12-rnil titanium foil of Pael H
showed approximately 2-1/2-inch-d!ameter holes
duq to 200-kiloampere discharges but, as for the
other continuous foils, no laminate damage was
observed for either panel.

Three types of teat discharges were used to
simulate the effects of natural lightning. Highvoltage, long-arc dischargas of moderate energy
were used to determine the strike points and
current paths. High-curient discharges of high
energy and high-charge-transfer dischargeE of
long-time duration were used to evaluate the damage
which would be p oduced. The high-voltage, longdischarges and the high-current discharges
can be combied in a single discharge but the more
extensive damage resulting from the high currents
and high-charge transfers generally obscures the
paints and current paths which would be
sho-wr by the high-voltage long-arc discharges
thus are performed separately.
Osciliograrms ahowing the hbgh-current
damped oseillatory waveform and the high-charge
transfer waveform are presented in Figure 6. The
long-arc discharges were also of a damped
oscillatory nature but with a crest crrent of
approximately 15 kiloamperes an3 a charge transfer of about 0. 01 coulomb versus up to 200 kiloamperes and 3 coulombs for the high current
discharges. The escillatory discharges are
slightly more severe than the unipolarity discharges
typical of natural lightning,
For the hlgb-voltage tests, a discharge
electrode with a one-half-inch-diameter tip was
positioned over the test panel and the protection
strips and aluminum honeycomb core were
grounded.
First, intense electrical impulse fields were
applied to the sample to produce the predischarge
streamering which guides natural lightning discharges into an aircraft and thus determines the
strike points. The points from which thc most
in'ense streamers initiate are the most probable
points of lightning strike. The intense electric
fields are applied by placing a high-voltage
electrode over the test sample and bringing up the
voltage until streamering occirs but not high
enough to produce a discharge. In the initial tests,
the most intense streamering occixrr,-d off the
edge of the panel. Because of a lack of time the
streamer tests were discontinued and tests with
long-arc discharges to the test panels were begun,
A 0.6-megavolt discharge to Panel E with
resultant edge arcing due to laminate current flew
is shown in Fi-ure 7. As listed in Table II, the
discharges fired through a 30-inch gap struck the
edges of the panel. However, with the gap
shortened to 6 inches and with the protection
strips spaced 2-1/2 inches apart on panel G, one
discharge struck the composite material between
the protection strips (Figure 14).
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TABLE II
ARTIFICIAL LIGHTNING TEST DATA FOR
BORON COMPOSITE PANELS WITH ALUMINUM GRID PROTECTION
Long Are
(probe to
panel 1!.)

Hi Current
(kiloamps)

Hi Coulomh
(coulombs)

Comments

E
1-1/2"
spacing

30

0

0

Are to chopping gap
electrode

2

E

30

0

0

To panel edge

3

E

6

0

0

Arc split to strips

4

E

3/4

0

0

Arc to strips

206

0

0

Tocopan
ielsdige
delamination

20
36

0
C

0
0

To panel edge
To chopping

Test
NJ.

•

Panel No.
and Dist

s

I

S5

14
2-1/2"
spacing
6
7

14
14

G
G

electrode, streamer
photograph
8

9

14

G

36

14

G

35

10

9

A
6 rmil alum foil

11

b

A

2

0

0

To chopping
electrode, streamer
photograph
To chopping
electrode, streamer
photograph

100

0

Foll locally burned
away, no delamination

200

0

Foil burned away, no
delamination

12

13

B !-1/4"
spacing

200

13

13

C perforated
foil

200

14

11

H
12 mil titanium
foil

200

0

Foil locally delamlnated from panel

15

12

I
8 mil alum foil

200

0

r!V ' cally burned
away

16

14

G 2-3/4"
spacing

200

0

Local delamination and
strips burned off

17

11

If

35

Several pits in titanium
foil

374

0

Foil strips burned
off. To strip
Foil locally burned
away

TABLE II

(Continued)

Test
No.

Z
•
W

18

12

I

35

Approx. 1 in. diameter
bhole in foil

19

12

I

350

Approx. 3 in. diameter
hole in foil

20

8

•Long
Panel No.
and Dist

Arc
(probe to
panel in.)

II Current
(kiloamps)

F
foll strip&
removed

HI Coulomb
(coulombs)

200

tigh-current tests of the panels with 6-mil

Approx. 2-3 In. Jiameter hole and alun
honeycomb locally
vaporized

o

Salurminum foil strips Indicated that the strips
Sgreaty minimized panel damage even for .l*e
largest strip spacing tested of 2-3,,4 Inches. "aie
200-kiloampere discharge fired to a strip o,,
Panel B (Figure 13) vaporized and blew off three
strips but no delamination was noted in the panel.
'I he discharge to Panel G illustrated the
effectiveness of the strips at r 2-3/4 inch spacing
for a discharge fired directly to the boron material
midway oetween the peotection strips. Aa indicated
In Figure 14, the adjacent strips were vaporized
and only local pitting of the boron materiai was
obseived. This damage can be compared with
that obssrved for the somewhat lower amplitude
discharge to the ;nprotected Panel F where extonsive laminate and core damage was noted.
Apparently mcst of the discharge current was
carried by the surface flashover to the protcctlcn
strips In spite of the discharge probe oeing within
1/2 inch of the ooron material,
Finally, several tests were made with highcharge-transfer, lon'.-time-duration discharges
typical of the continuing compoihents of a natural
lightning strike, The 35 and 250-coulomb discharges to the 12-mtl titanium skin of Panel Ii and
the 3-mrd aluminum skin of Panel I produced local
burning away of the foil and some heat damage dde
to the arc to the underlying boron composite.
After bring subjected to the lightning discharge
tests, the panels (with the exception of Panel F
which was too severely damaged) were chemically
milled with standara caastic solution to remove the
aluminum surface foil and honeycomb core.
Flexural strength specimens were then cut from
both undamaged (control) and damaged areas of the
panel as shown in Figures 15 to 20.
Flexural strength data obtained are summarized
in labie III. Visual inspection of the test panels and
analysis of the flexural dtrength values Indicated that.

Comments

o

o

o

o

Unprotectad panels can be severely damaged
by lightning strikes.
The perforated and full-scale aluminum
and titanium foil are very effective in
preventing lightning damage to boron/epoxy
structures.
The one-inch-wide, 6-mil aluminum foil
strips are effective in diverting direct
strikes away from the unprotected boron
composite segments as well as in reducing
the damage when a strike does contact an
unprotected segment.
the low-current, high-Loulomb discharges
typical of continuing components in the
natural lightning discharge produc2 considerable metal erosion and some heat
Inuications in the boron.
Discharges to the aluminum surfaced
boron compo:ite burned away the aluminum
coating exposing the boron composite but
not recessarily damaging it to any extent as
determined visaally.

ADDITIONAL LIGIt"NING DISCHARGE TESTS
Additional lightning discharge tests were cnndacted a' the General Electic facility in Pittbfield,
Massachusetts, on huneycomb sane-ic'h panels
more representative of actua, aircraA-type
structures. The ffects of boron-cpoxy skin thickness and the density and thickness of aluminum
honeycomb core on resistance '3 lightning strike
damage were studied. The sandwich panels used
are listed in Table IV. These panels were designed
and fabricated as part of an Air Force Contract (2).
It was planned to subjeA these panels to erdcompression and beam-bending tests after they had
been exposed to lightning strikes. If the damage
was excecsive, the panels were to be repaired and
then tested. All panels except the BR 103-1 were
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TABLE III
ROOM-TEM PERATURE FLEXURAL STRENGTH OF LIGHTNING-DAMAGED
BORON-EPOXY SKIN/ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB SANDWICH PANELS
Specimens from Damaged Ai e.s

Control Specimens
Panel

Spec.
No.

Flexural Str.,
psi

Flexural Modulus, psi x 106

Spec.
No.

Flexural Str.,
psi

Flexural Mooulus, psi x 10'

A*

A-1
A-2
A- 10
A-11
Avg

154, 000
145,000
147,000
145,000
147,800

17.90
17.20
17, 20
16.80
17.30

A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7

150,000
154,000
148,000
149,000
146. 000

17.30
18. 00
17.90
17.80
18.30

A-12
A-13
A-14
A-15

U. v00
142,000
149,000
142,000

17.30
17.50
17.40
17.60

B*

B-1
B-2
Avg

152,000
159, 000
155,500

07.60
17.30
17.45

B-3
B-4
B-5
B-6
B-7

123,500
116,000
127,000
128,000
136, 000

1G. 90
16.8-b"
17.70
17.10
16.90

C*

C-1

155,000

C-2
Avg

146,000
150,500

17.10
16 r'0
16.85

C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7

145,500
147, 200
108,000
150,500
145, 0"0

17.30
16.90
16.50
16.60
i6.70

G-0
G-i
G-9
G-10
Avg

115,000
121,000
157,000
149,000
134,000

15.90
16.00
17.70
17 00
16.70

G-2
G-3
G-4
G-5
G-6
G-11
G-12
,-i3
G-14

115,000
97,400
77,500
29,900
90,500
149,000
115,000
79,700
96,200

13. 50
11.50
10.60

H-I
11-2
11-11
H-12
Avg

276,000
274,000
276.000
280,000
276,500

33.00
31.20
31.20
33.00
32.14

11-3
11-4
11-5
11-6
11-7
H-8

32.10
33.20
33.60
32.80
33.40
33.80

11-9
Il-IC

280,000
288,000
268, 000
282, 000
274, 000
274,000
296, 000
277,000

11-13
11-14
11-15
11-16

284,000
291,006
272,000
271,000

32.40
32.80
31.60
32.80

G*

H*
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12.40
16.70
13.80
12.70
.2.20

34.00
33.50

TABLE III (Continued)
Specimens from Damaged Area3

Control Specimens
Panel

1*

Flexural Str.,
psi

Flexural Modulus, psi x t06

1-1

157,500

19.70

1-2
1-8
1-9
1-13
1-14
Avg

152,200
155,000
158, 50C
149,000
136, 000
154,400

20.00
19. 20
19.60
20.20
20.40
19.74

Spec
No.

Flexural Str.,
psi

Flexural Modulus, pal x 106

1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7

151,000
147,000
141,000
157,000
156,000

11' 90
20.70
19.80
19.80
19.40

1-10
I-11
1-12

150, 000
15M 000
155,000

20.20
20.00
19. 90

1-15
1-16
1-17
1-18
1-19

139,000
116,500
60,100
88,000
126, 500

0; 10
16. 01
--13.00
18.70

Spec.
No.

11and I.
*Test span ,%!%2. 00 inches for Panels A, B, C, and G, and 2. 50 inches for Panels
on laminates oriented
Reported values are based on a normalized thickness of 0. 005 inch pet ply
(44%-0O, 44%-_+450, 12%-90c).
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TABLE IV
RESULTS OF LIGHTNING DISCHARGE TESTS AT THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
FACILITY IN PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
Specimen
No. (2)

Skin Thickness,
inches

BR 109-3

0.250

Test Description and Results
Lightning Discharge Test Setup
Specimen before exposure to lightning discharge
49-KA strike on side 2 (upper lef'.
73-KA strike on side 2 (upper right)
ill-KA strike on side 2 (lower left)
111-KA strike on side 2 (edge view shows charring)
168-KA strike on side 2 (6xtensive damage on face)
168-KA strike en side 2 (edge showing core damage)
149-KA strike on side 1 (penetration of skin and
extensive damage)
88-KA and 134-KA strikes on side 1 (extensive

-

BR 109-1

I

-

face damage and penetration after 134-KA etrike)
Same specimen-reverse s".le (charring at ground
areas)
84-KA and ill-KA strikes on side 2 (light surface
pitting)
107-KA strike on side I (consIdem.ble pitting and
charring)

+
BR 101-3

0.045

Same specimen wit h charring on far side
73-KA strike on side 1 (extensive danmage and core
blow-out at edge)
Same specimen showing edge detail
Reverse side with further edge charring
107-KA strike on side 2 (deep hole In honeycomb

108
BR 108-1

core)
Same specimen (edge view showing charring)
Setup in which the specimen is net grounded
directly but is laid up on insulators
72-KA strike on side 2 (penetration and edge
charring)

BR 108-3

+
BR 108-3

Same spec-imen-reverse Alde (shows spark exit)
72-KA strike on samp side using grounded
connection
Aluminum maŽsh speirmen with 154-I.A and 203-KA
strikes (minor face danmage
Edge of same specimen showing se-ýere delamination
of skin from core

0.045

BR 103-1
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given an 0. 003 to 0. 006-inch-thick coating of
silver-epoxy conductive paint. The BR 103-1
panels had an aluminum mesh laminated on one
surface. The test plan involved a gradual increase
In the lightning current with successive shots on
one sidt of the specimen until severe damage had
occurred. The lightning current world then be
reduced by about 25, 000 amperes before exposing
the other side of the panels. The test setup is
shown on Figure 2] and 22. Some of the exposed
panels are shown in Figures 23 through 28. The
test results are listed on Table IV.
The test results indicate that thick boronepoxy skins resist lightning-strike damage better
than thin boron-epoxy skinso and that the thickness
and density of the aluminum honeycomb core have
little effect on the degree of damage sustained by
sandwich panels. Repeated lightning strikes, even
of a lower magnitude than those used in the General
Electric Tests, cause cumulative damage which
tends Wopropagate through the aluminum honeycomb core normal to the lightning strike direction.
The silver-epoxy conductive paint is not as effective
in providing protection against lightning strikes as
aluminum foil or spray. Aluminum mesh protects
borc,%.-epoxy surfaces but did not prevent delamination of the boron-epoxy skins from the honeycomb
core for the one panel used in this study.

[

IL

boron skin. See Figure 30.
* 1" wide, 0. 008" thick, conductive paint
strips spaced 2" apart over the inboard 1/3
of the boron skin and 1" apart o'er the
remaining 2/3 of the boron skin. See
Figure 31.
j 2" wide, 0. 004" thick, aluminum dtrips
spaced 2 1/4" apart. See Figure 32.
e 1" wide, 0. 008" thick, aluminum strips
spaced 2 1/2" apart over the boron skin.
See Figure 33.
* I" wide, 0. 008" thick, aluminum strips
spaced 3" apart over the boron skin. See
Figure 34.
* 1" side, 0. 008" thick, aluminum strips
spaced 4" apart over the boron st.,n. See
Figure 35.
* 1" wide, 0. 008" thick, aluminum strips
spaced 5" apart over the boron skin. See
Figure 36.
NOTES: (1) Aluminum used was type
2024-T81.
(2) Conductive paint used was a
silver filled epoxy, Hysol
4238/3475.
TESTS PERFORMED
The tests consisted of (1) High Voltage Strike Without Windstream, (2) High Voltage Swept
Stroke - With Windstream, (3) High Current
Damage and (4) Electrical Bonding Resistance
Measurements.

TEST PROGRAM FOR F-14A HORIZONTAL
STABILIZER

SThe
p

purpose of this program for the actual
flight component was to develop the lightest weight
design to adequately protect the boron composite
skin from lightning strike damage and satisfy the
lightning protection requirements of Military
Specification MIL-B-5087B.
The lightning test program was conducted on a
fdl-scale horizontal stabilizer and representative
stabilizer designs fabricated by Grumman. Each
configuration tested depicted the lightning protection system as it would be incorporated onto a
production horizontal stabilizer. The tests were
conducted at the Lightning and Transient Research
Institute (LTRI) Miami, Florida facility and
included the following protection schemes:

HIGH VOLTAGE STRIKE - WITHOUT WINDSTREAM
These tests were performed as illustrated in
Figure 37. The tests consisted of firing high
voltage discharges, from nine predetermined
locations, to determine where approaching (direct)
lightning strikes ettach to the horizontal stabilizer.
The number of discharges fired at the test configuration and locations were determined by
analysis, utilizing the spacing between protection
strips as a reference.
HIGH VOLTAGE SWEPT STROKE - WITH WINDSTREAM

TEST CONFI1GURATIONS

ji

a No protection over boron skin (see Figure
29).

These tests werL performed as illustrated in
Figures 38 and 39. The tests consisted of firing
multiple discharges, initiated at the stabilizer

* 0. 008" thick, aluminum foil over the entire
outboard 1/3 of the boron skin. 1" wide,
0. 008" thick, aluminum strips spaced 1"
apart over the middle 1/3 of the boron skin
and 'I wide, 0. 008" thick, aluminum strips
spaced 91" apart over the inboard 1/3 of th3.

leading edge in a 130-nmph airstream, to determine
where the initial and restrike components, of a
swept stroke, impinge upon the horizontal stabilizer. The number of discharges fired at the test
configuration was determined by analysis, utilizing
the spaoing between protection strips as a reference.
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Figure 21

I

G.E. Lightning Discharge Tert Setup

Figure 22
BR-109-3 Specimen Before Exposure to Lightning
Discharge.

388

Fig~ire 23

'RR-109-3 Specimen After -Exposure to h-?A D~ischarge.

Edge View of BR-109-3 Spezimen After Exposure to
Ill-KA Discharge Showing Charring on Honeycomb Cor'e.

389

BRR-109-3 Spe imen After Exposure to 149KA Discharge Showing S)~in Penetration.

Edge Damage to BR-103',3Spec=4en Af'ter Fbposure

to 73KA Discharge.
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-El
Figure 27
BR-108-1 Specimen After Ex~posure
107 KA Discharge.

Figure 2-8
BiR-103-01 Specimen After E~xposure to 1514 and 203
KA Discharges - Showing Severe Delamination but no
Surface Damage (Specimen wit), wire meshx on sur-face).
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The horizontal stabilizer design with 2
inch wide, 0. 004 inch thick, aluminum
strips spaced 2 1/4 inches over the boron
skin, nroeIded adeouate lightning protection for the exposed boron area. Twentyeight strikes were initiated and twentyeight discharges hit tWe aluminum strips.
No strikes hit the boroi, area. The results
of this test are depicted in Figure 46.
a Thu horizontal stabilizer with, one-inch
wide, 0. 008 inch thick, aluminum strips
epaced 2 1/2 inches apart over the boron
skin, provided adequate lightning
protection for the exposea boron area. Or.e
hundred and twenty six strikes were
initiated to the stabilizer. Forty-six hit
the nietal periphery, sixty-six hit the
aluminum strips and fourteen missed the
stabilizer completely. No strikes hit the
exposed bGron area.
a The horizontal stabilizer with one-incb
wide, 0. 008 inch thick, aluminum strips
spaced 3 inches apart over the boron skin,
failed to provide adequate lightning
protection for the exposed boron ares. One
hundrý,d and eight strikes were initiated to
the stabilizer. Fifty-two hit the metal
per!pher. , thirty-seven hit the aluminum
strips, seven hit the exposed boron area
and twelve missed the stabilizer completely.
* The horizontal stabilizer, with one-inchwide, 0. 608 inch thick, aluminum strips
spaced 4 inches apart over the boron skin,
failed to provide adequate lightning protection for the exposed boron area. One
hundred and thirty-ilve strikes were
initiated to the sta'.ilizer. Fifty hit the
metal periphery, fifty-seven hit the
aluminum strips, thirteen hit the exposed
boron area and fifteen missed the stabilizer
conipletely.
* The horizontal stabilizer, with one-inchwide, 0. 008 Inch thick, aluminum strips
spaced 5 inches apart over the boron skin,
fail_ d to provide adequate lightning protection for the exposed boron area. One
hundred and si:.ty-two strikes were
initiated to the stabilizer. Seventy-four
hit the metal pe, iphery, thirty-nine hit the
aluminum strips, thirty-one hit the exposed
boron area and eighteen missed the
stpbiizer completely.
* The resistance measurements performed
across the metal-to-metal joints of the
horizontal stabilizer were satisfactory and
less than the maximum allowable value oi
0. 0025 ohm.

HIGH CURRENT DAMAG,

e

Ti.ese tests were performed as Olustrated in
Figuie 40. The test consisted of firing high
current dischaiges at the attachment points
observed during the High Voltage Strike Study
(Without Windstrenim) and Hig, Voltage Swapt
Stroke Study (With Windstrwint) to determine if
lightning strike damage would result.
LLECTRICAL Bt NDING RESISTANCE MEASUREMENTS

"These measurementa were pe.ft_,wed as
illi_2trated in Figure 41. The test determine t•he
reiast•mce across the metal-to-meiaI joints of the
horizontal stabilizer.
TEST RESULTS
A summary of the test results is presented
below:
e'The horizontal stabilizer, with no protection over the bo-on skin, failed to provide
adequate lightning protectinn for the
eAposed boron area. Thirty strikes were
initiated to the stablizer. Fourteen hit the
metal perl'Therv, thirteen bit the exposed
boron area and three missed the stabilizer
completely. The results of this test are
depicted in Figures 42 and 43,
* The horizontal stabilizer, with 0. 0M3 Inch
thick, aluminum foil cover over the out'oard 1/3 of the boron skin one inch wide,
0. 008 inch thick, aluminum strips spaced
one Inch apart over the middle 1/3 of the
boron skin and one-inch-wide, 0. 008 inch
thick, aluminum strips spaced 2 inches
apart over the inboard 1/3 of the noron
skin, provide adequate lightning prctection
fur the exposed boron area. Thirty strikes
were initiated to th stabilizer. Ten Wit
the metal periphery, fourteen hit the
aluminum strips and three missed the
stabilizer completely. No strikes hit the
exposed boion area. The nesults of this
test are depicted in Figures 45 and 46.
* The horizontal stabilizer, with one inch
wide, 0.008 inch thick, conductive paint
strips spaced 2 inches apart over the inboard 1/3 of the boron skin and one inch
apart over the remainirg 2/3 of the boron
skin, failtd to provide adequate lightnirg
protection for the exposed boron area. The
High Voltage Strike Study (Without Windrtream) was not completed because the conductive paint strips could not protect the
boron skin from the high voltage, low
current discharges (17, 000 amp3 peak).
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CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of this test, thL, following
is concluded:
* Five protection schemes (one inch wide,
0. 008 inch thick, alumirum strips spaced
either 1, 1 1/2, 2, or 2 1/2 Inches apart
and 2 inches wide, 0. 004 inch thick,
aluminum strips spaced 2 1/4 inches apart)
were developed for use on the F-14A
horizontal stabilizer which provide adequate protection from lightning strike
damage and satisfy the requirements of
MIL-B-5C87B.
* The lightest weight scbeme consists of 2
inch wide, 0. 004 irch thick, aluminum
strips spaced 2 1/4 inches apart.
. The aluminum strip protection schemes
utilizing 3, 4 and 5 inch spacing failed to
provide adequate lightning protection and
meet the requirements of MIL-B-5G87B.
* The conductive paint protection scheme was
demonst-.ated to be totally inadequate.
• The qinal horizonlal stabilizer design
complies with the electrical bonding requirements of MIL-B-5087B.
The lightning protiction scheme developed for
the F-14A horizontal -tabilizer as a result o! the
test program as shown on Figure 47, consists of
placing 2 inch-wide, 0. 004 inch-thick, aluminum
strips spaced 2 1/4 inches apart over the boron
skin on both the upper and lower skins.

Tests were not made on stabilizers having strips protected with exterior
coatings.
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Introduction of Electrostatics in
Aviation Fuel Systems Sessions

J. B. Godwin, Jr., P.E.
US Air Force
Directorate of Aerospace Fuels
ABSTRACT
In previous sessions, you have
heard presentations on nature's natural
phenomena of static electricity "Lightning" and electrostatic build up on
space vehicles and aircraft. This
session will be devoted to electrostatic charging of fuel during handling
and the hazards associated with a wide
variety of varying parameters, which
are -onstantly changing with the advent
of new materiais and large volume aircraft receipts.
These include the 747
and C-SA types of aircraft.
Static electricity is as old as
"mankind and received little attention,
until the first catastrophic incident
in the petroieum industry, which
appeared to be from an unknown source.
It was then the petroleum industry
devoted total efforts as a matter of
self-survival and today, extensive
studies are being made by botn inoustry
and government activities.
The incendiary ignition mechanism of explosive
mixtures chooses no boundries and is a
mutuai problem to both industry and
government,
For years the results of explosions due to static eleu.ticity were
based on so called "old wives tales"
and in 1958 a concentrated effort was
mustered by Dr. Klirkenberg, the author
of a bible of standards in the field of
static electricity. No records of any
consequence were maintai-ed as to where
an event occurred and what type equipment that was involved until 1960.
At
this time, the AmerIcan Petroleum
Institute (API) frrmed the Static Electricity Committee who compiled incident
reports with supporting data.
Following World War II, the
development of the turbo jet engine
type aircraft resulted in research for
a new type and moie readily available
high energy jet fuel for these aircraft.
This set the stage for a new set of
standards for the safe handling of
these types of fuels. Aircraft were
being lost on the ground during fuel
servicing, but other problems were
manifested which were resulting in the'
losses of bulk storage tankage, barges,
railroad tankers, seagoing tankeri,

and refueling vehicles (transport
trucks) as a result of explosions due
to sparking of the fuel in the vapor
space above the liquid.
New techniques were developed for
the safe handling of jet fuel because
of its different characteristics in
electrical conductivities versus a~iation gasoline witb tetra-ethyl-lead
(TEL).
Certain -ypes of jet fuel were
more prone to electrostatic generatio,.
JP-4 jet fuel in layman's language is
a SO-S0 blend of kerosene and straight
run gasoline.
By the very nature of
JP-4's electrical properties, it restricts flow velocities to a maximum
ot 7 Ft/Sec, requires assured electrical interconnection of handling systems
and a 30 second minimum relaxation tim'.
in ferrous ,oetal systems.
New electrostatic charge relaxing methods have
been developed and some are currently
under extensive testing.
These procedures were to reduc• generated charges
to a safe level ,n relationship to the
discharge from the filter/separator.
which in itse)f is "prolific static
generator."
In this seqtion, you will be presented a full spectrum analysis of the
electrostatic charging characteristic
of flowing hydrocarbon fuels in fixed
and servicing systems with measures for
retardation of these charge,, design
criteria utilizing new state-of-the-art
materials, research and development,
and trends of jet fuels of the future.
As your session chairman and organizer,
I have assemblied the most knowledgeable gentlemen in the world on the
subject of electrostatics.
They are
recognized as piofessional experts,
my only regret is that we will cover
many subjects in such a short period.
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Principles of Electrostatics
Aircraft Fuel Systems

Joseph T.

in

Leonard

Naval Research Laboratory
ABSTRACT
while loading tankers with petroleum
product- (5), recent explosions aboard
three very large crude carriers during
tank cleaning operations (6) have
intensified interest in elactrostatic
charge generation.
The purpose of this survey is to
review the state-of-the-art on the

A survey is presented on the
subject of the generation and dissipation of electrostatic charge during
The types of dis-aircraft fueling.
charges that can take place inside of
aircraft fuel tanks during fueling are
described and methods of eliminating
discharges are discussed,

S

subject of electrostatic charge
generation as related to airciaft fuelAlthough a number of reviews on
ing.
the subject have been written (4,,,8,
9,10,11,12), this survey will endeavor
to present an in-depth study of those
aspects of the problem which deal
specifically with aircraft fueling.

GENERATION OE ELECTROSTATIC CHARGE by
hydrocarbon liquidi has long been
recognized as a potential hazard by
In 1958
the petroleum industry.
Klinkenberg and van der Minne (l)*
published an excellent monograph on the
3ubject including a rev 4 ew of research
conducted by Royal Dutch/Shell which
led to the development of an antistatic
additive suitable for use in turbine
Other segments of the
and other fuels.
petroleum industry have also been active
in research on electrostatics, spurre-1
on, no doubt, by a number of fires and
explosions involving tank trucks, airAccording to r
craft and tankers.
the period
covering
(2)
survey
recent
1960-1969, there were 116 fiies resulting from static electricity generated
by the fuel during tank truck loadings,
Over the same period, there were 33
incidents involving aircraft; 12 of
which involved avtation gasol~ne, 15
with jP-4 and I with kerosine (3).
Since then, two more explosions have
occurred while fueling commercial airThe latter
craft wilh kerosine (4).
incidents took place within a period of
seven months at the same airport and
involved the same type of aircraft.
Although a number c-f fires of suspected
electrostatic origin have taken place

THE PROBLEM
Whenever a hydrocarbon liquid,
such as a jet fuel, flows with respect
to another surtfce, a charge is
Although the
generated in the liquid.
exact nature of the charging mechanism
is not ..umpletely understood, it is
generally held that the charge is due
to ionic impurities present in the
hydrocarbon in parts-per-million or
When the
parts-per-billion quantities.
fue] is at rest, the impurities are
adsozbed at the interface between the
fuel and the walls of the container,
with one part of the ionic material
showing a rather strong attachment for
either the fuel or the soli2 sur7face.
This type of attachment is illustrated
in Figure la which shows fael in conIn this
tact with the wall of a pipe.
Numbers in parentheses designate
References at end of paper.
*
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which charge separation can take place
in a comparatively short period of
time, the level of charge Dn the fuel
emerging from the filter/separator may
be increased by a fa-c.. of 100 or
more as compared with flow through
the hydrant line.
A more detailed
illustration of the charge separation
process in a ty,'ical two-stage filter/
separator is rzesented in Figure 3.
The first
stage, the filter-coalescer,
removes dirt and coalesces water.
The
coalescer may charge the fuel positively, as shown in the figure, or negatively.
The second stage, the water
separator, allows the fuel to pass but
causes the coalesced water to settle
out.
The coalesceL may increase the
charge on the fuel, as indicated by
Type A in the figure. or decrease it,
as shown by Type B.
The use of two
different types of filter
media, each
of which places th, opposite sign of
charge on a fuel, has been demonstrated
on a laboratory scale as a means of
neutralizing cha.ge on a fuel, bu. full
scale tests have not been carried out
(13).
The unpredictable and sometimes
variable nature of the charging process
in field tests would militate against
the success of this method of charge
reduction.
The level of charge on a fuel
separator, or
coming out of a filter
at any point in the system, can be
determined by placing a charge
measuring device, such as the AO Smith
Chatge Measuring System (14),
in the
line.
This device measures the charge
density in the fuel, Q, trom which
the streaming current can be calculated
from the following equations (12):
i=Qv,
(1)

example, the negative portion of the
ionic material is depicted as being
more strongly attracted to the solid
surface, but sirxce the numbers of
positive and negative charges are
equal, there is no net charge on tne
fuel.
However, when the fuel begins
to flow (Figure lb), the positive
char,:es are swept along by the fuel
while the negative charges leak to
ground.
Thus, the fuel acquires a net
positive charge as it moves through the
system.
In a similar manner, the fuel
would receive a negative charge if the
positive portion of the ionic material
were preferentially adsorbed at the
solid surface.
When the charged fuel is loaded
into a receiving tank, either of -rwo
possibilities will occur: (1) the
charge will relax harmlessly to the
walls of the tank or, (2) if the conductivity of the fuel is sufficiently
low, the charge may accumulate givinr:
iise to high pot3nti3lj on the fuel
surface.
If soitewhere in the tank the
local potential exceeds the breakdown
value for the vapor space, a dischargt
will occur.
Whether or not the vapor
will igkhite depends on the composition
of the vapor and the nature of the
discharge.
CHARGE GFNERATIO14 DURING AIRCRAFT
FUELING
The situation with respect to
aircraft fueling presents a somewhat
more complicated picture tnan flow
through a pipe due, primarily, to the
use of filter/separators and fuel
monitors which greatly increase the
level of charge on the fuel.
A typical
aircraft fueling operation is illustrated in Figure 2 together with an
indication of the level of charge on
the fuel as it passes through each
Since charge
piece of equipment.
separation is a surface effect and
since filter/separators provide a
tremendous amount of surface area upon

where

= Streaming current
(microamperes, pA)
Q = Charge Density
(microcoulombs/
meter 3 , PC/m 3 )
v = Vol-mietric Flow Rate
(meter 3 /second,
i

M3/sec)
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En
The charge density is a
function of flow rate (v), the
area (A), and the characteristics (X) of the fuel/surface
interface, i.e.,
Q=f(vA_ý)
The factor, X, represents the
charging tendency.
it is an
unpredictnble facto: since it
depends )n both the type of
ionizable materials in the fuel
and the properties of the surface presented to the fuel.

found to vary with th'. chemical nature
of the polar additive, i.e.,
alcohols,
acids, nitrobenzene and an antistatic
additive (ASA-l) produced positive
currents, whereas ketones, esters and
Howamines gave negative currents.
ever, at a given conductivity level.
the magnitude of the streaming current
was the same, regardloss of the nature
of the polar additive.
Fuels present a much more complinat'.-d picture than single compounds
since they consist of a wide variety
of hydrocarbon types and may contain

(2)

number of polar additives and
impurities which can alter the charging behavior in an unpredictable
fashion.
Also, the natuze of the
surface upon which the charge separation takes place has an effect on both
the magnitude cf the charge, as shown
in Figure 5, and the sign.
With JP-5
fuel containing an antistatic additive
it was found that the sign of the
charge on the fuel passing through a
resin-bonded fiber glass filter
could
be reversed by baking the resin coating off the filter
to expose the
clean glass surface (13) - see Figure
7.
The above tests were conducted
in a laboratory-scale apparatus where
it is a relatively simple matter to
contiol fuel conductivity and filter
materials.
In full-scale tests in
which JP-4 and JP-5 fuels of
approximately the same electrical
conductivity were passed through thesame filter/separator, a cnz=`
e
variacion was observed in tb charge
density of the two fuels as they
emeiged from the filter
(Figure 4).
Elsewhere, it has been reported that
certain aliphatic amines can increase
the filter
charging of ke:osine by a
factor of 100 without increasing the
con 'uctivity of the fuel (4).
Also,
the presence of fuel monitors can have
a profound effect on the charging
tendency of a fuel (12).
Data obtained durinc; simulated aircraft

Ta
The equations predict that for a
given fuel with a particular set of
coalescer and separaton
cartridges,
the charge density on the fuel should
increase with flow rate as shown in
Figure 4.
While this statement is
genetally true, conflicting results
have been obtainel in some field tests
(Figure 3), in which the prformance
of various filters
were •ompared (4).
Obviously, the nature of the filter
surface is an important factor in
charge generation,
As stated '.ove, the charging
tendency of a fuel depends on the type
of ionizak.
materials La t~he fuei.
Since the electrical conductivity of
the fue! also depends on the presence
of ioric material it would seem tnat
the Tharging tendency of the fuel
shojuld also be related to its electriral conductivity.
indeed it has been
shown th t ..uch a ,.elationship does
exist: at least ir simple systems involving a single hydrocarbon liquid
containing known amounts of specific
ionic compounds.
For example, it has
been shown that for n-heptane containing various amounts of polar additives,
"the magnitude of the streaming current
is dependent upon the conducivity of
the hydrozarbon over a wide range of
conductivity values (16) - see Figure 6.
In these experiments, which were
conducted in stainless steel tubes,
the sign of the streaming current was
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4

fueling (Figure 8) show that the charge
density on a fuel can be increased by
a factor of 4 to 5 when fuel monitors
are used. The obvious conclusion is
that the charging of fuels in full
scale equipment is the net result of a
number of uncontrollable factors, such
as the chemical, nature of the additives
and impurities in the fuel, as well as
the propeities of the surfaces upon
which charge separation takes place.
Consequently, it is not possible to
predict the charging tendency of a
fuel under field conditions from the
t
known properties of the fuel.

c

exponential
is
customary to process,
define reit1 ×xition
time, r, as the tim' required
, originatimenrrguiro
ter
for the3original
tsa rigito
d9cay to 1'6.1, of its original
value:
t- = 0.368 = e
0(

CHARGE RELAXATION

and r is related to k by the
following relationship:
-12
1.
r = ...o
x 10
k(5
k
18 x 10-12
k

As shown in Figure 2, when the
fuel emerges from the filter/separator,
tne charge begin.b to relax or dissiActualiy, some charge generation
pate.
takes place in the *iping downstream
of tLe filter/separator, but for bhort
runs it is negligible in comparison
with the charge generated by the
filter. The rate at which the charge
dissipates depends on the electrical
conductivity of the fuel as shown by

Qt = Qoe
(3)
Qt = charge after time,
t (e.g., PC/ina)
Q = initial chargi
(e.g., VC/m )

k
c

(5)

1 CU = 1 picosiemens/meter
(PS/m) = 10-12 Siemens/meter

-tk/4E((

t

(4)

The conductivity of fuels is
usually described in terms of conductivity units, CU,or, in the
International System, picosiemens/m,
which are related as follows:

the equation (12):

where

the absolute dielectric
constant o4 a vacuum
(8.854 x 10-12
ampere seconds/
volt meter).

10-12 mhos/m = 10-14 mhos/cm
According to the above equation,
the relaxation time for fuels would be
expected to vary with rest conductivity
as follows:

= elapsed time

(seconds)
= rest fuel conductivity (mhos/m)
= relative dislectric
constant, a
dimensionless
quantity which
varies only slightly
for hydrocarbon
fuels and has a
value of about 2

Conductivity
CU
0.01
0.1
1.0
10.0
100.0

Relaxation Time,
Seconds
1800
180
18
1.8
0.18

A world-wide survey/of the
electrical conductivity of turbine
fuels showed that at the time of the
survey (1965), 43% of the samples had
conductivities of less than 1 CU and
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96% were less than 5 CU (18).
These
results indicate that relaxatt.on times
in excess of 18 seconds would be required to reduce the charge on almost
half of the turbine fuels to 36.8% of
their original v:.lue.
Since the
residence time of the fuel in the hoses
downstream of the second filter/separator in a typical aircraft fuiing
operation (Figure 2) is at mast only
a few seconds, the above data would
suggest that for lower conductivity
fuels most of the charge generated at
the filter arrives at the aircraft
tank undiminished.
Fortunately, this
is not always the case.
Bustin,et al,
(19) have rhown that if the conductivity of the fuel is less than 1 CU,
the charge relaxes faster than predicted by the above (ohmic) equation.
A comparison of the relaxation behavior for a 0.01 CU fuel using both
the ohmic and Bustin's hyperbolic
theories of charge relaxation is shown
in Figure 9.
The experimental data
points for the low conductivity fuel
follow the hyperbolic theory and show
that in 30 seconds, over 70% of the
charge on the fuel has relaxed as
compared with less than 5% predicted
by the ohmic theory. For the 1.0 CU
fuel, the experimental ddca follow
the ohmic theory. Bustin's theory
and a wealth of experience have shown
that 30 seconds relaxation time is
sufficient to remove most of the
charge on a fuel regardless of its
conductivity,
For practical purposes, neither
Bustin's hypecbolic theory nor the
ohmic equation are entirely satisfactory
for predicting the rate at which the
charge on a fuel will decay.
Bustin's
theory is inadequate because it requires
the use of an unavaiLable quantity,
namely, the ionic mobility, for its
solution. With the ohmic theory, the
rest conductivity, i.e., the conductivity of the fuel obtained in a weak
electrical field (20), is used to
calculate relaxation times.
Experience

has shown that when fuel is in a
highly charged condition, e.g., when
emerging from a filter separator, the
charge may relax at a faster or a
slower rate than predicted from its
res¢ conductivity. According to the
data in Figure 10, the effective
conductivity of the fuel may differ
by a factor of 10 or wore from the
rest conductivity. Thus, in many
cases, rest conductivity provides
only a rough indication of the actual
charge relaxation behavior of a fuel.
However, at present, elcctrical
conductivity is the only measurable
quantity that provides any sort of
correlation with electrostatic behavior, albeit an imperfect
correlation.
It should also be pointed out
that the conductivity of hydrocarbon
fuels is not a constant but rather
increases with tempe~rature, as shown
in Figure 11. Thus, in predioting
relaxation Dehavior of a fuel, it may
be necessary to apply a correction
factor if the temperature of the fuel
in question is considerably different
from the temperature at which the rest
conductivity was measured.
The data
in Figure 11 indicate that the
conductivity of turbine fuels doubles
with a temperature increase of
40-50 0 F.
The amount of charge on the fuel
when it arrives at the tank of the
aircraft depends on the conductivity
of the fuel, the rate at which the
charge is generated in the filter
and on the residence time of the fuel
in the hose downstieam of the filter
and in the piping of the aircraft
(Figure 2).
Measurements of the field
strengths developed inside of a simulated aircraft fuel tank while being
filled with kerosine and JP-4 fuel are
shown in Figure 12.
The data indicate
that the field strength passes through
a maximum when the fuel conductivity
is between 1-2 CU.
Other tests involving a mock up of a Vickers Vanguard
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conditions which failed to produce an
iqnition in the absence of the charge
Fortuneely, unbondcd
collector (12).
charge collectors are seldom found in
aircraft fuel tarks and conseq'-ntly
discharges of this type seldom occur.
If the tank is nearly empty, the
inlet device can also serve as the
grounded electrode for discharges.
Cpark discharges to the inlet device
during the early stages of filling
have been reported as being particularHowly difficult to suppress (21).
ever, once the inlet device is covereC
by the fuel, localized internal disvicinity of the inlet
charges in t.
are of no consequence since thiy take
place under the fuel surface.
The type of discharge that
occurs from the fuel surface, i.e.,
whether spark or corona, depends on
the configuration of the electrodes
Since
and the field strength (22).
in the case in question, one of the
electrodes is some grounded part of
the tank, the configuration of this
electrode can vary from a sharp point,
as illustrated in Figur: 14, to a flat
plate as represented by the wall or
The other electrode,
tcp of the tank.
the fuel surface, may also vary from
a flat
surface to an unspecified
radius of curvature if a foam happens
In the extreme case
to be present.
where both electrodes (the fuel surface and the roof of the tank)
resemble parallel nlates, the electric
field between them is homogeneous and
a spark discharge will occur if the
Most
field strength is high enough.
of the time, however, one or both
of the electrodes will have a small
radius of curvature resulting in an
If,
inhomogereois electric field.
for exampla, one of the electrodes
is pointed and the other a plate,
the field will be intenr.ified around
the pcint and drop off sharply towards
At fairly low field
the plat,
strengthz, (ca 200 KV/ir) a blniuh
glow accompanica by an avdible hiss,

wing tank show maximum field strengths
awhen the fuel conductivity is in the
range of 4-8 CU (Figure 13), with a
considerable variation in the field
strength levels occurring in adjacent
Obviously, field
compartments (7).
strength measuruments are highly
dependent on the location and configuration of the tank as well as on
It
the positvmn of fhe field mwte-.
will also be noted from a comparison
of Figures 12 and 13 with Figure 7
that although the charging tendency
of the fuel passes through a maximum
when the conductivity is above 10 CU,
the maximum field strength in the
receiving tank is attained when the
fuel conductivity is below 10 CU.
The reason, of course, is that although
high levels of charge may be generated
when the conductivity
at the filter
of the fuel is above 10 CU, most of
this charge rel;xes during the few
seconds that it takes for the fuel
to travel to the tank of the aircraft.
DISCHARGES IN AIRCRAFT FUEL TANKS
As stated above, discharges can
fuel tanks if the
occur in aircaft
local potential caused by the charged
fuel exceeds the breakdown value for
Actually, two modes
the vapor space.
of discharge are possible as illustrated in Figure 14: one involving a
low energy corona oz spark discharge
from the fuel surface to some grounded
projection, and the other, a high
energy spark discharge from some
unbonded charge collector in the tank.
is far more dangerolei
Tha latter
Sthe er.tire amount of charge stored in
the unbonded collector is released in
Bý contras',
a single discharge.
di. narges from a fuel surface involve
only a limited area dre to low
condtctivity of the fuel. Tests have
shown that when an unhonded charge
collector is introduced into a simulated aircraft f-el tank, 'nccndiazy
spark discharges can take -lace under
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both of which are characteristic of
corona discharges, can b4
.
.. e
pointed electrode.
As tne field
strength is increased, the intensity
of the corona increases up to a point,
then becomaes
ilent before passing
over to a spark discharge.
Thus,
de-nxid...inc upon conditions, either
corona or spark disch-rges -y be
obtained from pointed electrodes.
Due to the limited cuzýant
supply, corona discharges from a fuel

fuel tank during fueling is presented
in Figure 15.
The field strength
reaches a maximum when the tank is
filled and then begins to decrease.
The second peak corresponds to a
localizes condition in which a patch
of highly charged fuel reaches :he
suiface.
Although the field strength
ineide of the tank usually reaches a
meximum when the tank is filled or
shortly thereafter, it doesn't follow
that the maximum- sparking, hazard occurs

surface usually occur as sh-r. bursts,
like sparks (9).
Each burst is mad,
up of a multiplicity of low energy
(ca 20-40 pJ) discharges which ociur
at a high frequency (15-80 discharg.s/
sec.1 (22).
Due to thieir low energy,
corona discharges are gei.irally considered to be non-ircendiary.
In fact,
it has even been suggested that
pointed electrodes be placed inside
of fuel tanks as a means of harmlessly
reducing ýxcess charge on the fuel.
However, corona dischar-es can become
incendiary if the current .s
sufficiently high (23).
Also, spark
discharges having energies of th.
order of 0.27 mJ have been reported
between a fuel surface and a Dointed
electrode at smDll gaps (22).
Therefore, in view of their potential
incendiary character, corona discharges
can not be considered as an entirel.y
safe mechanism for dissipating charge
from a fuel surface.
in addition to :orona, ancthet
type of discherge from a fuel surface,
namely a prebreakdown streamer, has
been identified (22).
The streamers
resemble spark discharges in that
Lhey are single, discrete discharges
and are visible in a darkened room.
However, at a given gap width,
streamers ha•e only about 1/37 of the
energy of a spark discharge
are less likely tc, caus .an itniti
n:..o•G•-.
More complete descriptions of dis-

at this time.
Quite the contrary,
since in at least two of the incidents
inv!oving commercial jet aircraft,
explosions occurred during the first
half of the filling operation. Also, as
mentioned above, in simulated aircraft tank studies, discharges were
reported during the early stages o!
filling •21).
The reason for the
discrepancy is that the field of visic,
of the field strength meter includes
areas of low and high charge.
The
meter displa's the average field
strength within its
field of view, not
the nAnimum or maximum.
Thus, it is
not surpr:4inq that although the
breakdown value for a spark discharge
in air is 3000kV/m, visible sparks haying an energy of 0.1 imJ were recorded
during a simulated aircraft fueling
_t a field strength of only 15 kV/m
(4).
CoinOidentally, almost all
by
instances of 1 iar.nng triqred
man, either accidentaliy or by design,
involve the introduction of a long
electrical conductor into a thundery
environment where the general electrical field is around 10 kV/m (24).
It
would appear then, thaL field strengtn
measurements provide a poor indication
of hazard during aircraft fueling since
the meter obviously does not record
what is happening at the time and
;--lace where spark breakdown occurs.
r, these measurements are of
considerable importance in evaluating

charges from a fuel surface may be
found in (references 9,21 and 22).
A typical plot showing the field
strength developed inside an aircraft

the relative merits of various methods
of reducing electrostatic hazard such
as relaxation devices and antistatic
additives.
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it has been established in
numerous tests carried out in simulated
(4,7,9,10,12,21,22,25-35) and in
actual aircraft tanks (36-38), that
electrical discharges can and do occur
during aircraft fueling.
In view of
the tremendous number of aircraft
fueling operations that are carried
out dail" on a world-wide basis, it
seems logical to inquire at this point
as to why more explosions have not
occurred.
Before attempting to
answer this question, it is necessary
to consider the conditions under which
a spark can cause an ignition; which
are: (a) the discharge must havi
sufficient energy, and (b) it must take
place in the presence of a combustible
ruel/air mixture.
The minimum amount
of energy required for a spark discharge to ignite an optimumn fuel/air
mixture under ideal conditions is
0.26 mJ (39).
By optimum fuel/air
mixture is meant the most easily
ignited mixture of fuel in air and
ideal conditions refer to glassflanged metal electrodes at a gap of
0.2 in.
As conditions depart from
ideality, the energy requirements
increase.
Thus, changing the fuel/
air mixture, the electrode geometry
or the gap distance will increase
the amount of energy required for
ignition.
Also, substitution of a
high resistivity material, such as a
hydrocarbon fuel surface, for one
electrode increases the energy requirements for ignition.
Thus, the
amount of energy required for a discharge from a fuel surface to ignite
a propane/air mixture was reported
to be 4.7 mJ, twenty times the energy
required to ignite the same mixture
with a spark discharge between two
metal electrodes (40).
Although 4.7 mJ
may not be the absolute minimum ignition energy for a discharge from a
"fuel surface, it is apparent that the
minimum mast be in the range of 0.26
to 4.7 mJ.
If so, then the minimum
ignition energy for a discharge from

a fuel surface is not quite as high as
previously supposed.
In addition to possessing
sufficient -nergy, it is necessary for
ignition that the spark discharge take
place in the presence of a flammable
fuel/air mixture.
As suggested in
Figure 16, not all
fuel/air mixtures
can be ignited.
Instead, there is a
definite concentration range over
which mixtures of each hydrocarbon
in air will burn.
This is called the
flammable range.
For a material such
as n-octane, a hydrocarbon found in
jet fuels, the flammable range extends
from 0.92 to 6.5 percent of n-octane
in air.
If the upper limit of this
range is exceeded, the mixture becones
too rich in hydrocarbon to be ignited.
Likewise, if the fuel vapor concentration falls below the lower limit,
insufficient hydrocarbon is present
in the vapor space to sustain comhustion.
Since the amount of hydrocarbon present in the air is proportional to the temperature, the
flammable range can also be expressed
in terms of temperature limits.
Figure 17 presents the te.aperatureflammability limits for several common
fuels.
The areas described by the
dnuble-headed arrows represent the
flammable ranges for the individual
fuels.
Avgas, for example, is seen
to be in the flammable range from -40
to 206F.
Above 200F, equilibrium
m~xtures of Avgas in air are too vaporrich to be ignited.
For JP-4, the
flammable range extends from -25 to
approximately 75eF.
Above 750F, JP-4
passes into the vapor-iich region.
For kerosene, the lower flammability
limit corresponds to about 1106F, and
for JP-5, it is 140 0 F.
The temperature-flammability limit
concept applies only to situations in
which the liquid fuel is in equilibrium
with its vapor.
Consequently these
limits should be used only to estimate
the composition of a fuel/air mixture
in a quiescent tank.
At best, they can
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17 - Temperature flammability limits for common fuels.
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store liquid nitrogen aboard the aircraft plus a dispensing qystem to
ensure that the tanks were continually
The
purged with the inerting gas.
FAA is currently investigating tank
inerting with liquid nitrcgen (42) and
the Air Force is considering the use
of catalytic combustor techniques as
an alternative method of inerting (43).
Other procedures, such as the use of
reticulated polyurethane foam to
serve as an in situ flame arrestor,
and the installation of a rapid
release halon fire extinguishment system are being investigated as a means
of solving the total fire hazard problem in fuel tanks of which electrostatic ignitions are only a part (44).
At present, there are three
devices for reducing electrostatic
charge on fuel: the AO Smith Static
Charge Reducer (SCR] (14), a 30-second
relaxation tank and a new experimental
device called the de Gaston Decharger
(45).
The SCR consists of a 10-inchin length condiameter pipe, 3 ft.
taining a 2-inch polyethylene liner
through which several row: of shz'roly
P:as-, c
pointed electrodes protrude.
of the highly charged fuel over the
grounded electrodes produces a corona
discharge which lowers the charge on
It has been demonstrated by
the fuel.
number of workers (15, 46-49) that
the SCR can reduce the charge
generated by a filter/separator during
tank truck and fueler loading to less
30 11C/'13 , which is reported to
be the threshold for incendiary
Sparkin these tanks (50).

only as a rough guideline in
sere
describing the situation that exists
inside an aircraft wing tank during
In practice, these conrefueling.
ditions may vary widely fiom ideality.
With kerosene, for example, "flammable"
fuel/air mixtures can be produced
during fueling at temperatures far
below the lower flammability limit for
In this case, however,
that fuel.
flammable mixtures consist of a
or mist generated by the splashing
of the fuel or by the fuel
inlet valve if it is not submerged.
As shown by the data in Figure 18,
the energy requirements for fuel mists
or sprays are considerably in excess
of the minimuim ignition energy of 0.26
It is interesting to note that in
mJ.
the three explosions that occurred
during the fueling of commercial jet
aircraft, kerosene was ignited at
temperatures far helow its flash
point,
SOLUTIONS
The following solutions have been
proposed to reduce or eliminate the
electiostatic hazard during aircraft
fueling:
1.

Inerting the vapor space of the
lank with nitrogen or other
r ga
gases.

2.

Installation of charge reduction
devices.
Rthan
Removal of the final filter/
adischarges
s

S~inert
.
3.

Use of
t5. a static dissipato
aivered

ing may take place when the charge
density is below 30 p C/m 3 , but the
energy of these discharges is considto be insufficient to cause

Obviously, inerting the vapor
space would eliminate the possibility
of ignition not only during fueling
but also in the event of a lightning
This solution would
strike as well.
require the installation of additional
equipment such as cryogenic tanks to

For safetry, a value of
ignition.
The thres15 P C/m 3 is suggested.
hold for incendiary discharges in
Due to
aircraft tanks is not known.
variations in size, shape, complexity
and inlet configurations found in
aircraft fuel tanks, no single value

4.
.

Reduction of flow rates.
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for maximum allowable charge density is
likely to be found which will cover all
aircraft under all conditions unless it
is the minimum value required to
sparking in the most sparkinitiate
prone tank.
I simulated tank studies,
spark discharges were detected when the
charge density on the incoming fuel
was as low as 68 p C/m 3 when fueling
through a single inlet (12).
However,
the energy of these discharges was less
than 0.06 mJ which is far below the
minimum ignition energy for hydrocarbon
Elsewhere, a charge density
vapors.
of approximately 180 V C/mi
was indicated as the thzeshold for sparking
in a simulated fuel tank (21).
The
FAA is currently sponsoring a survey
of fueling facilities at 10 major
airports in the United States to
determine typical charge densities
on turbine fuel being delivered to
Still
lacking is a reliable
aircraft.
correlation between incoming charge
density and the onsct of incendiary
discharges in aircraft fuel tanks.
Another type of charge relaxation
device is the 30-second relaxation
tank.
This device is merely a
vessel, usually equipped with baffles,
and designed to hold up the fuel for 30
seconds to allow the charge to relax
before proceeding through the rest of
the system.
A recent study showed the
SCR and the relaxation tank to be
equally effective in reducing charge
density on fuels over the conductivity
range of 0.1 to 10 CU (15).
propoved charge
-cently
The -mst r
relaxation device is the de Gaston
This device, which is still
Decharger.
in the experimental stage of development, consists of a cnamber containing
a radioacLive source to ionize the fuel
and Lender it temporarily more cond-tctive.
For maximum effectiveness, all
three relaxation devices have to be
located as close as possible to the
skin of the aircraft in order to
minimize charge generation downstream

cf the device.
Presumably the SCR
could be located on a refueler
or hydrant cart but a relaxation
chamber capable of providing 30
seconds of relaxation time at flow
rates ir excess of 600 GPM could
hardly be considered portable.
It
would be premature to comment on the
requirements of the de Gaston
Decharger at this time.
However,
due to the weight of the shielding
necessary for the radioactive source,
it appears that the decharger would
also have to be part of a fixed
installation.
Reducing the flow rate and/or
eliminating the final filter/separator
would be unacceptable remedies in view
of the requirements for clean dry
tueýl and minimum turn arcund times for
The benefits to
todays super jets.
be gained from either of these solutions would be too uncertain to
justify the hardohips that they
would impose.
Finally, the most widely used
method of reducing electrostatic
charge on hydrocarbon fuels is the
addition of the static dissipator
additive, ASA-3.
The additive is A
mixture consisting of equal parts of
the chromium salt of an alkylated
salicylic acid, calcium diculphosuccinimide and a vinyl/methylacrylate
Since it contains
copolymer (51).
ionic materials, ASA-3 actually
increases the charging tendency of fuel
as shown in Figure 7.
in the filter
Other contamiants such as asphaltenes
and crude oils (1), Navy Special Fuel
Oil (52), oxidized asphalt (12), as
well as polar and ionic compounds (16)
have a similar effect, again depending
on the conductivity of the original
fuel.
The important point is that as
long as the conductivity of the fuel
is greater than 50 CU, the charge
generated in the filter
will dissipate
in less than 1/2 second.
Thus, in a
typical aircraft fueling operation
where the residence time of the fuel
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Middle East and the Far East did not
reveal any significant adverse effects
on the performance of filter/separator
units b• fuel conLaining ASA-3 (4).
However, in another test conducted in
the United States involving a side by
elements with
side comparison of filter
fuel containing the ASA-3 vs fuel
without the additive it was concluded
that after a throughput of 200,000
gal./element, element life wa- reduced
somewhat on fuel containing ASA-3 (55).
Depletion of the additive resulting in lowering of fuel conductivity
during riaritie and pipeline shIpment
has been reported in one study (56)
indicating that reinjection of the
additive at the airport storage facilAlso, since
ity may be necessary.
tend to remove ASA-3,
clay filters
it would be necessary to inject the
additive Cownstream of the clay at
airports employing this type of
Concern over depletion,
filtration.
the effect of the additive on the
vater separation properties of jet
element life, as
fuel and on filter
well as the necessity for making fuel
conductivity meAsurements along the
distribution system and at the airport Lave been the major stumbling
blocks to the use of the additive in
the United States.

in the hoses and piping downstream of
is only a few seconds, most
the filter
of the charge on a fuel containing
ASA-3 will dissipate before the fuel
reaches the tank provided that the
conductivity is greater than 50 CU.
Tests in a simulat-d aircraft fuel
tank have confirmed that spark discharges do not occur if the fuel
Less
conductivity is above 50 CU (21).
that is rethan 1 ppm of ASA-3 is all
quired to bring the conductivity of a
fuel to this level.
After a rather extensive test
program by the National Research
Council of Canada (53), ASA-3 was
introduced into Royal Canadian Air
basis in 1962,
Force fuels on a trial
and became mandatory in Canadian
Government Specifications for aviation
Also
kerosene and Jp-4 'In -964 (4).
in 1964, the International Air Transport Association revised its Fuel
Guidance Material to include the use
The British Ministry of
of ASA-3.
Technology adopted the use of the
additive in aviation kerosene in
At present, Canadian and British
1968.
specifications and IATA guidance
material require that sufficient
additive be used to ensure that the
conductivity of the fuel at the time,
place and temperature of delivery to
the aircraft is in the range of 50A more recent issue
300 CU (54).
of the Canadian Specification will
require that the conductivity be in
the range of 100-500 CU at 200C (54).
By 1971, over 10 billion gallons
of aviation turbine fuel containing
ASA-3 were delivered at ow,,r 150
In
airports throughout the world.
gasoline
aviation
the
of
much
addition,
solo in Canada for some years has conSo far, no
tained the ad(:itive (4).
significant problems have occurred
during the handling or use of fuels
containing ASA-3 (4,51)
A joint
study involving nine oil companies
and seven international airfield
fueling installations in Europe, the

CONCLUSIONS
It has been established that, in
the absence of protective measures,
electrostatic discharges can take
place in the vapor space of aircraft
The fact
fuel tanks during fueling.
that these discharges seldom result in
fires or explosions can be attributed
to the following factors:
(1) Fuel - With the exclasion of
the military, most of the free world's
aircraft operate o either kerosene
or aviation gasoline, neither of which
happens to be in the flammable range at
normal fuel handling temperatures
Thus, even if a discharge
(20-]00 0 F).
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shoulO take place while fueling an
aircraft with either of these fuels,
an ignition would not occur, provided,
of course, that the fuel is present
as a vapor and not as a ,aist. When,
as a result of improper design or
location of inlet devices, either ',f
these fuels enters a tank in the form
of a mist or spray, then the resulting
fuel/air mixture can be igni.ted at
normal fuel handling temperatures.
However, the amount of energy required
to ignite fuel mists is considerably
greater than the aimount required to
ignite the same material in the form
of a vapor.
Tests in simuiated and
actual aircraft Fuel tanks have shown
that aischarges frcm a fuel surface
seldom have sufficient energy to
ignite fuel mists.
where wide-cut (JP-4) fuel is
used, it must be assumed that most of
the time the fuel/air mixture in the
tank is in the flammable rsnge during
fueling.
The fact that more ignitions
have not occurred when handling this
fuel would seem to indicate that other
factors, such as the effect of tank
configuration on discharge energy,
an overriding influunce.

fuel surface can participate in the
discharge.
These factors tend to
reduce tne incendiary potential of
spark discharges from a fuel surface.
(3) Use of the static dissipator
additive - It has been shown that
when used at the proper concentration,
the static dissipator additive completely eliminates electrostatic
discharges during fueling.
Since
approximately 50% of the aviation
fuel sold outside of the United States
now contains ASA-3, part of The
credit for reducing the incidence of
electrostatic ignitions during fueling
must be due to the additive.
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Ten Years' Experience of Anti-Static
Additives in Aviation Fuels
A. Lewis, Shell Research Limited and
J. G. Kirtley, Shell International
Petroleum Company Limited.
ABSTRACT
Fires and explosiois in aircraft or
refinery plant have been caused in the p..st
by electrostatic discharges but have been
overcome by the use of a conductivity improving
additive.
The additive works by speeding the
relaxation of charges generated in pipelines
or filters,
For ten years Shell's ASA-3 additive has
provided adequate protection in systems used
outside the United States without significant
change in fuel quality or any difficulties in
fuel handling.
This experience involves some
24 million gallons of fuel supplied from over
200 airfields.
Limited experience with multiproduct pipelines outside the United States
and extensive field trials in the USA have
indicated that some depletion of the additive
occurs, especially where clay filtration is
used and that redoping may be necessary.
TEN YEARS AGO •he first bulk supplies of
aviation fuel were treated with anti-static
additive (ASA-3) to increase their conductivity. Since then some 24 billion US gallons
have been so treated without trouble. This is
the solution adopted by Shell as a preventive
measure against electrostatic explosions and
fires caased when handling aviation turbine
fuels and similar distillate products from
refinery to customer and during aircraft
fuelling. It.is a system widely adopted
outside the United States - and additives
are used to a limited extent in the
United States for non-aviation fuels.
Such an approach has proved over 10 years
to be completely effective, very cheap (less
than 0.01 c/USG) and the amount of additive
used so small that it is of the sawe orde3r as
naturally occurring trace materials in fuels,
We strongly recommend this additive approach
be accepted universally, because it is
obviously in the public interest and it is
only when the system is universally adopted
that the full advantages can be exploited in
relation to the design and operation of fuel
handling equipment and aircraft fuel systems.
Since the concentration of additive used
is so low the total market for the additive
will still
be low even if applied universally
(ca 75 tong per annum) and it is a doubtful
co'•nercial proposition in its own right.
In the interests of safety, the additive is
made avwilable to any user without restriction.
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THE PROBLEM
It is now widely recognised that when
hydrocarbon liquids are moved rapidly through
pipes or through filters a separation of
charges occurs to an extent depending upon the
nature and concentration of ionisable traces
in the fuel and upon the flow velocity.
The extent to which these charg3s
accumulate depends upon the conductivity of
the fuel and the time available for the
charges to relax through the fuel's resistance
and to some extenit on the nature of the system
through which the fuel flows.
The potential
hazard the accumulated charges represent will
depend on the charge remaining in the fuel at
the point at which the fuel can form a
flammable mixture in contact with air.
EXISTENCE OF FLAMM.ABLE ENVIRONMENT The curves relating flammability of the
equilibrium atmosphere above static fuels to
the temperature of the fuels are well known
and there is little
need to reprint them here.
However, the practice of using mixtures of
fuels of different volatility in the same
aircraft is still
current and on the ground
the use of the same vehicle for transporting
an involatile product immediately after a
volatile one (i.e. switch loading) is
practised in the USA and in Europe.
Thus
unless fuelling or loading procedures are
varied to allow for the nature of the product
being handled it is best to assume that a
flammable atmosphere always exists. Even if
the atmosphere is not Lrought into tne
flammable range by the presence of sufficient
fuel vapour it is not possible to preclude
alway.- the formation of a flammable fuel mist
from incautiously located fuel entry nozzles.
The only saving grace in this event is that
the energy required for ignition, is greater
than for mixtures of air with fuel vapour.
Ltt us now update our understanding of
the influence of handling conditions upon
charge generation.
CHARGE GENERATION - Effect of Flow Rate A decrease in flow rate of fuel through pipelines or filters will decrease the charge
separation although the effect is by no means
linear or ,onsistent in pattern.
Figure 1
shcws a series o: curves of charge dýcisiLy .t
filter outlet aga:inai flow rate. Tests by

Boeing at Minneapolis showed a more consistent
pattern with almost proportionality, whilst
other work by Esso, indicates a disproportionate effect of flow rate, but it should be
remembered that these results also bring some
charge relaxation downstream of the filters,
However, in general it can be seen that in
many cases it may be necessary to reduce the
flow rate of the fuel to a very low level in
order to reduce significantly the charge
generation,
Effect of Filters - The curves in
Figure 1 also show that differences between
the charging propensities of different
filters. The differences in charge generation
of fuels depend upon trace compounds present
in them and differential adsorption of some of
these compounds onto the filter
elesents
results in a variation in the effect of
filters with different fuels.
Leonard &
Carhart (1)* have tried to develop composite
filters which would give a low or zero net
charge output, but conclied that because of
this interaction between fuel and filter
the
proposition was not tenable.
As Las been said earlier the addition of
ASA-3 was made to increase the conductivity of
fuels and hence the relaxation of charges,
Inevitably since it acts by dissociation into
ionised material, it will itself also give
rise to charging at the filter
or at the pipe
interface.
However, the net chargd carried
forward is very much less than it would otherwise be. Figure 2 shows the charge density at
"a point 2 seconds residence time downstream of
"afilter element at which charges have been
formed.
At a conductivity Qf about 150 pS/m
which is the target noimally aimed at when
using the additive the net residual charge
will be negligible. Even at very much lower
conductivities as might be met with lower
ocncontrations of additive the residual
charge is still
low. The charging by the
additive has been quoted by some as an
adverse property, but it may be seen that
taken in its correct context with the
increased conductivity conveyed simultaneously
the net effect is only beneficial.
ACCUMULATION OF CHARGE - Variation with
Net Charge Density - The charge entering the
tanks of a tank truck or an aircraft can be
If
potentially hazardous in two respects.
the charge density is sufficiently high the
plug of highly charged fuel issuing from the
entry nozzle can act as a high potential
source giving rise to discharges to nearby
earthed surfaces, or secondly the charge can
*

accumulate wtthin the tank as the liquid rises
to give a discharge from the liquid surface
to nearby earthed objects.
Let us examine these two possibilitios.
Charged Liquid Jets - The charge
contained in a jet of fuel entering a tank can
be considered in the most pessimistic case to
persist in that same form for a finite time
before diffusing through the tank, and to act
as a high potential jet, to or from which
discharges can occur. Whilst the jet will
soon be submerged and any discharge will then
occur within the liquid there will in3vitably
be a finite short time when a discharge between
the jet and the earthed surroundings could
cccur in air.
By speeding the relaxation of
charges before entry and within the jet ASA-3
is effective in removing this hazard;
Bruinzeel (2) found that a conductivity of
20 pS/m was sufficient to ensure this safety.
Charge on Liquid Surface - As the liquid
rises within the tank concerned, the charges
entering the tank will relax through the
resistance of the fuel. The lower the resistance of the fuel, i.e. the higher the conductivity, the mcre rapid the relaxation.
Calculations can and have been made of the net
charge remaining after a given time of fuelling,
and measurements have been made of the resulting fields in the vapour space abuve fuels.
These calculations are based generally on a
regulur rectangular shaped tank, without any
interfering protuberances in the vapour space.
The relevance of such calculations has been
demonstrated by Carruthers and Wigley (3) and
Shell work at Thornton Research Centre showed
extremely good agreement except in those cases
.here discharges affected the field strengths
developed.
Figure 3 shows the comparison between
measured results and those calculated according
to a similar procedure used by Vellenga (4).
The values of field strength observed in these
and in other reported tests were significantly
lower than the 3000 kV/m commonly regarded as
the breakdown voltage of dry air. However
concentration of fields occurs around projections in the vapour space, and more recent work
at Thornton has demonstrated that discharges
can occur with projections into the vapour
space with the main field strengths as low as
250 kV/m. This is very much in line with
observations made much earlier during fuelling
tests on a DC-8 aircraft and other mock up
tanks when discharges were observed at field
strengths dround 375 kV/m.
Thus any charge density giving rise to
field strengths of this order is suspect, and
the pertinent question with regard to aircraft
fuelling is whether such charge densities can
Since in aircraft fuel tanks
be avoided.
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earthed probes cai enter the vapour space
over a range of depths witnin the tank it is
essential to taka into account the most severe
degree cf field concentration. To do this we
have used a second crite'ion of equivalent
surface potential and calculated for a
rectangular tank how the surface potential
would vary for different proportions of the
tank filled for differen. inlet charge
densities and fuel zondut-,tivities. From
these results we are ab'- to deduce the
maximum charge density u ich could be tolerated
without giving rise to a surface potential
greater than the level of 45 kV which from
experimental observations wald give an
inendive discharge to a probe in the vapour
space. Such an analysis is by no means
precise and at most can only Sive a general
picture. For a particular case studied it has
given results as shown in Figure 4 for a hose
coupling charge dens.1ty of 840 pC/m3.
Thus it
may be seen that one might postulate combin-

effect of high conductivity in speeding
relaxation any increase will bp eliminated
after a short residence time. From early
work carried out at Shell's Amsterdaem and
Thornton laboratories a minimura conductivity
level of 50 pS/m has been adopted as having
sufficient safety margin above the minimum
required to prevent sparking to allow for
temperature effects.
It is recognised that other fuel
additives, e.g. corrosion -.'Aibitc:'s impart
some increase in conductiv.ty. The relevtn',
values for one such additive in common use auie
included in Figure 6 and are ver-y sm=l.
Sucn
additives will also generate charges and the
Figure shows that the net balance of charge
generated and relaxed over a 2 s-cond period
is ty no means as attractive as from the
ASA-3. The additional inclusion of ASA-3
still neutralises the charge as seen in
Figure 7.
PLASTICS AND GLASS REINFORCE PLASTICS -

ations of maximum charge density with conductivity which would give safe coiditions.
However, for fuels of very low conductivity
the relevant level of nharge density is likely
to be unduly restrictive,

The conclusions drawn earlier assume
wholly metal tancs. There is however a
growing use of ýlastics materials for the
transport of fuels, in particular glass
fibre rcinforced resins for pipes and storage
tanks and epoxy linings for steel tanks. When
the materials of constriction have opezific
resistivities of 1U12 ohm metre or lower they
behave in much the same way as metals but for
higher resiqtivities the insulating effectr
change the picture considerably.
GRP Pipes - The charge generated wjithin
such pipes is much the same as within pipes
of other materials, and in tests at Thornton
it has been demonstrated that the generated
charges relax to the walls of the pipes
d•'-ing the passage of fuel to the same extent
es for steel pipec. However, accumulatlion of
charge on the insulating pipe ualls produces
a field surrounding the pipes which can give
ri.te to a discharge to a pointed carthed
obj)c3t approaching the pipe and in some
instances tnis discharge can be incendive
with energies up to several millijoules.
Perforation of PTFE or glass pipes has been
reported by 3A'me workers but we have not
observed this in our experiments with GRP

THE SOLUTION - ASA-3
'he more practical solution then ie, we
feel, to use an additive to increase the
fuel's conductivity, and it was in order to
do this that Shell's anti-static additive
was developed initially for application to
the general handling of petroleum products
and later for avittion products,
COMPOSITION OF ADDITIVE - it is composed
of equal pa-ts of the following three active
materials in xylenG as a carrier:
(a) The chr=mium salt of alkyl
salicylic ac'd.
(b) The aalcitu, salt of Do-docyi
sulfo succin-. acid. and
(c) A mcz~hacrylate-vinyl pyridir'.
copolymer.
F-UMTS OF ADDIfLVE - 1ypically a
concentrati-, of 0.6 p.p.M. w/v (i.e, 0.6 mg/
fitre) will! ivo a conductivity at 15C of
aVout 250 pS/m, although the actual value
achieved will dJepend oa other t,'ace componds
already present in the fuel. ihe coniucti4ty
i111 vary with the temperat,,u-e of the fuel in
a log,/ii.--r mode. Typical conductivity!
temperature curvez 'ire shown in Figure 5.
TY• addition of ioz.T•alc material of
this kind
l! -ffect uheeantration
charge
as well e7 the ont,
1114.
ru•,,•p factor is 'he tie'
_.

H'a ever, -,' of cnrige

carried !,,.rnr into
•I0 nnks j•. _ -Icraft or tank VhiaiZ , and c
e,'e Of tn
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pipes, and our initial fears of discharges
fro., turied GRP pipes to nearby earthed
metil pips in areas of very dry soil, with
consequent rupture of the pipes ht'ri not
i,•.en repli ed.
GRP Tanks - in tie case of 2RP storage
tanks the cnargen ent ring the tank with the
incoming f:ei cannot ,e)bx to earth unless a
bond-d oJbdct of suf .cleat surface area
exiss in contact with Lne furý,.
f',,uý
hnzardoi, fields can exirO between the fuel
layer aind &nayetrthed oject withnd the ,rink.
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A metal plate of about 1* sq.metres area
bonded to a bottom loading valve has been
found adequate to relax charge to a similar
extent to a steel tank; but the rats GL
relaxation is still of course very dependent
upon the conductivity of the fucl.
Tank Linings - A further problem howe.ver
exists with high resistance linings within
tanks, such as epoxy resin.. Tosts to simulate

At this level the additive would contribute
an additional 0.04 p.p.m. of inorganic
material to fuels. mn viio of the recognised
effects of traces of inorganic compounds,
particularly alkaline materials, on high
temperature components oi engines such as
turbine blades, extensive zesting was carried
out by ono engine manufacturer and et Thornton
to check the effect on blade materials at 900

the behaviour of such a lining have been
carried out using a GRP tank suvrounded by a
wire mesh. Charges in the product move
towards the walls of the tank to give a
uniform potential and Lecause of the highly
resistive layer on the tank walls a finite
electric field remains in the vapour space
for a long time aftero filling has stopped and
the static charge can remain o,. the resistive
after the product has been drained
e 1,ensystem,
layer the

and 1000iC.
Plate I and II show photomicrogrnphs of sectioned hlades used as
targets in a labo:-atory rig for 200 hours.
As will be evident no detrimental effect on
blade oxidation was noted.
Further testing
to over 1000 hours confirmed this.

The length of time for which such charges
remain a hazard when fuel is present -,-ill
depend on the integrity of the coating, and
the existence within the fuel layer of a
The equilibrium
grounded metal object.
potential within tUe tank will be a function
of the thickness of the coating, being smaller
for the conventional thickness of lining than
in the case of our tank; we do not consider
that this retained charge will be hazardous
in the normal case but we intend to confirm
our findings in due course with a thinner
lining,
in any case the use of the anti-static
additive can again only benefit the situation
by relaxing the charges to a much greater
extent, than in its absence, before the fuel
enters the storage tanks,
OTHER FACTORS - Maximum Conductivity "When the additive was first introduced a
number of aircraft were fitted with early
uncompensated tnnk contents gauges.
Their
acciracy was slightly sensitive to fuel
conductivity even though the additive had no
effect on the dielectric con3tant of fuels;
specification of a maximum conductivity level
A maximum
was therefore considered desirable.
conductivity with the additive or 300 pS/m was
applies in some
adopted initially (and still
specifications) though thorough testing by the
R.C.A.F. and gauge manufacturers has shown
that this is unduly restrictive with compensatThe Canadian specifications, based
ed units.
mainly on ensuring adequate conductivity at
low temperatitre. allow higher ;.onductivities
than 300 pS/m at high ambien, temperaturen.
The British military specifications nv allow
iup to 600 pS/m where ASA-3 and corrosion
inhibitors are used Jointly,

il-luminating kerosine and similar non-aviation
is - at major
distillate fuels - and still
Shell refineriea in South America and the
A series of trials
Eastern hemisphtire.
coiducted in non-aviation fuels proved the
basic effectiveness of the additive in very
low concentrations and the degree of depletion
The ASA-3
in different distribution systems.
additive formulation rnco-porates inproiements
to overcone tendencies to leach out with water
which was found in earlier versions. On the
basis of these tests therefore, coupled with
laboratory tests, concentrations for use in
aviation fuels to maximise safety with
winimum side effects could be judged.
expe;'ience was obtained in
The first
Canada where the Royal Canadian Air Force
started a flight evaluation in May 1962 (5).
The experience there also showed there was
no difficulty in maintaining conduct .vity
within the desired range.
During 1963 the additive was added to
all Shell Jet B supplies to major Canadian
airports and in October 1963 to all Jet A-i
supplies by Sh(!l ro major Canadian airports.
Introduction outside Canada started at the
end of 1964 and was limited initially to a
few airfields as part of a field evaluation
ir. co-operation with member airlines of the
IATA. Further inLroduction of the additive
was relatively slow due in part to the fact
that whilst many airlines were quite will-ng
to uplift supplies of doped fuels, tVy
awaited the results of the field evaluation
to ensure there were no side effects on power
plant operation or life before requesting
supplies of doped fuel.
in 1966 the additivo ociane optional in
the British Ministry of Aviation Supply 'now

FIELD EXSRIENCE
usd
was 1in
- Befcre
HISTORICAL
was employed
it additive
"-',3sthe
turbine
in aviation

Ministry of Defence) aviation kerosine type
fuel specification D.Eng.R.D.2494 and was
used by the Royal Air Force.

Mnximum Additive Concentration - The
maximum jonductivitiej quoted are compatible
with a maximu= concentration of 1 p.p.m. w/v.
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PLATE I - Metullograph~c section of Nimonic 105 Specimen No 2 after 200 hour test
(Avter + AS A 3)
x 1000

P 5-

PLATE 11- Metaliogrophic section of Nimonic 105 Specimen No 8 after 2001hour test
~Avtur
x 1000O

1
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Sshows

Sthereafter

Since 1968 i• has been required by many
leading international airlines and became
general2y accepted throughout the free world
outside the United States for civil
Today over 90%of aviation kerosine purposes,
supplies
for civil operators outside the United States
contain the additive. The history of the
introduction of the additive in aviation fuels
at major civil airports is given in Table 1.
In addi.1on fuel at well over 100 minor airfields also contains ASA-3. The volume of
doped fuel supplied annually is expressed in
graphical form in Figure 8 atd estimates of
the total annual civil aviat-on fuel offtakes
outside USA and communist areas are included
for comparison.
A brief study of the Table and the Figure
that experience was gained at an. early
date at airports widely spaced geographically,
wi'h very different climates,
Strict records were kept of conductivity
during initial introduction at any ai:port or
at any new phase in the distribution system.
It was found there was no difficulty whatsoever
in maintaining supplies within the required
conductivity range,
During the period up to !968 it was
general practice to dope initially at the
airfield to bring the conductivity up to
supplied from

a
acceptable level as quickly as possible and
when all airfields

~n

a particular installation or refinery required
doped fuel, doping was moved further and
further
I, the distribution chain to
Smaximise back
safety,

products. At a later date, following the
successful conclusion of the IATA evaluation
and a joint netroloaum industry evaluation,
doped fuel became genorally available and the
doping-point was moved back to the refinery
thus giving completo safety in the distributiar
chain. it was realised that there was a risk
that at the end of the long distribution chain
during the initial introduction period there
could he fuels with intermediate conductivity
i.e. less than the desired minimum - as doped
fuels became mixed with existing undoped fuels
in storage. All the evidence at our disposal
from fli
scale fuelling tests and from
laboratory studies indicated that this
practice did not constitute any additional
hazard to that already being run with undcped
fuels. To prove the point, additional
laboratory work was undertaken which showed
that even the minutest amounts of ASA-3 (as
little as 1 th of the maximum allowable
concentrat{6n) had an overall effect in
reducing the chargo dentoity in the fuel after
due ell.oance for the relaxation of the charge
from filter to aircraft coupling in the
practical case (see Figure 2). We have
tthere.ore no qualms then introducing ASA-3
doped fuel to an airport to allow doped
fuels
to gradually replace existing u.doped fuel.
DOPING METHODS
For maximum safety, the
aadirive should be injected
into refinery

-

-

product streams to protect the whole train of
operations through to the airfield (even if it
does
deplete
next section).and redoping is necessary - see

FIFID PERFORMANCE - As described eslier

Shell practice at refineries is to make a
cocktai!l
of ASA-3
with other
additives iLn
(for
example the
anti-oxidant
as mandatory

(5) there aircraft,
have been part+icularly
many cases of
,military
at fires
low in

temperatures, before ASA-3 was used - but not
since. There have also been three cases of
explosions in civil aircralt with undoped
fuels, which we are confident could have been
avoided
ASA-3ofdoped
fuel.
To with
the best
our kniowledge
no problems
due to electrostatic discharges have occurred
wh
handling doped products betw-en refinery
and airfield, whereas with undoped fuels there
have b-on many incidents, as logged by the API
and several have been of a serious nature,
Major airlines, who for years have used a
predouinance of ASA-3 doped fuel, have reported
officially to [ATA thut there have beer, no
problems in airframe. or power plants
attributabla to the use of the additive,
INITIAL earlier
INTRODUCTION
OF TH1 ADDYTIVE
As mentioned
the additive
was
introduced initially in Shell supplies at
certain airfields outside North America for
,Thi was the only means
available to Shell to supply doped fuels
because of the use of facilities at other
airports ;,ich also handled other suppliers'

hydrotreated fuels in British specifications).
Tests have shown that the performaned and
stability of the ASA-3 cocktail is satisfactorY.
If no other additive is added at tle
refinery
thatshould
a stock
of ASA-3 we
1p recommend
to about 10%
be solutioai
made up
(in aviation kerosine).
This is eeadily
handled and is much moro convenient than the
addition of the additive on its own
particularly in view of the very low
concentrations employed.
In the simplest case, the additive can
be added to storage tanks or bridging
vehicles, prqferably du ing rcplenishment
when the movament of fuel in the tanks is
quite sufficient to cause rapid homogeneity.
For refinery
and ispipeline
supplies
continuous
injoction
prefereble
and
typical additive injection methods and
suggestions are given in the Appendix.
To safee,,_ard their own operations the
injection of ASA-3 at Shell refineries has
been practised for m er 10 years on the full
range of distillate products. In the case of
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TABLE 1 - Introduction of ASA-3 at major civil airfields

1963
GANDER
MONTREAL
OTTAWA
QUEBEC
TORONTO
VANCOUVER
WINNIPEG

LONDON ()

1967

1968

ATHENS (A-i)
BA.1GKOK (B)
BATh'URST (GAMBIA)
BELEM (ERAZIL)
BELFAST
BREMEN
COPENHACEN
DAR-ES-SALAAM
FT'JKA
(UK
IOK (JAPAN)
I_•GAT

BARCELONA
BEIRUT
BIRMINGHAM (UK)
CAPE TOWN
CHRISTCHURCH
(NEW ZEALAND)
DURBAN
VAST LONDONMILA
EDINBURGH
FP T( •BERGEN

GLAOWI

(UK)

LONDON(B)
GATWICK (UK)
SHAM
DAURIN
DUSSELDORF
LAGOS
LONDON (A-i'

SOHIPHOL (B)
SHANNON
SHANNON

1970
ABU DHABI
ADDIS ABABA
ANKARA
ANE
[ASMARA
ACLADI

BEIhA

MARACAIBO
MO.M-ASA

(SETRRA LEONE)

BERLIN

MONTEGO BAY

(

BERMUDA

MUNICH

BLANTYRE
BRUNEI

NAIROBI

AL

)

GRONINGEN (HOLLAND)

GUERNSEY

HELSINKI (A-)
HONG KONG
ISTANBUL
KLAGENFURT (AUSTRIA)

JERSEY
JOHANNESBURG
KUWAIT
LIVERPOOL
LUNGI (SIERRA LEONE)

KUALA LUMPUR

MALTA

L'OTON (UK)

MADRID
MANCHESTER (UK)
tMARSEI•LE

LOURENCO MARQUES
LUSAKA
MARC,
(YCHELLES)
,.. •

NICE

PARIS (ORLY)
PORT ELIZABErH
PORTO ALEGRE

BRUENASSAU
BRUSSELS
CAGLIARI (ITALY)
CAIRO
CORFU

DAKAR
DANANG
ENTEBBE
FRANCISTOWN

(BOTSWAh ,)

NAPLES
NDOLA
NICOSIA
NUREMBURG
OPRBG

OPORTO
OSTEND
PALERMO
PORT ORESBY

PORT MORESBY

MILAN (LINATE)

ROME
ROTTERDAM

ACCRA
ADEN

MILAN (MALPENSA)
MONTEVIDEO
PANAMA
PRES6WICK (UK)

AMMAN
ATHENS (B)
BUENOS AIRES

RECIFE
RIO DE JANEIRO
SAO PAULO

ADELAIDE

GENOA
GOTTENBURG
GENEVA
GRAZ (AUSTRIA)
HANOVER
INNSBRUCK
JEDDAH

CURACAO

SINGAPORE

COLOGNE

KANO

KARACHI

SALZBURG

HAMBURG (B)

STOCKHOLM

DOHA

KEFLAVIK

SANGER

JERUSALEM
OSLO
PRESTWICK (B)

TENERLiFE
TURIN
TUNIS

DUBLIN
FRANKFURT
KHARTOUM

KINGSTON
LAE
LINZ (AUSTRIA)

STAUTGART
T
RONDHEIM

TRIPOLI

ZURICH

PORT OF SUDAN

LIVINGSTONE

WINDHOEK

n1_

-GIBRALTAR

SCHIPHOL (A-I)

STADSTED (UK)

VIENNA (A-I)

CORK

PAVEA DE MAJORCA
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1971

1972

Slevel
VT

Saviation

largely on the fuel itsele, that is, the
,.-...,
.=.
-'
trenting process and -. yh.ica
to a much smaller extent the iormal batch tc
batch variations in effectiveness ci the
additive itself. Generally speaking we have
found that fuel!i witn high physical cleanliness and low surfactant content& have better
additive susceptibilities than those with
relatively large amounts of pertlculate mattewhich tend to adsorb some of the additive.
f.Ahave noted that other additives it,
combination with ASA-3 do affect the conduct'.'ity but wher: an additive cocktail is use•3
at the refinery, this effect is automaticaLly
compensated for by aiming at a particular
target conductivity value. The phenolic type
anti-oxidants in general have a slight
conductivity enhancing effect, whereas fuel
soluble corrosion additives have a variaL,.
effect accordizi. to the particular Pidditivi
used. The sunumaiI of laboratory data on
combinations of ASA-3 anCd fuel soluxble
corrosion inhibitors i- given in Table 2.

fuels however, refinery doping
started in Canada at an early date and later
zprzad to Shull refineries in Holland,
Switzerland and Argentina by 1967, Italy and
the United Kingdom in 1968, but it was only
some two years ago that refinery duping
became general practice. Shell's policy is
to have - target conductivity for turbine
fuels of 200 t 50 condutctlity units? at the
dux'Uig the initial,
refineryz Data ob-aln
iaitroduction at refinarles has shown that this
was adequate to allow for any increase
in conduclivity when moving fuel from a cold
to a waxin area ana also provides sufficient
margin to guarantor a minimum cf 50 conductivity units at the aiircraft fuelling vehi.cle
in the vast majority of ali eistribution
systems except multi-produc,, -inelines. .e
have found no difficulty in meet,..g the target
figure with concentrations within the maximum
and in the vast m•jo-ity of cases
the concentration is 0.5 to 0.7 nL/..
The amount of additive used depends

Sallaýable

TABLE 2:

Influence of Fuel Soluble Corrosion Trhibitors on Electrical
oom ASA-3
Conductivity - baze Fuel Containing 0

i

C

Conductivity
Conduct-

divity

.. ..
LAddvten

•-•Level

SHitee

E515

Caustic Treated Fuel.

Hydrotreated VusI

Inhibitorrsion

Value
pSim

CondncýChange Due
Addition FSCi ivltT
Value
Vasli
pS/m
V101sia

HEK

410

+64

+18

+25

+18

11,?0

+30

+2.

-56

-40

MAC

290

-56

-16

EC
N&
MA
,£C

400
250

+64
-96

+18
-28

245

'ME(
MAC

230
250

-116
-96

-3ý
-28 j'

Tolad 244

MEC
MAC
IrC
MAC

205
180

-111
-116

S4

346

N31

290

-56

-31 1
-33
Nil
-16

Apollo

MEC

110

-236

-68

6A

PRI-19

MAC

95

-251

-72

MEC

350

350

+4

MEC

345•

-1I

350

14

STolau

AFA-1

SLubrizo.,
541

Nalco

5400

SNta

MAC

AIIC

+4

+1
+
+'

MEC - Mi;imum Effective Concentration

MAC - tRixu,-,'T
1*conductivity unit

hiiows"•le Concentration
1 pS/m
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Conductivity

Change Due
Co
Addition FSCI lvity
v slu ,sl % pus
VVu
1
.oS/m

3•:

r.L

-- •Hibec

Acid Treated Fuel

Conductivity

1

-112

-52

I

Charge Due
Additi
FSCL

pVsall -"
~'

%

____

65

-15

-19

55

-25

-. 0

45

-35

-44

Sfound

I

We would stress that this is Irboratory data
and in the case of Hitec E515 (Santolene C) we
in the field that there was no difficulty
in maintaining the conductivity of Jet B fuel
within a desired range by adjusting the ASA-3
additive concentrat-4.n atcoro ngly. More
recently in the case of milItary fuels for
... Bt
a... ,f
Defence, t. h
i..i. .
soluble corrosion inhibltnr flitec E5ý5 is
added in ccobinatlon with icing inhibitor at
the airfieLd or some i'termediate pciurt in
order to maximise its concentration on ielivery
to the aircraft for fuel pump protectivi
purposes. A study of a large number of
Ireadings of canductvtty af.,e the addition of
the fuel soluble corrosion inhib'tor in the
field to fuel doped at rbfineries to a target
figure
of 200 ofcufindica~ed
conductivity
280 cu ar,3 aaverage
apread final
of

rsua.ts of 150-590 cu.
SCOND7JGTiVITY LUSS DMIN( DISTRIB7UTION Aj might be expected from a surface active
material, exposure of non-equilibrated
slarfaces to fuel containing the additive will
lead "o partial depletion. This is true of
storage tanks, pipelines and even fil.ers but
experience ever the past 10 years with
refi:nery injection of the additive enables us
to say that equilib-ium conditions are
rap.il4 achieved. Davles and Knipple (5)
reported depletion tests in Canada .ith up
to 30% loss of conductivtity observed.
Experience outsIde Canada indicates that the
major losses occur during oceanr transport and
shore pumpin~g and that loss 35 during transport
by road or rail tanker or, in a dedicated pipeline are small, Values recorded for 17 ocean
*cargoFeb,
of aviation turbine1 Cuel, are shown in

a--the

refinery to protect

operations there and to top-up as necessary
at pipeline breakout cointv.
The use of terminal doping or rdoping ib
made more necebsary where clay Ailters are used
near or at airfields for surfactant removal.
Tests reported by the Shell Oil Company of the
introduction of ASA-3 in the Des Plaines O'Haze distribution system tndicaved that
clay iiltration was foun.
icoer co•r-cctwvitv
significantly.
The rapid 4"-,cr•'aýed
build ig.- waý
z
ivity as fuel throughput

affected by a material which is
nature.
These are:

only very rarely in the cage of distribution

y

usq the additive

o

apparent and conductiviticz downstream of lay
soon reached a value greater than the minimum
recommended value of 50 cu. ft was necessary
in these trials to add additional ASA-3 at
time: to keep tht conductivity at the desired
level. rhis trial, involving some 6C million
TISG of fuel, showed that with a typoical North
American system of multi-product pipeline,
clay treaters and filter separators, that
there nts no difficulty in maintaining
conductivity wt,:x.n the desired range. With
the exeznaive use of clay in the United States
for economttc reaaons, Shell Oil Company
re;omnend that tht additive be injected downst:eaam of the clay.
EFFECT CZ FUIZE PROPERTIES5 -- !.he effect of
AS,1-3 on gnne.al fuel properties is-very small
knneee
-ad
those which are affect,-'d are
pr,)pertkies which mght be expected -to b-,

Table 3.
In general a loss of conductivity
of up to 60% is found, average about 30%, but

Sthe

recorded even in a short (50 mile) line. We
have therefore accepted tue fact that conductivity monitorig and iadoping facilities are
essential after multi-prrdoict pipeline
movnu.Žnts. Nevertheless, tne use of mUltiproduct pipeliner outside North America is
limited and SheP's polic: is to continue to

TherrA S.1tabllity

systemr, other than multi-product pipelines,
have we found it necessay to redope to ensure
that the conductivity at the aircraft is
greater than t.ae recommended safe value of
50 cu.
in the case of very long distance transfers especially involving multi-prcduct pipelines greater de,'lation has been found and wre
are aware of the ;ork done by the 'kSAF in
moving doped fuels fr.,m the Gulf of Mexico to
Maine. We would comment however thit although
concluslon of the programme showed that
there was a great ioss of additive as judged
by conductivity lo.is, it Is our understanding
from the data presented 6 " that even such a
complicated system, with the inclusion of
edltlves, that at no timze did the condnctivity
of the fuel Rt tha tlne of aircraft fuc.ling
fall below the recommended safe value cf" 50 cu.
Our experience with milti-product p.pelines indicates a wide variation in conduotivlty loss - presumably due to wall condit ion end up to 75% drop in conductivity hritbee:.
* 1 conductivity ,unit
I prim

-

ionic in

The additive causes no

adverse effect in the CRC-ASTM coker under
standard tes
conditions.
Under more severe
conditions tile additive can cause some
improvement.
Further, tests on a large scale
rig using advanced aircraft filte-s, heat
exchangers nd burners hav e snown that ASA-3
has no effect on deposits in pra-tical systems.
Inidentally in this connecticon the greatert
additive effect noted and the cleanest
comzponents seen at the end of test in the
large scale rig was with a combination of
&SA-3, phenolic anti-oxidant and approved
metal deactivator: the tmprovement w:ay
equivalent to some 65-75 0 F in thermal
stability threshold temperature.
WIM2L-.bj, - incorporation of ASA-3
generally resilts in a drop in the WSIM
value.
The amount is variable, in today's
high quality fuels with initial WSIM values
between 95 and 100, only a drop of & few
numbers Is obtained.
With borderline
quality fuelz with WSIM values of a range of
85 to 90 the effect can be A-eater but it is
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our experience that in all the tests reported,
involving well over 1,000 samples, the jc:-ltant di'op still rarely produces a final value
bel.Ži 70, despite the poor reproducibility of
the test,
EFFzCI ON FUEL CLEANLINESS AND
FILTRATION - All fuels to some degree carry
particulate material which may be adverntitious
contamination from the construction of equipment, be generated in storage tanks, ..n pipeLines or may be taken in suspended I..the air
breathed into tanks. Predominantly the solid
b-irden carried by fuels is iron oxide arising
from mill scale dislodged from steel equipment
or rist formed on the surfaces of storage tanks
or pipe walLs. Little other than good housekeeping is required to deal with most of the
ail1 3cale and rusting of pipelines is
controlled by the use of corrosion inhibitors.
Nevertheless some contamination persi3ts end i:
kept to low levels by cereful filtration at the
airfields. Regular uillipore checks at airfields are used to monitor the performance of
these filters and careful examination of the
records of such checks following the introduction of ASA-q has revealed no change in the
position. Indeed when ASA-3 was t ng introduced at Glasgov (Abbotsinch Airport) in 1967
continue ; monitoring of the effluent of fixed
filtratic., units was used to verify that the
S
introduction of the additive did not give rise
to a release of solids from the walls of the
system pipework or partially loaded filter
element. Samples taken at the end of the
aircraft fuelling hose showed solids levels
of
0.0:formg/litre
which were
lower than
thebalot
average
the previous
12 months,
and
there was no evidence of surges of ?articles
as the ASA-3 was introduced,
As regarus the longer term, data has been
recorded of pait.iculate matter in aviation fuels
at airports before and after the addition of
ASA-3.
fijres
from beShell
giver in iypical
Figure 9.
it will
notedrecords
that are
neither in the short 'rlonger term was any
significant increase or decrease in
particulate mattbr.
Similar data was obtained during 1967 and
1968 when an industry evaluiation of ASA-3 was
conducted at 8 international

leval- vere unaffected by the addition of
ASA-3 and under the coaditions of the
ovaluation the ASA-3 'ncroas= +A conductivity
of the fuei to a desirabla m,.ge of 50 to
300 cu.
It is conceded that iinview of the
surface active nature of ASA-3 there will be a
tendency to maintain solid particles in
sL•pension rather more than in the absence of
the additive. Laboratory checks demonstrate,
however, that its effect in this respect is
sigrificantly less than other surfactants
whien often are found indigenously in aviation
kerosine. Criticisms have been levelled at
the additive in respect of this particular
feature and suggestions made that one case t_
accumulations of red iron oxide + 15% sodium
chloride in aircraft fuel systems was
cocasiofed by the use of the additive. However,
millipore results demonstrate that equilibrium
rust levels in the fuel are similar with and
without ASA-3 indlcating no justification for
concern in this respect.
EFFECT ON FILTER SEPARATORS - For several
years criticism has been levelled a- AvA-3 in
that being surface active it is adsorh'd onto
the element, of filter separators. There have
been fears that tnis action would reduce their
ability to coalesce water droplets to a
sufficient size to be able to settle under
gravity. These fears appeared to be supported
by laboratory tests for exarple carried out by
some filter/separator manufacturers *ising
MIL-89OOA techniques ufhere it was claimed that
detrimental effects of the additive were
dpmonstrated.
it is true that the additive is surface
active and does adsorb to an equilibrium
level onto the separator elements in contact
with that fuel. iiiearly Shell laboratory
tesbs some effect was shown under severe
conditions of water addition, but the resu]ts
were
never consistent and were in keeping with
the considerable
v&riation in performance of
individusl coalescer elements. This factor
therefore has receive' considcr ble attention
not only by Shell but others tri study the
effect in the field under evaluation and normal
service
The conditions.
majority of the experience to

Europe and Asia where the fuel was applied by
a number of companies. During 6he evaluation,
involving mo-e than 120 million Mr, of doped
fuel, over 1,000 fuel sample: ware tested for
solds, water content and WSIM value before and
afttr the addition of ASA-3 to the system, The
supplying fuel companies conducting the
evaluation concluded that a2_1 the millipores
were at a satisfactory low Level both during the
undoped and doped phases of the evaluation.
In addition they concluded that the water

been most favourable. Full scale te!s
by Fram
of Giamorgan, United Kingdom, in 196A. indicated
no effect whatsoever on water contenus of fuel
dcdnstream of the filter separator element with
and without 0.75 mg/l iSA-3. Tests on parallel
systems with the same fuel with anu without
ASA-3 at London Airport in 196b again showed
no significant difference in coalescer element
performance after 5 million g~alicne throughpu.
each )f doped and undoped fuel. Subsequently
a watch has been kept on filter separator

airfields in

date has
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performaice at airfields where ASA-3 has been
introducad by Slell outside the United States
and we can ray categorically that there haý
been no significant dAterioration in filter
separator performance noi any watar problems
due to filter separator coalescerE *oeing
disarmed by the ASA-3.
Experience in Canada, reported by Davies
and Knipple, indicated that under the severe
Canadian conditions both the field sxperience
and the reports from the major filtfnr
separator manufacturers indicated no adverse
effect on operation efficiency or life due to
the incorporation of the anti-static additive.
A study of many fuel evaluations conducted by otherb or in co-operation with Shell and
'nvol.ving hndrecs of millions of gallons have
given the following genoral picture:(1) That the performance of filter
separators is most variable with undoped fuel,
with elements which hae never seen fuel with
ASA-3.
(2) That in sevs.al of the evaluations for example the co-operative stady at 8 major
international airports and the jif evaluatioa,
both mentioned earlier, there was no apparent
effect on filter separator performa'.cc using
ASA-3 doped fuel.
(3) In one field evaluation at Atlanta
Georgia by Shell Oil Company in co-operation
with United Airlines it "as reported that ASA-3
had only a slig,' effect on filter separator
perf.-sance with one manufacturer's elements;
in the case of a second manufacturer's elements
it might be expected that element life would be
reduced somewhat with ASA-3 doped fuel.
(4) In a more recent investigation
conducted by Shell Oil in co-operation with
others at O'Hare as mentioned earlier, some
elements performed adequately with ASA-3 dopec
fuels but others were adversely affected and
were not consid'ered suitable for uss withASA-3.
All the above experience indicates that
fully satisfactory experience can be achieved
in the majority of cases quite naturally,
but that for distribution systems which rely
completely upon filter separator elements a
prudent selection of coalescer model is
recommended.
In view of the varying performance or
different units and the growing use of ASA-3
the API have developed recently a specification for filter separator elements which
incorporates a type test rn fuels doped with
ASA-3 and other additives. Ynufacturers are
now offering units which pots these specification requirements and these are giving
satisfactory service in the field,

47c,

FUITHER STUDIES
Snell are convinced that a conductivity
improving additive can affer a viable system
to contain problems due to an electrostatic
discharge without significant side effects.
Nevertheless the fact that ASA-3 does reduce
the WSIH value and also depletes in pipelincand during passage through clay filters has
given rine to severe criticisms. A research
effort to examine alternative materials
continues. To date over 70 have been studied
but none have combined a better improvement of
conductivity and a lower numerical reduction
in USIM and depletion characteristics.
The
work 3ontinues but it is orly fair to point
out that we arc not opti.uistic of its success
certainly vithin the short term.
in view of the tremendous cost of clearing
addit*ves such as ASA-3 for possible adverse
effLots on fuel quality or aircraft systems
we question whether there is any point in
clearing novel additives. From a purely
commercial point of view the total sales any
additive used at the low concentrations of
ASA-3 will be low - even if all the aviation
turbine fuel in the world outside communist
areas - both military and civil - were doped
with ASA-3, the total additive sales would
only amount to about '75 tons per annum. To
dae
all the alter i'tive prorprietary additives
we have sean, whilsr, being suitable for nonaviation fuels do not appear to be particularly
attractive in aviation turbine fuels due to
cost, poor additive response or posszible side
effects. We reiterate that ASA-3 is made
available to any user without restriction and
has been so sinc the additive was introduced;
thus the present position does not constitute,
in our opinion, any impedime-t to the universal adoption of the system.
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APPENDIX

HYd TO ADLJ ASA-3 TO AVIATION TURBINE FU'L

Figure 2 is a system using a smell
proportioning pump, powered by a fractional
horse power electriz motor.
The z"njeition
rate of these pumps can be varind by stroke
adjustment using a micrometer or similar
The pumps are manufactureC in a
attachment.
number of sizeb to cover all in.jection rates,
likely to be encountered in practice.
In using such pumps, it is recommended
gauge on
glass
similar
that
a
calibrated
attachment
is provided
the or
suctiat
side

STOCK SOLUTIOI; - Due to the very small
quantity of ASA-3 required in the finished
product, (about 0.6 p.p.m, mg/litre), it is
normaily more c-nven'.ent to make up a stock
solution, i.e. a pre-dii-.'ted ASA-3 solutiou
and add this to the product,
For example, a stock solution containing
with Jet
A-i
made
I litre approui
34.1
Fu~el ga
,e.a ASA-3,34ý%
wt up
voi tosolution
,ately),

to verify the inJention rate p,-r-odically.
If 'the flow rate ýn the main line varies
sign~fivantly, it will be necessary to install
a flw measuring device (e.g. orifice) in the
main line and use this to adjust the stroke or
speed of the injection pump t, De in proportion to the main flow.
Figure 3 is an example of a self-powered
z.ystem using a metering pump, such as manufactured by McFal~and Engineering and Pump
Co. inc,, Houston, Texas or which can be used
with s-onse %etcrs such as those manufactue-3d bY
A~ery-hardoll and Bopp and Reuther, by
connecting a small injection pump to the rotor
shaft.
It is also possible to use stall
injects.on pumps on other meters such as those
manufactu.red by Wayne-Smith and Brodie, which
are controlled and actuated pneutmatically by
instruinen. air, which is normelly av'ilaole
at refineries and some installations.
Figures 4 and 5 show two simple and
inexpensive non-flaw proportional sy.-tems,
which have to be operated and controlled
These have been use4 successfully
manually.
for batch wise operatic at marketing
2riztallations or with aviation fuelling
facilities.
Other manual nethods, whieh nevw also
beet used satisfacorily for adding ASA-3 at
airfields, inland depots and main inscallat-a.
are the following:Product Received bX Road or Rail - Pour
the approprinta quantity of stock solution
either (a) into each receiving tank or (b)
and
•hicle
into one compartment of each e
(The amount used should take
discharge.
into acco'-zt the Lotal tank contents inoluding dead sto-ck, when a partly filled tank. of
undoped fuel is to be treated).
Product Received by Coasta. ._ Inland
Waterway Vessels or TanKer- - To provi4d t.Lo
greatest measure of protection ASA-3 stock
solution snould be added in the appropristr
quantity to each tank of the ship from which
product is to be rcceived.
If for any reason doping on the vessel
is impracticable then the appropriate qu•mnt ty
of ASA-3 stock solution should be added to
te
receiving tank before discharge.

which became k~own as 'ASa-3 Mix", has been
used extensively and successfully.
100 c! of
such a stock solution when added to 1,000
Imperial gallons of a product giies a
concentration of 0.75 p.p.m. ASA-3 in the
Stc'c" solutions in other
finished p~oduct.
proportions can of course be prepared,
ADDITION METHODS - Some possible ways for
inJezting the stock solution are illustrated
in Figures I to 5 attached.
Depending on the
rate of injection, the type of equipment used,
etc., it is possiole that a stock solution of
4
different concentration to tha pe'epared as
detailed in the second paragraph above may be
necessary or desirable at some locaticns.
Figure 1 is a diagrammatic arrangement
It
for a simple ratio control system.
operates on the prinr.iple, that i' two !i'-uids
which are to bi blended in a specific propertion are passed through an orifice befo-e the
point of junction, then the volumetric blend
ratio will be in proportion to the ratio of
the orifice areas, provided the pressure loss
across each orifice is maintained at the same
value. Pressures P1 and P2 ean be equalisýtd
by a control valve in tho additive line.
actuated by a diaphragm, with pressure sensing
lines on either j-de, connected to tappings
Provided the
upstream of th;e two orifices.
dditive stock solution can be pumped in at e
adeouate pressure a constanT blend ratio wili
Such a system can be designed
be achieved.
and construct-.d using convent-'one! ccntrol
It is also possible to use a
equipment.
system whereby the blend ratio (additive/
product) nan be adjusted by using a manimlly
operated accurate type regulating valve with
position indicator device in place of The
orifice in the additive line. A small meter
and strdiner ii this line will be most helpful to calibrate the equipment and check the
Equipment of this nature is
performance.
made by Elliott-Automation Control Valves Ltd.
(Fisher Governor Division) as a packaged unit
to include main and additive Line .nool P'eces,
meter, control valve, regulating val%. etc.
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PLATE TO

RESTRICT

Protective System Measures For Aviation Fuel
Handling

been marketed for the past faw years is -he
Static Charge Reducer(l)*; it is cloemed to
provide in a fracLion of a second the charge

W.
WG G. Dukek
uek
an. C. Bachman
acnaineerng CompanyThe
Esso Research and Engineering Company

reduction equivaletr. to a relaxation tank.
second approach, that of minimizing
charge generation, has been difficult to a-

ABSTRACT

chievein aviation fuel handling systems because
the filter-separators which are recognized to

There

13

increasing interest in

fiber-

be prolific generators

.glss
reinforced plastiL (FRP) pipe for minimizing contamination in ground handling of
aviation fuels.
This report presents the reaults of a study conducted to determine if
static electricity hazards would be increased
by substituting FRP for metal pipe in such
systems.
Experiments were conducted in 6 inch
diameter, matched volume, carbon steel and
Bondstrand 2003 pipes at four fuel conductivities between 0.2 and 5.'

CU and dt

of static

charge are es-

sential tc remove particulates and free water
from fuel before it is delivered into aircraft.
One course presently being investigated is activelv to seek and install the types of filtercoalescers and separators which are inherently
low charge generators by virtue of their design
or material of coustiuction.
Such a program if
being carried out by the Coordinating Research
Council in full-scale tests of coimnercial

flow rates

equipment at airports(2).

between 200 and 1500 GPM at controlled temperatures.
Charge generation in

PLASTIC PIPE TO ELIMINATF FINAL FILTERS

•he pipes was low

(2.'

PC/m• maximum with 0.9 CU fuel at 1200
Pgenerally
less than in steel.

Another course is represented by the
"sanitary system" concept which eliminates. the
need for the final filter
by substituting non-

Relaxation In FRP pipe depended on fuel
polarity; on the average, relaxation was 8 percent faster, with negatively charged fuel and
30 percent slower with positi.ely
charged fuel
than in steel.
The slower relaxation should
not prevent the use of FRP in Type III
Air
Force hydrant systems handling JP-4 where P
minimum of 2 minutes residence time would be
available coy .tream of filter-separator at
the maximum
ow rates anticipated.
Voltages up to 55 KV were measured on the
FRP pipe and sparks up to 1/2 inch long could
be discharged from ungrounded metal components
cn.. the FRP pipe.
ihese effects should be of no
concern in underground installations.
An evaluation of the A. 0. Smith Statir
Charge Reducer (SCR) showed that it was more
efficient wIth positively, than negatively
charged fuel and that deposit buildup could reduce its efficiency.
The data suggest that
static
electricity
hazards might exirt downstream of an SCR although the average charge
3
level is below 30 uC/m .

-orrosive pipe tor the steel normally used fcr
hydrant systems.
Wile ordinary steel, incernally coat d with plastic. atuminum or stainless steel tan eliminate or minimiLe corrosion,
a new material, fiberglass reinforced plastic
(FRP), offers some additional advantages which
make it attractiveIt io less expensive than
aluminum or stainless steel, and promises
easier and faster installation, has lower friction losses and shows some superior mechanical
properties over metal piping.
The use of FRP pipe for aircraft
fueling
systems has been extremly limited.
The Air
Force has a few specialized installations inclugLng a prototype C-5A facility
at Edwards
i•r Force Base, an underwater POL line at
Eniwetok, and a test section at Patrick Air
Force Base.
One repson for the go-slow approach in the use of FRP in hydrant systems for
aircraft fueling has been concern about the
posstble electrostatic hazards posed by using
this non-co-iductive material in a system that
normally uses highly conductive metal.
This
sport summarizes a study carried out for ti'e

TWO GENERAL APPROACHES are taken for dealing
with the tendency of highly resistive hydrocar-

Air Force in a full-scale Fueling Facility at
Esso Research and Engineering Company at

bon fluids to geaerate and accumulate static
charges in high-speed flow through a handling
system.
The first
approach attempts to deal
with the charged fluid by providing n posltive

Linden, New Jersey to investigate this concern(3).
WH|YPLASTIC PIPF M4AYPRESENT A PROBLEM

means for charge relaxation processes to occur
before the fluid is delivered to the receiving
vessE!, such as an aircraft
tank.
The second
approach is to minimize charge generation in
the first
place.
Techniques for dealing with charged fluids
either by changing the electrical resistivity

When charged fluid is introduced into conductive metal pipe, charge carriers migrate to
the walls to recombine with charge of opposite
polailty through ground.
With an excellent
electrical insulator like FRI' pipe, there is
the theoretical possibility that charge recom-

of the fluid to speed up charge relaxation--the
anti-static
additive approach--or by providing
4
a vessel or pipe with sufficient res dencc tir•e
for normal charge relaxatioit processes--the relaxation tank approach--are well known in the
art.

bination processes might be reduced or limited

*

A new type of relaxation device which has
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Numbers in parerteses designate
at end of paper.
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times to evaluate the chargp generation and
relaxation processes.

even if the exterior of the pipe is grounded
The resistivas in underground installations.

Jet A with a flash point of 120OF was

ity of FkP pipe could also result in accumula-

used 'nstead of more volatile JP-4 to minimize
the possibility of ignition in caue of a fuel
spill and also to permit precise control of
conductivity by addition of pro-stazic agent.
This control is difficult with JP-4 beccuse of
its normal additive package of corrosion inhibitor ani anti-icing agent.
A Static Charge Reducer was incorporated
into the test facility so that this new technique for relaxation ot charged fluid could be
compared with conventional relaxation in pipe
lengths.

tion of charge on its surface leading to voltages high enough to produce discharges to
ground; such dischaiges migh, puncture the pipe
wall or bct as an ignition source for flammable
vapors.
The primary objective of the Esso Research
investigation was to .etermine if there was any
significant dift:oence between FRP and steel
pipe in either charge generation or relaxation
which might restrict the use of FRP in aviation fuel hydrant systems.
A review of the literature indicated that
charge generating characteristics of FRF pipe
different from metal
would be small and little
With -espect to charge relaxation,
pipe.
limited data suggested that charge decay rate
Pipe resistivity
would be slower in plastic.
seemed to oe a major factor in determining
whether a hazardous situation could develop.
For example, visible discharges and voltages
high enough to puncture the p~pe wall have
been obscrved with Tef .on pipe.(4) Only one
previous study had been carried out to investigate charge relaxation in a full-scale sysThe
tem using commercir .1 availahle rRP pipe.
study, carried oiý.at CLA-VAL Corp., Newport
Beach, California in early 1969 was of limited
value because the fuel electtical properties
were not clearly defined.(5)
It was concluded that a side-by-side comparison of ooth pipe types under closely controlled conditions using fuels covering a
range of properties was required before any
recommendations could be made regarding the
use of FRP in place of metal pipe in aviation
fuel ý'andling systems.

TEST FACILITY
The base facility, contain.ng storage
tanks, cleanup filters, refrigt ation equipment, flow meter aad pumps, has been described previously in an Esso Research static
report.(6) It contains a 20,000 gallon supply
of test fuel, which can be carefully controlled in contaminant level and temperature
and supplied to the test pipe sections at flow
Epoxy-coated tanks and
rates up to 1500 GPM.
stainless steel piping insures minimum uncontrolled contamination.
The test section, shown schematically in
?igure 1, contains a conmercial 1100 GPM
filter-sapnrator (F-S) and a psir of 600 GPM
filter-mcnitors (F-M) which deliver charged
fuel to the test pipe sections. These tanits
are in parallel with a b>pass line through
which essentially uncharged fuel can be proThe filters are electrically isolated
vided.
by Teflon pads and gaskets so that chaigu geiieratcd in either device can be determined by
direct measurement of current flow to ground.
An A. 0. Smith Static Charge Reducer (SCR)
with a bypass line was installed between the
outlet of the filter/filter bypass array and
A. 0. 3Sith Charge
the inlet to the test pipe.
Density Meters (CDM) were instalied at the outbypass array and at
let of the filter/filter
the inlet and outlet of the test pipe section.
Each pipe type was installed in two lengths,
as shown in Figure 2; a U approximately 80 ft.
jumlong and a W approximately 160 ft. long.
pers were provided so that the two pipe lengths
could b2 joined for a total run length of 240
ft. for each pipe type. Fuel was supplied to
and remcved from the pipe sect:on under test
by pairs of 3 inch diameter hoses connected to
the pipe cctJion under test through the CDY
The
housings at the pipe inlet and outlet.
CDM housing were connected to the test pipe
sections by Victaulic fittiags for easy coupling with a given pipe section as illustreted
in Figure 3.
To allow for direct and ,.narniguous comparison of charge generation an, elaxation in
the two pipe types, their hold-up volumes were
Although both were nominal
carefully matched.
b" pipa, the 1.D. of F"P -'as 6.265" compared
A0 a result,
with an I.D. of 6.065" for steel.

TEST PROGRAM.

No

In order to study the pertinent viriables
affecting charge generation and relaxation,
eiperivents were corductcd in nominal 6-inch
diameter FRP (Bondstrand 2000) and carbon steel
pipes which were carefully matcned in volume,
The pipe sections were installed Pbove ground
to facilitate detection of electrical phenomena
The
and to evaluate grounding of FRP pipe.
test pipes were integrated into an existing
facility ihicl could provide charged fuel for
evaluating cbazfe relaxation or Essentially incharged fiel f r evaluation of charge generation in the test pipea.
Cna;e -eneratin and relaxat±cn were
based on continuous neasurement of rharge densities at the inlet znd outlet of each test
pipe section. 14.a were obtained with fuels
that ranged ia rest- condoctivity from a high
ConducLiviiy Units (CU), representative
5,
of JP-4, down to *0.2 CU representative of reData were obtained over a range
fined JP-5.
of flow rates between 200 and 1500 GPM (equivalent to 3.1 to 15.6 FPS linear velocity),
Two lengths of each type of pipe were tested in
order to provide a wide range of residence
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system for equal times to assure their equilibration with the fuel supply.
Temperature was a critical variable~ in
comparing charge relaxation in the two types
of pipe. Because the facility was outdoors,
the fuel temperature was influenced both by
ambient temperature and cloud coyer. While it
was not possible to run all tests at the same
temperature, it was found that judicious use
of refreigeration made it possible to match
the temperitures within 0.50 F for a given flow
rate ane inlet charge level in each offthe
four pipe type/pipe length combinations.

runs vere: somewhat longee than the FRP;
s1teel
the chicalatvd volumes woce 136 pal. for th'e
short lengthe and ab'out -.'U gal, for the long
(240 ft.) lenbthr. An tv'erall view' of the Test
Facility Is shown in Figure 4,
TEST INSTF414NTATI0N

Afrom

Charge densities were measured continuously at thr.ýe locations (outlet of tlaefi.lter,
inlet and outlet of test pipes) during each
test using A. C. Smith Charge Density Meters
(CDM) (rotating vane fie-.d strength meters).
The usual Keitlhley Electrumeter was replaced
by an amplifier ro that the CDM out-put. could
be monitored and recorded remotely ir,an instrument van.
Flow rate was measured with a turbine
type ?otter'net,'r, Model 6x5-,555X, with an
accuracy oi 1% at full scale.
Fuel tennera.ure was meas-arcd to 0.50F
with a calibrated bimttallic thermometer 1ocated ahaad of the v2ilve controlling flow to
the test section~.
Rest conductivIty was measured on grab
samples collected at rand=m times using the
new precision method D _illw developed by ASTI.
Samples were allowed to relax at least 5 mini~tebeoremeasremnt.(CU).
Surface voltage was m.asured with a
rotating vane Electrostati~c Field Meter, Model
12009-1, made by Comstock & Wescott, Inc., .
Cambridge, Mass. A spe'.1ia1 fitting utilized
nylon bolts to hold tb,- me-ter a fixed distance
the pipe.
Spark dischargira were detected visually,
aurally or by using a walkie-talkie radio. 'Ho
&park energy measarements were made.

TESTS Rr'7ULTS
FL!.'!.
CONDUCTIVITY VS. TEMPERATURE - Rest
conductivities, ko, d4pre meat ured on grab samplea collected duting each series of tests.
An initial. measuremen~t was made after the saanpla was allowed to relax for at least five
minutes. A second measurement was generally
iwade bfter the sample haJ warmed up in the inThe data from each teat fuel
strurent van
equation
were used to find the best fit to ti'e

log ko - mT + c,()
where k0 is expressed in Conductivity Units
The equations were -ised to define the
rest conductivity at the test temperature in
each run.
n discll~sing the data, the nominal rest
conducL'vity of the f jel' ts o'ýeed to describe
Lh ful
it should be noted that a calculated conductivityl-value can also be derived
from charge data during flow. This value is
ýalled '"effactl.ve" rccnductivitv, ke, and
describes the~ condi~c~ivity of the fuel in the
dynamic chinýtvd coud~tion.
TEST PRUCEJDURE
CHARGE GENERATION IN FRP AND METAL PIPEc'lmpare chLarge genereting characteristics
touse wasswabedTo
theFRPpip
Prio
ulwspme hog
ie
K s ea
o
with hexan.e-soaked clothe while the carbon
the filter bypass to kvep inlet charge as low
steel was sandblasted to bare metall and blownas possible. Th 1 annroach was successful;
clean with dry air. Prior to testing, the
the Tinlt charge ran'.,d from 0.5Ctm3a30
system was5 flushed wich 5000 gals. of Jet A
GPM ~for I CU fuel) up to -4.4 ;iC/= at ý50O
fuel, Each test pipe iection was flushed toe
GPM ýo 5. CU fuel). Charge level stabitwo hcara at 1000 GPM while the. fuel w'as conlized at all three measuring points within
tiauously filtered in the 1800O GPM clc.~nup
tw', minutes after a flow change. Values are
3
fi~ter-separtor. The :-leanup fuel was slopped,
ecnsidered z.curate to ±0.1 pc,/m
.
nitsbnew elementr were installed~ in both the F-STedifrnsincag
dinletrande oul carge desumtized inThpie
and the F-M'a of the test section and 20,0~0
ine
thatie
idctsu
table pip AIpostiv vanoulutae
3allons of fresh jet A were hzarged to the
p t net
geeatued wtindiae the
age 1.As positiv
system for the teat programs.
witdinae thatpieag
chagaie vasuei generally
Thbe first series of tests were car-ied out
htcag
eeal niae
au
ngtv
vith the fresh Jet A which had a reet cenducwas biein gerthwhaseige of opied poaityi
tivity of 0.9 CU. For the next two serieL,
chrgte o poie).aiyws en gn
iicremental additions of oxidized asphL~t were
eae')
ma.de to Increase the fuel conduztivity to 3
Thar
ein results show relatively little
ard then 5.5 CU. For the final series, clay
chrgegeneration in either FRE or steel pipe
te fel cndu
wa usd
tolowr
tr-amen
although steel generated slightly more charge
lower the fulUonu
to
tratentwasuse
in all cases. With the 3 and 5.5 CU fuels
isteppesc
toabout 0.2 CU t
Friarcharge relaxation predominated but there was
to albactest seies,thfel spipelec
Fa.týwrie
pie indiating thcratste laPtter wis
steneraly
by recirculating at 1000 GPM through the lon,
toheetare chare. laitrh 0.2ans
stendpp, niaing
stee- and then the long FRP sections until the
moecaio generally.2an
generat
tendin tUfescog
this recircu£"Urisn
conductivity staoiiized
hrgnatognrly
lation, both the F-S and the F-M's were in the19CUfes
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Table i

Charge Generation in FRP and Carbon Steel Pipe
(A positive value indicates charge was being generated,
a negative value indicates charge was relaxing.)

E

Nominal
Fuel

CU

S0.2

0.9

3.

5.5

Change in Charge Density
Between Pipe Inlet and
Pipe Outlet, pC/m3
Short
Long

Pipe Length
Pipe Type

,RP

Steel

0.1
0.2

0.0
0.1

0.2
0.9

0.2
0.5

1200
1500

0.2
0.4

0.2
0.2

1.3
1.3

0.5
0.4

300

0.0

-0.5

-0.3

-0.6

600

C.4

-0.3

0.4

-0.5

1200
1500

0.8
0.9

-0.3
0.0

2.5
2.5

-0.3
-0.7

300
600

-0.8
-0.6

-0.7(a)
-1.5

-0.5
-0.5

-0.6(a)
-1.1(a)

1200

-0.1

-1.2

-0.6

-2.2(a)

1500

-0.2

-1.I

-0.2

-2.7

300

600

-0.5

-1.3

-1.9

-0.8

-1.0

1200

-0.3

-1.7

-1.1i

1500

-3.7'(a)

0.0

-1.9

-0.4

-4.2

-1.2

(a) Polarity reversed.

4

V:

FRP

300
600

W-

• •

Steel

Flow Rate, GPM
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-1.7

-2.5

increased with pipe length, but since no increase vas noted when the flow rate was increased from 1200 to 1500 GPM, the charge
levels reached probably represent equilibrium
levels and no further increase would be eypected if the pipe lengths were increased,
This effect is not apparent with the 3 and 5.5
CU f, els where there is generally a net charge
r2]axation due to the more rapid relaxation
provided by the highar conductivities.
It can be concluded from these data that
charge generation in rRP pipe is somewhat less

(2)
t/in (Qo/Qt)
T
where Qt - charge density at tes. pipe cutlet,
in Kc/= 3
Qo - charge dersiLy at test pipe ii.let,
in pC/m 3
t - residence time, in seconds, between
pipe inlet and outlet at the 'low
rate tested.
The r values obtained with negatively
charged fuel generated by the F-S are sumnarized in Tabl! 3; the r values fc- positively
charged fuel are in Table 4.
No T values are
shown for runs in which outlet charge is less
3
than 1 pC/m since small char.geq in oitlet
charge at this level, which could be Influenced by pipe charge generating characteristics, would have a large effect On T.
When the r valuei for negatively charged
fuel are examined graphically as a function of
flow eate and CU level, as in Figure 6, it is
observed that r tends to decrease with iacreasing flow rate as well as increasing CU.
With negatively charged fuel, relaxation time
in FR? pipe is al,,ays less than in steel pipe
under the same test
conditions.
Relaxation
time is longer in the long than In the short

than in steel probably because the internal
surface of carbon steel pipe is rough compared
with smooth FRP pipe.
However, the differences are too small to be of practical significance in the field.
CHARGE RELAXATION - The comparison of
charge relaxation in FRP vs. steel pipe was
made by charging the test fuels in either the
1100 GPM F-S or the pair of 600 GPM F-M's and
comparing the rate- of charge relaxation under
essentialty identical condi'ions.
Tests were
conducted at flow rates between 300 and 1200
-GPM tuder closely controlle' temperatuies.
Average charge densities generated as a function of flow rate and CU, based on four comparable runs, together with average temperatures, appear in Table 2.
As shown in Figure
5, the F-S charged the fuels negatively; the
F-M's charged them positively.
There was a
striking difference between these two fil!ers
in responsc to CLY (or impurity lesel) and to
flow rat.e, the F-S generally showed an increase
in charge with flew rate ircrease and a loier
level with increasing CU while the r-M per-

pipe lengths as shown in Table 3.
Positively charged fuel reveals a different story as shown in Figure 7.
Thus r tends
to increase wi.h flow rate and to be longer
with FRP pipe than steel under identical conditions.
Again T is longer in long vs. short
pipe lengtb*.
Thus, the deta obtained in
tnesr runs reveal that there is a difference
in .:targe relaxation between FRP and steel

formed almost Uiametrically opposite,
These differences can be explained in part

pipe which depends on the polarity of the
fuel. When fuel is charged negatively, charge

by geometry of the vessels containing the filters.
The F-S case holds 275 gallons of fuel,
the F-M case, cr.ly 18 gallons, ualch means that
charged fuel has much more opportunity to re.lax in thu F-S than iv, the monitor at eomparable flew rates.
The filter
media are different and may explain the opposite polarities
-- the F-S contains fiberglass depth filtercoalescer elements at the inlet end and treated
paper surface filter
(separator) elements at
the outlet end while the monitor is composed
of hundreds of paper wafers in each element
providing edge filtration.
Each filter
element provides ve-y large surface area for
charge separation,

relaxation on FRP pipe proceeds faster; when
fuel is charged positively, it proceeds slower.
The difference in relaxaticn characteristics between FRP and steel pipe, expressed as
a percentage change in r ranges from 0 to 18%
faster for FRP pipe with negatively charges
fuel, averaging 8% faster overall.
eor positively charged fu,!, the range is wider, relaxation takes S to 154% longer in FRP pipe.
The range is reduced to 8 to 75%, averaging
30% slower overaPl, If data suspect bvcause oi
low chdrge levels or temperature effects is eyeluded.
To answ.ar the key question as to whether
this slower relaxation rate should rule out or

Temperature can also affect charge level
as noted in Table 2.
With the 0,9 CU fuel,

limit the use of FRP pipe, it is useful to restate the calculated relaxation times in terms

testec were repeated when the temperature
urop.ýed from 59OF to 361F. At 1200 GPI, charge
levels from the F-S dropped 52 uC/m 3 or about

of effective conductivity, k,-.
k
18/T
8

3 UCim per degree; little
served with the F-H's.

When the ratio of ke to rest conductivity, ko,
is plotted against ko, as in Figure 8, the

3

effect could be ob-

Measurement of charge densities In the

results obtained follow the pattern of previo-s

fuel at the inlet and outlet of each pine sec-

work shown by the dashed curves.

tion permitted a calculation of relaxation
time, i, which was used to compare relative

indicate that fuel belov 1 CU relaxes faster
tban one would predict from rest conductivity

characteristics of ?RP vs. steel pipe.
Relaxation time is defined as the time for charge to
decay to 36.8% of its
original value using the
relationship:

while fuels above 1 CU relax somewhat slower
than predicted.
The plot also makes clear 'bat
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These data

Table 2
Averae Cherge Densities Generpted By
The Filter-Separator and Filter-Monitors
as a Function of GU and Flow Rate
Charge Densityq uC/m 3 , @ GPM(a)
300
600
900
1200
(Average Temperatures Shown in Parentheses)

Charge
Generator

Fuel
CU

Filter
Separat-t

0.2
0.9
3.
5.5

-74(39)
-51(60)
-4(41)
5(41)

-126(38)
-102(59)
-16(40)
-2(39)

FilterMonitors

0.2
0.9
3.
5.5

12(40)
24(57)
132(44)
178(Q0)

9(39)
20(56)
118(43)
174(39)

Filter
Separator

0.9

-36(38)

-56(36)

Filter-

0.9

20(37)

16(36)

150(37)
-22(39)

-166(38)
-148(58)
-62(40)
-44(40)

-

6(38)
16(55)

-

97(42•

1J9 1°3,8) 150(3
L

-96(40)

-

Monitors
(a) Based on the average of four comparable runs, no repeat runs
were included; values in parenthes-s show average temperature
for the four runs.
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Fig. 5 - Charge generated by F-S and F-M's as a function of fuel conductivity,
flow rate and temperature.
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Table 3

Relaxation Timea for FRP and Steel
Obtained with Negatively Charged Fuel
(Generated by Filter-Separator)

SPipe

Range of

Relaxation Time, T, Seconds

Charge Densities

Nominal

Flow

CU
of Fuel

Rate,
GPM

at Pipe
Inlet, UC/m

0.2

300
600

-66/-70
-115/-120

56
39

74
53

61
41

77
54

900
1200

-138/-147
-151/-167

34
31

44; 45
40

37
32; 33

44
41

300
600
910

-42/-49
-86/-97
-126/-137

32
26

36
29

--

36
30
24

--

40; 40
34
27; 28

1200

-135/-142

20

23

2i

26

300
600

0/4
-6/-20

(a)
10.J.

(a)
(a)

(a)
10.4

(a)
(a)

900

-46

.....

10.0

--

910

-24/-37

--

10.3

--

12

1200

-36/-68

8.9

9.9

9,4

11

300

O.2/0.b

(a)

(a)

(a)

(a)

600
900

-1/-7
-12/-30

(a)
5.9

(a)
(a)

(a)
7.2

(a)
9.1; 9.2

1200

-27/-56

5.8

5.4(b)

6.5

7.5

L
0.9

3.0

5.5

FRP Pipe
Long
Short

3

3
.
(a) Charge density at pipe outlet was < 1.0 p-!i,

(b)

Charge density at pipe outlet was 0.8 pC/m
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Steel Ppe_
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Table 4

Relaxation Tires for FRI and Steel
Pipe Obtained with Positively Charged Fuel
(Generated by Filter-Mobntor)
Range of
Charge Densities
at Pipe

Nominal
CU

Flow
Rate,

of Fuel

GPM

0.2

200

10/17

300
600
1200

8/19
6/16
4/14

300
600

0.9

3.0

5.5

Inlet, iiC/m

3

Relaxation Time, -r, Seconds
FRP Pipe
Steelj!ie
Short_

Long

Short

Loxn R

55

--

45

--

56; 57
60; 58
67; 56

68
73
61

44
50
26

52
48
28

14/23
13/23

28
26

31
40

26
24

(a)
24

910

12/20

--

48

--

24

1203

11/20

39

51

24

23

300

68/91

6.7

(a)

5.3(b)

600
900

82/106
80

12
..

l4

9.1,

(a)
11

1i

-1

910

94/104

--

18

--

14

1200

76/101

16

21

13

16

300
600
900

63/100
104/136
114/137

(a)
7.8
8.5

(a)
9.4
9.8

(a)
4.4
6.2

(a)
(a)
7.7

1200

119/134

9.4

1(i

7.5

9.6

(a) Charge density at pipe outlet was < 1.0 pC/m 3 .
(b)

Charge density at pipe

iitlet was 0.4 1C/m'.
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Steel
FRP
est

70

10.2
60ý

CCD, Pipe Inlet, $,C/m3

0.9

3
5.5

.

-66
T43

-18
-2-2

-167
-3.-39

---
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Relaxation tuimas in short pipe sections with negative!y charged fuel
as a function ot Cu and flow rate.
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JP-4, the Air Force has indicat
f. al £ilminimum length of pipe between,
i typical
ter and the first fueling stat"
installation would be 900 to lu.,
rt. At the
design flow rate of 4 ft./second, the resldence time would be 225 to 250 seconds.
At
7 ft /second, the maximum flow velocity which
ouch systers might be call-- on to handle in
the future, the residenca time would be 130
to 140 seconds.

positively charged fuel represents a different
family than negatively charged fuel In FRP
pipL.
The reason for this faster relxation of
fuel below 1 CU was developed by Buatin (7)
who established that the charge decay rate of
such fuels was dependent not on conductivity,
but on charge level and ion mobility, p, as
described by the equation:
Qt

Table 5, the asterisks pinpoint the
combinations of fuel conduct ,,t_.. nd charge
level which cequire residence times above 2253
seconds to reach the target value of 30 VC/m .
The underlined values note the combinations
above 130 seconds, which represents the
absolute minimum resideace time that would be
expected in Type Ill Air Force hydrant fueling
ais analysis indicates that 130
systems.
be adequate to
seconds of residence time would
3
for fuel of 1
provide relaxation to 30 UC/m
3
at the
CU at charge levels up to 500 VC/m
A residence time of qt least 283
pipe inlet.
seconds should be provided to protect against
the possibility of inadequate charge relaxation ir.an FRP system with fuel as low as 0.2
CU in conductivity at an inlet charge level of
3
500 VC/m .
For this study, a charge level of 30
3
VC/m has been used as the criterion for
The value was o:iginally pro"safe" fueling.
posed by Americans Oil (1) and has been generally accepted by others in the industry as a
Our own studies on superjet
reasonable. guide.
fueling (6) showed that a minimum charge den3
sity of 70 pC/m was required to generate incendiary sparks during fueling if a "charge
collector" was present in the receiving tank.
Since ic is desirable t3 provide for safe fuelIng in the most hazardous situations, the use
3
of a maximum of 30 pC/m as a "safe" charge
level is considered reasonable.
hAthough the data in Table 5 were gen•auon to
ru
ýratcl with Je. A fuel, there iS
What is
expect JP-4 to behave differently.
not knowu at present is the range of conJuctivities of JP-4's and the charging tendency
Since it is
cf military filter-separators.
known that corrosion inhibitor tends to act
like a weak conductivity additive, it is
probable that JP-4's have conductivities of 1
CU or above.
A field survey for conductivity
and charging tendency of typical JP-4's should
make this table useful in deciding whether the
charge relaxation -taracteristics of a particular hydrant system are adequate.
SURFACE VOLTTAGE ON FRP PIPE - Voltages on
the surface of the FRP pipe (the conductivity
of steel pipe prevents any buildup of voltage
on its surface) were measured at 10 to 20 ft.
rums.
intervals along the FRP pipe during ist
The maximum surface voltages observed are summarized !n Table 6.
It can be seen that surface voltages generally increase with charge level and are
higher on the longer pipe section for a given
inlet charge level. The highest voltage

oIn
(4)

1 + 1 Qot
s

0

x 10

6

which is hyperbolic rather than exponential,
This decay rate is illustrated by the curvcs
in Figure 9 developed from the test results on
the negatively charged 0.2 Ct fuel. Ine solid
curves were derived from the above equation
inlet charge levels of 1000 and
for assumed
3
and an outlet charge level of 30
100 ,,C/m
3
VC/M8 2 and a calculated ion mobility of 0.38 x
10- m /volt sec. as derived from the data obtained in this program. For compar:son, the
straight lines represent ohmic deea* based on
While the
a rest conductivity, ks, o! 0.2 CU.
latter relacionship can describe charge relaxation well for fuels above 1 CU, it Is obvious.ly deficient for highly refined fuels.
If one examines Figure 9 it is apparent
that the initial charge relaxation based on
hyperbolic decay is faster than ohmic decay
would predict; nevertheless considerable
residence time is reiuired for the charge to
xfter 30 seconds of relaxareach a low level
3
tion, the 1000 vC/m fuel would have dropped to
3
140 pC/m , an 86% decrease in charge; the 100
3
3
pC/m fuel would have dropped to 60 pC/m , a
decrease of only 40%.
Predicted residiDnce times required to re3
duce charge to 30 PC/d from inlet levels beThe
tweet. 100 and 500 uC/hn appear in Table 5.
upper section of the table rLpresents results
on standard steel pipe while the middle section
represents the effect of increasing relaxation
time by 30%, the average observed for FR? pipe
with positively charged fuel. The lower section spells out the case for increasing relaxation time by 90%, a value three times higher
than the average but representative of the maximum measured with positively charged fuel in
the FRP pipe.
For fuels of 1 CU and higher, the steel
pipe data were gertrated using average ke
values based on the experimental data and
assuming ohmic charg2 decay; date for nr pipe
were generated by incressing the T fnr steel
pipe by 30 or 90%. Steel pipe data for 0.2 CU
fuel were generated assuming hyperbolic charge
8
decay and an ion mobility of 0.38 x 10- m21volt
se.; data for FRP pipe at 0.2 CU were obtained
by Increasing the residence time values for
steel pipe by 30 cr 93%.
For Type III Air Force hydrant systems,
where FMP pipe has been approved for handling
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Table 5
Predicted Residence Times Required to Reduce
Charge Density to 30 1IC/ra3 in Steel and FRP Pipe
Steel Pipe
ko,
CU

0.2
1.
3.
5r
.01

kgko

ke,
CU

T,
Seca

Residence Time. SecondsA to Reach
30 VC/m 3 from C/Im 3 of:
100
300
500

,74
1.56
2.30
3.9

2a
ii.
7.8
4.6

ill
28
14
9.4
5.5

-...

.74
.52
.46
.39

143
55
26
18
10.6

149
68
32
22
13

FRP Pipe (Assumin•g .•:axation Time 30% Gr-.ater Than Steel)
0.2

3.
5.
10.

-

-

.58
.40
.36
.30

.58
1.2,0
i. 76
3.0

-

31
15
10.1
6.0

144

37
18
12
7.2

186

194

71
35
23
14

87
42
28
17

FRP P4po' (Assuning Relaxation Time 90% Gceater Than Ste&e)
0.2
1.
3.
C.
10.,

4494

_-I

.39
.39
.27
.82
.2i.20n
.21
2.1

46
-,
Is

211
55
26
18
10.4
1,7

272*
2.06
51
34
20

283*
129
62
42
24
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observed was 55 KV when pumping 5 CU fuel
The fact that surface voltages build up with
through the F-H's at 600 GPM. It shtuld be
pipe length and decvease rapidly near the pipe
noted that substantial voltages (7.7 KV maxiends supports this theory. The results sugmum) were detected even when filters were bygest that rate of charge relaxation in FRP
Spassed.
pipe
be brought
closer to
by reThe low voltage readings with
0.9 CU fuel
ducingcould
the volume
resistivity
of steel
the plastic
the long pipe with the bypass in use wereorbgoudnthinewalfteppet
due to early morning fog and high humidity
short intervals.
which wet the pipe surface. Similarly the low
EVALUATION OF THE STATIC CHARGE REDUCER readings with 3 CU fuel in long pipe when using
The Svatic Charge Reducer (SCRý is claimed by
the bypass and F-S are attributable to a light
its manufacturer, A. 0. Smith Co.. Erie, Pa.,
drizzle which wet the pipe. However, wetting
to reduce charge densities of 300 pC/m 3 or
the pipe ),as no effect on charge relaxation;
less to 30 uC/m 3 or less at flow rates up to
this wea confirmed by a test on 0.2 CU fuel at
1200 GPM.(8) It is the only ccmmercially
900 GPM with the following results:
available device for reducing static charge in
Charge Density. 1C/3
a flowing fuel and has been extensively used
.re
.esty
.
.
and tested. It was installed as noted in
Pipe Inlet

Pipe Outlet

Figure 1 between the filter cutlets and the

Before wetting

146.5

112.5

test pipe sections and could be cut in or out

After wetting

146.0

112.0

by manipulating valves.

The SCR consists of a 3 foot long section
of 10 inch diameter pipe lined with a 2" thickness of polyethylene. Sixteen pointed pins,
grounded to the pipe, pass through the liner
and protrude into the fuel stream as shown in
Figure 11. As Figure 11 suggests, it is
hypothesized that the charged fluid creates
an intense localized field between the point

A plot of surface voltages with distance
along the pipe for some typical runs is provided in Figure 10. It shows that vultage increases rapidly at the inlet, falls more gradually toward the outlet and is not particularly
affected by location of the stanchions. Actually, the highest voltages were often measured
at 40 ft., sometimes

of the grounded pin and the insilating surface

with a polarity reversal,
Pendant water droplets, several aluminum
foil wrappings and a metal drain valve were
used as "charge collectors" on the FRP pipe.
Sparks were generated by bringing a grounded
wire or finger into close proximity to the
"charge collectors"; sparks were detected by
radio, aurally or visually. Spark dischar,ýes

in the immediate vicinity causing electrons. to
be injected into the flowing stream (if the
fluid is positively charged), or conversely,
to be extracted from the flowing streav, (if
the fluid is negatively charged).
Initial tests were carried out with 0.9
CU fuel charged negatively by the F-S and
positively by the F-M's.
The efficiency,

could bdrely be detected from water droplets

determined in terms of absolute charge den-

at a surface voltage of 1.5 KV.
Sparks were obtained under all conditions
where the fuel was charged either with the F-S

sity values in and out of the SCR, is plotted
in Figure 12 against inlet charge level. The
dashed line6 reveal that SCR efficiency rose

or F-U's; Table 6 summarizes the frequency and
size of sparka when the fuel was charged posi-

only to 50% with negative fuel equivalent
to
3
an outlet charge l,.vel of 90 pC/m . Tis was

at the first bend,

tively.

e.g.,

considerably higher than the 30 VC/m

Spark discharges increased in fre-

quency as the Inlet charge increased.

A vis-

by the manufacturer.

ible spark was observed with inlet charge as
low as 4.2 pC/m 3 . Sparks up to 1/4 inch long
were obtained from the drain valve with an inlet charge as low as 7.E pC/m 3 . No measure-

When the SCR unit was opened for inspec-

is strong indication that the 1/4" spark discharge from a metal valve would have been incendiary.

tion, a very faint gray-brownish discoloration
was detected on the polyethylene liner. Nume.ous small spots were observed and, when

was not possible to detect sparks be-

cultured, found to contain fungi and bacteria.

tween the FRP pipe surface and a grounded wire
under any conditions, even using the radio,
However, it was possible to feel and hear discharges if a hand were run over the pipe sur..
face. A surface voltage of 7-10 KV appeared
to be reouired to sense such discharges.
The data on charge relaxation and surface
voltage suggest that charge racombination in

Although the liner appeared clean after wiping,
it required several additional wipings first
with hexane-wetted cloths and then chloroformwetted cloths before the cloth remained unstained, indicatin% complete removal of deposits.
Data obtained after cleaning show a marked
improvement in efficiency as shown by the solid

FRP pipe occurs by electr'on flow along the

curves in Figure 12.

inner wall of rhe pipe to or from metal connections. No change in charge densities was detected when the outer surface of the pipe was
made cotductive to eliminate surface voltages,

cient with negatively charger! fuel as with
positively charged fuel until an inlet level ot
130 pC/m 3 was attained. This difference in
response, as a function of fuel polarity, is
496

SI mm

claimed

efficiency reached about 60%. These results
were surprising because preliminary tests a
month earlier had shown higher efficiencies and
outlet charges below 30 uC/m 3 .

ments of spark energies were obtained but there

It

3

With positive fuel, the

The SCR was not as effi-
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understandabl.. if one realizes that wh,.i fuel
with positive cha-ge enters the SCR, electrons
flow into che fuel from the pins while with
negative fuel, electrons muct be extracted
from the fuel to fiow to ground through the
pins, a somewhat more difficult route.
A. 0. SrAith has recognized the possibility of a loss of efficiency and issued a
bulletin (9) recommending checkinb "not less
often than every &ix mouths."
This program
revealed that efficiency could degrade in a
month and that continuous monitoring of the
SCR would be req.,irad.
Irregular oscillations at about 30
cycres/minute were observed in the charge level
Over
leaving the SCR over short time periods.
a period of minutes or more, the average charge
level moves up and down irregularly; the
largest swings were observed with highly
'he range in efficiency
charged 0.2 CU fuel.
which resulted from the latter are shown by

In summary, the disadvantages of the SCR
appeat to be loss in efficiency due to deposit
buildup, the problem of startup time and the
possibility that a low output charge may not
truly reflect a safe situation. Of these, the
latter is the most serious and requires further investigation.

the bars in Fig-ire 12.
It was also observed that the charge
level at the SCR outlet took considerably
longer to reach a low level with the 0.2 CU
The time for
fuel than with the other fuels.
the SCR output to reach 30 pC/m 3 when pumping
negatively charged 0.2 CU fuel is shown in
Figure 13 as a function of flow rate. The
shorLest time was Jhout 2 minutes at 900 GPH.
3
Oaarge levels as high as 140 uC/m were obtained at the SCR outlet upon startup.
Ir is
evident that even an efficiently operating SCR
3
will deliver fuel above the 30 VC/m
charge
level for a considerable time after startup
with low conductivity fuel.
fluring the teats on the SCR, surface
voltaga rmasurements were made on the FRP pipe
surface into which "relaxed" fuel was being
delivered.
The waximum voltages f'
each fuel/
flow rate combination are summarized in Table
10.
Under conditions where the SCR was operating at 82 to 91% efficiency and delivering a
charge of 2 to -30 pC/m 3 , maximum surface voltOf parages o. -22 to -26 KV were observed.

fuel.
On the average, relaxation in FRP pipe
was 8% faster than in steel with negatively
charged fuel and 30% slower than in steel with
In some runs with
positively charged fuel.
positively charged fuel, relaxation in FPP pipe
was slower by as much as 75%, e.g., 75% more
residence time would be required to obtain the
same amount of cha-ge relaxation in FRP as in
steel. The slower rate of relaxation should
not prevent the use of FRP in Type III Air
Force hydrant systems handling J2-4.
3.
High voltages can be obtained on the
outer surface of FRP pipe.
These would not
present a problem in hiuried installetions.
For above ground installation, all menal
fittings should be grounded and, for absolute
safety, the pipe 3hould be coated with a nonpeeling, non-flaking conductive material or
the pipe should be formulated with a higher
conductivity so that it can be effectively
grounded.
4.
The only commercially available device for decreasing the charge level on flowing fuel is the A. 0. Smith Static Charge Re-

CONCLJSIONS
The following conclusions h.ave been
reached as a result of this study:
1.
Charge generation in both steel and
FRP pipe is very low at flow rates up to 1500
GPM; charge generation in FRP is no greater
and Is generally less than in steel pipe,
probably because the interior of the FRP is
smoother.
There il a difference in charge
2.
relayation between FRP and steel pipe which
depeads on the poltrity of the charge on the

ticular interest was the run with positively
charged 5.5 CU fuel at 300 GPM which showed an
SCR output of -2 jC/m 3 and a surface voltage of
-23 KV! For comparison, a test run on this
fuel using the filter bypass, which delivered
fuel of -1.3 UC/m 3 to the pipe, only produced
a surfa.a vcltage of 2.4 KV. Thus, the SCR
seems to be capable of reducing the charge on
the fuel but not the surface voltage on the FRP
pipe into which the "relaxed" fuel is delivered.
Observations of srjrk production from foil
w-appings and drain valve on the FRP pipe during tests when "relaxed" fuel from tn• !=C was
being pumped support the high voltages measured.
Visible sparks 1/4 to 1/2 inch long could be
drawn from the drain valve.
Ic appears that
the high surface voltages and energetic sparks
obtained when the SCR is operating properly ia
due in some way to the oscillations observed in
the charge delLvered by the SCR since these
oscillations are the only obvious difference
between operation of the SCR and the filter
bypass.

ducer.
It has the disadvantage of losing efficiency if deposits form, or requiring long
startup times with low conductivity fuels and,
most important, of producing a possibly hazardous situation downstream even when the
effluent is below 30 vC/m 3 .
RECOMMENDATIONS
This study tndicates that an FRP h'drant
system with a minimum of .-- seconds of -esidence time would provide tor relaxation to o
"safe" charge level for fuel with a wit.iima
CU of 1 at charge levels up to 500 PC/m 3 .
Since both CU and charge levei are critical to
this analysis, it is recommended that a survey
be conducted to establish the spectrum of
typical JP-4 electrical properties and m'litary
fiter-separator charging tendcacy ix.the field.
This survey might involve monitoring fuel and
filters at two or more Air Force bases cver a
period of several months.
A similar prog'-m,
which is currently being onducted by the
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I
Coordinating Research Ccuncil for the Federal
Aviation Administration with commercial fuels
and filters, could serve as a model.
I- is recommended that when the first FRP

8.
"Static Charge Reducers" A. 0. Smith
Bulletin 1.10.1 5M 9-68.
9.
"Special Service Bulletin on Possible
Damage or Contarination of A.O. Smith - Static

installation is made, instrumentation be provided to monitor charge level downstream of a
filter and at the pipe exit for a period of
The nev problem b•'uught to light when

Charge Reducer" A. 0. Smith, April 1, 1971.

using the Static Charge Reducer--i.e., the ind~cation that a low exit level of charge my
nor reduce surface voltages as expected--requires further investigation.
Until the weakness in the SCR is corrected, it is recommended that highly charged fuel be relaxed in
the customary way, using a relaxation tank or
a length of pipe, either steel or FRP, or provide ad.quate residence time.
Since the definition of "adequate residance time" is closely related to both charge
levels produced by filters cnd charge levels
considered "safe" for tank filling, it is
recommended that emphasis be given to low
charging filters and to research that may more
clearly define acceptable charge levels when
fuel is actually introduced into a tank.
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These results were obtained in a study
carried cut for the Department of the Air
Force, Headquarters Air Force Special Weaponi
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k,, at OOF.

Conductivity Unit, a means of expressing
fuel conductivity; 1 CU - 10-12 Siemens/
meter - 1 Picosiemen/meter.
Effective conductivity, i.e. conductivity
of charged fuel, expressed in CU.
Rest conductivity, ie., conductivity of
uncharged fuel, expressed in CU.
Temperature coefficient for rest cenductivity, dko/dT.
Charge density at pipe inlet, expressed
as microcoulombs/cubic meter (VC/m 3 ).
Charge density at pive outlet, see QO.
Residence time, i.c. time for charge to
decay.
Temoeratu:e, OF.
Dielectri, constant of fuel relative to a
vacuum, a dimensionless quantity equal to
about 2 for-Lhydrocarbons.
Absolute dielectric constant of a vactum,
8.854 x 10-12 ampere seconds/volt meter.
Ion mobility, square meters/volt second.
Relaration Time, i.e. time for charge to
decay to 36.8% of original value, seconds.
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Aircraft II
Introduction to Section
R.A. Peterson, The Boeing Company
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performed with the actual hardware
if at all possible.
The authors of the papur entitled
"A Passive Discharge System for the
Electrically Charged Hovering
Helicopter," were not aware of the
planned 1972 Conference on Lightnix'and Static Electricity until after the
agenda had been published; however,
we were fortunate enough to receive
their excellent paper in time for the
printing of these proceedings.

The papers presented in this, the
second session on Aircraft, addresses
only the air vehicle and its immediate
environment and the effect of this
environment on the vehicle's ability to
perform in a normail manner,
The authors who have prepared the papers
are recognized experts in the field of
Lightning and Static electricity as it
relates to air vehicles as a total
system. Not only have they gained
experience over the years by observing
and examining damage caused by natural
lightning and recognizing the undesirable effects of static electricity, but
they have also been able to create
artificial
models that closely represent
the natural phenomena.
One metd
of approach which has been
used very successfully is experimentation using vehicle models, artificial
lightning, simulated electric fields
and charging mechanisms.
A second
apprm.&ch, which has only recently been
possible, utilizes a computer to solve
the complex equations associated with
a mathematical model of lightning and
its effect on various vehicle subsystems.
Both of the approaches described abovL
can be effective and the choice usually
is determined by complexity of the
problem being analyzed.
Highly

scphisticated weapon systems such as
the B-1 lend themselves to the computer
analyses approach during the design
stage of the vehicle; however, problems
that hrise as a result of vehicle
operational experience usually can be
solved more directly by experimentation.
With the facilities we have at our disposal today it is relatively straight
forward to simulate the operationai
situation, develop protection systems
and then test the system under simulated

conditions.
Whatever the approach to the problem may
be, this last step is the only way one
can be sure that the problem has been
corrected.
The final tests must be
506
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Lightning Protection Techniques for
Large Canop*-s on High Speed Aircraft*
Robert Aston, R. Gorton, and G.L Weinstock
McDonnell Aircraft Company

I

ABSTRACT
.

The primary hazard from a lightning strike to an aircraft
canopy occurs if the canopy punctures and the lightning
strikes the pilot. This hazard was analyzed mathematically
and was extensively tested on flat polycarbonate .sheets, a
simulated canopy, and an actual fighter aircraft canopy.
The analysis showed that canopy puncture v ,uld not occur
because of the lower breakdown dieectric strength and the
dielectric constant of the surrounding air.
SLightning simulation tests were performed in three steps.
First, tests were performed on flat posycarbonate sheets to
-detcrme
the relationship between surface flashover in air
and when breakdown through the matenai wouid vccu-.
Puncture of the polycarbonate in air could not be achieved,
The second series of tests was performed on an actual
k
canopy to investigate the possibility of puncture by a long
spark (between 36 and 80 in.). Tests showed that attachment wi:h long sparks would occur to the metallic framework cf the canopy, but not to the polycarbonato material.

An actual aircraft "anopy was used to experimentally
evaluate and verify the analysis of the primary hazard.
canopy puncture, and the secondary hazard, corona
inside the canopy.
Tests were also performed on three candidute diverter
sstems to determine the effectiveness of various protective
systems. These included both high current and high
voltage tests.
The investigation of corona inside the canopy concluded
that corona does not present a serious hazard to the crew.
The significant result of this program is that by both analysis
and tests, it has been shown that a fighter aircraft canopy of
this particuiar desigzi ill not puncture and therefore a-~litional lighting protection is not required.
CANOPY ELECTRIC FIELD ANALYSIS
An analysis of the electric field distribution about a

SUsing shorter sparks (less than 24 in.), attachment to the

1

canopy was made to determine if the maxirum ;,.stainable

polycarbonate canopy was achieved. Surface flashover
always occurred, as ndicated by the analysis. The third
sefes of tests was t, investigate the safety margin of the
high speed fighter aircraft canopy. For this purpose, a large
sheet of 1/8 in. thick polycarbonate was formed into a
flat-bottomed, cylindrical, simulated canopy which was
less than half the thickness and considerably larger than an
average canopy. The results were similar to the tests on the
actual canopy,
Side effects of a lightning strike to the canopy area
considered were corona, tri&,ering of the canopy eject.,.n
system, and the possibility of the current welding thC
canopy frame to the aircraft frame. None of these were
found to be a hazard.
Three methods of lightning protection were investigated;
a solid meta, bar outside the canopy, a thin metal strip
inside the canopy aid an ionizing button strip outside the
canopy. All give canopy protection against lightning strikes
The solid metal bar outside the c-anopy is considered
unacceptable because of thermal expansion problems
resulting from the diff-.ent
to.occient of therma-l expansi...

electric fields in air (without air breakdown at atmospheric
pressure) would cause dielectric breakdown Jf the canopy.
The objective of the analysis was to determine which would
breakdown first as a result of the fields from an approaching
lightning stroke. 1) the air abcve the canopy and hence
fiashover, or 2) the canopy which would therefore require
a canopy dightning protection system.
The physical model chosei, for this analysis was that of a
hollow dielectiac cylinder surrounding a metal cylinder. A
uniform electric field, E, is applied to the system (see
Fig. I). This model was selected because. I) it represents a
worst case in the sense that the inside of the canopy is held
&It
a constant potential by the metal cylinder so that the
maximum possible electric fields in the dielectric will be
obtained, and 2) the mnodel has a mathematically tractable solution.

Pr 0)
\

between the polycarbonan: and the copper or aluminum bar.

Electric field

LIGHTNING attach pinnt studies and strike histories show
that fighter aircraft canopies can be struck by lightning.
The purpose of the work described in this paper was tob
determine by anAlysis and experimental evaluation the
susceptibility of fighter aircraft canopies to lightning strikes
and to develop lightning protection methods if required.
The initial phase of this program was an analysis of the
lightning susceptibility characteristics of a figter aircraft
canopy. High voltage tests were then performed on flat
sheets of Lexan (a typical canopy material), a simulated

E

Fig. I - Dielectie cylinder in a uniform electric field

canopy, and a full size canopy. Investigations of the

criteria that determine eithe . .rface flashover or canopy
material puncture were performed on flat Lexan shects.

*This work was conducted under U.S. Air Force Contract
F33615-7 l-C-! 581
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The potential at point ?(r, 0) is found b., standard
aralytical metheds. The potential in air is giver by

HIGH VOLTAGE TESTS ON AN ACTUAL HIGH
SPEED FIGHTER AIRCRAFT CANOPY
High voltage tests at 1.4 MV were performed on tl.e
canopy (Fig. 3) in a close simulation to the actual conditions
to determine if the canopy would puncture. Lightning
always attached to the metallic canopy arch when 'w
approaching strike was simulated by a long spark from the
electrode located 80 in. above the canopy (Fig. 4). The
high voltage electrode was then brought progressively closer
to the surface of the canopy while maintaining 1.4 MV.
When the electrode was at about 36 in. above the trans(Fig. 5), attachment to the fo.ward
of the
transparency occurred. The attachment pointpart
gradually

r>

Var =(r - A) E cos 9
r
In the dielectricV
= (Br
Ecos0
V7)1opy
r

a <r <b.

7he
coefficients
A, B. C arc dependent upon the dielectric
constant
of the canopy,
K, and upon he inner and oute
radius (a and b) of the dielectric cylinder. These coefficients
rads (end
by: oparency

2h2
B (K+l)b2 + (K- I )a2
C

moved aft as the electrode was brought ncarer to the
transparency surf?.ce until it was only I in from the surface.

A 2
cmb

a2

.

..

16 MV
high vO~ldge

C

B-

The values for the relative dielectric constant. K,
and iiaer and outer radii (a and b) are 3, 93.98 cm and

-S-,-...

94.72 cm respectively. The canopy thickness is 0.29 in.
and is made of Lexan (Fig. 2).
t - in3 ---

1-112 in.
1 1.2-/2

i

.---.

2-1/ ir".:
-14 t

62-1/8 i

•". 2 - Canopy surface dimensions

Fig. 3 - High voltage generator and canopy - sideview

The maximum polentiai a:ross the dielectric occurs in
the direction of the external electric ficld (0 = 0, cos 0 = I).

Using the appropriate values for the constants, the
maximum voltage across the ditlectric is given as
a Vcanopy = 0.49 E.
Thus since atmospl,eric air breaks down when the electric
field is 30 kV/cm, this will correspond to a maximum
potential across the dielectric of:
A Vcaihopy = 14.7 kV.
compaisonof
tese alue shows that

theaimum
..

The long-term thermal breakdown Fur 0.29 in. thick
Lexan
is 83 kV. The
impulse
breakdown
potential
is 272 kV.
the maximum
of these
values
shows that
A comparison

•

1

g

electric field which is sustanable in air will nat cause a
sufficient potential P roýs the dielectric canopy to cause it
to puncture. The air adjacent to the canopy will break
down, and thus flazhover to a metal frame will occur when
the canopy is subjected to the high electric fields associ-ted
vwiih the lightning strike.
Since the value used for air bredkdown was chosen at
atmospheric pressetre, and since it decreases with a decrease
in pressure, the results obtained reflect a worst case for
altitude variations.
Fig. 4 - 1.4 MV strike to unprotected canopy from 80 in.
508

M
black silhouette.relapesents internal

~

.
-"

diameter or actual

37 in

Fig. 7 - End view r' 1/8 in. thick Lexan simul-ted canopy
canopy was performed using approximately 1.3 MV and
with a roe electrode at gap distances of 88 in. to I in.
above the canopy. In none of these configurations did
canopy puncture occur.

Fig. 5- 1.4 MV strike to unprotected canopy from 36 in.
Figure 6 shows how air breakdown will occur in all directions at electric field values too low to puncture the
Lexan. These conditions might occur in the case of a swpt
arch.
canopy
to the
from a strike
stroke
strnokestarting
ofthestartingfrom
ratitons
the forward
foncturwar
canopy
t aof

CORONA

In none of these configurations did puncture of the canopy

a lightning strike. Photographs cofcorona streamers from

occur. This included deliberate "overstressing" by forcing
the simulated strike to go to the canopy transparincy.

the top of the simulated pilot's seat were obtained.
An actual high speed fighter aircraft canopy was used to

Investigations
were conducted
tooass
assess the
artd
h magnitude
odce
oswr
Iv-tp
the corona that would be induced under the caropiy by

determine the magnitude of corona streamering current
inside the canopy just before a lightning strike hits thcanopy. The upper part of a simulated pilot seat was fxed
inside the canopy and a pilot's helmet was attachec .o it.
The earphones and microphone were grounded. Three
cameras were used, one with high speed roll film ,o photograph low intensity corona inside the canopy and two
Polaroid type cameras from different angles to photograph
the high intensity spark breakdowil and corona outside

the canopy.
Corona was studied tinder two circumstances: 1) wah
the high voltage generator set at slightly lowt-r than the
bteakdown value so that a discharge would not occtt; and
2) with the high voltage generator set above breakdown co
that a spark to some part of the canopy occurcd.
The high voltage generator was set for 1.2 MV to 1.3 MV
amplitude, and thie high voltage electrode was placed
approximately 86 in. above the :op of the canopy. Photographs of corona strcamering were taken during the strike.
Photographs of internal corona during a simulated hightning
strike show that most ,orona originates from the top of the
pilot seat No intens. sparking was notii.cable. Comparison
with a reprodicible .c',rce (a model Van de Graf generator)
indicated that the corotia is too small to represent a serious
pilot hn.ard even without protection.

Fig. 6 - 1.4 MV strike to unprotected manopy from I in.
HIGH VOLTAGE TESTS ON 1/8 IN. T3ICK
SIMULATED CANOPY
In order to establish the existence of a safety margin
against puncture, a simulated canopy (Fig. 7) was construrted with a transparency thickness of 0.125 in. as
compared with the 0.29 in. thickness of the actual high
speed fighter aircraft canopy, and a diameter of about
40 in. as compared with 37 in. for the actual canopy.
A series of high. voltage strikes to the simulated "thin"

CONDUCTION OF HIGH CURREN4TS
High current tests of 200 kA from the arches to the
canopy metal frame were performed. The conduction path
from the canopy framc to the airframe is through a number
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stainlesu-steol
retainin, hooks were clamped to the canopy
frame by the

of pealeil paths. Four separate canopy,

The difference In the thermal expansion rates of Lexan
(3.7/ x
10-S/OF) and copper (0.59 x 1O-/oP)or

canopy counte,+halance actuator pressure. Each provided a
conductive path between the canopy frame and the airframe. In addition, two canopy hinges behind the pilot
seat also provided a high current conductive path, The
tests showod that ',he canopy metal arches and the attachment hooks and hWges are capable of withstanding 200 kA
strikes. Subsequvnt examination of the screws at the attach
point showed evide ice of slight damage to the threads of
those carrying the current (Fig. 8).

aluminum (1,59 x 10-5/F) is a serious problem. In this
case, the expansion problem cannot be minimized by
increasing the cross-sectional area of the diverter. Such a
large difference in expansion places a considerable strain
upon the bond between the divcrter -.nd the carnopy. In
laboratory bond tests, none -f the adhesives were found
cap-ible of bonding metal to Lexan at the high temperatures
anticipated by worst case aerodynamic heating.
Since adhesive attachment of a bar diverter is not
feasible, other methods of attachment were examined.
Attaching the external metal bar diverter by a sliding
mechanism %hich allows the rod to move longitudinally,
could solve the differential expansion problem. However,
the sliding mechanism wculd have to be capable of withstanding the high magnetic forces caused by the high
lightning currents and would be undesirable because the
total system cross-sectional area would be large and
would increase aerodynamic drag and reduce visibility.
Any screw fastening method is also undesirable because
a metal screw would introduce the electric field directly
into the canopy and a dielectric screw of adequate
strength would be too large.
For the reasons discussed in this section, it is therefore
considered impractical to use an external solid bar on a
high performance aircraft canopy for lightning protection.

4.
Y,

;

IONIZING BUTTON STRIP DIVERTER OUTSIDE
THE CANOPY - This type of diverter was originally designed and developed by Douglas Aircraft Company for use
on commercipl aircraft. The button strip diverter, shown
in Fig. 9, is constructed of a thin insulating strip with a
resistive film coating on the underside and metzl buttons
(about 10/in.) along the entire length on the top side, with

%
-

....

small gaps between each button. The buttons are connected

Fig. 8 - Joint screw damaged by 200.000 KA joint test
LIGHTNING PROTEC rJVE DIVERTER SYSTEMS
Even though the analysis and test showed that the

would
specific lighter aircraft canopy used in this program
andiatcdivrter wee p~r-current
thee tens
noto uncure
not puncture, tezt. of t.ree candidate diverters were plrformed. T'e ,iverters wo•:d be applicable for larger
canopies where corona could be a problem or for composites with low dielectric strength that could be punctured
y s wightnghlowileric
e
sthrength tiht couldstes punctred
by lightning. The follovwing three diverter systems were
investigated,
1) A solid bar on the outside of the canopy extending
from above the back of the pilot's head to the canopy
rametl savailable

through the strip .o the resistive film on the other side.
Because of the high resistance between individual buttons,
a high current does not flow in the strip itself.
metaltobuttons
a 'catalyst"
in ionizing
the
air The
adjacent
the rowact
ofasbuttons.
The low
pre-strike
currentacausesoathighovoltabetbetweenhadjacentebuttons
causes a high voltage between adjacent buttons
leading to ionization and corona current over the surface
of the strip. This leads to breakdown in the air at a reduced
voltage, providing a low impedance air path to the end of
the strip, which is attached to the metal canopy frame.
Differential expansion problems can be circumvented by
using Lexan as the base material in which the buttons are
mounted. Since the high current does not flow in the
diverter, the magnetic forces do not act on the diverter and

the back of the pilot's head to the canopy frame.
3) A system of n.tal buttons on the outdide of the
canopy extending from aL.ovc the back of the pilot's head
to the canopy frame.

adhesives can be used to attach it to the :anopy.
METAL STRIP DIVERTER UNDER THE CANOPY - A
thin metal strip inside the canopy, extending from a point
above the back of the pilot's head to the canopy arch, is
also a practical alternative. Since it is inside the canopy, it

a aluminu
Rsolid bar
a
a solid
aluminum
bar 3/8
3/8 inTh0.124in.
in. x 0.124 in. x 400in.
in. slong,,
extending from above the back of the pilot's head to the
canopy arch. The temperature rise caused by cn
high
current strike or aerodynamic heating causes considerable
differential thermal expansion between the metal bar and
the Le'•an canopy.

does rot have the aerodynamic problems associated with
an
external
diverter,
Thethat
lowa current
condurted by
internal
diverter
means
small cross-section
caui the
be
used, so that the mechanical forces (caused by differential
expansion) are small, thus, the strip can be held by available adhesives. Since the strip i3narrow, visibility restrictions are also less than those of the other two candidate
diverters. The internal metal strip, however, is not as

2) A metal strip inside the canopy extending from above
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CONCLUSIONS
0.0

-Lex n core
laminate 0.012
"attaches

0.25

-Copper 0.0016
SCopper
plate 0.02

0.06
-- 4

Resistiv-e
coat

0.004
Solder
Protective

co

Analysis and laboratory tests show that canopy puncture
will not occur. Although the possibility of a lightning strike
to the canopy exist3, the tests described herein show that it
to the metallic canopy supports. Attachment to the
not icrnally occur. When a strike
transparency
canopy
attache, to the front will
canopy arch, a swept stroke may occur.
Under these conditions, the strike may sweep aft over the
transparency surface and re-attach to the center canopy
arch s'ipport.

--

The limiting effect of air upon the maximum !lectric
transprarency against puncture, and
field will protect the
high current tests show that the canopy arch and attach-

Sil

40

ment method is capable of conducting over 200,000 A.
A final judgment of the physiological effects of corona
currint on the pilot requires a detailed medical study. The
engineering conclusions reached are that such corona
streamering as exists appears too small to represent a ser'ous
hazard to the pilot.
Laboratory tests on the three diverter systems show that
all three offer adequate protection against corona. The
also show that canopy puncture will not occur when
equipped with any of these diverter sytems.
The results of analysis and tests show that high current
heating in the external metal bar can be limited sufficienly
2
with a cross-sectional area greater than 0.023 in. . The

A.0

between
pads$
--

-1
0.010
top
between

rm
d

.tests
Complete material
I idkness 0.034
A-A

thermal expansion caused by aerodynamic heating does

Dimensions in inches

not seem to have a satisfactory solution.
Laboratory tests performed on the other two diverter
systems show an adequate levei of proiection against corona
and indicate that the internal diverter does not cause
canopy puncture.

9ond to canopy v,ith Epon 828
Fig. 9 - Ionizing button strip diverter
effective as the button strip in reducing the surface flashover voltage. Test iesults have shown thai the electric
field required for flashover is 5 kV/in. with the internal
diverter compared with 1.2 kV/in, for the button strip
and 19 kV/in, without any form of protection.
In order to check the effect of internal diverters on the
probability of canopy puncture, two series of high voltat,•
tests were performed. For the first series, a thin, narrow
aluminum tape was bonded to the internal surface of the
canopy on the longitudinal centerline. Care was taken to
ensure that the adhesive did not cover the exposed surface.
For the second series, the exposed surface of the diverter
tape was completely covered by spraying a tnick layer of
acrylic adhesive over it. The same high voltage tests were
repeated. Neither series of tests resulted in canopy puncture.
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Lightning and Electromagnetic Compatibility Analyses
A Joint Study on Lightning Effects
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W.R. Johnson
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LIGHTNING AND ZLEC7RCMAGNETIC
COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES

The results presented in this paper
represent a major first step in the quantitative prediction and analysis of lighzning
effect: on a complex weapon system and subsystems ir termz of total electromagnetic
compatibility.
it is hoped that this effort will be continued to develop more refined and explicit
models. North American Rockwell would like
to take this opportunity te express appreciation to these gentlemen and their companies
for this step forward.

E. S. Hughes

-

J.A. Plumer
General Electric C.ýmany
Corpo-ate Research & Development
Pittsficld, Mass.

THE I•PORTANC1F OF ANALYZING the effects of
lightning on the B-1 bomber has been evident to
those responsible for electromagnetic interference and compatibility (EMIC) on the B-1
progr-xm for some time. Considerable work has
been done in the arva of analyzing the physical
damage to aircraft due to lightning, however,
the effects on internal electronics have nct
'een quantitatively analyzed to date to any
acceptable degiee.
It appeared that the most effective
approach to such an analysis on the B-1 program
was to combine and coordinate the knowledge and
efforts of experts in different, but related,
technical disciplines. The recognized experts
in lightning phenomena would develop models
of lightning itself, and this data then used
'- Qvotem electromagnetic compatibility (BE)
analysts to deteimine the effects of electroaic
subsystems. 7ihis is to be accomplished by
means of a .g-tem level EIC analysis program,
such as the Specification Electromagnetic
Compatibility Analysis Program (SBD1CAP), which
is presently being used on the B-i prcgram
for system BIC analysis. This vn,er comprises
three parts by authors with expertise in each
of these related disciplines.
,r. J. D. Robb of the Lightning and
fransients Research Institute is recogrized as
having made significant contributions in the
area of lightning research and has developed
lightning models for use on the B-1 EIIC
analysis program..
Mr. W. R. Johnson of TRW Systems has
extensive experience in system E14 analysis
and has had major responsibility in the development _f the SEWAP computer program.
Mr. J. A. Plumer of General Electric has

LIG1HTNING AND EL1XC.1RAGMETIC
C[NPATIBILIT
J.A. Plummer
TlIe ABILITY OF AN AIPMT.Ar to functicn properly
in an all-weather enviro,ment is dependent
upon interference-free functioning of its elecLrical and avionics systems in the external
electrongnetic environment. One of the nost
severe enviromments, and the one the aircraft
wii] be subjected to most often, 4s that nroducel by lightning strikes to the aircraft.
There ar, some fundamental differences between
the electromagnetic environment created by
lightning and that generated from onboard
electromagnetic interference (1I1I) sources
necessitating that this external interference
source be given specific consideration in. a
complete DEI analysis program for a modern
aircraft. Briefly, these diffeiences are:
1. rhe electromagnetic fi.,ds generated
by lightning currents i • of high amp•itu.:e, as
compared with those gent-,ated ',y onboard avionics and electrical systems.
2. Lightning currents flowing along
major sections of the ýircraf, cause electromagnetic fields to interact with all wiriig and
components inside tiswell as outset tnc airframe, as different from the more localizc.
sources of D111 such as single wires, anwemnna:
and "black boxes."

done extensive analysis bridging the gan between lightning phenomena'and effect., on
vehicles and their interm.1 systems and cables.
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3. Lightring creates one or more discrt;-.e El field pulses as contrasted with an
oscillating repetitive field radiated from a
corresponding signal in a particular circuit or
antenna.
4. The lightning magnetic field ±s acconpanied by an electrostatic field caused by
the differeaces of potential along the structure as w'-11 as external to it.
S Lightning is a flow of high amplitude
current through major sections of the aircraft
from a low impedance source (visuali zed as an
ideal current generator), as contrasted to the
relatively high irpedance sources of "conventional" E1M.

to represent *he lightning and electromagnetic
fields and lightning currents, specifically,
double exponentials of the form A(e-at-e'bt),
and v sin2 function to handle mathematical
discontinuities.
Although the electric fields go down to
dc in frequencry, these are of less interest for
tile SEMCAP program -. the L; field componey.cs
at the dc level have little effect on anty
internal aircraft wiring in terrs of direct
interference. They can produce corona discharges from exposed wiring, but this problem
can be more easily handled with techniques
Jtilized in precipitation static control and,
therefore, are not included among the models
for the SOB4AP program. The fields thus go
from large magnitude components with microsecond rise times down to intermediate components with millisecond rise times.

Thus, the susceptibility of critical circuits and components to lightning electromagnetic interference mast be analyzed to complete
the EMC analysis program.

MEECILNIS&' OF LIGfTNINO SWROK
CON'PAC] TO A\ AIRCRUJT

MATHIYATICAL MODELS FOR LIChTNING
J.D. Robb

APPROACH. AND

In considering the mechanisms of lightning
stroke current and electromagnetic field
coupling to aircraft, it is useful to review
the basic mechanisms of stroke contact. A
r.atural lightning discharge initiates from a
charge region in a cloud in the form of a step
leader which advances in approxhinately 50meter steps toward another charged region or
toward the earth as illustrated in Figure 1-1.

A ,WI4AT!CAL ODEi. of the thmuAertorm
electromagnetic ficlds and currents to hhich an
aircraft is subjecHe4 in flight has been
deve~ped for use in computer programs previou-sly used for predicting IX of aerospace
vehicles. The computer EMC programs were developed for determing the interaction effects
between various circuits in an aircraft
including the effects of electric and magnetic
field coupling to cables and they are being
adapted for deternining the effect of lightring strokes and their associated eictrical
and m•agnetic f'eids on the aircraft electrical
system. The mneels are intended to present
the near maximum magnitudes and waveformis of
the thunderstorm electromagnetic field and
lightning currents to which _n aircraft would
be subjected 4in flight.
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A number of simplifying assumptions are
required to bring the problem within a size

-

,:

than can be handled, in view of the extensive
cc..,_uer capacity required for the complex
elektrical electronic systems on an aircraft
such as the B-1. Nor the almost infinite
variety of natural lightning waveforms and
magnitudes, a few representative waveforms

.
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1,

1"0
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0

were selected for input into the SENCA- program

40_0

TM'E

These, of course, can be easily scaled tu
higher or lower levels once the program and
input waveforms have been established,
The analysis is ,most casily carried out
on the computer in the frequency domain and
therefore Fourier componets of the input waveforms are used in the program input. It is
convenient to use analytical function inputs

1.,

00

... ,SECONOS

Fig. 1-I - Illustration of lightning discharge
mechanism with corresponding current
flow for each phase showa below.
In _)me ,ases, th,. .ircraft triggers a lightning discharge which would nmt have occurred
otherwise, and in some cases it merely diverts
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the discharge slightly out of its normal path
so that the stroke passes through the vehicle.
khen the step leader contacts the earth or
another charged region, the existe-ice of an
ionized conducting path between the earth and
the charge region (or t,.-.- epasiteiy charged
regions in cla-0-0to-cloat strokes) results in:
a current pulse in the fo=m o- Zn ionization
wave which travels back up the step leader
path to the initiatLng charge regin in the
cloud. The high current ionizing wave is

figure.
This process thus describes the fields and
direct stroke currents to which the aircraft
will be subjected. Thc predominant componen-s
for each phase include:
1. Step leader phase - intense clectric
ields w-th fast rise times just
before cont-act with the aircraft.
2. Return stroke phase - high cunent
and high current rates of rise with
intense magnetic fields.

referred to as th. "return stroke" and con-

3. Continuing component phase - reduced

sists of a fast-rising high-current surge.
This is often followed by continuing currents
of 100 to 1,003 amperes 6&ich may last uL to
1 second followed sometimes by high current
restrikes, is referred to in the vzientific
literature as a flash,
As a step leader approaches the
vehicle, the intense voltage existing between
its tip and the aircraft induces streamers
and inter.se ionization of all the aircraft
extenial surfaces, and particularly from the
extremities. Figure 1-2 sthws the streamering
off a model a.Lrraft subjetctd to intense
electric fields ir, tbhe laboratory. When the
step leader contacts one of the vehicle
extremities through the streamer, the vehicle's
potential is immediately raised to the extreme
potential of the lightning discharge and additional streamering takes place from the
opposite extremities of the vehicle to form the
step leader for the continuation of the stroke
path to another charge region or to the earth.

4.

electric fields ard intermediate
magnetic fields.
Nearby charge center and nearby
strokes - e3-ctric and magnetic fields
of intenrnediate .. g-itude and full
range of rise times from DC t= microseconds.

MNATH0A'fICA1 M)DDE&S - E AND H FIELD
SPECIAL MDDELS - A ;irpie and fairly rigorous
single model for the near zone electric and
magnetic fields is a vertical line current
representing the natural lightning return
stroke (Stat,. II -f Figure 1-1).
The H field may be simply represented as
the field about an infinite vertical line
current as illustrated in Figure 1-3 and as
derived from the M•.xwell integral equation.
A

S H . dl

=

I

VK

2fr

j.P(r~q1,Z

t

fig. 1-2

-

__

Streamering effects off a B-1l
aircraft model.

Whereas, the stroke generally contacts the
aircraft at only a few points, many streamers
extend from the aircraft as illustrated in the

Fig. 1-3
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Mathematical rodel of E- and Ht-field
lightning geometry.

Integrating about a simple circular path
a distance r from the channel yields:

tion of fields.
E(r,(p,z,t) = E1r,.,z)

H .2rr = I
fI(r,,L) -=

(5)

H(rpzt) =!(rpz)
A spherical model (a sphere over a
ground plane) gives perhap,; a more familiar

r = radius to measurement point
(I)

I

SIt

may be shown that the vertically
It may beld
sh
mpow
net the v
steericat

physical picture. The expression for the
vertical field component is shown in rectangu-

polarized E field component for a steep current
wave front traveling
the
fron up
p trvelng
th channel
chnne is
islar
'gaveplane
6
6
(2)

-.

E(t)

where I = channel current

lrcodntsuigteshr
vrgon
paemdl
coordinatesspeetdblw
using the sphere over ground
model, is
presented below:
Y2- 3/2
Qoy
9
2
(2)
Ey>'
=

[

+(yo-7

-

-3/2

rxz+,v+

•Iwith

The two expressions thus give a simple
for the E and H field variations
distance.

Sand

VARIATION M)DDELS OF THE ELECTRIC AND
.MAGNETIC FIELD - The field variations with time
follow the currents directly for both electric
indicate
Measurements
a magnetic
nfield fields.
s
Measurm

Sexpression
STIME

The complete sphere mnodel would be:
v(x'y't)

Following are some conmments on the field
orientation. The E field will always be normal
to the aircraft regardless of the free space
orientation as dictated by Maxwell's equations.
The maximum H fields will generally be orienteo
tangentically to the aircraft skin (from
currents flowing in the skin); however, significant H fields could exist from nearby strokes
with any orientation. Thus, for the second
order H fields, three orthogonal orientations
using the three principa' axis of the aircraft

A near maxim= E field measured in flight
is about 500,000 volts/meter. For a crest
field of this magnitude in the above equation,
A must equal u.8 x 105 because of the dec-ement
A near maximum H field about the aircraft
will be 2 x 104 ampere meters foi dhich A
must equal about 2.7. Thuw the maximum value
field models without spacial variation would be
-at e-bt
50
E(t) = 6.8 Kl0 x ( e
)
where a = 1.3(4x ate-bt)
10
(3)
H(
e
H(t) = 2.7 x 1:4 x (e
where b = 1 x 106

i. t)
'yjy)

gives both E and H. the sphere model gives
oe ie
n .reshr
gvsbt
E only but it probably gives a more familiar
appearing electric field structure.

F(t) = A(e at-ebtj

BE
5

3

e

should perhaps be used to represent the many

possible field orien-ttions.
D
DIRECT STRIK.Z CURRN MODELS

(4)

Two mathematical models may be used for
direct stroke currents in the SINCAP program,

The waveforms are shown in Figure 1-4.

one fast rising to represent cloud-to-ground

E

Fstrikes

W

500

and one with intermediate rise time
and :urrent to represent cloud-to-cloud strikes.
A third component representing the nearhy dc
continuing currents is not used as their cDmportents are not too significant in producing
pulses inside an aircraft. Aiso, the StM•iP
program does not extend down to d&

20

I

The cloud-to-ground high current model is
represented by the double ex-ential:
2

0

TIME -

Fig. 1-4

-

6
tCAROt.EC0NDS

8

1 = 2.14 / 10& (e
-eC
viiere
i•- 1.3 x l04.

)

(,3)
b = 0.5 X 106
This is arproximately the wavefom spezified in
MIL-B-5087B and also corresponds to the inte7national high voltage test waveform, the 1 x 50
microsecond wave (1psec to crest, 50 psec to

E- and 11-field waveform model.

COMPLETE MODELS - The space and time functions

can be combineai for a more complete descrip515

--

half value'
The cloud-to-cloud mode is represented by:
1.5 x 10 4(e-at -e-bt
,Ihere a = 1.3 x !02
3
Sb= 103

models cover the following conditions:
A. General double exponential current pulse
of cloud-to-ground stroke
B. The external E and H fields due to a
distant stroke
C. The internal H field due to high current
density in small structural meembers,
such as windshield post
D. The internal E field diwt to a current
stroke on the fuselage. (cylindrical
model)

(9)

The waveformns are shown in Figures 1-5
and 1-6.

The voltage and current on a wire str.c1k:

E.

- kA
CURRENT

directly by a lightning stroke. Break"donvoltage levels due t_-arrestors or
arcing is considered."

200

------0

1o

20

30

W

MODELS

50

TlIE - MICROSECONDS

CONDITION A: GENERAL STROE, CURRVi' M3DELThe time domain model for general lightning
strokes is given by a double exponential
function of the form I(t) = A(e-at - e-bt), (1)
where a is the decay time constant, -nd b is

Fig. 1-5 - Direct strike, high current return
stroke model wavefonm (cloud-togivind).

the risc time constant..
information
Johnfollowing
Robb
of LTRI
suggestedobtained
the use from
of the

C',.RRNT - kA

values for equation 1 for cloud-to-ground
strikes
_(t)

5

0
TIx

2)

= 2.14 x 105Se"1.3 x 104t _e-.5 x 106t)(

10

and for cloud to cloud

- MILLISECOhDS

I"t

Fig. 1-6 - Direct strike, cloud-to-cloud inteor-di-ate carrent model waveform.
MATIDATICAL MODELS FOR DEr ANALYSIS

=

1.Ix

Ae

,j. 0.

-'.

(

From equation 1: the general spectral density
function is

.r

W. R. Johnson

SIMPLIFIED Nt)DELS of the spectral density funetons for various z,-es of lightning strokes onto
or near an aircraft are presented. This data
is to be used as input information to a computer--ed L"MC
analysis of the B-I bomber. The -,dels
presented are quite simple, and further development *o a more sophisticated state is anticipated for future application,
The characteristics of the lightning strokes
themselves are provided by John Robb of the
Lightning and Transients Research Institute
(LTRI), St. Paul, Minnesota, in the preceding
section of this paper.
Models are d.veloped to describe the spectral
density of varicus lightning stiike conditions.
The models developed describe the spectral
density of I! and E fields, and curre'its and
voltages in the • Lroke and in the aircraft. The

Where cw = a, ob
S . jwa

b

W

I

'((S + W

1aj

b, (as given in

qtj,,i)•

Equatien 4 may be solved for either the
cloud-to-gr und or cloud-to-cloud stroke by
the insertion of the proper A, a, b parameters,
where A is current amplitude.
CONDITION B:

DISTANF STRIKE,

r AND Ii MODELS -

For external E and H fields, the Reference ? 1,
equations 1 and 2, respectively, are evaluated
with a driving current source equal to

*Numbers in parentheses designate References
at end of this part of the paper.
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evenly distributed around the fuselage (assumed
cylindrical). The model basically uses the
driving function of equation 4, and the lowand high-frequency components of the fuselage
resistance multiplied by a skin penetration
loss function. The model is given for alaminum
material as
1t
(7)
71
r
(w)| rta + .
Eint

equation 4.
13•60I))
R

M
2 ifR

(5)

Where R is the distance (in rieters) from the
stroke to the aircraft,
The equation for H(w) is based simply on
an infinite length line current whereby Wmpere's
Law

The first term in the brackets is the dc resistance per unit length, and the secord term is
the skin effect resistance per unit length.

- ,H *

The equation for E .s ba~ed on the time
derivative of the magnetic 'lector potential of
that line current.
The E field is based on a moving return
stroke current, and is only rigorously correct
for vt < R, where v = velocity of return
stroke = 3 x 108 m/sec. For the cloud-toground stroke whose current rise time is
approximately 4 psec (i.e., approximately 2 x
6
time constant), the value of v x 4 x 10- for
vt-R-0 is 1.2 km. Therefore, the equation for
E field in equation S is valid for r 1 5 km.

B - et

B is the skin penetration factor.
here

lmei
CGN)ITION C: IVNDSSHIELD POST N1DEL - The
for the HIfield, due to a line cur-eat on the
surface of the vehicle, is general but was
developed specifically for swept strcke current
through the windshield post. The model does
Pat have any ,'ttenuation for skin, and if there
is indeed attenuation, then this factor must be
considered. The term "windshield post" will be
used for description, with the understanding
that the model is valid for any short length
line current (i.e., element length < ý) ).
The windshield post is considered an
elemental dipole with the cuerent of equation 4
The H field is then given by
flowing in it.
the equation
-R(w)

-

~wJ [l+

0oo

(,

Where r is the mean distance frown the post to
the point of interest inside the aircraft cockpit, Z is the length of the post and C = 3 x
10".

a
Po
t
r
f

=

=
=
=
=

3.7 x 107
'hos/m
4 x io- 7 I/Nm
thickness of fuselage wall (m)
mean "adius of fuselage (m)
frequency - liz

CONDITION E: WIRE STRIKE MDDEL - This model is
to determine the voltage and current spectral
density function on a wire struck directly by
the lightning stroke. An example might be a
lightning strike to a navigation light. The
purpose of iKideling this circuit is to determine
the effect of coupling from the struck circuit
to adjacent aircraft wiring. The series of
events which occur in such a strike is:
Thie initial current whiich flows in the struck
circuit is the noinal strokL current. After
some time, the magnitude of this current times
the impedance of the line will reach a voltage
breakdown level, either due to the presence of
an arrester or the breakdown level between thr
,,:ir and aircraft stnrcture, The voltage drops
to the arc-sustaining level and, due to the
"low dynam;c impedance of the arc, the driving
function changes from a current source to a
voltage source. The result of these events
yield a curve similar to Figure 2-1.
Note that the current in zone 1, i.e., prior
to breakdown at ti, is not the exponential that
wis used in cluation 1 for the stroke current.
If the line length is sl rt (not considered
in this papcr), the current sees the line
inductance and the load resistance. tn
exponential rise has a Einite slope at t = o
and, therefore, the circuit voltage initially

Where the point of interest is wiring, r
represents the mean distance, and the angle
between the post and the wiring is 0' (worstcase).
CONMITION D: FUSELAGE STRIKE MODEL - The model
for condition D deternines the internal E field
due to a surface flow on a cyl'nder of honogeneous material. Its purpose is to determine
the voltage induced on wiring cirzuits inside
the aircraft due to a lightning stroke current

is
, o
F the parameters used
, or L A'b. For
i
in equation 21A = 2.14 x 105 and b = 0.5 x 10
517

this yields a voltage for a 1 H line of
approximately V - 10-6. 2 x 105. 5 x 106 = 106
at t - o. Therefore, the breakdown would occur
instantaneously. In reality, the stroke current
does not start with a finite slope, and therefore a sin2 ftriction is used to simulate the
beginning portion of the stroke as given in
equation 8.
ZONE
I

ZONE
2

-

-W--E-------

rise time, is very short compared to the
propagation time, so the wave front does not see
the load bounda-y con.ition. Therefore, the
wave looks into a quasi-infinite line length
and sees only the characteristic impedance of
the line. The line length limitation is
reached when the line length is less than
approximately 2 Pt where P is the propagation
velocity. When the voltage of equation 9
reaches the breakdown voltage Vb, the voltage
drops to the arc sustaining voltage V rc
according to equation 10. Nominal values of

----

--------

Vb and Varc are Vb-=300 V - 20 KV Varc
to 3 KV, but
arc*

VBREAKDOWN,.-v

c30 V

When the vortage of equation 9 reaches V1,
the voltage falls as
CURRENt FUR

VOLTAC• FOA

ZONF2

c

V2 (t)

a

12 (t)

function impedance.
In zone 2 of Figure 2-1 is shown the exponer.tial
decay of voltage from breakdown to the arc
sustaining voltage. The current of zone I is
then given by equation 8; the voltage by 11 (t).
zo (i.e., equation 9). The voltage for zone 2
is given by equation 10, and the current for
V2 (t)
zone 2 is -r(i.e., equation 11).
o
-t
=L l
2.t
Where A s assu

-

V)

(11)

= -c--C

)

reVarc

+

-'St + K1

and the current spectrum is
( 2
SI

specified in Reference 2-1 byrstac
4.6
,eseearcLK

st I l
1

(9

- Cos lnt
Ior

prpgettn

Slieu

The characteristic impedance is used in
of the ltumped inductance and resistance
due to the line lengths considered for the B-1
(i.e.,-v30m).
For this line length, the
propagation60time from wire entry to end and

12

o0
2A2

21rtl
sill-T
2rtl
Cos

T
the
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E3

An

1

3xl0
levels anticipated (i.e., 300 V to 10 KXv),

-cos 2rt

WeeIICsT

- 200 nsec. For the breakdcwn

return is

(12)

I3 + Pi1)

eq.atict
8.e'
i e(-I-

(10)

V

, equal to 2 x 105 amps and ToV

to the rise time of the1lightning stroke
of

et

where Zo is the characteristic impedance of
the wire circuit and -yhas been identified
between 1 - 10 nsec by Robb (2-1).
The models for voltage and current distribution in the frequency domain are given by
the Laplace transform of equations 8 and 10,
the voltage spectrum. The transforms were
developed by the successive differentiation
method outlined in Reference 2-2.
[
+ SI2 + 13 + PI 1

(the half
seri.
of an sin2 function ) is
7.4 x 10
sec. The
o a
of Tn is deterinedu
from the rise tine of a Sin 7- unction equal

liec

Vb

and the current decrease is
V2 (t)

Fig. 2-1 - Wave shape an, tire due to driving

ik

=

/

Standard lightning stroke
(Cloud-to-Ground) (Equation 4)
'peak - 200,OOOA

4,2
To
S

-

jc

K

-

ZAi2
-2

Time Const (Rise) w 2 x I0"6
6
Time Const (Fall) a 77 x 10- sec
AUN

CUrX,ýNT

0

y

Time constant of fall time
arc sustaining voltage

To

0DENS TY 'CA,1 3 T1,J k

FA O

""10
arc
Vb
breakdown voltage
t-

SPEC

SE'A(Lc
CUrOENT A'MW
?
I4..3, 9.3-_÷,+4s5

time to voltage breakdown

CONCLUSION

The models presented here merely scratch

40.059596

25.I M364

40.059141

39.910717
63.095734
158.48932
251.18*164

40.03173
40.055745
40.049651
40.03439
39.9)6257

398.10717

39.901945

630.95734
1000
154.58932

39.473689
39.148135
35.054529

2511.S864
3981,0717

36.12A232
33,329299
29.903^85
26.129253
22.13722

6309.5734

the surface of the effort required to analyze
the results of lightning on the avionics and

10000
1584q.932

251 19.(4•
39310.717
63095.734
100000

other electrical and electronics circuitry of
aircraft. Much further work is required if
the lightning effects are to be quantitativei,
evaluated.
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APPENDIX

15948932E+09

-123.60034

-25113864E+09 -131.6003A
This appendix contains example computer
printouts for the models described in the body

.39810717E+09 -139.60034
.63095734E+09 -147.60034
.IE÷ 0
-155.60034
.159419-32E+10 -163.60034
.?t5
-;
- 10 - t1 1 .. '.oo0A
.. l-;' 171.7.:1,2 -I1:-.
?.-'

of the report. The output data contained in
this appendix used certain parameters for the
models which may be changed if different data
is supplied. The data output is in a form
which mry be directly inserted into the SCIAFGr

.63-7,-

program for analysis of the effects of lightning phenomena.
Sample solutions are given for Lightning
Models using the parameters indicated. The
left columu is frequency in H1z, and the right
column is in db above I ampere, 1 volt, 1
ampere/meter, or 1 volt per meter per Hz of
bandwidth. To convert the levels to pv, ,a,
1kv/m, pa/m per MIz, add 240 db.

due
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-197.6

ALPHA(ki

FREU)

FDistant

lightning strike

Strike to Windshield Post

E and It Fields (Equation 5)
Distance to Strike S kon
Ik 200,OOOA
TleConst (Rise) *2 psec
Time Const (Fall *77 psec

A

(Swept Stroke) (Eqcuation 6)
H fields in cockpit area with no windshield
attenuation.
I
* 200,OOOA
TIme Const (Rise) m 2 psec
Time Const (Fall) a 77 psec:
Distance from Post to wiring
Length of Post m ln

-

lNeU2

A:1', ritT,

HIS: $L.US

0

AL.PHA
DIST

silit(E

lmu

R~UN

7 5000CURRE1NT
NEG F3E/iZ
1.643303)
10
1.6431515
15049932
I.64!76S5
25-113,364
.64 179N3
39.810717
1.6393697
63.095734
1.6332755
100
.619004-7
158 -6,9 32
1.579v,318
251,1386A
1.4855595
398.10717
1.257314
630.9573A
.73181003i--+C0
1000
-.36154579E*00
1584.13930
-9.29P1A3
25 1.8164
-5.0370165
3991.0717
-1.5030903
6307.5734
-19.287122
10000
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100000
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1E)
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FREQ
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...
J*
3,ý
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-235.54.334

ICoP
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.6309b7348.2,)

-167.10?22

.2E,11

-171.12637

FAF.0)

Strike to Fuselage (Equation 7)
TDeak a 200,000A
TIM. Const (Rise) a 2 psec

Strike tu Wire (Equations 12 • 13)
Vbreakdown a 000 V
Varc sustaining * 30 V

Tia (onst (Fall) * 77 pasec
Fuselage radius •3m
Conductivity 3.7 x 10 mho/m
'LL)JMI.F

Time to breakdown w 20 nsec
Char Z of wire - 200&j
Fall time constant - s nsec

J2LHT.'

STRIKE TO WIRE ENTRY
RIG
DB9/1HZ
t0
-30.538959

END) LOA•)
S AUN
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.15848932E+10

-190.56478
.25118864T.÷0 -197.98004

-204.76352

.63095734£÷10
* E*11

-210.68503
-215.77397

-144.55733
-151.9883

-158,79767
-164.74932
-169.86052
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ANALYSES CONSIDERATIONS
DOME

J. A. Plumer

LIGHTNING

•FLASH

LAMP

BECAUSE AVIONICS C•tPONE.rS are usually local-

ized and enclosed in metal cases which afford
substantial electromagnetic shielding,
relativeiy little of the lightning electromagnetic field can link sensitive components within these enclosures, and that which does is
probably suffiziently attenuated to be of

/

FIN CAP
TO

COCKPIT

AND POWER BUS

Instead, the most signifilittle consequence.
cant interference is first coupled into intercopr,-cting electrical wiring in the form of

/

Fig. 3-1 - Lightning flash to dome lamp.

tran•,ent overvoltages. This wiring is
unshielded and extends for substantial distances inside the airframe. The first step in
the lightning analysis task is therefore to
determine the amplitude and pulse vmveshape of
such voltages, because these define voltages

Subsequent attachment of the flash to the
bulb filament and la-rp socket assembly will provide paths for most of the lightning current to
flow to the airframe; however, it is apparent

to which the connected avionics components Will

that some por:ion of this current could flow

along the lamp power circuit to the cockpit area.
This conducted current will have a waveshape
similar to that of the natural lightning current
itself, and be limited by the impedance of the
lamp circuit as compared with the much lower
impedance of the surrounding metal airframe.
Even a small percentage of a 100,000-ampere
lightning stroke current could far surpass the
current handling capability of the lamp circuit,
and damage various components associated with
the power control and distribution circuitry,
however. Exploding wires, insulation fires, and
circuit breaker trip-outs have been reported as
a result of this.
Coincident with this conducted current
will be a conducted voltage pulse, traveling
down the wire from the lamp socket. Assuming
that the lamp filament is destroyed when the
glass is fractured, this voltage will be limited
initially by the breakdown voltage level across
the tenninals of the lamp or socket (whihever
is less) and later by the stroke current arc
voltage diop as an arc forms across the socket
elements. Typically, the impulse voltage breakdow.'n levels of such components, which are determined from a simple test, range between 2 KV
and 10 KW. The breakdown voltage limits the
amplitude of the voltage pulse which will propagate into the lamp circuit. The waveshape of
this voltage pulse approx:nates the waveshape
of the electric field applied by the oncoming
lightning flash. After arc-cop'tact with the
lamp and flashover across the broken filament
terminals, the voltage entering the circuit is
further limited to the arc drop, if an arc is
maintained across the broken bulb terminal for
the duration of the flash. Arc drops are of
the order of several hundred volts or less.

be subjected. There are two basic mechanisms
by which lightning can couple voltages into
aircraft electrical wiring. There are conmonly referred to as directly coupled voltages
and induced voltages. Using a hypothetical
electrical wire in an aircraft wing, these two
mechanisms are now described.
COUPLED VOLTAGES

-Prior to ac-

tual attachment to the aircraft, an oncoming
lightning tlash (stepped leader) will induce
corora and streamers from surfaces or appendages on the aircraft where the electric field
gradient is great enough. Subsequently, when
the electric field strength around protruding
oLjects reaches 5,000 volts per centimeter
(3-1)" a breakdown will commence usually to the
point on the aircraft where the field gradient
is most severe. If this point hoppens to be an
electrically operated object, such as a wingtip position lamp, antenna, or stall-warning
sensor-switch, for example, connected to power
distribution circuits or avionics components
by aircraft electrical wiring, the possibility
exists for daamaging amounts 3f voltage and/or
current to be conduLted to such components by
the interconnecting circuitry.
Considering a dome lamp, for example, it
is possible that an oncoming flash may fracture the globe and bulb glass as shown in
Figure 3-1. Such fracturas are a common result
of lightning strike*s and may occur from dielectric puncture or the stroke current blast
forces,
*Numbers in parentheses designate Refere.-ces
at end of this part of the paper.
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Being a very low impedance voltage source,
however, a large percentage of this arc voltage will develop across loads at the cockpit
end ef the circilt with atterdant current flow
thereto. The results can be damaging.
Protection from such damage can be accomplished by,,applying lightning diverters at the
lamp to prevent stroke attachment', and the subsequent events just described. If, due to
other requirements, an effective diverter systern cannot be used, the lamp assembly It~elf
may be left vulnerable and a suitable sur-e
protector applied to the aircraft circuit at
the lamp terminals. Such a protector has the
following two functions:
1. Limit the lightning surge voltage
entering the circuit to an acceptable amplitude
2. Conduct the ensuing lightning current
(or the portion thereof which would enter the
lamp circuit) safely to the airframe
The surge protector is shown applied to

susceptible componets previously mentioned;
they may also affect the way surge voltages and
current flow in the system. Thus, the aforementioned characteristics of these components
'm, also be known and factored into the foregoing analysis in order to design arneffective,
properly coordinated protection scheme.

the lamp terminals on Figure 3-2.

through the skin only.

INDUCED VOLTAMS - The other mechanism by
which lightning can affect aircraft electrical
and avionics systems is in the generation of
magnetically induced and resistive voltrge
rises within aircraft electrical circuitry.
These voltages may or may not be harmful to the
circuits themselves, as well as the avionics
equipment to which these circuits are ccnnected.
Even if the aircraft has an electrically continuous metallic skin, its noncylindrical geometry will enable some magnetic flux to be
present within the wing and fuselage, even if
all of the lightning current were to flow

This magnetic flux will

link electri-al circuits within these enclosures,

causing induced voltages.
FLASH
DOME LAMP /

Similarly, the finite

resistivity of the metallic skin will permit
resistive voltage rises within the skin (or
structure) along the path of lightning current
flow. If an aircraft electric.l circuit

LIGHTNING
-

happens to employ the st-.ucture as return path,
/,

then this resistive voltage enters this circuit,
in-series with the magetically induced voltage
in the same circuit, and any other (norcal)
steady-state voltages present. Capacitively

'SURGE
PROTECTOR

coupled voltages may also be produced in these
circuits; however, the essentially uniform conducting skin of metallic aircraft keeps potential

ýO COCKPIT
AND POWER BUS

differences among structural elements low,
thereby limiting the voltages which can be
electrustatically coupled to interior electrical

Fig. 3-2 - Surge protector installed on lamp

circuits. In practice, experimental measurements have shown magnetic and resistive com-

Circuit.

ponents to be the most predominant.

A variety of such protectors are available. They must be able to absorb energy as
well as limit the surge voltage and safely conduct possible portions of the lightning current.

The combination of these components is
expressible as a function of the lightning
current itself, as follows (3-2):

The following information must be obtained be-a

fore an appropriate protector can be specified:
1. Physical characturistics of the susceptible component (i.e. lamp, antenna, etc)
2. Breakdown voltage of the susceptible

e

o

=

'

i(t)
+
Ltdt

i

t

(.4)-e

wherc:

component
3.

Current-carrying capability of the

4.

Maximum surge voltage and current

withstand levels of other equipment to which
sconnected

the effective structural resistance

If other components, such as switches,

M

terminal boards, feed-through bushings, or connecters are included in the circuit(s) to the

an effective transfer inductanc(- between

the lightning current and the particular
electrical circuit
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By Faraday's Law (3-3) the voltage magnetically induced alo'ng path ABCD is equal to the
rate of change of magnetic flux within the
loop formed by this path, as follows:

lightning current (a time-varying func-

(t)

Stion)
CX(

-

the reciprocal of the time constant of
curient penetration into the aircraft
skin
Because the induced voltages are dependent
upon the lightning current, they vary considerably in a=,litude and wave shape according to
the lightning current parraacers of -wve
shape and amplitude. Irxhuc•ed voltages are also
dependentand
cirthe locameasured, andof the
cuit
in which
characteristics
the are
upon they
dependent
tion at which the lightning stroke attaches to
the aircraft. From equation 1, it is evident
that if the coupling factors, R and M, fc. a
particular circuit within an airframe are known,
the voltage eoc in the circuit
. can be calcu."
lated for any assu;ed lghtning current waveform, iL(t).
Due to the fast rise and decay and short
time duration of most lightning .stroke currents, nearly all of this current will flow in
the outer skins of metallic airframes rather
=

e

C

-I(

(2)

If lightning current flows on the wing
skin an lhtnin
curen
flows resistance,
oe
wing
a finite
the skin has
appear
will
vol cage drop
resistive
a
then
h
oa
otg
n
okvbtet
aogC
along CD and coni'%bute to ahe total voltage
along path ABCD. If i represents the entire
te e ntire
L rre esets
lightning current, presumed to be equally dis-

tributed among a]l filaments, then the resistive voltage drop included along path CD is
givfn by:

e

r

= 1L - R
n
n

(3)

In equation 3, Rn is the resistance of one

than through internal qpars and ribs, etc.
Assuming that this is so, and also that the
current flows uniformly in a lii,-al direction

current filament, equal to n times the total
wing skin resistance, outboard to inboard.

sented by a very large number, n, of infi-Using
itely small parallel current filaments
a wing of an aircraft as an example, this representation would be as shown in Figure 3-3.
Assuming that the wing circuit pictured
in Figure 3-3 is "grounded" to the airframe at
the outboard end of the wing, the voltage appearing between the inboard end of the conductor and the inboard airframe is equal to

to time rate of decrease of the total magnetic
flux linking the circuit. This is expressed
as:

The magnetically induced voltage is equal

through a structure, its skin can be repre-

where

e
d
m --T(
e = total E•F (volts)
total flux (webers)
t
time (sec)

the line integral of voltage induced around a
If the voltage around the inboard circumference of the wing in Figure 3-3 is assumed
to be the same at all points, the voltage
between tie circuit conductor at A and the inboard circumference -,i;l also be the same at
any point. Thus, the magnetic flulx lines
linking all planes defined by the particular
wing circuit conductor (AB) and any longitudinal wing intersect will be equal. For purof calculation, it is convenient to
choose a plan along the axis of symmetry (if
available).
The portion of the magnetic flux generated by each of the skin current filaments passing through the plane ABC must be determined
and the total summarized in order to determine

plane such as ABCD in Figure 3-3. !f it is assumed that all points on the inboard chord of
the wing are at the same potential, then any
plane passing through conductor AB and intersecting a surface of the wing can be selected
to perform this integration, with the same
result.
z
/poses

ySKIN

ENTOUTBOARD

-

A

C

the magnetically induced voltage, em as defined in equation 4.

D
O

The magnetic flux density produced at

some point, p, with respect to a current LilaFig. 3-3

-

ment is defined by the Biot-Savart Law (3-4)
as:

Electrical revresentation of wing.
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ries and circuit conductor positions, a computer program (WING) in BASIC language for use
the General Electric time-sharing computer
system,
has been
written. transfer
This program
also R.
calculates
the resistive
function,

p
Son

i:-•

r

based on skin dimensions and resistivity. The
values of Mfor conductors placad at various
locations in the plane of symrmetry for one
basic wing outline are shown in Figure 3-4.

'd1

where:

B -Isin)
B

dl

(5)

+4

magnetic flux denity

(weber-. Der meter
in meters
= permeability of th- medium
(for air = 4 x 10.7 henries
per nieter)
The total flux, n, passing through a
given area is equal to the product of the
area and the component of B normal to it.
Thus,
l,r
u

Cn =ff B
where:

X)

=

.

ds

N
0
Fig. 3-4

(6)

magnetic flux (webers) contribuudedubyforca
ibetween
kent
ment

integrated over the surface area defined by
the plane AMCD, in accordance with equation 6.
Since the assumpzion has been made, for
the present, that the tctal lightning current,
iL, is evenly distributed among the n skin
current filaments, the voltnge em can be
written:
n=n

Zn=l

r
I•I
n=l

(7)

200

300

B and M versus conductor location.

The wing in Figure 3-4 is 16 meters long,
and the conductor AB traverses its entire
length.
Figure 3-4 illustrates that M and thus, by
equation 8, the magnetically induced voltage
conictorrcentimeter
conductor AB and the airframe will be
a xim for a conductor 210 centimeters aft
of the leading edge. Conductors placed in the
leading edge will receive relatively less voltage. It should be remembered that this applies
for circuits using the airframe as return only.
If it is desired to find the voltage induced
in a circuit having a separate return conductor,
then the effective coupling factor M for this
case must be determined by integrating equation
6 over the plane defined by the circuit loop
itself. For this purpose, the program WING
also calculates the flux density per ampere of
lightning current, B, at each conductor location
of interest. This information is also plotted
From this, it is evident that B

is greatebt at the leading and trailing edges of
the wing, and minimal at the point where a conductor and the airframe return will link the
most flux. Hence, a designer would place
parallel-pair or twisted-pair circuits toward
the center of the wing to minimize lightning-

where M is expressed in henries and iL in
amperes. Since en is related to
diL
-a- by the function,
n=n
n-(

-

in Figure 3-4.

di L n=n

t = -t

100

-4
400

LM

In the wing circuit problem, the flux
density, B, must be determined as a function
of the current in and applicable geometry for
each current filmment along the wing skin, and

em =

L

.-

=dimensions

induced voltages.

The resistive voltage coupled to the circuit, of course, would be the same regardless
of location for a21 circuits using the air-

(8)

frame as return, but would be much less for
separate-ret-rn circuits.
Once obtained for any circuit of interest,
the transfer functions R. and Mcan be inserted
in equation 1 to obtain the amplitude and wave-

Moperates as a transfer function expressing
the magnetic induced voltage in toems of the
skin (lightning) current,
To calculate M for various wing geomet525

shape of the complete lightning-induced voltage
in any circuit of interest, as a function of
any assuned lightning stroke current characteristics. Another cciputer program (ErCAL) also
in BASIC is available for this purpose (3-2).
Using a conductor located 10 centimeters aft of
the leading edge skin of the wing of Figure 3-4,
as an example, WING calculates transfer functions
of
Rs . 37 microhlms
M = 0.66 microhenries
and 800Av calculat.es an induced voltage r.aking
at 800 volts. The cc~olete induced-voltage
waveshane is shown in Figure 3-5. This informaticn (togeth,.r with that obtained from the direct

CONCLUSION
In the foregoing induced-voltage analysis,
the assumption was made that lightning current
is evenly distributed across the wing surfaLe.
In actuality, this is not so, as the resulting
magnetic forces act to .oncentrate current in
the leading and trailing edges. Recent skin
current density measurements were made by the
General Electric High Voltage Laboratory of
currents traveling from the fuselage to an
attachment point near the trailing edge position
lamp at the tip of a fighter aircraft wing.

Preliminary analysis of this data shows the

current density to be at least twice as great
at the edges as compared with the midchord
region, For a conventionally bonded metallic
aircraft, skin effect assureL that most of the

direct-coupled analysis) establishes the
susceptibility of connected Lvionics or electric
power control circuitry to lightning in hriced
voltage3. From here, the lightning 11 study

current does indeed flow through the skins.
Nevertheless, the effects of direct flux
penetration through nonmetallic skin elements
and joints, and the presence of ribs, spars, and

can proceed to analysis of component
vulnerability to these voltages and the need for

independint circuit shields will cause the
actual voltage to differ somehwat 2rom those

additional protective .,easures.

calculated by the foregoing analysis. The program WING can be modified to accomodate many
of these factors in a straightforward manner.

800Boo

In addition to enabling designers to evaluate
the susceptibility of aircraft electrical
circuits to lightning while still on the
drawing board, the analysis is further evidence that lightning effects are not a

600

mysterious phenomena but conform, as with all

>

4o00-

other electrical processes, to the established
basic laws of electricity and magnetimn.

4(t
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Control Surface and Door Hinge Bonding
Effectivt ness in Modern Aircraft
James R. Stahmnann
Lightning & Transients Researc;a Institute
ABSTRACT
The practice uf indiscriminately placing
bond straps across most 4.crtrol surface and
door hinge bearings for lightning protection,
without first establishing their necessity for
safety or noise reduction, is being challenged.
Because of the high cost of replacing bonds,
broken by flexing in flight, an airhlie can
realize substantial savings by close examination of bonds in questionable locations. Bonding specifications are necessarily generalized
to apply to all aerospace systems. By directing attention to specific hinges on doors and
control surfaces, advantage can be taken of
the inherent bonding as, for example, the selfbonding inherent in a piano type hinge recognized in MIL-B-5087B. Low impedance parallel paths, provided by control actuators and
other connections to main structure, are often
effective in sharing the lightning current and
in preventing noise from static charging. All
significant factors should be considered for
proper evaluation. Bonding effectiveness can
be determined by checks with simulated lightning, using full scale aircraft sections.

SETUPS AND PROCEDURES

BONDING jumpers, used ostensibly to conduct
lightning currents across hinges without damaging the bearings or to prevent noise during

Since the parts could not be checked in
place on the aircraft, the various setups were
designed to insure bond and hinge currents

the discharge of charged surfaces, are being
reexamined to determine whether or not they
still perform their intended function on modern aircraft. Available specifications, such
as the military MIL-B-5087B, necessarily
apply to a wide spectrum of aerospace systems. Where bonding maintenance becomes
costly c-nd where safety is not jeopardized,
an airline can expect sigrnificant savings, in
one case in excess cf $75, 000/year, by carefully reexamining the need for bonds in specific questionable locations. Many bonds have
had a high failure rate due to flexing in flight.
In certain instances bond removal could improve safety as, for example, where a bond
could be blown loose from one or both of its
lugs by the lightning discharge. The confusion that exists In the area of bonding requirements is illustrated by the fact that one manufacturer uses almost ten times the number of
bonds found necessary by another ruanufactur-

that equaled or exceeded those expected on
the aircraft. rnr example, a door hinge in
the aircraft fuselage would carry less current
than in our setup since no attempt was made
to complete the enclosure.
When possible the
resistance of the hinge g.ýarings was measured
with an ohmmeter.
Low resistances, of the
order of milliohrns, were measured by passing a 10 ampere current through the bearings
and mersuring the voltage acroos them.
Where a hinge was nonconducting at low voltagn, the breakdown voltake was measurcd
Then the conductivity across the hinge on the
actual aircraft, with its actuators and other
parallel paths, was altio measured from the
hinged part to main structure. For the simulated lightning damage checks, stand•.rd
discharges were applied, first with the bond
straps in place and then again with the bond
straps removed. The bearings were inspected for pitting or other eamage after each test.

er of a similar aircraft.
Advantage can be taken of the inherent
bonding across the binge as, for example,
the self-bonding property of piano-type hinges.
Bearing size and location, parallel paths,
bearing inductance and conductivity relative
to the bond strap, type of lightning contact to
be expected and coupling factor from the bor.ded surface to a rece'ver antenna should be
considered in a proper evaluation.
In this study the bonding jumpers across
selected door and control surface hinges on
parts from a Boeing 727 aircraft were checked. The major components selected were:
(1) Main gear doors, EAL 77DOZ051-2053
(2) Nose gear door, EAL 77DOZ154
(3) Ground spoiler, EAI. 77SP3253
(4) Outboard aileron & tab,EAL 77A174
(5) Inboard aileron & tab,EAL 77A171
(6) Leading edge flap, EAL 77FL904
(7) Rudder & tab, EAL 77RU361
(8) Elevator & tab, EAL 77EL1831 -TA IZ
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MEASUREMENTS

NOSE GEAR DOOR- Two hing!
-.ith selfaligning sleeve bearings were check,:qi on the
nose gear door. The resistance measured
across the hinges was about 0.1 ohm. The
first 200 Ka. discharge, applied with the bond
straps in place, resulted in pitting at the ball
joint, but no joint binding was observed. After
three additional ZOO Ka. dischargea with the
bond straps removed,similar pitting was noted,
but, again, no restriction of movement of the
hinge bearings was evident. One of the ball
joints was actaially !a( sened slightly.
GROUND SPOILER- The peak current applied to the spoiler hinges was divided with
100 Ka. through the center hinge and 100 Ka.
through the two outer hinges. To increase
the severity of the test the actuator was not
connected. All hinges measured open at lo.voltage. The breakdown voltage of the center
bearing varied from 600
1, 000 volts. The
others requ;red crly 50 volts to start conduction. On ýhe aircraft, the spoiler panel was
connected to the main strucrurc by parallel
paths having a resistance of 3.5 to 5.0 ohms.
One 100 Ka. discharge was applied with
the bond straps on and another with the straps
removed. The hinge pin of the center bearing was shifted along its axis after the first
discharge to separate the pitting obtained with
and without the bond straps, Fig. I. There
was no noticeable difference in the pitting
obtained with and without the bone straps on
No binding was detected in eitier case in any
of the bearings.
While these hinges were satisfactory in a
standard lightning test, bome longer duration
natural lightning strokes could transfer a
larger charge and causi m.t.ire pitting where
the bearing
to a rltv
relatively
r
ihp parl high
rn"r arcssddueetallel resistance. Therefore, ;t would be pruto retain a bond across these Lnges.

HINGE BEARINCS- The piano-type hinge
bearings checked confirmed that these bearings may be considered self-bonded as specified in MIL-B-5087B. The control surface
hinge bearings were cylindrical sleeve bearings, usuaily in a self-aligning ball joint, ter
the piano-type or both. When a test discharge
was passed through a ball joint, the ball was
pitted on its external surface, but not on the
surfaces in contact during the discharge. The
ball could Je easily rotated after the test although not as easily as before. There was
no evidence of hinge binding. A typical pitted
alignment ball and a pitted hinge pin are shown
in Fig. I. The observed pitting was not prevented or significantly reduced by placing a
bond strap across the hinge.
BOND STRAPS- The bond straps were eithtr stranded aluminum or copper cable measuring I-etween 0.090 and 0.110 inch in diameter. The copper straps were usually covered
with insulation. The copper straps had a resistance of about one milliohm and carried a
discharge of 75 kiloamperes peak before separating at the lugs to which they were mechanically crimped. Aluminum. straps had a highee" resistance at the lug fastening points,
Since lightning stroke current components
may reach a rate of rise of current of 100
Ka./sisec,, the current across a hinge Jivides
according to ti. inductance of the various
parallel paths rather than their resistance
due to the high frequency components present.
The :,all diase•ter bond stra1s used on the
aircraft investigateu usually have a higher
inluctance than the relatively large hinges
and thus they carry less
than the
reitnemytebe
though thi current
hinges,
hnes even
everthn that of their resistance nay
bedent
iliu;ý-ation, the current in a bond strap
across a hinge on the main gear "oor 'ias
neesuied to be only 20% of the current

For static bonding MIL-B-5087'3 specifies a connection resistance -f less than one

carried by the hinge,

ohm.

MAIN GEAR DOORS- A main gear door in
a setup for checking its hinges is shown in
Fig. Z. Two setý. of three hinges earh are

Vire Code, suggests a minimum of one megohm. Arcs and sparks are among the mop'
oe-_u
noise
~ sources. Assuming a very high

used. -ince they are piano-type hinges, they
can be considered self-bonded if their resis'.ance is less than 10 milliohims. The resstance measured across the upper hinges. was
1.5 rmiiliohms tnd that across the lower hinges
was 0.5 mil'iohms. Thre- O00Ka. peak dis
charges were apnpinhA with bend straps in place
and an additio.aal three were applied aftcr the
bond straps were removed. No significant
hinge pitting or binding was observed after
each series of tests,

charging rate of 100 pJamps. for an isolated
section, the voltage acr'oss one megohm
would be 100 volts, not enough to cause sparkLug in air. Specification of hinge resistance
alone doe, noý determine the noise effectiveness of a part zince the hinge impedance may
r)e higher. In acition,noise is also produced
by any mechanical variaticn of the impedance,
dZ/dt. Of corse, the noise is also only noticeable when a receiving antenna is coupled
closely enough to the isolated section.
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Fig. 1

I.

-

Typical pitting on an alignment ball
(top photo) of an elevator bearing
shows pttting confined to the edges
of the ball which has been turne,.
for the ohoto. Comparative pitting
(bottom photo) on a spoiler hinge
pin, moved between discharges,
shows pitting obtained with and without bonding in place.
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resistance measured across the tab hinges
was 6 to 8 milliohms.
One ZOO Ka. peak discharge was applied
through the hingtts in series with the tab lond
aied
te their
and anoteriws
tron
on and another was applied after their
removal. Only slight pitting was noted on
these sleeve type bearings and pins with and
without the bond straps on. No binding or
ether change in the performance of the hinges
was noted.
ELEVATOR & TAB- The in-ner and tab
hinges of the elevator were also checked.
A closeup view oi an inner hinge is shown in
Fig. 4. The elevator has five inner and five
tab hinges. Two bonding jumpers are provided across each group of hinges. T he resistance of the tab hinges ine-saured 6 imillohms, but the inneL hinges chucked open and

OUrBOARD AILERON & TAB- To avoid unnecessary bearing pitting on this part, only two
of the four inner hinges of the outboare,
aileron were connected and the test curren,
was reduced to 120 Ka. peak. The resistance
__ ,traps
across the inner hingeii - -uredt=_--uu*ohm and that across the tab hinges abort 17
In ad-Jitirn t- the hinges desmilliohl.=
cribed above, the EaIeri. 1i co,,ieated to the
zain wing at.-ýii.ture by piano-type hinges
which 'Iee disconnected to increase the
severity of the test.
One discharge was applied to the inner
hingea- with the bond straps on and another was
applied after removal of the tonds. Slight
pitting was noted on the sleeve bearirg pin
After both dischar~ee. No binding or other
•n.!.unction was observed. Similarly, two
Z00 Ka, peak discharges were passed through

required 300 to 400 volts for breakdown.
The parallel pains on the actual aircraft,
however, provided conduction so that, on the
aircraft, the resistance across the inner
hinges was 0.4 ohms, adequate for static
bonding, per MILnB5087B.
One 200 Ka. discharge was applied to the
inner and tab bcarings in series with the bonding straps on and another was applied after
their removal. The pitting obse2-vcd after
each discharge was essentially the same and
n-- bindire or other deleterious effect was
nouted. Most of t.c pitting was confined to
thc normally zxpc==d surfaces of the ball
joinit raPther than on the inner surfaces of the
bearing. On the actual aircraft, the elevator
is attached with piano-type hinges, Fig.4, in
parallel with the inner hinges checked. Their
effect would be to reduce the current in the
inner hinges.

the four tab hinges. One bond strap was exploded out of its lug and a nearby metal part
was deformed on the first discharge. This
raised the possibility of control jamming,
No significant pitting or binding was oL served
after the two discharges.
INBOARD AILERON & TAB- The inboard
aileron has two inner hinges and three -aab
hinges. It is also attached with piano-type
hinge fittings which ,"-re not connectA. making the Zest of the other hinges more severe,
The resistance of the inner hinges measured
0. 1 to 0.3 ohms and the resistance a.ross the
tab hingen was 3 to 5 ohms.
One 200 Ka. peak discharge was applied
through the inner and tab bearings in series
with the bond straps on and another was applied after their removal. Only slight pitting was observed on the hearings as u
No binding or
result of the discharges.
other deleterious effect3 were noted.

LEADING EDGE FLAP- The leading edge

Swith

""

flap has three hinges at the leading edge and
three inner hinges. The resistance of the
leading edge hinges measured 2.5 to 5.0 ohn-as
and the inner hinges measured 1 to 3 ohms.
One 200 Ka. peak discharge was applied
to the leading edge anO inner henges in series
the bond straps on. One of the straps,
across a bullnose hinge, exploded out of its
lugs. No significant pitting or binding was
observed. A accord Pi_,.,_-lr discharge was
Thc
applied after removal of the ibond straap.
pitting obtained was essentially the sarnc as
that obtained with ýhe bond str..,i. on and no
binding of the hinges was observed,
RUDDER & TAB- The inne: hinge bearings of the rudder, Fig. 3, are normally u..bonded. They were typical sleeve bearings
in a self-aligning ball joint, Fig.

!.
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When high curre.n discharges were pass4
ed through door and coz' ol surfae hinges
from a 7'Z7 aircraft, examination of the bearings ahowed no fusing or significant binding
and no other significant difference in hinge
performance, with or without bonding jumpers attached. Therefore, the need for bonding jumpers to conduct lightning currents
across the hinges was not demonstrated by
-.-E ;a. -iu fact, a question was raised
1--.th r
bond strap, blown loose from
=
its lugs by the lightning current, might actuWhere the parallel
ally become hazardous.
path impedance is relatively high, as on
the spoiler, a bond might be retained to
provide protection against long duration
the
discharges which can excecI
natural
standard test ieve.Ls.

The
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rudder self -aligning bearing
with ball joint.

'.Typical
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be higher than that of the standard discharge
used for checking bonding.
aeo ore due to charging of the
Tn th
bonded part, the effectivenese of the part as
a noise source depends, amon& other things,
on its coupling factor or location and orientation relative to some receiving antenna. The
location of the part also affects its charging
rate. The hinge and parallel path impedanzes
are more important than their resistances,
since the resistance are usually relatively
low at the high receiver frequencies. Any
mechanical variation in impedances, dZ/dt,
can be expected to be kept low by the multiple
low impedance parallel paths.
This study of the bonding of specific modern aircraft hinges illustrates that the expected effectiveness of hinge bonding for lightning
protection or noice reduction should first be
established before they are instailed, since
maintenance costs may be excessive. The
piano-type hinges, the large hinges with sleeve
type bearings and the parallel paths, found in
modern aircraft, make bonding across most
hinger ineffective for lightning protection and,
in many c'ases, unnecessary for noise reduction.
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SABSTRACT

potential effect upon aircraft electrical systens of lightning currents passing through the
skin and structural members of a complete aircraft.
Toward this objective a test technique
utilizing a portable low-energy impulse gener-

A test technique has been developed utilizing a portable low-energy impulse generator
capable of providing unidirectional current
inrpulses similar to lightning current surges,

Stude

but at a lower current level, to be used in
investigation of lightning-created induced
voltages on aircraft. Such an investigation
would aid in determining whether the induced
voltages on the circu'its are of such a magnito eqipment connected
as to be ha...m.
tc the circuit,
The basis for this low-energy test technilue is the fact that a linear relationship
has been observed to exist between the magnitude of lightning current and the subsequent
induced voltages.
Previously, measurements have been made
of voltages induced in aircraft circuits by
full-scale simulated lightning currents flowing through its skin and structure (i)*. This
i•a a cumbersome ýperation at beat and may be
completely impossible in some cases.
With the portability of this impulse generator, the restrictions as to location of
test and test setup time are removed.
The
portable impulse generator can be taken to a
complete a"i-crft, connected to a certain
point on the aircraft, and measurements can be
made on the circuitry,
Through use of an F89-J fighter aircraft
as a test bed to develop the practicality of
this test technique in the field, a usable
tool has been made available for lightninginduced voltage studies on all aircraft.

ator, henceforth referred to as a transient
analyzer, was developed as a workabl,
Sthe tool in
the investigation of lightning-induced voltages on aircraft.
Using the complete right wing of a
Northrup F89-J aircraft as a test bed and with
the uine of a complete F89-J aircraft to develop the practicality of f-l•d testing. measurements were made of voltages and currents
induced in selected wing and fuselage circuits
as a result of the lightning currents passing
thrcugh the wing skin and structural members.
The program was conducted by the High
Voltage Laboratory of the General Electric
Coo-panky in Pittsfield, Massachusetts.
This
paper outlines the development of the test
presented in General Electric report,
SRD 72 065.
OBJECTIVES
In developing a test technique for investigating the effect of lightning currents on
aircraft electrical circuits in a complete aircraft a number of design objectives had to be
met, These objectives fall into two categories, electrical and physical.
EERICAL DESIGN OBJECTIVES (1) Provide enough charging capability
within the transient analyzer to inject a few
hundred to a few thousand amperes through a
complete aircraft. This would insure tiat the
resultant voltages induced on the aircraft
electrical circuitry will range from millivolts to a few volts,
(2) The transient analyzer must produce
a current pulse that would induce voltages on
aircreft electrical 'ircuitry similar to what
the identical circuitry would see if the aircraft were struck by actual lightning. Therefore, the current pulse created by the transient analvzer must be %indirectionAl, rising
-N;nbers in Parentheses designate References
at end of paper.

IT IS KNOWN' that lightning currents which flow
through the skin and structure of a metallic
aircraft can induce hazardous voltages into
electrical circuits with.i.n.
There are also
incidents of av..onis eeaudz.nt being disabled
as a result of lightning stroke to aircraft.
With the knowledge that lightning ry
cause induced voltages of a magnitude probably
sufficient to interfere with or damage sersit1ie aireraft electrical and avionics equipment (1), a program was initiated by the
Ao-rospace Safety Research and Data Institute,
NASA, Lewis Research Center, with the objective
to develop a technique to dctaemine .he
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to crest and falling to half crest value in
times similar to actual lightning. The transient analy'zer must also have the capability
of producing current pulses similar to accepted lightnJng test standards, such as
MIL-B-5087B.
(3) Since the possibility exists that
some induced voltages will be in the millivolt
range a measuring system must be provided that
would reduce extraneous noise on thp system,
(4) The transient analyzer should require no more than standard 110 volts AC power.
This is to insure that power requirements can
be satisfied in remote test areas either by
line power or portable AC generators.

charged up to a certain DO voltage using a high
voltage DC power supply. When the capacitors
ore charged to a specific voltage level, the
6.aergy is released to the aircraft structure
through a sphere gap. By adding resistance
and inductance in series with the output of
the trunslent ar•alyzer, the output current
wave could be shaped into a unidirectional
wave rising from zero to a peak currenz level
in a specific time and falling to half peal:
value in a specified time.
In designing a transient analyzer to accomplish the objectives listed above the complete test c.rcuit must be taken into consideration. This test circuit includes a complete aircraft structure in series with the
transient analyzer impulse circuit. The contribution that an aircraft would make to the
tet circuit impedance was not completely
known.
A complete air(.raft was not available
during the analyzer.
preliminary
design of intheorder
aircraft
T~herefore,
to
transient
in orcrat
se nt anaraTerefor
select design parameters for an aircraft
traneient analyzer capable of injecting the
required lightning current wave shapes and
current levels through a complete aircraft,
the aircraft test circuit, including the aircraft, was geometrically modeled.
A geometric type model is a scale model
in which no attempt is made to dupllcate the
power levels to which the full-size structure
is subjected. For this type of model, if
s"ale factors are applied to any three qu..t.ties, the scale fact-ors for all other quamtities are fixed.
A typical choice of parameter scales is
one such that the impedance, Z, of the model
is the same as the impedance of the full-size
structure. The impedance scale fixed is thus
The length scale was determined by the

PHYSICAL DESIGN OBJECTIVES (1) There must be limitations on the
size and weight of the transient analyzer. It
must be able to be moved, if need be, by the
personnel doing the testing, requiring no elaborate devices such as cranes, etc.*, that would
not be available in remote test areas.
(2) Although personnel safety in regard
to this test technique has mainly to do with
prevention against electrical shock and would
seem to be an electrical design objective, it
is a physical design objective to provide suffiien±t grounding devices, warning lights and
signs. Since this test technique is to be
usigd in the field withoe the benefit of AC
power interlocked test facilities, such as i
a laboratory, adequate precautions must be
taken to insure personnel safety.
(3) Due to the many possible locations
where tests on an aircraft using this teennique could be made the basic test setup must
be simple. In fact, if possible, the size of
the test site should be governed only by the
size of the aircraft to be tested.
(4) Sunity.
complete, flyable aircraft as the test piece,
the technique must not cause deterioration of
the aircraft skin due to the injected current
impulses. Such deterioration could occur at
higher peak current levels (40 kiloamperes)
as used in full scale testing. It is an objective of this test technique not to cause
deterioration of the aircraft skin.
Also, the procedure used for connecting
on to an electrical circuit for test must be
nondestructive to the wiring when connections
are made. The connections made to the electrical circuit from the measuring equipment
must be simple, but yet must be of a nature as
to insure measurement integrity.
(5) Connections must be made on circuits
as they are positiored in the aircraft to obtain velid measurements. All access Panlels and
other struct,,ral parts providing shielding for
the circuits must be kept in place if possible.
GEOMET.IC

meter to conveniently set is the dielectric
constant (e = 1). Thus,
length = = 1/70
(M)
Z= 1
(2)
6 = 1
(3)
If the impedance, Z, is 1 then the resistance, R, of the model is 1. From dimensist
fn its inthe MKS system
(2):

2
R

=
I

m e_
tQ2

(4)

whereMherea
H = mes
-C = length
t =tme
Q= charge (coulomb)
also from Reference 2:

)DMLINa

The transient analyzer is basically an
energy storage device utilizing capacitors as
tne energy storage units. The capacitors are

2

C
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capacitance

-i-2

(5)

w-i

plane 1,o study any associated variations in
The wiring was placed on a sheet
inductance.
No changes were noted in wave
of plexiglass.
shapes or current amplitudes.
Instead of the double loop return path,
a single foil return was used. This would
a foil run back under the aircraft.
In CfiUid testing, comparisons were made betwoen the single return path and the double
loo.- return under the same lightning current
It was found that for either
test conditions.
return path configuration, the lightnL-ng wave
shapes were similar.
In addition during the
field tests it was found that resulting induced

2
inductance =

(6)

-A2

Q
6 = dielectric constant

t2 2
t63
MOsimul*ýte

(7)

Using rquation (4):
(8)

C = L rt

(9)

C

then

voltages were the samw for either return path

from equation (3):
e
t =4,

In other words, the proximity
configuration.
effect of current returning to the generator
did not noticeably influence the amount of
induced voltages in an electrical circuit inside the metal airframe.

(10)

=

(11)

1/70

From measurements made using this geometric model, the projected maximum amperes obtained with a tranrient analyzer operating at
a charging voltage of 50 W would be as shown
in Table 2.
The projected current output sufficiently
Based on previous
met the design objectives.
induced-voltage measurements, it is clear that

Thus the length scale (t) amd the time
scale (t) are the same. With the length and
time scales both equal to 1/70, the scale
factors for the component values used in the
geometric model are:
Resistance

= R

Inductance

= L/70 = 1/70

= 1

lightning current amplitu'e in excess of 100

amperes would be capable of induci.ag measurable levels of voltage in the uircraft cirIt iu also noted from Table 2 that
cuitry.
the required values of generator capacitance,
C, did not vary widely. Thus, the generator

Capacitance = C/70 = 1/70
With this information, aircraft transient
analyzer component vclucs were selected to give
the desired range of wave shapes, with adequate
amplitudes, by simply varying the model component parameters, without having the actual test
It also allows one to vary other
aircraft.

capacitance could be composed of four 0.5 pf
capacitors with 50 kilovolt ratings; one or
more of which could be in the circuit as

Sparameters

for particular wave shapes.

It would

needed
be possible to obtain a compact 50 kilovolt
DO power sapply that would suit the needs of
The wave shaping series resis
the generator.
tance placed in the generator circuit would
be noninductive resistors with values of from
Series inductance, Ls, needed
10 A to 50 A.
for the longer wave shapes would be handwound coils externally placed in series with
the output of the transient analyzer, to make
up, together with the inherent test circuit
path inductance, the total inductance, L,
required for the desired wave shape.

paaeesand study the effects,

The entire circuit, representative of a
real-life situatior was laid out using a 1/70
The airplane in this case was a plastic
uode!,
model, T33-A jet trainer, similar in size and
shape to an F89-J aircraft, which would be used
for the actual field tests. The model aircrAft
was coated with a silver loaded (conductive)
paint. (An F89-J model was not available.)
The layout of the circuit can be seen in
Figure 1.
The current conducting loop was kept a
distance of approximately cne "wing span" distance frca the aircraft in order to minimize
"return r ircuit proximity effects. As shown in
e, a 67.-volt battery charged up a capaFigui.
citor, C, througo approximately 400 ohms. The
capacitor was then discharged th•0ough series
resistance, R, and through the model aircraft,
The currant, i., returned via the double loop.

DESIGN AND OFERATION OF THE AIRCRAFT TRANSIENT
ANALYZER
Keeping in mind the electrical and physical
design objectives, the aircraft transient
analyzer was built. Figures 3 and 4 show the
transient analyzer with itp maJor components.

The inductnce, L, was the inductance of the
complete circuit.
Three current wave shapes were obtained
using the model circuit. The circuit components used to create these wave shapes are
listed in Table 1 with values for the peak
lightning currents obtained.
The initial tests had wiring taped
a testing
^
tightly ýo the -und p lne.
continued by rasing wirng ofhgud•ne

HIGH VOLTAGE INSULATION - Since the design
required high charging voltages and relatively
high output currents from a device of compact
size, the placement of all components important to the operation of the aircraft tranHigh
sient analyzer was very critical.
stresses placed on components by the charging
Spavoltage had to be reduced Pnd minimized.
cings between the high voltage power supply
537
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F'GURE I - GEOMETRIC MODEL CIRCUIT LAY'OUT OF
TRANSIENT ANALYZER TEST TECHNIQUE
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NOTE I. "W"EQUALS LENGTH OF WING SPAN
2. NO LUMPED INDUCTANCES WERE INCLUDED. C,,RC,, INDUCTANCE WAS
THE DISTRIBUTED SELF AND MUTUAL INDUCTANCES OF EACH BRANCH
CIRCUIT.

[

FIGURE 2- PLAN VIEW OF GEOMETRIC MODEL CIRCUIT LAYOUT OF TRANSIENT
•ANALYZER
TEST TECHNIQUE
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Table 1

-

Actual Value --f Test Circuit Parameters Use( in
Geor,-,tric iAndel with Gt ierated Wnve Shapes

I
Generator

Circuit

Lightning C,'rent

Actual Peak
Lightning Current,
L
at 40 volta

Wave Shape Generated Inductance, I,,70

Capacittance, C/70

Serie3 Resistance, R,
(ohms)

Charging Voltage
(amperes)

(microfarads)

(microseconds)

(microherxrie j)

0.07 x 0.25

model circuit

47

0.007

0.68

0.15 x 0.30

model circuit

12

0.02

1.80

model circuit +
3.7 microhenries

39

0.03

0.78

0.40 x 1.0

Table 2

Lightning Current
Waveshape Scaled-Up
(microseconds)
x 17.5
1.9
l!., x 21
2,3

x 70

-

I

Projected Values of Test Circuit Par•r•e-ers with Projected
Peak Lightning Curreat Obtainab e with Aircraft
Transie.nt Analyzer with Charging Vrtage •,f50 Kilovolts

Circuit
Inductance, I,
(microhenrie.-)

Series Resilan-e,
(ohms)

P,

Generator
Capacitance, C,
(microfarad.)

II

,cýcted Peak
',ightning Current.i

I

at 50 kilovolts
Charging Voltage
(amperes)

circuit

47

0.49

850

circuit

12

1.40

2P50

39

2.10

(475

circuit + 259
microhenries

I
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bushings and the enclosure pane.La, between the
capacitor bushings and the capocitor grounding
devices, between capacitor cases and encloiure
panels were most critical.
DC ieakage currents flowing during the capacitor charging
period were perhaps the most troublesome.
The
capacitors used, of the 2-bushing ungrounded
case type, were used in this application because of availability. Therefore, the elctrical circuit of the transient analyzer called
for isolating the cases of the capacitors and
This
several other components from ground.
isolation was needed since with these particular capacitors, the cases are the midpoints
of -he capacitors, with a maximum of 25 W
possible between each bushing to case and

The test piece used for these outdoor
tests was a wing from an F89-J aircraft.
It
was moved to the High Voliage Laboratory outdoor test facility where induced voltage measurements were made on circoats withi.n the
wing using the aircraft transient analyzer as
the lightning current source. 7igure 5 rhows
the wing in the test area.
GROUNDING CONFIGURATIONS - Figure 6 shows

50 .W between bushings.
e utwas
a

path kept isolated from the ground.
case of the aircraft transient analy-

the test setup in the outdoor area.
The current from the trvnsient analyzer
was injected at points likel to be struck by
l"ghtning, the current then flowing down the
wing and being removed at the root end, returning to the generator through a foil return

The isolation in this
hd by sg
wThe

provotype unit wsaccom~plished by uing wod7er

was grounded and connected to the meazure-

to support
the capacitors
and material,
Herkolite,fora
treated
laminated
insulating
ureatedlamingand insolatingth
terapacitors
y
supporting and isolating the capacitors, By
using grounded-case capacitors much of this
insulation could be eliminated.

wenttai
anfaluminum connect
ion.
nent trailer by
by an
foil connection.
Foil was also placed directly beneath the induced voltage measurement cable.
Th 4 s foil was

AC SAFETY INTERLCCK SYSTEM - Due to the
high volt6ges used in the production of the
simulated lightning current impulses, precautions must be carefully taken to provide personnel safety.
The cabinet used ior the transieun analyzer is _ompietely enclosed, with energy storage power supply and control components used
in t!e production of the simulated lightning

All o: the simulated lightning current returns
to the aircraft transient analyzer after fiLowing through the wing. Even though there was
the foil connectioi, from the rcot end o. the
wing to the grounded meauurement trail,.r this
foil did not carry any of the lightning current,
since all current must return to the negative
side of the generator capacitors, which were
ungrounded.

currents included within. External componenits
include any lumped inauctance coils and of
course the circuit trough the aircraft. 115
volts AC power is acquired from an external
source, a removable cord from a recessed male
outlet mounted in the base of the cabinet,
There are two panel doors that can be
opened for access to the charging circuitry,
wave shaping elements, sphere gap, and capacito: . 1he panel doors are interlocked for
incoming AC power.

T.here are further .,omments on nrotmding
in regard to personnel safety, as shown in
Figure 7.
A complete uircraft is used as the
test piece in this exazple.
Since the airframe is grounded, it Is safe for a pereon to
touch the airframe c• ring the charging or diEcharging of the transient analyz'er, prov!i,'i.:g
the person is standing c. equally grouried or
unbiased surface, such as the !arth jr a concrete path, etc.
Inductive voitage 4rops
around the test circuit loop .,-t
add up to
the ti tal ch-rge voltage at. . = 04 (until
curreit, starts to flow in the circuit).
11)wever, the relatively icw inductance
a large
aof
metal airfran- res Its
in very low voltage diiferential rlong the airframe.
Instead, the
voltage exists across lumped circuit inductances and the return patb or connecting leads.
Therefore, both the positive ad negative
terminals of the transient analyzer are tbove
or below ground by a significaut voltage, as
shown in Figure 7.
Thus, while the airframe is at ground, the
negati *; Pide of the trensient znalyzer can De
at a large potential below ground.
This is
why the negative side of the transient analyzer
capacitance must be insulated by at least the
fLll charging voltage from the cabinet, and it
is w)'v one cannot arbitrarily ground the negati--- side of the transient analyzer capacitance
to the cabinet.
Further study of the above
circuit also tndicates that a ground etic!ý
plac,,d on the positive output lead ot the trannent analyzer will not necessarily ,,bprouWd,

joined to the fner coanecting the
transient analyzer and the measur,

The front panel door not only is interlocked, but has a rod that is inserted through
the tup access door that locks the front door
in a closed position. A capac 4'tor grounding
mechanism grounds both terminals of the capacitors when tne top access door is opened.
To
insure complete grounding of the capacitors
when changes in the capacitor connections are
rquired, a ground stick is provided for the
ofe:-ator's uce to groun' The center point of
ane capacitors, wnich is th, capacitor case
itself and all other live ,lenents when the
fz-nt panel door is opened.
The transient analyzer cabinet is grounaed
at all times,
eRELIAMA•RY FIELD TESTING
A series of outdoor tests were made to
simulate the situation that would be encount~-red when a tomplete aircraft was subjected
to tests using the aircraft trnr-sient analyzer.
Grounding configurations and m su~itsu techniques were invejtiga.ed.
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the transient analyzer, as an open circuit
return lead could render such a ground comnpletely ineffective.

grounded to the airframe as close as possible
to the desired zero-voltage reference location
on the airframe and solidly connected there.

lated lightning current oreated by the air-

No other ground connections can be made anywhere
to the airframe.
The
measurement, cable
ms ebogtt
n
nietearrm

craft transient analyzer flows through a wing
a magcreating
an aircraft
parts
other
or
on electric
voltages
t•hatof induces
field
rnetic
circuis
fie
theatinducerft. Ag
ofelectric

the airfraloe
h
must be brought to an ieslde
aero-volte
sied
th
at
theair
to
to the airframe at the desired zero-voltage
reference location.
No loops or "openings"

measurement system is used to measure voltages
The reainducec on the electrical circuitry.
son for using a differential system is to cancel out error voltages and currents induced
in the cable leads by external fields leaking
through the measurement cable shields or by
cable shield currents induced by such external
fields.
Figure 8 shows a comparison of coaxial
and differential measurement systems.
A coaxial cable system used with this test setup
can permit extraneous signals to travel down
the cable conductor and shield with the result
*hat the induced voltage seen on the oscilloscope could be the induced voltage plus the
extraneous noise.
Figure 8b sows the dJffe..ential system
used.
With a differential measurement one
conductor is connected to a wing circuit in
question.
The other conductor is connected to
the cable shield and the airframe at the point
where the measurement is made.
The two conductors are connected to the channel "A" and
channel "B" inputs of a Tektronix Type G preamplifier which subtracts one incoming signal
from another, with the resultant output being
on the wing circuit.
the true induced voltage
o th difereniala
FurTh,3rexpanaton
Furementr explanation of the differential
measurement system is illustrated in Figure 9.
Current is flowing along a wing or any
other structural part of the ai.cralft.
The
soysnection to the differential measurement
system is shown in the figure as the shiended
twin-axial cable
to a circuit.
oonnected
In a
line-to-ground measurement one lead of the
twin-axial cable would be connected to the wing

ment cable shield as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 illustrates two oases where
In case (1),
measurement errors could exist.
t
ie
ifthedis
not connet
airfrhe atbl shievld
airframe at b, the voltage induced alonil the
cablop sield bppearsbetwen
the airframel
and
cable shield appears between the airframe
at
b (channel "B") and the shield at "s", sa that
channel
.age
"B" alone has a large error yit
in
it.

was not observed during the preliminary outdoor tests.
To simplify the test setup it was found
that #6 insulated cable could be substituted
for the aluminum foil current return path to
the transient analyzer with only a slight
increase in total circuit inductance.
Th~s insulated cable was found to be much easier to
work with and insured an isolated current patn
back to the negative side bf the generator ca-

DIFFtENTUIAL MEASURING SYSTEM - The simu-

circuits in the aircraft.

In case (2),

must exist between the foil and the measure-

A differential

CURRENT MEASUREMENTS - The measurement of
short circuit currents on the aircraft circuitry was accomplished by using a Pearson
current transformer, Model 11OA, connected as
shown in Figure 10.
The input and output leads to the current
transformer are the same leads that would go
to channels "A" and "B" of the differential
preamplifier in the ouuilloscope when Induced
voltage is being measured.
The simulated lightning current is measured by the use of a Pearson current transformer, model No. 110, with a 0.10 volt per
ampere ratio.
The current transformer is
placed outside the transient analyzer caae
around the return connection of the transient
analyzer as shown in Figure 11.
OUTCOME OF ?REIMINARY OUTDOOR TESTS From the prelimina:.y testing of the aircraft
transient analyzer test technique the test procedure to be uscd in the field on a complete
aircraft was p'irfetted.
In addition to the
groundinv corXigurations end measuring tcchnique' .nAt were investigated a comparison of
cr
aoop mpplied
Lna andedouble
ngle
stigie 2,oop and double loop applied current
return p'.th was made.
Originally, it was
thought that the current returiIng to the aircraft transient analyzer, after flowing through
the aircraft, would be in such close proximity
to the aircraft as to create an electromagnetic
field of an intensity that would influence the
induced voltages on the aircraft electrical
circuits.
This proximity effect was not observed during the geometric model tests and

if the instrument cable

pacitors.

at "b",
shield at "a" is tied to the airfrarwe
then a circulating current exists J.nthe loop.
This circulating current can induce common
mode error in both channels "A" snd "B" due to
current flow in the cable shield.
If significant, such an error may saturate the channel
"A" and channel "B" amplifiers of tht, measurement oscilloscopes rendering signal measurements inaccurate.
Thus, to insure valid measurements the
aluminum foil ground connection must be

FIELD TESTS AT CHINA LAKE NAVAL WEAPONS CENTER
After the "ryout of the aircraft transient analyzer in the outdoor area of the High
Voltage Laboratory, the measurement technique
was used on a complete aircraft.
This aircraft, an F89-J fgýgiter, was located at the
Naval Wepons Center at China Lake, Cal:fornia.
The objective of the tests at China Lake
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"ANNELEAD
CHANNEL A LE---

PEARSON MODEl. IIOA
CURRENT TRANSFORMER
S-b-TO OSCILLOSCOPE
C-ALUMINUM BOX TO PROVIDE

77

CHANNEL

' LEAD

SHIELDING AND SUPPORT FOR

CURRENT TRANSFORMER

FIGURE 10- DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENT OF SHORT CIRCUIT INDUCED
CURRENTS ON AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS

FIGURE Ii- CURRENT TRANSFORMER IN RErURN CONNECTION TO
AIRCRAFT TRANSIENT ANALYZER USED FOR MEASURING
SIMULAi(Eb LHt1iITNING CURRENT
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Figure 15c is another possible flow path. The
simulated lightning current used for these
flow path tests had a 6.7 x 18.2 microsecond
wave shape with a peak current of 1000 amperes.
Figures 16 and 17 show induced voitages
and currents measured on the Position Light
Circuit, L.050, conductor 2IOE.8, usirg the
three different lightning current flew paths.
This data illustrates voltages induced in the
light circuit in the right wing is solely a
function of the current flow through that wing
and is not measitrably influenced by the current flow situation in other parts of the airframe where this circuit does not exist. The

Naval Weapons Center was to try the test technique In a realistic application and compare
results obtained in the High Voltage Laboratory cn the F89-J wing with results obtained
on a complete F89-J aircraft. The test setup
at China Lake is shown in Figure 12.

SChina

COMAA•ISON OF RESUYLTS - For comparison
tests the simulated lightning current was injected onto the right wing of the F89-J aircraft at points similar to those used on the
F89-J wing at the High Voltage Laboratory.
The current was taken off the aircraft at the
root end of the wing of the F89-J aircraft at
China Lake. 1subsequent
Figure 13 shows oscillograms of simulated
lightning currents applied to the forward end
of the right wing tip tank of the F89-J wing
in the High Voltage Laboratory outdoor area
and the F89-J aircraft a, China Lake Naval
Weapons Center.
The current was produced in
both cases by the aircraft transient analyzor.
Tt flowed off the aircraft at the root of the
wing in both cases.
The maimum current injected in the wing
at the High loltage Laboratory was 1832 amperes. The ma.imum current applied to the
F89-J aircraft at China Lake was 1033 amperes.
In terms of a proportionality, the High Voltage Laboratory current was 1.77 times greater
then the China Lake current.
Figuze 14 is composed of e'esultant open
circuit voltages and short cir.uit currents
measured on Position Light Circuit L.050, conductor 2LIOE18, in the F89-J wirg at the Vigh
Voltage Laboratory and at China Lake.
The maximum open circuit volteges measured are 6 volts on the wing at High Voltage
Laboratory and 3 volts on the aircraft at
Lake.
This g-ves a ratio of 2 to 1.
The max 4 zum short circuit currents measured
are 0.8 amperes on the wing at High Voltage
Laboratory and .45 amperes on the aircraft at
This gives a ratio of 1.78 to 1.
China Lake.
Comparing the induced voltage and current
rutios to the ratio of applied lightning currents, a nearly linear relationship was observej between induced voltage amplitudes and
applied current amplitudes,
The polarity change oboer-ed between the
oscillograms (X the High Voltage Laboratory
results and the China Lake results was due to
reversed connections of the measurement leads
into the oscilloscopes. The positlve deflections are the correct polarity.

lightning current fLw paths
thruugh the rest of the airframe and external
return path have no measurable affect on the
voltage induced in the right wing light circuit, as can be seen in Rigures 16 anG 17.
Only current flowing in the portion of
the arc~aft enclosing the circuit in questian
is effective in causing an induced voltage in
1cat circuit. The factors that influence the
magnitude anu wave shape of the induced voltagestare aiswe
shape ol
ages are listed n Table 3.
POSITION OF A CIRCUIT IN RELATION TO
APPLIED CURRENT ATTACHMENT POINT - To illustrate some of the factors that influence the
magnitude of voltage induced on a circuit,
Figure 18 shows induced voltages on the Position Light circuit, L.05•0, conductor 2LIC,.!8,
with the lightning current being injected at
points shown on Figure 19, An appl 'ed clrrent
waveshape of 7.4 x 20.5 m~crosc-ndu at a
maximum value of 1O33 amperes was used.
For Position 1, a maximum induced voltage
of 3 volts was measured.
This waveshape can
Positions 2 to 5 are
be seen on Figure 14.
shown on Figure 18. The induced voltage is
drastically reduced when the lightning currei,t
is injected in the wing instead of the wing
tip fuel tink. Current flowing down the fuel
tank, plus wing-to-tank bonding resistance, influences the induced voltage on the lig.±t circulf
.nj--ting the current at Positions 2 _3
creates a 1 ower induced voltage due to the location of the circuit run and the shieuding
afforded by the wing structure.
Currents injected at Positions 4 and 5 provide less influence on the circuit due to lccation, shielding
and length of circuit influenced by the lightiiing current,
INDUCED VOLTAGE SCALING PELATIONStiiP

LISHTNiT.1 CTMRENT FLOW PATH - Figure 15
shows variou, lightning current flow paths
used o., the F89-J aircraft at China Lake.
It
is njted ,,hat the current injection point is
t.,e awae in all three cases, Position #!, the
forward
of the curr-ent
tip tank.pasn
The flow
path
with the end
lightning
thouhh
wtassing
through the
right wing, Figure la,
repeats the flow path
used on the 89-J wing at the High Voltage
Laboratory.
A more realistic flow path is
with t'e ligbtnin, current passing from wing
tip to wing tip as shown in Frgure 15b.

On comparing induced measurements made at
the High Voltage Laborator- with measurements
made at China Lake, a nearly linear relationship was found between lightning current amplitude and irduced ,oltage amplitude.
However.
complete linearity when comparing measured res-lts was not observed. The basis for a
discrepancy wa3 investigated.
One possible cause of measurement disagreeme-its was test corifiguration variation.
The measurements being compir.zI were always
made on the same F89-J wing circuit (L.050)
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SIMULATED LIGHTNING CURRENT APPLIED TO F89-J WING
AT HIGH VOLTAGE LABORATORY

L

1832 AMPS MAX

833 AMPERES/DIV

5/LSEC/DIV

Si'.ILATED LIGHTNING CURRENT APPLIED TO F89-J
WING AT CHINA LAKE
1033 AMPS MAX

333 AMPERES/DIV

5/L SEC/DIV

FIGURE 13-SIMULATED LIGHTNING CURRENT APPLIED TO THEHT WING T"P
TANK OF THE F89-J WING INTHE HIGH VOLTAGE L~aORATORY
OUTDOOR A REA AND THE F89-J AIRCRAFT AT CHINA LAKE
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MEASURED ON WING AT HIGH VOLTAGE LABORATORY
OPEN, CIRCUIT VOLTAGE, eoc

5 VOLTS/DIV

SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT, isc

51 SEC/DiV

0.5 AMPERES/DtI'!

5/ SEC/DIV

MEA•URED ON F89-J AT CHIN/i LAKE
OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGE, e.,

5 VOLTS/DIV

SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT, isc

5iLSEC/DIV

0.5 AMPERES/DIV

51LSEC/DIV

FIGUR" 14- COMPARISON OF OPEN CIRCUIT VOLTAGES AND SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENTS
MEASURED ON CIRCUIT L.050, CONDUCTOR 2LIOEIS, INTHE F89-J WING
AT THE HIGH VOLTAGE LABORATORYAND AT CHINA LAKE NAVAL WEAPONS
CENTER
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LIGHTNING CURRENT PASSED THROUGH RIGHT WING ONLY
S•
__•:
S•
•4 •

WING CIRCUIT
AIRCRAFT
TRANSIENT
~~~AR.ALYZER

REUNPT

(b)
LIGHTNING CURRENT PASSEDl FROM WING TIP TOWING TOL

ANeALYZER

REURNPT

AIRCRAFT
TRANSIENT

(c)
LIGHTN!NG CURRENT PASSED FROM RIGHT WING
TO TAIL

AIRCRAFT
TRANSIENT
ANALYZER

WING CIRCUI/r
R

FIGURE 15-VOUS ULIGHTNING CURREoNT FLOW PATHS USED ON F89-J AIRCRAFT

AT CHINA LAKE
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LIGHTNING CURRENT PASSED THROUGH RIGHT WING ONLY

5liSEC/DIV

I VOLT/VV

LIGHTNING CURRENT PASSED FRON WING TIP TO WING TIP

I VOLT/DIV

5pSEC/DIV

LIGHTNING CURRENT PASSED FROM RIGHT WING TO TAIL

56 SEC/DIV

I VOLT/DIV

FIGURE 16-COMPARISON OF INDUCED VOLTAGES ASSOCIATED WITH VARIOUS
LIGHTNING CURRENT PATHS. CIRCUIT L.050 POSITION LIGHTS
CONDUCTOR 2LOEI8
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LIGHTNING CURRENT PASSED THROUGH RIGHT WING ONLY

~LIGHTNING CURRENT PASSED FROM WINGTIP TO WING TIP

•

ci
,MEE/I

51

9.5

[.0

SLIGHTNING
PASSED FROM RIGHT WING TO TAIL
CURRENT

Si

5,u SEC/DIV

0.5 AMPERE/DIV

FIGURE 17L-COMPARISON OF INDUCED CURRENTS ASSOCIATED WiTH VARIOUS LIGHTNING
L,.
TA
CIRCUIT L.050 POSITION LIGHTS CONDUCTOR
PATHS.
TCURRENT
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3]

POSITION *2
OUTBOARD LEADING EDGE

POSITION #3
TRAIUNG EDGE OF AILERON

0.2 VDIV 0.54 VOLTS MAX, 5ps/DIV.

O.2V/DIV. 0.28 VOLTS MAX. 5p s/DIV.

-

POSITION #4
CENTER OF WING SURFACE

POSITION #5
INBOARD LEADING EDGE

U1 [ l.

0.2WVDIV 0.22 VOLTS MAX 5ILS/IDlV.

I

"FIGURE

0.2WVDIV 0.1 VOLTlSMAX. 5it s/DIV.

18- OPEN CIRCUIT INDUCED VOLTAGES MEASURED ON CIRCUT L.050 POSITION

LIGHTS CONDUCTOR 2L10E183 USING FAST SIMULATED LIGHTNING CURREN'
WAVE (7.4 x20.5 SEC) INJECTED AT POINTS DESIGNATED ABOVE.
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POSITION

LIGHT

CIRCUIT/

N

N0

FIGURE 19- SIkULATED LIGHTNING STROKE LOCATIONS ON F89-.J
AIRCRAFT-CIRCLED NUMBERS INDICATE LOCATION3

SELECTED.
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Teile 3

-

Factors That Influence the Magnitude and
Wave Shape of Induced Voltages

Influencing
Factors

Influencing
Ciacter!stios

length of circuit

longer length circuit can have a larger voltage induced on it uue to
an increase in the effect of lightning current on the circuit.

pos'tion of circuit

Although this factor can have many characteristics, the main one is
the amount of exposure to the electromagnetic fields that the circuit
would have in its position U,the aircraft.

shielding of circuit

Pdequate cJrcuit shislding can be accomplished by utilizing the metallie structure (positc-n cf circuit) or placing the circuit conductors
in conduit or i.atal sheath, such as coaxial cable.

thickness of aircraft
skin

The shielding afforded by the aircraft sk3n and also the rate of diffusion of the --urrent through the skin (skin effect).

composition of
aircraft skin

All aluminw.a strucl ,ree provide more shielding of electrical circuits
than nonmetallic or emi-metallic structures.

wave shape of
lightning current
impulse

Risetime and total duration of the lightning currett cre the main
factors. Faster risetfits can induce larger voltages in ciicuits.

amplitude of lightning
current imnulse

Tne larger the applied ligntning current, the larger the induced
voltae.

lightning attachment
point relative to
circuit position

If an electrical circuit Is positioned close to the point where a
lightning stroke attaobei; itpelf to an aircraft structure, the influence of the lightning c-Lrent on that circuit is greater than
if the lightning stroke (P ^,'ther away from the circuit.
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Sage

but there were two tes, c.ý.ruit configurations.
(1) F38-9 wing outtide in the High VoltLaboratory's outdoor tr.st area with the
root end covered by copper screen and a scparate shielded measurement erclosure.
(2)
WizW• attrtched tu P89-J fuselage in
complete aircraft test at Zhina Lake with a
separate shielded measurement e,'nclosure.
in each case Above, the wajor variation
is the shielding configuration at the roit wid
becomes a significant part of the magnetic circuit and could cause the difeerence observed in the induced-voltafe measurements
measured on the same wing Qircuit under the
different test configuration,
For example, measurements made in the High
Voltage Laboratory on the wing cn the position
lamp circuit, L.050, were made at the circuit
terminating connector within the wing root,
whereas the China Lake measurements on the
sam, circuit we.'e made at a bulkhead connector
in the cockpit, thus Including an additional
segment of the cable in the circuit,
On tub other hand, when measurements were
made at different lightning current amplitudes
on the same test config-uration, a linear scaling relationship is much more evident. This is
sl)wn in Figure 20. The F89-J wing at this
time was positioned in the outdoor area.
In each test configuration mentioned above
care was taken to obtain low noise measurements.
The efforts to eliminate extraneous noise resulted in induced-voltage maeeuremenys that
were accurate,

Depending .-n the aacessibility of the circuitry
to be tested a day of set-up tine is all that
is needed. This involves no mo.lfications,
either electrical or .n-ivnical to the aircraft. All measurement leads are clip.on type
and, if needed, require only the use of masking tape to keep the leads in position.
During all testing the structure of the
aircraft is solidly grounded.
If need be,
this permits personnel to be in contact wlth
the aircraft and stay seated in the cockpit
during thn time that the lightning current is
being applied to the aircraft.
The compactness of this ti-st technique
allows the use of only two people to run the
tests. This includes the operntion of the
transient analyzer and the menaarement oscilloscopes.
This economy of use of personnel
is reflected In savings in total costs.
The test technique allows for data that
can be accunirlaTed anl -nalyzed immediately
for significant problem areas and areas for
further study.
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CONCLUSIONS
This program is based on the development
of a technique to be used for investigating
the effect of lightning currents on aircraft
electrical circuits.
This test technique can be used on any
aircraft now xlying today. Due to the low
currents used to induce voltages in the aircraft circuitry there is no deterioration,
either electrical or mechanical, of the aircraft under test.
The portability of the technique allows the
convenience of choosing the location where the
airzraft will be tested. All commercial and
military airports can adequately prvide the
support facilities needed for this type of
testing. 110 v-,Its AC is the only power required for this teast technique.
No special
step-up transformers or rectifiers are requird to provide power to the aircraft transient analyzer and the iasurerent equipment,
which are commercially available oscilloicopes.
The sizu of the test site is governed only
by the size of the aixcrafP to be tested. Additional space is needed only for the enclosure
housing the measurement instrtmentatIon. The
test site area would be c-.npletely enziosed by
rope and warning signs to insure perso'iel
eafety.
The time from arrival on the test site tr
actual data acquisitloni is very short.
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(FWD. END OF WING TIP FUEL TANK) OF F89-J WING AT HIGH VOLTAGE
LABORATORY OUTDOOR TEST AREA USING AIRCRAFT TRANSIENT
ANAtYZER.
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With the greater use of helicopters under
instrument conditions, the probability of lightning strikes considerably increases.
Although
very little
protection development has been
carried out to date, initial protection approaches have been developed based on damage
analysis from in-flight strikes and laboratory
testing. Special conalerarlon must be given to
the problems unique to Lelicopters. These include:
a. grest=r inhereut structural vu•irerability beca-jue of the nece...rily light weight
blade constructiou,
b.
greater shock hazards to pilots because
of the larger vindow areas, and
c.
greater exposure oi the electriczl/
electronic circuitry tu thunderstorm electromagnetic field effacts becaese of the more open
constructil .

development, there still
remains approximately
one damaging •.ightning atrike per year for
each ct=eartial aircraft.
It should be noted
that most lightning damage tc commercial jet
aiz raft does not involve safety of f]'ght and
is accepted as cheaper to repair than protect,
for example, a hole in the wingtip. With longrange jet operations, this decreases somewhat
because of the greater percentage of time at
high altitude, but it is also probable that
many !'.hrnft. strikes are not reported because Mhe strike did not produce sufficient
disturbance to justify a thorough ivvestigation of the vehicle for evidence of damage.
However, it should be noted that these low
magnitude strikes such as occur in the upper
cloud regiors and waich are probably not presintly reported could be serious with newer
types of materials, such as the fiberglass and
boron or graphite epoxy composite materials.
With increasing helicopter flight op4rations under adverse weather conditiois, týe
need for some lightning protection becomes
necessary, particular!y in view of the great
importance in helicopter aesign attached to
weight reduction and the resulting tendency
for much greater use of non-metallic structure.
Analysis of a recent helicopter accident has

The most critical problem Ls probably blade
protection because of their light weight and high

resulted in Increased lightning testing of
nelicopter blades and the development of some

relative probability of being struck,
The two major approaches for blade protection include:
a. protection provisions to keep the light-

lightning protection methods for helicopters.
As noted, relatively little
lightning
protection development has been carried out
for helicopters to date with the exception of

ning strike energies on the blade exterior and
b. if the stroke can pass through the blade
interior, provision of sufficient conductor crens
sectional area so that no aijor :nterual sparking results. Techniques for Pcc,,-31ishing this
are suggested.

some earlier work by LTRI done for a few
companies. Therefore, the following material
represents essentially a brief summary of both
the limited development carried out to date,
specifically on helicopters, with suggested
lightning protection appioaches based on all

A VERY LIM.TED MOUNT of lightning protection
development has been carried out for helicoptsrs. Early helicopters have been relatively

rotary wing aircraft, as the damage is a funetion primarily of the type of construction,
not the type of vehicle.

Lightning Protection Approaches For
?kelicopters

J. D. Robb and J. R. Stahmann
Lightning & Transients research Institute
ABSTRACT

lightning damage experience for fixed and

simple'vehicles intended for VFR optratiore,

However, with the greatly extended use of modern

LIGHTNING STROKE DEVELOPMENT AND CONTACT

helicopters for toth commercial and military

MECPANISMS

operations, they ,end to be used more and more
under increaslngly adverse weather conditions

In considering the vechanisms of possible

and lightning strikes become much more probable,
Many years of experipnna with lightning
strikes to fixe. wing aircraft have m .icated
that it is not possible to predict a large
percentage oZ lightning strikes unless operations are lmited to nearly clear sky condi-

lightning stroke damage to helicopters, it is
useful to review the basic mechanisms of
stroke contact.
A natural lightning dischrrge
initiates from a charge region in a cloud in
the foru of a step leader which advances in
approximately 50 meter steps toward another

tions.

charged region or toward the earth as il'us-

A significant proportiun of strikas do

occur in other than known thunderstorm condi-

trated in Figure 1.

tions, for example, below or between stratus

copte: triggers a lightning discharge which

layers.
Pilots report being aware of no
lightring, other than the strike that hit the
aircraft,

would not have occurred otherwise, and in some
cases it merely diverts the discharge ilightly
out of its normal path so that the stroke

Commercial airline jet aircraft are

In some cases,

the heli-

passes through the vehicle.

struck quite ofren. This averages about one
strike per 3,000 flight hours which requires
repair. Thus, in spite of a rather extensive
amount of lightning protection effort and

When the step leader contacts thu earth
or a.aother charge region, the existence of an
ionized conducting path between the earth and
the charge region (or two oppositely charged
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.Iure 1. Mechanism of stroke contact and passage through helicopter.
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regions in the cloud to cloud strokes) results
in a current pulse in the form of an ionization
wave which travels back up the step leader
path to the initiating charge region in the
cloud.
Thu high current ionizing wave is
referred to as the "return stroke" and consists
This is
of a fast-risiag high-current surge.
often followed by continuing currents of 100
to 1000 ampheres which may last up to one
second followed sometimes by high current
restrikes.

As a step leader approaches the vehicle,

the melting or vaporization temperptures.
The skin may be heated by thea-.l contact .dth
the arc temperaturc of 25,000C or by resistance heating of the skin by the lightning
current flow.
For aircraft aluminum, tho low melting
temperature, 11O0*F, acts as a thermal reservoir to limit the temperature of the phese
boundry between the molten and solid aluminum.
Thin liquid surface, in effect, limits the beat
transfer into the akin, i.e., the heat con-

verteC into the heat of fusion and heat 0~

the intense voltage existing between its tip
and the aircraft induces streamers and intense
ionization off all the aircraft external sur,faces, particularly from the extremities,

vaporization. The ability of the skin to withstand the high thermal arc temperatures (which
at 25,000*C far exceed the melting temperature
of the skin materials) is therefore determined

Figure 2 shows the streamering off a model
helicopter subjected to intense electric fields
in the laboratory. When the step leader con-

by the ease with Vaich it can transfer the
heat away from the arc contact point; this, in
turn, is a function of the skin thickness at

tacts one of the vehicle extremities through
the streamer, the vehicle's potential is
immediately raised to the extreme potential
of the lightning discharge and additional
streamering takes place froe the opposite
extremities of the vehicle to form the step
leader for the continuation of the stroke
path to another charge region or to the earth.

the contact point. Because of good conductivity of alumintm, aircraft skins have seldom
shown evidence of heating except at the arc
point. The total current-carrying capability
of various metal skin materials is a function
of the resistivity, specific heat, heats of
fusion and vaporization, ambient uonditions
and many other factors.

The several phases in the propagation mechanisam of the natural lightning stroke to and

DIELECTRIC COMPOSITES - For dielectric
composites, (conventional fiberglass materials
the re-

through the helicopter are illustrated in

used in blades and general structures),

Figure 3.
It should be noted that in any case of
significant damage to a helicopter the dis-

sistivity is so high that lightning ý,otentials
will generally flash over the external suvface
unless guided into the interior of plastic

charge passed through the vehicle, and did not

structures by metallic Gnd fittings, buried

initiate from it ur terminate on it as may be
shown by energy and charge calculations,
Appendix I. The differeut phases of the diacharge are illustrated in the photograph of
Figure 4, which shows a triggered natural
lightning discharge to the LTRI Research
Vessel Thut.derbolt taken from a distance of 10
meters. The typical current waveform is

conductors, or by poor construction of tha
plastic boundaries (poor from a lightning point
of view) as illustrated in Figure 5a. The arc
produces vaporization of the resins along the
path and intense gas pressures, particularly
whet, confined. In providing lightning protection for plastic surfaces, therefore, the
princi.pal problem is to ensure that the light-

illustrated below.

ning is discharged over the outside surface of

As the vehicle moves past the relatively
stationary ionized stroke chaniel, the stroke

the vehicle. Liphtning discharge arcs inside a
vehicle can produce serious structural damage.

sweeps over the helicopter permitting contact

CONDUCTING COMPOSITES - Unprotected con-

at nearly any point behind the forward strike
points. The effect is complicated by the complex motion of the blades and the helicopter;

ductinj composite skins, such as borcn and
graphite epoxy, are inherently more vulnerable
to lightning damage than dielectric composites,

however, this means, in effect, that nearly any
type of lightning stroke coirponent way be
expected at a midchord midspan blade region or
The speed of the
any area of the fuselage.

such ar fiberglass honeycomb, because heat
energy is developed in the conducting layers to
add to the total energy and the quantity of
vanorized recin which produces the overpressure

step leader is suchi that the blades are relatively stationary during the formative stages
but as the continuing components of the stroke

as illustrated in Figure Sb.
Pressures from discharges to dielectric
materials (or metals) fall off rapialy with

may last for most of a second, several blade

distance from the penetration point by virtue

revolutions are possible during a single stroke,

of the increasing frontal area of the wave

LIGHTNING DAMAGE MECHANISMS TO MATERIALS

However, the directionally oriented filaments
of the conducting composite2 channel the

(the energy is distributed over a greater area).

METAL SKINS - Lightning effects on metal

-I
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F•

energy along the filamentary directior to pro-

skins tire of primary concern in fuel tank areas.

duce relatively much Sreater areas of damage.

Lightning damage occurs because the skir. at the
lightning strike point is unable to carry the discharge current without heating the metal to

This effect depends of course on the type of
composite and layer orientations. Considerable
efforts have been directed toward protection

'°

j

Figure 2. Streamering off model in laboratory illustrates induced
streamers in flight which lead approaching lightning
stroke into helicopter.
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Approaching
step leader

Small ntreamers

induced off extremities

Step leader
contacts helicopter

Step leader passes
on to other zloud
regior or grot-nd

Figure 3.

Illustration of stroke contact mechanism with helicopter.
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High Current
return stroke
Continuing current

L Restrikers
Photograph of

triggered natural
lightning discharge

High current
return stroke
Continuing current
Restrikes
Oscillogram of
triggered natural
lightning discharge

,

Figure 4. Photograph and oscillogram of triggered natural
lightning discharge illustrating typical high current
return stroke, continuing currents and multiple
restrikes.
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a. Dielectric comribite skin and core (fiberglass)
Lightning
discharge

Stroke can move laterally
through core to produce
extensive damage

Strike must puncture
to conductor insidc

skin

b.

Conducting composite skin (boron or graphite epoxy) dielectric core

Lightning discharge

Lightning currents flow in conducting skin and over conducting skin.
Energy developed in skin by joule heating extends damage.

C.

Dielectric or conducting composite skin, metal honeycomb core
Lightning
discharge

)

Lightning current by-passes conducting or dielectri: composite
skin to metal hcneycomb core producing exploding wire type
shock wave sour, e.

igur e5

Lightning damage mechanisms for unprotected eielectric
and conducting composites (filerglase and boron or graphite
epoxy.
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and a variety of effective protection schemes
have been developed.
Also of importance in evaluating possible
damage is the way in which the material is
used.
For example, either conducting or
dielectric composite material over aluminum
honeycomb core can result in puncture of the
composite material, with principal current
c-mduction through the aluminum honeycomb core
producing aluminum vapor and an "exploding
foil" shock wave inside the structure as shown
in Figure 5c. The exploding foil is similar
to Lhe exploding wires used to drive hypersonic sLock tubes.
Because the resistance
inside the siction through the aluminum honeycomb core is much lower than through the skin,
most of the current flow through the aluminum
foil will vaporize it and produce extensive
dm.age.

for example, the discharge will surface flash
to the protection strip from the contact point
oe the composite thus doing little
damage.
In contrast to the external skin which is
contacted directly by lightning stroke arcs,
metal conductors inside an aircraft may be
required to carry the szroke currents but do
not have to withstand the arc temperatures.
However, other effects such as inductively
coupled potentials and magnetic force
effects must still
be considered.
For example,
a lightning discharge to a metallic conductor
connected to the inside of a plastic section
can still
couple large voltages into wiring
because of the huge maguetic fields present
about the conductor. Also, the currents can
produce large magnetic forces which can tear
lightning conductors loose.
The potentially most dumaging type of

Calculated values for energy developed in
various materials by a moderately severe

effect other then sparking in fuel systems is
the internal lightning stroke arc. Metallic

lightning atroke current are presented in

conductors such as bonding wires from external
lightning protection strips or across floating
sections of the vehicle to the main airframe,
although they may not need to withstand arc
temperatures, are still required to withstand
the huge magnetic force effect which to a large
extent is a function of geometry. Any right
angle bends in the conductor can produce

Table I for a section of material approximately
6 inches square by 0.040 inch thick, with the
current aFplied across the two opposite edges,
The lightning current waveform used in the
examples represents a moderately severe natural
lightning discharge and reaches a crest of
100,000 ampheres in 10 microseconds and decays

to half value in about 25 microseconds. As may

forces as great as two tons to pull the bonding

be seen, the energy developed in the metals is
relatively low compared to that developed in
the boron and graphite epoxy materials.
Also of importance is the location where
composite matenials are to be used. Where they
are not used for primary structures, aq in
leading or trailing edges, loss of extensive
sections may not always introduce hazards to

Jumper loose from the solderless connector to
which it is attached.
The massive damage which has been observed
on large aircraft vertical fin antenna systems
with fiberglass insulation gaps is due to mechanisms of this type which, because of inadequately installed bonding, develop internal
lightning arcs to produce explosive pressures.

flight. The cost of protection in terms of
weight and expense can then be traded against

C

The effects of lightninS on materials
may be summarized as pitting, melting and hole

the cost of occasional repair. Where the
materials are used for primary structures and

puncture of generally limited degree in metal
skins, moderate size holes in dielectric

safety of flight is involved, some type of

compcslte naterials, slightly greater areas

protection should be provided,
Unfortunately, methods used for protectin;

of damage in conducting composite materials
and In explosive structural effects where the

plastic sections such as radomes ave not
totally effective for conductive composite

arcs are permitted to develop for any su'stantial distances inside structures of either metal

materials tecaee of conductivity. Conducting
strips are use:aon radomes and other plastic

or plastic.

sections to attract lightning discharges to
the diverter strips so that the discharges do
not ptricture the plastic surfaces. This

DAMAGE TO HELICOPTERS FROM LAB2)RATORY AND
NATURAL LIGHTNING DISCHARGES

diverter effect is produced because intense
momentary electrical gradients exist on the

Natural lightning strikes and laboratory
test discharges have demonstrated nearly total

strips because of the lack of conductivity of

destruction of sore fiberglass blade designs

of the adjacent radome

indicating the need for at least minimum

material (even with

antistatic conducting ccatings as indicated

artifical lightning discharge tests of all

in Figure 6.) The electric field is similar
to that which would occur with the protection
strips in free space but with no dielectric
so illustrated in Figure 6.
Some composite
taterials have su~ficient low resistance that
stres,,3r3 nearly equlialent to those frum the
metallic strips will be produced, with little
diverting action from the strips. If the strips
are eifficiently close together, a few inches

helicopter blades.
As indicated in previous sections,of particular concern is the development of internal
arcs which can produce the explosive or
catastrophic effects on the blades. With
metallic components such es control zods or
ving tip lights, which can lead the stroke
inside, there exists the possibility of
developing internal arcs. Other areas o'
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TABLE I
Calculated Energy in Various Materials
from 100 Kiloampere Current

Material

Energy-W

Plastics

W

Metals

W

R

*

3x 10-6 ohms

"P
m

=0 damage from external
arc energy and pressures
=

IzRdt

=3x 10" 6
=

Boron Epoxy
R
8.5 x 1 03 ohms

1. 71x 10+5

0.51 joules

= 8.5 x 10 3 x 1.71 x 10 5
= 1.45 x 109

W

= 1450 megajoules*
Graphite
R = 0.025 ohms

W

g

= 0.025 x 1.71 x 105
= 4280 joules

* Most of the current will flashover the surface,

after destruction
of the material, thus greatly reducing the effective euergy
developed in the material.

Acsuming a typical lightning waveform with a rise to a crest of
100, 000 amperes in 5 microseconds and a decay to half value in
25 microseconds, the current wave form may be expressed
Sjmathematically
as the difference of two exponentials.
*

i(t) = io0 xp(-*t) - exp (-t)

i

S = 4.6 x 105
where io =142KA, or=4.4x 104 /sec.
and where R = the resistance across two edges of a sample of the
material 6 inches square by 0.040 inches thick. The energy is then:
W

•!

S~571

=
=

R
dt5
R x 1. 71 x 10

joules.

a

a.

Strip diverting action dielectric zomposites

b.

Reduced strip diverting action,conducting composites also supply streamer.

Figure 6.

With conducting composites, metal diverting strip effectiveness
is reduced because composites also feed streamers.
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concern include the metal conducting paths
and particularly metal to metal joints such as
bearings where lightning arcs can produce a

strikes occur.
Thus all lightning induced
sparkinp should be suppressed within the tank
area.
Techniques have been developed for

variety of effects from total welding of

nearly all of the above problems for fixed

small ball bearinga in tb2 races to pit marks
on larger bearings which cen peasibly result
in subnequent fetigue or corrosion induced
fni.lure.
The use of a metal spar is preferable
from a lightning point of view as it provides
a continuous lightning path frem the blade
entremity to the hub, but it does not
necessarily provide complete lightning pro-.
tection. Adhesively bonded skin on blade
boxes may be separated from the spar to produce unbalance and possible subsequent blade
failure from air flow and inertial effects,

wing aircraft whicn indicate at least initial
possible approaches for helicopter protection.
As an illustration, both fiberglass and graphite composites can utilize external conducting stripe or continuous coatings of aluminum
foil, flame spray or mesh.
Shielding wires
can be utilizel for pilot canopies and for
electrical circuit boards covered by plasti:
sections. Engine controls and aircrait
electrical circuits can be effectfcly prctected against induced surges wirk protection
devices and as mentioned a variety of
techniques are available for protection of

In summary, lightning stroke currentis to
helicopter blaces can produce explosive
damage from internal arcs whetlier channeled
into the blade interior througa blade tip

fuel systems, Including lightning proof fuel
filler caps and nev access door designs. The
general approaches are discussed in more
detail in the following section.

lights, anti-erosion cuffs, t-im tabs, control
rods or other metallic co ,caentu and severe
damage can be produced in %,itheroctal or
plastic blcdes, In general the use ot a continucus metal spar for the blade tip to the
rotor is preferred.
Lightning damage to
bearings Is of more conceni with small bearIngs; however, pitting of larger bearings can
reault in possible subsequent fatigue and
corrosion problems,
Little evidence exists of natural stroke
damsge to helicopter fuel systems; howe ier, it

Plastic fuel tanks present a possible
hazard from lightning strike puncture and
Alsa from induced streamering inside the fuel
tank from nearby lightning strokes or lightning discharges which contact extremeties of
the aircraft not even necessarily near the
tank area as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.
The induced streamering whtch can hb produced
inside the tank and the possible skin punctures
can present a possible hazard as evidenced ii
ignition of plastic fuel tanks on both military
and civilian aircraft. Streamer formation inside

is reasonable to assume that helicopters are
not immune to the lightning effects on fuel
syqtems which have been observed on commercial, military and general aviation aircraft.

fuel tanks is illustrated in Figure 7. Although
this remains an area requiring further
development at least an initial approach would
appear to be the utilization of an external

It is also reasonable to assume that helicopters in which the shieldin% of the metal

conducting coat of flame spray aluminum,
aluminum foil or possibly wire mesh. Also the

skin is much less effective because of the

use of external metallic strips is not

large open areas should be susceptible to greater

entirely ruled out as the electric fiel!

pulse -oupling than fixed wing aircraft and substantial pulse coupling can occur into electrical

penetration in between the strips should be
relatively low unless metallic component:;

circuitry even on commercial airliners,

Probably .hc most serious aspects of the
lightning pioteclon problem are: (1) the fuel
systems, and (2) damage to structural plastic
sections in whl•' huge energies can be
developed, producing in some cases nearly
total destruction. For the fuel systems, a
complete checkoff -pproach should be considered
in which only lightning testei components are
used including plastic fuel tank access doors
and all fuel tank components which are
mounted in the outer tank walls, such as fuel
probes, fuel filler caps, fuel pumps, dip
sticks, and fuel drain valves. Experience with
zommercial and .ilitary aircraft thrcugh the
years indicatRs that fuel systems can be

within the tank are quite close to the
internal plastic fuel tank wall in an area
unprotected by the strips.
One other area of concern in ragard to
all fuel tanks but particularly Plastic tanks
is the problem of ragnetic flux coupling into
wiring loops within the tank to produce
magnetically induced voltages as illustrated
in Figtre 8. This is a much more difficult
problem to solve and depends upon a variety
of factors such as geometries of the wiring
vithin the tank anci the location of the tank.
The use of wiring configuratious or metal
structure in which loops are not formed within
the tank should reduce the effects of magnetic
flux coupling. This also applies, of course,
to metallic plumbing used In the tank; again
no loops should be uses and in any event some
type of lightning tests should )e carried out

exploded and tat
one military fuel, JP-4, is
probably the worst from a lightning stri~e point
of view as It is flammable (explosive) in the
temperature range at which most lightning

on the tank system.
The most important general rule for
lightning protection development of all aircraft and all types of fuel tank components

PROIECTION APPROACHES
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|wiring
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conducti.ng locp

is that liaghtnina tests should be cirried out
for confidence in the design because of the
variety of lightning current waveshapes and
the variety of effects on various materials
and components.
Because of this c-nolexity,
only the use of severe artificr-, 'I "ning
discharge testing can give confiaence t2,at the
system can withstand moderately severe n 'tural
lightning discharb-s.
Helicopter blades repreeeatt one of the
most probable strike points on a helicopter
and as such require the careful consideration
of the need for lightning protection. Conpiderations can generally be brokeu up into the
two major types of blades, those .f essentially all metal construction and those using
total or partial dielectric or conducting
composite materials. The important criteria
in plostic blade design from a lightning point
of view is to keep the lightning discharge
currents on the outside of the blades where
they can do little
damage as illustrated in
Figure 9.
if currents do pass through the
blade interior one must assure that they can
carry maximum lightning currenta without
serious damaga or hazard to the blade. This
means that the use of adhesive bonding for
joining metallhe skins to blade spars or
trailing edges must be carefully checked.
Also specific protection must be provided
to prevent llgitairS discharge currenus from
peeling the metal skin away at these points
where the windstream can possibly ampliiy the
damage to catastrophic proportions. For direct
or swept natural lightning discharges, however,
the all metal blade theoretically approachcs the
optimum solution of complete electromagnstic
shielding prcviding electrical bonding can be
maintained between the various blade elements,

of surface flashover versus puncture distance.
For a dielectric skin with a given dielectric
puncture strength, a specific distance between
external conductors may be used in which no
puncture uIll occur almost independent of the
aistance from which external electricnl discharges approach the central area of the panel.
The higher the dielectric strength the larger
the panel may be without danger of puncture.
The specific exception occurs when metal parts
are located very close to the inside surface.
For the average fiberglass skins, because the
glass fibers to resin boundaries are somewhat
porous, the dielectric strengths are not in
general very high and relatively small panels
must be used, of the order of a few feet square,
With cond,,cting composites such as the boron
or graphite epoxies, dawage can also bs done
to smaller segments and therefore protection
must be provided in either continuous outer
metallic coatings or w±th separated strips.
It should be noted that this is based on preliminary data on ptotection of .onducting composite materials and that current recearch may
provide better coatings for this purpose.

It should also be noted that oue of the worst
sources of precipitation-static t),e radio inter-

currents to assure that neither control syuLeT.s
nor critical structures will be dangerously

ference Is caused by electrica'.ly floating
metallic sections on a hclicoptez. particularly
if they are in areas direrctly contacted by
atmospheric particles, sich as snow or dust,
thus bonding of metallic components on the

afiected.
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Non conductive blade section

Preferred ctreamer
path

I

-

Streamering

Metal hub

Internal at feamer
paths from sharp edges
can result in puncture
and serious blade damage

ligure9,

Metal hub of all plastic blade can streamer inside plastic along
joint lines to initiate lightning penetration for full length of
blade.
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APPENDIX I
CALCULATIONS OF FRICTION CHARGE ENERGY STORAGE ON HELICOPTER

The energy storage is equal to
f

2
CE

W=
2
where

W - energy in joules
C - capacity in farads
E - v70tage in volts

Energy storage for typical voltages ar-d capacities is shomn below:
TABLE OF 'ENERGIES
Hellr-,pTBer
C.apacity
ticofardb

Helicopter voltage in kilovolts
50

100

200

50

:125

.5

2.

4.0

100

.250

1.0

4.

8

200

.50

2.0

3.

16

400

400

1.0

4.0

16.

32*

800

2.0

8.0

32.

64

*comparable to vacuum tube hi fi amplifier filter capacitor - 500 pP @ 400 volts

The above table iudicates that static electrification energies are equal
to a few tens of joules maxintui, which is far below the levels required to
produce structural damage of significant pitting.

i
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estimated charging rate of 600 microamperes was set as the design objective for dissipating capability.
The design objective for an
active automatic system can be stated
therefore as follows:
Not more than I
millijoule discharge (potential difference less than 1,000 to 2,000 volts)
under 600 microamperes natural chargThe laboratory tests
ing conditions.
at SRI, ground tests at Vertol and
flight tests at Yuma are described in
detail in the paper "Experimental Investigation of Problems Associated
with Discharging Hovering Helicopter"
(Refr.7ence 1).
In this paper the impact of the test results on the solution of the HLH cargo hook operation
is presented.

Helicopter Cargo Handling Electrostatic Consideratlons
B. J. Solak
The Boeing Company,

Vartol Division

J. E. Nanevicz
Stanford Research Institute

i

G. J. Wilson
The Boeing Company, Vertol Division
C.
I1. King
The Bosing Company,
craft Group

Commercial Air-

ABSTRACT

Sing

S

ApplicatLon of active and passive
systems for static electricity dissipation of the Heavy Lift Helicopter during cargo hook operations is discussed
in light of the recent flight tests _.t
Yuma Proving Cround.
Active dissipation of the required
current into the surrounding atmosphere
appears feasible, whereas accurate sensof the helicopter voltage falls
short of the design cbjective.
The feasibility of passive dissipation is briefly discussed based on
resistance measurements of the Yuma
Desert.

ACTIVE VERSUS PASSIVE SYSTEM
There are two basic approaches to
solution of the large hovering helicopter probiem, namely:
1. Actively dissipatinq proper
polarity and amperage charges into the
surrounding air to counteract the
natural charging of the helicopter.
This method is commonly called an
active system since a high voltage
power supply is used to produce the
discharge.
2.
Reducing the helicopter voltage by means of passive corona points
and grounding the helicopter by means
(passive system).
of droplines
glance the pass7.ve
At the first
system seems more attractive since it
is by far simpler, safer, less expensive and more reliable than the active
on closer inspection the passystem.
sive system has drawbacks.
Corona dischargers alone will not reduce the
maximum voltage to the desired 1,000 to
2,000 volfs.
The conducting ropes
dropped from the helicopter may "ark,
present a danger of entanglement with
trees, etc., and are subject to lcss,
To
when cargo gets deposited on them.
top it all, the ground may be loose
dust or loose Iry snow with a relativei• high resistance.

WITH THE CONTRACT AWARD to develop advanced technology components for the
Heavy Lift Helicopter (HL1), The Boeing
Company with Stanford Research Institute
(SRI) as subcontractor got the assignment to solve the most troublesome
static electricity problen., affecting a
helicopter, namely:
].
Potential equalization between
the helicopter cargo hook or cargo at
one potential and the ground or the
cargo handler on the ground at another
potential.
The design objective is to limit
energy transfer on contact to 1 millihelicopter of
For a heavy lift
120,000 lbs gross weight and the electric
capacity of the order of 2,000
piýcfarads this ir equivalent to no more
than about 1,000 volts potential difference.
2.
All previous tests have indicated that the natural charging rates
are of the order of 300 microamperes for
a 40,000 lb helicopter gross weight. For
the 120,000 lb heavy lift
helicopter an

Sjoule.
.

FOR THE ABOVE REASONS, an active system
may be more desirable iý technically
feasible and if acceptable with respect
to complexity, cost. reliability, fail
The passive grounding
safety, etc.
system was therefore considered the
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been reported in the CH-54.
The above data amply justifies the
requirement of 600 microamperes waximum dissipating capability for a helicopter of 120,000 lbs gross weight.
Under the worst condition, charging
currents on the order of 1,000 to
1,500 microamperes may be possible.

alternate in the Boeing Heavy Lift
Helicoptir program, and would be developed in case the active system met with
insurmountable obstacles.
ACTIVE DISSIPATT3N

SL)pter

-

DESIGN PARAY!ETERS

The following design parameters
have been surveyed and investigated:
1. Maximum triboelectric charging
currents for a medium lift
helicopter.
2.
Dissipating of charges
into
associated
two different air streams,
tw theheltar streams,
assc atd
ewith the helicopter ()tor
downwash and
Sengine exhaust),
3.
Ability to sense the correct
voltage difference between the heiand the around (without ground
coract) .
4.
Ion cloud over the gr
surface below th'ý hovering helic• - :.
5.
Resistance of the g,
•.dsurface under dry desert conditions.
In subsequent paragraphs the above

D
IT IS KNOWN FROM ALL PREVIOUS TESTS
that there are two important parameters,
which determine the amperage of the
corona current, leaving the helicopter
= the net discharge current) name(Tg
1.
E field around the corona
poit,
which returns the ions to the
helic pter, which for a given geemetric configuration, is directly related to the voltage difference between
the helicopter and the power supply.
2.
Velcite
of the air mass

desig2.

Velamcitr
ofetheeai
gives tcr basic idea and the
ture used in this paper.

look, with emphasis on thý teisibility
of the active system.

masse
iomencla-

Several probe configuratiors were
tried and the experimental results
have indicated chat very lititle can be
gained by probe configuration, e.g. a
and single coroof corona
ring
na point
producepoints
basicalli' thc aame

STRIBOELECTRIC CHARGING
IN THE TESTS CONDUCTED AT v"UMA
Proving Ground an area of sand was
plowed up (disced) tc loosen up the
desert dust, then the helicopter was
flown into this area.
A wire was lowered from the helicopter and c nnn*ted to
a grounding stake, driven into the
desert.
The current flowing to ground
through the grounding wire was recorded
in the helicopter.
Figure 1 shows a
photograph of this test and a time
history of the triboelectic current,
while the helicopter gradually blew the
looae dust away.
As can oe seen, a 28,000 lb helicopter, hovering in a heavy dust cloud
can produce 200 to 300 microamperes
peak charging currents.
The high charging was encountered on three successive
flights.
On subsequent flights, sinci
the loose dust had been blown away the
observed currents wpre on the order of
40 to 80 microamperes.
Helicopters in Alaska and the
CH-54 in commercial application in
moderate climate, have apparently encountered higher currents.
Sparks
three feet long have been reported in
dry snow clouds.
Under thunderheadc and
drizgle, sparks up to six feet long have

net Iq currentreason for this
is that the current which leaves the
helicopter is determined by the ion
mobility in the air velocity field and
the E field.
Since Ig is directly proportional to the air velocity, we have
three design choices:
1
Discharging into the slipstream of the rotors (air velocity of
the order or 80 ft/sec).
2.
Discharging into the turbine
exhaus~t (gas velocity of the order of
200 to 300 ft/sec, but the temperature
of the order of 500 to 600*C, partially
nullifying the gain of high velocity
u to higher ion mobility).
3.
Discharging from the blade
tips (air velocity of the order of
700 ft/seec).
Let's discuss all tbhee alterna.tives.
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DISCHARGING INTO THE HELICOPTER SLIPSTREAM

-

requirements, the necessary voltage increase and the dissipator distance increase may make this solution cumber'some.

This was the methol pursued by the
Dynasciences Corporation, who for the
last decade have marketed active discharge systems.
Figure 3 shows the experimental results (quoted from Reference 2).
In our effort to produce sufficient ions for heavy lift
helicopter
sensing fidelity tests (repoL~ted in
Reference 1), we have extended this
method almost to the design limits
(long outriggers and high power supply
voltage) as shown in Figure 4.
By de-

Based on extrapolation of the influence of air velocity on the discharge current it appears feasible to
discharge approximately 100 microamperes from a blade tip at 50 KV probe
voltage.
Tt also !.ppears feasible to
locate the high voltage source on the

creasing the E field (increasing the

rotor hub and to supply the blade tips

distance of the probes to the skin), we
did obtain substpnrial 1g increases.
qowever we got only 200i•A from 4
corona points using approximately 200
Increasing the insulator length
KV.
between the corona points and the fuselage to a full 6 feet would probably
To
increasG the c:irrent to 300A&A.
the helliobtain the required 60tAo
copter would therefore have to be
fitdwithik
approximaely
8 corona
ino
fucela
points, st
sticking
out froma
from the
the fuselage

through coaxial cables of approximateSuch a -table
ly 0.5 inch diameter.
could be submerged inside the blade
Due to lack of funds
trailing edge.
for blade modifications, no tests were
conducted and the above figures are
based on extrapolations.
If future
blades include an integrated blade tip
design, incorporating lightning protection and passive dissipation, the
active dissipation could probably
share the corona points on an either/
or basis with passive dissipation.

DISCHARGING FROM THE BLADE TIPS

or 6 ft.
insulators - a difficult and
cumbersome solution to cay the least.

The lure of the high gas velocity
has produced several attempts to discharge into the turbine exhaust, both
in this country and it.the United Kingdom (References 3 and 4).
The results
of laboratory, grouna and air tests of
various dissipator geometrics located
in the exhaust plume of the CK-47 hellcopter turbines are fully dies-ussed ii!
Refererce. 1. Figure 5 shows flight

IN AN EFFORT TO INCREASE the dissipated current, the following additional approaches have been investigated:
1. Dissipating by charged water
droplets - tnis approach is being explzred by Dr. Buser of the U. S. Army
ECOM Laboratory and is the subject of
a separate paper.
2.
Corona point dissipation using pulsed high voltage supply - this
method was explored by Dr. M. Mulcahy
of ION Physics, Inc., under a subcon-

test result of dissipator test at Yuma.
A ring dissipator was located in the
turbine exhaust, five turbine exhaust
Sdiameters
aft of the tailpipe exit
plane.
Superimposed are test results
of tests run in 1963 and the ground
tests at Vertol i. 1972.
Discharge
currents of the order of 160/AA were
obtained.
The larger turbine exhausts
of the HLH and exhaust directions which
t
do not pass over any fuselage skin
should easily allow discharges of 200
/
per engine at dissipator voltages
of 200 to 250 KV.
With three turbines,
the design objective of 600O A can be
met.
If however, field experience
shows much larger dissipation current

tract to Boeing-Vertol.
The pulsing
has decreased ths recirculation significantly (80%) but the net dischatge
current increased only 17%.
It is not
known how much the pulsing will increase radio interference.
3.
Narrow high velocity blast
over the coronpoints - the results of
this evperiment, using a small diameter nozzle, indicated that very
little
could be gained by this method
over the use of a single corona point
in the turbine exhaust.
The reason
for this is the fact that the narrow
)last of air very quickly became turbulent and mixed with the zurrounding
air, allowing recircula:ion to the

DISCILARGING INTO THE TURBINE EX)AUST
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fuselage.
dicated to the vultage on the heliis sufficient to repcrt here
copter for eachb field meter, it is posthat the above approaches have not as
sible to calculate the helicopter volyet materially improved the active
tage value which would correspond to
picture, presented in Sdissipation
prethe indicated E and then the discharge
ceeding paragraphs.
energy, stored in the helicopter.
The
following conclusions can be drawn:
SENSING
1. Residual energies due to
sensing errors of the E field are far
A practical solution of the acin excess of the design objective of 1
tive dissipation system depends on
millijoule.
accurate measurement of the E vector
2.
Readings of E2 show polarity
due solcly to the voltage difference
reversals, which most probably are due
between the helicopter and the ground,
to the electrification of the plexiglas
The measurement accuracy should be such
cockpit enclosure located in the vicithat no more than 1,000 V remain on
nity of the field mill. This points
the helicopter.
An error of e.g. 3,000
to the fact that plastic covers over
V would increase the energy of the disthe cargo or plastic cargo enclosures
charge to 10 millijoule.
The sources
could completely falsify the readings
of measurement errors are shown in
of a field meter located on the cargo
Figure 6.
Let's discuss them.
hook.
When we manually bring the Ig to zero
(by increasing the dissipation) the
c'onditions represent the design cbjectiva, namely no voltag3 between the
helicopter
and
the ground.
The Eh
wcpter
ahdchwe
greound. interehted

experiments apply to the conditions
over the desert.
It can only be speculated that similar conditions (with
sign reversal) will prevail over dry
snow.
No field measurcments during

vuctor which we are solely interested

charging by rain are known to r'e

in, has been reduceu to zero.
Under
these conditions, any value other than
zero indicated by the field meters
S
represents an error, which when nulled
by some form of an Putomatic feedback
control loop would leave some voltage
on the helicopter.
These errors in
reading of field sensors are due to:

writer. mis is probably due to prac-.
tical experimental difficulties of encountering a drizzle under a thunderhead with an instrumented helicopter
and an array of field meters on the
ground.
4.
Measurement errors when under
a thunderhead, in a heavy earth g:-adiunt, are not known and will be as difficult to acquire as 3. above.

Ed

S~charger

- due to voltage of the dissipator
Ei(+)-due to dissipated
charer
e ecar
rndions
fica byionSENSING
disand
electrification
of the desert surface
Ei(-)-due to negative ions generated triboelectrically on the
blades stricing the dust

DIRECTLY BY A VOLTMETER

The obvious solution for accurate
sensing of the voltage between the
cargo hook and the cargo handler zppears
to be by means of a ".nfinite i•..edance"
voltmeter and a resistive link to the
ground.
One such scheme is rhnwn in
7.
Figure

particles (or snow, with reversed polarities)
qarimrnts
An elaborate series of
conducted at Yuma and aimed at evaluating Hh, Ed, Ei and Ei are reported in
Reference 1. In this paper it is suf-

This would eliminate the sensor
error problems caused by the ion cloud
around the helicopter.
Since the heli-

ficient to tabulate the results as
shown in Figure 6.
When I was nulled
manually, the readings of hield meters
El, E2, E3 and E4 did not go to zero,
but were indicating some values of E
related to the ion influences (Ed can
be neglected).
Knowing field meter
calibrations, i.e. the ratic of E in-

cogter could be at a voltage level of
10 volts, the resistive link would
have to be of the order of 109-aI
in
order to limit the current flowing
through the cargo handler to .-oss than
one milliampere, (a level considered
acceptable based on experiments by
Durbin and Born, mee Reference 5).
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•passive

charging conditions, the sparking on
grounditg9 can be greatly iveduced.
2.
Successful mechanical design
of the required corona warning, dropweight, arrow discharger, etc.
Acceptance of dropline by the
3.
military customer.

Durbin and Born point out that by limiting the maximum voltage of the hellcopter by passive 11aschargers, tho cssistanwe of the link could be decreased,
thus p--esenting a leaeir problem to
maintain this resistance under all conditions, e•g. drizzle, dirt on the dropIf for example, the
1lne or insulators.
dischargers would limit the
maximum voltage on the helicopter tG
105 volts the resigtie
lip.
couldmlight
be
the order of 1.0 -CL , L v1uW
Sof much
more readily maintained under field
The length ot the requireL
=onditionsinsulator would decreac'e and the whole
problem would become am~nable to a good
mechanical soluric.,,0

GROUND RESISTANCE
As pCrt of the Yuma
test
program, the desert resistance was measured.
A resistance below 10 M 4.Cwas
measured between a dropweight and a
With a
conductive layer of the ground.
suitable dropiveight design it appears
that the deser:t is an acceptable groundThe resistance of dry
ing surface.
frosty snow in the Arctic is not known
to the writers and will have to be in.vestigated.

PASSIVE DIoSSPA'•QN
If wq ,jive up voltage emeing by
field nre1i and use a dropl~n. - why not
J&-e.expensive active dieaipation
giv,.
systZme Which when failed - nnn charge
the helicopter to a million v-olt in less
than one second? fhe answer to r.is
question depends on the groundin14 techiology - dropweights, arrows trailing
wire, etc. In the last paragraph the
measuremunts of the ground conduct;vity
It is adv.sah~e to
will be presented.
point out hera that grounding of t.h
helicopter cannot be by a high reaif'tance link, like the voltmeter link,
A 108-41 resistance
discussed above.
in presence of 100 micrcamperes chaxqing current would mairtain the helicopter at 10,000 volt and at 600 ri.icsoamperes at 60,000 volt. Either we
accept a low resistance path and sparkto
ing on grounding contact or we have
accept prograWmed resistance starting
'ith a high resistance at greound contact followed by deci.eased resistance
after the contact is made.
Figure 8 gives a schemat:ic example
of a purely passive grounding system
It consists of a
for a helicopter.
warning system, a grounding system
(dropweight) and a standby grounding
system (an arrow trailing steel thread)
to be used when the dzopweight either
cannot be used or the L.igh resistance
of the surface must be pierced to
The iuccess of
achieve good grounding.
a passive system design will depf.nd on:
How low can we limit the heli1.
copter voltage by :eans of passive
'.orona dischargers? If this voltage
can be kept below 100 KV uader heavy
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Introduction to Workshop: Lig tning
SSimulation, Testing, and MITL-B-5087B
J.D. Robb
Lightning & Transients Research Institute
J.A. Plumer
General Electric Company
Corporate Research and D~velipment
single stroke as they asi located in what is
designated by the FAA as a zone #3 area Yhere
neithcr swept nor direct strokes are probable.
Otiber tests, to establish adequate lightning protection for electrical or aviolaics systens, for example, are absent from present
specifications, and perhaps should be considered if protection of these critical systems is
to be ass-red. These effects are interrelated
with others such as structural materials vulnerability, and it is obvious that a completely
detailed specification of tests to assure complete protection of the aircraft may be exceedinggly detailed and difficult to define, if
only because the design of each n-w aircraft
is unique. Thus, a systems analysis approach
may bo worth consideration, in which the
,)ecification sets prOtection requirements and
gives overall guidance bux. does not attempt,
to prescribe the details of cach and every
test required along the way.
Some greater detailing of' the protection
requirements is certa-nly suggested, particularly in view of the increaaing use of more
vulnerable materials which are more sensitive
to over specification. PerhapE, a criteria for
the degree of detailing needed .or such lightning tests as are required can be defined as
that degree sufficient to assire identical results from the tests when peTrformed by different laboratories on identical test objects.
The resulting consistency in test application
would increase confidence and assurance that
specified test criteria are bein& met. At
present, for example, )AIL-B-5087B alludes to
the necessity for high voltage or dielectric
breallown requirements bhut fai'_s to define
the ecessary tests. Laboratories are left tc
theii own judgment in selecting test parameters,
and risults obtained by Dne laboratory may not
agree with those obtained at another, even
though the test objectives may be the same.
There exist some contradictions in the
present specifications which are generally
recognized as typical problems in an.- specification for moderrn complex aerospace vehicles.
One of these is the bonding requirement for
conductivity between a]l adjacent metal sections, which contradicts the corrosion requirements of complete insulation between metal
sections. An additional example is in the
strict intarpretation of the bondiz'g requirements which would require bonding between
*Numbers in parentheses designate Referenucs
at end of paper.

LIGHTNING EFFECTS on aerospace vehicles are
complex because of the varý,ety of components
in the natural lightning discharge, the variety
of materials and construction techniques used
in modern aerospace vehicles and the sensitivity and complexity of their electrical and
This is compounded by
electronic systems
greater exposure of these systems to lightning
by virtue of increased use of titanium or reinforced plastic exterral skins. These trends
also increase heii !po.tance of dynamic effects
such as the sweeping of lightnnng discharges
over the aircraft surface.
The original lightning bonding specificatiOn fron which the present MEL-B-5O87B has
P-volved was derivei at the first symposium on
lightning effects on aircraft (i)*. Because
of the raco-grized complexity of effects a simu
plified appronah was taken in which a single
severe test discharge or combination of test
discharges was used to assure satisfactory
lightning protection. This was based on the
concept that because of its severity, anything
that passed this severe test even on a marginal
basis should be quite adequate for use in aircraft,
The original maximum test current was
100,000 amperes and was later increased to
2CO,000 amperes as in the prosent specificstion. For the past generation of aircraft,
compliance with this severe specification did
not substantially penalize the aircraft designs. Also in the early form there was no
firm requirement for lightning testing, resulting in incomplete enforcement of the speciPresently YIL-B-5087B
fication requirements.
spells out unequivocally that tests must be
performed with 200,000 ampere currents to demonstrate protection and, whereas this was considered to be oversevere wxien first specified,
there is some discussion at the present time
that 200 kiloamperes may not even be severe
enough for a single test stroke concept.
The use, however, of the more sensitive
electronic systems aaA the greater exposure and
structural vulnerability of the proposed future
aircraft designs requires that a more careful
look be taken at the standards such as
MIL-B-5087B in order to provide a specification
which more carefully matches the actual lightning protection requirements of any particular
p~rt of a vehicle to what it will actually be
subjected to in flight. For example, it may be
oversevere to require 200 V' tests of areas
which in al1 probability will never receive a
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helicopter rotors raid the fuselage. Whereas
this might be possible, It wo'ild be extremely
difficult and there is no e-idence yet to indicate that it is ncessary .i view of the
massiveness of the bearings required to carrj
the flight losas, Thus, some additior.al detailing of the present VJL-B-5087B specification with rennot to these contradictions is
certainly suggested.
The Session panel has been selected specifically to represent knowledgeable engi.eers
who are actively involved in lightning desigi,
end testing of aircraft, and familiar with
recer.t research and development advances in
tUJs field. It is hoped that from t'his meeting new suggestions may be brought out for
improvorment of the specification and for better
lighning simulation for aerospace vehicle
testing, from which a reasonably balanced approach can be devel.-ped between extriemes of a

-

single very oversevere dischsarge, or a multiple
number of detailed test current waveforms applied for each particular vehicle or compoi~ent
being tested. The improved specifications, to
which we hope tLese discussions will contribute,
can lead to an overall increase in the economy,
efficiency and reliability with which lightning protection is provided for modern aircraft.
REFERENCE
1. U&T Report No. 100, Proceedings, 1948
Symposium on Lightning Piotection for Aircraft,
November, 1948.
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Protection in Relation to Spocification

MUB-5087
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(Airworthiness Division)
ABSTRACT
ENGINE AR•ANGEMENTS - on conventional
eiriraft there is little evidence to suggest
that the jet offlux, which may b, ionistd,
increases tho riak of air to air lightning
strikes. Nevertheless it is possible that,
on an aircraft using a multiplicity of
mode, the risk of air
engines in the lift
to grour.d strikes could be appre-iably
While not directly
increased (cf Apollo 12).
covered, thie aspect is emphasized under the
section dealing with system effects, particular~y as regards the possible effects on
engine control zystems and autoland systems
in the critical, near the ground, regimes.
It is also possible that the use of multiple
engines, with an increase in (possibly)
lift
ionised jet efflux, may increase the static
charging of the aircraft with resuitant
This effect is alro
interference problems.
emphasized in the app:Icable sections of the
requiremhnts.
MATERIALS - With the increasing use of
modern materials and construction techniques
the text and ippendix has oeen re-written,
as appropriate, to emphasize the hazards.
Among the most important materials and
effe:ts are the following:a) Non conducting mate-ials such as
fibre glass or all plastic honeycomb.
Mechanical damage may be caused to such
materials by the passage through them of a
lightning strike wi~h possible resultant
effects oi, the airframe or other systems.
Loss of the intrinsic screening of airframe
mounted systems cr equipnrcont must also be
considered, see also part .on Systeies below.
b) Composite materials such as metal
skinned plastic honey.omb or plastic skinned
metal honeycomb.
Effects similar to those liated above
depending on the materitis used and their
construction.
c) Carbon (or boron) fibre reinforced
plastics.
Effects similar to those listed above
with, in addition, possible severe degradation of the mechanical strength of the
material if it is used in such a way as to
make it possible for the conducting fibres
eviPresent
to carry lightning currents.
e~tent

A revision to the beu.....:0 and ightning
discharge prote.?tion standards 3f the British
(BMAR's),
Civil Airworthiness Rwquirement.
hae recently been proposed in ora r to upZate these it, relation to the late.,t knowledge
and experience on aircraft sand equipment. The
changes made relatbe to current British and
Anglo French requirements are discussed and it
is suggected that this docume.t could, in conJui ction with a revision of specification
form the tasis of a common international standard.

SM--3587,

A REVIEW HAS BEEN GIF.ERTAKEN of the existing
bcnding requirements as detailed in BCAR's
Chapter D4-6, in the light of c .rrent UK and
This has shown the need to
US experience.
revise the current standards to match the
increased system complexity, and possible
vulnerability, of modern aircra.t. including
powered-lift machineb and to take into vccount
the use of new materials and conetrvction
The proposed charges are distechniques.
cussed in detail below and include the experience gained from recent FAR's and the Anglo
French sdpersonic transport standard TSS 3-6.
SUM•MRY ')F PROPOSED CHANGES
AIRCRAFT SHAPE - It bas been found convenient to define three zones on the external
surface of the aircraft, each having different
For aircraft
lightning strike probabilities.
conventional shape, flight experience nan
confirmed the valldi'y of the zones defined
in TSS 8-6 and FAA Advisory Circular AC 20-53.
However, for atn aircraft of non conventional
shape these zones way require redefining and
the proposed amendment takes account of this
and suggests the use of mode) testing aa a
It is also proposed
guide to zone definit'on.
lnat the scope of the zoning be widened to take
account not only of the effects of lightning
on fuel systems but other effects such as those
on structural materials, or equipment and
wiring located in there zones.
AIRCRAFT ALTITUDE - it is possible that
powered-lift aircraft in particular may
operate for longoi periods at altitudes where
strike is at
ofapprox.
a lightning
the highest
probability
80% of strikes occar
i.e.

Sof

dence in

icts

between 2000 ft. cnd 12,000 ft. No changes
are proposed to cover specifically this case,
since it should be covered witain the basic
requirements or taken into account for r.ny
probability arguments.
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the USA

(and to a lesser

recent UK testing) indicates that in such
cases the material must be protected by a
conducting cage which prevents such current
flow.

d) Modern paint finishes,
Such paints as epoxy, acrylic or polyurethane are particularly good electrical
insulators and experience has shown that on
some aircraft an appreciable static build up
cal occu- with resultai.t interference with
aircraft systems. There are also some indications that such raint finishes can affect
the path and restrike locations of swept
lightning strokes.
SYSTEMS - There ia an increasing
tendency for aircraft to use more complex
electrical control systems operating at low
signal levels. This will be particularly
true of powered.lift machines in such areas
as engine or lift
device control, stability
augmencation systems and automatic landig
systems.
Such modern systems are not only more
vulnerable to interference effects from
lightning or static but also the effect of
such nystcm interference on the aircraft
itself could be more serious.
The increased
use of non-metallic structure can also
decrease the ocreening effect of the airframe on the circuits involved. The relevant
sections of the requirements have therefore
been amended to emphasize these dangers.
CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHTNING DISCHARGESIn the light of more recent information, the
lightning stroke, and suggested test current
charactei'istics, are revised in line with
TSS 8-6. It is accepted -hat these te~t
current characteristi-s are not the optimum
and a 9( research prngiamme is under way, one
object of which is to provide the data on
which a final review can be made.
At this
stage hoeever, the best .ata available is
considered to bc that given in TSS 8-6.
RESISTANCE AND CONTINUITI - This section
has been rewritten in a similar manner to
TSS 8-6 and the table of resistance values
includcd as appendix guidance material rather
than in the main text. This change is based
upon the results of an investigation carried
out among UK constructors and operators at
the time of writing TSS 8-6 and is felt to
represent more nearly the current position.

return path on aircraft having earthed
electrical systems,
(d)
to prevent interference with the
functioning of essentiril services (e.g. radio
communications and navigational aids), and
(e)
to prevent deterioration o1 structural strength or daformation, particularly
of composite material structures (see App.
No. 1, para. 8)
2. PPIMARY AND SECONDARY CONDUCTORS (see App. No. 1, pAra. 6; For che pu:;oses
of th.s Ch&pter Primary Conductors shall be
those conductors which are rýquired to carry
light:Ling discharge currents, and Secondary
Conductors shall be those conductors provided
for other forms of bonding.
2.1 The cross sectional art, of Primary
Conductor2 made from ':opper shall be not less
than 3 mm tapprox. 0.0045 eq. ins., i.e.
0.25 in. by 26 SWG' except that where a
single conducto- is likely to carry the whole
discharge from an isolated section, the cr ss
sectional area shall be not less than 6 mm
(approx. 0.009 &1. in., i.e. 0.5 in. by 26
SWG).
Aluminium Primary Conductors shall
have a cross sectional area giving an equivalent surge carryiug capacity.
2.2 Primary Conductors shall be used
for:(a)
Connecting together the main earths
ul separable major components which may carry
lightning discharges.
(b)
Connecting engines to the main
earth (see para. 5).
(c)
Connecting to the main earth all
metal parts presenting a surface on or outside of the external surface of the aircraft
(see pars. 3.1.2).
2.3 The electrical impedance of Primary
Conductors to a lightning dischar3e shall be
as ,ow as is practicable.
2.4 The cross sectional area of
Secondary Conductors pade from copper shall
be not less than 1 mm (approx. 0.001 sq.in.).
Where a single wire is used its size shall be
not less than 1.2 mm dia (18 SWG).
3. PROTECTION AGAINST LIGHTNING DISCHARGES - (see App. No. 1, para. 8). 3.1 The airciaft shall be effectively
provided with means to conduct lightning
strikes, the characteristics uf which are
described in App. 1, so that the aircraft or
itc occupants will not be endangered.
Account
snail be taken of the Ligktning Strike Zones
detailed in Appendix No. 1, para. 3. The
means provided shall be such as to:(a) Minimise damage to the aircraft
structure or components.
(b)
Prevent the passage of such elect-ical currents as vill cause dangerous malfunctioning of the aircraft or Its equipment.
(c)
Prevent the occurrenct of high
potential differences within thi aircraft.
3.1.1 Compliance with par, 3.1 shall
be established by the provisior of an
electrically conducting cage ir accordance
with para. 3.1. 4 (a), (b) or (c
.s applicable.

PROPOSED REQUIREMENTS FOR ELECTRICAL BONDING
AND LIGHTNING DISCHARGE PROTECTION
1. INTRODUCTION - This Cl'ipter prescribes
requirements and its Appendices give recommended practices relating to ti-e following
subjects:•.1 The protection of tLe aircraft
against lightning discharges.
1.2 The electrical bonding of the aircraft structure, components and equipment in
order:(a) to prevent dangerous accumulat-ion
of electrostatic chargen,
(b)
to minimize the possibility of
electric shock from the electricity supply
and dirtribution system,
(c)
to proride en advquata electrical
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FM=
This cago shall eitner coratitute or be
electrically connected to the main eaýrth
system.
3.1.2 External Metal Parts
External metal paits shall either be:(a) electrically bonded to the main earth

of direction are unavoidable, sharp curves
shall be avoided.
All metal parts shall be bonded to the
cage Yith Primary Conductors as appropriate.
Guidance on the probability of a lightning
strike, and hence the need to bond, is given

systei by primary bonding, or
(b) si designed and/or pr 'ected that a
discharge to the part (e.g. a radio
aerial) will cause only local damage which
will not endange: the aeroplane or its occupants.
3.1.2.1 In addition, where internal
linkages are cnnnected to external parts
(e.g. control surfaces), tht linkages shall
be bonded by primary oonding as close to the
external part as possible.
3.1.2.2 Where a primary bond is fitted
across an operating Jack (e.g. on control
surfaces or nose droop) it shall be of such
an impedance and so designed as to limit to a
safe value the passage of current through the
Jack.
NOTE: In considering external metal
parts, consideration should be given to all
flight cz'nfigurations (e.g. lowering of undercarriage and wing-flaps) and also the posoibility of damage to tne aeroplane electrical
system due to surges caused by strikes to
protuberances (such as pitot heads) which
have connections into the electrical system.

in Appendix No. 1, pars. 3.
(c) Aircraft of Composite Construction.
Where component W ts of an aircraft are of
non-metAllic construction, protection shall
be provided, as appropriate. If in the form
of a cage this shall meet the relyrant parts
W'a designing such protection the
of (b).
possible effects outlined in Appendix No. 1
para. 8 shall be taken into account.
SYSTEM - (see also
4. PROTECTION 0.-FU
Appendix No. 1, pF-A. 4)
4.1 The fieL storage system of the
aeroplane shall :ither te ao:4.1.1 situated that it is Improbable
that it wi' 1 be struck by lightning, or
4.1.2 protected that in the event of
it being struck by lightning a catastrophe
is not likely to occur.
4.2 The outlets of venting and jettisoning systems shall be so located and
designed that:4.2.1 it is improbable that they will
be struck by lightning,
4.2.2 they will not under any atmospheric conditions which the aeroplane may

3.1-3

encounter experience electrical discharges

External Non-metallic Parts. (see

also Appendix No. 1, para 8).
External non-metallic parts shall be so
designed and installed that:(a) tney are provided with effective
lightning diverters which will safely carry
the lightning disihargs described in
Appendix 1, or
"b) damage co them by lightning discharges will not et.danger the aeroplane or its
occupants, or
a lightning strike on the insulated
(c)
portion is Improbable because of the shielding
afforded by other portions of the aeroplane.
Where lightning diverters are
31•.•.1
used the surge carrying capacity and mechanical
robustness of associ4ted oo.•ductors shall be
at least equal to that required for Primary
Conductors.
3.1.4 Electrically Conducting Cage
"(a) Aircraft of Metallic Conutruction.
In general the skin of an all-metal aircraf.
will be .ccepted as adequate to meet the
requirements of 3.'.1 provided that the method
of construction is suoh thiat it produces
satisfactory electrical cnntact at joints.
NOTE: An vlectrical contact with a resi&tance less than 0.05 ohm will bt considered as
satisfactory.
(b) Aircraft of Non-metallic ConstrucThe cage shall
tion (see App. No. 1, para 5).
consist of metallic conductors the surge
carrying capacity and mechanical robustness of
which ara at least equal to that required for
Primary Conductors. The conductors shall be
as straight as practicable, and where changes

of such magnitudes as will ignite any fuel/
air mixtures of the ratios likely to be
present, and
4.2.3 the fuel and its vapours in
flammable concentrations will not pass close
to parts of the aeroplane which will produce electrical discharges capable of igniting
fuel/air mixtures.
NOTE: Electrical discharges may, in
addition to direct lightning strikes, be
causid by rorona and streamer formation in
the %icinity of thunderstorms.
1.3 The luel system of the aeroplane
shall be so designed that the passage of
lightning discharges through the main aeroplane structure will not produce, by the
processes of conduction or induction, such
potential differences as wil) cause electrical sparking through areas where there may
be flammable vapours.
4.4 Consideration shall be given,
during the design of the system, to the
effect of tUe accumulation of static charges
(see paran. 6.4 and 6.5).
5- ENG.NES AND ENGINE MOUNTINGS - Where
the engine is not in direct electrical contact uith fkts mounting the engine shall be
electrically connected to the main earth
system by it least two removuble Primary
Conductors, one on each side of the engine.
6. PIKITTECTI0N AGAINST THE ACCUMULATION
OF STATIC CHARGES - (sue also Appendix No. 1
para. 8)
All items, which by the
6.1 General.
accumulation and discharge of static charges
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may cause a danger of electric shock, ignition
of inflammable vepours, or interference with
essential equipment, e.g. radio communications,
navigational aids, or other vital control
systems, shall be adequately bonded to the
main earth 3ystems.
Account shall be taken, in the design and
location of systems or equipment, of the
possibility of electrostatic charging from the
jet efflux of the engines,
NOTE: See para. 8 for resistance values
appropriate to various forms of bonding.
ýE2 Intermittent Contact.
The design
sh&1l be such as to ensure that no fortuitous
z.termittentcontact can occur between metallic
and/or metallized parts.
6.3 Grounding of Main Earth System. The
main earth system shall be connected to ground
automatically when the aircraft is on the
ground.
The resistance between the main earth
system and the ground, when the aircraft is at
rest, shall not exceed 10 megohms.
NOTE: The resistance should be measured
between the main earth system and a metal
plate on which the earthing means, e.g. tyre,
is resting.
6.4 Filling Points. It shall readily be
possible to bond refuelling equipment, including the refuelling nozzle, to the aeroplane
and to make the bonding connection before the
filler cap is removed. The efficiency of the
connection shall be independent of the particular type of refuelling equipment being
used.
6.5 High Pressure Refuelling and FNel
Transfer.
(see also Appetdix No. 1, para. 7)
Where provision is made for high pressure
refuelling and/or for high rates of fuel
transfer it shall be established, by test, or
bl consultation with the appropriate fuel
manufacturers, that dangerously high voltages
will not be induced within the fuel system.
If compliance with this requirement involves
any restriction on the types of fuel to be
used or the usu of additives, this shall be
stated in the Flight Manual and placarded at
the refuelling point.
7. MANDATORY RADIO EQU1.MENT - The
requirements of this paragrapL 7 are applicable to the ilstallation of mandatory railic
equipment in aircraft.
NOTES: (1) In the case of aircraft fitted
radio receiving or transmitting
with mandatory
apparatus an additional reason for bonding is

which are not insulated from earth, shall be
electrically bonded to the main earth system.
7.3 Provision shall be made for the
bonding of all radio tranr.Ittiag and
receiving apparatus tc the main earth by
means of one or more Primary Conductors, or
their equivalent.
In the case of aircraft of
non-metallic or composite construction, the
main bonding strips shall be connected together near these points with Primary Conductors.
8. RESISTANCE AND CONTINUITY MASUREMNT
- (see also Appendix No. 2) The aeroplane
constructor shall prepare and bubmit to the
Certification Authorities a schedule for
resistance and continuity measurements, which
shall contain, as a minimum the data prescribed in pars. 8.1 to para. 8..
The
measurements shall also be made on all series
aeroplares.
8.1 A description of the measuring
apparatus to be used with a statement of the
accuracy which is claimed for the equipment.
8.2 A d.scription of +he method, or
methods, to be employed for the attachment of
the test apparatus to the aeroplanes and its
equipment.
NOTE: Where the type of apparatus
employed and/or its method of attachment
produces test values in excess of those given
in Appendix No. 2, the background evidence to
show the acceptability of such methods should
be detailed.
8.3 A detailed list of ell points on
the aeroplane, including its equipment, for
which measurexente are required and for each
set of measurements the maximum acceptable

to provide an earth syet:m of low resistance
and maximum self capacity for the efficient
operation of the radio equipment.

Primary Bond is specified and the main aeroplane earth.
8.3.2 Secondary Bonding

(2) See also Section R "Radio".
7.1 The metal frame and mounting structure carrying each radio utit shall be bonded
to the main earth by at leae• one Primary
Conductor or its equivalent.
7.2 Within a radius of 2.4 metres (8 feet)
of any unscreaned radio and radio transmitting
equipment ar its aerial lead, any long electrically conducting parts (including metallic
pipe lines and mvtal braiding and conduit)

(a) metallic parts, normally in cor-act
with flammable fluids, and the main aeroplano
earth,
isolated conducting parts subject
(b)
to .appreciable electrostatic charging and the
main aeroplane earth,
(c) electrical panels and other equipment accensible to the occupants of the
aeroplane and the main geroplane earth, to
avoid the danger of electrical shock from

resistance.
Meacurements are required to
determine the efficacy of bonding and connection betweeln, at least, the following:8,3.1 Primary Bonding
the extremities of the fixed
(a)
portions of the aeroplane and such fixed
external panels and components where the
method of construction and/or assembly leads
to doubt as to the repeatability of the bond,
e.g. removable panels,
(b)
the engines and the main aeroplane
earth,
(c)
external movable metal surfaces or
nomponents and the main aeroplane earth,
the bonding conductors of external
(d)
non-metallic parts and the main aeroplane
earth, and
internal components for which a
(e)
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circuits of 50 volts (RMS or DC) or more,
(d)
earth connections, which normally
carry the main electrical supply and the main
aeroplane earth. The test on these connections shall be such as to ensure that the
connections can %;arry,without risk of fire
or damage to the bond, or excessive volt drop,
such continuous normal currents and intermits
tent fault currents as are applicable,
electrical and electronic equipment
(e)
and the aeroplane main earth, where applicable,
and as specified by the aeroplnne constructor,
scatic discharger wicks and the main

lightning diverters.
2.5 In some caess ke.g. radomes) confirmatory tests aay be required to check the
adequacy of the lightning protection provided.
3. LIGHTNING STRIKE ZONES 3.1 Lightning Strike Zones.
It is
convenient to define three zones on the
external surface of the aeroplane, each
having a different lightning strike proba(but see para. 3.1.4 for aircraft
bility.
of non-conventional shape).
3.1.1 Zone 1.
Surfaces of the aeroplane for which there is a high probability

aeroplane structure, and
(g)
the main aeroplane earth system and
ground, measured when the aeroplane is at rest.

of direct stroke attachment.
These areas
&re.
(a) within 0.5 metre (18 inches) of
any trailing edge or tail extrerity,
(b)
within 0.5 metre (18 inches) of
wing tip measured parallel to the tip,
(c)
within 0.5 metre (18 inches) of
any sharp leading edge which is likely to
form a point of attachment for lightning
strikes,

APPENDIX NO. 1
1. ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
LIGHTNING DISCHARGES - In the absence of
better information the data contained in this
Paragraph 1 should be used for the purpose of

assessing the adequacy of lightning discharge

SNOTES:

-

.

I

,

(d)

forward unprotected projections

protection of aeroplanes.
Table 1 shows
typical lightning characteristics.
(1) The duration ox flash tAay be
made up of a number of discharges.
(2) For the purposes of test or
assessment, a discharge current having two
components (as in Table 2. Appendix No. 1)
may be taken as being equivalent to a lightning strike from the aspects of heatinr and
disruptive forces.
2. THE PROTECTION OF EXTERNAL NONMETALLIC PARTS 2.1 Where non-metallic Darts are fitted
externally to the aeroplane in situations
where they may be exposed to lightning discharges (e.g. radomes) the risks include the
following:2.1.1 the disruption of the materials
because of rapid expansion of gases within
them (e.g. water vapour),
2.1.2 the rapid build up of pressure in
the enclosures provided by the parts resulting
in mechanical disruption of the parts themselves or of the structure enclosed by them,
2.1.3 fire caused by che igrition of
the materials themselves or of the nmaerials

(e.g. nose of aircraft, engine nacell^
forward of wing), and
(e)
any other projecting part may constitute a point of attachment.
3.1.2 Zone 2.
Surfaces for which there
is a probability of strokes beinig swept rearward from a Zone 1 point of direct stroke
attachment (e.g. fuselage nose).
Zone 2
extends 0.5 metro (18 inches) laterally to
each side of fore and aft lines passing
through Zone 1 forward projection poin•ts of
All fuselage surfaces
stroke attachment.
and surfaces of nacelles not defined as
Zone 1 are included in Zone 2 unless it can
be shown, for example, that certain nacelle
surfaces are adequately protected by their
position relative to the wing.
3.1.3 Zone 3.
Surfaces for which there
is only an Extremely Remote probability of
direct or swept strokes.
Ignition sources
in these are as would exist only in the event
of streamering.
This zore includes all curfaces of the aeroplane not coming under the
definitions for Zones I and 2.
3.1.4 General. Guidance on the Zones
for a particular aeroplane configuration may

contained within the enclosures, and

be obtained by simulated lightning strike

.1. 4
holes in the non-metallic part
which may present a hazard at high speeds.
2.2 The materials used should not absorb
water or occlude gases, and should be of high
dielectric strength in order to encourage surface flash-over rather than puncture. Laminates made entirely from solid material are
preferable to those incorporating laminations
ef cellular material.
2.3 Those external non-metallic parts
which are classified as Primary Structure
ihould be protected by Primary Conductors.
2.4 Where damage to an external nonmetallic part which is not classified as
Primary Structure may endanger the aeroplane,
the part should be protected by adequate

'•"

tests on a model aeroplane.
Such testing is
particularly desirable for aircraft of nonconventional shape.
4.1 Available data indicates that
effective fuel system lightning protection
is obtained if:(a) in Zone 1, the protection takes
account of all fuel system parts, direct
strokes, the attendant blast effects, and
possible penetration, vent outlets are protected against the effects of direct stroke
attachment and semi-insulated fuel system
parts are designed to prevent sparking when
flammable vapours can eyist.
in Zone 2, vwnt outlets and semi(b)
insulated fuel system parts are protected
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TABLE 1 (APPENDIX NO. 1)

Charge transfer

maximum
normal

600 coulombs
50 to 200 coulombs

Peak current

maximum
normal

500 kA
about 50 kA

Duration of flash

maximum

2 seconds

Duration of peak current

about 25 micro seconds to half peak value,
critically damped

TABLE 2 (APPENDIX NO.
Component

Pe-k current

1)

Duration

Chapge transfer

1

200 kA

To crest value in
15 inicro seconds
decaying tc
50000 amperes iz
30 micro neconds
from initiation

4 coulombs

2

fOOampires

1 sicond

500 coulombs

rectangular wave

TABLE 3 (APPENDIX NO.

FUEL SYSTEM PART
Tank skin

ZONE 2

ZONE 1
Aluminium alloy
thicker than
2 mm •o.08o in)
or equivalent

1)

-

I

See Note

Flush or recessed

Protect against

Protect against

fuel vent outlets

direct strokes
and streamering

direct strokes
and streamering

Protruding types
of fuel vent
outlets

Protect against
direct strokes
and streamering

Protect against
direct strokes
#nd streamering

Access doors,
filler caps and
other semiinsulated parts

Protect against
direct stroke
attachments

Protect against
direct stroke
attachments

*NOTE:

Protectioi,

ZONE 3

Protect against
streamering

may be required for those tank surfaces which are exposed to swept strokes.
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in the same manner as for Zone 1.
(c)
in Zone 3, vent outlets having a
protruding configuration are protected to
avoid ignition of fuel vapours by streamering.
4.2 A tabular description of Zones and
protection guidelines is given in Table 3
(Appendix Ne. 1).
4.3 General Guidelines foi Detailed
Design Features
4.3.1 Access Doors and Filler Caps
(a) Positive measures should be taken
to prevent internal arcing and sparking such

(i)
dilution of 'ented vapours with
fre h air to keep the mixtures in the 'too
lean' range,
(ii)
acceleration of the vented vapours
by ram air to an exit speed above the flame
propagation speed,
(iii) flame arresters,
(iv)
fire and explosion suppression
devices, and
(vW use of an inert atmosphere in the
venting system.
(f)
For vent outlets which are located

as:-

in Zone 3, the flush designs

(i)
the provisior of a continuous ,•nd
good electrical contact around the entire
periphery of the part, and
(ii)
to design the part in such a way
that any arcing or sparking which might occur
would take place on the outside oZ the fuel
tank rather than on the inside,
(b) At pk-esent the only satisfactory
method of evaluating the efficacy of the
precautions described in para. 3.3.1(a) has
been found +o be by tictizig using discharges
equivalent to those given in Table 2
(Appendix No. 1) fcr componen'.s 1 and 2.
NOTE: A suitable test me!thod is
described in FAA Advisory Circular AC 20-53,
which cancels and replaces A(;25-3A.
4.3.2 Vent Outlet Desitns. Ve,.t outlet
configurations can usually te described in
three general classes as deicribed in para.
3.3.2(a) to (c).
NOTE: Lockheed Report, Document NASA
TN D-2240 'Investigation of Mechanisms of
Potential Aircraft Fuel Tani Vent Fires and
Explosions caused by Atmospieric Electricity',
includes a description of typical designs.
(a) Class 1.
A nast type vent which
discharges into the outlet wake with mixing
taking place downstream (e.g. Figure 8 (a) of
Lockheed Report).
(b)
Class 2.
A mast type vent discharging into the free stream.
In this case
the vent outlet is separated from the external surface sufficiently to disc~.arge the
fuel vapours away from the boundary layer
(e.g. Figure 8(b) of Lockheed Report).
(c)
Class 3. Flush type vent designs
discharging into the boundary layer (e.g.
Figures 8(a), (d), (el and (f) of Lockheed
Report).
(d)
Class 1 and 2 vents are considered
likely points for streamer formations whereas
Class 3 vents are not.
(e) The evaluation of venting systems
having outlets located in Zones 1 and 2,
regardless of the class of outlet configuration, involves consideration of all conditions
resulting from a lightning strike at or near
the outlet (including blast pres.ures).
Various means of preventing ignition or
arresting flame propagrtion are considered
feasible; however the actual performance of
the protective means is not usually predictable without suitable testing. Some examples
of protective means are:-

considered relatively immune fiom streamering
formations, whereas the protruding types
(Classes I and 2), are considered to be likely
points for streamer formations and protection
of the vent against flame propagation is
important.
A frame arrester could furnish
this protection; however the design conditions
for the flame arrester would not be as severe
as in the case of vents located in Zones 1 and
2 because of the absence of blast pressure
effects.
Tests conducted to show the flame
propagation characoeristics through vent outlets located in Zone 3 can be conducted with
a low energy source for ignition (e.g. a
spark plug).
4.3.3 Flame Arresters. The only reliable method for determining the capability
of a flame arrester design is to test it under
pressure characteristics likely to be encountered from a natural lightning stroke and with
a reasonably accurate reproduction of the
actual vent design including tuoing bends,
obstructions and outlet shape. Evaluation of
the flame arrester also includes the determination that no hazards (e.g. icing) are
introduced by the addition of the flame
arrester.
4.3.4 The Protection of Fuel Tanks.
In
order to avoid the risk of lightning discharge
to fuel tanks the surfaces of which are effectively part of the external surface of an aircraft the following precautions should be
observed:(a)
Fuel should not te stored in the
leadirg or trailing edges of wings, tailplanes,
fins, etc., or in the extremities of the fuselage.
(b)
Fuel should not be stored within
0.5 metre (18 inches) of the tips of wings,
etc.
(c)
The exposed external surfaces of
the tanks should be free of sharp projections,
edges or small radii.
Where it is not pcesible to situate tanks
which are effectively part of the external
surface of the aircraft as described in para.
4.3.4 (a) and (b) (e.g. in the cese of wing
tip tanks) precautions as detailed in para.
4.3.4.1 or 4.3.4.2, as appropriate, should be
laken.
4.3.4.1 Metal Tanks
(a) Measures should be taken to prevent
explosive mixtures from occurring within the
tank, or
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(Clt•ss 3) are

(b)
It should be established that an
explosion occurring within the tank would not
cause a catastrophe, or
(c)
Where exposed to lightning strikes,
the tank wall thickness should not be less
than 0.08 in.
Additionally, the exposed
extremities of tip and pod tanks should not
contain fuel. The exposed external surfaces
of the tanks should be smooth, or
(d) The exposed ends of the tank should
not contain fuel and the tanks should be
fitted with adequate lightning diverters.
In
such cases the walls of the tank ahou~ld not be
less than 0.04 in. thick,
4.3.4.2 hon-metallic Tanks. The exposed
ends of the tank should not contain iuel and
the external surinces of the tank should be
protected by lightring diverters at least to
the standard required for non-metallic iircraft. The inside of the tank should be kept
as free as possible of metal work and such
metal work should be bonded by primary conductors to the main earth system of the aircraft at the root of the tank. The internal
bonding system should be so designed and
arranged in relation to the lightning divert~arr that it will not constitute a path for
the discharge in the case of the tank being
struck by lightning,
'.
MAIN EARTH SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT OF
NON-METALLIC CONSTRUCTICN 5.1 Fuselage
5.1.1 Four or more conductors, extending
the whole length of the fuselage, should be
provided.
The number and disposition of these
conductors should be such that they are not
more thun 2 metres (6 feet) apart as measured
round the periphery of the fuselage at the
position of greatest cross sectional area.
The conductors should be placed on or near
thG outer skin at approximately equal intervals and joined together at their ends in the
manner described in para. 5.6.
5.1.2 The conductors described in para.
5.1.1 should be inter-connected by similar
conductors at positions corresponding to the
terminals provided for inter-connecting the
wing and fuselage main earth systems and
intermediately at intervals not exceeding
6 metres (20 feet).
5.2 Wings and Tailplanes.
Conductors,
extending from root to tip, should be provided in accordance .th Table 4 (App. No. 1).
The wing or tailplare root end of each conductor ehould be connected to the fuselage
main earth system, and the outboard enls
should be connected in the manner described
in para. 5.6. The strips should be transverseley interconnected by similar strips at
intervals not exceeding 6 metres (20 feet).
5.3 Fin and Rudder. A conductor should
be disposed at the le-ding edge of the fin
and do-in the rudder post. A further conductor
should be provided at the trailing edge of the
rudder. These conductors should be connected
to at least each end hirge and to the fuselage
main earth.

5.4 Elevators.
A conductor should be
provided at the trailing edge of each elevator. The conductors should be connected to
at least each end hinge and to the fuselage
main earth.
5.5 Ailerons and Wing-Flaps. All
aileron and wing-flap hinges should be connected to the wing main earth, and a conductor
on or near the trailing edge of each aileron
and wing-flap should be connected to each end
hinge and to the wing wman earth.
5.6 Lightning Strike Plates. Lightning
strike plates, extending round tha edge of
each extremity of each wing and tailplane,
and round the nose and tail of the fuselage,
should be provided on the exterior of the
aircraft structure except where existing
metallic structure can serve the same purpose.
The itrike plates may be covered with dope,
fabric, paint, etc., if desi-ed.
Each strike
plate should consist of a strip of copper of
not less than 2.5 m~nwidth x O.45 mm (1 in.
width x 26 SWG) thickness, o: other material
of equivalent surge current capacity and
mechanicas robustness; the plate should be
of sufficient length to extend on both sides
to a distance of 600 mm (24 in.) as measured
from the outer extremity, and should form the
means of joining togetner the ends of the
main earth conductors at these extremities.
6. PRIMARY CONDUCTORS 6.1 The joints detailed in this paragraph 6.1 are acceptable as parts of the
Primary Conductors:6.1.1 Provided that all insulating
finishes are removed from the contact area
before assembly, metal-to-metal joints held
together by threaded devices, riveted joints,
structural wires unier appreciable tension,
and bolted and clamped fittings.
NOTE: A surface anodised in accordance
with Specification DTD.910B is an almost
perfect insulator for a potential difference
of les than 130 volte, but the surface is
readily broken by the rotation of a bolt head
or the forming of a rivet.
In these lattar
cases it is unne'essary to remove 'he anodic
finish,. However, when two anodise. parts are
clampee together without any relative motion
being involved, the anodised surface should be
removed over an ares strictly limited to that
necessary to ensure efficient electrical contact, and the assembly coated with a suitable
protestive material such as a jointing compound containirgbarium chromate.
6.1.2 Most cowl fasteners and locking
and latching mcchanisms, provided that the
current path is of sufficiently low impedance.
6.1.3 Metal-to-metal hinges for doors
and panels and metal-to-metal bearings
(including ball bearings).
in the case of
bearings in control surface hinges either it
should be demonstrated by test or by reference
to relevant experience that the bearings will
withstand a lightning discharge without
dangerous seizure or the bearings should be
bonded across by a jumper. In the latter case
2
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TABLE 4 (APPENDIX NO.

Wing or Tailplane
Root Chord
(metres)
Less than 2.5

Minimum
Number of
Condlictors

Approximate position

At leading edge and
trailing edge.

2

At leading edge, trailing
edge and mid chord.

2.5 - 4.5
4.5 or more

1)

4

At leading edge, trailing
edge, 1/3 chord and 2/3
chord.

NOTE: "Trailing edge" in Table 4 (App. No. 1) refers to that of the fixed wing or tailplane
structure only. "Wing root chord" excludes fillets, but includes wing-flaps in the retracted
position.
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cage.

bonding jumpers should be as flexible and as
short and of as low an impedance as is practicable and should not be tinned. Great care
should be taken to avoid any possibility of
the jumper jamming the controls even when the
jumper is disconnected.
7. EJECTROSTATIC VOLTAGE INDUCED -)URING
HIGH PRESSURE REFUELLING 7.1 With standard refuelling equipment
and standard airce'aft turbine fuels, voltages
high cnough to cause sparking may be induced
between the surface of the fuel and the metal
parts of the tank at refuelling rates above
250 gal/min. These induced voltages may be
increased by the presence of additives and
contaminations (e.g. anti-corrosion inhibitors, lubricating oil, free eater), and by
splashing or spraying of the fuel in the tank.
7.2 The static charge can be reduced in
the following ways:(a)
By measurestsken in the refuelling
equipment such as increasing the diameter of
refuelling lines and designing filters to give
the minimum of electrostatic charging.
By changing the electrical proper(b)
ties of the fuel by the use of anti-static
additives and thus redic'ng the accumulation
static charge in the tank to a negligible
amount.
(c)
Floor-filling of each compartment.
7.3 The critical refuelling rates are
related to the aircraft r'efuelling installa*ion&, and the designer sho,,ld seek the advice
of fuel suppliers on this problem.
8. THE USE OF NON-METALLIC MATERIALS
RELATIVE TO ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICAL HAZARDS 8.1 Some of the materials used and
possible effects upon the aircraft and its
systems are considered belu.,
Non conducting materials such as
(a)
fibre glass or all plastic hnneycomb.
Mechanical damage may be caused to such
materials by the passage through them oQ a
lightning strike, wit'" poasible resultant
effects upon the airfiame on other systems
Loss of the
(see also App. No. 1 pars. 2).
intrinsic screening provided by a metal airframe must also be considered and the possible
interference, by lightning strikes or static
discharges, witn critical control systeruis,
taken into account.
(b) Composite materials such as metal
skinnad plastic honeycomb or plastic skinned
metal honeycomb.
Effects similar to those in (a) above
Jepending upon the materials used and their
lcation.
Carbon (or Boron) fibre reinforced
(c)
plastics.
Effect' similar to those listed in (a)
above with, .n addition, possible severe
degradation of the mechanical strength of the
material if it is used in such a way as to
make it possible for the conducting fibres to
Present evidence
carry lightning currents.
indicates that, in such cases, the material
must be protected by a suitable conducting

Paint finishea.
(d)
Certain paints are particularly good
electrical insulators and experience has
shown that an appreciable static build up
can occur with resultant interference with
There are also indications
aircraft systems.
that such paint finishes can affect the path
and restrike locations oi swept lightning strokes.
8.2 In general, some form of high voltage/current tests will be required to give
confidence that structure will not be damaged
in such a way as to hazard the aircraft.
Close attention will be required both in the
design of the airframe and of the systems to
ensure that electrical interference effects
Where eppropriate, teL . will
are mirimised.
be required to ensure that these design aims
have been satisfied.
APPENDIX NO.

1. MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRICAL RFZISTA.4CE
AND BONDING 1.1 Several methods of measuring low
values of resistance Lre availablL, but it
has been determined that, in general, three
methods are normally used on aircraft, viz:1,1.1 A Bonding Tester with integral
battery and indicator with voltage and current
coils.
NOTE: This instrument is normally
supplied with connection leads and prods.
1.1.2 A double bridge milliohmmeter
method using a current of not less than
10 ampere. in the bond.
NOTE: Joints should be made using
bolted connections.
1.1.3 Ammetcr-Voltmeter method using
calibrated ammeter and voltmeter and boll3d
connections or a combination of bolted connections and prods.
1.2 Largo variations, up to approximately
an order of difference, in measured results
can be obtained, when measuring the same
resi'tance, depending on the test equipment
The values quoteid in
and connectiona us d.
Tacle 1 (Appendix No. 2) are b-.sed on the use
Where other methods
of bolted connections.
of attachment are used, which produce higher
resistance values, these maj be acceptable
subject to satisfactory evicence in their use.
1.3 Table 1 (Appendix No. 2) gives
guidance on the acceptable maximum values oe
resistance which experience has shown to give
satisfactory results. As described in Para.
I, ;hose are based on the use of bolted connections and higher values may be acceptaole.
SbUMARY
The preceding section of the paper provides
a detailed proposal for the airworthiness
requirements for bonding and 2ightning protection for mo~ern aircraft. It is fe±i that
this proposal should przvwde adeqi.ate guidance
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TABLE 1 (APPENDIX NO. 2)
Paragraph

No.
PRIMARY
8.3.1(a)

Maximum resistance in

Condition

Millohms using Bolted
Connections

Between extremities of the
fixed portions of the aero-

1 for light alloy
10 for stainless steel

plane and between fixed panels

and components as specified.
8.3.1(b)

Between engines and aeroplane
earth.

8.3.1(c)

Between external components
and aeroplane ,arth.

8.3.-'(d)

8.3.1(e)

Para6,aph
No.
SECONDARY

8.3.2(a)

8.3.2(b)

8

.3.2(c)

I for light alloy
10 for stainless steel

5 for light alloy
10 for stainless steel

Between con('ucturs on externel non metallic parts and
aeroplane ea.-th.
Between internally mounted
primary bonded components
and aeroplane earth.

5
2

Maximum Resistance in
Milliohms (unless otherwise
stated) Using Suitable Test
Equipment

Condition

Between metallic parts
normally in contact with
flammable fluids and aeroplane earth.

10 for light alloy
100 for stainless steel

Between isolated conducting
parts subject to appreciable

0.5 Megohm op not
exceeding 10' Ohm•/square

electrostc tic charging and

surface resistivity for

aeroplane earth.

non conducting surfaces in
contact with the metal airframe.

For the avoidance of elecZrical shock from equipment

500

which carries 50 volt (RM.C

or DC) or more.
8.3.2(d)

Main electrical ear connections.

5OmV drop for normal
currents.

8.3.2(e)

Between electrical and electronic equipment and aeroplane
earth.

4here applicable to be
specified by the aeroplane
constructor

8.3.2(f)

Between static discharger
wick3 and structure.

1000

8.3.2(g)

Between aeroplane earth and
ground

10 Megohms
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as well ad regulatory material, to ccver, at
least, the next generation of civil aircraft.
While the format of this proposal differs
from that of the U.S.

Specification

MIZ-5C57,

it is suggested that the proposed revisions to
the MtLspecfication should take into account

the aterial of this(U.K.) proposal both to
ensure adequate safety of Lhe aircraft

and as

a basis for ensuring a common international
approach to the problem areas.
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Factors Affecting Punctu-e of
Aluminium Alloy by Simulated Light "*g
John Phillpott
UKAEA, Culham Laboratory,
Berks, U.K.

Abingdon,

ABSTRACT
Aircraft flying close to or
through a thunderstorm active area are
likely to be subjected to a lightning
strike.
The outer skin of an aircra-'t
usually comprises thin metallic sheets
-ind consequently there is a finite
risk that the skin will be punctured.
Laboratory tests are performed to
investigate the vulnerability of
panels in critical areas.
Existing
airworthiness specificat'ons dictate
the current wavefcrm to be used, but
do not identify the electrode conditions and ccnfigurations.
It will be
shown that the latter are of great
significance, and this suggests that
for all futrtie airworthiness requirements the electrode geometry should be
specified.

time was between I ms and 5 ms with
the decay of current mainly dominated
by the acc voltage which was about
150 V for 3 mm electrode/sheet
spacing.
Consequently the waveshape
was approximately triangular, with
puncture occurring before 50% of the
current decay in the majority of
cases.
The electrode/sheet spacing was
varied between 3 mm and 300 mm and at
all spacings, except where indicated,
a 38 SWG copper fuce wire was used to
produce the initial
breakdown.
Two
rod electrodes of Copper-Turigsten
sintered material of 9.5 mm and
14.7 mm 6iameter were used in order to
investigate the effects of changes of
electrode size.

THE OBJECTIVES of this experimental
RESULTS
work were to determine the minimum
Figure 2 shows a graph of the
number of coulombs required to puncnumber of coulombs required to puncture Aluminium Alloy (HE 15) sheets as
a funccion of peak current, polarity,
ture the 2 mm of Al aloy against
waveshape, arc length and electrodepuncture time for 4.7 mm and 9.5 mm
mm spacing for posielectrodes
with 3 polarities.
damethaer.
Airworenthin
auethoriies
diameter.
Airworthiness
authorities
i
tire and negative
consider that 0.080" (2 mm) of the Al
tive a
nega
polarities.
alloy is sufficient to give adequate
Fge
3 shows a
ias grap where
lightning protection, ani this thickthe
pa c
urethse
pot
as
function of puncture time.
ness was chosen for thi. investigation,
With the sheet as an anode, there
was a wide scatter in the experimental
SEQUIPMENIT
results, particularly for the low
The test equipment comprised:current, long time shots.
For the
(a)
200 kip 20 kV capacitor bank
14.7mm diameter electrode the coulombs
required to give a time of 25 ms
capable of being crowbarred to
varied between 29 and 72 C and for the
give a unidi-ectional waveform,
(b)
Photodiode detection unit.
3.5 mm diameter between 15 and 29 C.
(c)
Ranqe of inductors 0.41-12.6 mH.
The curve drawn for thi. condition
shows a trend rather than an accurate
Electrode diameter of 14.7 mm and
(d)
9.5 mm.
graph.
Th.se results which are of the
The capacitor current was
opposite polarity to previous work
(1, 2)0 are in reasonable experimental
measured using a coaxial shunt with an
L/R time of cbout 20 ps. A filter
was
agreement with those obtained by Brick
olaced in front of the photodiode
(3) using a 400 V battery system.
which completeJy blockec out the
With the sheet as a cathode, the
infrared, but was transparent to the
scatter was relatively small, and the
The curve
result reproducible.
Puncture
blue end cf the spectrum.
could therefore be determined within
through these points was lower but of
50 ps. The general arrangement is
the same shape as those previously
described (1, 2) for a 9.5 mm -1ecshow.i in Figure 1. The current wavetrode without a fuse wire initiation.
form and the signal from the photodiode were displayed on the same

S•scilloscope,

so that the number of
coulombs to produce puncture could
easily be evaluated.
The current rise

*Numbers in
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Fig. 3. Graph of Peak current required to puncture 2rmm
of Al. alloy. against puncture time for 14.7mrm and
9.$mm electrodes with 3mm. arc length.
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An investigation into the effects
of omitting the fuse wire initiation
with the 9.5 mm electrode showed that
at about 15 kA and a 3 mm arc, the
number of coulombs required to puncture were reduced by about 20%
ccempared witl
he coulombs under aibreakdown conditions.
At this
particular current level the results,
both with and without the fuse wire,
happen to be independent of polarity.
It should be noted that there is
a•minimum in the coulomb curves
(Figure 2) which occurs at about
S•
1,000 amps.
Thus, it is possible for
the required coulombs to be produced
by either high current, short-time
wcurrent long-time
(5 kA, 10 ins) or lowcurnlogtm
pulses (700 amps. 70 ma).
Figure 4 shows the variation in
the number of coulombs required to
puncture as a function of arc length
for both polarities and an electrode
diameter of 9.5 mm.
This shows that
is a significant variation in
the number of coulombs and that, with
the longer arc, more energy can be
absoroed by the sheet before punrture
occurs.
Fot instance, with the sheet
as a cathode, the number of coulombs
under short arc conditions is about 60,
whereas for long arcs up to about 250C
are required.
This effect is probably
due to limited movement of the arc
root on the sheet.
In the case of an
epoxy painted surface, wheve the paint
probably reduces the arc root movement,
twice the coulonbs can be absorbed
with a 300 mm arc compared with a
10 mm arc length.
The results also indicate that
the effect of arc length is evet.
greater with the (unpainted) alloy
sheet as an anode, and with arc ]engths
of greater than a few cm, more coulombs
can be absorbed than as a cathode.
This is against the tzend of the shcrt
arc rezults.
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CONCLUSIONS

}It
has beer, shot-n that the electrode conditions and configurations
can be zesponsible for producing wide
variations in the n'mber of coulombs
required to puncture 2 mm of Al alloy.
It is imoortant that any fture
airwcrthiness specifications should
detai" the electrode corfiguration to
be used to ensure that all components
are tested to the sdme standard, and
if possible to give e better approximation to in-flight conditions.
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nts on MIL.-B-5087M(2),

knows that such closures are SCoumr
usually most

Bonding, Electrical,

and Lightning Protection, for Aerospace
Sylteae

needful of lightning-integrity testing; yet
the limited reference only to radomes and
canopies tends to steer away from any such
requirement. As a result, conscientious
military-aircraft manufacturers have
tended either to set their own requirements
(with 3.3.4.5. as a lower boundary) or to
be guided by FAA Advisory Circular AC 20-53,
or both.
4. In both paragraphs 3.3.4 and 3.3.4.5 the
test-waveform description is unnecessarily
restrictive for most high-current-test
purposes. A damped oscillatory wave is
usually entirely adequate and much easier
to obtain than the unipolar pulse describedespecially with the included 90-percentpoint description given.
Commonly the
peak current is stipulated, then the rise
time from t - 0 (the beginning of the
current transimnt) to t - t peak, and
then the total time from
- 0 to t w 50
perce-nt-i.e., from t - 0 to that instant
at which the current becomes one-half its
(maximum) peak after having just pasaed
that peak. Thus, a test strike that rpre
to a peak of 200,000 amperes in 10
microseconds, then dropped through 100,O30
amperes in a total time of 20 microseconds
would be called a 200,000 ampere, 10/20
strike. The Lightning and Transients
Research Institute (LTRI) has often
contended that a 15/30 strike is
appropriate.
Others favor other waveforms.
For example, Dr. Martin A. Uman in his
McGraw-Hill bock Lightning (page 4) shows
2/40 as representative of (widely variable)

muý
rloyd P. Holder
Lockheed-Georgia Company
I.

I

In paragraph 3.3.4 the term, "lightning
entry" needs clarifying. Some tend to
understand this to mean literally a flash
going through an electromagnetic opening,
such as a windshield or radome. This is
much too narrow a view, so an improvement
would be "lightning or lightning-effects
entry." The object wuld be to cover
such considerations as:
SLightning-caused
internal hot spots
in fuel tanks, even if burn-through
does not occur,
Lightning-caused air-breakdown or
conductive-contact sparking at fuel
Stank
closures, joints, fasteners, etc.
SLightning-energy
in electrical form, (i.e.,
without accompanying heat, light, presoure,
and sound, along antenna leads, wiring,
control cables, ducting, screw jacks,
etc. Entry may be by conduction or
indvction.
Lightning-caused personnel hazards duo
botb to IZ drops along structure and
interfaces and to induced effects
resulting from personnel exposure to
intense electric and/or magnetic fields
or flux changes,
2.
Paragraph 3.3.4 as revised by Amendment 2
states, "Lightning protection shall be
provided at all possible points of entry

into the aircraft and shall be proven by

measurements made at the ground.

test."

Arrester, Lightning, General Specification

The intent here was probably that

it shall be proven by test that lightning

for, ca.ls for both 100,000-ampere, 5/10

Sotection

and 200,000-ampere, 10/20 strikes,
In
any event, liberal time tolerances in

is provided at all possible
"points of entry. But the statement can be

to m-ean

Sconstrued

M

3.

MIL-A-9094D,

virtually that lightning

MIL-B-5087 (not presently given there)

protection at every possible point of entry
must be proven by test. There is a subtle
but vast difference in the two intrepretations.
Depending on who is doIng the construing,
the second interpretation could lead to a
fantastic and unnecessarily expensive
lightning-test program. This would be a
"swing of the pendulum" too far in the
opposite direction to the test applicability
prior to Amendment 2, which is discussed in
item 3, below,
Paragraph 3.3.4,5 states, "Lasoratory tests
of lightning protection provisions for
external sections, such as radomes and
canopies, shall be performed ......
"

should be justiZiable on the basis of
the wide divergence of values given in the
literature, A-. allowing the trail-off
oscillations for practical testing should be
justifiable on the premise that for hardwaretest purnoses tho•e oscillations merely
increase the stringency of the test slightly
again in the face of the wide variability
of data on the severity of natural lightning.
If high-rate-of-current-rise testing is to
be performed separately-as later comwent
will support-the larger numbers, such as
15/30, give a more stringent high-current
test than the smaller, such as 5/10,
because the energy spent at the test specimen

Before the amendments this was the only
statement of lightning-test applicability.
It raises w.de-open qvestions as to what all

is greater.

Thus,

Energy - R

is meant by "external sections," especially
sinc-t Pý: lightning-oriented reader may
well not associate "exiernal sections ,"
with such things as fuel-Lank closures.
He

i

dt,

where R, in simple terms, is the effective
resistance of the energy-dissieating portion
of the test specimen and is assumed to be e
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5.

6.

7.

8.

fixeu-shape function of t.
Paragraphs 3.3.4 and 3.3.4.5, and the
awenduents, link the high-rate--of rise
component directly to the high-current
component.
Not only does this make for a
waveform that for most hardware-test purposes
ie unnecesuarily hard and expensive to obtain,
it tends to obs-ure what are best kept as two
separate effects: viz, induced voltage
transients (from the high-rate-of-rise
component) and blast/ metallic-sparkingi
electromechanical effects (from the
high-turrent component). It is hereby
suggested tat
these and other components,
and various limits of each where applicable
(e.g., 200 coulombs as one "high-coulotb"
limit and 500 coulombs as anotter), be
enumerated separately. 'OtB preparer of a
given subsystem or system purchasing
specification could then easily assemble
for lightning protection Aerely by
reference to the proper item identifiers in
MIL-B-5087 (Rev.).
Similarly, appropriate

thermal environments less than 300 F."
Paragraph 3.3.4.2. states, "Control surfaces
and flaps shall have a bonding jumper across
each hinge, except for installations having
a single hinge in which case a minimum of
two jumpers are requirid." Paragraph 3.3.4.2
is a subpar..graph of paragraph 3.3.4,"Class
L bonding lightning protection) (except
for antenna systeme." Thu3, HIL-B-5087D
bonding-jumper requirements are represented
as being adequately covered by 14525083. so
long ao two jumpers are used.
It is recalled
that MS25083 jumpers designated for
lightning-current handling were higheurrent tested some years ago and found
to break at 60,000 amoeres, each, This
testing was done probably during the life
span of MIL-B-5087A which had a highcurrenm requirement of only 100,000 amperes
instead of the present 200•,000 of MIL-B-5087B.
If the only two hinges of a given control
surfaco: were widely separated and a "worstcase" ittrike made contact near one of the

composite strikes (test strikes combining

two (each baving one MS25083 jumper), that

two or more components) could also be
readily called out, where desirable.
Some clarification accoapanying the
last sentence of paragraph 3.3.4.5. is
needed. That sentence probably alludes to
such testing as high-current or composite
"shots" that simulate natural lightning
tracking along a radome's dielectric
iurface and approaching a diverter strip
from the side. There are other comparable
possibilities.
But it is not difficult to
miss that point completely and misunderstand tee sentence to be referring to highvoltage, long spark model tests. By
their nature these tests are made by firing

jumper tould be expected to carr, more-possibly considerably more- than half
the current, which, encueding 60,000 amperes,
would snap the jumper.
Only with that strike
near the eleatrical center between the two
jumpers in this case could both jumpers be
expected to survive the 100,000-ampere
strike. The 200,000 amperes of hIL-B-5087B
would snapl both jumpers if appllei at the
electrical center. Thus, it appears that
MS25083 lightning-current Jumpers have not
kept pace with the updating of MIL-B-5087.
Until this is corrected it i probabl7
wise, in those cases where maximumcurrent protection by jumpers is a "must,"

at the test :wap•e from all reasonable

to double up on the number of MS25083

angles expected from lightning strikes.
Actually, however, no long-spark testing

jtrmpers required or to take scae equivalent
step. It shoald be realized, however, that

of radomes, models, or whatever is
mentioned in HIL-B-5087, though it

a gre t majority of strikes reach far lower
than 100,000 amperes. it should also be

probably should be.
Also not yet mentioned in HIL-B-5C87B(2)

realized that in many cases a Jumper becomes
virtually useless, anyway.
If a steep-

are

intermediate strikes (for maximum pitting
effects), high-coulomb strikes (for

fronted strike produces enough inductive
drop in the protective jumpers to initiate

maximum heating or burning damage),
swept strikes (for minimum-penalty,

an arc breakdown across the hinge or other
hardware being protected, the arc may well

and

realistic operational evaluation of the

become the path of least impedance and cause

other two).
Examples of the first of these
appear in MIL-A-9094D, paragraphs 4.6.11 (b)

essentially as much damage as if the jumper
had not existed.
So there is an increasing

and 4.6.11.1 (b).

trend toward "designing around" a need for

Examples of the second

are given in subparagraphs (c) of those
same two paragraphs and also in FAA Advisory
Circular AC20-53.
The third (swept str5kes)
have been studied by industry for several
years and are discussed in the literature
but are not known to appear as yet in a
Government specification or standard,
Xnvestigation in this last case probably
91hould not be considered exhaustive at
this time.
Paragraph 3.1.2 states, "Bonding jntmpers

9.

(see 6.2.3.) shall conform to MS25083 for

lightning protection by jumpers (e.g.,
intentional spark paths, etc).
Even
then, however, other requirements, such as
precipitation charge dissipation, must not
be overlooked.
Time and again the questior is raise- 'a to
what d-c resistance value must fastipulated to assure an adequate lightningcurrent path. There is no vat answer.
As noted in the previous item, a properly
corfigured open circuit may be best.

In many cases, on the other hand, the path
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(usually an interface is the path of -zoncern)
inherently trends toward a dead short.
Metallic fuel-area closures are common
examples.
If various resistances
measured and recorded on a specimenarethat
subsequently passes lightning-integrity
qualificatioi tests, the recorded values
can later be uscd as manufacturing controls
to assure that production items supposedly
like the tested item are in fact like it
and therefore safe. Otherwise no particularly
useful 1.ghtning-integrity-to-resistance
correlation is believed to have been found.
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Lightning Simulation -and Testing in

S~Relation

to Specification MIL-B-5087

SRH
H Evans
UK Ministry of Defence

*

and
J Phillpott
UK Atomic Energy Authority
ABSTRACT
cations (I) (2) (3)* divide the aircraft
surface into three zones defined as
follows:
Zone 1 comprises those areas for which
there is a high probability of a direct
strike.
Zone 2 comprises those areas for
which there is a probability of strikes
being swept rearward from a point of attachment in Zone I.
Zone 3 comprises the
remainder of the aircraft.
It is suggested that th• same system
should be adopted for Military aircraft.
The
zones could be fairly exactly defined for
conventional aircraft shapes, but for newer
designs it might be necessary to establish
the zones by strike point location tests on
models.
3.
Since lightning strikes have
various effects such as heating, sparking,
nagnetic forces and induced voltages in
electrical circuits, consideration should be
given to the employment of a particular
waveform appropriate to each effect or group
of effects being investigated• rather than a
universal waveform for all effects.
In other
words the test waveform would represent the
fundamental characteristics of the lightning
discharge relevant to a given failure
mechanism.
4.
All relevant parameters should be
specified, in order to sinulate accurately
the actual operational conditions; for
example some hitherto unspecified parameters
such as arc length may have an important
effect on the damage inflicted and a
combination of mnaximm current with a short
arc might be an excessively severe test.
Specification of all parameters is also
important to ensure that results are reproducible and that valid comparisons can be
mae between the results repo.rted from
different test facilities.
5•
The test specified should not be so
complex that the test facilities become too
elaborate and expensive to build and operate.
HIowever, too much emphasis should not be
placed on this consideration, since it •s
often possible for comparatively simple local
facilit•.es to be employed for preliminary work,
wi•th a final check •t a mo~e elaborate
n~ational faciliiy.

Discussions are in progress on possible
revisions to aircr•£ft lightning protection
specifications, particularly with reference
to the waveform of the lightning test current.
SFundamental requirements for a test waveform
are suggee~ed ann7 t en the waveforms of both
natural and test o, 2ification strokes are
analysed into thre 'undamnental components,
It is concluded t
present specifications
4.are
inadequate ii
•rtain respects and a
Some brief
revised waveform .s proposed.
details are given of a UK Applied Research
Programme intended as a contributioh to
knowledge upon which further refinements of
Stest
specifications may be ba•J.

Schanges.

SPECIFICATION MIL-B-5087 is a US Military
specification dealing with electrical bonding
and lightning protection for aerospace
systems.
The present issue is dated 1964.
An amendment in 1970 reduced •he recommended
test current for instances when flight safety
is not a factor and made some other detailec
During the last few years
considerable ',xtra knowledge has bean gained
as a result of both laboratory tests and
operational experience, and therefore a
discussion on possible updating of the
specification is to be welcomed.
This is
particularly so because various international
bodies are attempting international
etandardisation, often using MII-B-5087 as a
basis for discussion,
•PJGGES'TED RF•JIRF•MENTS

a

•2.
•both

FOR A TEST' WAV•'O.•

It is suggested that a revised
specification should meet the following
requirements as far as possible.
1.
It should siradate tho characteristics of natural lightning as closely as
possible so that st~rctures passing the test
are ensured of safety, but it must not
incorporate excessive safety factors, which
would of course incur weight ant other
penalties.
Consideration should be given to
the particular part of the aircraft involved,
bec.•nse the probable severity of the
stroke varies with location on the aircraft
(in the case of swept strokes) and because
damage can more readily be tolerated in some
parts than others.
Various civil
pspeifi-

*?•mbers in parentheses designate References
at end of paper.
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COMPON
MTS OF CUJRENT WAVEFORM

knowledge is sifl icient for a useful revision
lightning tost specifications, it is

t2he current flowing in a lightning stroke
varies widely from steoke to stroke and also
depends among other factors on whether it is a
cloud/cloud or a cloud/ground disc-harge.
In
the latter case there is a considerable
difference in waveforr between a negative
stroke (conveying a negative charge to ground)
and a positive stroke.
Thus a test waveform
attempts to simulate the significant chsracteristics of a wide variety of natural waveforms. The main parameters of interest are
duration, peak current, rate of rise of
current (di/dt) charge transferred (coulombs)
and ri dt, which is a measure of the energy
dissipated in a fixed resistance and will be
referred to as the i 2 t content of the
discharge. The i 2 t content is also a measure
of the stress due to magnetic forces in
structures whose natural period is considox-.
ably greater than the time-constant of decay
of the current waveform.
In general,
lightning flashes consist of one or more of
the following componen 4 z r-,.d existing test
waveforms also conrisit of combinations of
these ccmmponents.
A.
A "fast" component or impulse having
a peak of say 200 kA and a rise time of up to
about 15 ps. The initial rate of rise could
be as high as 100 kA/Is. This represents the
impulses present in a negative ground flash,
and transfers very little
charge,
B.
An "intermediate" component, having
a peak of up to 50 kA and a duration of a few
ma. This represents the "tail" cf a positive
ground
flash and has sv.bstantial charge and
i2 t content.
C.
A continuing current of a few
hundred a•np (say up to 1 kA) for one or two
seconds. This represents the current flowing
between strokes ir a negative flash and may
also be considered to correspond to a cloud/
cloud discharge.
The charge transferred is
high bat the i 2 t content is low.
Specification MIL-B-5087 contains only
component A, the cpecifications listed as
References 1, 2 and 3 contain A and C, and
Reference 4 contains all three components.
it
is considered that although existing specifications are often adequate in respect of
peak current and rate of rise, and also the
charge transfer in itself is adequate, they
are inadequete in respect of total i 2 t content
and charge transfer at intermediate currents.
In other words the intermediate component is
It is true that
inadequately represented.
this component is mainly' associated with
positive discharges, which probably occur with
only about one qaarter of the frequency of
negative discharges, but nevertheless it is
necessary to represent it if safety is to be
assured,
APPLIED RESEARCH PRORAM1
•
Al t h o u gh we c o n s i d e r t h a t p i e se nt
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realised tha+ there are still mAny points on
which additional investigation is needed and
this may well result in further revisions.
As a contribution towards improved methods of
simulation as well as better means of
lightning protection, studies (5) (6) to
formulate the problems and to outline a
research programme were sponsored by +0 1U
Nligietry of Defence, and theae wert -olowed
by a four-year Applied Research _.ot.-ract on
the Culham Laboratory of t' atomic Energy
Authority.
The prograimu,.. '5) includes strike
point location studio. and also high current
investlgationr,
the latter being divided into
the fo!l-%'•o oroad subjects.
1.
'The Effects of Stationar Arcs
a.
Burn through times and hot spot
temperatures for varioas metals, surface
coatings, arc lengths and configurations.
b.
Magnetic forces and stressea with
representative wave-forms and configurations.
Calculation and tests.
c.
Composite materials including
carbon fibre reinforced plastic. Protection
methods.
d.
Externally mounted components for
example antennas and pitot probes. Review
problems and methods of protection.
2.
The Effects of Swept Strokes
a.
Dwell time, burn-through tiMAs and
hot spot temperatures for arc length of up to
40 cm with swept strokes.
b.
The effect of stress noncentrations
around projections.
c.
Effects of various surfaces.
d.
Effect of relative air velocity.
Aerodynamic effects near surface (boundary
layers).
e.
Effect of repeated strokes.
f.
Any special effects relevant to
composite materials.
g.
Possible methods of diverting swept
strokes from particular vulnerable areas.
3.
Sparking Phenomena
a.
Configaration of joints relevant to
fuel ignition by sparking.
b.
Damage to structures due to sparking.
4.
Induced Voltages in Electrical
Sstems
a.
Relation between lightning current
in airframe and induced ýoltage in wiring for
various configurations.
b.
Feasibility of testing complete
aircraft at redur.ed currents using portable
equipment and scaling the results.
c.
Probable effects on equipment and
cables.
d.
Shieiding and protection methods.
e.
Injected or induced voltages into
internal wiring due to strikes to terminal
equipment.
The equipment set up for the high
current studies includes the following:
I~~~~.
Fas Bak 80
00kV). - This
t a1ris e t i m
1.will pr o c ku
will prouce 20U kA With a rise time of
67bank
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about 15 us into a 4 PH load (about 6 metre
component length) and simuzlates a severe
first stroke of a lightning discharge, as well
as providing the first compnent of the
waveform of references 1, 2 and 3.
2.
Intermediate Bank (250 kJ 20 kV)
- This bank will produce e unidirectional
current pulse of amplitude variable between
50 kA and 100 amps and a charge transfer uf
up to 500 coulombs. Therefore it is auitable
for simulating the "intermediate" current of
a lij-htning discharge and for performing the
500 '.oulomb continuing current test of
references 1, 2 and 3.
3.
High di/dt Generator (40 kJ 1 MV)
- This generator will be capable of produring
100 kA 100 kA/4s into a A pH{ load (6 me're
component) and thus providing the high di/dt
associated with Group 2 and 3 tests,
4.
Swept Stroke Equipment - A method
has been developed of simulating the movement
of an arc root -long an aircraft by driving
the arc electromagnetically with a treusverse
magnetic field. The magnetic field can be
ruduced near *he surface of the test component
to ainalate the presence of a boundary layer,

about 5 ms. This again is subject to amendment when further data has been obtained from
swept stroke investigations.
The rate of rise for the fast A
:omponent has been maintained at 100 kA/As
for a peak current of 200 kA in zone 1. For
zone 2 it is suggested that the peak may be
reduced to 1OOkA but maintaining the same
value of rate of rise. For Group 3 (induced
voltages in electrical systems), only the
fast A component is significant, and
component B has therefore been omitted. The
exact waveform of the current pulse is
important because the induced voltages depend
on the time characteristics in a complex
manner. For example, the voltage induced in
a cable might be du3 to a combination of two
effects. First the magnetic flux may link
the cable directl by an air path (or other
non-metallic path) inducing a voltage
proportional to di/dt. Secondly the flux can
penetrate UhG m'-tallic skin or screens, and
the internal field which induces the voltage
would be subjected to both attenuation and
time delay depending on the nature of the
waveform. It is suggested in Table 1 that
the pulse shape be provisionally defined as
having a ratio of pulse length to rise time
of 5. Once the waveform has been decided
it may be possible in view of the work (7)
carried out on scaling the effects to test
with a wave having the correct timing but at
a mach lower current level and then to
calculate the full-scale injected voltage by
proportion. However, th-s method does not in
itself determine the damage which would be
inflicted. by the full-scale injected voltage,
and it does not allow for the further
induced effects that might follow from
sparkiag or other non-lizeai occurrences in a

PROPOSED "EST WAVEFORM
In order to represent severe strokes in
respect of all significant parameters and
at the came time to adapt the tests both to
the particular effect being investigated and
to the zone of the aircraft concerned, the
waveforma described in Table 1 are suggested,
The test- are specified for zcne I and zone 2

Ii

of the aircraft, sub-div.ded into Three groups

representing the type of test, that is, the
particular failure mechanism being
investigated.

will be noted that the 'Tast" A

full-scale test.

component has been omitted from Group 1 since
the significant effects in this group are
believed to be represented by the charge
transfer and i-t coatent of the "intermediate"
B component. The "continuing" C current
which is called for in some specifications has
been omitted in all tests, since it is
considered that the neces-ivy charge t.ans~er

The reconmended waveforms for Group 2,
incorporating both the fast A component and
the intermediate B component, are illustrated
for aýi-craft zones Iard 2 in Fig'.re 1.
RE

CES
1.

and i 2t content can be more realistically

Federal Aviation Agcncý "Protection

oi' Aircraft Fuel Systems Against Lightning"

containod in the intermediate B ci.urrent ýIth
a peak value of 30 kA. The charge transfer
for the intermediate current in zcne 1 has
been specified as 500 cculombs; this may be
considered rather high since the figure for
natural lightning is believed to be abcut 350
coulombs maximum but it is reconmmended in
order to represent a margin of safety and the
uncertainty of sirmlating the damage due to a
multiple stroke flash with a single cemponent
waveform. Further experimental data mey
justify a decrease in the figure.
The intermediate B currents for zoie 2
have been relaxed by a factor of 5 compared
with
zone 1 in respec.4 of charge transler and
i 2 t, based on a swepý stroke dwell time of

Advisory Circ-ular AC ý0-53 June 1967.
2.
UK Air Registration Board
"Provisional Air Worthiness Requirernnts for
Civil Powered-Lift Aircraft. Chapter P3-6,
electrical bonding and lightring discharge
protection" 1972.
3.
Anglo-French TSS Standard 8-6
TEleotrica] Bonding aad Lightning Discharge
Protection" July 1969.
4.
Specification MIL-A-9094 "General
Specification for Lightning Arresters"
March 1969.
5.
T E James wid J P.'ilipott
"Simulation of LUghtning Strikes to Aircraft"
UK Atomic Dneref Authority, Culham Laboratory
Report CL.-Ri11° May 1971.
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6.
R H Golde, A A Hudson, J D Ibbott
and E L White "An Aircraft Lightning atrike
Test Facility - A S'udk, of Requirements"
Electrical Research Associatlon, Leatherhead,

England, Report ERA 71-167.

December 1971.

P T HRcker and J A Plumer
7.
"Measurements and Analysis of Lightning
Induced Voltages in Aircraft Eleczrical
Circuits" Proceedings of tightning and Static
Electricity Conference, December 1970.

Table 1 - Proposed Lightning Test Currents

Type of Test
T

Component A

TPast

Group 1

ComDonent B
Intermediate

Zone 1

30 kA

Resistive heating
Skin hot spots
Sin puncture
Mechanical
strength

500 colopb
7.5 1Z4 A s
Zone 2
30 kA

100 coulomb
2

1.5 106 A a
Zone 1

Group 2
Tcernal sparking
- fuel ignition
Sparking damage
at

joints

Induced and
direct voltage
flashwver

30 kA
500 colomb
7,5 10 A2 s

200 kA
100 kA/,4s
....

Zone 2
..
100 kA

30 kA

100 kA/ps

100 Cc lomb
1.5 10C A~s

Group 3
Induced vol •ages
in electrical
systems

200 kA
100 k'A/ps
Pulse length to
be abott 5 times
the rise time
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Aerosol Discharge System for Heavy Lift Helicopters
Rudolf G. Buser, Helmuth I. Kaunzinger and
Hans E. Inslerman
US Army Electronics Command, Fort 11nmouLh.
New Jersey
ABSTRACT
A new concept for an electronically controllable discharge of surface chargiz.s which
may accumulate on helicopters and present a
considerable hazard to personnel is explored,
it uses mechanical transport of charges by
liquid droplets. Theory of nozzle produced
sprays operating in electric field gradients
is devebopsd and criteria for efficient charge
transport are established.
Experimental results
for single nozzles and multiple nozzle clusters
are presented, and the application of these
results to the Army's ongoing Heavy Lift Hellcopter design study given.
Nozzle clusters
with a current capacity up to 100 uA have been
tested, with linear additive properties for
higher current capabilities.
Recently concluded flight tests indicate the feasibility
of meeting the dischirge cur rent objectives
of heavy cargo helicopters wkthout use of
excessively hign voltages. Desirable system
characteristics are minimal ion recirculation
and elimination of sensor instabiiities.
Design
refinement is expected to result in a simple,
low-cost system with the minimum use of expendibles, air, and water.

I

operates an indicator and dW•-narger.
The field
sensor controls the discharger such that the
potential of the cargo hook for the duration
of the operation is kept close to the local
ground potential.
Field sensor, receiverprocessor unit, discharger and indicator
represent the overall helicopter discharge
system concept as shown in Figurn I.
In the
following, one specific element cf the syscem,
namely, a discharger which uses the controlled
emission of chargi carrying liquid droplets is
discussed in detail and Its operational performance presented.
It will be shown that the
selected technique permits realization of the
requir6d discharger specifications, namely,
short term discharge zapability of 530 uA or
more for both polarities, a response time in the
order of 10 ms sufficient to follow rapidly
changing sensor indications, low power consumption (50W/) and weight (lOkgf excluding discharge
fluid).
It Is recognized that other elements of
this system, specifically the problem of field
sensing under extreme environmental conditions
(such as found in the desert o.'arctic) are
equa'y important in the operational analysis
of the total system, however, they will not be
pursued in this cortzxt.

ACCUMULATION of charges on metallic and dielectric bodies duo to surface contact effects
'tribo-electric charging) is found In a variety
of military and commercial operations (hazardous
elzctro-%tatic charges affect operations ;n
paper and textile industry, p;'intirg plants,
n Ills. mines, and nil ankers).
For helicopo
ters, this process, together with inductive
charging due to large scale atmospheric electrical fields, and chemical charging due to the
specific chemistry of the combustion process,
presents a problem of long standing, involving
hazards to personnel and possible Ignition of
fuel air mixtures and activation of explosives;
several attempts have been made to develop a
technically and operationally acceptable soluW,
tion to Whis problem (l),(2), 3). ror new largq
size transport helicopters row in the planning
stage, the probabili.yfor hazardous incidents
is considerably increasid.
An automatic system
which permits a relipble controlled discharge
of the helicopter to zero potential during
typical loading or unloading conditions seems
highly deslrdb!ý_.
In thd proposed conceptisal
approach, hillcopter discharge Is only attempted
when the location for loading or unloading is
reached.
At this point, a field :tnsor.
located on or clipped to the cargo hook floadN,
is activated, determines strength and polarity
of the field, and transfers this information to
a receiver-processor unit, which In turn

PRiNLIPLE OF OPERATION; SINGLE NOZZLE &ESULTS
If a conductive liquid is moving into an
electrical field, generally two effects take
•ia•.:
The material becomes polarized by
Indvcaion due to the acting coilomb forces;
-nduced cnanges in surface tension will influence
surface properties of the substance.
In Figure
2, thib principle is applied to an all or
partially metallic nozzle structure. A conductive 'iiui.2 which is kept on aozzle potential
by wall contact leaves the nozzle under pressure
through a center hole and enters into a field
originally deflne6 by the nozzle bodv and grid
electrode several millimaters away (the grid
electrode is kant at a constant potential
against the nozzle by mean3 of a power supply).
In this process, eiect.,ostitic force! induce
charges to flow to the surface of the liquid to
keep nozzle and liquid at a fixed comnon potential, and the sur•.ce layer becomes charged
opposite to the charge of the grid (field lines
thewn are obtained from two dimensional field
plots). Fast streaming air leaves the nozzle
under high pressure from an annular orifice
surrounding the liquid, interacts with 'he
I;auld, and charged droplets are formed.
The
charged droplets leave the nozzle system
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through a grid opening.
It is this procass
which per.nits a mechenical transport of charges
away from the nozzle structure and from the
body to which the nozzle is connected, producing
the actipi nozzle discharge current.
A quantitativo theoretical analysis of the
various r.rocesses discussed in tho previous
paragraph is difficult and only in part feasible
(4).
-or an optimized syztem, there are the
following considerations: Dropirts should be
In the one microneter regime and sta2le, such
that the ocw mobility (Stoke's ;aw) preventU
significant recirculation to the helicopter
body; maximum charge q should be transferred
to the droplet (r.'i-igh criterion), a process
which may be air breakdown limited. Details
of the selected no2.?Ie geometry, and other
operational parametees (liquid and air feed
pressure) will have a significant effect.
As an
ecample in Figure 3, the resulting IN fodifferent water orifices of a circular nozzle
design is shown together with optimum voltage
and pressire settings.
From an engineerlng point of view, the
system may be considered as a capacitor.
To
optimize the sy:tem, the capacitance between
the lIquid column and the biasing grid should
be &s high as possible, that is, for i oiveio
bias voltage the distance between both should
ýe chosen so that most field lines end at the
liquid column and that the surface interaction
layer be maximized.
For a g;ven nozzle geometry
and mode cr operation, the capacitor model
predicts a linear current oias voltage relationship up to the corona or breakdown voltsqe limit,
with response timnes in the order of milliseconds.
In Figure 4, representative results .or the
dependarce of nozzle current upon bias voltage,
togethoir with the leakage current observed
between nozzle and bias electrode, ire shown,
An important parameter ;P the operation of
the system is the choice of the liquid itself.
Without further specifications, a "sufficiently"
conductive liquid has been assumed, conductivity
being aside frcm the strface tension the only
material quantity entering the analysis.
If the
.onductivity were to be substantially reduced,
the observed discharge c.rrent will becomu
resistant, limited and an unwanted voltrge drop
between liquid column and nozzle structure dev'Iops.
In the extreme of perfect metallic conduction. penetration of the field lines into the

(solid line) changes drasticelly with application of the field (dashed line).
Since the
liquid consumption in both tests stays constant,
most droplets with the field applied must be
-roduced with a radius smaller than 0.5 micron.
in co.ctrast. nozzle 701. which also peaks
without field near 0.5 micron, changes less
with applied bias voltage and produces a small
current.
Similar is the effect of small amounts
of liquid additives ii.modifying the surface
tension properties.
In Figure 7 the change
in recirculation current mR (as measured in an
electric field perpendicular to the direction
rf the nozzle discharge current below the
nozzie structure) is shown; as the amuat of
glycerin is increased, IR at contant nozzle
curren. Ip is significantly re..-ed, I'udicating
concomitant chcnges in the particle sizecharge distributive.

Inner part of the interaction layer becomes

srs.

impossible and the effective interaction arza
is reduced.
This may be seen from Figure 5
where the dependence of the nozzle curren, ipon
conductivity of water 'adjusted by the addition
of NaCI) is shoan.
Experiments with other
inorganic o' organic liquids w.ith Ict; conductivity support this mouei further.
The effect of ;urface tension upon the
droplet size distribution is shown in Figure 6
iere the experimentaliy determined droplet
size distribution is presented for two nozzle
geootries (7GO and 800 nozzle 3erses).
The
peak near 0.5 micron without electric field

a photograph os the cluster assembly, with bias
electrode and support, and metal shield to
prevent deposition of mist on the bias electrnde
support.
Two configurations of this nozzle cluster
were mounted outside the furelage of an CH47C
Helicopter extending 2.5 feet out into the airstream under the blade overlap region, with
airfoils covering the exterior etructure over
their entire lenqth to reduce Lne turbulent
*6.ith a water consumption of 5 cm 3 /pA min, and
air consumption of 1.05 m3 /pA min with the geometrtes so far investigated.
(It seems probable that these values may be significantly improved and the air consumption be considerably
reduced.)

MULTIPLE N3Z7.LE DESIGN; LAORATORY AND FIELD
PERFORMANCE
After theoretical analysis and e~periments
with a single nozzle with annular bias electrodes,
it was concluded that a single nozzle could 'e
expected to produce a current typically between
10 and 20 uA (*).
In order to approach the
required discharge currents with the present
design, clusters of biased spray nozzles had to
be considered.
For external mounting on the
helicopter tuselage, either within the exhaust
stream or in the rotor down stream, such a
cluster must be compact and -igid.
Under these
conditions, the nozzles operate close to one
another and their mutual interference may not
be ignored.
in all nozzle performance tests, a
circular cluster with one nozzle in the center
and 6 nozzles 2.5 cm apart on a 5.0 cm circle
was chosen. The internal water and air distribution chanisels with low pressure drop characteristics and the associated seals limited
the overall diameter of the nozzle cluster to
10 cm. A close-up p~cture or the 7 nozzle
cluster is shown in Figure 8. The common
electrode for all 7 nozzle- of the cluster is
a flat disk mounted concentric. with the cluster
body and has scven apertures in register with
the severs nozzles.
This common b•=s electrode
is mounted with two sheets and four posts of
insulating material, properly spaced against
the nozzles. This configuration eliminates
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Side
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lboratory
tests.
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current, with the helicopter cc~nrecteo •o ground
(static test), was only 30-40% of the nozzle
current ano indicates a considerable degree of
rec,,culetwon,
;ftne helicopter is put on a potential
above ground (by energizing the lowt Impedance
highvol~gesouce
n seiesw~t th grundseven
high voltage
orelc ilnseriesnwth ths groduned
casIsexprtd.O
rthecharcuvalation
the
creti
eue
o
yat
nasuirep~ed.
n s ed
teote ad evaluhatio

.
onrldemsin fcage ary
.
onrldems
ono chgec
ry
ing liquid droplets has been successfully
demonstrated.
Single circular nozzle currents,
up to 16 uA with acceptable operational efficiency. have been achieved, and a compact
nozzle cluster array with currents up
to 80 uA have been oeveloped; prospects for
further improvements in performance look
Promising"

of onamc~sureent
leds t soewht

e:hough rnot inconsistent results,
reduced particle recireulationtonlefrsc
effectu.
These data were derived from recoroed
char
uri sg e
t ken
ch t st s sh wn ncharge
•
~~~Figure 15.1 Hier•, theeach
effective parricl
eff, between helicopter and ground,
has been determined as the differen-e aetween
total helicopter to ground current and the
different,

~ ~~indicating

..- •
i
•'=•
Scurrent

Sthe

atmospheric discharge current

-•

San.•
S~The
S~from

at the humnidity

temperature conditions of the test site.
tutal discharge current It has been derived
the helicopter voltage Leing the relation

.

2.

The flighut tests indicate that the

droplet discharge principle does work.
Addingg
h dop tsitialefrscnggthdoptsie
distribution are required to reduce the
recchautstioneforunear
potentialhoperaelclainfrnaruv
oeniloea
tion. Sensor measurements and previously
obtained systems results indicate overall
feasibility of an automatic helicopter dis-

charge system.

Fig. 10

-Starboard

side discharger without airfoil.

NOZZLE CLUSTER

-

Fig. 11

-

IODIROUN
R

Flight test instrtmentat~on for one discharger unit.
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I

Fig. 12

]

-internal

instrumentation for flight tests.
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Fig. 13

-CH47C

helicopter in test flight showing operation of starboard discharger.
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Effective discharge current versus emitted current, data normalized to single
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A Passive Discharge System for the Electrically
Charged Hovering Helicopter
G.J. Born and E.J. Durbin
Instrumentation and Control Laboratory
Department of Aerospace & Mechanical Sciences
Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey
ABSTRACT
The charging and discharging processes of
a helicopter in flight are discussed. Emphasis
is placed upon obtaining approximations for
estimating the magnitude of the problem for
given environmental conditions. The problems
of electrostatic charging and discharging of
helicopters with regard to safety of personnel,
cargo and radio frequency interference are
stated. Acceptable safety limits for personnel
protection and safe cargo handling are presented.

under all environmental conditions (corona
discharge currents are strongly influenced
by environmental effects);

A solution to the discharge problems cf
the electrically charged hovering helicopters
is proposed, using current technology. The
construction and test results of this "safec,•'go system" (SAFCAR) are described.

Ia an earlier paper, [l.],it
was stated
that the best helicopter discharge method to
date, under all conditions. is a proper grounding technique.
All aircraft should b- grounded and continuously held at ground potential
when fuel, explosives, or similar dangerous
ceagoes are loaded or unloaded.
If the operation takes place where fuel-air mixtures are
present, it is advisable that the first earth
contact be made via a resistive link of the
order of l08 ohms to reduce the danger of fuelair ignition (e.g. ground contact be made by
a resistive link hanging from the helicopter).

THE ELECTROSTATIC CHARGING AND DISCHARGING
phenomena experienced by helicopters in flignt
leads to many operational problems.
In forward
flight, the presence of static charges on the
airframe may cause some radio and navigational
equipment interference to be experienced during
natural corona discharge.
Passive dischargers
can often diminish these effects.
A cargo helicopter may be required to
hover in the vicinity of ground personniel and
equipment during loading and unloading operations under various environmental conditions.
Under certain edverse conditions, large electrostatic potentials cn the airframe can present a serious hazard.
The hazards can be divided into tnx'es
basic areas: first, injury to ground handling
personnel performing the cargo hook-up; second,
pcssible damage to the cargo itself as a result of discharge clrrent passing through it;
third, ignitien of fuel-air mixtures in the
vicinity of arcs occurring when ground contact
is made.
A reasonable solution to the discharge of
an electrically charged hovering cargo helicopter must provide:

3.
a discharge time constant of the
order of a second (tentative, subject to
results of further investigation);
4.
weight.

a solution reasonable in cost and

In this paper the background of the
problem will be examined. This leads to a
specific grounding configuration.
The test
Theten
ouchia configuration
results
results of such a configuration are then
presented.
ELECTROSTATIC CHARGING AND DISCHARGING PHENOMENA
OF AIRBORNE HELICOPTERS
The main elements involved in the electrical
charging and discharging phenomena of airborne
he.icopters are:
A. The electrical properties of the helicopter in the atmosphere;
B. The charging and discharging processes
of the helicopter;
C. The electrical potential of a helicopter
in flight.

1.
a discharge capability that discharges
the helicopter from several hundred kilovolts
to approximately earth potential, and/or limits
the discharge current, at the point of contact,
to a cafe level;
2.a stetdy discharge current capability
of at least several hundred micro amperes

designate
inbrackets
Numbers
* at
the end
of the paper.
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A.

The Eleotrical Properties of the Helicopter in the Atmosphere - The capacitance
of a helicopter at high altitudes depends only
on the helicopter's shal.- and dimnensions.
In
ground proximity, the helicopter capacitance is

The effective helicopter resistance is
Caf.ied as the electrical resistance in ohms
or the airborne he.l, copter to ground. The
effective rczcitar.c, of a helicopter, with
the engine running, is in the order of 5 x

increased.
Figure 1 p.esents measured
whcar helicpecaaiacvausC

109 oohms.

Figure 2 shows the measurements

the effective helicopter resistance as a

caof
approximately proportional to the helicopter
body dimensions.

:• -120

functioi, of altitude and corona discharge current.
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EFFECTIVE HELICOPTER RESISTANCExIO'S,

Fig. 1 - Helicopter capacitance as a function
of altitude.

Fig, 2 - Measured effective helicopter resistance vs. altitude (CH47).

The resistance of the air is inversely
proportional to the concentration of charge
carriers (electrons,whether or not attached
to m~lecules, and ions), the charge on them,
and their mobility. The mobility of the
charge carriers is inversely proportional to
the air density. Under certain atmospheric
conditions such as smoke sad Log, charge car-

The combined effect of helicopter capacitance and effective resistance determines
the helicopter cnarging and discharging time
conctant, usually in the order of 10 seconds.
Measured values of a few seconds to 30 seconds
have been recorded, depending on helicopter
size, hover height and atmospheric conditions.

riers attach themselves to Impurities thereby
forming "large ions" with reduced uchbility.
In the lower atmosphere the mobility and the
ion conccntratic'ý depend upon the purity of
tho air; this explains the large variationin weasured air resistance.
At sea Iel'el,
tha atmospheric resistivity
ig in: the order

B.

of oms/eter
lI• o l0•
Th
resstiityIn
The resistivity
ohms/eter.
of 10 13 to 1014
in the vicinity of a propeller or
of the air
air
ro-tor is decrease) over that of still
because the - ,ptiler
or rotor imparts velocity

Electric
absencedueof toany
Atmospheric
chargin~g process
a Field
chqrin_
1. the
pre w
flying an tharing
te
in
helicopter flying in the atmosphere would
assitwe a steady state potential equal to the
atmospheric potential which exists at that

The Cnarging and Discharging Processes of
a Helicopter - Wher, The processes described below increase or decrease the absolaLe
potential of the helicopter with respect to
the earth's potential, they are called charging
or dischargi ig processeq, respectively.

of the
to the air, a . the effective
h mobility
e i t v t ;
i c
A
o• is i ce4d
o.,xs is increased. Since the resistlvity sgon
a fiu.ction of tne number cf ions tnd of their
mobility, the effect of' this velocity is to
mredice the reaistivity,

altitude. The atmospheric potential near the
ist nattd
teo

ground at an altitude n
is the integral of
the potential gradient from the ground to that
ltitude; that is approximately equal to the

eiproduct

of helicopter altitude tiwes potential
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gradient.
In fair weather the potential
gradient is usually positive and can be
several hundred volts per meter. In electrically disturbed weeth-r, fog or rain for
example, the potential gradient is usually
negative and can be several kilovolts per
meter. Under conditions of an tpproaching
thunderstorm, much higher potential gradients
have been measured, in the order of a thousand
kilovolts per meter prior to lightning strikes,
Figure 3 shows expected field strengths under
various atmospheric conditions.

-Appo•rng

Distance
In KM

Thurderstm
Chnge in Pot
Gradin KVIJ

12-20

ele.-trically charged and ran produce positive
or negative charging currents in the order of
100 microampcres, although maximum currents
reported in heavy rainstorms near Singapore
have been as high as 0.5 mA.
The nonatmospheric :harging processes
are functions of the amount of particles
intercepted, w! ich is a Aunction of the mass
flow through the rotor. This depends on the
helicopter weight, density of the particles
in the air and type of particles.
In Figure
4, a monogram shows the charging current as
a function of environment and heli.-opter
weight.
This graph can be used to estimate
the charging current for a given helicopter
weight and environment; examples are given
for the UHI and the CH47 helicopters.
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2.
Nonatmospheric Field Charging Processes A number of such effects have been described
and measured.
The most important ones that
yield high charging currents are described
below.

/-150
/
/
CH47/

Triboelectric Charging - Triboelectric or
fractional charging results when dissimilar
materials come in contact with one another.
When particles normally found in a helicopter
environment, such as dust, sana, snow, rain,
etc., strike the aircraft, charging occu-s.
The charge rate or current depends upon the
material, mass, total surface area of the particles intercepted.
Usually these currents are
less then 50 microamperes, but under extreme
conditions currents of several times this number
have been reported [2,3].
Some evidence exists
that the effective helicopter resistance is
lowered in conditions of high triboelectric
charging (in the order of' 5 x 10a ohms).
Precipitation - Heavy rain, especiall<" from

Precpittio
..
eav ran,

specall

cumulonimbus clouds, snow, etc.,

t.an be

-. 00
Fig. 4

Estimated chargin6, current as a
function of environmen;, and helicopter weight, (based oi.experimersal
data).
The Ion-genertting Charging Process The main source reported for the ion-generating charging process is the engine, which
can produce ions of one doniinant pola--ity.
The generated ion current is also a function
of fuel and EAr composition, as vell as
engine "ondition. The aircraft is charged
to the opposite of the ion polarity.
The
order of magnitude of current reported for
engine exhaust is in the order of a fiw

frm

-

ri-roamperes [31, although current levels
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in excess of 10 microamperes have been reporte•.C

IC is the charging current in amperes
There in a limit
to the helicopter(

3.
Corona Discharge Procets - The basic
mechanism of a corona discharge c'nsists of
electrons &ccelcrated by thr etrong electric
field near any sharp point.
The field strength
at the sharp point is directly proportional
to the potential at the point and inversely
proportional to the square root of the radius
of curvature of the point.
Thus, when the
radius is very small the field strength can
be quite large.
Locally accelerated electrons
ionize the air; these ions are removed from
the vicinity of the point bF the motion of
the air ur by the electrical field,

potential VH' Wher. the helicopter potential
ris.,s sufficiently above or below tie atmospheric potential
that exists &t the
(VA)
helicopter altitude, the corona discharge
process starts. This is mainly corona currept
from areas of high radius of curvature or
sharp points.
The helicopter discharge current increases as the potential *.-:,ses, until
a state of equilibrium is reached such that
the charging current equals the Oischarging
current.
Figure 5 shows measuivd discharge
current of the helicopter under natural

conditions at 25 ft. hover altitude

of the
At high currents the magnitude
cozona current from a point is proportional
to the voltage squared and is strongly dependent upon geomet'.7 and atmoupheric conditions
and the corona .*urrent increase. with increasing air veloci±y.
With corona currents in the
vicinity of the helicomter, the effective
helicopter resistance to Ground decreases.
C.

/1

The Electrical Potential of a Helicopter

80

in Fliht- The airborne helicopter can
become chaurged by say of the charging processes. In principle, these charging pro-

.-

Electric Field Charding Ere:S=

I0

--

0 C

-(DCO50

Assume that an uncharged helicopter bi-.omes
airborne.
The uncharged helicopter has a

capacit%.ice C. with respect to er~rth.

i

"00.4

0

Rg x
dH

20 40 60 80
Discharge Current juA

0

atmospheric potential VA.
The t!me constant
of thin atwspherKc charging process is

the product oh

CH-47

The20UH-

value of the helicopter capacitance is a
function of altitude.
When the atmospheric
potential that exists at thi helicopter
altt.tude is not equfl to groUnd potential,
then the helicopter is getting charged to
the atmospheric potential.
In the absence
of all other charging processes, tha helicopter potential VH will become equal to the

equalth

VA

60

L

cesseu can t., divided into two groups:
1.

100

KV/

Fig.

(in the order

5

-

Helicopter discharge current as A
function of htl-M copter potential

natural condi.Ionb at 25 feet hove:.
altitude.

H

of 10 to 30 seconds).
Tae effectiveness of the corona points determines the effective re:ilstanue RH of the
helicopter.
Properly design'd passive disPhargers (corona points) redace the effective
helicopter resistance.
In Figure 6, curves
1, 2, and 3 represent passive dischargera on

2.
Current Gene
'IoU Effects - When only
a charging current is present in absence of
an electric field chitrging process, the
potential uf the helicopter riscs in a time,
T, seconds to a value given by

•H

3

".

CH
1

w'.ere VH is

-

1

C|!

•

iCdt

the rotor blades of the CH4*T. Curve 4 is
obtained by placing a passive d'ssi;ator

(W)

C

(braiding)

NOTE: 40 micruumperes discharge current,
vith 26 kilovolts on the helicovter corres-

thM Incremental heliccpter voltage

In volts
Q

is

the net charge in

C

is

the caparitance of the aircraft

100 feet below the helicopter.

ponds to a resir.tance of C.5 x .i0a ohms.

coulombs

in farads
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The helicopter potential is tnus dependent on:

"

a.

The helicopter capacitance CH
(in the order of 10"" F).

b.

The effective helicopter air
resistance RH (in the order of

160tlelicopt•:

5 x 10' ohms).
____/

40
04

The atmospheric poten.ti

c.

_______'O

VA

(the product of estimated potential
gradient and helicopter height).

pit.
pis.

The charoging current IC (estimated
from helicopter weight and

d.

6 20- 440 60 80 IC0pt. ond0cfthCome
F.0lCOd
&A
CurresSYSTEM
DISCHARGE
PASSIVEischsarge

en~vironmental conditions).

A simple useful model of the helicopter
charging process is given by the equivalent
circuit shown in Figure 7,

Fig.

6

¢ -

d13ch~rge current from
Vi-'eulcpter
jassive dischargers on the rotor

blades of a CH4T (25 foot hover),
and f-om a passive discnargcr
(braiding) on a 100 ft. cable, below
the helicopter.

VA

For the CH54 helicopter cr any other helicopter which has a cargo ho.ok, one can use a
passive dissipator on the cargo hook. This
can reduce the electrostatic problems considerably. TVett is evidence that whetr the
surface of helicopter rotor blades is electrically (orductive and cl;tctrical contact is
made with the helicopter fuselage, the effective
helicopter resistance RHiS reduced. (For
compare Figure 3, curve 3 and Figure
example,
- ,
Scurve 1) Meazurements indicate that
the current to voltage ratio increases
It is estimated tLat
with increaz:.g voltage.
properly designed passive dissipators can keep
the helicopter potential well below 300 kilovolts for 1 milismperes current, (at 25 ft. hover).
When the helicopter has reached its
charged equilibrium, the increase in heli.copter potenti.al above the atmospheric potential,
duc to the charging current is equal to
the Froduct of the claiging currant. ICS ond
the effective helicopter resistaiice, R..

17y
Eleciricel Grovnd

tww
R

IR

Cho

CAiReitac
"VA

Fig.

,"a

,

e

r - Charging and discha:'ging prcoesses
of a hovering helicopter.

VI is a voltage source or generator
representing the atmospheric potential, I
is the charging current of a curr,:nt bource
or generator representing cha"ging nechaniams
such as precipitation or blowing soend and
dust. C11 in the .:apacitance between the heli-

The total helicopter potential V1I with
respect to Xround i, the sum of the atmospheric
r tentlal VtA and the voltage due to the

copter and ground, mnd-Rj1 iuthe reoiotoncu
IL should
betwoon the helicopter and gruund.

charging current 14• 1C.
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be noted thel R

charje for cargo .perations are ab follows:

in series with the voltage

Explosives (ignitors):

1.

source VA determines the charging current

1i-)

millijoule

of the earth's electric field and therefore
can be considered as the Internal resistance
ON this atmospheric voltage generator.
V is the resultant voltage between the
helicopter and ground due to the various
The helicopter resistance R. is
sources.

2.

several millijoules
Explosives:
to 0.5 Joule

3.

u.lof stochiometric
Ianition
air-gas mixtures;:

actually a function of the current flowing
through it, but for. simplicity, it is considered
to be constLnt.

Energy limits: 0.5 - 1 milliJoule.
Electric current limits

SAFETY LIMITS OF A CHARGED HELICOPTER

The helicopter capacitance charged to
a high voltage is hazardous to personnel
A large number of "safe" limits
or cargo.
for discharges have been determined and
reported in the literature which deals with
three problem areas, personnel safety, cargo
safety, ar4 radio freque~ncy interference.

(a)
(b)

180-200 pa for constant current,
1 milliampere for a duration

(c)

of 100 millisec,
100 milliamperes for a duration
of 0.01. millisec.

b and c represent
energy.

'she same discharge

Normally in open air, the probability of

For a capacitor
P.-rsoni.l Safety A.
type of discharge through the human body
(resistance of a hundred to several thousand

having a stochiometric mixture appears to be
small. Under these cirucmstances, larger
energies are required to ignite the fuel-air

energy of the order of one (1) millijoule.
F, the
1 millijoula
in 1 x 10(Note:
helicopter capacity, correspondis to about
helic volts). Experience has shown that
140 volts).Experdinche haser
sownstht r
-the
a 10 millijoule discharge under most circum-

loading operations to date, there have been
few, if any, cases where ammunition or fuel
has been ignitud or exploded due to static
electricity dis.charges.
On this basis alone,
probability for discharge of significant
sensitive portions
through
of
energy
amounts

stences causes no great discomfort. Note that
the level of energy discharged after a person scuffs across a rug in winter and touches
some grounded object is typically 10 to 25
millijoules. It is felt that the sensation

probability of igniting fuel is equally small.
cnc
th helicopters
This experience hae been
protected from the electrostatic charge

mixture.

ohms), the sensation threshold lcvel is an

of ammunition appear to be small, and the

would certainly reduce the probability of

associated with a 10 millijoule discharge
during a concentrated effort would be insignA sipaifiificant under most circumitances.
cant discharge is

In all the helicopter loading and un-

ignition.

that which would cause a

C. Radio Frequency Interference - When the
helicopter is charged to a high potential,

person to move involuntarily as a reaction
to the shock in such a manner that a lotding
operation would be aborted.

erratic corona discharges occur which produce

On this basis, the

RFI.

10 millijoule level was entablished as reason-

(References 7 and 8).
For a constant

This electrical

noise source can severly

hinder and even saturate some communication and
navigationi equipment.

able operating level fer loading and unloading
This is far below the lethal levels
operutions.

THE SAFE CARGO HOOK.EUP 3YSTEM

current type discharge

A. Observations - In reducing the hazards of
electrically charged ýieli~opters during cargo

thrugh the human body, the sensation threshold is about 1 milliampere., Reference 7

hook-ap procedures,
Ghould be made:

go" is possible
indicates that a safe "let
This is also
at a current of 9 milliu•mperes.
far "elow the lethal DC current level (References 7 and 8).

the following observaticns

1.
Properly grounding the helicopter (by
an electrical conductor) and keeping the
helicopter grounded eliminates the hazard.

T7se sensation threshnld for a short
t:na;sitnt discharge is a peak current which
Thus
exceeds tht continuous current level.
the continuous current level is a conservative
standard.

Almost any continuous contact between
2.
a conducteL' and ground slirfaco (sand, asphalt,
grnuoc) Ic sutficient to bring the helicopter's
potentialA to safe levels.

9ro
Safety - Some examplai of published
B.
lafety limits of a capacitive type din-
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t
3.
During the grounding procedures before
ground contact is made, personnel on the ground
may come in contact with the grounding conuuctor.

V-

T
Tgnitv
H

H

v

to discharge

When electrical contact is made ane an
electrical grounding path is establishod
throagh the resistances R
ana R
then
the hej1copter poter.nial ?s detex~ianda
by:
d
V
V
VH H VA
o
(6)
i dtH
+
_T6

m

tV

0, this yields for the helicpter votage

H:

2.
The aircraft should be grounded an•
continuously held at ground potential when f-'`,
explosives, or similar dangeros cargoes sr
loaded or unloaded.

V

-

(R
++

on the rotor biades

R=

The rinal

c
(7)

+. (

.icopte
"

+ R

.

I !;

+ R_

e.tal

at equilibrium

(

VF

R the safe cargo handling resistance
approximately (100 megohims".

(VA + cPO (8)

R
n
R
TI c discharging tine co.:start i5

R tne gicund resistance, or the resistance
f~om the ground contact to earth g-oun,(<10mgcs)

T

=

InTe current through the resistivo grol--nding
pan-1).Iash
q:

thte resistance of the msn (< 3 kilo

When electrical contact is not made through
the resistance aR, R and RH, then the h!liconter
voltage is de
by:
V

A

where: F is the parallel combination of RNand
ýhe grounding path

C. System Analysis - In Figure 7 the resistive
grounding path for discharging consist •f

H
-11dt~

R
g

+

and/or cargo nook should be ,scd to dimiaish the
hel. _pter potential bhild up.

d".

t
717

m
M

3. For grounu personnel safety and when
ftuel-air mixtures are present, it is advisable
that the first earth contact be made via a
resistive path, in cerder to linit the current
to a safe level.

R

g

With an initial helicopter potential V' at

a hovering cargo helicopter under all conditions,
is a proper grounding technique.

4

H

copter potential V, equals (or approximates)
the atmospheric po ential VA'

7. Passive dissipators on the rotor blades
diminish the potential build-up on the helicopterz
Concluions

Passive dissipators,

(4)

(5)
A
Note that if the helicopter air resistance P
can be made zero (or small) then the helt-

6.
When the discharge occurs via a resistive path, the current ir the discharge path
is determrned by the helicopter potential and
the resistance of the path.

4.

(()

and the fina] helicopter potential at equilibrium
is:

5.
The continuous
current level
threshold of sensation isdirect
in the order of one
milliam~pere.
The effects of short durations of
direct current, such as capacitance-resistance
discharges, are less severe than the effects of
continuous direct currents of the peak level.

The best method to date,

)

The charging tf.me constant ic:

4
Upon making ground contact, under certain conditions, the discharge energy oan
fuel-air mixtures and explosives.

1.

)

(VA +

V
+R
D.

A
A

+H

Examdes

am-,H e f,

H_R

With the initial condition vSa
this yields:

* iL. Ground Resistance (R
C') andl NO
f eSaX
Cafrgo
P•es
tln
'sgI:,
t-e
caý,e o.' the unprotected •rand
.a.n
a
with resistance H_ nalkri the ,lectr'cal

at t =

640

I

-I

Assume this helicopter oDprates in rain
hovering at 30 feet, in an atmospheric
potentip; gradient of -4kv/m and a triboelectrical charging current of - 30 pA and the
effective air resistance is 2 x 10A ohms.

conductiie path between helicopter e9d ground.
Under normal operaf.cnal Londitions, the electrical resi.tance R is much smaller than the
helicc,;ter air resistance R.
h
Subctitution of R
yields:

0, R

= 0 and R

<<

m

The helicopter potential is before ground
is made:

Scontact

R

=R

V
-

V

(VA + IRd)
R

t
R-

~(V.+~ie

M

ground contact is:
s

VH
Vt

~to

m

This current given by
will
wquation@0t.
pass through the mmi touching the charged
he)icopter and under normal operating conditions
exceeds by far the "safe current level".
By
placing the safe cargo resistance Rs in series
with the man's -eaistunce (R5 ), the current level
can bo kept within "safe cur-'ent !eveis".
if a helicopter 3f 1,000 ;,pFis charged
to 10( kilovolts and the rcsistance R Is -00 ohms,
the peak current equals 200 amperes i' the
impu!oe energy di--.harge of 5 jou•es.
2.
Vo Ground Resistance (R. = C) and a
Safe Cargo Resistance (R.H 108 onms) -ý When
5
making ground contact, such a dischai'ge system
should have the following characteristic;:
The Deak current should be about
1 milliampere.
This level occurs when
a heliconter is chargec. to 100 kilovc7ts,

1

N
_
T = C

When the safe cargo hook-up system is used,
and no other contact with the helicopter is made
then the current through the conduction path
is less than with no ground resistance.
Hence:
when the safe cargo resistance is placed in
series with the hook and only hook contact is
mads, electrical current limiting is effective
and a ground
" resistance R~g has, no deleteriour
effects cn the safe cqrgo hook-ap sys~em.
However, the final helicopter pctentialis
after the ground contact is rade:
P +R

Q0IV=lampere

V

The tima constant should ce le-s than
a se,'ond.
The discharge tine constant
equals the hetlcopter capacitance
times the total resistance to ground.
The latter is always lesz than the
luest resistonmc patn to ground.
For
a helicopter of 10" farads t-& Lime
~constant is-X
(R

+ R)

in this case two situations can occur:
U..

in this example tne final nelicopter pjtential at equilibrium vill be

+UP

m FRm

(

1 +

i

2

A

R
-

s
RH4 13

(VA+;(R)

c i f

cR
CH

1=
0 + 5 x 10'
105 = -23 kilvolts
2 x 10' + 108 + 5 x 108

Io

(U
m

11 M

(V +
Rs+ A

RI + F
RH+

W7hen a helicopter is charged to -100 kv,with
ground resistance R = 5 x 10a ohms, the final
helicorter voltage &ecomes

= 10-• X 108 = 10-1 See.

• C,,
1P

kilovolts

3.
A Large Ground Resistance R and a
Safe Cargo Resistance R - Under mostgoperating
-cnditions, such as oveP claý, sand, runway
surfaces, the measured ground resistance R
is less than the safe cargo resistance R g
(108 ohms) and the effect of the ground
resistance is small.
However, there can exist
situations wner. the ground resistance R is
large.
This might occur over a thick lager of
fresh snow.

06 ohms
b.

2.1 x

This voLtage oh a helicopter of 1,000
picofarads can produce an energy discharge equal
I x 10 9 x (4.8 x 103)2 =22 mililijoul1,s.

(10a)

= -

a.

= -100 kiluvolts

The final helicopter potential after

-1he current I through the conduction path

A

(-40 + -60)
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Perso,-nnel standing on a large ground
resistance . Under this condition
The energy ischaige is eqital to

a V
an)H

=

-

2

x 10-1 2x
x23

x 103)2 = ]3 rilli

J-ules

b.

Personnul standing on a large load
with a capacitance to ground when
making contact with the helicopter.,
The safe cargo hook up resistance

In the implementation of these methods, the
cargo hook capacitance should be minimized
because the cargo hook capacitance can cause
an electrical charge transfer when hook contact

is short circuited.
This short circuit
provides a discharge path for charge
equalization between the charged
helicopter capacitance and the uncharged load capacitance.

is made.
(Typical measured capacitance values
of a CH47 cargo hook, e 30 ppF)
2.
An Electrical Resistive Element in the
Grounding Path (grounding link) - The grounding
link is a device that can be attached to the
cargo hook or cargo and provides grounding
with resistance in the grounding path,
The
purpose of a resistive grounding link is to
reduce the electrical potent'%l of the
helicopter and/or cargo to ,round potential.
The resistance diminishes the electrical
current in the ground path when the grounding
link comes in contact with ground, personnel
or cargo.

If the load capacitance was also 1,000 pf,
the energy transfer through the short circuit
can be
1C
V 2 a 130 milliJoules, which
2 2 H Hcauses severe shock.
Hence, when in extreme cases the ground
resistance le large, personnel should not
come in contact with the helicopter directly
only through a safe cargo handling resistor.
E.

Essentially, a ground linx is a conductor
of 8 feet or more in length with u resistance

System Description - The proposed SAFCAR

system consists of two elements

on the order of 109 ohms. This length insures
ground contact is made before personnel can

1. Passive dissipat2rs on the blades and/or

make contact with the hook.

The grounding

hook for limitation of the electrical potential

link reduces the helicopter potential to a

on the helicopter.

value given by.Equ-tion (8).

2.
A resistive element in the discharge
path to limit the electrical current to "safe"
levels.

In crder to provide safety under all conditions, it is essential that a good-ground
contact (R < 107 ohms) is made and that the
helicoptergand load arc grounded and kept
grounded during cargo operations.

A resistive element can be placed between
the cargo hook and the airframe or can be placed
in the grounding path (resistive groundina link).
Both methods are described below:

This method is quite inexpensive and
can solve the pernonnel safety problem but
requries changes in operational hook-up pro-

1. An Electrical Resistive Element Between

cedures.

Cargo Hook and Airframe - This element performs
two functions: it diminishes the electrical
current through the cargo hook (The electrical
current is determined by the ratio cf the
potential difference and electrical resistance
in the path), and after ground contact has been
made, it reduces the helicopter potential with

If desirable, as for flammable cargo, the
grounding link can also be used for discharging
A "ground link"
the cargo prior to release.
is then connected to the cargo so as to make
ground contact before cargo release.

respect to ground.

F.

The cortruction method for an insulated
hock can be one of the following:
a.

b.

System Tests and Evaluation - Laboratory

tests were performed to confirm the current
threshold levels with high voltages using
resiatorc and capacitances for simulating the
helicopter and the hook capacitance to ground.
It was assumed that passive dissipators in
a helicopter would limit the helicopter voltage
to the order of IOU kilovolts.

An insulated beam or cargo hook (r~sistance between airframe or cargo hook).
This approach is operationally very
desirable as cargo loading procedures
To use this method,
are not affected.
a change in eAisting aircraft construction must be made.

Several resistive gro,•nding links were
The
designed and tested in the'laboratory.
test results wer'e promising and F. safe cargo
hook up system was designed to insulate the
cargo hook from the airf'rame of the a147
helicopter.

In %,his case,
Insulated cargo link.
the resistance is placed between a new
hook and the original cargo hook on
In this approach, a
the aircraft.
"doughnut" type device with a hook can
be hung on the original cargo hook of ,
the helicopter,

The inasul.ted cargo hook was tested eleatrica~ly lip to 100 kV and the resistance was
The touch test u~s
measured to be 10* ohms.
m
performed.
A ground ntrap wc.n wrapped around
the little
finger and touch was made at 10 kV
steps up to O kV.
A mild sensation was
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detected from 30 kV on up to 70 kV.
A second
touch test was made up to 100 kV with the same
results except that at 85 to 100 kY no sensation
was experience:
In bcth tests a faint snap
was heard Just -ior to tcach.

ground contact is made and maintained, the
helicopter cargo and hook potential become as
indicated in Figure 8.
In the case of a resistive grounding link,
Figure 8 indicates a lowering of the electrical
potential (with respect to ground) of the
helicopter and cargo hook when electrical
ground contact is made and maintained.

The safe cargo hook-up system (SAFCAR) was
installeC in a CAT7 helicopter. The latter was
artificially charged to 70 kM limit of the
voltage -,4nerator). The cargo hook was touched
by per .. nnel. The worst sensation detected,
caused by the unprotected hook capacitance,
corresponded to the mild shock one gets from a
carpet.
Similar experiments were conducted
with resistive grounding links on a CH54 helicopter. A summary of the results is given in
Figure 8.

The evaluation of the proposed systems can
be summarized as follows:

mw,

S3.

1.

Laboratory medels of the "safe cargo
hook up cystem" (SAFCAR) have been
successfully tested in the laboratory
and with artificially charged airborne
helicopters.

2.

The method is reasonable in cost and
weight. Depending upon the system
version chosen, no changes or only smaLl
changes n.eed to be made in the operational cargo loading procedures.
If desirable, as for flammable cargo,
a "grounding link" can also be used
for discharging the cargo prior to
release.

Wait

G. Recommendations
We

-

A simple solution to the

electrostatic problems connected with the loading
of a hovering helicopter is proposed. The
"safe cargo hook up system"

01

SOpersonnel

provides reasonable

and cargo safety during cargo hookup operations.

20.

C,"N

"*AmaNow
&vMXoP.0*UP

0

to

40

so

/"

so

•a"" Dorm
b MWational

Some engineering problems should be further
investigated and complete prototypes should be

ST

made to be tested in the field under all oper-

100

conditions.

In the development or design of new cargo
helicopters, emphas~s shnuld be placed upon the
possible R-luLions of electrostatic problems.

Fig. 8 - Safe cargo hook-up system evaluation
(for an atmospheric potential of 20 kV1

The "safe cargo hook up system", if implemented in the basic helicopter design, could
be incorporated with relatively small pene.lties
in cost and weight.

The left ordinate axis gives the helicopter
potential with respect to ground; the right
ordinate axis gives the helicopter potential
with respect to the atmosphere at the helicopter
altitude. The difference between the two
ordinates iz the atmospheric potential which is
appr,').imately equal to potential gradient times
In Figure 8, this atmohelicopter altitude.
spheric potential is 20 kilovolts. The passive
dischargers on the rotor blades reduces the
electrical helicopter potential with respect to
the atmospheric potential,
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COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF A NEW RADOME LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEM
BY
L. C. Hoots,

Technical Pfoducts Division,

Brunswick Corporation

and
M. P. Amason & G. J.

Cassell,

Douglas Aircraft Co.,

encinsed objects and the degree of protection
desired.

Previous aircraft radome lightning protection systems have included several tpes of
metallic strip diverters.
A more recent ;nnovation has been to reolace such strips with a
series cf metal segments connected with re.:tance material.
Comparative antenna testing
is described, in which a radome was alternately fitted with the two types of diverters.
For the ogive nose cone anG enclosed low side"lobe test anterna, sidelobes created by
diverters are noted to decrease from ten (10)
db for solid metal to one (I) db with the sag-

L

McDonnell-Douglas Corporation

Diverter strips have comprised three main
types, namely:
(1) Thb,, foil-like, conductors for single
r) fotecon,
(
stroke rrotection,
Rectangular cross-sectional diverters
about 1/2" wide and 1/8" thick to prov!4e permanent protection, and
(3) Circular cross-section rods on the

(2)

mented strips.
In addition to the radar antenna tests, results showing the Frotec:ive capability
of segmented diverters fcr lightning
are summarized.
Plans for additional work
tasks relative to segmented diverter strips,
to be conducted as a part of a current Air
Force sponsored project, are related.

These three diverter types are Illustrated in Figure 2, and all may be arranged as
previously illustrated.
The foil strip vapo-

IN A GREAT MANY AIRCRAFT,
the metal radar
antenna installation housed within the nose
cone or radome provides metallic objects with
edges and protrusions.
These are the main
source of ionized streame's created dt the
aircraft
nose by high stress fields.
These
streamers can pass through an unprotected
radome creating the path for main lightning
stroke attachment.
Although strike incidence
in this area may be low In comparison to some
other aircraft features, the risk factor Is of
enough significance that meta;lic diverters
are often used to intercept the ;trike
and
transfer the associated charge to the aircraft
fuselage.

rizes upon being struck by lightning.
The
strip
with rectangular cross-sect~on providec
permanent protection at the sacrifice of increased drag.
T',e internal rod ovith throighprotrusions is also permanent anl eliminates
the drag penalty, but involves con:;derable
detailed design and test of mechanic-al fasteners.
This difficulty in design ar;ses as a
result of the considerabIe magnetic Ii.di/dt)
forces developed at tne rod-button junctures.
All three
' 'he d:verters described influence
the radia~ion patterns of enclosed radar antennas.
The l:ghtning protection/radar degradat'on trade-offs thkns caused have neen acceptable compromises in sonme past systems; however, the degree o' distortion of antenna pat-

PAST PRACTICE

able.

Configurations to provide radome lightning
protection have varied considerably in the
past.
Typical installations have included conductors orientated lengthwise and spaced radially arovnd the radome to ptovide a cage or
sh;eld of protection for the enclosed antenna
system.
A nose radome with radial lightning
strip diverters
used is shown in Figure 1.
Such an electrostatic
fr¢theantenas
nd shield
roviesreduces
anew streamers
ourc oflightning.
r
the antennas and provides a new source ofvels
Lightning car
streamers outside the radome.
then attach to these external streamers and
travel ucwn the strips to the fuselage without
Specif - laydao:,aoinC the radomn or antennas.
outs for such an installation geerally
epend
.pon factors such as the antenna
t
oca:ion,
proximity oi t'
antenna to the radome wail,
and the dielectric breakJoWn strength of the
Such designs are oJinarily
plastic structure.
i9ghtning testing and
simulated
to
subjected

SEGMENTED DIVERTER STRIPS
A more recent development haý been the
use of diverters comprising a series of small,
button-like, retal segotnts co.inected with

radome interior v.ith metee buttons protruding through the wall to maintain a
flush exterior profile.

terns froii-such obstructions

I

ar.: di-..nsionaily deperdent upon the sprcific
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cao be consider-

resistance material.
Thzse items, iliust'ated
in Figure 3, have been previously reported and
are patented by Douglas (U.S. Patent No. 3,L6,
027 granted in 1968).
Upon intercept of
l
formed wherean ionized channel isfoe6hrabov
the segmented
strips, exterior to the radce wall, to the
The resistance material
aircraft fuselage.
this ionized
ir useful both in initating
zath for
bleed-off
t
channel and In providing
precipitation static.
One of the p-smary -easons for the use of this diverter type is that
the metal segments may be 1/10th wavelentgth or
;meller at X-band, and hence •;niml antenna
nattern distortion ia incurred.

Boresight or pointing error values were simultaneously measured, and changes are shown in
Figure 7.
These were increased as much as
1.2 mlilradians for one particular radome
roll position; however, the maximum measured
error for all scans was only 0.5 milliradians
higher with the segmented diverter strips
than for the radome only.

Evolving airborne radar systems of the
pulse doppler type rely upon extremely low
sidelobes to permit detection of targets and
prevent "clutter" in the direction of the
ground. With the solid metallic diverters
previously discussed, sidelobes may be raised
(typically) 10 db above the levels associated
with the modern antennas used with sucL; radar,
In a current program sponsored by the Air
Force Materials Laboratory, a task was imp]nmented to define an appropriate lightning ptotection system and demonstrate pattern performance with such an antenna.* Prlor to fdbrication of required demonstration radomes, extensive oa:tern testing was accMplished at BrunsIn
wick with an already available nose cone.
addition to measuring the effects of segmented
diverter strips In detail, direct comparison
between these and the solid types was incorporated by means of alternately fitting the radome
with the two types of protective devices,

Radiation pattern testing was accomThe solid
plished for a number of conditions.
metallic diverter strips induced sidelobes at
These induced
several angular positions.
lobes were particularly prominent for antenna
pointing positions of twenty (20) degrees or
Figure 8 illusmore from thi radome nose.
trates this problem, a portion of the sidelobe region of the radiation pattern with
diverters being overlayed with the same scan
for the radome only. For the illustrated
pattern, the magnitude of the induced sidelobe Is seven (7) db greater with strip than
At other angles,
for the radome alone.
maqnitudes of increase of as much as ten (10)
db were observed, for angular widths up t¼
Reducing the number or
fifteen (15) degrees.
dieercer strips from seven (7) to one (I) did
not significantly alter the magnitude of this
strip induced lobe, although its angular
width was oniy about one-third (1/3) as much.
Sidelobes of this magnitude and width are not
acceptable for the intended application.

ANTENNA TEST RESULTS
The radome utilized was a filament wound
half-wave wall construction with an approximate ogive shape.
The wall thickness was
tapered In the radome longitudinal direction
to effect minimumA wall reflecLions for the
particular test antenna and X-band operational
freqtency.
As a means cf highlighting diverter
effects, these were installed temporarily using

Comparable patterns using the segmented
metal style of diverters showed only minor
Figure 9 is the same
Induced sidelobes.
pattern angle previously illustrated, and
shows results with segmented diverters in
At this
comparison to radome only tests.
particu'ar scan angle, the maximum magnitude
of the sidelobe with diverters does not
exceed that applicable for the radome only.
Other patterns in comparable angular areas
showed increesas on the order of one (I) db.
Further, a study of data for the complete
number of oatterns made indicate that these
diverters did not increase the average sidelobe level by more than about one (I) db.
At the critical angular regions illustrated,
this amounts to an improvement factor of nine
(9) db in
-•e,Idgnitude of sidelobe increase.
''raii,
the pattern results for segmented
diveiters !ndi:ate a significant achievement
at :ompared to previous strip types.
For
itro -rolications, the segmented st,'Ips
lar9gy el;,-'nates previous compatability
pi.,
,,"'•
between i ghtning protection design
a'6 microwdiC ronsideratio,,;

line antenna/radome composite system patterns.
The segmented diverters were fabricated on a
thin reinforced epoxy laminate approximateiy
0.010 ;nches thick, and therefore the effects
of the carrier laminate were not separable from
the effects of the metal segments or resistance
r .aterlal. Metal foil strlpt were used for convonlence to reasonably represent any of the
thiee solid metallic d:•rter types.
A photograph of the test radome Is shown
In Fig,-re 4, and a chse-up '1 the segmented
Eight
alverter strip is hhown in Figure 5.
strips each 42 inches long were employed, tne
surface spacing vay'rng from about seventee,,
(17) inches at the radome bajs to eleven (11)
inche: at the forward extent uf the i-ie-ters.
Transmission loss testing -'
accqmnpikhed
with the radome in Its no,'mal (W°) roll p,;i!
tion and rolled JO0 , 450, 60, 7r', and 90".
The radome was then scaniiec' + 600 in azimu 4
about the stationary antenna, simuiatInq inflight antenna scans.
Transmission changeb,
in percent, are shown Ir Figuze 4. The losses
"with dlvertrr strips were about Q maximum and
3% averag F-rore thar, for the rador-e alone,
*Contract No.

tiulITHltlG PROTECTION TEST RESULTS
The iIyntning protection capability of
solid diverter types have been pieviously re-

F33615-71-C-0380,

"hanufacturing Methods ýfr f!lo Temperature
Reinforced Plastf Aircraft Radtmics".
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) Fted ind will not be repeated here.
Frr
example. an oveii,
It given In reference I,
and bpa.iflf designs are reported In references 2 an( 3. Testing of the segmented
4h6
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strips has been accomplished duelng several

Sprograms.

provide the necessary shieldin:g Is a function
of the length of the strips, the dielectric

wall, and
radome
strength
withthe
in shape
the
loca t of
ion the
of me
ta l objects
TEST
M asu
ERI ed data
ata Indicate
ndi ateand
Measured
- - CRI
TEST C;RITERIA
n th
o metal os
wythi
an cane
that thu lightning strike phenomena generally
spacing is normally seventeen to
tet-nTheinches.
nhs
phases:
the
consists
of three
significant
hre
sinifiantphaes:theradome.
consstsof
•
twenty-one
prestrike phase, the high peak current phase,
and a heavy coulomb phase.

HIGH PEAK CURRENT MEASUREMENTS - High
peak current tests were made at Douglas cid
L.T.R.I. to determine damage t- the strips
caused by vaporization pressures and mech-

It Is during the relatively low current
prestrike phase when the lightning stepped
liader approaches the aircraft that an
Ionized channel Is created In the air above
the segmented strips.

anical
A block diagram
test 12.
set-up forces.
used at L.TRI.
;s shown ofin the
Figure
in Figure
2
at
ion
set-u ue
p

This Ionized channel

aoethe strip
tre
e
nts and heavycou
above th
high peak currents and heavy coulomb transfers.

A photograph of tho location of the probes

The peak current •n a flggitning stroke
but
will generally be 10 to 20 kiloamperes,
200
as
n some Instances has bee,, as high
kiloamperes. The peak current has an average
kiloamperesseeted
rate of rise of 10 kiloamperes per microsecond and 3 maximum rate of 100 kiloamperes
per microsecond.
During the peak current
phase of a lightning strike, high vaporization
pressures and strong mechanical forces can be
created.

voltage
The pobe
metal
using the
strip
mented
and
between
highfoil.
currcnt
potential

foilows the peak
neavy coulomb
The phase.
In the phase
heavy f00
coulomb phase
current
uphae
10
to
200amphaese. mn tew heavy ceouomb
to 200 amperes may flcw for a period of up to
one second, transferring z total charge of 30
to 200 coulombs.
This phase of the lightning
strike can produce burning ano eroding of the
Smetal transfer points.

occurred tootepnlo
the panel or the
No
h
aaeocre
N damage
two lightning strips. A photograph of the
test panel after test is shown in Figure 16.
A close-up photograph of the segmented strip
in the high current probe area is shown in
Figure 17. There are no significant burns
on the strip because the lightning does not
atta.,h to it.
The segmented strips simply
guide the stroke to ground.

provides the path for the

with respect to the lightning strips is shown
In Figure 13. The high voltage probe was
attached to the ungrounded end of th,• seg-

When the high
ground was 25 kilovolts.
voltage generator was discharged across the
strip the high currnt discharge was
tri-gerad as shown in Figure 14. Figure 15
S;lows the wavyform as It appeared on the
osc!llograph.
The peak current was 160 kiloThe rate of rise to peak was apprrxiamperes.
mately 6.5 kiloamperes per microsecond.

The segmented lightning strips have been
tested ito determine their shielding characteristics ard ability to withstand the peak
currents and heavy coulomb transfers associated
with lightning strokes.

f the grounded bolt at the
A photograr'
end of t0e segtintt4 strip to which the simulated lightning attached is shown ;n Figure 18.
rhe strip is butt'2d against the bolt. No
ntimate contact is required if a bleeder reof the bleeder
sistor is used. A phoiogrape
resistor is shown In Figure 19. The resistor
is connected to the strip as Illustrated in
This bleeder resistor in conjuncFigure 20.
tion with the resistance material joining the
togments prevents the strip from creating an
RF noise source ouring certain charging conresistor
ao bleed
ditsons on the aircraft.
if the strips are connected to the
requiredbait.
grounding

ELECTROSTATIC SHIELDING MEASUREMENTS High voltage tests have been performed by
Douglas at Lightning and Transients Research
Institute, Miami, Florida, to establish the
electrostatic shieldinj characteristics of
tne segmented strios. Flat panel measurements
were made to determine the approximate spacing
stripneto provide the
required betweeethe
antenna/
for a particular
necessary protection
ereis
Istalaton.Fina
radoe
Final meý,uemets
n'ea~urements were
radome Installat~ur,.
radome.
made on the aclual

HEAVY COULOMB TRANSFERS - The most difficult part of the lightning stroke to simulate
when testing the segmerted strip- is the heavy
coulomb transfer that occurs during the last
For this test it is
phase of the stroke.
necessary that the ionized channel established
over the strip during the high volLage discharge be maintained long enough that 200
amperes of current can be discharged through
tne same ciannel, from a DC voltage source,
for a period of one second.

A typical tect set-up fo- high voltage
measurements on a fiat panel is shown in
ligura 10. A photograph of a high voltage
test on a flat panel wit; segmented strips
installed Is shown In Figure 11. The simulated lightning st oke can be seen traveling
ab-ove the four foot long segmented strips to
tnone
ihe
The h
hg ripoIn
twenty-one pnel an
e high gradient point
under the panel and midway between tna two
The to
the panel.
strips
was 2.4 required
!nches from
between
the strips
exact spacing
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Douglas has performad tests on the segmented strips where eight coulombs was transfer'•ed over a 16-inch length, approxirrmately
40 coclombs c~er a 'i-Inch leagth and over 200
coulombs over a one-half lnch length. Theqe
tests indicated that the segmented strips
will withstand the burning and eroding caused
by charge transfers in excess of 200 coulombs.
STRiP AVAILABILITY AND CURRENT FURTHER WORK
Convenient strips incorporating the metal
segments and resistance material on a thin
(approximately 0.010 inch) laminate -arrier

are now available from Co'nmunications Components Corporation, Costa Mesa, California, a
licensee of McDonnell-Douglas Corporation.

The one tenth inch dianeter segments presently available are adequate 1ýor
most applfcacions up to and including Ku-band.
If
necessary, the segment size can be further
reduced to facilitate use In the hi.her
frequency ranges. Additionally, In particuar
radome designs where the laminate carrier degradation effects must be avoided, fabrication
techniques making these an integral part of
the radcie may be implemented. An example of
such a situation would be an "A" sandwich
radome with thin skins (facicrgs), cperat;ng
at a relatively high frequency.
As a part of the earlier referenced Air
Force sponsored project, rtrthcr work tasks
for the segmented diverters are being implementeJ.
Ircluded in these ta'Ats are the
nezessary i terns to defIne mrn,,-.acturing methods
for applying a high temoeracure version of
the s:rips to a polyl-ide foQ.r crre raeoie,

and the stpndard t,,pe to :epresentarive
fila~nent wound radomes in,a retrofit fashion.
Additionally, the temperature up-grading of
the segmented ;tr!ps is to be accomplished
with a goal of service to 600'F, Additional
_nteona testiig with primary emphasis on
sidelobes w11I b> accomplished at Ku-band.
6iu,ilfed lightning testing of a polylinde
foam core radwril Itirrrporating the higher
temperature segmented diverts/ itr*ps will be
conducted, as well as eaectr!cai, structural,
and eriironmental tests.
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FIGURE I: NOSE RADOME WITH RADIAL STRIPS
INSTALLED
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